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JOHN THE APOSTLE, AND HIS WHITINGS.

ST

T JOHN

occupies a place so peculiar and prominent,

among the
the

disciples of

New-Testament

writings which bear his

among

our Lord as a person, and
writers as an

author

name have always been

— and

the

the object of

such various and conflicting discussion

— that a comprehensive

exhibition of his personal character, his

life,

literary activity

undertakings.

may well be regarded

If, in

we must

to succeed,

synthetically

that

;

as

the brief limits here prescribed to us,

we

are

upon the subject not analytically, but
we must set out with the collective picture

is,

and his writings given
and then pass on to a general view of

The

it.

his

difficult

enter

of the Apostle

arising out of

and

his labours,

one of the most

in the
all

New

Testament,

the critical questions

personality of the Apostle himself,

and

the character of his writings, and their adjustment in the extant

New-Testament literature, must first of all be viewed
and upon that we may found a universal review of
the critical questions which have been raised in relation to those
cycle of

as a thesis

;

writings.

Three of our Lord's Apostles stand out prominently from
St John, St Peter, and St Paul. The last
was not in the number of the Twelve. Among them St James,
the son of Zebedee and brother of St John, had been singled
out by Christ to be the companion of St John and St Peter in
the special distinction of witnessing His transfiguration and His
the general circle

:

(Mark v. 37 ; Matt. xvii. 1, xxvi. 37) ; but
St James soon followed his Master in a death of martyrdom

deepest humiliation

(Acts

xii. 2),

and on that account

is

less

known

to us

than the

rest.

As compared

with St Peter, St

John

exhibits to

us

a

:

ST

VI

calm and
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reflective

nature, with

a preeminent receptivity

every word of his beloved Master, which tends to solve to his
heart the mystery which he pondered, he apprehends in his
deepest soul, and holds

it fast,

and meditates upon

it,

blessedly

losing himself in the contemplation of the glory of the

Son

of

Man.
that Christ speaks or does, he does not
seize the element of practical conduct
he does not ask, " What
In relation

to all

;

shall

I do?

shall

I build tabernacles upon the

Mount

of

my

sword against Malchus?"
but, far from feeling the pressure of action and co-operation,
he loves calmly to contemplate what passes, and asks, " What
Transfiguration

1

?

shall I

—
is

this that

lost in

He

doeth

?

draw

what

is

it

He

that

He

saith ?"

was

the pondering, affectionate contemplation of Jesus, as a

in the most pro;
found and purest love, he sank into the person of his Master
(hence he was chosen as an individual friend rather than the

bride in the contemplation of the bridegroom

others,

John

xiii.

And

23, etc.).

thus

it is

to

be explained that

remembrance of this disciple
the very character of our Lord, in its most fine and characterand that
istic traits, was retained so clearly and unconfusedly
so many long colloquies of Jesus with friends and foes remained

in the soul

and

in the living

;

in all their vividness,

down

to the minutest particulars.

All the

supreme and preeminent glory and dignity of Christ, which is
exhibited in the Gospel of St John, did not certainly remain
concealed from the rest of the disciples but only St John was
;

capable of being the instrument of reproducing the exhibition
of

it.

Every man may

see the ineffable

scene under the setting sun

;

beauty of an Alpine

but not every

man can

paint

it.

St John had the nature of a living mirror, which not merely
received the full brightness of the Lord's glory, but could also
reflect

it

back.

The

other Apostles and Evangelists have rather

preserved those points of our Saviour's speaking and acting

which produced the greatest effect, externally viewed, at the
time.
The Sermon on the Mount, delivered before a large
assembly of the people upon a sunny height of Galilee, was to
them, humanly speaking, for ever rememberable ; the undemonstrative conversation with the

woman

of Samaria, or the

Temple at Jerusalem,
deep an impression upon them, as not pro-

controversial discourses of Jesus in the

would not make so
ducing any striking immediate

effect

:

St J ohn alone was able to

ST
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penetrate and discern the glory which radiated through such less
And, under the influence of the
apparently significant words.

he was able to do

Spirit,

this, to retain

and faithfully reproduce

because his was a receptive and observant nature. For, this
the 'talent of a true observer not to overlook the most minute

all,
is

:

trait,

and

to place

it

in its right position in the connection of

But then St John was only an

the whole.

observer, not a poet

—

the art
an inventive poet
or inventor.
The
things
the
out
of,
artistic
whole
making
an
of rounding, and
altogether
Plainly,
and
wanting
in
him.
altogether
narrated
is
often, it might seem, wearisomely
without artificial attractions
"
that
which he had seen and heard"
back
faithfully
gives
he
first requisite of

—

—

—
(1

John

We

i.

1).

are conducted to another side of St John's nature

by

In inwardness, St Paul
but it is another
is much more like St John than St Peter is
kind of inwardness in St Paul it is dialectic, in St John purely
contemplative.
St Paul views psychologically the becoming,

the comparison with the Apostle Paul.

;

:

St John the eternal being

;

St Paul directs his regards to the

appropriation of redemption, St
tion
life

John

to the

Founder

of salva-

St Paul to conversion, St John rather to the fulness of
;
in Christ.
Hence St Paul's is a much gentler character

St John, indeed,
/3povr?i<> (Mark iii. 17).
has often been called " the Apostle of love," because the word

than that of the vw?

a^dirrj often occurs in his writings as

But

doctrine.

writings

:

an important term in

this aydirrj occurs at least as often in

in St Paul, in

its

relation to faith as its

his

St Paul's

outward ex-

John, in its opposition to hatred and wickedness.
St John has even been regarded by many as a sentimental
man of feeling, and he has been painted as a youth with soft

pression

;

in St

and effeminate features but thus his personal character has
been most egregiously misconceived. On the other hand, the
passage Luke ix. 51 seq. by no means justifies those who
Rather he was
describe him as a man of violent temperament.
that which the French describe in their expression, " il est
;

he had no mind or sense for relativities and mediating
modes and hence was not a man of middle courses. The
ground of this, however, lay, not in a vehemence of his natural
entier ;"
;

temperament, but in the peculiarity of his mystic-contemplative and deep insight, which everywhere and always pierced

—
ST
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to

the last extremes.

Vlll

through
Euseb.

28

3,

St John,

;

4,

Irenaeus (User. 3, 3 ; comp.
14) relates, as received from Polycarp, that

when he once met

instantly left the place

;

the Gnostic Cerinthus in a bath,

fearing that the building would

fall

which such an enemy of the truth was found. He
was even in his natural temperament a man who was altogether that which he was
a man who could only have been
altogether a Christian, or altogether a devil. In St John, grace
celebrated a silent, and permanent, and decided victory over
the natural corruption. He had never moved in contradictories.
He had been from earliest youth piously trained for his mother,
Salome (Mark xvi. 1 Matt. xx. 20), belonged to the circle of
those few souls who found their consolation as true Israelites in
the promises of the Old Covenant, and ayIio longed for the
coming of the Messiah. Salome was one of those women who
ministered of their substance to the Lord, who had not where
she did not leave Him when
to lay His head (Luke viii. 3)
He hung upon the cross (Mark xv. 40) ; and it was her high
distinction that the Saviour put her son in His own place, as
the son and sustainer of His mother Mary (the bosom-friend
To such a mother was St John born probably
of Salome).
1
and trained up in
in Bethsaida, at least in its neighbourhood
The family was not withthe fear of God and hope of Israel.
out substance ; for Zebedee had hired servants for his fishing
trade (Mark i. 20), Salome ministered to Jesus, St John possessed ra iBia, a dwelling (John xix. 17), and was personally
known in the house of the high-priest (John xviii. 15).
As soon as the Baptist came into trouble, St John adhered
to him with all the energy of his receptive inwardness.
see from John iii. 27-36, that the Evangelist had formed the
peculiar style which distinguishes him from all the other Newa style strong, concise, clear, sententious,
Testament writers
and ever reminding of the Old- Testament prophetic diction
under the express influence of the Baptist, that last and great
prophet not so much, however, appropriating the Baptist's to
himself, as constructing his own style, under the Baptist's in-

down

in

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

We

—

;

fluence, in

harmony with

the intuitional

Hebrew

character of his

Chrysostom and others mention Bethsaida with confidence as the place
upon the passages John i. 44, Luke v. 9. But those
passages do not speak with absolute precision.
1

of his birth, resting

—
—
ST

JOHN

own mind, which

TIIE APOSTLE,

rejected

its

dialectics

and

IX

gramma-

logical

For, that longer discourse of the Baptist

tical construction.

although in

all

AND HIS WRITINGS.

substance altogether pre-Christian, and spring-

ing simply out of the distinctive position of the Baptist (and
therefore,

most assuredly, not composed by the Evangelist)

—ex-

hibits the same
which was certainly natural to the Baptist, and which is everywhere reproduced by the Evangelist.
As the Baptist was
finally to prepare all Israel for Christ, so it was his specific

Hebraically-conceived construction of sentences,

vocation to prepare the eVicm^to? ^adrjr^, to develop in

him

stamped
and distinctive personality, into an instrument which would be
capable of receiving into himself all the outbeaming glories of
Christ. Thus no other disciple so clearly and effectually seized
the kernel of the preaching of John the Baptist (John i. 2G-36).
His relation to the Baptist was analogous to that which he afterwards bore to Christ he apprehended those profounder views
the related (" Johannsean") germs, to form

him

into a

:

John which were comparatively concealed
The Synoptists dwelt largely on the Baptist's

of the preaching of

from the

others.

and added only a brief notice, that
he pointed also to the coming Messiah. But this last point is
taken up by St John as the centre of the Baptist's work and
he has preserved and recorded his prophetic discourses concernpreaching of repentance

;

;

ing the nature and the passion of Christ, which no other has
preserved.
From the Baptist he had further received the fun-

—

the antidamental categories of his own subsequent doctrine
heaven and earth (John iii. 31), the love and wrath of
God (ver. 36) and even the word in ver. 29 may have sounded

thesis of

;

afterwards in his soul as a prophetic note of his

own

relation to

Christ.

But with

the

same decision of

will

and absoluteness of pur-

pose with which he had joined himself to the Baptist, and at

command fully renounced all fellowship with the cncorta, he
now joined himself to Jesus, when to Him he was directed by

his

the Baptist (John

i.

35

seq.).

This fixed decision,

this abso-

lutism in the best sense, manifested itself in his whole nature

was not yet entirely purified and shone
under the influence of erroneous views.
When the inhabitants of a Samaritan village would not receive
Jesus, his Jesus, he does not break out into reproach,
that
so far as that nature

through, or was

still

—

—
X
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would have been the reaction or vehemence of a hot temperament, but he goes with his brother to Jesus, and asks
again
purely receptive and self-resigning but what he asks testifies
to the internal absoluteness with which he apprehends the two
perfect opposites
he asks whether he should not call fire down
from heaven. In his nature and temperament he is everywhere
and always receptive not prominent, active, interfering, chal-

—

—

;

—

:

lenging

;

but expectant, observant, listening, and self-devoting.

But in his internal
and decided. His

distinctive character,
is

he

always most fixed

is

a self-devoting nature

but

;

it is

devoted

only to one object, and to that altogether and absolutely de-

And, because

voted.
it

needed such

his nature

was

so self-devoting, therefore

strong- decision.

The same

decisiveness,

positive

the

same incapacity

to

and

middle points, appears also in St
John's views of the plan of salvation.
St Paul views it as
becoming, and pauses and lingers in the conflict between the

tolerate

old

vacillation

and the new man

;

St John beholds salvation as the simply

perfected victory of light over the darkness

God

:

he who

is

born

and hath light, and sinneth no more. St Paul,
in his writings, has more to do with sin qua weakness St John,
although he does not omit this aspect (1 John i. 8, ii. 1), yet
has more to do with sin as wickedness.
St John also well
knows that the victory of light over darkness is won only by
what seems to be a subjection, abandonment, and succumbing
as in the case of Christ Himself, who overcame death by dying,
of

is light,

;

;

so

also in

every individual (1 John v. 4) in the collective
ii. 8, vii. 14, xx. 4).
But he contemplates the

Church (Rev.
victory,

which

in time

come

John

is

still

future, as already decided

"

from

Ye

are of God, and have overthe spirit of Antichrist ;" ch. v. 4, " Our faith is the

eternity (comp. 1

iv. 4,

victory which hath overcome the world
holiness, ch. hi. 6

postures of heart:

and the points of

and

9).

;"

To St John

and, in respect to
there are only two

for and against. He knows no third;
from the one to the other he brings

transition

not into consideration.

Such a

by grace, would never have been
win the heathen world for Christ never could
St John have done the work which St Paul did,
who became
a Jew to the Jews, and a Gentile to the Gentiles, and, with
nature, sanctified

in a position to

;

—
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inexhaustible patience, entering dialectically into the relation

of each Church, contended against

its

weaknesses and errors.

But then such a character as St John's was needful, in order
to preserve pure and to purify the Church already founded
and established. That was his high vocation he was an ambassador as much of the Judge as of the Saviour, called as he was
by the Holy Ghost to prophesy of judgment and to publish the
;

—

be alike an Apocalyptic and an Evangelist.
As in the time of his Master's life he directed his gaze, not so
much outwardly to the practical field of work, as inwardly to

redemption,

to

called after the ascension

the contemplation of Christ, so he

was

to consecrate his energies, not so

much

to the conversion of the

extra-Christian world, as to the perfecting and cleansing of the

was his to supplement the doctrine of
and so to consummate the hiSa^rj tmv
and accordingly he added the topstone of the

Christian Church.

It

the other Apostles,

uTTocnoXwv

;

speculative mystery of the incarnation of the Logos, as well as
of the mystery of the unio mystica

— by communicating

those

utterances of our Saviour which contained these things, and

which he alone has preserved in all their fulness and depth.
He had to cleanse the Church from the worst primitive defilement, to exercise judgment upon Gnosticism this he did by
simply opposing to the Gnostic caricatures of the Saviour and
:

His salvation the truth which he especially had received, by
from himself that image of the true Son of
Man, in His judicial Divine glory, which he had received into
his inmost nature, and by placing it visibly before the eyes of
the world in his Gospel.
He had for all future ages to rebuke
and condemn the abominations of the antichristian nature ;
and thus was called to lay down in the Apocalypse that pro
phecy of the future conflict of the a/corca with the light, an
everlasting test for the discrimination of all the shifting forms
letting shine forth

of corruption in the Church.

Christ

In

short, while his relation to

altogether that of the softer and receptive nature, he

is

shows himself to be altogether man, and
against

him

all

antichristian error.

The

old

like a

hymn

consuming

fire,

aptly describes

in the words, Volat avis sine meta, etc.

The

consideration of St John's personality leads us now,

naturally, to the consideration of his apostolical
literary work.

and

specifically

;
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His

apostolical labour, during .the first three decennia after

the ascension of our Lord, was, in conformity with his personal
characteristics,

still

At

monstration.

and

retired,

and marked by no external de-

the Saviour's final passion (33 iEr. Dion.),

St John was the only disciple

but stood fearless under the

who

cross,

did not forsake the Lord,

avowing himself the Saviour's

After His resurrection, St John remained
friend and
with the other disciples in Jerusalem. But he does not appear
Were
to have assumed any external prominence among them.
disciple.

it

not for the passage Gal.

ii.

9,

we

should not have

known

that he, in connection with St Peter and St James, enjoyed any
distinctive personal consideration in the

As

Church.

re-

it

spects his work, he retired, during that period, into the silent

background.

In harmony with

laboured like the rest

;

his

apostolical

he

vocation,

But

assuredly he did not keep holiday.

which attracted attention
was much more
occupied with the edification of churches already founded than
with the conversion of new communities. It is hard to say
how long he remained in Jerusalem. At the persecution following upon the death of Stephen, he remained in that city
with the other Apostles (Acts viii. 1). When, on the other
hand, St Paul came up, three years after his conversion, to
Jerusalem (Gal. i. 18), in the year 40 iEr. Dion., he met
It does
there only St Peter, and St James the Lord's brother.
not indeed follow from this, that the other disciples had forsaken
Jerusalem, and settled themselves elsewhere. (The itinerant
visitation-journey of St Peter, Acts ix. 32, was only a transiIn the year 51 (Acts xv.), we find the collective
tory one.)
Apostles again in Jerusalem
St Peter and St James taking
But,
the prominent place as their leaders in the Council.

his

work was not

and, unless

we

of the outward kind

are altogether mistaken, he

;

seven years

with the
terval

later, in the

irpecrl3vT6poL<;,

year 58 (Acts xxi. 18), St James alone,
In the inis present in Jerusalem.

between 51 and 58

it

seems that we must place the

dis-

persion or removal of the remaining Apostles from Jerusalem.

An

ancient tradition relates concerning St

Strom,

vi.

5),

John (Clem.

Alex.,

that he left Jerusalem twelve years after the

death of Christ (thus, as early as 45

-ZEr. Dion.).

By

no

means did he then go at once to Ephesus, where unanimous
tradition locates

him during the

closing term of his

life.

But

ST
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are altogether without anything like precise account of his

residence and occupation during the intervening time.
true that a later tradition sends

him

to Parthia

It

is

but that owed

;

Hapdovs) in the
superscription of his First Epistle. The supposition of Jerome,
There
that St John preached in India, is equally groundless.
is much more internal probability in the hypothesis that he
origin simply to the spurious gloss

its

(7T|Oo?

betook himself, at the time of St Paul's

first

missionary journey

(46 JEr. Dion.), to the then second centre of Christendom,
Antioch, that he might fill up the chasm created by the depar-

As early as Acts xi. 22 (43 JEr. Dion.)
Barnabas had been delegated thither from Jerusalem in the
year 44 (ver. 27), prophets came from Jerusalem to Antioch
according to Gal. ii. 11, Peter was sent to Antioch (in the year
ture of St Paul.

;

;

This much we see, therefore, at least, that the Church
Jerusalem held it to be a duty to exercise a special supervision over Antioch, and to take special pains to supply it with
54?).

in

worthy men. On the other hand, it is certain that St John
was at a later time, and a much later time, the successor of the
Certainly this did not take place
Apostle Paul in Ephesus.
St Paul's death (64 JEr. Dion.), or

until about the time of

after

it

;

for, neither in

the farewell address at Miletus (Acts

anno 58), nor in the Epistle to the Ephesians (anno 61),
any trace whatever of St John's being in Ephesus.
But that he subsequently guided the Church of Asia Minor,
from Ephesus as a centre (comp. Rev. i. 12, ch. ii. hi.), is the
unanimous tradition of the Fathers
a tradition which has
been doubted by some, only because it stands in the way of the
theory, which has been set up, of the opposition between St Paul
and the Twelve. Poly crates, a bishop of Ephesus in the second
century (of an illustrious Christian family, to which seven
earlier bishops of Ephesus had belonged, Euseb. v. 24), says,

xx.,

there

is

—

in a letter to Victor of
iv 'Ej>ea(p KeKOLjxijTai.

comp. Euseb.

UavXov

^XP

L

3,

23) says

:

aXXa

ical

T0 ^ Tpaiavov ^povcov, fidprvs

rj

^XP

l

(ii.

T™ v

22, 5), that St

iv ^Etyecrw

:

ovtos

i/cfc\r)cria,

viro

Be 7rapap,elvavT0<; avrols

ctXijOrjs

(Trajan reigned, as

also Irenaeus

disciples

concerning St John

(ibid.),

Irenseus (Hser. 3, 3, 4, in Euseb. 4, 14,

fiev TeOepieKico/jbevrj, 'Icodvvov

7rapa$6crea)<;.

So

Rome

is

iaro

well

John

t/}<?

diroo'ToXwv

known, 98-117).

lived with a circle of

Tpaiavov ^povcov in 'Acrla (Proconsular

:

XIV
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Asia, of which Ephesus

more

was the

And

capital).

Iren reus

is

here

be depended upon, because one of those disciples of St John, the martyr Polycarp, was his own teacher

all

the

to

and spiritual father (Iren. 3, 3, Euseb. v. 20, 24 where ttcu<;
en wv means " as puer, boy or youth"). Ignatius of Antioch
also, and Papias, were among those personal disciples of the
;

John (Euseb.

veteran St

Jerome

3,

22

Iren.

;

in

(Vir. Illus. 9) places the death of

after the death of Christ

;

Euseb.

3,

39).

St John 68 years

therefore in the year 101

JEr Dion.

Eusebius, agreeing in the main, places it in 100.
(Polycarp,
a Christian " for eighty years" at his death in 170, Euseb. 4,
15, had therefore enjoyed the instruction of the Apostle for ten
years, 90-100.)

There

is,

further, a

unanimous

banished to the Isle of Patmos by a

Alexandrinus (Quis

div.

salv.,

thieves

by St John,

rvpavvos.

John was
Clemens

cap. 42) relates the beautiful

young man who had

story of the deliverance of the

among

tradition that St

Roman

fallen

as a /jlv0os ov jivOos (an orally-re-

received but yet true narrative), and marks the date thus
eireiSr]

tov rvpdvvov TekevTiqcravTos airo

t% Udr^ov

ttjs vrjcrov

"Efeaov. He speaks here of the exile in Patmos as of a circumstance well known to his readers, and to all
fi€Trj\0ev els rrjv

(He cannot, therefore, as Credner supposes, have
from Rev. i. 9 that St John must have been banished
more especially as in Rev. i. there is not a word
to Patmos
spoken about banishment.) So also Origen (in Matt, iii., p.
the world.

conjectured

;

720)

:

o Se 'Pco/acilcov fiao-iXevs go?

rj

Trapdhocris BiSda/cei, (he

again appeals to the predominant tradition, not to a conjecture)
KCLTrehiicatTe

tov 'Icodvvrjv fiaprupovvra Bid tov

tt}?

d\v6eias \6<yov,

eh Ildrfiov rrjv vrjcrov. As subordinate, he then cites the passage, Rev. i. 9.
Tertullian (Prses. Hasr., cap. 36) thinks the
Roman Church happy, where St Paul was beheaded, and from
which St John was banished to Patmos, after he had been
plunged into boiling oil, but was miraculously (comp. Acts xiv.

Mark xvi. 18) preserved. Irengeus (in Euseb.
;
18) records with precision that St John had been banished
to Patmos tinder Domitian. Even the contemporaneous heathen
20, xxviii. 5
3,

writers did not omit (according to Euseb.
SicoyfMov zeal tcl ev

fccupbv eir

avTw fiapTupia

—

1.

c.) to relate

those, that

is,

oi

<ye

tov tc

kcu tov

dnpifies enrea^fx^vavTO, to wit, the fifteenth year of

—
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Domitian (95, 96 ^Er. Dion.). In the succeeding year, when
Nerva assumed the government, the return to Ephesus had
been permitted to him. Jerome (Vir. Illust. 9) mentions the
fourteenth of Domitian as the year of the banishment of St
John so that the banishment must be placed in the year
95.
The Syriac translation of the Apocalypse (discovered by
Pococke, and of the same character as the Philoxenian, consequently originating in the sixth century) mentions by mistake Nero instead of Domitian. 1
The passage Acts i. 9 serves
;

only to confirm that report.

These notices concerning the sphere of the external

activity

of the Apostle John, sparing as they indeed are, throw, nevertheless, a

welcome

one

side,

light

upon

This work

literary woi'k.

we have

is

his work,

and

specially

divided into two parts

upon

his

on the

:

the Gospel, with the closely-connected First

on the other, the Revelation. First, let us take a
general view of the Gospel and the First Epistle.
His Gospel is at the first glance plainly distinguished from

Epistle;

the three others

—

as in

its

chronological order, so also in the

As it regards the latter,
known, very much that is peculiar, and

selection of its materials.
has,

it is

well

with the Synoptists only in a few sections (ch.

i.

21-27,

St John
coincides
vi.

5-21,

1-15, and the main points of the history of the Passion).

xii.

The omission of the narrative of the childhood
him from St Matthew and St Luke the records of
;

distinguishes

the journeys

Jerusalem are peculiar to him, and not found
in the Synoptists.
That he has supplemented the matter of
the Synoptists, is no more than simple fact and the question
whether it was his design to do so (comp. Luthardt), is a perfectly needless one, since it is no other than the question whether
he wrote as he wrote, and what he wrote, consciously or not
a question which none will for a moment hesitate how to

to the feasts in

;

answer. 2
1

But there

Eecent

critics

is

another,

deeper,

and more internal

— though, in the face
— that St John was banished

have conjectured,

account, without any grounds,
the time of Nero.

much

of Irenaeus'

to

This conjecture

is

Patmos

interpretation of the five kings, Eev. xvii. 10, which understands
the first five Roman emperors.
2

It

menting

may

indeed be questioned whether this design

— was the

work, or whether
higher one.

last object of his

ary aim, subordinate to a

much

in

pressed into the support of a false

it

— that

by them

of supple-

Was only a second-

—
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sense in which he supplements or completes the Synoptists.

It

has been already observed that St John, according to his in-

endowment and personal peculiarity, was the only one
overruled to seize and retain certain individual aspects
First, to wit, those
of the nature and the doctrine of Jesus.
utterances of our Lord concerning His eternal relation to the
Father, and His eternal, pre-temporal and supra-temporal, onedividual

who was

ness of essence with the Father (John
51,

vii.

which,

16, 28,

viii.

58)

— an

in opposition to that

iii.

13, 17, v. 17, vi. 33,

aspect of the teaching of Christ

which the Lord lays down concern-

ing His historical work upon earth, and his historical relation
to men, may assuredly with perfect propriety be described as
" the speculative aspect," and to the apprehension of which a
" philosophical" tone and culture of mind (using this expression,
of

course,

in

must be supposed. 1

the widest sense)

secondly, also those sayings of our
relation of unity

Lord concerning

and fellowship of

enter with His people through the
ch.

vi.,

now

life into

Holy

But,

the mystical

which He would
(John iii. 8,

Spirit.

ch. xiv. 16 seq., xv. 1 seq., xvii. 21-23.)

The

question

whether the individuality and personal characteristics
of the Apostle was the only factor in the case ; whether it was
this alone which prompted him to supplement and perfect the
picture which the Synoptists had given of the person and teaching of Christ (mark, not that he invented or feigned anything
arises,

new and

unhistorical,

but that he gave a representation of an

aspect of the historical and real Christ which he alone

prehended

in all its depth

and

fulness),

also co-operating, as the second factor,

had apwas

or whether there

an actual

necessity

of

the

Church, which was beginning to be pressingly felt at the period

when St John wrote.
He who should hesitate

to admit this, must be prepared to
deny that the providential wisdom of God had assigned to St
John any peculiar and independent vocation in the joint aposSt Peter and St Matthew
tolical work of founding the Church.
Christian
Church among
the
vocation
to
found
their
had it for
testimony
to Jesus as the
their
and
to
bear
of
Israel,
people
the
the same St Peter and St Mark
Fulfiller of the prophecies
had it for their vocation first to bear the tidings concerning
;

1

Against LutliarJt,

S. 227.
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God, over the borders of Israel towards the
Luke had it for their vocation to
establish the relations between Jewish Christianity and Gentile
Christianity, and to oppose at all points that great error of legalJewish perversion which envied the heathen their privileges,
and insisted upon reserving the prerogatives of the law:' as
if Israel did not exist for Christ's sake, and Christ for the sake
of all mankind as if, consequently, men must first belong to
Israel by the rite of circumcision and the observance of the
law, and then, as subordinate to this, belong to Christ.
Now,
can we suppose that St John alone was without any analogous
Christ, the

Gentiles

;

of

St Paul and St

—

;

vocation ?
" There was neither occasion nor room for the origination

specific apostolical

new

of any

doctrine concerning Christ; but only for the attesta-

and confirming in manifold and various ways of the one
great and well-known fact of Christ Himself.
But the Church
of Christ had their history and, in the degree in which the apostolical Church had a history, new views of Christian doctrine
grew up to the Apostles in connection therewith." (Luthardt.)
Or, more correctly, they perceived more and more clearly what
aspects of the one history and the one truth of salvation must
tion

;

be made emphatic, in opposition to the heresies as they arose
and thus the Apostle John became conscious, in the last years
;

of the

first

century, that

now

the hour was

come when he must

bring out the reserved treasure, which had been peculiarly his

own and shut up in himself, for the salvation of the Church
own time, and for the rule of the Church of all times.

of

his

For, the Christian Church had, since the death of the
Apostle Paul, and especially since the destruction of Jerusalem,
entered upon a new stage of her history.
That time when the

Twelve

lived in the midst of the Jews,

and according to Israelite

customs, having as believers in the Messiah a place and

mem-

bership in the corporate body of the people of the Covenant,

and making

it

their first great business to bear witness to the

identity of Jesus

and the promised Messiah (a

period, the

monument of which is the Gospel according
Matthew) was now long and forever past. Israel as a
literary

—

to

St

people

had rejected that testimony the Church of the Redeemer had
withdrawn from Israel and from Jerusalem the judgment had
been poured out on Israel from a nation it had sunk down
;

;

;

b
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an exiled diaspora ; Christianity had thenceforward no more
do with the people of Israel, but with the heathen Roman
state, and with individual Jews only so far as these in their
malice denounced the Christians to the Romans. But, at the
same time, that period of Pauline labour was past, during which
there was a necessity for warning against the errors and the
labours of the TrapeicraKrot ^revSaSeXcpoi (Gal. ii. 4), who taught
that Christ and His salvation was the monopoly of the Jews,

to

to

and the fulfilment of the law was the condition
thus bringing men back to
In opposition to them, St Luke,
a dependence on their works.
the investigator (Luke i. 3), had collected together in his
Gospel, under the Divine Spirit's guidance, all those events and
those discourses in the life of Christ which showed that not
only Israel, and not all Israel, had inheritance in the salvation
The destruction of Jerusalem had impressed
of the Gospel.
the seal upon his testimony (comp. Luke xxi. 24).
But, all this notwithstanding, there were still found among
the Christian communities, a circle of Jewish-Christian Churches
which had so little understood the judicial acts of the Lord upon
that circumcision

of fellowship in the Messianic hope,

Jerusalem that they

still

—

clung with blind wilfulness to the pre-

servation of the dissolved Jewish nationality, to the use of the

Semitic (Aramaic) tongue, and the continuance of Jewish usages.
These Churches were conducted by their ungodly traditionalism
to a separation from the rest of the Church, being known first
as Nazarenes ; in the last stage of their perversion and apostasy
they appear in history as Ehionites. They saw in Christ only a
as might have been expected from their
second Lawgiver
relations
using only the Aramaic Gospel of
legal position and
declarations
of Christ concerning
Matthew,
in
which
the
St
His Divinity are not yet so prominent as in the other Gospels,
Christ became contracted in their creed to the limits of a mere
man. It cannot be demonstrated that this error had already in
St John's time reached its final point of development nor can
it be established that St John, living in Ephesus, w as brought

—

;

;

r

into direct conflict with these heretics, or that a " refutation of
1
But it is cerbe sought for in his Gospel.
tainly a possible supposition, that the gradual separation of the

Ebionitism "

1

is

to

Jerome, Epiphanius, and, in later times, Grotius, thought that they

perceived such a polemical aim in the Gospel of St John.
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Nazarene communities from the living body of the Church (a
circumstance which could not have been unknown to the
his own special endowApostle) disclosed to his seer-glance
ment the prospect of the spiritual dangers into which this
and,
self -limiting and cramped system must necessarily lead
therefore, that these manifestations were regarded by him as an
intimation that the time was come for him to come forward with
his testimony concerning the eternal Divine Sonship of Christ
(attested by all His words and acts), and by means of this testimony to erect, once for all and for all time, an impregnable
bulwark against all Ebionite and Ebionitish heresies and de1
This was the appearance of one root
partures from the truth.
of all heresy, just showing itself above the ground and it might
possibly have had some influence upon St John in the publica-

—

—

;

;

tion of his Gospel.

But simultaneously with
second root of heresy

which was heathen

:

was the sprouting of a

that, there

A

Gnosticism.

system of speculation

in principle laid violent hold of Christian

dogmas, without receiving them in Christian faith ; aspiring, not
God and holiness, but only to ryvtocris, that

to reconciliation with
is,

the solution of the fundamental problems which offered them-

selves to

knowledge, and using for

this

purpose those Christian

dogmas, rich in the elements of presentiment and speculation,
which it grossly wrested and perverted. And it was all the

more dangerous, because

it

presented the appearance of a deeper

than ordinary apprehension of Christianity
its

;

and seemed

to give

proper satisfaction to a want which came with Christianity,

and which indeed Christianity excited
the true and proper sense.
1

The

first

— the desire of

<yvw<riq in

noted teacher of this kind

The view that St John might have viewed the existence of congregaan exhibition of Ebionite error (Hug), is not to

tions of John's disciples as

be so absolutely rejected as Luthardt rejects

somewhat strongly emphasized passages,

ch.

it.
i.

Liicke rightly says,

"The

8 and 20, seem to favour

that view," as intimating an antithesis of definite errors.

If it had been
was not the Father, but the Son of the Father"
who
coidd have denied that it was a plain denial of Patripassian error?
Further, it must be remembered that Ephesus was, according to Acts xviii.
and, if
24, xix. 1, a seat of the community of John the Baptist's disciples
we have no proof that this community existed on into the end of the century, and degenerated into a denial of the Divinity of Christ, we certainly
have no proof of the contrary.

—

written, "Christ

;

—
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was Cerinthus. He taught (Iren. liter. 1, 26 seq.,
comp. Euseb. 3, 28) that the world was produced into existence,
not by the supreme God, but a power having its origin from
God that Jesus was a Son of Joseph and Mary that the
-ZEon Christ was united with Him at His baptism, and guided
Him in teaching men to know the Most High God, hitherto not
known that the xEon Christ left Him again before His passion
and that it was the mere man Jesus who suffered.
related,
and still older, heretical tendency was (according to Iren. 3, 11)
of error

;

;

;

;

A

that of the " Nicolaitanes " (Rev.

15),

ii.

however, Irenseus does not seem to have

what

is

said in Rev.

time of Irenseus (as
re?, ch.

iii.

3)

who

Now

the

men were

still

alive in the

evident from the words, ela\v oi

afcrj/coo-

received from the lips of Polycarp, St John's

Thus

it is

historically firm

hypercritically to throw overboard

—

which,

circumstance of St John's having met Cerinthus in

disciple, the

the bath.

ii.

is

— concerning

known anything beyond

all,

— unless

we

are content

even the most trustworthy,

had to contend against the Cerinform of Gnosticism contained as well
Ebionite as Docetic elements, that is, an Ebionite man Jesus by
the side of a Docetic JEon Christ.
Nor will any reasonable
person be able to deny that there could not be a more striking,
demonstrative, and victorious refutation of this Gnostic heresy
than that which we actually find in the utterances of our Lord
Himself, which St John has handed down, concerning His preexistence and eternal Godhead, and in the testimony of the
Apostle that the Father created all things by the Word. (Comtradition

that this Apostle

thian gnosis

;

and that

tins

pare only with that doctrine of Cerinthus the passages

3 and 14, and 33, 34, and 49

;

ch.

iii.

John

i.

13, 14, v. 23, 26, vi. 51,

viii. 58, xiii. 23 seq., xvii. 1, 2, 16, 19, xviii. 6, 11, 37.)
As
would be very hard indeed to persuade oneself that St John,
who past all doubt had to contend against the errors of Cerinthus, and who past all doubt declared the identity of Jesus with
the Son of God, and the incarnation of Christ (1 John iv. 2, 3,
v. 5) to be the corner-stone of the Christian doctrine, and the
distinguishing test between Christianity and Antichristianity
as it would be very hard indeed to believe that this St John
wrote down all those utterances of Christ without any consciousness of the force which lay in them as against the Cerinthian

62,

it

heresy

— nothing

remains but that w e admit the conviction of
T
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St John's having written all those sayings with this express
For he must then have written them with will and

design.

he who knows what effect his act will have, and theremust design and purpose that effect. Thus it was
assuredly and preeminently the appearance on the stage of the
Cerinthian gnosis which taught the Apostle to discern that the
hour was come for him to bring forth that peculiar treasure of
remembrances of the life of Jesus which was his own, and
publicly to confront with it the germ of lie which it would repurpose

:

fore acts,

knew that the time
endowment must become
vocation and work
fruitful, not

fute as a testimony.

Or, in other words, he

was come when

entire specific

fruitful in his

his

own

peculiar

:

—

only for salvation in the time being, but for the placing of the
topstone on the whole apostolical function, in the consummating
of the

norma credendorum for all succeeding ages of the Christian

Church.

When,

therefore, St

John came forward with

the testimony

of his Gospel to oppose the Ebionizing and Gnostic fundamental

same time externally and inwas not influenced by
a multiplicity of separate and independent aims. It was one
motive which impelled him to write his Gospel (that is, the
knowledge that he had in himself what would be sufficient for
the refutation of the fundamental principle of all heresy, concurred with the knowledge that it was now necessary to bring
out the fulness of his treasures)
and there was but one means
by which the various needs, which at that time were arising,
could be all at once and entirely satisfied.
The striving after
gnosis
in itself justifiable, though now excited by a wrong
element
must not be ignored, or altogether suppressed it
must be gratified, but in the right way. It must be shown that
the true <yvwac<; had its root, not in the vain curiosity of knowledge, and in philosophical gropings sundered from faith, but
inversely in faith itself ; and that to childlike faith the true
depths of blessed knowledge and blessed insight into the deepest
mysteries were opened up (and therefore St John so often lays
stress upon faith, and would lead his readers " to believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God," John xx. 31). The materials which he wrought up to this end were not of a kind
which it was necessary that he should first arbitrarily select and
principle of

all

heresy,

and

at the

ternally supplemented the Synoptists, he

;

—
—

;

ST
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this, so that,

during the lifetime of Jesus, that had

which would serve for the refutation
Because St John in his own person was

fixed in his nature

these heresies.

the complement of the other disciples, therefore his writings

were in themselves the supplement of the writings of the
And preeminently the internal supplement. To
the doctrines of lying speculation which sundered Jesus and
the Christ, he had to oppose the utterances and discourses of
Jesus Christ concerning His eternal unity with the Father,
His preexistence with the Father, the glorification of the
Father in His sufferings, and the giving up of the Bread of
Life unto death. To a dead striving after gnosis without sanctification, he had to oppose the sayings of the Lord concerning
the mystical life of the Head in His members (John vi. 15, etc.).
It was obvious that the Synoptists would be thus externally supplemented also, since the majority of these sayings were uttered
in the feast-journeys to Jerusalem.
And thus, finally, it was
obvious that he must so construct his Gospel as to subserve the
subordinate end also of giving a chronological supplement to the
also

Synoptists.

whole.

The most decisive proof of this systematic (in a good sense)
and orderly-planned character of the Gospel (exhibiting in the
unity of the great end a variety of subordinate designs), lies, as
we have said, in the words of John xx. 31, where the Evangelist
himself plainly announces his design that is, not (as Luthardt
:

may believe," but " that ye may believe that Jesus
the Son of God ;" which contains the clearest and

says) " that ye
is

the Christ,

sharpest antithesis to the doctrine of Cerinthus that can be conceived.

But we have another evidence in
The pervasive relation which

John.

Gospel,

in

language,

and

style,

the First Epistle of St
this Epistle bears to the

and

phraseology, has been generally and by

we have

to

;

add the remarkable fact that the writer of the

Epistle gives us, ch.

which he

and ideas, and
acknowledged but

tone,
all

ii.

12-14, a sixfold repetition of the design

and had

—

xvritten
before he had written
anything substantial at. all
For, in ch. i. 1 seq., we have only
an announcement that he would declare what he had heard, seen
with his eves, touched with his hands, that which concerned

for

xorites

!
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of life,"

and that he would write

that the joy of the readers might be full.
declaration of that which he

Presently, in ver. 4, he an-

this as the substance of his iira^eKla, that

and appends

light,"

this (the Epistle)

But, for an actual

had seen and handled, we look

in vain throughout the Epistle.

nounces

XX111

God

"

Then

to that practical inferences.

is

once

at

begins in the second chapter that repeated resolution of the several

ends for which he writes and had written.

We are involuntarily

driven to the conclusion that this "writing and having written,"
of which he speaks in the Epistle as of something objectively

present before his eyes, cannot be the Epistle
other independent

document connected with

itself,
it

;

but an-

that

is,

in

other words, that the Epistle was no other than a companion-

document of the Gospel. For, in this Gospel he had, in fact,
announced that which he had seen, and beheld, and handled
with his hands had announced all that which was to be announced concerning that Word which was no word of dead
theory and speculation, but the revelation-Word of God, who
was life and light to sinful humanity
and therefore a Word of
life
a Word giving life, and itself a living, personal Word.
That this view, maintained by Hug, Lange, and myself, admits
;

—

—

may indeed be conceded but
no absolute demonstration that it is wrong.
The whole Epistle assumes a living and perfectly intelligible
character, only when we regard it as a companion to the
Gospel. But, whether it was a companion-document of the
Gospel (which, according to Theophylact, was written in
Patmos, and according to some Scholia thirty-two years after
the death of Christ, that is, 95 ./Er. Dion.), or stood in no direct
connection with it, this much is absolutely certain from 1 John
iv. 2 seq., that the Apostle had to withstand those who denied
that Jesus was the Christ.
And he wrote his Gospel in order
not of absolute demonstration,

certainly there

;

is

to lead to the faith that Jesus

is

the Christ.

John

xx. 31.

If the Gospel of St John, together with the First Epistle,

forms the
other part

first
is

part of the literary remains of the Apostle, the

the Apocalypse.

It bears the

same

relation to

St John's Gospel which the Acts of the Apostles bears to St
Luke's. 1

5

The Apocalypse

will

be treated in an independent

article.

ST
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Thus the

life,

work, and writings of St John form one com-

pact, organic, independent,

And

and harmonious unity.

this

congruity forms an evidence for the genuineness of the three

more powerful and convincing than
any analytical criticism could furnish. Not that external evidences are wanting to establish the age and genuineness of
these writings no book in all antiquity is so abundantly vouched
as these documents are.

great writings of St John,

:

The

testimonies in favour of the genuineness of the Gospel

As

and the First Epistle are very decided.
himself as an eyewitness of the
1

John

i.

1),

life

the author describes

of Jesus (ch.

i.

14,

comp.

there could remain only the choice between genuine-

ness and laborious conscious deception.

If

it is

added, that the

author everywhere seems designedly to avoid mentioning the
i. 35 and 42, xiii. 23, xviii. 15, xix. 26,
he invariably calls himself "the disciple whom

sons of Zebedee (ch.
xx. 2);

— that

Lord loved"

he thereby means one of the three
from John xiii. 23, xix. 26 ; that he
means, not Peter, but one of the sons of Zebedee, from John
xx. 2
that the son of Zebedee who wrote the Gospel could not
have been James, from Acts xii. 2) ; that, while he always
carefully distinguishes the two Judases (ch. xii. 4, xiii. 26,
xiv. 22), and always gives Thomas his surname (ch. ii. 26, xx.
24, xxi. 2), yet, on the other hand, he always called the Baptist
only 'Icodvvris
all these are things to be explained only by
the fact that the Apostle John was himself the writer.
With this direct declaration of the Gospel itself is connected
In an age
a strong, unbroken chain of external testimonies.
when it was not customary to quote the New-Testament writings with a statement of their authors and subjects, we find a
large mass of reminiscences from St John, and allusions to

the

favoured

(that

disciples, is plain

;

—

:

—

him. When Ignatius (Philad. 7) abruptly says concerning
the " Spirit of God r" olBev yap nrodev ep^erat teal irov VTrdyei,

words can be understood only as referred to St John's figure
Holy Ghost as wind. In the same abrupt manner, with
the same evident allusion to the figures and sayings of the
Evangelist John, whom he supposes to be well known and
familiar to his readers, he elsewhere (Philad. 9 Rom. 7) calls
Christ " the Door of the Father," the " Bread from heaven."
Polycarp (Phil. 7) quotes expressly and literally the passage
his

of the

;
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1 John iv. 2 seq.
Justin Martyr's writings are pervaded with
Johanngean thoughts, ideas, and views he describes Christ as
the "Living Water," the "Word of God," the "Only-begotten ;" he speaks of His a-apK07roLr]6f]vac, of the Regeneration,
and occasionally makes allusion to certain specific passages in
the Gospel (Otto).
Marcion's polemic against the Gospel of St John (Tert. adv.
Marc. 6, 3) proves that it was at that time received as genuine
and canonical by the Catholics. Valentinus did not dare to
call in question its genuineness, but sought by a subtle allegorical interpretation to extract his Gnostic system from its contents (Tertull. de Prsescr. hser. 38
Iren. 3, 11, 7) ; and his
disciple Heracleon, with this design, even wrote a commentary
on St John's Gospel, of which Origen has preserved for us
many fragments (see Iren. Opp., Paris 1710, Tom. i. pp. 362Theodotus cites the passages John i. 9, vi. 51, viii. 56,
376).
and others. Ptolemaeus (ad Floram) quotes John i. 3. That
the Montanists acknowledged the Gospel of St John as an
apostolical document is proved by this, that Tatian not only
literally cites the passages John i. 3 and 5, but also constructed
out of the four ecclesiastically-received Gospels an evangelical
Harmony or Diatessaron (Euseb. iv. 29 Epiphan. Haer. 46),
which (according to the testimony of Barsalibi, who had it be:

;

;

him in the Syriac translation) commenced with the passage
John i. 1 seq. So also Theophilus of Antioch (about 169)
wrote a commentary on the four canonical Gospels, which
Jerome (cap. 53, Vir. 111. 25) had himself read.
The heathen Celsus also was acquainted with four Gospels,
fore

and mentions the showing of the marks of the nails in our
Lord, which is related only by St John.
Theophilus (ad Autol. 2, 22) cites the Gospel of St John
with mention of his name. To him may be added Irenaeus
(3, 1), who not only attests the genuineness of the Gospel by
the tradition of Polycarp, but also quotes it with close precision.
Three other independent evidences may be appealed to.
First, the testimony of Hippolytus in the Book irepl iraawv
alpeaecov,

1

vestigated

1

which was discovered on Mount Athos, critically
by Bunsen, and acknowledged to be genuine by

Especially B. v.

and

vi.,

with which B.

x. cap.

32

may be

inall.

compared.
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Secondly, the famous Fragment of Apollinarius, in which he

Quartodecimans

says, against the

7rpoj3arov fiera tcov p,a6r)Toov
rj/xepa to~'

Xeyeiv

<w<

\iyovcnv,

real

6

/cvpios,

a^v/xwv avrbs eiradev, kol St-rjyovvTai

vevorjKacnv oOev acrvfupoovos re vopep

crraaid^etv hofcei /car

kcli

:

(-(fccvyev

avrovs

on

rfj

MarOalov
r\

vor}<ri<;

euayyeXia.

to,

18'

to

he pieydXy

rfj

ovrco

avrwv,

The

Gospels which seem to conflict with and differ from each other,
can be only the Synoptists on the one side, and St John on the

And

other.

this is therefore

proof that in the second half of

the second century the Gospel of St

John was

diffused through-

out the wdiole Church, and everywhere received as genuine and
canonical.
Thirdly, and finally, Papias (Euseb. 3, 39) was
acquainted with, and quoted, in his time, the First Epistle of
St John, which was undeniably from the same hand as the

Gospel

(jce^prirai

S'

o avrbs p,aprvpia<; cltto tj}? 7rpoTepa<; 'Iwav-

VOV 67rK7T0A.?}?).

These collective facts, which require to be appreciated, not
only in their separate and individual character, but in their
combination, cannot possibly be understood on the hypothesis
that the Gospel of St
death,
six

and

John was composed

in the second century,

by a

St John's

after

Only five or
Apostle when we

forger.

decennia had passed after the death of the

find this Gospel in the possession of all

Christendom as a known,
and much-loved common property and none insisted
with more energy upon the sanctity and apostolical authority
of the Johannaean writings than the circle which was formed
around the Apostle, and trained under his influence, the principal members of it being Polycarp and IrenaBus.

precious,

;

—

The

destructive criticism of Rationalism approached these

writings very slowly and very timidly

singular fact, that in

;

and we are met by the

doubt was directed rather
to the Apocalypse than to the Gospel, 1 while the Tiibingen
its

earlier period

school aimed their attack, out of the Apocalypse acknowledged

Both proceeded, however, from
was so fundamentally distinguished from the Gospel in language and spirit
that they could not possibly have sprung from the same author.
genuine, against the Gospel.

the

1

common

supposition, that the Apocalypse

De Wette,

Credner, Liicke, and Ewald maintained that the Apoca-

lypse could not have been "written

Credner attributed

it

by the author

to the Presbyter John.

of the Gospel

;

Bleek and

:
;
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Nevertheless, that the spirit of the author

both

books,

—

that,

among

XXV11

the same in

is

the New-Testament

writers,

the

Apostle .John alone had the internal capacity and adaptation to
receive such a revelation,

— that

and internally related in spirit
been already shown above.
.

this

to the

And

revelation

essentially

is

Gospel and Epistle,
the

— has

saying of Polycrates

about the ireraXov does not lead us to the Preshyter John (as
Liicke says), but

testifies

seer of the Apocalypse.

the identity of the Apostle and the

Bat, as

it

respects the difference in

language (remarked by Dion. Alex.), I have endeavoured to %
maintain, 1
against Hitzig, who attributed the Apocalypse to the

—

Evangelist

John Mark, 2

— that the greater part of

those

more

Hebraisms which are common to the Apocalypse and
St Mark's Gospel, are found also in the Gospel of St John
further, that the little remainder which are not reproduced in that
Gospel are to be explained by the fact that the author wrote
in the Apocalypse more after the manner of the Old-Testament
prophetic language, and therefore more Hebraically, than he
was wont to do in ordinary life while, on the other hand,
in the Gospel, and in the First Epistle, he took the greatest
pains to write as good Greek (for Ephesian readers) as he possibly could
so that one may say that in the Apocalypse he
wrote more Hebraically, and in the Gospel less Hebraically,
han was the wont of his ordinary language. Moreover, the
Gospel of St John coincides with the Apocalypse in many peculiarities of expression and thought which are quite foreign to
the Gospel of St Mark.
That the Apocalypse describes known
persons (Christ, and likewise Satan) in figures, finds its natural
and sufficient solution in the fact that it is recording visions
no argument one way or other can be derived from that. That
the (falsely so called) u doctrinal idea" of the Apocalypse does
not anywhere come into collision with the Gospel, I have
striven, and I hope successfully, to show in the work quoted
striking

;

:

above.

This preliminary question being
historical testimonies for the

settled,

the

important

genuineness of the two writings

mutually support each other.
But, independently of

this,

the testimonies in favour of the

1

Hitzig, ueber Joh.

2

Ebrard, das Ev. Joh., 1845.

Marcus und

seine Schriften, 1843.

Krit. der ev. Geschichle.
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Gospel are abundantly

sufficient to establish its antiquity

genuineness, which has invariably come victorious out of
tical contests.

The

attacks of Evanson,

and

all cri-

Eckermann, Schmidt,

Simpson, and others, have all been fairly met. Later assaults
have all issued in yielding abundant demonstration that, in
order to contend successfully against the Gospel of St John,

Church and its literature in the first
two centuries must be thrown away as rubbish.
We shall not
now enter upon the romantic hypothesis which has been spun,
^ to the effect that the Gospel of St John was fabricated by a
the whole history of the

clever forger in the second century, in order to reconcile the-

previously separated Jewish and Gentile Christians.

That the two smaller

Epistles, the

Second and Third, were

admitted only by some Churches into the number of the writings
publicly read in the congregation (canones),
for

by

their individual

is

to

and occasional character.

be accounted

Thus they

were regarded, when the traditional catalogues of individual
Churches began to be compared, as antilegomena. But this
circumstance is absolutely no impeachment of their genuineness.
But, as the author terms himself 6 7rpea-f3vTepo<i, and
as there was notoriously another John, distinguished from the
Apostle, and well known by the distinctive name of " the
Presbyter" (Papias in Euseb. 3, 39
Dionysius in Eus. 7, 25),
it is natural to suppose that these two Epistles belong to him
and this was the opinion of many in remote antiquity. (Euseb.
/cal rj ovofia^ofxevrj Sevrepa koX rpirrj ^Iwavvov, eire tov
3, 25
;

;

:

evayyeXiarov Tvy^dvovcrat,, eire

The

teat,

erepov oficovvfiov e/ceivm.)

between these two Epistles and the First
Epistle of St John is not decisive against this view.
That similarity, carefully examined, reduces itself to three citations from
1 John (2 John 5, 6, compared with 1 John v. 3 2 John 7, compared with 1 John iv. 1 seq. 3 John 11, compared with 1 John
iii. 6), which are precisely of the same character as the citations
from the Pauline Epistles (2 John 3 and 8, and 3 John 6 and
and thus these quotations or allusions are
7, and 8 and 15)
only new evidences of the genuineness and the age of the First
Epistle.
That the Apostle St John should have encountered
such a contradiction (not of his doctrine, but of his authority)
as this which is described in 3 John 9, is certainly not prosimiliarity in style

;

;

;

bable

;

while that the Presbyter should have encountered

it, is

ST
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On the whole, it is the most probable
Second and Third Epistles sprang from the

not so very strange.
hypothesis, that the

Presbyter John.

While, then, these two Epistles contain very ancient

testi-

mony to the genuineness of the First Epistle and Gospel (compare
3 John 12 with John xix. 35), the Appendix of the Gospel (John
same kind of demonstration. This chapter

xxi.) furnishes the

was composed, according to ver. 24, and the whole style and
treatment, by the Apostle himself, who did not, however, at once
and in the beginning attach it to his Gospel. Not till he had
been honoured by beholding the Apocalypse, and this had made
it plain what the Lord meant by His mysterious words, " he
should tarry till He come" (that is, till He should come in vision
and appear to him, so that John, still living upon earth, should
behold with prophetic eye Christ's coming to judgment, Rev.
xxii. 20), was this independent record appended.
Doubtless, it was the Presbyter John who added it (compare John
xxi. 24 with 3 John 12)
scarcely the Apostle himself (in
which case the addition koX olha^iev on akriOy'^ ecrriv ?) fjiaprvpia
aurov would not have been supplementally inserted). He who
added it attested the authorship of St John and, as ch. xxi. is
wanting in no manuscript, the appendix must have been added
a very short time after the composition of the Gospel.
It must
certainly have been added before the Gospel itself was circulated beyond the neighbourhood of Ephesus.
;

;
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INTRODUCTION.
I.

ppfl§f?!HE
tjy^jf

THE EPISTOLARY FORM.

New-Testament document which occupies a place

our Canon by the

name

of "

The

John," not only does not bear on
its

author, but also omits

in

First Epistle of St
its

front the

name

any introductory greeting

beginning, as well as any benediction at the close.
while hypercritics have doubted whether St

of

at the

Hence,

John wrote

the

Epistle, intelligent critics, admitting the evidences of his peculiar

have doubted whether it should be called an epistle at all.
D. Heidegger (Enchir. Bibl. Tig. 1681, p. 986) led the way:
" This book, though it seems to bear the stamp of an epistle,

style,

J.

may rather
and, as

it

be regarded as a short epitome of Christian doctrine,

were, a succinct enchiridion of the Gospel written by

St John, to which have been added certain exhortations appropriate to the general state of the Christian

Church.

For

it

does not, like the other Epistles, begin with an inscription and
it end with salutation and good wishes, or
In essentially the same style wrote Bengel
(Gnomon), who was followed by Lilienthal, J. D. Michaelis,
Eichhorn, Storr, Berger, Bretschneider, and Iieuss. These all
hold this book
thus doubtful as to its scope
to be a kind

salutation

;

nor does

benediction."

—

of treatise or essay.

—

For, the circumstance that the readers are

personally addressed, does not of itself constitute an epistle

were

it

otherwise (observes Michaelis),

:

Wolfs "Mathematical

Principles" must be held to be an epistle.

The

majority of expositors and

critics

have now, however,

declared against this view of Heidegger and Bengel.

Ziegler,

A
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in particular, has emphatically shown, in opposition to Michaelis,

that there

is

more

mere
he rather

in the lanmiafje of the writer than a

apostrophizing of the friendly reader

;

that, in fact,

who assumes a definite personal relation to those
he addresses. This is the opinion of the great mass of
more modern commentators, such as De Wette, Dusterdieck,
Huther, and Sander.
And certainly it must be admitted that they went very
much too far who argued, from the absence of the epistolary
speaks as one

whom

form, that

this

circle of readers,

document was not addressed to any definite
but that it was a general essay, or treatise, or

book intended for universal literary publication within the
Church. Against this it may be urged, positively, that the
author places himself in an express personal relation to his
that he has in view a
readers (ch. i. 1 seq., ii. 27, v. 13)
definite class of readers, whose faith he knows (ch. ii. 20 seq.,
iv. 4)
one congregation or more, whose history is in his immediate thought (ch. ii. 19 comp. the comment on this passage), and which he finds it necessary to warn against specific
dangers (ch. ii. 18 and 26, iv. 1 seq., v. 16 and 21) and negatively, that the arrangement of the matter, however clear in
;

—

;

;

not such as is conformable to the style of a treatise;
" with all its regularity, there reigns throughout a certain

itself, is

for,

easy naturalness, and that unforced simplicity of composition

which harmonizes best with the immediately practical interest
and paracletic tendency of an epistle" (Dusterdieck).
Thus the First Epistle of St John is undoubtedly a production
addressed to specific readers. Yet the circumstance from which
Michaelis and the rest deduced their false conclusion, has in it
a very important element of truth, which demands further attentive consideration.

Assuredly, there

may

be such a thing as

a proper letter without greeting or benediction

:

St James ends

his with a sentence which, instead of a benediction, contains in

a promise of blessing (Jas. v. 19, 20); St Jude closes his
with a doxology, which (ver. 28) does indeed contain an invocaOur Epistle closes, not with
tion of blessing, but nothing more.
it

but with a pregnant exhortation and why may not a real
epistle wind up with such a climax, or terminate with such a

this,

;

point, as condenses all that
It is

much more

had been

said in one pithy

word %

strange, however, that the epistolary form

is

—
;
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wanting at the commencement. The author does not
mention himself, nor does he specify his readers, nor does he
For the circumstance
address them with the greeting of peace.
that St John wrote the Epistle, ch. i. 4, " that their joy might
be full," is most assuredly not to be regarded as standing in the
entirely

place of the epistolary yaipeiv

:

this

was not recorded,

as Diister-

dieck thinks, " because St

John had the customary yaipzw in
Commentary on this passage). Our

mind" (compare the

his

Epistle

altogether destitute of the greeting.

is

one parallel case

we have

— that

of the Epistle to the

We have only
Hebrews. But

seen (in our Introduction to that Epistle) that that

production lacks in

many

other respects the stamp of a proper

which is
must be regarded rather as
a treatise designed for careful study and repeated perusal, than
It may be
as a letter or communication in the ordinary sense.
added, moreover, that, in the case of the Epistle to the Hebrews,
the absence of personal superscription and address has another
which hardly admits of doubt
explanation viz., the fact
that it was written only under the commission of the Apostle
Paul, and not by his own hand.
But none of these "explanations can be applied to the First Epistle of St John
it was
not, as we have seen, a production sent forth in the form of a
treatise, but a thoroughly epistolary outpouring of thought and
feeling; and then it was, as we shall see, absolutely and distinctively from the very hand of the Apostle himself.
This
makes the absence of introductory greeting doubly strange

and

letter,

especially that free outpouring of thought

essential to

it

;

and therefore, that

it

—

;

:

and, in connection with this circumstance, the absence of every

kind of benedictory greeting at the

close will

appear equally

For even the Epistle to the Hebrews, which in
character and design is very much more like a treatise, yet

remarkable.
its

at least in the close introduces a twofold benediction
xiii.

20, 21,

and 25) and greeting

thing of the kind

is

the

form
It

is

venture to say that the First Epistle of

of the essence of an actual epistle, but does not bear

of one.

This, however, needs

must be held

to

its

own

explanation.

be possible that an Apostle should send

to a church, or to a circle of churches,

ing his

(Heb.

But here every-

wanting.

We may therefore
St John

(ver. 24).

own name, the name of

an

the author.

without namThere was not then

epistle,
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a public establishment, as with us, to take charge of the passage

such communications then reached their destination
through the medium of private messengers, or private opporof letters

tunities

;

;

and, whether the Apostle would

deem

it

needful or

would depend altogether upon the
position and character of the person who was the bearer in each
case, as well as upon the confidence which was reposed in him
by those who should receive it. Certainly, if the runaway
slave Onesimus had brought, on his return to his master Philemon, an anonymous letter of recommendation, with the mere
oral assurance that the writer who recommended him, and
begged consideration for his case, was no other than the great
Apostle Paul himself, Philemon might well have thought it a
very strange circumstance, and distrusted the whole matter.
Therefore, St Paul did not fail to attach his name to the epistle.
Nor does he neglect it in his other epistles, having been taught
by old experience (2 Thess. ii. 2) that deceivers carried about
supposititious letters bearing his name
yea, he was constrained
by this on some occasions to add, at the close of the dictated
epistle, a subscription in his own hand (2 Thess. iii. 17), or even
Indeed, even
to write an entire epistle himself (Col. vi. 11).
when he sent an epistle to the Colossians (Col. iv. 7, 8) by the
trusted and trustworthy Tychicus, he thinks it better to authenticate the bearer by the epistle, than to authenticate the
Similarly, when he wrote by Epaphroepistle by the bearer.
ditus to the Philippians (Phil. ii. 25).
Viewed in itself, it is
quite conceivable that St Paul might, in these two last-mentioned
cases, have omitted the mention of his name
but it does not
appear natural that he should. It is ever the more obvious and
natural course, that the author of an epistle should name himself
and when this is not done, we must seek the reason in
needless to mention his name,

;

;

;

circumstances peculiar to the case.

we suppose (what, meanwhile, is quite destitute of
John wrote his First Epistle in Patmos, at a
and possibly with
time when a number of Ephesian elders
Now,

if

proof) that St

—

them

elders of other churches in Asia

Minor1

— had

come

to

According to Estius, Calovius, Liicke, Diisterdieck, and Huther,
i.
etc. is "only a peculiar form of the usual preface to a letter."
Very peculiar, indeed, since it contains nothing but an absolutely general
annunciation (" "We declare to you that which we have heard, seen,
1

1

John

—
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him, and that he committed his communication to this circle of

most eminent men, then we may easily understand that he
would hold it unnecessary to mention his own name in the superscription, his authorship being already attested by such a cloud
of witnesses.

But even this hypothesis does not help us to understand why
and benediction are wanting at the beginning and the

all greeting

end.

This circumstance requires some further explanation, and

on a different

Even

if he had committed his greetby the bearers of the Epistle (which,
however, we cannot suppose St Paul to have omitted in the case
of Tychicus and Epaphroditus !), yet the fact remains, that the
document which he committed to them had not the external
form of an epistle. One would think, that if an Apostle wrote
an epistle to one or more churches, bearing upon it the charac-

principle.

ings to be delivered orally

—

stamp of the object of an epistle
that is, being the
and the representative of, oral communication
he would have adopted the universally customary form of epistolary writing.
Now it is this which we find wanting here.
I think that this circumstance would be capable of a more
teristic

substitute for,

easy explanation,

if

our

epistle could be

regarded as having no

independent character and object of its own, but as attached to
something else. According to its form, it bears the stamp of a

preface or dedicatory

epistle.

The Apostle

addresses himself to

and holds communion, person

to person, with
them,
in that we mark the essence of the epistle
but he does
this on occasion of another communication, to which this is
attached, and to which it refers and therefore, in its form, it is
no epistle, no simple and direct substitute of oral speech, but
an address uttered on occasion of the reading of another and difspecific readers,

—

;

;

ferent communication.

We

shall see in

due course what other and independent

and write unto you this, that ye truly have fellowship with
all that which makes the opening of a letter the opening of a letter.
Or, is there actually in vers. 1-4 only a single word which
would not be suitable in the preface of a book (e.g., in a preface to the
Gospel of St John, in case St John would have written any such) ? Hence
CEcolampadius is quite right in saying Hie est mos Joannis evangelistse, ut
fere absque omni verborurn ambage sua mox ab ipso auspicetur Deo
Idem porro agit in exordio hujus epistolse, quod egit in evangelii sui
handled,

etc.,

us"), but nothing of

:

principio.

—
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supports this supposition rests upon.
Let it suffice now to
have established that those expositors who regard 1 John as an
independent epistle of the ordinary kind, have too lightly

despatched the absence of the epistolary form, and have not
given sufficient reasons for that absence.

II.

IDENTITY OF THE AUTHOR OF THIS EPISTLE AND THE
EVANGELIST.

Although the writer does not mention himself, yet there
was never a doubt within the circle of the Christian Church
nor could such a doubt ever reasonably prevail

—

that

this

Epistle teas written by the hand of the same man who composed
the Fourth canonical Gospel.
But that this had St John for its
author, has been satisfactorily established

by Olshausen in the
Commentary, and has since been defended,
against the objections of the Tubingen school, by myself and

first

volume of

others.

this

Regarding, therefore, the Johannsean authorship of
it only remains for us to enter

the Fourth Gospel as established,

more at length into the question, wdiether the author of
and the Evangelist were one and the same.
If we begin with what is most external, the style and construction remind us most expressly of the didactic passages of
the Gospel e.g., John i. 1-18, hi. 27-36, and others. For, we
meet in the Epistle the same peculiar manner of thinking in
paratactic periods, and of combining the individual members of
the thought by ical (compare only, for example, ch. ii. 1-3, where
St Paul would doubtless have used eav Be instead of /cal eav, and
certainly avrbs yap t\aoyz,o<? icrrt instead of /cal avros l\aa/x6<;
ear/?).
We need only to observe the manner in which he, 1 John
iii. 20, resumes the on which had just preceded, and compare
it with the anaphora in John i. 33, iv. 6, etc.
and to mark his
a

little

this Epistle

;

;

preference generally for the particle on, used in manifold senses
(comp., e.g., John xvi. 3, 4, 6, 17 ; comp. further, 1 John ii. 12,
etc.,

with John xvi. 9-11),

the particles

Trepl,

iva,

as well

aWd.

the author of the Epistle

is

It

is

1,

"a

the frequent use of

accustomed, like the author of the

Gospel, to think in Aramsean, and to
of the particles

as

evident to every one, that

or H, \V^?.

To

move

in the

these

may

narrow

circle

be added some

—
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other Hebraic kinds of construction and thought

paraphrase of the Gen. by
vi.

John

1

iv.

13, comp.

:

the

e.g.,

John

35,

i.

8 and 70, and the resolution of a relative in a conditional

clause (idv ris
1

etc,

7

John

15,

ii.

.

.

iii.

.

ovk eanv iv avra> instead of oar is, k.t.X.),

17,

comp. John

vi.

The

43, etc.

resolution

of a simple antithesis into a final or causal sentence dependent

upon a word

John

to be supplied (ovk rjcrav i%

a\V

rjficov

Xva

.

.

.),

comp. John i. 8, iii. 28 the paraphrase of the
instrumental Dative by iv, 1 John ii. 3, comp. John i. 26 and
and, finally, the abundant use of Oewpelv and
33, xvi. 30
Oeaadai, while of opav only the Perfect occurs, and of individual
1

ii.

19,

;

;

phrases, such as rijv ^v^ijv ridevai, Qebs o dXrjOivos, o

tov Kocrfxov 6 Xpicrros, Koa/xos \afxf3dvei, and of

<ja>T7)p

cpaiveiv, reKvia,

iraihla, etc.

More important than

these specialities

is

the similarity of

The notious </>w<>, for],
the circle of ideas in both writings.
a/coTia, dXwOeia, yjrevSos, meet us in the Epistle in the same
broad, and deep, and essentially speculative

bear in the Gospel

:

meaning which they

so also recur the notions

i\a.fj,6$, iroielv ttjv

and the sharply presented antitheses <pco$ and a/corta, dXijdela and yjrevSos, for)
and Odvaros, dyairav and pnaeiv, dyd~r\ tov nrcnpos and rod
Koafxov, rifcva rod &eov and rod hia{36\ov, iroielv ttjv BiKaiocrvvriv and rrjv d/iapriav, Trvev/Jia rr)<i dXriOeias and ri)s TfXavrjs.
But this leads us to something still higher. It is the same personality which moves before our eyes in the Gospel and in the
Epistle.
It is that same disciple who, in relation to Jesus, exhibits the virgin-spirit of devotion and receptiveness, but, filled
with the Spirit, became altogether man and even a son of thunder
against all the enemies of Christ who no longer had to do with
the contrast between Jewish Christianity and heathen Christianity,
no longer with the historical relation of the Messiah to
but whose business
the circumcision and the uncircumcision,
it was to judge and overcome the false speculation of dawning
SiKaiocrvvTjv, rrpi dp-apTiav, ri)v dvofilav

;

;

—

—

Gnosticism by the true gnosis and holy speculation, while he
It
treated of " the JEonian eternal antitheses and relations."
is

that disciple whose nature

was

full of self-devotion

and

alto-

yet whose character was that of absolute decision, so that he devoted himself only to one thing, or rather to

gether receptive

One

;

Person, but to that

One most

perfectly

and undividedly,
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who, as the result of

this specific

combination in his character,

was incapable of entering into the spirit of an intermediate and
neutral position, and therefore never, like St Paul, makes the
process of the warfare between the old and the new man the
object of his exhibition, but contemplates salvation at once as

the perfected victory of light over the darkness.
It cannot, then,

be otherwise than that we must find the

dogmatic views of the Epistle bearing the same form and stamp,

down

to

the minutest statement, which they present in the

—not

as the views of St John, but as what he received
from the lips of his Lord and Master, yet exhibited under that
aspect which he, by virtue of his own personal individuality,
beyond others apprehended and appropriated to himself. Thus,
for example (as Diisterdieck has excellently shown), " the
ethic of the Johannaean doctrine concerning the final judgment
at the comiug of the Lord, in its connection with the doctrine
concerning the Paraclete, is altogether the same in the Epistle
as in the Gospel
and in the Epistle the notion of the Spirit
as the Principle of judgment who prepares the way for the final
Judgment itself, is no more wanting than the representation of
the actual coming is wanting in the Gospel. According to the
Epistle, believers have already actually passed from death unto

Gospel

:

;

life

(ch.

iii.

14), are already the children of

have everlasting

life,

God

(ch. hi. 2),

because they have the Son and the Father

and the Holy Spirit (ch. iii. 24)."
no more judgment awaiting them (ch. ii. 28,
iii. 2, iv. 17).
The future judgment will only "finish the consummation of the life which believers already have received,
and maintained, and preserved upon earth, in fellowship with
Christ, and in the possession of the Holy Spirit (ch. ii. 12, etc.,
iii. 9, v. 1).
And as the judgment is already, in time, preparatorily accomplished upon unbelievers, through the power of the
Holy Spirit exerting His influence upon the world (ch. ii. 8 and
19), so also believers have in their earthly life, from the same
Spirit, the principle of their holy and saving development, which
will be blessedly consummated at the coming of the Lord, from
whom they have received the Spirit." With this compare John
v. 24, vi. 39, etc., and other passages.
The present existence
of the last hour is presupposed in the Gospel (ch. v. 25, xii. 31),
in the same manner as in the Epistle (ch. ii. 18). According to
(ch.

And

ii.

23, etc., v. 11, etc.),

so far there

is
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the Gospel, as according to the Epistle (1

the Paraclete

;

for the

Holy

Spirit

Christ in the Gospel, ch. xiv. 16, as

is

John

aWos

ii.

1),

Christ

is

by the

side of

7rapdic\.7]TO<;,

another

exhibited

Compare further John iii. 16 with 1 John iv. 9,
10 John xiv. 15 and 21, with 1 John ii. 6, v. 3 John xvii.
14 with 1 John iii. 1 John xv. 18 with 1 John iii. 13.
That the Epistle came from the same author as the Gospel,

Comforter.

;

;

;

was, therefore, never questioned, until in these later times the
crotchety critics of the young-Hegelian

school found

their advantage, in the interest of their other views, to

identity of authorship.

it

for

deny the

But, in their endeavours to establish their

split into two opposite parwhich have zealously contended against each other. United
in this, that the Epistle came from another hand than that which
wrote the Gospel, they then separated diametrically. Baur and

point,

has happened that they have

it

ties,

Zeller

1

maintained, that the Gospel was the relatively older
and that the Epistle was the imitative production,
;

document

altogether void of original substance, of a

man who

sought to

have himself identified with the author of the Gospel, and
On the other hand,
therefore did his best to imitate his style.
Hilgenfeld 2 admitted the originality of the Epistle, but assigned
to the

Gospel a

later date,

and the authorship of a different

hand.

What

these critics allege for the establishment of their

—

author of the Gospel and
is really
and the same
one
the author of the Epistle are not

common

assertion

to wit, that the

—

very insignificant and we shall content ourselves with referring
those of our readers who are desirous to investigate their
;

subtleties at length, to the

fundamental arguments of Diister-

dieck, in his Introduction to this Epistle.

All others will be

contented with the proofs given above of the identity of the
author of the Epistle and the author of the Gospel ; for our

remarks have contained, in part at least, the refutation of the
supposed dogmatical contradictions which have been thought to
Zeller made a beginning, by representing it as " conceivable" that the
two writings might have had different authors (Tub. Jahrb. 1845). Baur,
1

in his treatise on the Johannsean Epistles (Tub. Jahrb. 1848), elevated this

" conceivableness" into positive certainty.
2

Das Evangelium und die Briefe Johannis nach ihrem Lehrbegriff dar-

gestellt,

Halle 1849.

;;
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exist between the Epistle and the Gospel.
The contradictions
which we have not referred to rest upon a perverted exegesis

of individual utterances of the Epistle (for instance, ch. v. 6)
and they will be considered at large in the commentary on those

But what Baur, in particular, has alleged in disparagement of the Epistle, and in proof that it was no better
than an unhappy imitation of the style and spirit of the Gospel,
has been already reduced to nothing by our common adversary
passages.

Baur

Hilgenfeld.

says, that in the Epistle there

the ideas, borrowed from the Gospel, which

is

is

not one of

stated in an in-

dependent manner, and developed in a profounder connection
that whatever it contains is but taken arbitrarily from the rich
contents of the Gospel
that if the Epistle has any leading
fundamental thought, it is extremely hard to detect or follow
it anywhere
that its polemics are idle and empty (everything
is to Baur idle and empty that is directed against a false pantheistic gnosis !)
and that the Epistle has received from the Gospel
;

;

;

—

manner of representation, the monotony of which, however,
is more strange, because it is a mere form without its corresponding essence. But to all this we can only reply by giving
the great critic our humble assurance, that the poverty of thought
and spiritlessness which he alleges, does not lie with the author

its

of the Epistle.

If a wild Indian can find no relish in the

Olympic Jupiter, the

fault

is

not with Phidias.

Hilgenfeld

"profound views," which the author of
the Gospel, without disparagement to his own " grand originality
discerns in the Epistle

of conception," appropriated in his production.

But every remaining doubt as to the identity of the Epistlemust vanish, when we observe that

writer and the Evangelist

the latter, like the former, represents himself to have been an

eye-witness of the
iv.

14)

;

life

and that he

of Jesus,

and an Apostle

(1

John

i.

1-3,

refers to the beginning of the Gospel

(1 John i. 1-4) in such a manner as to leave no reason for
doubting that it is his purpose to describe himself as the same

who had

written the Gospel.

We

have therefore the option,

either to attribute deception (!) to the

man who

declares the

have been the father of the lie, and every one who
speaketh falsehood to be a child of the devil, and the spirit of
lying to be the spirit of darkness and of antichrist,
a supposition, the possibility of entertaining which, argues either a very

devil to

—

—
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power of thinking, or a still more
or, to accept the two writings
abandonment

suspicious failure of the
suspicious moral

as the production of the Apostle St

III.

This

result,

John.

GENUINENESS OF THE EPISTLE.

obtained by internal investigations, will be per-

fectly confirmed

by the

external testimonies in favour of the

Polycarp (according to Iren. adv.
genuineness of the Epistle.
Hasr. v. 33
Euseb. iv. 14, v. 20, an immediate disciple of St
;

John) writes (Phil. 7) iras yap 09 av p,r) op.oXoyfj 'Irjcrovv
an undeniable
Xpiarbv iv aap/cl ekrfh.v6e.vaL, avrl^pturo^ ian,
Polycarp
allusion to 1 John iv. 3 (compared with ver. 2).
quotes these words, too, as a warning against those o'lrives diroTrXavthcn /cevovs dvdpanrovs, and even introduces the expression used by St John concerning the same false teachers (7repl
twv 7r\avo)vrcov vp,d<?, 1 John ii. 26). And this passage is all
the more important, as the expression avrfypLaTo? is not found
in any of the Fathers of the second century, except St John's
own disciples, Polycarp and Irenaeus (Liicke). And the words
which immediately follow in Polycarp (jcaX 0? dv psi) opoXojf] to
paprvpiov rov crravpov, e'/c rov SLaftoXov early) certainly
Moreover,
contain another specifically JohannaBan expression.
Polycarp elsewhere, and generally, moves in a circle of Johannasan phraseology and turns of thought and ideas (7repi7rarecv iv
ral<; ivro\al<;, decoys rrj<; ivToXPjS, Kara ri)v d\rj9eiav rov /cvpiov,
he often sharply defines brotherly love as the
Zjjv iv Xptaraj)
climax of righteousness, commands his readers to separate themselves dirb rcov iirtQvp.iwv twv iv ra KocrpLW (cap. v., comp. 1
:

—

:

John

and to hold fast tov ii; dpj(fi<; v)pZv irapahodevra
comp. 1 John ii. 7, and 19-21).
Papias also (who, according to Euseb. iii. 39, had been
ii.

16),

\6<yov (cap.

vii.,

'Icodvvov pbev a/coucrT?)?, Uo\vicdpirov he eralpoi) used, that
cited, in his writings (lost to us,

Eusebius,
the

first

who

gives us on this point

Epistle of St John.

p,apTvpiat<; dirb
6p,olco<;.)

but extant and

rrj<i

Indeed,

in the writings of

it

'Iwavvov

liis

(Euseb.

1.

well

known

is,

to

unsuspicious testimony)
c.

:

Ke^p^rai

8"

irporepas iin(JToXr}<; ical rfjs

6

avrbs

Ilerpov

would appear that the citations from 1 John
much more striking than those

Papias were
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Ephesians

in Polycarp's Epistle to the

when he
make any mention

for Eusebius,

;

speaks concerning this latter Epistle, does not
of the allusions to St John's Epistle. 1

The
Martyr
amine,

— written about the time of Justin

Epistle to Diognetus

—

most certainly

is

Johannsean thoughts

full of

ex-

:

the following passage (p. 500)
6 yap @eo? T0O9
av6p(07rov<i rjydirnae, 77-^09 0&9 direareCke rbv vlbv avrov rbv
e.g.,

fiovoyevr)
rr)v ev

avrov

:

(comp. with 1 John

€7rvyvov<;

rbv

ciyainjcreis

Ayarrr)aa^

15 and 21
ii.

iv.

9, 10,

ovpavq) j3aaC\,elav eirnyyetkaro,

twos

8e,

John

1

v.

3

;

avrov
2

ae (1 John

dcr(f)d\,r)<;

^pr]arorr]ro<i

rr)<;

John

6

Or, the following in cap.

6).

yvdxreo)^, ov8e yvwcris

iii.

;

iv.

xii.

oh

:

:

7r&J9

r)

;

10, 11).

(John

and, especially, 1

avev for)?

other than a short and compact

16)

Su>aec T0Z9 dyaTrrjaaai

ifK^acodr^aeaOai ^apas

otei

oi/to)9 irpoayarrr^o-avrd

Se, /jutp-vrr)^ ear]
;

and John

real

xiv.

John

ovSe yap for) avev
a\,r]0ov<i,

summary

which

is

no

of the process of

thought contained in 1 John ii. 18-25, iv. 4-6, v. 6-12. The
Epistle to Diognetus represents Christians as those who are not

comp. 1 John iii. 1, and John xvii.
by the world (cap. v.-vi. comp.
14)
John xvii. 14, xv. 18 1 John iii. 13), and who yet love this
world, even as (cap. vii.) the Father sent the Son, not that He
might condemn the world, but that He might show love to it
(comp. John iii. 17). The Epistle to Diognetus acknowledges
(cap. vii.), with St John, the future nrapovaia of Christ to
judgment; teaches, with St John, that God has planted His
holy Logos into the hearts of Christians (6 0eo9 drf ovpavcov
rr/v dXrjOeiav KaX rbv \byov rbv dyiov koX direpivbr]rov eytcareo-rrjpige rats /caphlais, since He did not send an angel, but avrov
rbv re^vLrrjv real 8r)/jLiovpybv rwv okwv).
Further, it here, and
in Ep. xi., terras Christ rbv \6yov and rbv air apxfjs.
The Epistle of the Church of Vienne and Lyons (in Euseb.
v. 1) also contains an undeniable allusion to 1 John iii. 16, in
the words
hid rov 7rXr)pa>p,aro<i rrjs dydTrr)? evehei^aro, ev8ock rov Koa/jbov (cap. vi.
;

who

as those

;

are hated

;

;

:

Kn<ra<$ virep rrjs rtov dSe\(f)0)v

dirokoyias /cat rr)v

eavrov delvat

yjrv^rjv.

The circumstance, further, is very important, that the Gnostic
who lived at Alexandria in the beginning of the

Carpocrates

—

The whole body of then-extant Christian literature lay before Eusebius'
eyes, and he was a learned reader and investigator of it.
1
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second century
passage of 1

— sought

John

v.

"Mundus

(Origen in Genesin, cap. i.).
Irenseus cites our Epistle, as

mention of
sages are 1

its

author (adv. Hasr.

John

ii.

^Iwavvov

t?7<?

irpoirrj^

iii.

well known, with express

iii.

16, v.

and

viii.

the pas-

;

iv.

:

iirurToXf}*;,

elaifiepcov 6p,ola><; Be feed rrjs

Alex. Psedag.

is

1-3, v. 1) ; hence Eusebius (v. 8)
(as concerning Papias)
pukp,vr]Tai Se kcu

18-22,

him

writes concerning

and bend to bis purpose the
in maligno positus est"

to pervert

19,

13

and Strom,

fiaprvpla i£

Uirpov
ii.

rrporepa^.

TrXetcrra

avrrj<;

— So also Clem.

quotes the passages, 1

3 and 16, and with mention of the author.
Origen, and the succeeding Fathers.

John

v.

Similarly Tertullian,

Thus it is not to be wondered at, that the First Epistle of St
John everywhere appears in the ancient Canones, or Catalogues
of the ecclesiastical books of instruction,
1

The Syrian Church

fievT}.

received

it

and that
in the

as o/MoXoyov-

Peshito

;

the

Alexandrian Church is represented as receiving it by Clem.
Alex, (see above), Origen (in Euseb. vi. 25), and Dionysius (in
25) ; for the African Church vouch Tertullian (de
de Fug. 9) and Cyprian (de Orat. Dom.)
for the
Gallican, Irenseus ; and for the East, Eusebius, who reckons the

Euseb.
Idol.

vii.

ii.

;

among the homologoumena.
In the face of these witnesses, it must appear only ridiculous
to hear the pseudo-criticism of the young-Hegelian school
peremptorily uttering their dictum
in the service of their a
priori construction of the history of the development of Chris-

Epistle

—

tianity

— that

the

century, because

harmonizes only with the second
contains " post-Montanistic " elements, or

Epistle
it

has incorporated Gnostic ideas which were not unduring the course of the second century.
thorough
refutation of these arguments
based upon pure misunder-

because
folded

it

A

till

—

standing and perversion
Dusterdieck.

— may be found

The kernel

in the introduction of

of this refutation lies in the golden

"When we find in the Canon Murat. mention of " superscript Joannis
first and second, but to the second and
both of which required to be established against the susthird, Epistle
picion which might place them among hurtful and heretical writings.
The
author of that canon did not think it necessary to mention the First
Epistle, in this connection and for this purpose
its canonicity was self1

duas," this does not refer to the
;

:

understood.
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saying of

tliis

commentator

:

" Baur, misunderstanding

or

ignorant of the truth of the apostolical thoughts, has regarded
the Montanistic [and the Gnostic] caricature of those thoughts

For the

as their type."

rest,

the next section will contain suffi-

cient exposure of the hypothesis of Baur.
It is well

known

that as early as the second century there

were men who, purely on internal grounds, were repelled by
St John's writings, and therefore rejected them from the
canon. 1 They were named aXoyoi
a name which in every
sense was quite suitable for them.

—

IV.

It has

may

RELATION OF THE EPISTLE TO THE GOSPEL.
been shown above, Sect.

II.,

that in the Epistle

we

same style, the same manner and substance of
thought, the same doctrinal individuality, the selfsame spirit and
character in short, the same individual and personal traits of
But, beyond this
authorship which meet us in the Gospel.
general identity, there may be traced a still more direct relationship between the two writings, in respect to the similarity
of the state of things to which they owe their origin, and the
In
similarity of purpose which they were meant to subserve.
these respects they are more closely allied to each other than to
the Apocalypse, which was written by the same author, but
under totally different impelling circumstances. In style, also,
the Epistle more nearly approximates to the Gospel, than either
discern the

—
—

does to the Apocalypse.

That the Gospel of St John did not owe
mere impulse to write in the author, but also
practical necessity for

it

its

origin to

to

an

any

historical,

existing in the Church, I think I have

already established in opposition to

my

friend Luthardt.

It is

most certain that St John received from the Lord a calling,
and a circle of influence, as real as that of any of the other
Apostles and we know that it was his especial vocation (John
;

1
The patristic notices of them are arranged in Kirchhofer's Quellensammlnng zur Geschichte des N. T. Canons, ii. S. 425-432. But, as the
opposition of the Alogi was mainly directed to the Gospel and the Apocalypse,

we may
heresy.

here the more briefly dismiss this most uncritical demonstration of
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remain until the Lord should come. He was to outhe should live to behold the parousia,
Apostles
which he attained to, not indeed in external reality, but in
the visions in which the Lord came to him, Rev. i. 9, etc., and
gave him to see His coming to judgment, Rev. i. 7, xxii. 20.
Thus, the vocation of this Apostle had an essentially eschatoxxi. 22) to

live the other

;

—

logical character.

When

he came forth from his earlier com-

parative retirement to play an active part upon the scene of the

judgment upon
the
previous
controversy
abolished
the
ground
of
had
Jerusalem
the controversy
between Jewish and Gentile Christianity,
which had enlisted the energies of St Paul (and with which the
contest between the Papacy and the Reformation is analogous).
But, instead of this, other powers of seduction and perversion
had sought to force themselves into the doctrine of the Christian
Church, powers in which both Jewish and heathen elements
of falsehood combined in wildly confused league against the
Truth, while bearing the guise of truth and wisdom (and with
which are analogous the powers of negative and destructive
wisdom which have come forth in our day since the Deists and
Of the Jewish Christianity there remained
Encyclopaedists).
only that Nazarene element which still clung, in godless and
naked traditionalism, to the observance of the ceremonial law,
and the use of the national language, after the Lord had laid
low in destruction both temple and nation and which, as the
result of this spiritual obstinacy, was suffered to sink into the
lowest stage which was exhibited as Ebionitism, capable of
viewing Jesus only from the legal point of view, as a new lawIt had not,
giver, and therefore as no more than a mere man.
history of the apostolical age, the perfected

—

—

;

in the Apostle's days, reached that stage

;

although that ex-

treme development, to which the then existing separation of the
Nazarenes from the organism of the Church must necessarily
lead, could not possibly be concealed from that prophetic glance

which was St John's special endowment.
Now, whether St John, in his so emphatic testimony to
the eternal Divine Sonship of Christ, had in view the Nazarene
element and its results, or not whether it was his conscious
design to interpose a barrier to one of the two fundamental
whether or not the strongly
principles of all heresy, or not
asserted sayings of the Gospel, ch. i. 8, 20, with which 1 John
;

;
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connected, were directed against an Ebionizing school of

v. 6 is

John's disciples (which, according to Acts

had continued

xviii.

24,

and

xix. 1,

in existence long after the Baptist's death as a

— thus much

and historically established
same error, otherwise termed
u Ebionite" did confront the Apostle from another point, and
that as combined with the second root of all the heresies
school or sect)

beyond

;

is

clear,

possibility of doubt, that the

—

Gnosticism.

docetic-\>a,ntheistic

Gnosticism generally had in this
that

its distinguishing mark,
regarded Christianity not as having to do primarily with

it

the salvation of the soul (as in Acts xvi. 30), but with theorewisdom. It appropriated many
and in some instances

tical

truly-apprehended

—

— elements

Christian

doctrine
but it
sundered them from their organic connection with the centre
of the Gospel, and wrought them into the complex of its proof

;

blems and systems, making them do nothing better than minister to the enlargement of those problems and systems.
And
these questions of the older Gnosticism assume various forms
in history.

natural

For example,

how

ethics,

sonal freedom

:

the

Marcion

in

it

law was related

was a problem of
to

— solved by taking the ground

moral Antinomianism.

Among

of the philosophy of history,

the Ophites,

how

it

individual perof a no longer

was a problem

the Old-Testament limited

New-Testament univerby the theory which wildly denied the truth of
the Old-Testament revelation, and perverted it into a revelation
With Valentinian it was a problem of pure abstract
of Satan.
speculation, how spirit was related to matter, and so forth.
All
these problems bear evident marks of their forced and artificial
we perceive that Christianity had not only imposed
origin
itself upon their originators as a power with which they must,
in some way or other, place themselves in relation, but that they,
in all their attempts at solution, set out with the principle and

national development was related to the
sality

:

— solved

;

design, to assign the highest place to Christianity (that

what they could

find

good for

yea, even to secure for their systems,
exegesis, the appearance of being

But, with such forced and

movement

is,

to

their purpose in Christianity);

by

artificial, allegorical

founded upon Holy Scripture.
artificial

systems the spiritual

of Gnosticism could not possibly have had

its rise.

.

KELATION OF THE EPISTLE TO THE GOSPEL.

The

first

exhibition of the Gnostic nature

and unformed

— within

the Magician (Acts

Qeov

i]

9,

Church we

who

etc.),

in itself very

see in

rough

Simon

conversion

before his

an emanation of God (rj &vva/ju<; rov
fieyaXr)), and brought over into Christianity,

made himself honoured
if

the Christian

viii.

—
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KaXovfjuevT)

as

not the doctrine, yet the general view, that the Christian

were an instrument and a means for
So far there
the obtaining of money and fame (vers. 18, etc.).
Simon
saying
which
made
truth
in
the
old
was some element of
least,
in his
had
in
himself
at
he
the father of Gnosticism
mysteries, like

all

others,

;

moral and religious position and character, the material of a
Gnostic.
But the most ancient actual Gnostic, who brought out

—

That he

a Gnostic theory, was Cerintkus.

Ephesus

lived in

at

the same time with St John, and that St John regarded him
and shunned him as " the enemy of the truth," is attested by
Irenseus with the express remark that he

had received

his in-

formation from Poly carp, the immediate disciple of St John.

His doctrine

is

given by Irengeusin the f olio wing words

Et Cerinthus autem quidam

in Asia non a

mundum

quadam

docuit, sed a virtute

(i.

2Q)

primo Deo factum

valde separata

et

1

:

esse

distante

ab

ea principalitate, quae est super universa, et ignorante eum, qui
est

super omnia,

Deum.

natitm (impossibile

Jesum autem,
enim hoc ei visum

subjecit,

non ex virgine

est) fuisse

autem eum

Josephiet Marice filium simpliciter ut reliqui omnes homines, et plus

Et

potuisse justitia et prudentia et sapientia ab hominibus.

baptismum descendisse

in

eum ab

omnia, Christum figura columba?

tum patrem

et virtutes perfecisse

Christum de Jesu,

et

1

Iren. adv.

iliuv

xoc.1

Qvyaptsu,

'iau

et

tunc aniiunciasse incogni-

in fine

:

rov Kvpiov

to

revolasse iterum
;

Chris-

Kul

eialv

oi

dyy/jicoori;

a,lrov

2

(rov TLo'Kv-

/uxQyirvi;, Iv rfi 'E^eitw 7?opivhl; \ovacir;t)o>.i,

Kqpivdoy, If^Aaro rov (iotAxuiiov

pcvi Ktx.1

autem

esse et resurrexisse

perseverasse, existentem spiritualem.

Hser. 3, 3, ±

x.ccpirov) oti 'I&«i/j/yjs 6

;

;

Jesum passum

tum autem impassibilem

post

ea principalitate, qua? est super

(ice.Aoc.vuov o-vpc>rea'/;, ivhov

f&Yi

Aovadpcevo; otKh?

t7rsi7roiu'

ovrog KyipivSov, rov rijj dAYiQii&s

So Euseb. H. E. 3, 28.
What, on the contrary, Gaius and Dionys. Alex, say about Cerinthus
(in Euseb. 3, 28) is of no moment.
For Gaius, a fanatical anti-Montanist
and anti-Chiliast, condemns Cerinthus as being the true author of the ApoBut Dionysius (whose
calypse, which he invented in the Chiliast interest.
words in Euseb. 3, 28 are imperfect, but are quoted at length in 7, 25) relates
of the Alog'u that they condemned Cerinthus for holding a sensual Chiliasm
tx^pov.
2

B

:
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Thus

there are two points in which the doctrinal system of

Cerinthus culminates.

First,

he teaches that the Creator of

the actual visible world was a Demiurgns, different from the

supreme God, the Sender of Christ, a lower iEon who possessed no knowledge of God, and did not communicate to his
that primal and fundamental
creatures any such knowledge:
position of Gnosticism, which, under various modifications,
Second, he
runs through all the succeeding Gnostic systems.

—

teaches that Jesus was a mere man, begotten of Joseph

;

that

an JEon Christ was united to him, sent down
by the supreme God (the dp^r) dvcordrt]), in order that he
might lead the world, by the mouth of the man Jesus, to know
Him, the Supreme God. Before the death of Jesus, however, the
./Eon Christ is represented as being again separated from him.
see plainly enough glimmering throughout this system
at his baptism

We

the problems which gave
curiosity,

how

w as
r

it

existence

it its

the world, could have remained so long

the question of vain

:

that God, supposing

Him

to

unknown

have created
to the world

which He had made (the blame of this was not sought in men,
who would not receive the light shining into the world, but was
transferred from men to the world itself, and its $T]/jLiovpy6<; !)
and then the question of Rationalism, how the Son of God could
have become man, and could have been conceived by a virgin.
Hence, the basis of the system was not a Jewish-Ebionite error,
;

which through an over-valuation of the law denied the necessity
for the incarnation of Christ, but a rationalist philosophical
error

;

although

its result

in relation to the person of Jesus con-

curred with the final result of (later) Ebionitism.
How, then, did the Apostle John bear himself in his attack

upon
cited

this
;

system of

lies

A craving for

"?

speculative thinking

7^0-69 had been exhad been awakened, though in an

un-Christian direction, to busy itself with such questions as these.

This craving must be
it

satisfied,

but

satisfied in the right

must be shown that the true yvwcris

idle curiosity of

had

manner

roots, not in the

its

a philosophical groping, altogether separate from

penitent faith in the Saviour of sinners, but in that faith

And

and in that alone.
material which he had

what St John has shown.
use for this purpose, was not

this is

to

sought for anew, or laboriously to be constructed.

was prepared by

his

own

original

endowments

:

He

itself,

The
to

be

himself

he had already,
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and retained
and doctrine of Jesus

in the lifetime of his Master, viewed, apprehended,
especially those aspects of the nature

which now served of themselves to bear victorious testiHe, that is, alone among all
the disciples, had been fitted to apprehend and lay up in his
mind certain phases of the nature and doctrine of Jesus to
wit, first, the Lord's own declarations concerning His eternal
relation to the Father, and His eternal, pre-temporal unity of
nature with the Father (John hi. 13 and 17, v. 17, vi. 33 and
secondly, those utterances of
51, vii. 16 and 28, viii. 58, etc.)
our Lord concerning the profound mystical relation of unity and
communion of life into which the Lord would enter with His
disciples, through the Holy Ghost (John iii. 8, ch. vi., xiv. 16,
etc., xv. 1, etc., xvii. 21-23).
Because St John was, in his personal character, the complement of the other disciples, therefore
it was obvious of itself that he would give the complement of
their exhibition of Christ and His doctrine, by presenting, as
soon as the occasion should arise, in doctrine and writing, that
peculiar side of it which he had beyond others apprehended.
And for that the occasion has now come. Merely taking a
human view of the matter, and apart from all inspiration and
enlightenment of the Holy Ghost, it must have now arisen to
his consciousness that he had in his own internal self the living
armoury against the new assaults of the spirit of lying
The
Gnosticism of a Cerinthus must necessarily have awakened
Christ,

mony

against the Gnostic heresy.

:

;

!

within

him

his holy indignation

John bore

;

for

it

directly contradicted all

most sacred treasure
and surely would he know that in these
discourses of our Lord he had already received the refutation
of Gnosticism, and the elements of a perfect victory over its
errors.
To the doctrinal statements of lying speculation which
sundered the Father of Jesus Christ from the Creator of the
world, he had to oppose the doctrine that the Father of Jesus
Christ had created the world by the Logos
to the lie that
sundered the man Jesus from the JEon Christ, and separated
them entirely before the passion of Christ, he had to oppose the
doctrine of Jesus, the incarnate Logos, and of the glorification
of the Father in His sufferings;
to the dead striving after
dead knowledge, he had to oppose the discourses of Christ
concerning the life of the Head in the members.
that which St

from the

lips of

Jesus

in his heart as the

;

;

—

—

!
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That

lie

matter of

did set himself in opposition to them,
It has

fact.

undeniable

is

been questioned by some, whether he

did so designedly and consciously

:

it

has been asserted that,

without any reference to Cerinthus, he purposed only " to

known

to the collective

One Church

fullest and most perfect
meaning for man ;" and

the whole

essential character,
to

self

knew

in

make

Christ, in

and universality
what way Jesus Him-

His
of

show "

One

But the

or sought to create faith in Himself."

Evangelist specifies his own design in the construction of his
Gospel (ch. xx. 31) " These things are written, that ye may
:

Son of God; and that beHis name." And did St John write
these words without at all thinking of that enemy of the truth who
was living in the same city with himself, and who taught the
If it was his
that Jesus was not the Christ 1
precise reverse
design in the Gospel to lead His Church to a perfect faith, and
to confirm them in that faith, that Christ was the Son of God, it
was also his design, doubtless, to arm and prepare them against
the cunning and subtile attacks of the Cerinthian Gnosticism,
which was so nigh at hand.
And how aptly and specifically are the lying assertions of
Cerinthus overthrown by individual passages of the Gospel
Cerinthus taught that the world was created by an inferior
.ZEon, who did not know the Supreme God.
St John writes
" The Word was to (with) God, and the Word was God. All
and without Him was not anything
things were made by Him
made that was made" (John i. 3). We must mark the polemiconegative repetition of the statement, which before was laid down
believe that Jesus

lieving ye

may

is

have

the Christ, the

life

in

—

:

;

in a positive form.

Cerinthus taught that

men

before Christ

had not the possibility of knowing the Supreme God, because
the Demiurgus himself did not know Him, and could not therethe JEon
fore give the knowledge of Him to His creatures,
writes
Him
known.
John
concernfirst
made
St
Christ having
who
Himself
God,
and
through
God,
was
Word
of
ing the
"
Him
life,
and
made,
In
was
the
things
were
all
whom
life was
:"
supreme
thus
writes
that
the
and
only
he
men
the light of
life
from
Logos,
given
the
beginning
to
the
through
God had,
men, and in this life the light of knowledge also. And, while
Cerinthus ascribed the cause of human sin, blindness, and
ignorance of God, to an increated impossibility, and that again

—
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"And

light shineth in the darkness, but the darkness received

it

the

not"

and thereby throws the guilt of blindness where it should fall,
on the wicked will of the creature, which is and abides dark
because it received not the light. In ver. 9, he repeats once
more, that the Logos was " the true Light, which enlighteneth
every

man"

Him

existed,

that

and in

ver. 10,

once more, that " the world through

He, when

He came

to the world,

province of a Demiurgus, but "
(creatures) received

upon the

Him

to

Again, he charges the guilt

not"

evil will of the creatures,

^Eon

Him

not ;" and in ver. 11,
came not into the strange
His own, though His own

but that the world knew

while Cerinthus taught that

domain of an alien
Demiurgus, whose creatures could not know the supreme Principalities through an increate inability.
When St John had thus diligently opposed a barrier to the
fundamental Gnostic assumption and presupposition of a Demiurgus, he could pass onward to the doctrine of the incarnation
of the Logos, eternally one with God, in Jesus the Christ, and
the

oppose

Christ had

come

into the alien

to the lying doctrine

it

of Cerinthus concerning the

mere man Jesus, and the ^Eon Christ only temporarily united
" The Logos ivas made flesh, and dwelt
to him (ver. 14)
among us and we beheld His glory, the glory as of the Only:

;

begotten of the Father."
the mere

man and

To

the

lie

of Cerinthus concerning

son of Joseph, he has to oppose that which

he had seen with his eyes. And the eyes of no disciple had
been so inwardly opened as his had been, to behold and appre-

hend the

full

and gracious outbeaming of the eternal glory of
" By Jesus Christ came grace

God

manifest in Christ Jesus

and

truth.

No man

!

hath seen God; the only-begotten Son,

bosom of the Father, He hath declared Him
writes St John (eh. i. 17, 18) while Cerinthus
was teaching that the JEon Christ, who brought to men the
knowledge of God, was neither the Only-begotten in the bosom

who

is

(God)."

in the

Thus

;

of the Father, nor one person with Jesus.

According

to Cerinthus,

it

was

the

scended, at his baptism, on the mere

JEon

man

Christ

who

de-

Jesus, and com-

him the "virtutes" of prudence, icisdom, and
St John relates (ch. i. 32, etc.) how the Holy
Ghost came down upon Him, who Himself was already the

municated

to

righteousness.

—
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Son of God, and before the Baptist (vers. 30 and 31) and
He received the Holy Ghost, not that He might then and
thereby become partaker of the Divine nature for Himself, but
that He might be able (ver. 33) to baptize others with the same
;

that

Spirit.

We shall not now go through the individual
strations

of the Divine ho%a in Jesus

records.

All

we can do

is

actual demonwhich the Evangelist

to point to those individual utterances

of Christ which the Evangelist cited for the confirmation of

down in ch. i. In ch. iii. 13, 14, we have the
two things placed in close juxtaposition by Christ Himself
that the Son of Man came down from heaven, and is in heaven,
and that the same Son of Man must be lifted up on the cross
(while Cerinthus entirely sundered the .zEon Christ, who came
down from heaven, from the suffering man Jesus). Compare,
further, ch. v. 23 and 25, where the Son, Jesus Christ, arrogates
to Himself the same honour which belongs to the Father, and
where He prophesies that He will raise the dead and ch. vi.
51 and 62, where He again testifies that He came down from
heaven.
So also ch. viii. 58 and especially ch. xii. 23 seq.
and xvii. 1 seq., where again the suffering itself appears to be
the glorification of God in His incarnate Son and, moreover,
ch. xviii. 6 and 11 and 37, where the suffering appears as the
counsel of God, and the end of the incarnation of the Son.
As certainly as St Luke, the companion of St Paul, wrote
such passages and expressions as Luke xiv. 23, xv. 10 and 31,
not without the consciousness of the immense energy which lay
in those sayings as directed against a false legal Jewish Christhe doctrine laid

;

;

;

tianity, and,

erect

by

consequently, not without the latent intention to

their

so certain

is it

sayings of our

means bulwarks against
that St

John

this

mischievous error,

did not record the above-mentioned

Lord without the

consciousness of the mighty

witness which they would bear against the Cerinthian heresy,

and, consequently, not without the design to put weapons in
the hands of the Lord's people for their defence against that

power of seduction and falsehood. Indeed, we must assume
that this purpose and latent aim was much more distinctly conscious in the mind of St John, than in the mind of St Luke.
When the latter wrote his Gospel, a false legal Judaism did
not oppose itself in so concrete and concentrated a form as that
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That Jewish

Christianity was, indeed, found everywhere, but especially in

Palestine (Acts xv. 1 seq.; Gal.

ii.

Galatia (Gal.

4),

i.

7, etc.),

and Corinth (1 Cor. i. 12) certainly it was not so abundant,
and it was not so vigorous, in the churches of Asia Minor
which had been founded under the influence of St Paul, and
for which St Luke wrote his Gospel. The contest with Judaism
had been to St Luke, while he laboured by the side of St Paul,
only an independent and general matter of interest; many
years before, the conflict had been settled in his mind by those
discourses, and parables, and acts of Jesus, which demonstrated
that not only Israel, and not all Israel, would be saved, but
only those who penitently believed, whether among the Jews or
among the Gentiles. It is more involuntarily that he presents,
in his Gospel especially, a selection of those portions which had
;

from

the beginning

appeared to him to be pre-eminently impor-

With St John

tant on the subject.

not had previously

— that

is,

was otherwise.

it

He had

before the rise of Gnosticism

particular external occasion presented,

which rendered

it

— any
neces-

sary that he should give prominence to that speculative side of
the doctrine and the nature of Christ, which he beyond others

had

so

deeply and inwardly apprehended;

but now, when

Cerinthus had begun in Ephesus to perplex the minds even of

members of the Church (1 John ii. 19), and to induce some
them to apostatize, the Apostle must have become distinctly
conscious to what end and for what occasion the Lord had furnished him with his own peculiar talent of knowledge.
That
which he had long and faithfully retained in the inmost depths
of his spirit, and pondered in his heart, he now comes forward
prominently to declare, in opposition to a concrete and locally
concentrated lying power and influence,
consequently, ivitli a
the
of

—

directly polemical aim.

We

define Cerinthic Gnosticism to have been a "locally-

concentrated'' lying power, but not simply a "local" one.

was not a merely

It

and isolated occurrence, as was the
heresy of Hymenseus and Philetus (2 Tim. ii. 17), which in
Ephesus " spread like a cancer;" 1 but a lying power, which at
1

of a

It is not,

local

however, denied that this spiritualism also was a symptom

more general

disease,

of the Gnostic views.

nor that

it

was

itself

one of the

earliest precursors
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that time

had

its

place in the air (comp. Eph.

2, vi. 12).

ii.

Moreover, the history of Gnosticism in the second century
teaches us what a widely extending growth was to spread from
and, that already about the end of the first century
had put forth more than one stem, we are assured by
the reports which the newly discovered Hippolytus gives us, in
the fifth book of his (j>i\oao(povfi€va rj Kara iraawv alpecreav
eA,e<y^o?, concerning the Naassenes, Peratics, Sethites, and Justin
the Gnostic. 1 Nevertheless, this power of the lie confronted St
John in a locally concentrated form that is, in the person and
For, that St John had (as
in the influence of Cerinthus.
Bunsen thinks) the Naassenes and Sethites in his eye, is at
least incapable of proof
and the manner in which these heretics

this root

;

this root

—

;

interwove the Logos-idea into their systems, appears to assign

them a place rather
John's writings. 2

after than before the appearance of St

That, on the other hand, Cerinthus lived at

the same time with St

John

in Ephesus,

and laboured for the
and we

subversion of Christianity, stands historically firm

;

and sharply St John opposes
precisely the Cerinthian doctrine (as explained to us by Irengeus)
have already seen how

distinctly

in his Gospel.

Thus

the Gospel assumes a concrete historical place in

definite conflict

But we
in the

same

a

with heresy.

find that our Epistle has

its

place most clearly defined

conflict.

Plainly and expressly the Apostle warns against " the liar

who
1

denies that Jesus

is

the Christ" (ch.

Compare Bunsen, Hippolytus

i.

ii.

22),

and who thereby

S. 32.

2

For they do not contain the Philonic Logos (the hypostatic reason in
that notion
God, the world-idea, by which God created the actual world)
but a corof a creation of the universe is what they absolutely reject!
ruption of the Johannsean Logos, a Logos who descended for redemption, and
(though indeed only docetically) became man. Bunsen himself, moreover,
" St John can have had in his eye, not so
is constrained to admit (S. 33)
much the philosophical disciples of Philo, who abominated every notion of
a personal union of the Logos with man, as the Christian heretics who perverted that idea in one manner or another."
But, how could they have
perverted the idea of the incarnation, if this idea had been nowhere uttered
and made prominent ? And where is there a single trace that it had been
uttered before St John?
Accordingly, the Johanmean writings must
have preceded those heretics and therefore were not composed for their

—
—

:

;

refutation.
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;

and
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in connection with this,

he speaks of an already witnessed apostasy of some (vers. 18, 19),
exhorting the readers to hold fast that which they had heard
from the beginning (ver. 24). Nor do this warning and this
exhortation stand here isolated and alone.

It

is

not only that

expressly analogous passages recur in the Epistle (ch.

iv.

1-3

and 15, v. 1 and 5, and 10 and 20), which all exhibit the kernel
and essence of truth to be the doctrine, that " Jesus Christ came
into the flesh ;" that Jesus is the Son of God ;" that " Jesus is
the Christ," and " the true God and eternal life,"
but the entire
Epistle, from beginning to end, is constructed on this principle, to
exhibit this opposition between the Christian truth and the
Gnostic denial that Jesus was the Christ, 1 in its most intimate
connection with the religious and moral opposition between
truth and lie, righteousness and avofiia, love and hatred, and
with the aeonian opposition between the kingdom of God and
the world, between God and Satan,
as will be made manifest
in our explanation of these contrasts in the Commentary.
If, then, the Epistle thus originated in the same nature of

—

—

things as the Gospel,

we may

at least consider this position as

same period of time

established, that the Epistle belongs to the

with the Gospel.

An

this position

further,

still

two documents were

attentive observation, however, will carry

and lead

assumption that the

to the

And

strictly simultaneous.

in this case the

Epistle must be considered to have been a companion-document
it were an epistle dedicatory.
This view has been already defended by Heidegger, Berger,

to the Gospel, as

Storr, Lange, Thiersch, and others
I have also in another
work maintained it. Bleek, Diisterdieck, and Huther have recently opposed it, but by arguments which cannot be regarded
as valid.
Bleek rests mainly upon the insufficiency, which
cannot be denied, of the arguments which I brought forward
;

in the Kritik der evangelischen Geschichte

;

but even

this

he

deals with partially, for he limits himself really to the question

of the ypd(f)C0 and

eypa^a

(1

John

i.

4,

ii.

12

seq.),

which he

supposes to refer, not to the Gospel, but to the Epistle

itself.

1
St John uses the formulae, " Jesus is the Son of God," and " Jesus is
the Christ," promiscuously and interchangeably. That this is to be ex-

plained only on the supposition of a definite opposition to Cerinthus, will
be seen in the remarks below upon 1 John v. 1.
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the same
and adds, that there is not
throughout the Epistle any express reference to the Gospel.
Diisterdleck asserts

;

Huther goes somewhat more deeply into the subject
still needs a new and more thorough investigation.
It

is

it

in itself a significant circumstance, that Dusterdieck

himself admits

it

to

be very

two writings was the
no difference of time
case,

but

;

we may

difficult to

earlier written.
is

anywhere

determine which of the

This acknowledges that

distinctly

marked

which

in

;

assuredly venture to hold that they were written

at the same time.
Not, however, in the same hour the one
must have been written after the other. And here Dusterdieck
follows Liicke in taking for granted that the Epistle was written
:

With this assumption we entirely agree, but
manner in which it is established. " The bearing

after the Gospel.

not with the

of the Epistle, in
as to

seem

its

doctrinal

and polemical

to presuppose that the

the Gospel was

known

to the

positions,

such

is

development of them given in

readers" says Liicke.

We

can-

not altogether assent to this ; but hold rather, with Diisterdieck,
that " the Epistle stands perfectly independent, and is self-

and that

was quite intelligible in itself and
who had already enjoyed the oral
instruction of the Apostle John.
Yet there is something of
contained

;"

it

alone, especially to readers

truth underlying the observation of Liicke.

Ideas and trains

of thought are repeated from the Gospel in the Epistle

such a way, that what

is

fully

expanded or thrown out

;

and

in

as oppor-

is in the Epistle, not " abbreviated," as Liicke
but yet concentrated and formally condensed in summary.

tunity required,
says,

But it is marvellous that any man should admit this, and then
deny anything like a direct reference in the Epistle to the
Gospel
It will not be required by any one that the Apostle
should have " expressly," after the manner of modern authors,
!

cited his Gospel, or written, "

Gospel

—"

!

Is

substance, rests

it

As

I have already taught in

not quite enough that the Epistle, as

upon

the

my

to its

Gospel?

But not only so, it rests upon the Gospel in its very form.
For we have already seen that the absence of the epistolary
form (the lack of address, greeting, and farewell benediction)
is, in fact, then only intelligible when we assume that the document had no independent design as an epistle (the substitute of
oral discourse), but rested upon something else.
Now, if the
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Epistle was a kind of dedicatory letter, or companion-document
of the Gospel,

And

that

its

it

peculiar

was

so,

perfectly understood.

is

many

proved or supported by

who

Diisterdieck,

individual passages.

its

form

may be

denies

of

any express

reference in the Epistle to the Gospel, establishes, however, the

and says " One may probably perceive
profound exhibition of the commandment of love (1 John
which is not new, which is old, and which yet is called

priority of the Gospel,
in the
ii.

7),

:

new, an allusion to the written Gospel (ch.
important, and

much

less

dubious,

1

is

More
John i. 1-4.

34)."

xiii.

the passage 1

The

similarity of the thought with that of the Gospel, ch. i. 14,
might be explained by the mere identity of the author ; but
other things conspire to make the passage refer most expressly
to the Gospel.
The paragraph, vers. 1-4 (the construction

and exposition of which will be treated more at large in the
Commentary, where the exegetical establishment will be found
of what is here anticipated), falls into two clauses, which are
co-ordinated and connected by /cat.
The governing verb of
the

first

sentence

is

the airayyeWofiev of the third verse

governing verb of the second sentence

The

4.

object of the

first

;

the

the ypdfofiev of ver.
verb precedes it in ver. 1 " That
is

:

which was from the beginning, that which we have heard, that
which we have seen with our eyes, that which we have contemplated, and our hands have handled, declare we unto you."
But to this object there is appositionally appended (not as
dependent upon " handled," but as still dependent upon the
governing verb " we declare") a closer definition and statement
" Concerning the Word of Life declare we unto you."
of it
In that St John announces that which he had seen and heard,
that which he had beheld with his eyes and touched,
he makes
announcement concerning " the Word of Life." And these
words are again illustrated by the parenthesis of ver. 2 " And
the Life hath appeared, and we have seen and bear witness,
and declare unto you the Life, the Eternal Life, which was
with the Father and hath been manifested unto us." The
words of the parenthesis, " And we have seen, and bear witness
and declare," which run parallel with the words of the first
clause, " That which we have seen and heard, beheld and
:

—

:

1

the

For, that " the

commandment

commentary on the passage.

of love"

is

not

meant

in ch.

ii.

7, see

—
28
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have handled, we make known unto you," and which contain
a brief recapitulation of that clause, leave us no alternative
Word of Life" and " the Eternal Life"

but to interpret the "
as referring to

Something

with the hands;

— not

visible to the eyes,

therefore

and

comp. John
termed)

;

i.

and

4

who
;

is

personally the

and who

it is

is

in 1

be touched

not to an
who appeared

abstract Power, but only to the personal Logos,
in the flesh (and

to

a Doctrine,

to

t,wrj,

John

v.

and that the alcovtos
20 again exjDressly so
;

a perfect confirmation of

this,

that

it is

said

and that with undeniable backward allu" Which was 7T/do? tov irarepa, and hath
sion to John i. 1, 2
appeared unto us." Thus also, by this parenthesis, the irepl
rov \oyov t?}? £&>77<?
a7ra<yyeWofjiev is more closely defined
as an announcement of the Incarnate Logos as beheld by St
John qua manifested (and not of an abstract idea, or of a doctrine); and this again serves for the closer definition of the
first object
" That which was from the beginning, which we
have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, etc." We perceive that St John would have us understand by that which
he had heard, seen, and beheld, not a complex of manifold
experiences which he had attained unto concerning the nature
and the power of Christian faith, and love, and walk or " the
idea of the Gospel" (Duster clieck)
but the personal Christ.
And when he so declares or announces this Christ, as to make
known " that which he had seen with his eyes, and beheld, that
which his hands had handled," must he not necessarily mean
by this an announcement of the concrete manifestation of Christ,
and His life ? He does not indeed write ov ewpatcapiev, k.tX.
" We declare to you the Christ, whom we have beheld and
touched," so that the object of the announcement might be the
in the close of ver. 2,
:

—

—

—

:

person of Christ according to

its

abstract idea

— the

relative

clause being then added for closer definition of this person,
it was actually beheld by St John
(and not -merely
imagined and feigned),
but he writes 6, " That which we have
seen, and beheld, and handled, we declare unto you."
Thus

that

—

that which St
itself

John had beheld

in Christ

and of

But

it

may

be reasonably asked, whether an announcement

precisely of this kind does occur in the Epistle

we

Christ, forms

the immediate object of the d7rayyeXXofj.ev.

look everywhere in vain.

For we

;

and

for

any such

learn in the Epistle, that

;
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and that therefore we should not walk in darkness
we have attained
unto the forgiveness of sins, and that we therefore should not
again apostatize that we are the children of God, and that
nevertheless, yea on that very account, we have still to bear the
hatred of the world, which on our own part, however, we must
is light,

that the light hath already appeared to us, since

;

repay with love

and the

;

finally, that

he who denies the identity of Jesus

and belongeth to the darkness.
and direct dogmas, but
never a plain announcement of Christ as such,
not to say any
announcement of that which St John had beheld, heard, and

We

Christ,

is

antichristian,

find pure developments of doctrine

handled with his hands

And

!

this first clause is

4

full."

The

:

unto you

And

"

in ver.

this

we

immediately connected with a second

write unto you, that your joy

translation, or explanation

this (that

account, that, etc.,"

emphatically

first,

—

:

" And indeed

which had been stated
is

stance of vers. 1-3 as a second
to the Epistle

specification of its

dieck and Huther.

Kal ravra

be

write

on

this

stands

ravra does not look back upon and

recapitulate the contents of vers. 1-3, but

ravra refers

in vers. 1-3)

simply impracticable.

so that

may

we

is

and

is

adjoined to the sub-

different matter.

That

this

obvious, in the lack of any other

meaning, and

But then

is

acknowledged by Diister-

the arra^eXKofxev of vers. 1-3

cannot refer to the Epistle, simply because the Kal ravra

<ypd<f)o-

added to that ajrayyeWofiev as something new
and different.
So we must rather assume that the Apostle
designs in vers. 1-3 to characterize his ordinary (oral) instruc-

fiev is plainly

tions generally to the readers

been

!

—

or

we must be

— but how aimless would

this

have

content to conclude, according to the most

obvious and natural solution of the difficulty, that the words of
1-3 refer directly to the transmission of the Gospel to their

vers.

hands, and that in ver. 4 the Apostle further states his purpose
to

add

this additional,

the Epistle, in order to help his readers to

For, in the Gospel, St John had actually declared that which " was from the beginning" (John i. 1, etc.),

a perfect joy.

and that which the disciples had heard from the lips of Jesus
(His discourses), and that which they had seen with their eyes
(His miracles), and that which they had beheld (His pei'son, in
its Divine 86^a), and that which their hands had handled (His
resurrection-body, John xx. 27).
Thus much is clear, that, as

;;
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soon as

we

refer the " declare

we"

of ver. 3 to the transmission

which otherwise seems confused, and no better than as it were " a certain interweaving
and interplay of notions concerning the person and concerning
of the Gospel,

these verses

all in

the history and doctrine of Christ" (Diisterdieck), immediately

meaning, and force. St John had
written his Gospel, and sends it to the Ephesians with the
accompaniment of another document in that announces the
receives

life,

distinctness,

;

former by the words, " That which was from the beginning, etc.,
we declare unto you ;" and then continues " And this (accom:

panying document) we
joy

full."

sary

;

for

A
it

stricter description of the

came

make your
Gospel was not neces-

write unto you, in order to

to their

hands in company with the Epistle

and the words, which were necessarily referred to the Epistle
itself, " And these things we write," would of themselves lead
to the conclusion, that " that which was from the beginning,

etc.,

we

must be referred

declare,"

to the

accompanying

Gospel.

This being

so,

brings forward, by

He

intends.

maintains, that " a distinction between the diray-

yeWofjuev of ver. 3

by anything

we may meet the argument which Huther
making it prove the contrary of what he

and the

in the text

;"

ypdtyofiev of ver.

4

is

not intimated

but presently afterwards

we

find that

and absolute identity of reference
Some distinction he cannot but per" ravra refers neither to what precedes merely,
ceive in them
nor merely to what immediately follows, but to the whole
But, we need only observe carefully the manner in
Epistle."

even he cannot hold the
between the two words.

strict

:

which the

teal

ravra

ypdfo/Jbev

is

opposed to the b air

apxf}<i,

dirayyeXkoixev, to see plainly the necessary distinction

k.t.X.,

between them in the writer's mind. Who would begin a letter
with the words, " That which I have experienced, I declare
and this Epistle I write, that, etc.," if he wrote at the same
time nothing but this letter, and if, moreover, in this letter he

—

actually

made known none

on, indeed, to say

:

of those experiences

" o defines not the

life,

1

Huther goes

but the person of

and the question is not here of a narrative, but of a
and a declarative announcement." But this is simply
the opposite is the case. " That which
contrary to the truth,
Christ

;

testimony

we have

—

seen with our eyes,"

etc.,

cannot indicate, as we have
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to its abstract idea,
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but only

closer definition of ver. 2

what sphere the " that which was
from the beginning, that which we have heard, that which we
that is, not to any
have seen, etc.," of the first verse refers,
other gracious experiences of St John generally, but to such experiences as he had enjoyed irepl tov A070V, in reference to Christ.
points out to us simply to

—

The

idea of experience, however, remains

not

:

Him whom we

had seen, heard, handled, but that which we had heard, seen,
and contemplated, concerning Him, we will " declare ;" and
by this very characterization of the object the announcement
But, that a " testimony," and
itself is defined as a narration.
not a narrative, is the matter here, is so far not true as the
" bearing witness" is not in the main clause, but only in the
parenthetical explanation

;

and, even

if

renthesis runs parallel with that of the

the thought of this pa-

main

clause, a

thorough

exegete like Huther ought not to question, in the face of such
passages as

John

xix. 35, xxi. 24,

mean

John's phraseology could ever
fiaprvpetv of 1

John

whether paprvpelv in St
a narration

!

Is not the

2 attached to the ecopa/cevai precisely as
" He who saw this, beareth witness."
"
i.

We

John xix. 35 ?
have seen and bear witness."
in

To

this passage, 1

which we cannot

John

1-4, must be added a second, in

i.

an equally undeniable reference to
I formerly (with Hug) regarded the oft-recurring

the Gospel.

fail to find

and eypatya of the Epistle as referring simply and ex1
clusively to the Gospel; but I must now so far concede to
this
is not unconditionally and univeras
to
allow
that
Bleek

ypd<fxo

sally the case.

But Huther's equally unconditional

the direct contrary

stand

why

is

equally erroneous

ii.

12, etc.,

We

itself,

but to another production."

In

upon essenor arguments on which he founds
eypayfra.

" I write unto you,

children, because your sins are forgiven for

i.

assertion of

cannot under-

the Apostle founds a triple ypd^co

the same causal positions
an immediately-following triple

tially

"

the oft-repeated ypd^co and eypatya should not be

referred to the Epistle
ch.

:

His name's sake.

1
That rxvrx ypa.<pa, ch. ii. 1, refers to the Epistle, and indeed to ch.
5-10 primarily, I never denied, but, on the contrary, expressly affirmed

(Kritik der ev. GescMchte, S. 837)
and ch. ii. 12, etc., I referred not to
the Gospel alone, but to " the Epistle and Gospel together."
;

;
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I write unto you, fathers, because ye
I write unto you,

the beginning.

overcome the
ye know

Him

is

from

I have written to you, children, because

evil one.

ye know the Father.

know Him who

young men, because ye have

I have written

to

you, fathers, because

from the beginning. I have written to
you, young men, because ye are strong, and the word of God
The
abideth in you, and ye have overcome the wicked one."
very fact, that in the several fundamental reasons for the several
classes of the clauses there is no essential difference, should drive
us to the conclusion that there must have been a material disunless
tinction intended in the change from >ypd<f)(o to eypatya,
we suppose the Apostle to have fallen into an intolerable tautology, and an aimless repetition of his own words (a supposition
which no Christian, and no rational, expositor would entertain
But, are Diisterdieck and Huther in a posifor a moment).
tion, on their principle, to point out any such distinction ? The
former rightly rejects the artificial supposition of Liicke, according to which the triple <ypd(p(o must be referred to the three
following individual exhortations, vers. 15—17, vers. 18-27, and
ch. ii. 28-ch. iii. 22, while the triple e<ypatya must be referred
to the three preceding fundamental doctrines, ch. i. 5-7, i. 8that

is

—

ii.

7,

and

ii.

3-11.

He

also rejects

(and with equal correct-

Commentary) the view of Bengel,
who connects ypdcpco with all that follows, and e<ypa^ra with all
and the similar one of De Wette
that precedes, in the Epistle
(followed by Huther), which refers the ypdcfxo to what precedes
and what follows, and the e<ypa-^ra to what precedes alone.
But Diisterdieck himself following Beza explained the
change from 7pa^)co to eypwyjra by different points of view in
The object is the same in both cases that is, the
the writer.
whole Epistle when St John writes <ypd(j)a), he writes from
the then present moment in which he has the pen in hand
but when he writes eypayjra, he throws himself into the time
when his readers would have the completed Epistle as such in
shown

ness, as will be

in the

;

—

—

—

:

Certainly, if the question were to account for one
and the same writer saying <ypd<f)a) in one place (e. g., 1 John
ii. 1), and in another quite different place saying eypatya (e. g.,
1 John v. 13), it might be received as a sufficient reason, that
he in the one place wrote as from the present moment, and in

their hands.

the other transposed himself into the time

when

his readers

—
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would have the Epistle in their hands. 1 But that St John
should have thus played with the tenses, and in one and the same
passage so distinctly and formally varied the same thought,
" I write unto you this Epistle, because" etc., as to say " I am
even now occupied, fathers, in writing to you this Epistle,
because ye know Him who is from the beginning. I have
(when ye read these lines) written this Epistle, because ye
know Him that is from the beginning," etc., is a solution that
:

—

we never

De

could be persuaded to receive.

and Huther do not

in reality get over this

Wette, Bruckner,

same

according to their view, St John designs to say

difficulty

:

;

for,

" I write unto

you this Epistle (the whole of it), because ye know Him that is
from the beginning. I have written unto you (already the
former part of this Epistle), because ye know Him who is from
Apart from the fact, that the notion of the
the beginning."
making prominent of " already in the former part of the Epistle,"
in opposition to the following part, is not intimated by anything
in the text, one cannot see what motive could have impelled the
Apostle to say to the readers that he wrote not only that which
was to follow, but that also which had already preceded, because
they knew the Father and the Son, and had overcome the wicked
one.
Even supposing this to have been declared to be the aim
of the whole Epistle, would it not have been self-understood that
the first part also of the Epistle was composed to the same end ?

Much

better worth

which, in fact,

who
of

say nothing

—

is

in the eypatya finds simply a confirmation

what had

As

considering than these expositions

make St John

just

I have said

:

that of Neander,

and

intensification

been stated (" I write unto you, because
I have written unto you, because," etc.)

—

if

would stand the verbal and grammatical
But it is necessary to such a confirmation, that what had
test.
been already said should be repeated exactly in the same manner,
and without any change of form. St John must have written,
TL$ eTirov v/uv ypd-^rco, on, k.t.X.
or, ft>9 elirov vfilv, irdXiv
otily this explanation

;

Xeyw

ypd(p(o,

on, k.t.X. (comp. Gal.

i.

9).

And

why,

finally,

should these three particular thoughts have stood in need of

such pressing confirmation
1

That St John, in

better to be explained

?

ch. v. 13, uses the Aorist, is

by saying that he

is

now

much more simply and

conscious of having

to the end of Ins Epistle.

C

come
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Here also all difficulty vanishes, as soon as (with Winston,
and others) we submit to refer the ypdcpco to the Epistle
itself, and the cypatya to the Gospel, which those who received
Instead of an empty play
the Epistle had then in their hands.
upon words, we receive an equally substantial and solemn testimony of the Apostle, that he would no more have written his
Storr,

Gospel, than he Avould write this Epistle, to his readers, if he
had not known and been able to take for granted that they
(ver. 8) had pressed through the darkness to the light, and were
firmly established in the light that they had known the Father
and that they stood victoriously
as they had known the Son
above the temptations which the wicked one now (in the assault
of Gnosticism) had prepared for them. Neither the pearl of the
;

;

fjuaprvpia

concerning Christ's

life in

the Gospel, nor that of the

paternal exhortation and instruction in the Epistle, was intended
or adapted for the children of the world.

To

both the readers

had a right, only as far as they in very deed knew the Father
in Christ (in the

Johannsean sense

!),

and had already internally

conquered the wicked one.
Thus,

this

passage also indicates that the Epistle must be

regarded as a companion-document

V. TIME,

The

to the

Gospel.

AND PLACE, AND CIRCLE OF READERS.

question as to the time and place of the composition of

connected with the same question conand we may therefore dismiss it cursorily
1
here, referring to what has been said in an earlier volume.
That the Gospel by St John was written at a later time than the
this Epistle is strictly

cerning the Gospel

;

been made abundantly certain that it
was written after the destruction of Jerusalem, and even long after
that event, must appear most clearly and unambiguously from
the whole position and character of ecclesiastical matters, as
exhibited in the Gospel and in this Epistle (see above, Sect. IV.).
The entire contest against a legal Jewish-Christianity, which
ruled the Pauline period, is past and so entirely settled, that to
the question concerning the relation of faith and works to justithree other Gospels, has

;

;

1

Compare, with Olshausen's Introd. to the Gospel,

Gesch. § 140, 141.

my Kiitik der Evang.

TIME,
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regard
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no longer paid. 1

is

as to the relation of the Christian
is

closed

:
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So also the entire question
Church to the people of Israel

Israel has rejected Christ

;

hence "

ol "IovSaloi" as

such and simply, appear as enemies, in opposition to the Christian

community

and of any hope, or obligation, to win Israel as a
is found absolutely no trace.
On
the other hand, the Christian Church is already most deeply
affected by the threatening onset of that Gnosticism of which,
in the time of St Paul, only the preparations and forerunners
were seen, and the continuation and further development of which
occupied the second century (compare above, Sect. IV.). All
this constrains us to place the composition of the Gospel and
;

people to the Gospel, there

the First Epistle in the last decade of the

Some have thought

that they

first

century.

had found passages

Epistle and the Gospel which point to an earlier date.
dieck,
1

following Grotius,

John

Hammond, and

others, detects in

18 a reference to the impending destruction of

ii.

Jerusalem

2

in the

Diister-

but with no more propriety than Benson discovered

;

John ii. 13, etc. an intimation that Christians were still
living who had seen the Lord in the flesh
compare, in opposition to both, the commentary on those passages.
Huther finds,
in 1

:

in the omission of

any mention of the destruction of Jerusalem,

an argument for the earlier composition of the Epistle
the impression which that event must have produced
Christians, could not have faded

away when

" since

;

upon the
was

the Epistle

But

it was not the Apostle's task to mention all
and influences which Christian people had
and, moreover, there was space enough between a.d.

composed."

impressions

the

received

;

70 and a.d. 98 for the dying away of the impression even of
1

The

assertion of our

justification"

is

modern

critics,

that " the old controversy ahout

solved in St John's writings

by

his

valid with faith in the matter," co-ordinating faith
justification,

or

making " love equally
and love in the sinner's

has been abundantly refuted by Diisterdieck.

As

unjustified,

even St Paul has never represented love (1 Cor. xiii. 1-3,
as justifying, in company with faith, St John never exhibits love.

less justified,

and 13)

;

2

Grotius has elsewhere (Opp. Tom. iv. p. 463) so far modified his
" Nomen horse extremae modo totum human um genus
assertion as to admit
:

respicit,

modo populum Judaicum."

It is

worthy

of note (as

Huther shows)

that Ignatius (Ep. xi.), Ion gafter the destruction of Jerusalem, writes
Kottpot
ii;

Ao/tgV

cA<s)(l vv9o)ft.iv, (pofiridaftsu tv^v ftoix.po()vf4itzv

y.piux yivvYirui.

xov Qeov, hci

:

eaxctrol

p**) tiffin
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the destruction of Jerusalem.

Gospel, ch. v.

destroyed

Huther, further, discerns in the

Jerusalem had not been

2, positive proof that

when the Gospel was

written

— which, according

our conviction, was accompanied by the Epistle.

He

thinks

to
it

clear that " not only the pool of Bethesda, but also the five

and the sheep-gate of the Temple, were still remaindo not (with Meyer) oppose this argument by
adducing the passages, ch. xi. 18, xviii. 1, xix. 41, in which
various localities in and near Jerusalem (Bethany, Gethsemane,
the sepulchre of Joseph of Arimathea) are introduced with rjv.
porches,

We

ing."

We

acknowledge that in the later passages the Imperfect does
not constrain us to the assumption, " that Jerusalem destroyed
lay in the background of the Apostle's representation ;" but
that St John, relating past events in the Aorist, added also the

explanatory notices concerning the

But then we also, conversely,
if St John once makes use

localities in the

require

it

to be

Imperfect.

acknowledged, that

of the prcesens historicum, so very

familiar with him, in giving such explanatory notices,

it

ought

not to be at once concluded that the place in question lay as yet

undestroyed in the background of his representation.

St

John

narrates in an entirely objective manner, thinking altogether

and only
all

of the occurrence

reflecting

upon the

He who

of his writing.

must

also,

St

41.

is

to

be recorded, and not at
then present

denies this in relation to

to be consistent,

xviii. 1, xix.

which

state of things at the

deny

it

moment

John

v. 2,

in relation to chs. xi. 18,

For, only on the ground of this objectivity in
in historical narration can we make the

Johns point of view

concession, that in these three passages the Imperfect tense can-

not be the foundation of an argument that the destruction of

Jerusalem had taken place. In the case of any other, less
objective and more reflecting, author, such a conclusion would
be amply justified. When Goethe (W. unci D. I. Buch v.)
" The Court-house is a regular and handsome buildwrites
ing, towards the Maine," we rightly conclude that, at the time
when Goethe wrote, the Court-house was yet standing (as it is
now standing) but when he elsewhere writes u The locality
:

;

:

was neither pleasant nor convenient, since they have forced,"
turret-like flight of steps led up to unconnected
etc., or, "
chambers," every one must see at once that he is describing
localities which, when he wrote, stood no longer in this form.

A
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Goethe would never have written, concerning the afterwards
altered house of his parents

:

"

A turret-like flight of steps leads

unconnected chambers," any more than he would have
" The
written, concerning the still standing Court-house

up

to

:

Court-house was a regular and handsome building, towards the
Maine !" And if, in relation to ch. v. 2, an analogous style of
writing
sages

presupposed in St John, then, in relation to the pas18, etc., we must come to the conclusion that " St

is

xi.

John would never have
he wrote
is

still

written

-qv, if

Jerusalem had been when

the very contradiction which

But
John

undestroyed."

the result of forcing upon St

this exact style of writing,

it evident that the one conclusion would be as wrong as
the other, and that St John, in both passages, wrote without any
reflection upon what, at the time of his writing, was still remain-

makes

ing or had been altered,

— using now the

descriptive Present,

and now the descriptive Imperfect. The certainty that both
Gospel and Epistle were written long after the destruction of
Jerusalem, is, therefore, not at all affected by the passage,
John v. 2.
And to this conclusion we are led by patristic tradition also.
On the later, and somewhat ambiguously-worded, passage in
Epiph. Hser. 51, 12, we lay no particular stress. Most weighty
1

is

the account of Irenseus (Hser. 3,

'Icodvvris, o /xa^7/Tj)?
teal

avrbs

e^eSco/ce

He

ftayv.

is

rod Kvplov, 6 ko\

to evayyekiov, ev

1,

in Euseb. v. 8)

eirl crrr/dos
'E(f>ecr(p

:

eireira

avrov avaireaoav,

tj)? ^Acrias Starpir-

followed by Chrys. and Theod. of Mopsuestia.

which was widely circulated among the
his Gospel in his exile in Patmos,
does not contradict that evidence. Dorotheus of Tyre, and the
author of the Synopsis printed with the works of Athanasius,
remark alike 2 that St John wrote his Gospel when an exile in
Patmos, and then published it in Ephesus by means of his

And

the

tradition

Fathers, that St

John wrote

the deacon Gaius. This account has
foundation ; since Theophylact and the pseudo

aya7rr)To<; icaX £ei>oSo^o?,

sufficient external

Hippolytus, and a multitude of later
the place of
bility

on

his flock

composition.

its

MSS., mention Patmos

as

It has also great internal proba-

its side
for it is only the separation of St John from
which explains the necessity of a written compensation
;

1

Compare Meyer, Comni. zum Ev.

2

See the passages in

my

Job., Einleit. § 5.

Kritik der evang. Gesch. S. 871.
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But

for his now-lacking oral fxaprvpia.

Gospel in Patmos, and sent

Church

it

by

if

St John wrote his

his confidential friend to the

becomes perfectly intelligible, first, that
he did not think it needful to mention his name in the companion-document and secondly, how it was possible for Irenaeus
to say that the Gospel must be placed in the Apostle's residence
at Ephesus (in opposition to his earlier abode in Palestine).
That report of Gaius bears, moreover, the plain stamp of histoof Ephesus,

it

;

rical tradition,

and not

at all that of a

mere conjecture or

in-

vention resting upon supposed grounds.

The

exile in

Patmos must be placed

Domitian, about a.d. 94-97. 1

In

in the last years of

probability the Gospel,

all

together with our Epistle, was written at the outset of this

banishment

— when the need of a written compensation for the
and pastoral care would be
both by the Apostle and the Church, — and

cessation of his oral instructions

felt

most vividly,
in
any case before the Apocalypse. 2 That the latter refers to the
Gospel, has been shown in the Commentary on the Apocalypse.
And the twenty-first chapter of the Gospel appears to speak in

For it is internally probable that
was then added
through the Apostle, or by his
instruction to Gaius
supplementally to the Gospel, when the
favour of this assumption.

this chapter

—

—

prophecy, ch. xxi. 22 ("If I will that he tarry

till

I come"),

which originally appeared to affect only St John personally,
attained an importance for the Church
that is, then, when
the Lord in His revelation " had come to St John," and His
"coming" (Rev. i. 7, xxii. 20) had been by St John seen in
vision.
For in the words of John xxi. 22 were contained a
preceding foreannouncement, and consequently an authentica;

tion, of the revelations

The
the

contained in the Apocalypse.

readers of the Epistle

Church

we consequently must

seek in

of Ephesus, doubtless including the neighbouring

churches of Proconsular Asia.
It

is

of no great

moment

that a

solitary

intimation

of

1
According to Jerome (Vir. 111. ix.), St John wrote the Apocal ypse when
an exile in Patmos, in the fourteenth year of Domitian (95) and under
Nerva (96-98) obtained permission to return to Ephesus.
2
That the better Greek of the Gospel and Epistle (to which Olshausen
;

appeals for the priority of the Apocalypse)
supposition, has been

shown

in the

is

no argument against our

Commentary on the Apocalypse.

;

TIME,

Augustin 1
is

asserts
2

Parthians

AND PLACE, AND CIRCLE OF READERS.

it is

;

our Epistle to have been written

generally acknowledged that not

to be attached to this single evidence.

nowhere

mentions, often

else

how

as

Parthians

this destination for the

quire

39

;

3

to

the

much weight

Augustin himself

he speaks of this Epistle,
so that we have only to inScarcely

these isolated words could have originated.

Clemens
have come from Augustin himself.
Alexandrinus (PVagm. Adum. Oxf. edit. ii. 1011) mentions
that the Second Epistle of St John was written ad Virgines
could

they

(rrpos nrapdevowi)

allegorically

;

:

he understood the eKkeKTr] Kvpia, 2 John 1,
also, allegorically interpreted ra ikuva

and hence,

Rev.

air?]?, in the sense of

xiv. 4, as irapOevovs.

This view

some manuscripts 2 John bears
the simple superscription, 7rpo? vrapOevovs.
It would appear
that the meaning of this 7rp6<; irapOevovs was soon entirely lost
and hence that the superscription was soon (as e.g. Cassiodor. de
was widely extended

Instit.

;

for in

Div. Script, cap. 14) appropriated to

all

the three Epistles.

But the word, being misunderstood, was soon further changed
into ad Parthos.
(Other less probable attempts to explain it

may

be seen in Diisterdieck.)

Not

in

Parthia, and

not even in

Palestine

(as

Benson

thought), nor in Corinth (Lightfoot), but in Ephesus and the

country around, are we to seek for the readers of this Epistle.

This

may now

be accepted as the firm and certain result of

critical investigation.

1

Secundum

2

That

sententiain hanc etiam illud est,

ad Parthos.

in epistola

is,

(Qusest.

Evang.

ii.

quod dictum

est

a Johanne

39.)

to the Christians living, not under

Roman

dominion, but in

the Parthian Empire, east of the Euphrates.
3

Possidius, in his Jndiculum

operum Augustini, entitled the tractates

ad Parthos sermones decern.
and Beda, copied this ad Parthos. Grotius
thought Augustin's notice worthy of credit (Opp. iii. 1126), and conjectured that St John omitted his name to avoid doing any injury to the
The Heidelberg
Christians who lived in a state opposed to Rome (!).
of

Augustin on

1

John

as

de Ep. Joaunis

Vigilius Tapsensis, Cassiodorus,

Paulus imagined that, not the Apostle, but the Presbyter John, wrote the
Epistle to Parthian Christians in order to oppose a " magian-Parthian
Gnosis," of the existence of which he had been informed by cameldrivers

(!).
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DICTION AND TONE OF THE EPISTLE.

VI.

As
now

mark

the peculiarities of style which

been already

in Sect. III.

only a few observations to

style of writing as

it is

this Epistle have
some length, we have
make upon the Johannsean

mentioned

at

specifically seen in this Epistle as such.

St John's was not a dialectic, but a contemplative, nature.

Hence he

does not logically arrange, and deduce, and expand

individual ideas, but takes a leading idea as the object of in-

and with it he connects, though without
medium, the consequences which flow from it for

ternal contemplation

any

logical

;

the Christian consciousness of experience.

lishment and reason of an idea

by referring

is

"

Even the
manner

in the simplest

which is
Often there

to a truth the authentication of

it

Christian consciousness itself" (Huther).

semblance of the repetition of the same thought
investigation shows that every
lioht

some new element of

dual positions or truths,

new

filled

with

like precious stones, that the eye

His own language

meaning.

but as profound as

it is

itself

simple.

in all their simplicity of

sound

eousness, abiding in God, etc.

life,

may

he

in the
is

the

but closer

;

turn given to

meanincr:

its

estab-

given,

it

lets

brings to

the indivi-

sparkle in the light

penetrate to their hidden
is

as simple as possible,

" All his characteristic words,

—

life,

— who

light, truth,

love, right-

can perfectly fathom and

expound the meaning which they contain ? He who ventures
upon them with only his analytical understanding, and merely
philological learning, will find that they remain unintelligible

hieroglyphics

we

portion as

Bpeak."
I

;

their internal essence

experience in our

(Huther.)

And

own

is

disclosed to us in pro-

souls that of

thus the Epistle

itself

which they
reflects

a

bund penetrated through and through by the light of the Spirit
" Whether the Apostle is unfolding Divine truths
of God.
in themselves, or speaking in exhortation and warning to his
readers, his language always retains the same uniform repose
and precision he never betrays a disposition moved to passion;
;

everywhere

and

is

reflected the stillness of a heart resting in sacred

which he is assured that the simple utterance of
enough to secure an entrance for his words into
the minds of his readers.
At the same time, there reigns

peace,

the truth

in

is
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throughout the Epistle a firm and manly tone, the perfect
It is
opposite of all effeminate and sentimental enthusiasm.

—

on the one hand, he speaks to his
readers as a father speaking to his children, on the other hand,
he never forgets that they are no longer babes to whom he has
something new to communicate, but that they are altogether
also observable that while,

equal to himself, possessed like himself of

all

the truth which

he announces, and of all the life which it is not for him to
create in them, but only to strive to preserve and increase."
(Huther.)

The

Epistle

simplest reader,

is

" a work of holy love.

who only has an

tion in his heart, immediately intelligible

profound Christian thinker

is

it

equally dear and stimulating."

And

It appears to the

experience of Christian salva;

while to the most

unfathomable.

To

both,

it is

(Dusterdieck.)

thus the expositor, like the readers, hears the cry at
" Put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the

the entrance

:

place whereon thou standest

VII.

Among

is

holy ground."

LITERATURE.

the commentaries of the Fathers upon this Epistle,

lost, and
Clemens Alex, and Didymus are preserved only in
fragments on the other hand, the Catenae of (Ecumenius and
Theophylact, the Expositlo of Augustin, and that of Bede,
are still extant, and hare been very diligently used by later

those of

Diodorus and Chrysostom are altogether

those of

;

expositors.

Of

we may mention,

the period of the Reformation,

besides

the Adnotationes of Erasmus, Luther's two expositions, and
Zwingle's.

More important

Johannis brevis

et

exegetically are Bullinger's In ep.

catholica expositio

;

Gigngeus Expl. Epist.

and the well-known commentaries of Calvin and
Beza, which include this Epistle.
In the interval between the Eeformation and the rise of
Rationalism, much was done upon 1 John.
The celebrated
Arminian Grotius (Annott. in Ep. Joan, prirnam, and Commentatio ad loca N. T. qua? de Antichristo agunt) was opposed
by the rigid Lutheran Calovius (Bibl. N. T. illustrata). Of
Caihol.

;

.
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commentators who explained the entire New Testament, and
are worthy of notice upon 1 John, we may mention Pis-

who

cator,

to

Hammond,

Bengel, Whitby, Rosenmiiller, Beausobre,

whom Benson may

be added

:

among those who wrote commay be named Aretius

mentaries upon the Catholic Epistles,

(1589), Alsted (1640), Hornejus (1652), f. B. Carpzov (1790).
Winston wrote a special commentary upon the three Epistles
of St John (London 1719)
and so also did Weber (Halle
1778) and Schirmer (Breslau 1780). Upon the 1st Epistle
of St John alone, we have the commentaries of Socinus
(Bakau 1614), Episcopius (Amsterdam 1665), Spener (Practical Exposition), Hunnius, and S. Schmidt.
;

we may mention Oertel (iiber die
Morus, S. G. Lange, Paulus (on the Three
Epistles), and Semler (1 John).
In the transition-period are
Augusti (katholische Briefe, 1808) and Lachmann (k. Briefe,

Of

the Rationalist time,

drei Brief e Joh.),

und Briefe Johan.
more recent date are Neander (part of 1 John
but especially the
practically explained, 1851), Wolf, Sander
thorough, though sometimes too diffuse, work of F. Diisterdieck
(Die drei Johanneischen Briefe, Gottingen 1852), which has
been followed by the briefer commentary of Huther (as part
1838), but especially Liicke (Evangelium

1836).

Of

a

;

of Meyer's

Commentary on

the

New

Testament, 1855).

EXPOSITION.

THE EXOKDIUM.
Ch.

i.

1-4.

p^^TcTJHAT which we have already in Sect. IV. of the Intro^ft duction exhibited in its main points of importance, we
shall now more fundamentally and at length expound.
The paragraph which forms the entrance to the Epistle,
vers. 1-4,

is

part, vers.

—

as far as concerns the construction of

1-3

— somewhat

obscure and involved

:

its

former

it

admits,

viewed grammatically alone, of three methods of construing.

That o rjv air dpxfjs is the grammatical object, admits of
no doubt the only question is, What is the main verb on
which that object hangs % First, it would be possible (with
Paulus) to make %e?pe? the subject, and e-^rjkd^aav the main
" That which was from the beginning, that which we
verb
;

:

have heard, that which we have seen with our eyes, that
our hands have handled." But no sane expositor would
into this error

;

partly, because there

such contrast, as made prominent by

and the

is

kcu,

also
fall

not in the sense any

between the handling

seeing, and, partly, because the succeeding irepl tov

%a>r}<; cannot depend upon the verb i-^rrjXdcfivcrav, on
which that explanation would make it depend, inasmuch as one
may handle " an object," but not " in relation to an object."
Secondly, we might (with Erasmus and Carpzov) take the words

~ko<yov t?79

—

of ver. 2,

/ecu

icopd/cafxev /ecu fiaprvpov/Aev zeal d7ra<y<yeWop,ev,

main verbs and then nrepl tov XC70U t% £&»')<>
would still depend upon i-^Xdcprjaav, while the words icai rj
This construction is
far} e(pavep(o07] would form a parenthesis.
k.t.X.,

as the

the most unnatural of

;

all

:

in

that case the governing verb
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—

would receive two objects the preceding " that which was,
etc.," and the following " eternal life ;" and we should be
obliged to suppose that the author
constrained by the brief
intervening parenthesis
took up again in a new form the

—

—

object,

which had been already
of escaping from the

way

only

would be

on that hypothesis,
a7ra<yyeX\o/xev, ver. 2, and
-

to place a colon after teal

to refer the first

two verbs in

The

so copiously unfolded.
difficulty,

backward

ver. 2

to ver. 1, but the

— which, however, would be

still more
Thus there remains only the third construction,
which the immense majority of expositors defend, and according to which aTrayyeWo/jiev, ver. 3, is the main governing verb,

third forward to rrjv

t,wrjv

unnatural.

A

difference which
on which the object, o r,v, k.t.X., depends.
divides Winer and De Wette here, vanishes when closely looked
at.
Winer (in his Grammar, § 65) would begin the after-clause
with irepl rod \6yov, k.t.\. he assumes that the Apostle had it
originally in his mind to continue thus
irepl tov \6yov t?}?
the
words irepl, etc.,
£&)% aira^ehXojxev vfilv (in which ease
would be a brief compendium of b rfv, etc.), but that, having
interposed the parenthesis of ver. 2, he was thereby laid under
;

:

the necessity of resuming from the beginning, in ver. 3, the

sentence begun in ver.

1.

others begin the after-clause

whole of

ver. 2 (as in

On

De Wette and
and then, while the

the other hand,

first

in ver. 3

;

Winer's explanation) is a parenthesis still,
Trjs £&>r;<? still belong to the relative

the words irepl tov \6<yov

As

clause.
irepl

it

much

regards this last point, thus

is

clear, that

cannot possibly depend upon the verb i^rjXdcp^o-av, or upon

the verbs

a/crjKoafiev,

ecopd/cafiev,

i6eaadp,eda, and e-^rrfKa^rjaav

together (against Theophyl., CEcumenius, Erasmus, Beza, Grotius,

Bengel,

Therefore,

etc.

;

we must

comp. Luther, Winer, De Wette, Neander).
either assume that the words irepl, etc., form

a kind of apposition to the objective clause o

rjv

" in order to define more closely the indefinite

make

irepl

—

6',"

etyrfkafyrjerav,

— or we must

immediately dependent upon the subsequent govern-

ing verb d7rayyeX\.ofiev in ver. 3 (" That which was from the

—

we have, etc., that is, concerning the word
announce unto you") but these two methods of
construction are as little different from each other, as they are
The appearance of differdistinguished from that of Winer.
ence arises only from the needless question, as to where the

beginning, which
of life

— we

:

JOHN

1

after-clause begins

and no

;

I.

whereas, in fact, there

and therefore no

after-clause,
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no antecedent
between

is

line of distinction

them, but only one quite simple sentence, consisting of the verb
aTrayyeXko/jLev and the object, the rovro latent in the o, which
contains in itself a chain of relative clauses (o
crav),

and then

7T£pl,

k.t.X.

is

summed up

again

rjv

—

i-^rr]\d(f>7j-

in the appositional addition

Thus, the appositional clause, equally with the
it,
depends immediately upon the

objective clause preceding
d7ray<ye\\ofjLev

John had already in ver. 1 the
mind and in his meaning. After the long
St John recapitulates the main object, o tjv

consequently, St

;

uira'yyeXkojjLev in his

parenthesis, ver. 2,
air apx*]?

—

ityrjkafy'naav,

but only in the abbreviated form o

icopa/cafiev ical atCTj/ccafiev.

Having now

we can

We
in

settled the construction of the sentence, vers. 1-3,
turn to the exposition of the individual clauses.

main verb,

begin with the

which the

dirayyeXkofxev,

subject of the proposition,

"we,"

is

ver.

3,

contained.

Beausobre, Grotius, and Bengel suppose that the plural was
used because the Apostle would unite the other Apostles with
himself,

—

it

being thought that the familiar style of the Epistle

would not permit a rhetorical pluralis majesticus. Yet St John
writes in ver. 4 ravra ypd(j)op,ev, in the plural, where we cannot
imagine him to refer to the collective Epistles of collective
Apostles
So also, in the " we make known," he does not
!

mean

to refer to the general

communications of the Apostles

a body, but to his own announcement
here, as in the case of

"we

—

as

and the plural must
write," be regarded as a more
;

harmony with the elevated
We must not class
this plural with the common collective plural which we find in
vers. 6, 7, 8, and often elsewhere, and in which St John by the
" we " unites his readers with himself. But it is not on that
account a mere rhetorical form. St John is speaking of himself and his announcement and writing (not of that of the
solemn form of speech

strictly in

and glowing language of the exordium.

he does not feel
an isolated I
over-against his readers
but an authority, armed and authenticated by Christ and the Holy Spirit,
an authority which, in
the consciousness of standing connected with all the messengers
other Apostles, comp. ver. 5)

;

thus, however,

himself to be a fortuitous private individual

—

—

—

and servants of Christ (Liicke), had a perfect right

to address

:;
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"We"

and prerogative.
But the plural
airayyeXkofiev is doubly intelligible, when we remember that
the plurals afcr)fc6a/u,ev, k.t.\. have preceded, in which St John
the

to

readers the

(Compare the analogous

of

dignity

full

plural, ch, iv. 14.)

}

number

includes himself in the

The
its

the eyewitnesses of the

all

predicative idea of the dirrayyeXkeiv

is

clear in itself

more exact specification it receives from the object.
That object consists, as we already know, of the

sentence b

r\v

sative to the

tovto,

which

— i-^nfXa^o-av.
is itself

In the

in itself

is

;

But

the

is first

the subjective

and then takes the place of the objective

rjv,

Accusative with the verbs
iyfrt]\d(f)r)(Tav.

o.

composed of more members than one

indeed, into two divisions, as the o

it falls,

relative

the proper objective Accu-

latently contained in the relative

is

Nominative with the

object

As

governing verb a7rayyeWo/j,ev, we must supply a

relative sentence

St

of

of Christ.

life

a/crj/coa/xev,

first

clause

ea>pdtca/jLev, ideaad/jieda,

stated

is

what or how the
which

in the second clause, the relation in

John stood to it.
'O rjv air dpxvs-

— Here at

once

peculiarity of St John's language

seen most evident that

is

which

consists in his pre-

senting in most simple, and apparently transparent, words an

almost unsearchable

substance

of

meaning.

The words

in

themselves would bear the mere grammatical and lexical interpretation,

"That which was from

the beginning,

unto you:" these words, considered in themselves,
that

it is

possible to say

;

and

yet,

A

fundamentally nothing.

declare

exhibit a truth held

from

all

when they

time

we

may

declare

say

all

are isolated, they

philosopher,

who would

— a natural philosopher, who

would exhibit a law of nature established from the beginning
a historian, who would exhibit the primitive history of the
all might, each in his own sense, comworld and humanity,

—

—

mence

with the words, b

r\v

air

apyr\<i

a7rayyeWofxev.

But

it

on that account, with so many expositors, to raise
that which was from
the question at once, whether by the o
be meant a dogmatic object (Theoph., CEcum.,
the beginning
Socinus the doctrine that God was manifested in the flesh),
or a real substantial essence (the £&)?/, De Wette, Huther), or
is

not right,

—

—

:

the

personal Logos or Christ (Calvin, Beza, Luther, Calov,

Bengel, Liicke, Sander).

The words

of themselves furnish no

;

1

JOHN

I.
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means for the settlement of this question. Indefinite, and
obscure, and mysterious are the words with which St John
begins, "That which was from the beginning;" only the
following members serve to make it more and more plainly
Thus we must seek
evident what is present before his spirit.
our instruction as to the meaning of this first clause from that
which

follows.

The second member,
fiois rjficbv, o

b aKv/coa/xev, b ewpdicafxev rot? 6(f)0a\-

eOeaadfxeda koI al %e£pe9

into a fourfold distribution of

r}fio)v

e-^ifKa^naav, falls

sub-members.

What

strikes the

more general to
that elevation and increase of
the more specific and energetic
meaning which Bullinger so beautifully describes " There is
It was not enough
in the words a wonderful intensification.
that he said, We have heard ; he adds, that which we have seen
eye immediately here,

is

the progress from the

—

:

and, not content with that, subjoins with our eyes
there

is

still

something more weighty

beheld ; and then, above

all

the rest,

that

:

:

moreover,

which we have

and our hands have handled.

St John advances from the more distant relation to that which
is nearer, straiter, and more internal: that which he has to

announce was heard of by him (and

his fellow-disciples)

;

and,

and even
handled with hands. Thus, most assuredly, he would oppose
that which he announces
as an absolutely undoubted, and
to all that is
immediately sure, true, and experienced reality
merely imagined, speculated upon, and dreamed about.
But this general view of the climax lying before us, and its

still

more, seen with the eyes;

yea,

contemplated;

—

—

design, does not complete the exegetical comprehension of the
words of the text. Still limiting ourselves for a while to the
merely formal arrangement, we are struck with the fact, that

the four

members

of the sentence

move

in a duplicate connec-

more direct
marks of itself a progression (since the hearing may be through a medium, but the
seeing must always be immediate), but made still more emphatically so by the appendage rot? 6cf)6a\fj.oi<; fjnoiv, which
The
gives prominence to the immediate character of sight.
is
once
appendage,
third member, eOeaa-dfieOa, without any
more parallel with the first while the fourth, which advances
from the seeing to the still more immediate touching, and there-

tion throughout.

appendage

;

'A/crj/coafiev

the next

member,

;

stands without any
ea>pd/ca/iev,
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unmentioned the

fore again does not leave

with the second.
climax

Thus

these four

— a ladder of three

In the

steps.

the writer advances from the

first

%etpe9,

is

parallel

members form a proper
first

members,

pair of

stage of hearing to the second

and higher stage of seeing with the eyes. In the second pair, he
upon this stage of seeing, which nevertheless,
by a delicate internalization of the idea, is described as a beholding, and rises from it to the third stage of touching with the
takes his stand

hands.

And what is the material advantage, for the understanding of
the meaning which St

John connected with

by

In

this observation %

these words, gained

throws a considerable mea-

itself it

upon the whole. We learn that " that which
was from the beginning," and which he " declares," was somewhat not only heard by him, but beheld with his own eyes, and
sure of clearness

even handled with his own hands. Had it been only something
heard by him, we might have interpreted it (with Theophylact,

(Ecumenius, and Socinus) of a doctrine, a dogma, or a truth.
Had it been only something seen with his eyes, we might have
accepted the notion of De Wette, that the power of the new
a power
life implanted in humanity by Christ was meant,
himself,
but the
only
experienced
in
not
had
which St John
But,
he
his
own
eyes.
when
seen
with
had
he
fruits of which

—

which he announced to be also something which
lie had handled with his hands, and when it is certain that
he is not referring to any allegorical meaning of a spiritual
nothing remains
touch, which altogether destroys the elhnax
in
the
Christ
manifest
flesh alone was
Himself
admit
that
but to
For
the object which St John had in view in this sentence.
neither His doctrine, nor the life infused by Him, could be
touched but the disciples did handle with their hands Him, the
Incarnate One. " Every pressure of the hands was a handling of
describes that

—

;

Him who

had actually become

flesh" (Diisterdieck).

ples touched the Lord, in conformity with

Luke

xxiv. 39

:

-^rTJXacp^crare fie /ecu iSere.

think of the passage,

hand

John

in the side of the risen

If

xx. 27,

Lord

we now return back to

tive clause, o rt v air a/3%^?,

it

the
is

The

disci-

His own command,

And who

does not

where Thomas placed

his

?

first

main member of the relaJohn here also

plain that St

cannot have in his meaning a doctrine, or a reality of existence

*

1

in fact, but

JOHN
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no other than the personal Lord.

For there are

not two distinct objects of the cnrwyyeXia which he names (else

they would have been connected together by a

one and the same object viewed on different

teal),

but

it

is

The same

sides.

announcement whom St John heard, and saw with
and beheld, yea, handled with his hands, is also He
that was " from the beginning."
It was Christ whom he saw
and touched of Christ, therefore, it is said, He was from the
beginning. In what sense, we are taught by a glance at the
Gospel, without the first chapter of which our passage would inobject of

his eyes,

;

deed present a very startling obscurity of expression. As an allusion to John i. 1, etc, the words b rjv air dp-)(f)S are perfectly clear.

There

had been

said, that ev dpxf) tne ^-070? was
and that
which God "to God" spake, and which was Itself
God, and by which God created all things and that this Word
became flesh, and appeared visible upon earth. That which
was in the Gospel more diffusely expanded, in the development of all its main points, is here condensed in energetic
brevity. The Object which St John declared was both these in
one it had been from the beginning, and it had been seen
and touched as visible and tangible. Most assuredly the fundamental theme of the Gospel is here referred to, that identity
of the Eternal Logos with the visible Jesus which, in oppo1
sition to the Cerinthian gnosis, formed the kernel and heart
of revealed truth
a truth which was not, like the figments of
Cerinthus, invented or dreamed of, but which had been seen
by St John's eyes, when he looked upon and handled the Incarnate One as a visible man, and beheld and experienced in

as a

it

;

Word

;

:

—

;

Him

the eternal ho^a of the Father.

Thus

the dpx/j

is

here, as in

John

i.,

not the temporal be-

ginning-point of history or chronology, either of our earth (as
in Matt. xix. 4 and 8), or (as in Gen. i. 1) of the universe,
but that eternal dpyj] and primal being in which the A.070? is
exhibited to have been a A.0709 7rpo<? rov Oebv tov (John i. 1 and

The polemical reference of ver. 1 was evidently felt by Luther, who
"He heaps up words, and thus makes the matter as great and
weighty as may be. "We have, he means to say, carefully and with all
we were not deceived,
diligence beheld and observed what we declare
but are sure that there was no delusion. He says this because he would
1

writes:

;

.

make

his readers also sure of the matter."

D
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before as yet (ver. 3) anything

2),

world (comp. John

xvii. 5).

The

is

said of a creation of the

expression

curr

not

apyf)<i is

from the expression iv dp^fj (John i. 1)
dpxfjs is written here by St John, because he has already in
mind his own having seen and having touched the Incarnate

substantially different
air
his

:

Lord, transposes himself into the subjective position of his

own

experience, and from that point of view would declare that

He

whom

he had beheld had already been from the beginning. In
the Gospel, ch. i. 1, on the other hand, St John begins objectively to unfold the eternal being of the Logos, and therefore
can write only, " In

was the \6yos"
Object of St John's announcement is
is gained by the examination of the indithe beginning

Accordingly, the
Christ

vidual

thus

:

much

members

of the relative clause.

But

exhausting the exegetical investigation of this

this is far
first

verse.

from

The

question arises, whether then this relative clause, one and fourfold,

merely a paraphrase of the idea " Christ," so that the concise
;"
sense of the whole would be, "
declare unto you Christ
" To him who was
as a panegyrist upon Goethe might begin
is

We

:

who
fancy, who

youth began to spread the wings
of his poetic
studied at Leipzig and Strassburg, who
spent the greatest part of his long life at Weimar, whom Germaii} honours as her greatest poet
to him this hour is

born

at Frankfort,

as a

—

r

Do

devoted."

members of the relative clause
any way of making known who is meant ?

the individual

serve the purpose in

It cannot be the object of the climax to heap
up marks and notes by which it may be discerned that St John
intended to speak of Jesus Christ, and of no other ; but, as we
have already seen, that progression was designed to exhibit that
which was to be declared concerning Christ as an absolutely
certain and experienced truth.
And thus we understand why
the author connected the members of the relative clause, not by 09

Assuredly not.

—

ov, but
1

by the neuter

1

o.

In opposition to the view of Socinus,

who concluded from

the neuter

that not Christ, but a doctrine or an idea, must have been meant.

Also to the assertion of Beza and Calovius, that by means of the
the
two natures of Christ were to be represented in their union (!). Huther
says, quite erroneously,

views

'
:

'

The neuter

abstract in itself."

between

and

is

and

in contradiction to his elsewhere-expressed

explained by

But where
£&t*7

?

is

this,

there the

that

it

shadow

refers to £aq,

an idea

of a grammatical refer-

—
1

If he

had

written, "
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Him, who was from the beginning,

whom we

have heard, etc., we announce unto you," then might
we, with some appearance of right, have thought of an abstract
Christ-idea as the object of the dirayyeWeiv, or of the Christ-

dogma

(that

He,

was

to wit,

to

be declared as

once eternal and incarnate, at once
that

became

and

visible

adopting this notion. It

One who was

tangible).

is

The

He who

was at
and One

eternal

neutral o forbids our

the Person, concerning

whom both the

and the ocfrdrjvat, k.t.\. at once hold good, that is
quoad His person but also that Being which was
to be declared
from the beginning was to be announced, and as that which St
John had heard, seen with his eyes, and handled, in and concernair

apxw

^Ivai

;

— who

ing Him.

Even Liicke

dicates

air dpxfjs, etc., represents the "

tjv

—

originally, misconceiving the pre-

Gospel"

as the object

cannot avoid acknowledging, nevertheless,

of the dirayyeXkeiv
that " with the idea of the Gospel the person of Christ,

and the
and work, is combined."
That the object of the announcement is not the idea of the
Gospel, but the person of Christ, has been shown by the predicative ideas, " was from the beginning," " seen," " touched ;"
that this Person was to be announced not as abstract, but in its
historical manifestation, is shown by the neutral subject and
object o. The one- and four-membered relative clause does not
serve the purpose of giving marks by which the reader may
know who is meant, but to tell the reader what was to be
Hence, then, the members of the
declared concerning Him.

person of Christ in

relative clause are

its

entire history

summed

up, not in the words rbv \6<yov t^?

&$<;, but in the words irepl rov \6yov t.

This being

new and living
tally known in

so,

the four members,

£.

atcn/coa/jbev, etc.,

reference to that which St

receive a

John had experimen-

His
member, " handled with our
hands," obliges us at once to think of Luke xxiv. 39, John xx. 27.
The " hearing" reminds us involuntarily, in the same way, of
all that the disciples had heard from the lips of Jesus, of all
His discourses. The " seeing with our eyes" suggests immediately all the miracles and wonderful works which they had
witnessed while the more internal OedcrOac will refer of itself
to the beholding and discerning of the " glory of the Father"
which shone through His whole life. (Compare John i. 14,
Christ, to the individual phases or sides of

manifestation in the flesh.

;

The

last

'
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ical

ri]v

86%av avrov.)

Thus, behind or beneath

the climax of the modus percipiendi there glimmers another

The Being, which was from

climax of the object perceived.

the beginning, which (to wit, His words) he had heard, which
(to wit, His miracles) he had seen with his eyes, which (to wit,
His Divine glory) he had beheld, which (to wit, His resurrection-body) he had handled with his hands,
that Being he
declares, and therewith declares " that which he had heard,
the acts
seen with the eyes, beheld, handled with his hands"
and the life of this Being, the Person in its historical manifes-

—

—

tation.

way

This
full

its

of understanding the previous words finds

now

confirmation in the appositional clause irepl rov \6yov

T779 &r)<;,

which again

is

laid

thetical unfolding of ver. 2.

1

open and developed in the paren-

A

proper apposition, in the strict
grammatical sense, 7repl rov \6<yov t. £. cannot be, since that
only bears the name of " apposition" which stands in the same
Case with what precedes.
But it is an appositional clause,
which in its meaning represents a strict apposition. " That
which was from the beginning, that which we have heard, etc.,
we declare unto you and thereby we declare unto you what
concerns, or something about, the Word of Life."
It has been
;

already shown that rrepl could not possibly (Fritzsche) depend
upon the four previous verbs.
Akovuv is the only one which
could have irepl following it;
but even this would be very
unsuitable here, since St John is not saying that he had heard
something concerning Jesus, de Jesu, but that he had heard
'

—

Jesus Himself.

,

The remaining

verbs cannot consistently with
depending upon them and a partitive airo (that of Jesus which we have seen, etc.) wepl cannot
possibly here represent.
Consequently, rrepl must depend
upon the principal verb a7rayye\\ofj,ev and the 7repl r. \. t. £
their

meaning have a

irepl

;

;

1

It is

strange that Sander should represent the grand impression of

the whole as weakened

by the second verse being made a parenthesis.
a clause, which, grammatically considered, holds the place of a parenthesis
since it does not syntactically depend upon any portion of the pre-

As

if

—

—

its own isolation
could not by its own matter,
and indeed in its very isolation, have a grandeur of its own
When
Sander alleges a breaking down of the construction, and confusion introduced into the arrangement of the words, what is that but admitting the

vious clause, but rests in

!

grammatical isohtion of ver. 2

?

1
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must be regarded as a closer definition of the object, something
added to the object in order to explain it.
But what, then, is the meaning of this defining sentence 1
The Genitive rrjs far}? may, regarded in itself, be variously
viewed.

It

may

be the Genitivus

objecti,

analogy of A.0709 rod aravpov, 1 Cor.
Xa/yf/9,

2 Cor. v. 19

i.

18

;

according to the

X0709

tt/<;

kcltoX-

and, in this case, the introduction of such

;

an objective Genitive defines the idea of the Xo'70? as that of
an announcement or doctrine. The word concerning the life
would be equivalent to the doctrine concerning life, the preaching concerning

Or,

life.

we may

take the Genitive here as

1

the Genitive of the closer definition of the property of the thing

Acts ii. 28 and then
in Phil. ii. 16 ; John vi. 68
the " word of life" would be equivalent to " the word which
is living," or " the life-giving word, bearing in it and be
itself, as

;

;

—

the "word" being understood in
stowing the power of life,"
Or, we may finally take the Genithe sense of " preaching."

of the substance : the \6<yo<;, He in whom
the life is (so CEcumenius, Zwingli, Calvin, Beza, Bengel,
Olshausen, Liicke)
in which case the X070? must be undertive as the Genitive

;

stood in the supreme sense of

urges against this

last

view

—

John

i.

that irepl

What De Wette
would be very inap-

1.

—

does indeed press
if we understand
is,
views.
That
former
upon the two
by the X0709 t?}<? £g)?5<? the doctrine or preaching concerning life,
or the vivifying doctrine, St John would have said that he announced the doctrine itself, and not concerning the doctrine but

propriate for the description of an object
fatally

;

if,

on the other hand, we take X0709

as the personal

Logos

in

St John writes with perfect propriety
while he announces what he had heard, seen, and handled,
he gives an annunciation of the Logos, about the Logos.

the sense of John

± his irepl

:

i. i,

is strictly

As he did not
0.
whom we have seen we announce to
(in, on, and of Him) we have seen"

parallel with the neutral

design to write, " Him
you," but " That which

—

as he does not purpose to say that

he announces Christ as an

own concrete hisnow he continues,
Logos," we make annun-

abstract single idea, but that he declares his
torical experiences

concerning Christ,

not u the Logos," but "concerning the

—

so

ciation to you.

But what speaks most loudly

in favour of the X0709 being

L
'

—

;
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the personal

Word,

the undoubted reference which the pre-

is

ceding words already contain to the Introduction of the Gospel.

We

have indeed seen how the words, " That which we have

heard

•

— handled,"

constrained the reader to think of Clwist

and that, accordingly, also the first " that which was from the
beginning" must be understood of Christ in the sense of
John i. 1
so also, when he reaches the words, nrepl rod Xojov
t. £., he cannot fail to have still in his mind the passage of the
Gospel, iv ap'xfi tjv 6 \o<yo%
and are we to think that anything
else can be meant by the Logos of the Epistle than that same
Logos of the Gospel, ch. i. 1 ? And when in the Gospel the
very same thing is said concerning the Logos which, in a more
condensed form, is here said in the Epistle, 'Ev avra> fay rjv,
then truly He was in the beginning 6 \6<yo<; tt}<? fai]?, yea, He
was Himself the Life for we read there, further, teal rj far] rjv
to (poos twv avOpciiTrwv, and this very <£<«9 is in John i., vers. 5
and 8, represented as the personal Logos Himself.
As, then, in the Gospel the Logos was already identified with
the <£&)<?, and this again with the far], it cannot seem strange that
St John, in the parenthetical expression of ver. 2, does not go on
;

—

;

;

to say, Kal o X0709

argument which

i<fiavep'Jodr],

but ko\

De Wette makes

rj

this

fa}] €<fiavepd)$r].

The

change furnish against

our explanation of the X0709, falls therefore of itself to nothing.
If now, before we pass on to ver. 2, we look back once
more upon the whole combined substance and meaning of ver. 1,
Ave

derive confirmation, from a twofold consideration, of the

correctness of our position in Sect. IV. of the Introduction
viz.,

that the Apostle has nothing else in view,

d7ra<y<yeWo/jbev,

but his written Gospel.

(1.)

when he

He

;

writes

declares, not

was from the beginning, and had been seen and
handled by himself
the Logos,
but that which was from the
beginning, that which had been heard, seen, beheld, handled, in
His coming into the flesh, by himself the Apostle. Thus he
declares concerning the Logos the object of his announcement
is not the dogma about Christ, but his experience about Christ.
And such an announcement as that is not contained in the
Christ,

iv/10

—

:

Epistle, but only in the Gospel.

word

St John at the same time
form as should remind us,
of the announcement in the

(2.)

expresses this conception in such a

for word, and point for point,
beginning of the Gospel so that he here concisely recapitulates
;

JOHN

1

and sums up the material
is

in

John

i.

I.
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collective substance
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i.

of

and then,

the Gospel, as

it

in the historical

19-xx. 31, unfolded.

Ver. 2. That no doubt may remain on the readers' minds
upon the question, what they must understand by the X0709 t>/9
£&)?}9,

St John here expressly exhibits, in a parenthetical expla-

natory clause, the great fundamental truth which he had already
uttered in

John

(1) That £eo?7, which constitutes the
made manifest ; (2) it is that life which
rbv 7raripa, and then appeared unto us
(3) this
i.

nature of the X0709,

had been
"b

rjv

Trpb<$

14.
is

;

which we anThus by the tyarj it is not an

air dp%r)<i, b aKrjKoafjbev" k.t.\., this object

nounce,

is

that very

abstraction which

is

t,wrj itself.

meant

but that substantially eternal per-

;

sonal Being, which was from the beginning with the Father,

and then was made manifest and tangible on

The

earth.

three thoughts indicated above in order, which serve

the purpose of showing us the identity of the Being
in ver. 2

named

t,a>rj

with the object of the message described in ver.

as also the identity of the

clearly the substantiality

£&>?7

1,

with the \0709, or exhibit most

and personality of the

£o»?

— those

three thoughts appear, ver. 2, in the following connection.

Pre-

supposing the readers' understanding of the expression, o A0709
presupposing
t?}9 foi]<i, as explained by the Gospel, ch. i. 4

—

that they

would

also

understand the Genitive

as a Genitive of substance,

way

—

St John

first

7779

$»^?j ver. 1,

of all confirms this

by laying down the fundamental sentence of all announcement of salvation, that this Life has been
made manifest ; and thereby at the same time explains how
" that which was from the bemnnino; " could be " beheld and
handled."
Certainly these words, " the Life was manifested,"
considered in themselves alone, would themselves be still more or
less indistinct and ambiguous.
They might have been understood of an abstract ^wrj, of some spiritual or physical energy of
life
and as only expressing the fact that this life-energy had
in some way or other been manifested in a chain of revelations
and developments just as the physical energies of nature are
brought into manifestation by the production of manifold successive organisms.
But the first verse, connected with its plain
reference to John i. 4, must have already led the readers' minds
of understanding

;

—

it,

so
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to think of that personal eternal

%a>r),

which was

itself

the \6yos,

and, accordingly, to interpret the (^avepwB^vac in the sense of a

becoming visible and tangible that no doubt, however, may
remain upon this point, St John appends the second utterance,
" And ice have seen, and bear witness, and declare unto you that
eternal Life."
That, namely, which he had seen (thus he sums
up in brief the hearing, seeing, beholding, and touching of the
first verse
for the beholding is in reality the centre and chief
of all these kinds of observation and perception, and here in
the
ver. 2 it was not necessary to repeat the whole climax)
Object mentioned in ver. 1, which he can therefore bear witness
to and announce, because he had seen Him, is to be understood
by the ^cotf. And when he calls this " Life " here a eternal," he
only recapitulates the important point which had been already
expressed in " from the beginning," and gives it that predicate
which it bears in ch. v. 20
in the second from the last, as in
the second from the first, verse of the Epistle,
a passage in
which it is expressly said that Christ is that eternal Life. Thus
:

;

—

—

—

has St John here, in ver.

2,

—

uttered concerning the

^(orj

itself

which in ver. 1 he had begun to say concerning "that
which was from the beginning," and concerning the " Word of
Life,"
namely, that it was the Object of his announcement;
and this confirms the right interpretation of this " Life " as substantial and personal, and identical with Christ.
After he has
done this, and clearly defined the idea of this ^wrj, he returns,
thirdly, back to the first, the essential kernel-thought of ver. 2
"The Life hath become manifest" and repeats this thought,
which was there obscure, but which is here perfectly cleared up
by his adding to the word " eternal Life " the relative sentence,
" which was with the Father, and was made manifest unto us."
And thus the "manifestation" is clearly defined, by the antithesis with " being with the Father," as an entering into the
sphere of time and space, into the sphere of visibility and historical

that

—

—

—

existence.

Thus we have here at the outset an example of the peculiar
Johanncean manner of thought and expression, which often neglects in

moving

its

progress the line of a strictly dialectic development,

in a circle, or rather in a spiral, going

a thought, illustrating

proaching

its

it

essence with

on

all

sides,

— thus

round and round
all

more and more evident

the time apprecision.

—
JOHN

1

Having thus made
no great

we
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the construction of thought in the second

we

verse plain to our minds,
will present

I.

:

words
which opens the verse

shall find that the individual

difficulty.

The

/cat

are neither required nor warranted to take in the sense of

yap (with Beza, Grotius, Rosenmiiller, etc.). It is true that
the main thought of ver. 2, "the Life was manifested," contains
an element which may he placed in an explanatory and demonstrative relation to ver. 1
that is, the u becoming manifest " of
"
"
the
Life would show how One " from the beginning," who
was eternally existent, could have been also visible and palpable,
and thus the "and" might be substituted by "for." But
the scope of ver. 2 cannot be to unfold and solve that problem
(upon which, indeed, as such, no emphasis is laid in ver. 1). The
aim and purpose of the Apostle is simply to detach and isolate
from the main thought, begun in ver. 1, " We declare unto you
the Word of Life who was from the beginning, and who was by
us heard, seen with the eyes, beheld, and handled," the objective
idea involved in it, " That eternal Being has become manifest,"
and to make that objective idea independent in order to its con;

—

firmation (though not without a connection

Or, to make

still

maintained with

In the main
and 3, the scope of the Apostle is to lay emphasis
upon the truth and certainty of this airayyeXXeiv hence in it
the grammatically ruling thought is this
Thus and thus we
declare unto you, that is, a Being both eternal and yet visible to
our eyes. Meanwhile, the idea that Christ was of an eternal
nature, but that He had come into flesh and become visible, is
the thought of ver. 1).

it still

clearer

:

period, vers. 1

;

—

only latent in the object of the clause.

On

the other hand, in

the parenthesis, ver. 2, this latent objective, dogmatical idea or
position is to be exhibited most formally as the great fundamental
doctrine, and therefore is thus repeated with confirmation
hence here the dominant thought is this
The life became
Meanwhile, that which in vers. 1 and 3 appeared as
manifest.
;

the chief thought, takes in ver. 2 a rather subordinate place

"

And we have seen, and

yet, in

bear witness, and declare unto you

—

;"

such a manner that this subordinate thought, which gives

expression to St John's subjective relation, hastens back in
thesis ("

The

eternal Life,

become manifest

").

its

main doctrine of the parenwhich was with the Father, and hath

object to the objective dogmatical
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The

does not stand here in the sense of ydp, which

Kctl

never does

it

an instance of that free, Hebraic conjunction of clauses, and members of clauses, which meets us
everywhere throughout the writings of St John.

The
on

;

but this

subject,

?;

The

ver. 1.

much

'Ecfravepdodr/

De Wette)
flesh

and

:

John

aspect

and
is

felicitate, or felicity itself,

teas manifested

interpreted

it

as

need scarcely be

—

is

not to be regarded (with

it is the same act of incarnation which is here
14 described, yet it is exhibited under a different

relation.
"Q&r)

not for us

in the unsolved

explanation already

simply equivalent to adp% iyevero, teas made

The

yiyveaQai.

Father,

i.

its

who have

less refuted.

—

as

although

in

has received

fatf,

opinions of those

meaning doctrina de
mentioned,

is

<!>avepovcrdat

as such, as

men

it is

is

equivalent

to

(pavepbs

Trpbs rbv irarkpa, with the

(pavepd, manifest, but concealing itself

mystery of eternity.

It has,

however, become a

inasmuch
and thus entered into the conditions
The adp£ yiyvecrdai, therefore, desig-

fyavepa, visible to the eyes, yea, tangible to the hands,

became
of time and
as

it

flesh in Jesus,
visibility.

nates the objective process of the incarnation itself as such

;

the

our capacity of perceiving
former tells us what the Logos

(pavepa>6rjvat, the result as it respects

and understanding it. The
became in His incarnation as it regards Himself
He became for us.

The

three verbs, ecopdfcafiev,

kclI

;

the latter,

what

fiaprvpov/xev, ical diray-

must evidently be united together 1 (CEcumenius,
Zwingli, Liicke), having for their common object the words ttjv
£(oi]v rijv alcoviou.
Huther would separate the ecopaKa/uuev, and
provide for it an object avrrjv out of the preceding £o»7 (" And
the Life is manifested, and we have seen it
and we, etc.").
Fritzsehe, De Wette, and Diisterdieck would separate off and
divide the two verbs, /cal ecopd/ca/Mev /cal fiaprvpovp,ev, supplying
both of them with an airnqv, so that d7rayyeWofiev would stand
quite alone with its rrjv
aloov.
This very uncertainty where
the sentence is to be cut into, whether after "seen" or after " tesyeXkofiev,

;

£".

tify," betrays the

forced character of the whole hypothesis.

tainly, fxaprvpovfiev

and dirayyeXkopLev are

in their ideas

closely related than both are with ewpaKa/xev.
1

Cod. B. reads x.au o tapxxoifttv.
admitted on all hands by critics.

On

But the spuriousness

Cer-

more

the other
of this S

is

:

1
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hand, the opav and /xaprvpecv recur presently (compare John xix.
so that it would not be well
35), as a compacted pair of ideas
;

done

the construction.

Assuredly,

it

is

the scope of the Apostle to

he saw the one thing and

say, not that

he

two verbs by a grammatical severance of

to separate the

testified the other,

which he had seen
both verbs have the same object.

testified that itself

only

if

aira'yyeXkeiv

is

;

but that

and

this takes effect

But

then, again, the

so closely connected in its idea with the p,apTvpeiv,

that after the puaprvpelv also a grammatical severance

And why

practicable.

when one

should

we

stands evidently before us

According

%

to Liicke's

objective, " the Life

was made
own nervous independence; and the

and our construction, the great
manifest," stands in

im-

is

interpose or supply an object,

its

subordinate subjective thought, " and we have seen, and testify,

and

declare," appears in

its

own unconfused

clearness.

Accord-

ing to Fritzsche, on the contrary, the two members of the verse

would be

so ordered as to

make

the former contain, in connec-

tion with the objective doctrinal statement,

one half of the sub-

jective utterance

A) And

the Life hath appeared, and

bear witness to

B) And we [bear

— which

i^yavepoiOr]

has a

That,

rj/xlv

in

must have the

kclI

etopd/ca/xev

compensation of the

member

it,

[and

rjp.iv

it

lacks.

it,

first i<fiavep(i)07)
it

were

For, in the

first

connected with

which

;

the

finally, at

connected with

does not justify Dusterdieck's conclusion, that the
too

seen

witness, and] declare the eternal Life

utterly confuses the whole sense.

end of the verse the

we have

it.]

it,

as

had been
the second member, that

of the verse, the objective truth, that the Life

manifested,

is

exhibited as such

;

in

subordinate thought, concerning the subjective relation of St

added, that he had seen this eternal Life, and bore
that is, the
and declared it; and the third member,
leads back again
relative clause dependent on "eternal Life,"
to the objective fundamental thought, yet so that now, in a very
natural synthesis, the subjective side is touched, though slightly,

John,

is

witness,

by the

As

—

—

r)plv.
it

respects the

meaning

of the three verbs, opav, as

we

have seen, takes here the place of the whole climax contained
in ver. 1, and indicates all that is included in eyewitness-ship
and personal immediate experience. Maprvpelv and airayyeXr

;
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\ecv both signify an active

John

announcement (compare upon

jiap-

but the reference of p-aprvpelv is directed
to the truth and absolute certainty of the object announced,
rvpecv

xxi.

24)

;

while aTrayyeXkeiv points rather to the knowledge of the readers
have seen, and
and hearers, which is to be increased. "

We

come forward as witnesses of it, and announce it unto you."
But that fxaprvpelv is used only in reference to dogmatic doctrines, and not in reference to individual historical occurrences,
is an assertion which has nothing to establish it, and which is
glaringly refuted by such passages as John i. 34, xix. 35, xxi.

The

fiaprvpelv which is here spoken of, has, equally with
and
the aTrayyeWeiv, for its object the concrete histothe opav
rical manifestation of the tyorj aidivios in the life, sufferings, and

24.

resurrection of Christ.

That the " eternal life" is not to be understood of the vita
per Christum nobis parta (Calvin), or of " the true eternal life
to be appropriated by believers," but only of that personal &V
which appeared in Christ, is established by the relative clause
which is appended to it. By the attribute " eternal" the idea
of " that which was from the beginning" is simply repeated

now comes forward in a purely objective
form (" eternal"), while the " from the beginning," as we saw
above, is spoken rather from the subjective position of the beholder, St John. In ch. v. 11 Christ is called in the same sense
^ojr] alwvios,
a sense which is as different from the ordinary
meaning of the expression in the New Testament (e.g., Matt,
xxv. 46
John iii. 15), as the meaning of the expression X0709
(tov Qeov), John i. 1 seq., and 1 John i. 1 and Kev. i. 2, is from
the customary use of that word for example, in Heb. iii. 12
yet so that this idea

—

;

;

John xvii. 17 1 Thess.
The relative clause

iv.

;

simple

;

15.

is appended with ^rt?, not with the
Marvellous things have been seen or fancied by the

77.

expositors in this
tive definition

rjris.

which

According

lies

to Diisterdieck, the predica-

in the relative clause

is

by

this ^Tt?

manner to the subject, but conthe same time an explanatory and demonstrative refer-

not merely attached in a relative
tains at

" We have seen, bear witness,
and declare to you the eternal life, tohich namely (because it, to
wit) was with the Father, but hath appeared unto us." Sander
" We announce to you the eternal life as being that
explains

ence to the ruling sentence.

:

::

1

JOHN
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Huther thinks that

it marks out what is uttered
words as something essentially added to the
preceding idea. (But to which idea ? That of the seeing and
witnessing? or that of the " eternal life" ?). All this seems to
me far-fetched enough. The classical Greek octtls has certainly
the signification " whosoever," quicunque ; and then, when it

which, etc."

in the following

refers to a definite object, the

meaning

of utqui, " as

who"

—

the definite individual object being thereby carried back to a
general idea lying at its foundation. And this " as who" divides
itself

again into these meanings

:

(1.)

'.'

icho,

to

(when

wit"

the matter of the relative clause serves for the elucidation or

establishment of the utterance in the main sentence) ; or (2.)
" who indeed" (when the matter of the relative clause serves
for the exposition of the nature of the already well-known noun

on which the relative in question immediately depends). Now,
by no means to be denied that there are traces, even in the

it is

New-Testament writers, of a consciousness of the distinction
which holds good in classical Greek between 09 and ocm?. It
is

true that in the two passages,

ocrm appears

Luke

viii.

to stand in a quite enfeebled

3,

Acts xxiv. 1,
on the

meaning

;

other hand, Diisterdieck has correctly observed that in the passages, Matt.
vii.

ii.

6,

vii.

37, Acts x. 41,

15, xx. 1, xxv. 1,

Rom.

xi.

4,

Mark

iv.

1 Cor. v. 1, Phil.

Luke

20,

20

ii.

(to

which he improperly adds Rev. xvii. 12, xix. 2), oar a has the
meaning of roiovro'i 09. To these passages we would add the
following Rom. i. 32 (" such people as")
Heb. ii. 3 Mark
Then we find our abovexv. 7 (" which such were, who").
mentioned meanings 1 and 2 again in the following passages
Gal. iv. 24 Heb. viii. 6 (where
(1.) " who, to wit" Rom. ii. 15
the relative clause introduces an element which serves for the
demonstration of the thought expressed in the main clause)
" who indeed" Rom. i. 25 (" who indeed changed") Rom.
(2.)
Eph. iii. 13 (" in
vi. 2 (" we, who indeed are dead to sin")
which indeed my glorying is") Acts x. 47 and approximately
In these passages the relaalso, Heb. xii. 5 and 2 Cor. ix. 11.
tive clause unfolds something which lies, and is already assumed
to be known, in the nature of the noun on which it depends.
Which, then', of these interpretations suits oaris in our passage ?
Of the meaning toiovto? 09 we must not think for a moment
that has most assuredly no place where the noun, which has a
:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;
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relative clause connected with

it,

marks out a

distinctive indivi-

dual being, but only where it stands for a generic idea (as in
Matt. ii. 6, " Out of thee shall arise such a ruler as ;" Matt,
vii. 15, " Take heed of that kind of false prophets, which").
declare unto
When, therefore, Sander would explain it, "

We

you the eternal

as being such as," he introduces a perfectly

life

—

one which does not belong to the
and which is opposed to the whole process of the thought
for, the meaning of St John is evidently this, that the " eternal Life" had been with the Father, and had been manifested
actually and in Himself, and not merely that He teas presented
strange element into the text,
ocrTt?,

as such in the Apostle

appears to

The

s

signification " which,

The

annunciation.

me

equally unsatisfactory in this passage.
statement that the £coi] " was with the Father, and appeared

that is"

unto us," could only in

second half serve the purpose of

its

establishing the sentence that "

witness

;"

we have

seen

it,

and can bear

but the two halves are so co-ordinated, that

not justified in considering the

first

Thus

subordinate element of the clause.

we

are

merely preparatory,

as a

the only signification

which seems suitable, is that of " which indeed? This,
however, must not be taken in the sense suggested by Huther,
that the matter of the relative clause was to be exhibited as an
element " essentially" added to the preceding thought but in
of

r/Tt?

;

the sense that the matter of the relative clause

an already known (from

ment

of the preceding

ver. 1),

main

is

exhibited as

and consequently admitted, eleand the noun in it on which

clause,

We can reproduce this, in the
most exact manner possible to us, by the translation, u which
indeed (as before said) was with the Father, and was manifested
unto us."
the relative clause depends.

The

first

member of

the relative clause,

rjv

7rpo? rhv irarrepa,

intimates in the direction towards the Father; altogether as in

John

i.

1, etc., it is

ad

extra,

spoke

to

Word

towards the creature, but a

Himself, uttered His

of

God

to

He had

said of the Logos, that

the direction towards the Father: that

God.

So

own

also

is,

ever been in

not an action of

Word

in

God

which the Father

existence before Himself, or

it is

here said concerning the

was towards the Father.
Thus, according to its
eternal being and nature, it was not a life which streamed forth
from God and towards the creature (to be produced, or already
%airj,

that

it

:

1
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produced), in order to call that creature into existence, or to
with powers of development

fill it

;

but a

life

which did indeed

flow forth from the bosom of the Father, but which did at once

return back into the bosom of the Father, in the ceaseless flow

God. We do violence to the passage,
and weaken away its force, when (with the old Scholiasts) we
interpret irpo<; by iv
an interpretation against which Basil delivered his warning.
But so, also, the translation " bei" with,
in the sense of irapa (John xvii. 5), is not precise enough
and
even the passage, John i. 18, 6 wv et<? rov koXttov rov 7rarpo<i,

of the inmost being of

—

;

not perfectly analogous, since

is

with a verb of

rest,

basis of support,

somewhat

and

not, like

there, used in connection

et<?

x

as in 1 Pet. v. 12,
irpo<i,

defines the

We

the direction.

leave this irpos here in the possession of

its full

must

signification, to

which we are led by the analogy of John i, 1. Moreover, it
is to be acknowledged that this 7rpo<?, used in connection with
the t,wrj, would present a great obscurity and the appearance of
harshness, if the reference to these words, o X0709 rjv 7rpo? rov
©eov, did not shed its sufficient light over our passage.
Considered in

itself, to wit, it is

of the Word, than

u

God,

to

to

more

when spoken

easily understood

of the Life, that

the Father;" since the

idea of being spoken to a person,

movement and

notion of

Word

life.

it

had been

contains already the

and therefore involves the

direction, while this

clear in the case of the idea

when spoken

is

at least not so

Here, however,

reason for holding fast the conviction of the

strict

we
and

find

new

essential

reference of this verse to the Introduction of the Gospel, on

which

it

^

entirely rests.

As God

here receives, in relation to that personal Life which
afterwards was manifested to the disciples in Jesus Christ, the

name

of Father,

in reality,

and

is

we may, with Huther,

assert that the

Logos

is

termed the " Son," not simply from the time

His incarnation, and not only in relation to that incarnation,
but already in respect to the mystery of His eternal existence
in the Divine Trinity.
of

Quite of another kind are the passages, Mark ii. 1, xiii. 16 Luke
where uvea stands for /3s/3>j>cs!/«/, and si; expresses an actual motion

1

;

xi. 7,

Matt.

xiii.

56,

ka^^n

where the motion lies still in the
; and
where then certainly involves the idea of a continuous rela-

similarly, Matt. xxvi. 55,

tion of intercourse.
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The second member

of the relative clause, "

and was mani-

explanation in that which has been

fested to us," finds

its

already said upon the

first icfravepcodr), as also

upon the construc-

tion of the verse generally.
It only remains that the inexhaustibly rich idea of the ^077
itself receive

a more thorough and penetrating examination.

It

Son of God is
1,
as He presents Himself in His
incarnate being to us men as the Way, the Truth, and the Life
(John xiv. 6), redeeming us from death, and restoring to us
our forfeited life, but also as He, in His primordial eternal
all life,
^existence, laid the ground of all life in the creature
whether physical, or spiritual and ethical. But not in the sense
that He, the Son, in contradistinction from the Father, had the
£a)>7 as His own peculiar prerogative, so that to the Son the £corj
was appropriate, to the Father not (which has been most improperly deduced by some from " which was with the Father")
for against this John v. 26 most decisively speaks. The Father
hath life in Himself, and hath given to the Son equally to have
Thus the Son stands to the Father in the relalife in Himself.
tion of an eternal Receiver the Father to the Son in the relation
But it is an eternal giving and receiving,
of an eternal Giver.
in which we cannot conceive any not-yet-having-received on
the part of the Son, any no-longer-giving, or having-donewith-giving, on the part of the Father, and which would make
the gift itself consist in no other than the most proper essential
possession of life, most essentially communicated from eternity
to the Son. For it is given to the Son so to have life in Himself,
from John i.
called " the Life," not merely

is self-evident,

etc.,

that the

—

;

;

— in Himself, that
as

it

is

is,

as

in the Father,

being His

— in

own

substantial nature, even

contradistinction to all creatures,

which have their life communicated to them, not in themselves,
and not in their proper inherent substance, but as something
which they may lose, and (to speak scholastically) as an accidens.
Indeed, this is what is precisely the idea of the creature,
the
having life as something that is received, and that may be lost,
This being so, the deepest and most internal idea of
in time.
life cannot be obtained by any process of abstraction applied to
what is visible in the creature. In the creatures can be seen
only, as it were, the reflection of some individual characteristics

—

of that

£g>}],

which constitutes the eternal nature of God.

The
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of the growing and self-reproducing organism, in opposition

life

dead matter the livingness of the
which still actuates its body, in opposition to the state of
death, in which the soul, separated from the body, is found in
the life of the spirit, which consists in the
iiSns and Qavaros
fellowship of love and holiness with God, its Original, in opposition to the death of the spirit, which is for ever separated
from God; finally, that eternal life, to which the children of
to the rigidity of inorganic

;

soul,

;

God

will attain, in opposition to eternal death

;

—

all

these are

only detached and several fragments of that eternal primitive

God, of that

life in

manifested

essential

itself in

^cotj,

which

and which produced for
psychical, and spiritual-moral life
rj

who

beings

7rpb<;

fov
£a»i,

which

in

moreover, in redemption has manifested

when He who

had already

rbv Trarepa

itself

r)v

filii

a sphere of organic,

itself

ceterna,

opposite of the

in eternity

perfection through the generatio

its

move

to

(and

still

;

which,

manifests),

devoted Himself to the

unto death, in order to lead the personal

lay in death, together with the

kti<ti<;

—

avvcoSivovaa

The notion, or
22), out of death into eternal life.
the idea, or the nature, or the substance, of that primal life,
(Rom.

viii.

and wherein that in itself properly consists, is for ever withdrawn as a fjLVGTrjpiov Qeov from our dim mortal eyes, and our
stammering human speech we can only utter our thought of
individual elements of it, and these only approximately, and
;

never adequately defined.
is

the source of

and

spirit

all

For, in that primordial

organic-physical

spiritual life

;

—

in

it is

life,

life

of

the source of

all

which the

life

of

God

festation of itself than this, that

it,

into the not-eternal sphere of time

that

the eternal

it,

approve
(Acts

who

itself

iii.

15,

^coi],

by death

ii.

24).

all

icisdom, in-

separably one with the inexhaustible eternal spring of that
in virtue of

God

with the source of

love,

could give no higher mani-

the eternal

and

^wtj,

should enter

sense, into the

aap^

—

should enter into 0dvaro<;, in order to

as the true life

which overcometh death

— And thus we have,

in the

person of Him,

and the source of all life
spiritual, moral, psychical, and that which will awaken an
glorify the body again.
If we have Him in us, we bear withi
is

—

the £W; ^avepwOeicra, the

us eternal

In

ver.

life itself

life,

implanted.

3 the Apostle resumes the sentence which had been

E
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begun

in ver. 1,

to give

it

its

thesis, for

and interrupted by the parenthesis,

completion.

the same

It

member

in order

customary, after a long paren-

is

of the sentence, which before

the parenthesis had been established and fully developed, to be

once more repeated, though in an abbreviated form, and in

its

most important points (to serve which purpose, we usually
The object
insert " I say ;" and the Romans had their " sed").
of the sentence had in this case preceded
the transitive verb,
with the subject latent in it, is now to be expected ; therefore
the object must now be in some manner resumed. But the
object consisted of three parts
that is, the two members of
the relative clause, " that which was from the beginning," and
" that which we have seen," etc.
and, moreover, added to
these, the appositional clause, " concerning the Word of Life."
Which, then, of the elements of this threefold object must be
resumed, when the sentence is taken up again ? The appositional appendage, " of the Word of Life," will of necessity fall
away, since it was that which gave occasion to the parenthesis
itself, and therefore was a diversion from the main clause
moreover, that had received its full development in the parenthesis, and was so clearly still before the readers' thought that
;

:

;

:

needed no reference or resumption. So also the first member
which furnished the object in ver. 1,
to
had been repeated
wit, " that which was from the beginning,"

it

of the relative clause,

already, so far as

its

—

—

meaning went,

in the parenthesis

therefore needed not to be resumed.

Thus

;

and

it

there remains only

the second -member of the relative clause, to wit, " that which

we have heard

— handled."

This

member

contains the expres-

which St John assumed, as an
eyewitness, to the object which he has to announce
this subjective side it is which stands in the nearest actual relation to
the governing verb, " we declare ;" from this subjective side
had the parenthesis, as we have seen, diverged to the objective
sion of the subjective position

;

dogmatic representation of the object
jective side

itself

;

in ver. 2 the ob-

had taken the ascendency, and the subjective

had retreated

into a subordinate place.

subjective side, which

Now,

side

therefore, this

is the principal matter in the main stateand 3, and which in the second member of the
relative clause had been expanded into a full climax, must
again be resumed and made prominent. This is done by the

ment

of vers. 1

;

JOHN
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seen and heard."

understood that the whole climax

And

entire extent, but only in its quintessence.

place in a precise

For,

easily

it is

not to be repeated in

is

its

takes

this

and suggestive manner by the so-called
The climax had advanced from the

chiasmus (or limitation).

mere "hearing"

to the

"seeing;" the recapitulation begins at

more immediate evidence, the " seeing,"
and then follows the less direct "hearing:" 1 "That which
we have (thus) seen and heard" (equivalent to, "not merely
once with

this higher,

heard, but also seen").

Now

follows the governing verb of the sentence, a7ray<ye\-

Xo/xev real v/xtv,

which includes in

itself

the subject of the sen-

Aug.
and Lachmann and Tischendorf have done right to receive into
the text the icai wanting in the Text. Rec. That this icai was introduced negligently, as from the koX u/xet<? which follows, is not
It is altogether in St John's
a happy conjecture of De Wette.
antitheses,
mark
such
as
often
as they occur, by the adstyle to
tence.

This

is

the reading of A.B.C., Syr., Vulg., Did.,

dition of a icai (comp.

John

xvii. 18, tcayoo; ver. 19, icai

ver. 21, /ecu avroi \ ver. 24, Kaiceivoi, etc.

pares the " abundantia" in the passage,

De Wette

John

urges against the reading

must then have announced

his

avroi;

Grotius also well com-

icai

vi.

51).

But,

vfuv that St

message already

when
John

to others (which,

argument rests
upon a perfect misunderstanding of the koX vfilv. Not in opposition to others, to whom he had already announced that " Word
however,

is

nothing inconceivable in

itself !), his

of Life," but in opposition to himself the eyewitness, he writes,
toe have seen, we declare now also to you, that ye
may have fellowship with its." (Grotius ut et vos ipsi non
minus quam nos fructum hide percipiatis.) The koX before

" That which

also

:

vfieis is

certainly a stronger pleonasm than the koX after array-

For, the idea of co-ordination and

yeWo/j,€v.

common

participa-

expressed by icai before v/xeU, is already perfectly
expressed in the idea of " fellowship with us."
On that account

tion

which

is

the koI before
it

1

the

would

be, logically ,

perfectly unaccountable, if
icai

misses this delicacy of the change when he suggests that
used because the words etpavspadri tiftlu had preceded in the close
The beginning of ver. 3 is not joined on to the parenthesis, ver.

De Wette

op &v is

of ver. 2.
2,

u/u,et?

were not simply an emphatic repetition of the preceding

but diverges from

it

and leads back again to

ver. 1.
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And therefore this kcl\ between aTraryyiXko/iev and vfuv
v/xlv.
must be genuine.
" That which was from the beginning, which we have heard,
and seen with our eyes, and handled with our hands, that deSince the object of this declaration is
clare we also to youV
not the idea of Christ, but the experiences of the Apostle in
relation to Christ; since he is speaking of an annunciation of
Christ in His historical manifestation, the act of the aira^eKXetv

cannot be made to mean

Sander,

of writing the Epistle.

the act

indeed, has tried to discover in ch. ii. 1, etc., ii. 18, hi. 1, etc.,
iv. 1-3, iv. 9, 14, and v. 6, " historical declarations ;" yea, he

persuaded that our dTrayyeWofiev
momentous historical announcement."
is

the most zealous endeavours of those

where

itself

" contains a very

But,

when we

who

icill

find that

detect every-

in the Epistle historical matter, can bring nothing

decisive to light

more

than these examples, we can but be the

more firmly persuaded that the Epistle does not contain any
Our
such a7rayyeWeiv as that of which vers. 1 and 3 speak.
airaryyeXkoiAev is still more clearly seen not to refer to the
Epistle, when we take notice of the kclL ravra <ypd(f)Ofiev, which
actually describes the act of writing the Epistle, and which,
standing by the side of the aTrayyeWo/jLev, distinguishes the one
from the other. And ver. 5 cannot shake our position since
there St John does nothing more than extract the kernel and
quintessence of that ayyekia which he had announced to his
readers in the Gospel (and that, obviously, taken from that part
of this djyeXia which contains what the disciples had heard
from the lips of Jesus), in order to derive from it practical and
St John does not introduce in ver. 5
hortatory deductions.
the dyyeKia promised in ver. 3 but he reminds them in ver. 5
of that message which had been brought to them in his Gospel,
and which had been mentioned as such in ver. 3.
Thus it is certain that in the dirayyeWofiev of ver. 3 the act
:

;

of

loriting the Epistle

De Wette,

is

not intended.

Several recent expositors

Dusterdieck) more or

less acknowledge this
but then they persist in regarding the d7rayye\\ofiev as meaning
an altogether universal description of the apostolical teaching

(Liicke,

generally, or at least of that of St
cular.

The former

is

John

;

(oral, to wit) in parti-

absolutely out of the question

;

for the

characteristics of that teaching, as given in vers. 1-3, do not

\

—
1

all fit

the doctrinal

they contain

all

tem of St John
there

is

I.

1-4.
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work of the Apostles

collectively,

whereas

the specific traits of the peculiar doctrinal sysin a very

marked manner.

— these
passage — such a

in the

sition of the

JOHN

words

as

But not only

so

:

expositors admit in their exposignificant allusion to the Intro-

duction of St John's Gospel, that this alone, and of itself, would
suggest the thought that the Apostle had in his mind, when he

wrote the aTrayyeWo/jLev, the transmission of his written Gospel.
In this case the words of vers. 1-3 have a very definite practical
scope : he introduces to them the Gospel which accompanied
the Epistle, and then appends, in the " these things we write,"
the design and scope of his Epistle itself.
The relation of the
two writings, now lying before his eyes
the written Gospel
and the Epistle to be written, which should accompany each
the other
is the theme of vers. 1—4.
But what end would, on
the other hand, have been answered, if the Apostle had placed
his Epistle, which he was about to write, over against his general
oral teaching on other occasions, and established a relation between one and the other ? If it had been his design to express
the thought, that in all which he had ever preached to them
that is, in his teaching that Jesus was the Christ, or that the
Logos became flesh he had not preached dreams and inventions, but certain and experienced truth,
if that had been his
object, he would not have co-ordinated the object of his preaching (that the Logos had become flesh, or that Jesus was from
the beginning) with the sentence that he had experienced and
known this experimentally (as he does, b r\v air apyvjs, b ewpd/cafiev), but he would then necessarily have made the former
the subject and the latter the predicate.
(" That which we
make known unto you, that Jesus was from the beginning, and
hath appeared unto us, we have heard and seen with our eyes,"
etc.)
Thus he does not write. But he places the declaration,
" That which was from the beginning, that which we have
heard, seen, etc., that announce we unto you" by the side of
the second declaration, " And these things we write unto you ;"
so that, in the former, the airayyeWo^ev is the emphatic predicate of the whole clause,
and Avith this emphasis in ver. 3
and thus
(after the parenthesis) isolated and made prominent,

—

—

—

—

—

—

is

—

that which he expressly designs to say concerning the

But we can hardly suppose

that he intends

now

first,

Object.

in the

—

:
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Epistle, to

communicate

to

them the information

or

new

intelli-

gence that he declared, or was wont to declare (in oral teaching),
that which was from the beginning, etc.
On the other hand,
these words have a very important significance if St John
actually communicates to them what was new intelligence, that
he transmitted to them, in company with this Epistle, the an-

nunciation characterized in ver.

So

1,

that

lively reference.

experienced, that ye also,
Christ's life,

is,

his written Gospel.

a strong and
" That which we Apostles have beheld and

on

also the teal vpXv receives,

who have

shall experience."

this view,

not been eyewitnesses of

And

this took place

simply

through the announcement and exhibition of the concrete

life

of Christ, as contained in the written evangelical narrative.
And now from the main clause which begins in ver. 1
with " that which was from the beginning," and ends with

—

—

" that declare we unto you "
depends a clause of the design
u that
Jesus Christ." This, again, consists of two members

—

there

is

:

a twofold end which St John would gain by the trans-

mission of his written Gospel.

The two members

are

(as

Zwingli and Calvin excellently remarked) parallel with the two

members of our Lord's
John xvii. 21

petition in the High-priestly prayer,

:

(a)

Iva

'

/cat vfieis

e^rjre fieO*

Kowwviav

{a) "Iva ircivre^ ev oicriv (jca6oi<;

r}p,zov'

cru,

Trcirep, ev

ifiol,

/cayto

ev cot),
(h)

Kal

rj

KOLVtovia he

repa fiera

rj

rj/xe-

tov irarpos

(&)

"Iva koX uvtoI ev

rjp.lv

ev

wacv.

Kal fiera tov vlov avrov
'Z^CTOl)

XpiCTTOV.

Thus the

final

to attain

by

and highest positive end which St John aimed
Gospel was this, that the High-priestly prayer
of Jesus should have its fulfilment in his readers; that they
(1) should grow as living members into that fellowship, the
mother-stem and centre of which was the disciples themselves,
into that fellowship, the members of which among themselves were one, but the common unity of which (2) has its
internal ground of life in the unity in which every individual
stands with the Father and the Son.
It is obvious, accordingly,
that the two members of this final statement of the design do

—

his

JOHN

1

T.
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not simply stand side by side in external conjunction, but are

most internally and livingly one. The latter specifies the inground and principle of life, on which the former
grows, and on which alone it can be brought to perfection.
This relation of the two members is grammatically expressed by
Kal 8e, et vero, intithe Se which is added to the particle /cat.
mates that the second member is not simply appended or added
on to the former the combination expresses at the same time the
ternal living

:

introduction of a new turn, or

more

distinct essential definition

Compare John vi. 51,
Avhere the thought, " I am the living bread," receives, through
the added clause, " and the bread, which I will give, is
given, to the thought that preceded.

My

flesh" a

new turn and more

exact modification.

(Otherwise in

John

viii. 17, xv. 27, where the nal is not the leading conjuncwhich connects the clauses, but Se Kal referring, in the
in ch.
sense of also, to an individual noun in the sentence
viii. 17 to vofios, in xv. 27 to fytet?
so that there we must

tion

;

—

—

translate " but also")

The second member
copula

;

7rarpo<z k.t.\. is

of our final clause has no verb, no

reading Kal

for, the

?)

Kotvcovla Be

decidedly spurious

— the

?/

fj

rj^erepa

fj

fxerct

tov

being found only in

one lesser codex, and in some versions where it has no critical
significance whatever.
But, though the fj does not stand in the
text, it must be supplied
that is, we must regard the second
clause as dependent still upon the ha (Vulg., Aug., Beda, Eras;

mus, Zwingli, (Ecolamp., Luther, Calvin, Grotius, etc). Other
expositors (Episcopius, Bengel, Dusterdieck, Sander, Huther)
would supply earl. But this rends the second clause out of its
natural reference to the first, and reduces it to a merely explana-

No,

tory remark.

it is

the design of St John, in his airajjekia,

that that prayer of Jesus should be fulfilled on both

its sides

:

that his readers should enter into fellowship with the disciples,

and that

have

this fellowship should

in the fellowship

Instead of the ev &criv of
the idea of the KOLvwvia.
xvii. itself.

It

is

its

John

And

not merely a

ing upon agreement

;

xvii. 21,

made

also, it is

fellowship, as

from John
were rest-

it

not a merely ethical fellowship,

from a previous community of

viduals

but

;

St John substitutes

this receives light

resulting

it is

living principle of life

with the Father and the Son.

disposition in the indi-

a fellowship of being and nature, having

its
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root in this, that those

who

partake of

it

are begotten of the

same cnrkp^a Qeov (1 John iii. 9), and are penetrated by the
same powers of a heavenly and glorified life. And on that very
account is this felloivship of the members essentially, and in its
root, a fellowship with the Father and the Son
with the
Father, who giveth His arrepfia, that is, His Holy Spirit, and
thereby draweth to the Son
with the Son, in union with whom
the regenerate soul groweth up through the Holy Spirit as a
u Concerning what fellowship he
member with the Head.
speaks this, and what society he thereby understands, the words
expound not alone that peace, concord, and brotherly amity,
by which men are joined to men but that by which there is an
indissoluble union of men with God in spirit and soul by faith,
and hereafter eternal life with Him. This is that for which
:

—

;

:

;

Christ prays the Father, John xvii."
(Zwingli.)
" That ye may have fellowship with us"
this

—

is the formal
statement here of the Saviour's " that they may be one." Christ
prays absolutely that " they all" who "should believe on Him"

(ver. 20)

might be one.

specific individuals,

who

that TrdvTes ev 6We<?.

St John has to do with a number of
are to be incorporated into the

The

body of

already-existing body, into which

they are incorporated, appears here as

"we;" it consists of the
who had been eye-

already-existing older generation of those

witnesses of Jesus.
Those to be incorporated, or in process of
being incorporated, are the readers to whom he is writing these
:

by the words teal vfiels (the form of which is explained, as
we have seen, by the preceding koX vfilv), set over against the
are,

rifiels.

They

are to have fellowship with the " us ;" thus, are to

be incorporated into the already-present tcoLvwvia.
"And that our fellowship (sc. may be, ff) with," etc. " Our
fellowship," naturally, is not that fellows!^ in which the eyewitness stood already, a lone and exclusive of the "you ;" but the
" our" is here used in community of meaning.
" Our fellowship
that in which we already stood, and into which ye are now
to enter, and must more and more increase."
;

Ver.

4.

The

first

introductory section
less difficult portion.

longer and more complex portion of the
is

now
With

followed by a second, shorter, and
the

first

main sentence is now coit by the particle ical.

ordinated a second, closely connected with

;

JOHN

1

"

And

full."

of

these things

But,

v/xtv,

first

of

we
all,

Cod. B. has

I.
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write unto you, that our joy

we must

ridels,

establish the reading.

a reading which

is

may

be

Instead

here certainly

opposed to internal probability. For, although St John not
seldom (e.g., John vi. 51) adds the personal pronoun which was
already contained in the verb, yet he does so only in cases where

some additional emphasis requires it. But here an emphasized
fjfAels would be altogether out of keeping.
It would only introduce again with new force the antithesis between rjfiei? and
vfj,el<i which met us in ver. 3, but which had been just done
away by the common fjfierepa and the thought of ver. 4 does
not give any occasion for this, since here the contrast is prominent between koX ravra and that which had preceded, but not
,"
between the " ye " and " we."
(" And this we write, that
but not, "And this write we" for that this Epistle was written
by St John, and not by the readers themselves, was evident
enough already.) These internal arguments against rj/xeis are
so strong, that they would be decisive against the reading, even
if it were supported by much stronger testimony than a single
codex.
The variations of the codd. are much more important
1
at the end of our verse, between rj %apa i)jjlwv and 97 %«/oa vfiwv.
;

—

'H/xSiv

of

is

the reading of B.G., of a series of the lesser authorities,

some Fathers (Theoph., OEcumen.), and the Slavonic Version.

Lachmann,

therefore, received

edition, as Mill

Apostle again resumes the
joy

may

be perfected."

common

Now

a transcriber should continue
sight, or

rjficov

had done before him.

by design

— the

it is

into the text of his greater

If

rj/xcov

rjfierepa,

be genuine, the

"that our (common)

obviously more probable that

— whether involuntarily by over-

vfiwv after the vfitv

which had just

preceded, than that he should correct a plain vjxwv into

rjfxcov

For this reason I am not
disinclined to hold rjp.(bv, with Lachmann, as the true reading
and as such it throws a finer tone into the meaning. Even the

on account of the

rj/xeripa of ver. 3.

origination of the reading

way.

For

it

<ypd^>o/j,ev rjfiets

seems to point that

manifestly sprang from the (perverted) endeavour

more the antithesis between we and you in
which had been done away in ver. 3 and, therefore, we
may assume that the first codices, which had read >ypd(fcop.ev

to introduce once
ver. 4,

1

owes

;

A third reading,
its

jj x«P<* jj/kS* iu ifciu (only in the Syr. and Erpen. Vers.),
origin evidently to the wish to combine the two other readings.
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And thus we have a double
But this makes it all the more
significant, that Cod. B., which received from those (now lost)
codices the >ypd(f)o/j,ev rj/jLeis, nevertheless suffered the %apa
would read also xnP a vfjbwv.
explanation of the spurious vyu&v.

rj/iiels,

t)fx6)v

(unsuitable with the former) to remain

;

evidently because

was too Avell otherwise authenticated, or too generally
acknowledged as genuine. For the rest, the variation yields no

this

rjpicov

essential difference of thought.

"

when

And

these things" points manifestly to the Epistle.

Diisterdieck says that

it

But

points " not merely to vers. 1-3

which Sander refers it !), but also to the whole Epistle," this
from being the right manner of putting it. Strictly to
vers. 1—3 the koX ravra cannot refer, since " and these things
(to

is

far

we

write"

to

the "that which was from the beginning

introduced as a second and different clause, added

is

— we

and with a new and perfectly independent design
joy

may

be

On

full).

Socinus) that

/cat,

the other hand,

ravra refers

to the

declare,"

(that

we cannot say

your
(with

remainder of the Epistle

what precedes in vers. 1-3. In fact,
no individual passage or portion of the

only, to the exclusion of

the

real

ravra refers

to

Epistle as such, but to the Epistle as such in contradiction to

the Gospel, which had been referred to in vers. 1-3.
The one
writing is co-ordinated ivith the other, and not one part of the
Epistle with any other.

The
his

design with which the Apostle adjoined his Epistle to

Gospel

perfected."

is

expressed in the words, " that our joy

The

joy, but in the

joy

point of the design

making perfect of that

may be

not in the idea of the

is

joy.

It

is

not that the

be added to the fellowship, ver. 3, as something different and separable from it but that joy which is presupposed,
though not stated, to have been already imparted in the fellowship, is to be brought to its consummation. And this it is which
shows most decisively the internal preferableness of the reading
is

to

;

i][xwv.

The mutual joy

—

first

the comfort and confidence of

faith in the readers after evil overcome,

Apostle in the faith and

common

and then the joy of the
and this mutual,

fidelity of his people,

joy connected with the blessed joy of both in

God

—

must be brought to its perfection. In order to the accomplishment of this, he adjoins to his written Gospel, which contained
the material for the overcoming of

all

Gnostic assaults, the

JOHN

1

I.
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present Epistle, in which he shows the application of that defensive

materia],

weapons,

and teaches his readers how to use their
to them the abyss, but also unfolding to

— opening up

their eyes the glory of fellowship with

The

idea of the %apa,

and

Him who

is light.

also the order of

words

r)

%apa

Gospel of St John
(ch. xv. 11, xvii. 13).
As ver. 3 manifestly connects itself with
ver. 21 of the High-priestly prayer, so also we are reminded
by ver. 4 of the passage in ver. 13 of the same John xvii. And
there we find the same participle, TTeirX.rjpwpbkvr], used which is
rrXTjpovraL, point again for their origin to the

used in our passage.

He

He

Christ utters, before

goeth to the

His disciples,
ravra {His Farewell-Discourses), 'Iva e^wac rrjv yapav ti~\v ifirjv
ire7r\7]poipbevrjv iv iavrots
that they might have His joy
And here the veteran St John would
fulfilled in themselves.
add to his Gospel this further Epistle, as a word of remembrance
and farewell, in order that the joy the joy of victory in the
confidence of having overcome the world (for this is the kind
Father, and while

is still

iv tg> Koa/jLtp with

—

—

of joy

which

is

meant, as in John

xvii.

9-16, so also in the scope

of this Epistle, the final section of which, as

we

shall see, treats

expressly of the " victory over the world," so that the climax

—

might be perfected in
is in this vLicrj)
was perfected in him (hence the xaP^ r)p.wv, used in
common, which strictly corresponds with the iv eavrois, John
xvii. 13, and embraces both points in one).
of the whole Epistle

them, as

it

It is therefore not quite right to view this joy (with Zwingli,
(Ecolampad., Diisterd., Huther, etc.) in a too generally dogmatic
light, and make it simply the blessed experience of salvation

flowing from fellowship with God, or the tranquillitas con-

This effaces the delicate antithesis between vers. 3

scientice.

and

4,

and disturbs the

The

xvii. 13.

%a/oa

is

meaning of the
what it is in John

full

here,

relation to
xvii., that

John

joyf ill-

is grounded on the assurance that the children of
God, although in the world, yet are not of the world, and that
the world can have no advantage over them, either inwardly
through temptation, or outwardly through persecution. Practically considered, this yapa is always present wherever that
KOivwvia, ver. 3, is present (this is itself more fully unfolded
afterwards, ch. iii. 10 and 14), and not present where that

ness which

KOLvoovla

is

wanting

;

therefore St

John can

(as

we

stated above)
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take

it

for granted as self-understood, that with that Koivwvla

x aP"' wn ^

But as certainly as in practical
JUS0 ^ e gi yen
two are ever united, so certain is it that they exhibit two distinct sides of one and the same divine life.
The
Koivwvia is the positive relation to the brethren, and to the
Father and the Son the %apd (understood in the sense of John

this

"

reality these

;

xvii.

the

13) refers essentially to the hostile relation of Christians to

fcocr/j,o<i.

And how

plain does this

distinct ends of ver. 3

and

make

ver.

the connection of the two

4 with the means

specified for

His Gospel, the positive historical aira<y<yeXia
of the eternal A.0709 in His historical manifestation, St John
their attainment

!

gives to his readers, in order that the High-priestly petition of

John

21 might be fulfilled ; that is, in order that the
end might be attained, of incorporating them into that
fellowship of the body of Christ which depends upon fellowship
with its living Head. But St John appends to the Gospel his
with its hortatory application of essential doctrine,
Epistle,
with its distinction and diagnosis of light and darkness, with its
xvii.

positive

—

exhibition of the relation of Christians to the

/coa/jbos

(ch.

iii.),

marks of the antichristian power of temptation, and earnest warning against it,
with, finally, its final and conclusive triumph of viKt] over the
with

its

#007x0?,

delineation of all the distinctive

—

in order that that other High-priestly petition,

John

might be fulfilled, in the attainment of his readers to
a consummate joy of warfare and victory ; an attainment never
possible save when the Christian, though still in the world, is
really sundered from the world, saved from its seductions, and

xvii. 13,

inaccessible to

its

ensnaring

arts.

PART THE

CENTRE OF THE
Ch.

St John,

in ver. 5, lays

FIRST.

a<y>yekia

i.

5-ch.

down

:

GOD

ii.

LIGHT.

6.

the central point and kernel

which he had spoken

of that message, of

IS

in ver. 3, viz., of that

which was contained in his written Gospel. He does not here
introduce (as we have shown above)
he does not introduce in
but he reminds
ver. 5 the d<yye\la which was in view, ver. 3

—

;

them

in ver. 5 of the message brought already in his Gospel,

handed over to his readers, and mentioned as such in ver.

For

this

was the

strict relation of his Epistle to his

3.

Gospel,

that in the Gospel he declared his experimental knoioledge of

the manifested Logos as such, objectively and historically

but
were dogmatically sets forth the individual sides of the revelation of the Logos, and of His nature,
and draws from them their practical consequences, whether
in the Epistle

he as

;

it

hortatory or polemical.

But he begins this development, ver. 5, with a declaration
which does not contain one aspect simply, in connection with
the rest, but is itself the central point and source of all the revelation of God, from which all the other truths are derived.
Hence he can write at once real iarlv avrrj 77 dyyeKia rjv,
k.tX.
the message heard from Jesus Christ, and the whole
:

:

message,

God

is

is

presented in the truth, otl 6 0eb<;

And

light.

emphatically placed
earlv avrrj

is

(ch.

ii.

avrrj ecrrlv, so

first

we may

eariv

—

explain the iarlv which

in that sentence.

that

is

so

For, the reading koX

authenticated by Codd. B.C.G., Theophyl., CEcu-

and the circumstance that St John else11 and 23, v. 11 and 14) writes /ecu
far from being an argument against the genuine-

menius, and others

where

thus

<fiw<;

;

25, hi.

—
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TI1E ayyeXla

:

GOD

IS

LIGHT.

ness of the reading (as Diisterdieck thinks), confirms
strongly

;

for,

it

much more

is

very

it

probable that a transcriber

should have conformed our passage to those later ones (where,

however, St John
revelation

is

developing only individual doctrines of the

of Christ,

and therefore uses

less

emphasis), than

that a transcriber should have arbitrarily violated St John's

customary usage by placing the word ecnlv in the forefront of
Thus he writes very emphatically " And
truly is this the message ;" by placing the e<jr\v first, he stimulates the attention to the following avrrj, and throws upon this
the whole sentence.

:

word a stronger accent. Kal avrr] earlv r/ dyyeXia, k.t.\.,
would run in Hebrew rJffl?<] nNTl on the other hand, the koX
ecrrlv avrr], k.t.\., would correspond to the Hebrew HNT ITrn
>

nypri'n.

;

Instead of wy<yeK.la the Text. Rec. reads eirayyekla

;

but

external testimonies (A.G. and the Fathers), as well as the inter-

nal argument that eirayyekta everywhere occurs in the sense
(here unsuitable) of " promise," decide in favour of dyjeXia.

The

conjecture of Socinus and Episcopius,

aTTcvyyekia, has everything against

occur in any

MS.

it

;

of our passage, nor

who would read

word does not
anywhere in the New
for this

Testament.
"

The message which we have heard from Him, and

declare

no other than that same drrwyyeXkeiv
which had been the subject of ver. 3, but now modified, and seen
more closely under one particular aspect. That which he had
heard, and seen with his eyes, beheld, and handled with his
hands
his experimental knowledge of the Incarnate C/Ogos
St John declares in the Gospel. Here also he speaks of the
very same announcement contained in the Gospel the quintessence and the radical principle of this annunciation, which
he is now in the act of transmitting to the readers in the
written Gospel, he will now in these verses of the Epistle
concentrate and develop
he will exhibit that in which the
announcement, received from Christ and delivered to the
Ephesians, consisted, as viewed in its central principle. He
therefore characterizes it according to those two several critical
points which had been already brought forward in vers. 1 and
that is, (1) as one that had been derived from Christ, and
3
Only he does not,
(2) as by him communicated to his readers.
as to the former of these points, repeat the hearing, beholding,
unto you,"

is

in its essence

—

:

;

;

1

and handling

here

;

by name

that

of

God

all

is

specifies

lie
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only the hearing, and that for

as the source of all the other

God

the revelation of
essence

I.

For, this supreme truth, which he will here

a good reason.
specify

JOHN

in Christ,

developments of

and therefore

as the quint-

announcement concerning Christ

light

— has

a doctrinal statement.

preeminently in
It

came forward

itself

— the

truth

the character of

especially in the doc-

every other part of the revelation

trine of Christ (although, like

and life of the
Redeemer) it was uttered, viz., in those discourses of our
Lord in which He disclosed and opened up to His disciples His
own nature, as also the nature of the Father (John xiv. 9),
and thus the nature of the Triune God, and revealed to them
that His nature was light (John iii. 19, etc., viii. 12, ix. 5,
xi. 9, etc., xii. 35, etc., and 46
comp. Luke xi. 35, xvi. 8).
of God, actually manifested also in the person
;

;

Viewed

in

relation to this

its

ultimate source, the ayyeXta

appears preeminently as one that had been

r/Kovo-fiewn, as

one

had been received from the lips of Christ. Christ had
announced to His disciples that God Himself, and He Himself
the Son of God, was light
and St John announces it over
and again, on his part, to hts readers (this re-announcement is
expressed by avayyeXketv, renunciare ; comp. John xvi. 13-15,
and Erasmus and Dusterdieck on this passage).
Thus in this verse the central point of the whole Johannssan
ay<ye\ia is introduced
and it certainly is not true that ver. 5
connects itself with ver. 4 as a " condition," under which alone
the disciples must enter into the fellowship mentioned in vers.
3, 4 (a view which Huther, S. 14 of his Commentary, holds,
that

;

;

while he mentions

That main

it

in S. 15 as " incorrect").

position

:

on

emphasis the negative side
ecntv ovSe/xia.

phraseology,
in

As

(/>£<? is

His nature

is

it

is now
With utmost

and central point of the message

exhibited in the words

6
is

@eo<? </>&k

added

:

earc.

koX a/corta iv avTOi ovk

respects the literal understanding of the

the qualitative predicate, and says that

light;

not that

He

God

(as Luther's translation

among many. But, if we would penemeaning of this saying, that God is light,
we are encountered by the same difficulty which met us in the
interpretation of the £&)?;, ver. 1, and that in an increased
degree.
When Dusterdieck would explain the idea of the
expresses

it) is

a Light

trate into the deeper
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that of " the believers walk in light being a ray of the

light," he moves in a circle, and explains idem per
idem ; when he goes on to reduce the idea of light to that of
holiness, blaming Calovius for understanding it at once of the

Divine

and the omniscience of God, and then presently afterwards assures us that the idea of light cannot be referred to
mere abstract holiness, he altogether fails to make the matter
in any degree more conmrehensible.
It will be more helpful
to set out by reminding ourselves that the declaration, God is
light, is not peculiar to St John alone, but is found throughholiness

out the

Holy Scriptures

so in Ps. civ. 2, the creaturely light

:

God and to Ezekiel
and Habakkuk God appeared visible as a light (comp. Rev. i.
14, and iv. 3), as in Dan. ii. 22 God is exhibited as light in
reference to His omniscience and in St Paul (Rom. xiii. 12
Eph. v. 8 2 Cor. vi. 14 1 Thess. v. 5 1 Tim. vi. 16), St
Peter (1 Pet. ii. 9), and St James (James i. 17), we find the
opposition of light and darkness, with the declaration that God
of the stars

is

represented as a garment of

;

;

;

;

dwelleth in light, or

is

;

;

the Father of light.

But the simple

God Himself in His very nature is light, is
strictly peculiar to St John.
Andy in penetrating its meaning,
all those other passages serve indeed to point out the way
but
statement, that

;

—

they only lead us a few degrees nearer to the thing itself
they
do not lead us into the very heart of it, and in fact receive more

from our present passage than they throw upon it. For,
is here and there said concerning the contrast of walking in the light and walking in the darkness, only serves generally to show us this much, that the entire category has not
merely a physical and metaphysical, but also and most especially an ethical side
but, in order to understand wherefore
the walking in the Spirit of God is described as a walking
in the light, we must first of all know wherefore God Himself
is as to His nature described as light.
In order to perceive this clearly, we must remember in this
light
all

that

;

—

—

as analogously in the case of the tanfj above
that all
which we are accustomed to term " light" in the domain of the
creature, whether with a physical or a metaphysical meaning, is
only an effluence of that one and only primitive Light, which
appears as the nature of God. But, in order to penetrate into
this primal and incommunicable idea of light, it is necessary,

case

:

JOUN

1

before every other question, that

mon between
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we ask what

there

is

com-

in

The

those various kinds of creaturely light.

found in the passage, Gen. i. 3. The
beginning of the Divine creative energy, as directed to the
lower domain of creation, designated as px, and as yet confused
and orderless, consisted in this, that Pie commanded, " Let there
be light."
Thus light physical light, to wit was not something brought down and added to the already prepared substances and organisms, enlightening them, and making them
subjectively visible but it was rather the supreme source of all
cosmical organization, chemical separation, and organic developstarting point for this

is

—

—

;

But physical

ment.

ment, a

light

is

in itself a

in enlightening bodies

life

phenomenon

which makes

particles vibrate, so that these their life-vibrations

themselves in beams issuing in

communicate

directions to the surround-

and thus the light is that life-action
means of which it is their nature to give

ing (transparent) bodies
of shining bodies, by

all

move-

of

their minutest

;

outwardly of their presence, to declare themselves, to
speak of themselves to others, to make themselves and their own
intelligence

nature manifest to

all

It belongs to the essence of the

around.

is shut up in itself.
for
Consequently the light
even the physical light
is, in its
inmost essence, as life, so also love ; and, since it is the laying

shining body

others

to be

—

open of

its

own

being,

it is

;

the dark body

—

But

also truthfulness.

—

the shining

body does not manifest itself only,
it shines upon
other
dark bodies not its own, which in their own nature were shut
up in themselves. Its beams strike upon their surfaces and,
;

as the vibrating life

meets here with opposition,

it

rebounds

sides, and gives in every direction notice of the
and the nature of the body dark in itself. In this
lies an ascendency of light over darkness
that which is in
itself dark is, in spite of itself, drawn by the light to the light,
made manifest, and disclosed as it is. Yea, more than that

back on

all

existence

:

physical light

opaque body

is

is

for organisms a condition of their

life

;

the

not only enlightened by the light, but quickened

But it is manidiffuses life.
more than a mere parable or
symbol of the metaphysical and ethical light
indeed, there
exists between all three more than mere analogy or resemblance.
also

;

as the light is life, so also

it

fest that this physical light is

;

Physical light

is

for us creatures

the real basis

of metaphysical

F

—
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not only are all our abstract and general notions
formed out of concrete perceptions of sense, but our thinking

knowledge

:

may

itself

physical

almost be said to take place within the category of

We

light.

cannot think without distinguishing

A

cannot distinguish without thinking of

and

B

;

and

as in juxta-

position, for the intellectual representation of juxtaposition is

the root of

all

But

creaturely thinking.

this is the intellectual

and the simplest dimension of space
the representation of a line, or a point, or, in short, of any de-

representation of space

;

marcation in space, cannot be internally effected without the
representation of a distinct colouring

and consequently without physical

— that

is,

enlightenment

The nature

light.

—

of physical

Light is distinction in its
very nature and it may be said to be more than a mere allegorical phrase, that an intellectual truth is brought to light, when
light

is

inborn in the thinking soul.
;

it is

made

And

plain.

thus

it

is

more than a parable or

allegory,

and even

more than an analogy, when,
ness which turns away from God, and shuts itself against the
neighbour, is represented as darkness, and the sentiment of love
and truthfulness is represented as light. It is not a fortuitous
and external thing that sin, in all its diversified forms and maniin the ethical

festations, as cunning, as

shuns even the jihysical

murder, as

light.

domain,

nature an involution and shutting

from

all

the selfish-

theft, as uncleanness, etc.,

It is not alone the fear of dis-

covery and punishment which operates here
tial

sin,

up

sin

:

in its essen-

is

— a turning away

in self

moral and physical relations and ordinances in the

world of God's arrangement

— a wilful and

negation of

selfish

those orderly gradations of cosmical, physical, and ethical or-

God

ganization which were developed by the

hand

the creation of physical light, Gen.

as the further results

of creation.

And

i.

3,

of

thus the ethical darkness of sin

is

out of

most

in-

For holy
love has this for its nature, to open itself and its nature, and
make it manifest towards others sinful selfishness closes and
ternally related to the

lie,

as light

is

to truthfulness.

;

conceals

which

is

itself,

and

all

that

actually present,

is

in itself.

and not

to

Now, to conceal
make it manifest,

that
is

to

"lie."

Seeing, then, that
of creaturely existence

we

—

find light thus

supreme

in the sphere

light physical, metaphysical,

and ethical

—
1

JOHN

I.
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—

being thus undeniably one in the essence of their nature;
seeing that physical light appears to be the producing, forming,
quickening principle of
corn nmnicative,

all

organization, in

its

essence

and the stimulating principle of

organic functions of life;

—

all

self-

physical

seeing, then, that the thinking soul,

the spirit of man, has essentially the same physical light for the

generating principle of
that the disposition of

its

thinking

mind and

will

—

life
and seeing, finally,
which we term holy love is
;

no other than the illumination of our own nature for the sake of
and thus that the same great principle may be traced
throughout all these,
it cannot be thought an overbold leap in
thought, if we draw from this deepest fundamental principle
and fundamental law of the physical, intellectual, and religious
life in the creature, an inference with respect to the eternal

others

;

—

inner nature of the Creator.

The

Creator,

who made

light

and
His nature be light (comp. Jas. i. 17
He is not merely the Creator, but the Father of light !). That
life
uttering and diffusing itself in love, making all darkness
manifest, and drawing it to the light
must be the life and

the principle of

all

orders of creation, physical, intellectual,

must Himself

ethical,

in

;

—

—

nature of the Creator Himself.

The

individual kinds of light,

which in the creature are exhibited in their distinct characters
and separately, must have been in Him from all eternity in
their primal unity.
And if in man thinking and self-consciousness takes effect essentially under the category of physical light
that is, of distinction
we have in thought, self-conscious of
love and of a relation to God, a dim symbol or reflection of the
manner in which the nature of God unites all three characters

—

—

of light eternally in one.

To

the positive clause St

and more
ness in

John now appends

closely defining negative side

Him

at all.

He

:

And

the confirming

there is

no dark-

writes iv avrw, not £vo>ttiov avrov

;

and therefore does not mean to say that between God and the
creature all is light unto God, that is, that the creature lies
naked and manifest before the glance of God (which would be
a one-sided interpretation, leading only to the Divine omniscience), but that in the internal essence of God's own nature
ovk
no kind of darkness at all. No kind of darkness
All and every kind of darkness, whatever may in
any sense be termed cncoria, is excluded from the nature of

there

—

is

ov&e/j,ia.
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Hence

God

alone which

of sin that

is

dj<ye\ia

GOD

:

Diisterdieck admits that
is

here meant (as

it is

IS

it is

LIGHT.
not the holiness of

not alone the darkness

denied in relation to God), but rather that the

observation of the old Scholiast has something right in

yap dyvoia, ovre ifKavn, ovre

dfiapTta,

it

:

ovre

ovre davaros, neither

Sander well exhibits
sense of these
inexhaustible
and
almost
the comprehensive
"
philosophy
hath
propriety,
that
no
with
remarks
words, and
is
no
darkness."
Light
in
which
there
is
one
who
a
found
God,
In Pantheism (he says correctly), with its ever-becoming God,
the difference between evil and good is only seeming even
with Schleiermacher, sin is an inevitable point of transition,
Spinoza declares (Tract.
conditioned by Divine necessity.
Theol. Polit. 2, 8), that what is called evil appears such only to
the individual being, which cannot grasp evil as a necessary
element of the universe of things. Even Schelling cannot go
beyond the " dark primal ground" in God as Plato could not
go beyond the vkn, and Jacob Bohme beyond the " dark wrathignorance, nor error, nor sin, nor death.

;

;

nature" in the Divine Being.
the word of the living

know

the true God, in

It

is

only the Sacred Scripture,

God alone, which in fact teaches us
whom there is no a/corta at all, who

to

in

who has that principle in His very
which we see in physical, metaphysical,
in Himself eternally a Spirit
and ethical light the God, who
self-conscious, living, loving, and, in virtue of His life of love,
produced the creature into
self-distinguishing (as the Trinity)
and with a perfect conself-conscious
free
will,
existence, in
templation of the end which He purposed, and organized and
appointed the crown of the creature, man, to a loving knowledge of God, to the Koivwvla or fellowship of the light.
This being the comprehensively profound meaning which
lies in the words of ver. 5, there are particularly two aspects of
this truth which we may discern in the relation of ver. 5 to
vers. 6-8, and which we must regard as clearly presenting
themselves to the mind of St John. First, the material truth,
and
that in God there is no kind of darkness, no kind of sin
from this flows the consequence, vers. 6, 7, that he who would
have fellowship with God, cannot on his part walk in ethical
His very substance

is

light,

nature, the reflection of
;

—

—

;

But also the formal side of this truth, that in God
no kind of metaphysical darkness, no obscurity and

darkness.
there

is

—

1

He

JOHN

I.
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His own nature

light,

fashioned the creature as ever and fully penetrable to

Him-

ignorance
self

;

that

;

— and from

who

rather, as being in

this flows the

has sin and conceals

Both

God).

it,

consequence, vers.

sides of the truth, like the

cism.

For

that

;

is,

in this the

of the true God,

to

are aimed at the very root of

God

that he

whole statement

bear thus also an undeniable polemical relation
thian gnosis

7, 8,

deceiveth only himself (and not

of Cerinthus

was the

itself,

the Cerinall

Gnosti-

direct opposite

— and the teaching of Cerinthus the
— that the God of Cerinthus was not

opposite of the truth

direct
light,

but that the darkness was so absolutely in himself, that all the
darkness and sin in the world must at last be charged upon this
Cerinthian " primus Deus."
For, this primus Deus, or this
" principalitas" (Iren. i. 26), was most assuredly an impotent
being,

who

did not himself create in self-conscious will, but was

obliged to tolerate the separation and emanation from himself
of a " virtus," which virtus created a world altogether ignorant

In the place of the clear almighty will
God, was brought in a dark fatalist nature-process in God.
And the producing agent employed upon the natural world is
no longer the light (as in Gen. i. 3), but the darkness condensing
itself into matter. According to Cerinthus, the world in its very
substance was created in sin.
According to the word of God,
the world in its very substance was created of light, and in light
and for light and was appointed to the knowledge of the Eternal Light, and to walk in it.
Hence, how simple soever the clause, God is Light, may
of the primus Deus.

in

;

seem,

it

nevertheless contains, in fact, the entire Christian doc-

and revelation infolded germinally in itself and therea<y<ye\ia, as the
fore may rightly be exhibited by St John as
epitome and substance of the ichole Christian announcement.
For, that primal law which immediately follows from the lightnature of God, forms the basis of the Christian redemption.
God, in conformity with His own nature, so fashioned and
organized the nature of man (who is the crown and end of the
creation), that he can have his perfect satisfaction only by actual
He therefore so
fellowship with God, the Light in Himself
fashioned it, that there is for men a distinction between light
and darkness, holiness and sin, good and evil, innocence and
Upon this primal law rests the
guilt, blessedness and misery.
trine

;

fj

:
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whole necessity of a redemption ; apart from this primal law of
human nature, there would be for men no distinction between
good and evil without this, there would be no guilt and condemnation, and no necessity therefore to be redeemed. But, as
;

this

primal law, and the necessity of a redemption resulting

from

it,

rests

upon the light-nature of God,

so, in

the second

from the lightnature of God. As in the nature of God as the Light both
elements are in principle one
the formal element of truth and
self-manifestation, and the material element of holy love and
self-communication (the former disclosing, laying bare, and condemning the darkness the latter communicating life and overcoming death)
so also, in the fact of atonement through Christ,
both elements are in principle united that of the truth and
self-manifestation, which, as confronting the sinner, is no other

place, the nature of the redemption itself flows

—

;

—

:

than the judging righteousness of

God

(who, in opposition to sin

and darkness, demonstrates and asserts His own nature, His
light, His holiness, making it actually manifest against evil)
and that of the sacred self-sacrificing, self-imparting, love,
which, as confronting the sinner, is no other than saving grace.
The sacrificial death of Christ is the judgment of grace, the
grace of judgment, the redeeming confirmation of judicial
;

righteousness, the highest confirmation of absolute love, in the

—

act of holy condemnation

pronounced upon sin,
in the surjudgment for sinners, of the Prince
of life to death (Acts iii. 15), of the eternal Light to the power
of darkness (John xiii. 20 ; Luke xxii. 53).
In the death of
Christ, sin is condemned and guilt is expiated, the sin is judged
and the sinner is saved. Thus, from the nature of atonement
these two things follow
the requirement of repentance, of the
knowledge of sin, and of truth as against himself, on the part of
man and the assurance of love, grace, and adoption, unto man.
The interaction and combination of the two of the truth
which knows and confesses sin, and the love to God which
overcomes it
leads to and constitutes the walking in the light,

render of the Holy

One

to

:

;

—

—

And

or holiness.

this

illustrates

:

it

is

is the same which is exhiand which even physical light

combination

bited in the nature of light

itself,

the combination of the manifestation of self

and of life-producing self-impartation.
For both the conspictuim esse to the beholding look, and the eradiare, the beam

1
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ing forth into others' substance, belong inseparably to the nature
All light exerts both

of light as such, even of physical light.

a judicial and a quickening influence.

The two

central points which constitute the walking in light,

or the appropriation of the redemption accomplished in Christ,
are now specifically developed and expanded by St John in

vers. 6-8
vers. 8, 9,

walk in
confession
knowledge
and
of
the requirement of the
in vers. 6, 7, the requirement of a holy

:

;

But, in relation to these, the Apostle opportunely gives

sin.

expression to those two elemental truths in

God which

consti-

—

tute the nature of the atoning act itself,
His actual truth or
righteousness, and His love or grace.
The former is indirectly

brought before

us,

when

is

it

said in ver. 8, that

cealeth his sin deceiveth himself,

God)

in

him

the latter

;

and again

ver. 7,

If

we

from

ch.

is

in ver. 9.

6 to ch.

draws, in ch.

i.

ii. 6,

we

the chain OF thought

find that the Apostle

may

man, the Christian,

not sin

his sin.

;

—

of all

God

as

re-

it

to wit, first, vers. 6, 7, the Christian

may

secondly, vers. 8-10, the Christian

Thus

first

6-10, the two conclusions which follow from

those two characteristics of the light-nature of
spects

(of

directly referred to at the close of

take a general glance at
i.

he who con-

and hath not the truth

not conceal

these two consequences are seen to stand in con-

nection with each other, without anything as yet to mediate be-

were in apparent contradiction. Hence,
gives the truth which reconciles the two.
For he shows in ver. 1 that the not sinning is always a requirement which, as such, is binding upon us, notwithstanding that
our actual condition may not as yet be in harmony with that
requirement;
but that the means in order to compliance with
it lie in the propitiation through Christ, once for all accomplished, which is offered at the same time that the requirement

tween them, and as
in ch.

ii.

1-6, St

it

John

—

is

enforced

;

while this propitiation does no detriment to that

requirement (vers. 3-6), inasmuch as it takes effect generally
only for those who have known the nature of the light, and
accordingly lay that injunction upon themselves.

Vers.
is

6, 7.

The

light, is this, that

first consequence

the

from the

man who would

has fellowship with God, must confirm

it

truth, that

God

assert truly that

by

his

own

he

holy walk
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St John draws out this inference in two condi-

in the light.

tional clauses, ver. 6

meaning, run

and

ver. 7, which, as to their essential

strictly parallel,

though the second of them in

conclusion contains a transition from the

Both clauses begin with

inference.

LIGHT.

first

its

the second

to

This particle does

edv.

not introduce, as Schmid says, a casus ex re non fortuitd sed
1
debitd et moraliter necessarid ; nor, as Winer affirms, a " con-

assumption of objective possibility."

dition with the

'Edv

is

used when the possibility is not merely an assumed one, but one
which has a real ground in objective relations hence then, in
;

particular,

when

only two cases are possible, of which the one

or the other must necessarily be the fact,
it is

is

expected that

it

stated as possible will be the fact or

The one

case

is,

and therefore when

will in reality be decided whether that which

that we, while

with God, walk in darkness

lertium non datur.

(So ch.

;

we

its

opposite.

So

here.

profess to have fellowship

we walk in light.
That St John uses

the other, that

ii.

15, iv. 20.)

this turn of phrase precisely here,

where he "

will exhibit a

moral law " (Diisterdieck), has its reason, not in the meaning
of cdv, but in this, that St John has to do here with the matter,
not of physical, but of ethical religious objects.
itself,

may

the edv

of natural laws and conditions.
" If we say that we have fellowship with
is

to

quite analogous to the Xeyj) of Jas.

which no

reality corresponds.

much

Viewed

in

just as well be used for the representation

On

God :"

the elirw^ev

14, being an assertion
that account we must not
ii.

on the 1 Pers. Plur.: it serves only to
express the general "one," and only so far represents the universal application of the saying announced in vers. 6, 7 ; not as
if St John had meant to say, " Even if I, the Apostle, were to
say this, and nevertheless walk in darkness, I should be a liar ;"
and, certainly, not that he, in "sparing delicacy," gave this
declaration the form of a common Plural.
To have Kowcovlav with God, means to have Koivwvia with

lay too

Him who
1

On

is

stress

light;

and that word cannot otherwise be under-

the other hand, «,

cum

Opt., according to Winer, expresses

"a

condition with the assumption of subjective possibility." But what can we
understand by a " subjective possibility?" Only the subjective assumption
of
ti

an objective possibility. But in that case Winer's distinction between
Opt. and i»v falls to the ground.

cum
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6.

and fellowship of nature
and as it is defined by
John xv. 1, xvii. 21, etc. Now he who says that he stands in
such a fellowship of life with God, the Light, as that of a
member with the head, and nevertheless xvalketh iv ra> a/corei,
stood than of that relation of

which had been mentioned

—
1

life

in ver. 3,

IIepL7raT€iv signifies here,

lies.

John

6, etc.,

ii.

as in

Rom.

vi.

4, viii.

4,

not the internal disposition as such, but the

man

confirmation and external assurance of that which

bears

— the

moral deportment, so far as it is
manifest before human eyes, and is discernible by man. This
coming to manifestation in the whole round of our nature, lies
in himself as his nature

in the irepl itself.

IlepnraTeiv

is to

'Ev

go round, to go on.

ra>

a/corei does not, as the iv clearly shows, express the qualitative

which that walk, that exhibition
In the darkness he walks
whose actions and demonstrations of character have their being
characteristic, but the sphere in

of the

life

outwardly,

is

conducted.

in the sphere of sin, of untruthfulness, of death

course of the world and

its

perishable lusts,

— of the

sinful

wicked-

lies, its

its

and its vanity. Where this is the case, where the life and
aim and deportment of a man runs in the sphere of the selfish,
ness,

ungodly, worldly, fleshly nature, there the internal nature of the

man

From

cannot be standing in that fellowship with God.

the sphere which a
nature,

man

chooses for the exhibition of his internal

we may draw a sure

internal nature

of his life as

And

itself.
it

is

conclusion as to the character of that
he who serves darkness in the bent

visible to the eyes of

with God,

is

a

liar.

men, and yet would

he stands

assert that in his internal secret nature

in fellowship

Such a discord between the inner and the

man cannot by possibility exist. Internal fellowship of
God cannot do otherwise than reveal itself externally
to man in the fruits of sanctification yea, the light which shines
outer

with

life

;

inwardly must of necessity so diffuse

whole

tion over the

who

life,

lives in fellowship

not in his

life

He who

its

that the eyes of

with God, and

is

glow of holy consecra-

men may

see

born of the

He

it.

light,

can-

and deportment conceal his high derivation.
he hath fellowship with God, and yet

saith that

walketh in darkness, lieth, however, not only in words he not
only speaketh not the truth he doeth not the truth likewise.
Kal ov 7roiodfiev rr/v ak^Oeiav. In this, that he saith he hath
:

;

fellowship with God, he speakeih not the truth

;

in this, that

he

;;
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walketh in the darkness,

ar/ye\la

lie

GOD
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IS

LIGHT.

doeth not the truth.

and

The

contra-

walk has a double aspect
of lying
both in word and deed he denies the truth in word
he denies that truth, that he is an unregenerate child of darkness
in act he denies that substantial truth, in which the
nature of God and the nature of light consists. The former is
diction

between

his pretension

his

:

;

;

the opposite of the formal truthfulness against

knowledge and confession of
the latter

is

itself,

of the

sin as a present reality in self

the opposite of the material truth, of the substantive

by saying that he

love to God, of the requirement which he,

has fellowship with God, admits as a requirement, while he in

— That a\r]6etav can mean only the
nature
conformed
— that which
the nature of
have been doubted,
God the Light — ought never
the

act denies

substantial

rrjv

it.

truth

in

its

to

is

after

to

standard of interpretation had been given in such passages as
ver. 8, ch.

ii.

21

;

John

iii.

21.

1

In ver. 7 the second conditional clause follows.
verse to that laid

down

in verse 6

is

this,

The

con-

that toe xvalk in the

This walking in the light forms the actual contrast to
who say indeed that they have fellowship with

light.

the acts of those

God, but yet walk in darkness. The meaning of the expression,
light, must be explained after the analogy of the
former.
UepnraTeiv marks, as in ver. 6, the externally-shown
exhibition of that which is in the man
and iv ru> <J)cotl, as in
ver. 6, defines the sphere in which that outer demonstration of
the internal nature moves.
Hence, the <£<«? does not indicate
walking in the

;

God itself, but that in the objecworld which in character corresponds to the nature of God
that which is not sinful pursuit, selfishness, falsehood, wicked-

the light as the substance of
tive

—

and the holy heavenly
In the light he walks whose action and deportment

ness, but love, truthfulness, salvation,

nature.

runs in the sphere of those deeds, impulses, and relations, which
in their objective scope and quality correspond to the nature of
light
1

— that

is,

to the nature of love, life,

and truthfulness.

Episcopius explains ^otuv ryu cc^yhixv by facere quod rectum est, and
it then as equivalent to dicere veritatem.
Lachmann takes it as

regards

Eph. iv. 15; Socinus as agere recte ; Grotius, sincere agere
Luther, Calvin, Beza, Bengel, after the analogy of Ezek. xviii. 9, DON !"lb>y,

d'hYiQsvsiv,

the performance of good words, that which

is

right.

p
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G.

ver. 7, in this objective quali-

Divine substance, but the

to define the

—

sphere of the manifestation of the good and the Godlike
St
John does not go on to say, " As He is light," but, in order to
avoid confusion of ideas, "

God

He

As He

in the light."

is

Even

of

That sphere of the good,
the holy, the heavenly, the pure, is the sphere in which God
(while as the Creator everywhere present in and to His works)
has in an especial sense His dwelling-place that is, in which
He may disclose His nature concealed, and on which His eye
rests with holy complacency.
(The passage, 1 Tim. vi. 16, treats
of something quite different from this, and is not applicable
it is

said that

is

in the light.

;

here.)
(pcorl:

But

He

is

it

not said of

iarlv ev ra>

<f>a>TL

God

— He

that

is,

He

it e

lit <zt el

ev to>

The

not icalketh, in light.

God

idea of irepiiraTelv can have no place in

in

any sense

:

that

between the internal and the externally
visible, which subsists among men, cannot be predicated of God.
God is in light that is, He dwelleth in that sphere in which
no sin, no falsehood, no death is, among the holy angels and
the souls of men made perfect.
Between this and our walking
in the light there is an analogy. As God elects for Himself the
sphere of the sinless and pure life of the angels and glorified
men for His dwelling-place, and His perfect complacency rests
antithetical relation

—

there,

and

as

He

is

everywhere upon earth,

present in His power and blessing where
so also he

who

is

internal nature

born of

God

will

by conducting

God

all

also, specifically

He is feared and

loved,

approve the character of his
his acts and aims in that

not amid the vain
and impure pursuits of the world, and of the flesh, with its evil
thoughts and unholy imaginations but in the sphere of holy
external and internal surroundings, in the circles of the children
of God, as in the circle of sacred thoughts and holy imaginations.
The macrocosm as well as the microcosm, the outer
world as well as the inner world, in which his willing, loving,
and striving live and move, will be light, that is, corresponding
to the nature of God.
That is " to walk in the light, as God is in the light."

sphere in which

is

feared and loved

:

;

Turn we now
that

In

is

to the sequel of the sentence.

declared concerning those

ver. 6

we

heard, that

if

we

who

say that

What

is it

thus walk in the light

we

?

have fellowship with
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God, and yet walk in darkness, we lie in word, and act that
if we walk in darkness, we have no fellowship with God.
Accordingly, we might now expect the bare, and as it were
tautological, converse, that if we walk in the light, we have fellowship with God. In fact, the reading fier avrov instead of
;

is,

aWtfXcov

fjuer

— with Him instead of one with another —

is

found,

Rom., Clem. Alex., Didymus, and the
and it appears also to have been the reading of

in Tertullian, Clem.

^Ethiop. Vers.

is

;

But

Cod. A.

that reading has too

little

too suspicious internally, to have

For it
make

only too clear that

is

it

owed

its

7 externally conformable

ver.

establish a simple logical antithesis.

manner
in

to lay

external support, and.

much

stress laid

upon

it.

origin to the desire to

to

ver. 6,

But

it

and thus

to

not St John's

is

down such bare contrasts and antitheses as repeat
member the same thought in a negative form

the second

which the

first

new

every

contained.

He

always prefers to introduce in

clause of the discourse

some new aspect of the

And so it is here, in the correct reading, " one with
another."
He has already declared, in ver. 6, that he who

object.

he hath fellowship with God, and yet conducts his

saith that
life in

And

the sphere of the ungodly nature,

lies

in

word and deed.

no other than
He, on the other hand, that walketh in the light, does
stand really in fellowship with God.
But this leading thought
is presented in such a form, and is arranged in such an order,
that it contains at the same time a twofold progression to
something new. First, that is, the idea of actual fellowship
with God is resolved into its two great elements. That fellowthis

certainly the leading thought of ver. 7

is

:

ship with

God

is,

according to ver. 3 (as in John

xvii.),

a

fellowship which approves itself in fellowship of love with the
brethren (just as " walking in the light" is essentially walking
in love,
as

and

in the first

member

of our sentence

walking in the sphere and the

is

characterized

living circle of

holy persons

and holy interests). And again this brotherly communion rests
upon no other ground than that of fellowship with God in
Christ.

once into

Thus St John resolves this fellowship with God at
its two main points
into the fellowship of believers
:

one with another, 1 and the fellowship and
1

common

participation

grammatically inadmissible, and a perversion of the meaning,
to make (with Augustin, Socinus, Calvin) the Mtvuvia ^st' uKhv\kuv mean
It is

:

1
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power of life. " He who walketh in light, as God is
in the light," he would say, " hath that true fellowship with God
really in its two aspects
He standeth, a) in the fellowship of the
children of God (that was already expressed in " walking in the
light"); and, b) in the fellowship of God Himself and His purifyof a Divine

:

ing power.

But, secondly, St John

fellowship with

This

of Christ.

by the

God

as a

teal

is

now

characterizes this life-

from all sins by the blood
joined to the " fellowship one with another"
as the cleansing

second element

;

and therefore

lence to the text to regard the second

member

it

is

doing vio-

(with CEcumen.,

Theophyl., Beza, etc.) as furnishing the reason of the first
"
have fellowship one with another, and stand in love,

We

we have through Christ forgiveness of sins." This is
simply to obtrude dogmatics into the exposition of the words.
An expositor should be (as Bengel says) like the maker of a
because

well,

who

puts no water into the source himself, but makes

it

his object to let the water flow without diversion, stoppage, or

defilement.
That forced view of the
would not have been adopted, had

relation of the thoughts

it not been taken for
granted that /cadapiQiv signified the forgiveness of sins, justifind this view adopted also by Calvin, Bullinger,
fication.
Schmid, and Episcopius although these do not regard the

We

;

second clause as establishing the
co-ordinate

member.

first,

but rightly view

it

But, in later times, the more

as a

correct

apprehension of KaOapl^ecv, as meaning the sanctifying, purifypower of the blood of Christ, has been very generally

ing

adopted (Liicke, Neander, Olshausen, Diisterdieck).
conclusively decided

by the ninth

This

is

where the KaOapi^eiv

verse,

occurs in connection with atyievat as something different.

And

supported by the use of the Present tense, which marks the
cleansing as not being an act accomplished once, the act of jus-

it is

tification,

but as a continuous process. 1

cially, the

analogy of

But, finally and espe-

faith, like the process

and connection of the

specific context, leads necessarily to the idea of the sanctifying

the fellowship which believers, on the one hand, and God on the other,
have " with each other." Similarly Episcopius, Paulus, and De Wette.
This reason is nevertheless less decisive, since it may be said that, in
1

connection with daily sanctification, there must be also a daily new appropriation of the assurance of forgiveness,
and indeed lying at the root of

—

the former.
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power of God exerted upon
is

d<yye\(a

:

believers.

GOD

IS

That the walking

represented as the condition under which

giveness of sins (£av\)

—

LIGHT.

we

in light

attain to the for-

a notion which utterly contradicts

is

the whole strain of apostolical teaching.

The walking

in light

must indeed be the result, and therefore the note and sign, of
the faith which exists consequently, it will be the sign that
the condition under which God has promised to forgive sins has
been complied with. But this sign cannot itself be represented
;

that is, according to St John,
everywhere only faith as such (comp.
John i. 12, iii. 15, 16, and 18 and 36, v." 24, vi. 29 and 40,
xv. 3, etc.)
and even in our ninth verse St John requires, as
the condition of the a^ecrt?, not the walking in light, but simply
the truthful, sincere confession of our sin and misery
that
as the condition of forgiveness

;

as according to St Paul,

;

—

confession which
faith

— coming

is

the essential ground from which springs

to receive,

and not

to do or give.

Now,

as the

analogy of faith forbids our referring the /cadapuTfioi, of which
walking in the light is a condition, to the forgiveness of sins, so
the chain of thought in the context constrains us to refer

The

the sanctifying power of God.

antithetical relation

it

to

between

and ver. 7 must not be omitted from our view. The
fundamental thought which runs through both verses is this,
that a xoalk in darkness necessarily infers an inner nature full
of darkness, which has not God's nature living in it that, on
the other hand, a walk in light gives testimony of that fellowver. 6

;

ship (ver. 3) which, in

its

manifestation, exhibits itself as the

fellowship of love with the brethren, but which, in

and

fellowship

The

its

root, is

a

God, the JJght.

subject here must be this, that God's nature lives in such

a Christian

Thus

God

participation in the nature of

;

not

this,

that he receives the forgiveness of sins.

KaOapiafjios indicates the purifying, sanctifying

him

energy of

and with this also agree the words airb
From all and every kind of sin he is cleansed
7rdcrri$ d/xapria<;.
by God, who is light, and who liveth and worketh in him.
That not God Himself as such, but ro cu/jlo- ^Iiqcov rod vlov
avrov, is mentioned as the subject, does not by any means
living within

;

1

1
Instead of the simple 'I *jo-o5 (Cod. B.C., Syr., Arm., Sahid., etc.), Cod.
A. and Rec. read 'IwroS Xpwrw. The latter word may certainly be explained as an interpolation taken from ver. 3, for the sake of conformity

with ch.

ii.

1,

iii.

23, iv. 2, v. 20

;

while

it

is

not to be imagined

why

a

:
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6.

interfere with this construction of the meaning.
aljjLa

'Incrov

we must understand

That by the

the real blood of Jesus poured

out upon the cross, and not, with Socinus, the Jidus novum, or

with Grotius, the fides in passionem, or with Episcopius, the
obedientia Christi, or with Paulus, the "rational faith in the

moral end of the death of Jesus," is as certain and self-understood, on the one hand, as it is, on the other, that it is not the
matter or material substance of that blood in which a magical

power

lay,

virtue of

whether

its

to forgive or to cleanse

from

sin.

Not

in

material constituents, or of any magical power in-

herent in these constituents, but in virtue of

its

having been shed,

has the blood of Jesus the power to cleanse from

sins.

Hence

53 ; 1 John v. 6, comp. Heb. ix. 14,
Rom. v. 9, 10) the blood of Christ is most certainly equivalent
to the death of Christ.
But this death of Christ, or His blood
in St

John (John

vi.

as poured out, has not less

than

it

had

to furnish

power

to cleanse

our hearts from sin

a propitiation and obtain forgiveness

because in the blood of Christ guilt was reckoned
and grace obtained the former, because in the death of
Christ sin has been condemned.
He who livingly believes in
the atoning death of Christ cannot love sin
the sin which

the

latter,

for,

;

—

brought Jesus to the

Thus the blood of Jesus continues

cross.

to exercise a purifying, sanctifying influence, until the heart

is

And, indeed, the blood and death of
Jesus has this power, because He was and He is the Son
of God, in whom the nature of the Father was manifested
because in Him the eternal Light surrendered itself, by virtue
of its light-nature, that is, love, to that darkness.
Hence the
cleansed from

all sin.

;

apposition tov vlov avrov.

the Father Himself.

The

In Christ ruleth, worketh, dwelleth
fellowship of the blood of Christ

fellowship with the Father in

its

But when St John has drawn out

God

ference from the statement that
ference, vers. 6, 7, that he

is

most concentrated concentration.

who

to this point the first inis

light

—

to wit, the in-

stands in fellowship with

—

God

must himself walk in the light he has already in effect gone
beyond that first inference, and has touched another and a
copyist should have omitted Xpurroii, if that had stood in the text.
There
might be good reason why St John here, where he is speaking of the blood
of Christ, should describe the Lord by the name of His humanity and humiliation alone.

;;
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light."

The

LIGHT.

we need such a
even in those who " walk in the

taken for granted that

all sin, it is

cleansing, that sin

IS

If the blood of Christ cleanses

second element of the question.
us from

GOD

'.

in us,

is still

we walk

requirement, that

in the light,

is

con-

and darkness.
And this has now internally prepared the way, and given a
connection for, a second inference, vers. 8-10; to wit, that we
must in truth and sincerity of mind confess the existing sin that
In the external dialectic form
is in us to ourselves and to God.
fronted by the fact, that in us there

of the passage, this inference

is

still is

sin

not connected with ver.

7, to

say nothing of ver. 5 but an internal bond connects it with
First of all, the concluding thought of
both these verses.
" Cleansver. 7 leads over immediately to the thought of ver. 8
;

:

ing from sin presupposes the presence of sin even in believers
the denial of that
vers.

is

point contained in vers.
tinuation of vers.

Accordingly,

self-deception" (Huther).

8-10 might appear

be only a further unfolding of a
7, and consequently as a mere con-

to
6,

But who does not

6, 7.

see that this

new point

assumes at once an independent position, and one even apparently
in opposition to vers. 6, 7

independent position,

it

leading sentence, ver. 5

and

Him is
Him will

in

with

Who

1

does not see that in

this, its

stands in an immediate relation to the

From

?

the truth, that

no darkness at all, follows,
approve itself by a walk in

God

is

light

first,

that fellowship

light

;

but secondly,

and not less directly, that we, who are not like God in having
no darkness at all, must needs confess in truth this our darkness.
For truth is not less an essential element of the lightnature than holiness is, and love. Nam ipsa Veritas lux est,
remarks Augustin on the passage.
Even in the formal view,
vers. 8, 9 assume an independent position in regard to vers. 6, 7

—

for the construction of the clauses

Ver.

8.

is

Here again the thought

ditional clauses,

beginning with

pair of possible cases,

is

The first case is,
Once more (as in ver.

6)

fact corresponds.

perfectly parallel.

is

idv, in

distributed into two con-

which an

alternative,

a

represented to the reader.

iav ewco/nep, ore a/xapriav ov/c e^of^ev.

an

There,

it

a saying, to which no actual
was the profession of having fel

elTrelv,

lowship with God, while yet walking in darkness
the profession of having no sin, while yet the sin

;

here,
is

it is

present.

;

1
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6.

There, St John requires of the Christian that he walk in light
This relation of the

here, that he confess that he has sin.

thoughts of

itself establishes,

with logical necessity, that dfiaprlav

must be something different from iv (tkotlo, TrepnraTelv.
For the latter, the walking in darkness, is assumed to be entirely
excluded from the condition of a Christian, while the former
must be acknowledged as present by every Christian (the 1
But wherein the difference between these two
Pers. PI.).
e%€iv

consists,

it

is

not so altogether easy to determine.

The

first

glance shows the fallacy of the opinion of Socinus, Grotius,

and Episcopius, according

to

which a/napria defines the

The

sins contracted before conversion.

subject here,

guilt of

is

that of

an actual inward possession of present sin. But this having of
sin must be something different from the walking in darkness
and therefore we cannot, with Bengel and De Wette, refer it
;

without qualification to the contracting of

The

expression

interpreted to

is

mean

new guilt by new

sins.

original sin, or still-re-

by Augustin,
which are
committed against better knowledge and will, by Huther of
the condition which is the result of still-continued sinning, by
Liicke and others. But the assertion that the Christian has
still only concupiscentia, or original sin, and no longer commits
any actual sins, would be most assuredly, according to the
Apostle's meaning itself, a eavrbv irXavdv as also that, in the
But, as it
sins which he commits, his will does not concur.
maining concupiscentia, in opposition

to actual sins,

Luther, Calvin, Beza, Calovius, Neander

;

of sins

;

!

respects Liicke's opinion,

form

Not

we have

only to put

to hit the truth, or at least to

the condition

toliich

proceeds

it

in the right

approximate towards

from the continuing

it.

to sin,

but the condition from which the continuing to sin proceeds,
and in which it takes place, might be defined as the djxapTiav

Meanwhile that fails to establish the sharp distinction
To bring this
this and the " walking in darkness."
we must not hazard a variety of speculations, but contem-

eyeiv.

between
out,

plate each of the

meaning.

two expressions

UepiTrarelv iv

rfj

steadily, in its

own distinctive
we have seen,

cncorta describes, as

a walk, deportment, and pursuit, observable

by man, which

is

The 7repc7rareiv
conducted in the sphere of that which is cncorta.
is in the cricorla ; on the other hand, in the e%eiv dp^apriav, the

man

is

not in the tlfxaprla, but the dftaprla in the man.

Now,

:
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:

GOD

IS

LIGHT.

undoubtedly true that every kind of d/xaprla belongs to the

it is

domain of darkness, and not to that of light but there would
be a great difference between rj a-Korla and aKoria, between rj
d/MapTia and apuapTia, without the article how much wider is
the difference therefore between rj cr/corta and the simple apapria
;

;

without the article

!

'H

aKoria

is

the darkness in all its charac-

teristics,

shut up and comprehending in

teristics

(sin,

lie,

deception,

forth), placing itself in

rebellion,

itself all

these charac-

death, vanity,

contradiction to the nature of

and

so

God

any particular deportment of a sinful kind, so far as
away from the true renewed nature of the man.
In the domain of " the darkness" he has his conversation whose
1
aims and acts move in the sphere of the life turned away from
God, whose scope of life is thus carnal and vain, whose maxims
are unspiritual and worldly, whose imaginations are impure,
whose affections are unholy, and whose favourite society is not
On the other hand, the
that of the true children of God.
" having sin " may still be said of him whose internal ruling
principle is the love of God springing from faith, whose system
of life (in aims, tendencies, maxims, endeavours) is one that is
dpLapria

is

a falling

it is

regulated by the Spirit of Christ, according to the will of God
and the rules of His kingdom, whose delight is among the children

God, in whose

of

society

walks no longer in the
in

which

he seeks

sin,

his consolation

his life revolves is that of the

But while he
impulses and

is

no longer

affections of

and

not to say the darkness
in sin, sin

kingdom

is still

;

help.

He

the sphere

of Jesus Christ.

in him.

Not only

sensuous desire and constitutional

inclination in his physical-psychical soul-life

;

but also obscuri-

and dark places in his intellectual life, which still need to
be overcome and enlightened away (such as lack of self-knowledge, undue sparing of evil, principles and views which seem to
ties

be born of the Spirit, while in reality they are born of the flesh)
and, as the consequence of both, there is the confused wavering
;

1

The

Kipnvottilv leads, as

we have

seen upon ver.

6,

not to the idea of

the internal spirit and temper, but to that of the conduct as outwardly exOnly we must not
hibited, and witnessed by men without in the world.

suppose that others can perceive nothing but the glaring external act.
The dispositions, the tendencies, the fundamental principles, and, above
all,

the character of men's imaginations, are sure more or less to betray

themselves to the observer.
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of will, which leads to individual obliquities of a grosser or

more

It is obvious that this e^etv dfiapriav is infinitely

subtle kind.

according to the successive measure of the purification
and development of the new man even the Apostle St John
does not exclude himself from the universal " If yve say."
He, then, who disputes or questions to himself or other
men this e%eiv afxaprlav before God, deceiveth himself, iavrovs
ifkavSifjuev.
H\dvri is "error;" not error, however, in the obdiversified,

;

jective sense of a theoretically erroneous principle of doctrine,
It is a way of error, in which
man, whether through self-deception or through seduction on
the part of others, has been led astray
comp. John iv. 6, and
2 Thess. ii. 11.
Hence 7r\dvo<;, 2 John 7, and 1 Tim. iv. 1, is
he who deceives others touching the truth, and thus seduces
them to lie and to error. UXavdw, accordingly, does not mean
in the New Testament "seduce" in the ordinary sense,
that,
namely, of enticing to anything w icked but the fundamental

but error in the ethical sense.

;

—

T

;

idea remains, that of a deceiving with respect
is

Thus

to the truth.

it

not seduction of any and every kind, but the specific misleading

into error

and falsehood, which

pare Matt. xxiv. 4 and 11

is

expressed by ifXavdai

:

com-

John
20
iii. 7
2 Tim, hi. 13, and other passages. Hence it is wrong to
translate, " We mislead ourselves ;" and most certainly Huther
has no ground for the assertion that the Mid. irXavdaOai means
."
to "go astray," while rrXavdv kavrbv means "to mislead oneself
;

Rev.

ii.

20,

xii. 9, xix.

;

1

;

That there

no difference in meaning between the Middle and
are taught most clearly by the passage, 2 Tim.
ii. 13, and by a comparison of Rev. xviii. 23 with xix. 20, or of
John vii. 47 with 1 John iii. 7. TLXavdv iavrov is no other than
the Active,

is

we

a kind of paraphrase of the Middle, peculiar to St John's Greek.
Everywhere, in the Middle and Passive, as in the Active, irXavdv
bears the same signification that of deceiving concerning the
never does irXavdv
truth, that is, seducing to a lying doctrine
mean misleading in general, and without any qualification. The
translation, " We mislead ourselves," would in this passage give
rise to the false idea that the Apostle meant, " If we say we
so that we
have no sin, we seduce ourselves to commit sin
True, that this thought would not
thereby sin all the more."
:

;

—

be incorrect in

itself,

in as far as every non-perception

palliation of present sin

and past

sins

and

absolutely involves a
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hardening of the conscience with respect to future sins
that is not what the Apostle has it here in view to say

meaning

is

something

different.

but

;

—

his

For, the meaning and the

customary use of the word irkavav does not lead to the idea of
seduction to sin, hut that of misleading to falsehood; and,
moreover, our irXavwfiev eavrovs runs parallel with the tyevSofxeOa of ver. 6, as our ical rj aXrjOeia iv rjfxlv ovk ecrriv runs
parallel with the words of ver. 6, kcu ov iroiovyuev rr/v aXrfOeiav.
But these two pairs of phrases are certainly not similar in signiIn both, the Apostle says
fication, though they are analogous.
that there is as well a theoretical untruth, as an actual negation
only he declares it in ver. 8 by other and still
of truth in life
He that saith he hath fellowship with
stronger expressions.
God, without however walking in the light, lieth in so saying
he lieth towards others, as his elirelv would appear to be primarily
He, on the other hand, who saith that he
directed to others.
hath no sin, deceiveth himself, as this elirelv would appear to be
primarily a speaking to self. "To deceive self," however, is in its
guilt more heinous, and in its consequences more perilous, than
that former simple -^revheaOai. In that case it is an unregenerate
man who would make others believe that he is a Christian in
this case it is a Christian, who, against his better knowledge, in
spiritual pride, again deceives himself concerning the truth
The aXrjdeta iv 7]/u,lv ovk
that he had already apprehended.
;

;

;

earc

is

similarly related to the ov iroiovfiev rr)v dXt)6eiav.

who walketh

in darkness, while giving out that

He

he stands in

fellowship with God, denieth in fact that substantial truth in
which the nature of God, the nature of the Light, consists. He
who deceiveth himself into the belief that he hath no sin in
him the power and energy of the light, which discloses all darkness, and draws all sin to the judgment, cannot be working,
cannot be present thus, while he denies his still-existing sin,
he casts the substantial truth or light-nature, immanent in him
before, out of himself
yea, he must already have cast it out,
in order to have been able to "say that he hath no sin."

—

;

;

H

aXtfdeia, here as in ver. 6, does not indicate the subjective dis-

position of truthfulness, but the objective essence of the Divine

nature, which

nature of

who

light, and therefore truth and truthfulness. This
he cannot have, dwelling and working in himself,

is

God

denies his sin.
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In ver. 9 the second member of the general thought now
which introduces the opposite
" If we confess our sins."
St John
side of the alternative.
follows, in a conditional clause

here also a mere tautological repetition.
" If we confess that we have sin ;"

avoids

not write,

he

is

denial the

over against the negative

setting

lie

does

when

but,

positive

confession, he speaks not of the confession of a sinful con-

and individual
form which confession of sin must
assume, if it ever becomes a practical and effectual reality. The
mere confession in abstracto that we have sin, would, without
the knowledge and the admission of our concrete individual
sins, lose its truth and value, and soon degenerate into a mere
dition generally, but of our definite, concrete,

For

sins.

phrase.

this

It

the

is

much

is

easier to utter a pious lamentation over

our

misery, and to speak rightly about repentance, than to see our

unrighteousness, to confess

we have

instance in which

The

whether the

question,

God and

one's

before men,

we have no

is

own

it,

and mourn over

it,

in the definite

St John requires the

sinned.
6fio\o<yelv

latter.

means a confession before

soul (Bullinger, Neander), or a confession

ground an

in its

appears

first

fession"

must be intended

of all as

As

idle one.

the " saying that

" deceiving ourselves,"
a representation to self, so the "con-

sin," as far as

called a

it is

first

of a confession in the inner soul

and before God even as in fact the next clause, " He is faithful and just," points to a procedure between the Christian and
;

God.

But, as certainly as the u saying" of ver. 8 might very

possibly be a speaking before men, appearing then to be

all

the

more audacious a lie and glaring a self-deception, so certainly
there may, and there will, be circumstances which require the

men

6fio\ojia of the sins committed in the presence of

(for

example, before a pastor, or a Christian friend, or in public
As often as the general
confession before the congregation).
question, is

he have

asked of a Christian, be

sin,

he who admits

obviously not deny

it

his individual sins,

him.

But

this does

it

by

this before

before

men

;

whom

and

possible

his

God

from the

;

may, whether
himself would

nor would he deny or palliate

when

individual sins are charged against

not

in the words of our verse

lie

text points primarily to something passing
tian

it

God and

:

the con-

between the Chris-

and those Romish expositors are as far as
would argue from

truth, wl/o (as & Lapide)
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a private confession to the priest.

mentioned as He who forgives sins.
IIio-tos icrri /ecu hiKcuos, ha, k.tJX.., is the supplementary
clause. If we confess our sins, He
that is, God, who is the only
subject of vers. 5-10, and to whom also the avrov of ver. 7, in
the words tov viov avrov, referred
is faithful and just that He
should forgive us our sins, and cleanses us from all unrighteousness.
Instead of KaOapiarj in the Text. Kec, A. and II. read
Kadaplaet
a reading which is not to be attributed, as has been
alleged, to an " error of the ear," but which has rather itself
been corrected into /cadaplcrj) through the anxiety of copyists to
preserve grammatical correctness.
It is a peculiarity of the
Hebraizing idiom to connect with ha the Future instead of the
Subjunctive St John does this frequently in the Apocalypse

God, not the

priest, is

—
—

—

:

(ch. xxii. 14; and, in the true reading, also

and

12, xiv. 13, ix. 5);

xiii.

is decidedly and
manifestly the right reading), with the ov fxrj also, as well as the
ha, ch. x. 5 (where A.B.D.E., Cyr., Chrys. read ukoXovO/]-

so in the Gospel, ch. xv.

crovcrtv),

and

D.C.).

But the

16 (where

Scocrei

35 (comp. Lachmann), and

28 (according to
worthy of
notice, where St John, after ha, falls back again from the better
Greek of the Subjunctive into the Hebraizing Indicative avao-rrjaco
so that the second member of the final clause as it were
limps in its connection with the whole sentence.
Suffice that
the same thing is observable in our present passage. According
to the sense, even /cadapiaei still depends upon the ha
but St
John has fallen back into his more customary Future, and convi.

passage,

John

vi.

40,

is

x.

especially

;

;

sequently the

dered from

member

altogether Hebraic

never stands, and
yet
to

it

J

:

it

koX KaBaplaet, k.t.X.,

connection with the ha.

its strict

^#"^0 «OS

is

as

were sun-

D33) U\rustirH?J? "la^

}J?d!>.

is

"Iva

does not stand here, simply instead of ware

must be admitted that

its

occurs in

;

original telic signification seems

be considerably Aveakened in such passages as

Where ha

it

The thought

genuine original

this of ours.

meaning,
which the governing clause defines, is to
be accomplished for the express end that the final clause specifies.
Thus the sense would here come out " God is faithful and
just, in the design to forgive (to the end that He may forgive)
our sins."
But this yields no intelligible meaning. God is not
faithful and just on account of any object external to Himself,
it

its

declares that the act

:

telic or final

;
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but in His very nature. That He forgives our sins, follows
from His fidelity and righteousness but His fidelity and righteousness do not result from His design to forgive our sins.
Thus we shall be compelled to acknowledge that the particle
iva has here a meaning very closely related to that of axrre.
The idea of a design does indeed enter, in some sense, into it
it is not, however, a purpose on account of which the declared
truth of the leading clause ("He is faithful and just") is
evoked, but a purpose by which what the final clause de" God is faithful and just, so that He
clares is conditioned.
hath (and doth effect) the will and the purpose to forgive our
;

Compare below on ch. iii. 1, as also the perfectly anaJohn iv. 34 (Jva iroirjcrw
My meat is that I
should do), vi. 29 (The work of God consists in this, that ye
should believe) and 40, xii. 23 (The hour is come that, that is,
in which the Son of Man should be glorified). Some similarity
sins."

=

logous passages,

with this (though not a proper analogy)

and the

iva after Oekeiv, epwrav,

is

(John

like

seen in the use of
xvii.

15 and 24).

we now
we are met by one of
If
those glorious progressions of which St John is so fond.
we deny our sin, we deceive our own selves, and the (essential)
truth dwelleth not in us.
the conclusion
If we confess our sin
If, after these

observations upon the phraseology,

enter into the thought of the final clause,

—

is

not only

this,

that ice then are true, but the incomparably

greater and most surprising thought meets us, that

— God then

Himself towards us as true, as the irunos kcll
hUaio<;.
(Thus in ver. 7 we had, not merely the logical opposite
of the charge -tyevSo/jieOa, k.t.X., but the real result added, the
walking in light.)

in act approves

If

that

we

confess that which in us

—

our dfiaprta,

is,

if,

to rule in us, so that it

may

us the darkness which

still

to us in act

and

fact

aspects of manifestation

who

—

we

related to the a/corta,

suffer the light of

—

as light.

have

God

to

this

is

demon-

as fidelity

by the introduction

must not be limited to the faithfulness
His promises and declarations (Bullinger, Sander,

of strange elements

Huther,

And

under two great general
and as justice. The idea

sin,

of fidelity must not be reduced or confused

of

God

bring to the light and condemn in
then does God approve
remains,

His nature

strated in relation to us,

is still

therefore,

etc.).

;

it

God's faithfulness

is

here spoken of as faith-
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fulness towards us, fidelity to that nature of truth and light,
related to

His own essence, which rules in us in

And,

confess our sins.
to

be arbitrarily restricted by the dogmatic

when He

as far as

we

similarly, the notion of Sl/ccuos is not
reflection, that

God,

forgives the sinner believing in Christ, performs only

an act of faithfulness to Christ, who paid the penalty of sins,
and thereby obtained a right to demand forgiveness on behalf
of

all

who

believe in

Him.

But

it is still

worse (with Grotius,

upon hiKcuos the meaning of
benignus, cequus, lenis.
Aikclios means here and everywhere
But righteousness must here be viewed as denoting an
Justus.
immanent quality of the Divine nature, and that (as (Ecum.,
Rosenmiiller, Carpzov) to enforce

Calvin, Beza, rightly discerned) in

its strict internal connection
both being derived from, and understood by,

with fidelity;

the light-nature of God.

towards

us, so

He

As God approves Himself

faithful

approves Himself also righteous toicards us

when He

forgives the sins of those who confess their sins, and
them from their aSi/cla, their unrighteousness. Not,
indeed, by any means in the Romish sense
as if the confession
of sins were a meritorious act, which God is under obligation,
in virtue of His rewarding righteousness, to reward by the forgiveness of the sin.
Such a " meritum de congruo'''' is a notion

cleanses

;

that in itself cannot bear the application of a merely logical
test

:

a forgiveness which one might have merited would be no

forgiveness;

upon that of
upon that of retribution and
right.
" To forgive " means to abstain from letting the deserved
award take place " to deserve forgiveness " would mean to
deserve the withholding of what we had deserved
and thus it
comes to the not deserving what we have deserved, which makes
pure nonsense.- And as this idea of a meritum de congruo is
for the

idea of forgiveness rests

grace, the idea of meriting rests

;

:

is the thing in itself futile.
How
can the mere sincere confession that we have sinned and deserve
punishment be sufficient to atone for the guilt, and give a claim

logically contradictory, so

for the remission of the sentence ?
Merit has its place in the
sphere of judgment and prerogative of right forgiveness, in
the sphere of redemption and grace
to assert any prerogative
;

:

of right in the presence of the

—

Redeemer to think of deserving
be the purest contradictio in adjecto. It can,
therefore, never be the purpose of St John to. say that God was
grace

— would

;

1
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obliged by His retributive righteousness to forgive the sins of

man who

the

thing) that he

upon the

should confess his

who

is the same
would have a claim

or (which

sins,

should confess his sins

retributive righteousness of

God

for his forgiveness.

The

idea of righteousness here, as closely connected with faithfulness, and flowing from the declaration that " God is light/'

must be a higher and more comprehensive idea than that of
judicial compensative right.
affords us

Paul

also

The

passage,

Rom.

I.

17 SEQ.,

since we find St
upon the subject
using a loftier and more comprehensive idea of the

some

light

;

Buetuoovvr).

EXCURSUS ON ROM.

i.

I.

17

SEQ.

Expositors are wont to understand Stfcaioavvr) &eov, in Horn,
meaning that righteousness of man which is valid before

17, as

God

but in this they are wrong. 1

;

The

citation, 6 he

7rtWe&)? ^-qaerai, does not support that view
is

evidently laid upon the words

e/c 7tl<tt€co<;

;

— the

citation being

intended only as a foundation for the preceding words,
€t9

irlarw.

but ck

We

7riareo)<i

must not read

6 67/caio<?

that

is,

etc

irlarew^

irlareoi^ together,

belongs to the predicative idea contained in
6 81/caios is used in
;

more closely defining it and
the broad Old-Testament meaning which
fyjaerai, as

i/c

SUaios 4k

since the emphasis

it

has in Hab.

to describe the pious in opposition to bold

ii.

4,

mockers

and thus

6 hl/caio? would not itself correspond to that idea of
" righteousness before God," which it has been sought to find

in the
ii.

4

words SiKaioavvrj Oeov.

But

if

the citation from

Hab.

does not serve to maintain that interpretation, the verb

airoKaXviTTeTai serves to refute

proper meaning,

it.

If this verb

we must assume an

ellipsis,

is

to retain its

and

interpret,
;"

to attain righteousness before God is revealed
although even then " hath been revealed" (aireKaXv^dt), or

"

The way

would be expected. But, further, it cannot
be seen that in ver. 18 the words, " the wrath of God
revealed," are strictly parallel in phrase with the words of

a7roKeic<i\,v7rTat)
fail to
is

1
Compare my treatise on "The Doctrine of Satisfaction." The most
important points of my investigation of the passage in that treatise are
condensed in the present text.
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IS

revealed."

It

is

true

that vers. 17 and 18 do not form a parallel in such a sense that
Si/caioavvrj might be translated by " grace," as being the exact
opposite of opyrj

and

ver. 17,

its

but yet ver. 18

;

references to

it

is

so strictly connected with

are so close

and

full,

that

we

cannot conceive airoKaXvineTat in ver. 17 to bear a meaning
" To
perfectly different to that which it bears in ver. 18.

from this, does not bear so full a meaning as that
"
of
show forth," nor as that of " work in act ;" but it every-

reveal," apart

and 26 ; Gal. i. 12 and 26 Phil,
30 Eph. hi. 3 and 5 further, Rom. ii. 5,
viii. 18
2 Thess. ii. 3 and 6
1 Cor. i. 7) indiGal. iii. 23
cates that something shut up in the nature of God, and as such
concealed from the creature, comes forth from God, and is
manifested in a manner cognizable by the creature. The opyq

where
iii.

15

(1 Cor.

ii.

10, xiv. 6

1 Cor. xiv.

;

;

;

;

;

;

God

;

revealed upon the ungodly, when it is
work of judicial punishment. So also the
hiKcuoavvr) ©6ov must be, not a relation of man to God, but a
definition of the nature of God Himself, which is in the Gospel
The preposirevealed and manifested " from faith to faith."
tions e'/c and eh mark the boundaries within which that revela-

existing

in

manifested in

is

its

tion takes place (comp. 1 Cor. xvii. 5

bn,

p)

;

it is

a revela-

which takes place altogether within the sphere of faith. 'Etc
denotes what had been the issuing-point of its being made manifest
eh denotes the goal to which it leads. From faith it
was derived, and it leads to faith. 1
But, wherein consists that revelation itself of the righteousness of God ? Assuredly a certain contrast between God's 0^777
and God's StKaioavvr} is expressed though it is not a contrast of
contradiction, as between hatred and love, wrath and grace yet
it is a relative contrast, as between amendment and cure, help
and full salvation, that which is preparatory and that which is
perfect. The wrath of God is revealed in punishing
the righteousness of God is revealed in the Gospel, and therefore evidently
in redemption.
But the Apostle must have had a good reason
for referring redemption here, not to the grace of God, but to
His righteousness. Grace would form an exclusive opposite to

tion

;

:

;

;

1

That

Jesus, but

is, from the tt'ujti; 'IwroD Xpurrov, ch. iii. 22
not from faith in
from the faith which Jesus exercised. For He is indeed the Leader

and Finisher

:

of faith (Heb. xii. 2).

1

the wrath

its

He

is.

it is

realization in wrath

What

godly

but he will in-

;

;

and

that

it is

which

not merely grace, but, as

manifested in redemption.

is

—

was revealed in
God's

to faith.

will

it,

and that

xorath, that is

demanding

as

faith

— he goes on expla-

be revealed from heaven (not,

like the former,

through the incarnation of Christ) upon the unand then he brings in demonstration, from ver. 19 to

earth,
;

ch.

ii.

(ii.

5),

Jews

righteous

is

he had to say concerning the worth of the Gospel
climax in the utterance of ver. 17, that God's

and leading

upon

the counterpart of

its

righteousness

natorily

name

salvation, but something that

not the full essence of x^ighteousness which finds

essentially, righteousness also,

reached
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will not deny, either that re-

grace, or that wrath

is

timate that
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ground of the plan of

higher than the wrath

demption

I.

but the Apostle will not

;

xorath as the
is

JOHN

29, that this xorath

is

not xinrighteous, but a Si/caio/cpio-ia

as against the Gentiles (ch.

(ch.

ii.

17

In ch.

seq.).

iii.

ii. 14-16),
so against the
he teaches that the pre-emi-

nence of Israel did not rest upon his greater sinlessness or
righteousness, but in his relation to God, as the instrument of
the preparation for the Gospel (ch. iii. 2), since to him the prophecies (\oyia) had been entrusted.

For, the unfaithfulness of

the Israelites did not abolish (ver. 3) the faithfulness of God
(in the fulfilment of the promises).
But, on the other side

man

(ver. 5, Be),

cannot by unbelief do any service to

have a right

unbelief could never

to

God

demand discharge

punishment, because by means of it the faithfulness of
had been manifested in a still brighter light (ver. 7) but
;

suspends over the ungodly His
a righteous xorath (ver.

6p<yi]

Thus has St Paul shown
of the latter does not find

more than

God

righteously, God's opyx]

is

that the 007*7 does not stand in

its

But

similarly the full nature

full realization in the

0/3777.

The

extends beyond the wrath, and embraces

it.

St Paul, in ch. iii. 9 seq., deduces from
said, ch. i. 18 —iii. 8, the conclusion, that no
before

God
God

5).

contradiction to the hacaioavvn.

righteousness of

;

of

God

(ver. 11),

— that

is,

the works of the law (ver. 20).

that no

He

man

is

all

that

man

is

had been
righteous

righteous through

then goes on

:

"

But now

the x'ighteousness of God is revealed, apart from the law, as it
was witnessed by the law and the prophets ; but God's right-
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eousness (has been revealed) through the faith of Jesus Christ,

—

all and upon all them that believe."
Christ went
a second
and greater Abraham the way of faith (in the sense of Heb.
xii. 2), and thereby revealed the StKaioavvT] ©eov.
But this

for

—

" righteousness of

which man

is

God"

is

here, as in ver. 17, not the

justified before

For

the nature of God.

tial in

God, but righteousness

way

in

as essen-

(fravepovv denotes, like tnroKa-

\v7TTea8ai, not a creation or working out of that which previously

had not existed, but a making manifest of that which before
had been concealed in God's unapproachable nature (comp.
2 Cor. ii. 14
1 Cor. iv. 5
John xvii. 6). Aucaioavvn) Qeov
denotes here the same as in ver. 5 and ver. 25. Thus we obtain
the very same thought here as meets us in ch. i. 17.
;

;

—

Thus, that righteousness of God
with which, according to
i. 19-iii. 7, wrath stands by no means in contradiction
is
manifested not merely in wrath (in which God appears as He

—

ch.

who

but more highly and more fully in redempwhich God appears as He who both is righteous and makes
righteous (ver. 26).
For, in ver. 26 it becomes perfectly plain,
what idea St Paul connects with the hiKaioavvn Qeov. Righteousness is never simply and of itself equivalent to grace it is
through a redemption (ver. 24) effected, and a propitiation
made, that we are justified and absolved. Righteousness is that
characteristic of God as a Judge, in the exercise of which He
requires right to be done to sin
that it be condemned and
punished.
But this judging and condemning act of God's
righteousness does not exhibit the whole and entire essence of
His righteousness. When God set forth Christ as a iriss, that
is

righteous),

tion, in

;

—

He
of

should cover the guilt of sins by Ills blood

God was

("i£D),

the design

not merely that of revealing Himself as

One who

was righteous, that is, in punishing sin His higher aim was,
that He might approve Himself to be righteous, and at the same
time to make righteous.
;

Here we

attain to the highest

and most comprehensive
it is not any longer

notion of the Divine Sitcacoavvv, in which

merely the conduct of

God

towards the creature (as a retributive

judging), but a definition and character of the Divine nature.

To

go unpunished, would have been contrary to the
God contrary to His retributive righteouswhich follows from the essential rio;hteousness of His

let sin

righteousness of
ness,

—

JOHN
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nature

been

to

;
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leave the sinner to perish in his sin, would have

also contrary to the righteousness of

God,

—

not, indeed,

contrary to His retributive judicial righteousness, but contrary

From

His nature.

to that higher righteousness of

this flows,

in connection with the retributive dealing with sin, the redeem-

ing work for the sinner. What then
this righteousness of nature ?

That God not only
is,

He

that

is Si/caios,

the inmost essence of

is

but also makes righteous

not only bears in Himself the

norm

;

that

in virtue of

which His retributive righteousness shows itself as a holy negation of sin, as judgment and condemnation of all evil,
or, in
other words, that He not only, in virtue of His light-nature,
but that He
draws the darkness to the light and condemns it,
also seeks to make this His own light-nature effectual in His

—

—

creature, in bringing the creature to a perfect victory over the

was not enough to His absolute righthave condemned the sin in men therewas His sacred counsel to redeem and deliver mankind

darkness.

Therefore,

eousness that
fore,

it

from

sin.

it

He should

;

Let us now return to our passage in St John. We have
from an unbiassed exegetical examination of Rom. i. 17-

derived,
iii.

26, a notion of essential righteousness in the nature of

which

is

tributive

coincident with that of the ttmttos etvac (comp.
well as with the primal truth
arbitrary assertion,

when we

on

o <9eo<>

<£<£>?

of

hiKaioavvr)

God

Geov

;

Rom.

iari.

It

say that our Sucaios, 1

stands for the designation of the same idea:

same

God

and exalted above, the idea of mere redealing, and which is most internally and most straitly

different from,

1

it

iii.

is

3), as

not an

John

i.

9,

must be the

for in both passages the righteousness

appears as the source in

God from which

flows His re-

deeming, sin-forgiving, and sin-destroying dealing with man.'2
It

is

that righteousness in

which God,

as

being the Light, not

only condemns the darkness, but gives to light a real victory
1

That 2 Cor. iii. 10, v. 21, also present the same idea of the otx-ctioovvn
I have elsewhere endeavoured to show.
2
So Olshausen also remarks on our passage " lUxtog, not merely inasmuch as in Him perfect harmony reigns, but because, also, He reduces the
discord to harmony thus Oikxiuv, making righteous."
Qtov,

:

;
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demonstrates Himself towards His

ttl(tto<; and Slfcaios
His own light-nature, and to all in whom this
and, 2. Si/caios, as not only being
light-nature works and rules
righteous, but also making righteous, and giving light the
victory over the darkness, when we testify by the confession of
our sins that His light is exercising its dominion within us.

creatures to be $i/caios in this sense, or rather
1.

:

faithful to

;

Towards him

in

whom

the light so far exerts

its

influence that

he brings with a true and sincere mind his darkness to the
light, not sparing, but confessing and suffering the judgment
of that darkness, God approves Himself as the Faithful and
Just, who is not contented with an as-it-were one-sided judgment of the (TKorla existing in that man, but who acknowledges
His own cpcos already working in his soul, and aids that to get
the perfect victory.

But

that victory

our sins

;

is

a twofold victory

:

first,

the forgiving us

and, secondly, the cleansing us from

all

iniquity.

These two members cannot be tautological, as if by iraaa aSi/cia
only the guilt of sin must be understood (against which the
iraaa itself testifies !), and by the Kadapi^etv nothing but the
for such a tautology is without example
afeo-is in another form
But aSc/cia is sin as such (compare Luke xiii. 27,
in St John.
John vii. 18 Acts viii. 23 ; Rom.
xvi. 8, xviii. 6 Heb. viii. 12
i.
18, hi. 5, vi. 13; 1 Cor. xiii. 6), while, on the other hand,
avo/xia is the term which expresses unrighteousness in relation to
Tit. ii. 14
Heb. viii. 12). And, indeed,
its guilt (Rom. iv. 7
;

;

;

;

;

;

St John defines sin here with delicate precision as ahacla
is,

— that

as being the precise opposite of that essential hitcaiocrvvr) in

God.

From

that in our souls which does not correspond

all

He will cleanse and purify
and thus in every sense make us righteous: that is, 1. by
justifying and setting us free from guilt («</>$ Ta? afiapTias)
and, 2. by making us free from sin (KaOapiaei, /c.t.A.), in order
that in each and in every relation the light may bear away the
with that internal nature of God,
us,

;

victory over the darkness.

The

artifice of

Romish

theologians,

who would

purgatory by the concluding words of our verse

establish their

— introducing

into the text surreptitiously the idea that the KaQapit^w

accomplished

till

the state after death

as a curiosity of interpretation.

is

not

— may be mentioned only

1

JOHN

I.
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In ver. 10 St John repeats, with special emphasis and
There are those who
think that ver. 10 contains, in relation to ver. 8, something
entirely new,
to wit, that ver. 8 is directed against such as
deny that they are still affected by sin, while, on the other
hand, ver. 10 contends against an altogether extreme tendency
of those who maintain that they have never committed sin in
special keenness, the thought of ver. 8.

—

their life (even before their conversion).

ought to have stood before ver.

from

9,

But, in that case, ver. 10

by the

side of ver. 8

:

first,

10 might plainly be expressed and, secondly, because ver. 10 would then, in connection with ver. 8, form the one negative member, and ver. 9 the
other positive member, of the thought.
Then, too, we should
have expected that the characteristic of the error contended
against in ver. 10
that is, the assertion of never having sinned
that the progression

ver. 8 to ver.

;

—

— would be made emphatically prominent
ov%, an 6u$67ra)
used.

Finally,

(John

vii.

39), or

an

:

instead of the simple

ovirore, ovTraiirore beino-

we cannot understand, on

St John could represent that which

the one hand,

how

10 with the
1 Per. Plural, as a case that might possibly be supposed of
every Christian nor can we comprehend, generally, how people
is

said in ver.

;

who could
wandered

had never committed sin should have
community. Equally perverse is
view of Socinus and Grotius, that rj/xaprrjKevac must

assert that they

—

into the Christian

the related

be referred to sins committed before conversion.
this false interpretation of ver. 10,

Resting upon
they explain also the dfiapriav

e%eiv of ver. 8 simply of the guilt of the sins

committed before
nothing in the words of ver. 10 or
ver. 8 which leads to or justifies such a restriction.
The Perf.
conversion.

But

there

is

rj/jLapTrjKevat is sufficiently

explained, as Liicke remarks,

consideration that, at the critical point

when

a

by the

man comes

to

confess or deny any definite concrete sins, these sins are already
perfectly accomplished

acts

(perfecta).

And

single concrete

words o/xoXoyco/xev t<z? dfiaprim rjiiSiv, ver. 9) the subject and no longer the general condition of d/xapriav e%eiv, as in ver. 8.
After ver. 8 has once
led the thought to concrete, definite, individual sins, it still ad-

sinful acts are here (as also in the
;

heres in ver. 10 also to these individual committed sins (thus
to the i)fjLapTr)Kevai).

He who

denies that he " has sinned," that

is,

that he has

—

;
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committed

definite concrete sins (after as well as before his con-

version)

makes thereby God a

TTOiovfjiev

liar.

These words,

-^evcrrnv

avrbv, are an intenser and higher expression of the

and the

tyevhofjueOa, ver. 6,

It is not

7r\avcofxev iavTovs, ver. 8.

only a saying which contradicts the objective and actual state
of the case, a yjrev&eaOai,

sinning against one's

own

— not only a guilty
a
when one deceives himself touchan impiety against
— but
self-deception,

soul,

ing the truth, a Trhavav eavTov,

it is

also

God, whose word and revelation is thus daringly contradicted.
For God says in His word (comp. Rom. iii. 10-23), as also by
the actual revelation of the great act of Redemption by grace
(comp. John ix. 41
Luke v. 31), that all men are sinners, and
sin in many ways
he then who declares himself to be without
sin, charges God with lying.
But, as in ver. 6 and ver. 8 there
was associated with the charge of a theoretical untruth (of the
^jrevSeaOai, and TfKavav) the charge also of an actual want of
participation in the power and nature of the substantial aXrfdeia
(" we do not the truth," and " the truth is not in us"), so also
;

:

here there

is

associated with the charge, that

we

daringly con-

God, the second charge, that w e practically have no part in this revelation, that its power and essence
do not dwell in us. 'O \6yos avrov, that is, tov ©eov, is no
other revelation than that which convicts us of sin, and which
declares him to be a liar who will not confess his sin.
Thus,
according to this connection, 6 \6yos does not indicate the Logos
T

tradict the revelation of

in the sense of

John

i.

1,

but the revelation of God in general
whether the A.0709 here

but, on that very account, the question

means the Old-Testament revelation (Gilcum.,Theoph., Grotius),
or the New-Testament revelation (Rosenmuller, Huther), or
both revelations (Socinus, Calovius, Liicke, Neander), is no
better than an idle one.
It is the collective revelation of God,
not merely indeed that which is contained in the written words
of the Old and New Testaments, but the entire self-annunciaand this revelation
tion of the nature of God, who is light
viewed as one and sole, which has revealed itself as well in the
1

:

—

even of opinion that the Old Testament cannot be included,
As if Christians did not
is the sinning of Christians.
As if even a
acknowledge the Old Testament also as the "word of God
Christian would not make God a -^evar-v; if he should contradict the Old1

Hnthcr

is

because the subject

!

Testament passages cited in Rom.

iii.

10 seq.

JOHN

1
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Old- and New-Testament revelations of word as in their revelaand whose internal organic centre is assuredly the
revelation of the Word of redemption, the " Word " which pertions of fact,

sonally

was manifested

in Christ tear e^o^r/v

so that the collec-

;

God in word and act is absolutely no other
than the revelation of God in Christ, the personal \0709. This
this revelarevelation, as one great whole, convicts man of sin
tive

revelation of

;

tion, as a whole, is first

—

dishonoured and charged with lying by

him and, secondly, it therefore dwells and rules not as a
who denies that he had sinned. (Thus
power of life in him
the X070? of John i. 1 is not excluded from the \0709 of 1 John
i. 10, but forms the centre of that revelation generally which
But it would be wrong to limit the
is here indicated by \0709.
broad and comprehensive idea of our \cyos in ver. 10 to the
dogmatically-fixed and precise idea of the X0709 in the sense of

John

i.

—

1.)

St John, then, has repeated in a more rigorous expression
the thoughts which had already been unfolded in vers. 8,

according to their two aspects.
collective revelation of

It

God, and

9,

blasphemous denial of the
betrays that a man has no

is

it

part in that revelation, to say that he has not sinned
the individual sins which he has committed, or

still

;

that

is, if

commits, are

either placed theoretically in question, or in the concrete instance

are not confessed, or are proudly vindicated

:

— whether

it

be,

that the theoretical denial of having sinned proceed so far as

the wilful delusion (seldom or never exemplified, however) of
asserting that he has never sinned
artifice of false

;

or whether

it

philosophy the sinfulness of sin

by any

be, that
is

theoretically

philosophized away, or only in practice a true confession of the
individual sins

is

lacking.

individual instance

—

For, every instance

— even

of unconfessing impenitence

is

every

a blas-

phemy

against the word of God, and also an evidence that
God's judging and regenerating word of revelation does not

effectually rule in the heart.

Thus

the Apostle has deduced at large, from the ayyeXla'

two following cardinal consequences
That he who walks not in the light, is a liar and,
2. That he ivho does not confess that he is a sinner, is a liar.
But thus the two clauses stand side by side as yet without a

otl 6 0eo<? <£«<? iart, the
1.

:

;

H
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mediation hehoeen them, and as apparently contradictory.

That

they do not really contradict each other, has been already seen
in the examination of the ideas " walking in darkness," and
" having sin." But this reconciliation between them is as yet a
latent one.
St John has laid down the one requirement, " Ye

must walk

in the light,"

and the

other, "

Ye must

confess that

ye have sin, and so darkness, in you, that ye commit, and have
committed, sins," as two absolute requirements, as it were
harshly connected together and therefore the reader feels the
;

want of a mediating explanation. For there is, after all, no
kind of " sinning " which is not in some way related to the
11
walking in darkness," and therefore belonging to the spliere
of that walking.
There is, in other words, no sin in the man
by which he does not in some sense place himself again in the
domain of the sinful impulse and the darkness. Consequently,

—

in spite of all notional distinction between the
that the double
and the " walking in darkness "
statement, 1. that we must simply not walk in darkness at all,
and, 2. that we must simply confess our having and committing
sin, should receive an explanation which may mediate between
them, and resolve the seeming contradiction.
it is

necessary

—

sin "

" having;

This reconciliation the Apostle gives in ch.

II.

vees. 1-6. 1

He
it from a practical point of view.
what end he had written to them Tavra, these
two cardinal declarations, ch. i. 6-10. It is most instructive to
observe how the Apostle here scorns and discards all notional
And

he commences

them

tells

to

He

dialectic operations for the solution of the difficulty.

does

not say what a subtle and keen understanding might and would

He says what his
and plain Christian upon the

say concerning this intricate question.
conscience

would say

matter.

To

1

to a simple

the sincere and conscientious

— with

whom

This relation of the thoughts Calvin alone has recognised.

and Liicke

refer ch.

ii.

1,

2 one-sidedly to ch.

i.

8 and 10, as

if

the

Bullinger

St John had

only in view to oppose a misapprehension that sin was inevitable. Augustin,
Zwingli, and others, refer ch. ii. 1, 2, with equal one-sidedness to the forgiveness of sins assured in ch. i. 9
St John would show commentatione
:

(But how do the words,
view?) Still more astray are those
expositors who refer rxvrct ypaipofcsv, not definitely to what precedes, but
to " all that precedes and follows," or (Bengel) only to what follows. Tho
gralix divinas nun prseberi licentiam peccandi.

"

And

if

any man

sin, etc.," suit this

true explanation speaks for

itself.

1

God

akrjOeia of

JOHN

— the

has to do

John here draws

I.
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1

and absolutely

How far

which St

right, shining

way

in this

the true

two apparently contradictory cardinal
appear from a strict exegetical examina-

reconciliation of those

sayings

is*

given, will

tion of our verses themselves.

Ver.

1

is

divided into two main thoughts, which are con-

The governing verb of the first is ypci/cat.
on which the clause expressing the design, that ye sin not,
depends.
The second main proposition no longer depends
grammatically upon <ypdcpop,ev at the same time it must be
admitted that St John, if a complex construction of sentences
had not been so alien to his nature, would certainly have made
the second thought dependent upon the " w e write," and have
nected together by
(fio/xev,

;

T

said

1

:

koX

lvcl

Would

idv

6ti,

ei8fjT€,

ti<;

dp.dpT7) } irapdicki]TOV e^opiev

that this great and simple rule were observed and followed in

the treatment of other and analogical dogmatic problems
for example,

assumes,

!

How

simple,

the position which the question concerning predestination

is

when thus looked

at

Here, also, two apparently contradictory

!

truths are placed in juxtaposition.

On

the one hand, the truth to which

the internal experience of every Christian bears witness, that he has experienced any victory of the good in himself, either before, or in, or after,
his conversion

— any victory

over doubt, of the love of

— in relation

of penitence over the pride of sin, of faith

God

over sinful lust, of the

new man

over the

which he is not constrained to acknowledge that in
Mm there had been an inexplicable opposition, and that the decisive influence which made the good pleasant and possible to him was an influence
oi free grace proceeding from God, without the i/Trsp^spttrasveii/ of which he

flesh

to

would have gone on for ever to resist. On the other hand, the truth that
the final decision which determines whether the man be lost or be saved,
cannot possibly be without the man, so that he should be only the pasi Lve
creature of a power having the decisive control over his fate, and all his
That first truth,
willing be wrought in him without his own self-decision.
further unfolded into all
destination

;

this

its

consequences, leads inevitably to absolute pre-

latter to

a kind of Semipelagianism.

A

theoretical

and probably never
But if, with St John,
to be attained in a perfectly satisfactory manner.
we ask our conscience what it has to say in the matter, it will answer
Hear both these truths, in order that " ye may work out your salvation
with fear and trembling ;" and when it is wrought out, know " that God
it is who worketk both in you, the willing and the doing, after His good
dialectic reconciliation of the

two

is

infinitely difficult,

:

pleasure."

;
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any man

that, if

at least

IS

sin,

we have an

certain, that in fact the

is

two thoughts, 1. "We should not sin," and 2. "7/' we sin, we
have an Advocate," are co-ordinate and parallel and that both
;

make

in their juxtaposition serve to

plain the internal rela-

two cardinal statements of ch.

tion of the

i.

vers. 6, 7,

and

vers.

8, 10.

fjbov

St John introduces these two clauses by the address reKvla
the same recurs, vers. 12 and 28, hi. 7 and 18, iv. 4, v. 21.
;

iv. 19) grounds this address upon his relation as
the spiritual father who had spiritually begotten the Galatians,

St Paul (Gal.

and must a second time give them birth

:

with St John the

expression seems rather to be a customary form

foundation

its

same

in the

;

though

it

has

relation of a spiritual paternity,

associated, however, in his case with the idea of his physical

age.

The diminutive form

passage

it

is

in full,

"

in re/cvca

My

is

that of affection

:

in our

children," reicvia /mov.

little

appellation or address does not serve to " indicate a

This

new section;"

as some preachers are wont to begin every new head of their
sermons by their "dear hearers." But it has an internal reason
for the Apostle, after he had been hitherto laying down objective
:

now to

doctrinal statements, turns

the consciences of his readers

he appeals by the address reKvia

;

/xov to their consciousness of

their personal spiritual relation to himself, the Apostle, as if

he

would say " Ye know me, who and what I am, how I am related
and thus it must be plain to
to you, and who and what ye are
you with what meaning and design I have written these statements unto you."
:

;

The

first

ye sin not."

declaration

is

now

:

" This

I

write unto you, that

(Parallel with the personal address, there

enters, instead of the earlier apostolical 1 Pers., ch.

individual 1 Pers. Sing.)
tion itself,

we may long

If

we go no

i.

now

1-4, the

further than this declara-

contest the point to which of the pre-

ceding clauses the ravra refers, whether to the words of ver. 9,
" He is faithful," etc., or to the words of ver. 10, " If we say,"
etc.

In the former

case,

the Apostle's purpose

is

we must assume

forgiveness of sins gives license to sinning.
1

A deeper

due course.

reason

why

lie

(with Augustin) that

to obviate the misconception that the

But if the Apostle,

does not use this expression will be seen in

— —

—
JOHN

1

when he wrote "

I.
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had the concluding words of
and designed to meet that objection, he
would manifestly have been obliged to say, " These things I do
not write unto you, that ye may sin," or at least, " These things
ov ypd(f)(o ha
I write unto you, but not that ye might sin "
these things,"

in his mind,

ver. 9

dfxdprrjre, or

dWd

He

Xva dfjLdprrjre.

fjuij

cannot have written

the sentence which rendered the misunderstanding possible

would be forgiven

to wit, the sentence that the sins

end that he might guard them against sinning.

If

the

to

we

will

entertain any such view, we must not understand by the " these
things" the thought, " He is faithful and just," etc., but some

other thought which the Apostle appended in order to obviate

But where do we find any such
9.
we seek it in vain vers. 3, etc., would

a misunderstanding of ver.

thought
in

?

In

vers. 1, 2

:

themselves serve for the prevention of such a misunder-

standing

;

is

not introduced as a

new and independent

thought, so that the

the sentiment of those verses

correction, but as a

Apostle's " these things " could hardly have referred to the

following ver.

3.

— There remains

another supposition, that the

Apostle's design was not directly to obviate an abuse of the

down an as-it-were parawhat had been said at the

forgiveness of sins, but only to lay
doxical statement

;

that he writes

conclusion of ver. 9 concerning the forgiveness of sins with the

design to set their hearts free from the desire to

them with abhorrence of
ment is in itself, that a

sin.

But

sin,

and

to

fill

perfectly true as the senti-

living faith in the forgiveness of sins

through Christ leads to an abhorrence of

sin, the limitation of
the generally-expressed " these things" to the individual and

isolated thought of ver. 9

More
lino-er

is

perfectly arbitrary.

natural, as allied to this,

and Liicke, according

referred to the

is

the explanation of Bnl-

to which, " these things"

immediately-preceding thought, that

must be

we must

St John does not write this declaration, concerning the absolute presence of sin, with the design
confess that

that

we

ourselves

we have

sinned.

should regard sin as something inevitable, and yield
" Ista vero non in hoc
unresistingly to its lusts.

—

ad peccandum incitarem"
is Bullinger's interpreBut here returns in a strengthened form the same
objection, that St John must then have written ravra ov
<ypdcjxo Xva dpbdpTnre
These things I write not that ye may sin.
scripsi, ut

tation.

—
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we

For, the statement that

:

GOD

IS

LIGHT.

are sinners cannot, to the extent

that the doctrine of forgiveness can, be applied as a positive

bulwark against

For our

sin.

we

part,

refer the ravra most decidedly to the entire

preceding exhibition of truth
tion vers. 6-8

and

he who professes

;

vers. 9, 10.

to the double-proposi-

that

is,

The

double-proposition, 1. that

have fellowship with God, and yet walks
and acts a lie; and 2. that he who (professes
have fellowship with God, and) denies that he has sin, is
to

in darkness, speaks
to

a

liar

—

this double-statement, that fellowship with

God

is

con-

by an actual denial of the cr/corta, and a positive acknowledgment of the really present afiaprca St John wrote
But it
to the end which he now in ver. 1 proceeds to express.
is a twofold end
for, although the e^ofiev does not grammatically depend upon the iva, it is yet so internally bound up with
the appeal to the mind and conscience in the address re/cvta fxou,
ditioned

—

;

that

it

clauses

forms with the " that ye
;

—

sin

not" a pair of antithetical
shows itself in the

as indeed this antithetical relation

which the words " and if any man sin" are connected
with the words " that ye sin not."
Thus in ver. 1 St John places two practical deductions over
" We
against the two theoretical propositions of ch. i. 6-10.
should not sin" is the one.
man
sin,
we have an
"If any
Advocate," is the second.
But in what manner do these
practical consequences flow from the theoretical propositions
above?
The proposition, vers. 6, 7, that he who has fellowship with God must walk in light, leads to the conclusion
that we ought not to sin
the second position, that we must

way

in

—

;

confess our sins in order to obtain forgiveness, leads to the
if we have sinned, should think of
we have an Advocate in Christ. And it is in tliis

practical conclusion that we,
this, that

very change from the thetical " must" to the ethical " should"
that the semblance vanishes of an unexplained, and as

it were
between the two theoretical propositions.
Here, upon the ethical domain of the inward life of the
soul in Christ, those two doctrinal propositions reappear; but
they appear again as changed, the one into a requirement, the

inexplicable, contradiction

— and

other into a consolation

:

of the two gives us,

may

it

John has not connected

this diverse internal character

be observed, the reason

the second

by

why

St

Xva with the ypd^ofxev,

1

but has placed

by the

It
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I.

an independent message and declaration

as

side of the other.

The

proposition, that

walking in darkness,

is

fellowship with

God

excludes

the

exhibited, as transferred to the region of

form of a requirement, which every true
presents to his own mind, that he must
not sin. This is an injunction of his conscience, imposed upon
his will ; and in this respect, therefore, he has a power within
For, the
himself which is higher and holier than his will.
will may set itself in opposition to that requirement, and follow
the impulses of the flesh and of the old man.
But, when that
the inner

in the

life,

Christian every

moment

takes place, the

new man

— with

conscience, enlightened and

the higher divine will of the

made

(Rom.
and power

free through Christ

14-16), and therefore endowed with the

viii.

spirit

—

new law unto a new life rises up against the sinful
and judges and condemns it. Accordingly, the sin that
has been committed is not vindicated or softened away, but
known and confessed to be sin and thus, within the domain
of

a

will,

;

of internal
is

that second cardinal proposition, ch.

life,

seen to be, not in contradiction

to,

but

i.

8-10,

most living har-

in

It is the same
identity with the first, ch. i. 6, 7
power of the conscience, christianly sanctified in the new man,
which forbids and denies the sin of the old man, and on that
very account does not cloak but confesses the sin which has been
actually already committed.
But it is the conscience which
has been set free through Christ from the burden of guilt and all
slavish fear, being invested with filial freedom; and therefore we

mony and

have

:

by the

at once,

dinal proposition, ch.

one aspect of the second carwe must confess our

side of that
i.

8-10,

—

—

to wit, that

sins,
the other aspect of it appended, to wit, ch. i. 9, that we
have in Christ an Advocate for the sin which has been committed and known and confessed.

In

this

way

the requirement
the clause, ch.

encouragement
Accordingly,
cases

—

in

/jurj

is metamorphosed into
and we may not, sin ;" and
metamorphosed into the message of
any man sin, we have an Advocate."

the clause, ch.

— " We should
i.

8-10,

— " And

it is

is

if

i.

6, 7,

not,

self-evident that d^aprdvetv

dfidpTrjTe as well as in idv

is

used in both

t£? d/judprj)

— with the

still exists,
same meaning. That sinning itself, which
of
testimony
the
by
and for which we need the propitiation, is,

in fact
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GOD

:

IS LIGIIT.

our conscience, declared to be absolutely forbidden and de-

(The

nounced.

senseless explanation of Socinus,

winch makes

and

specially the

d/xapTcivecv here also the sin of unbelievers,
sin of unbelief itself,

needs no refutation.)

The encouragement
includes himself

among

that

itself consists in this,

"

TrapaKkrjTov irpb^ rbv irarepa.

We

who need

those

himself on the same level with

all

we have

a

have," he says, and thus

the

the intercession, placing

members

of the churches,

Augustin
and all them on the same level with himself.
remarks here that he did not exhibit himself, or any other of
the holy Apostles, or any other saint in the Church, as an intercessor

but

;

sets forth

are alike in need, and
irapdfcXTjTos,

whom all
He terms Christ

Christ as the only Advocate, of

who

near to

is

all alike.

Advocate, not in contradiction to John xiv. 16 and

25, xv. 26, xvi. 7,

but, in perfect

where the Holy

harmony with

Spirit

is

thus designated

those passages, where the

;

Holy

by the side of Christ as
must not be overlooked, that the idea irapdkXtitos is here modified by the context, and defined in a somewhat different meaning from that of the Gospel there it was
similarly predicated of Christ and of the Holy Spirit, and of
Spirit

the

placed, as the "other Paraclete,"

is

Only,

first.

it

:

both in their relation to the disciples

;

here,

it is

used only of

and that in His relation to the Father (irpb<; rbv Trcnepa).
The word irapdicKfr]TO^ is at once the translation of the Heb.
D ™9 (Sept. Job xvi. 2), and also in classical Greek the designation of a proxy or attorney in law.
(Comp. Euseb. Hist.
Ecc. v. 1.) In the former application it has an active meaning,
and denotes him o? irapaKaXel, who utters consolation or exhortation
in the second it has a passive meaning, and denotes
him o? TrapatcaXelrai, who is appealed to as an advocate in law
(advocatus).
It is plain that in the Gospel, where our Lord is
speaking of the Holy Spirit who should thenceforward comfort
the hearts of the disciples in His place, the word is used in the
former sense in our present passage, on the contrary, where
Christ,

;

;

Christ
sense.

is

our advocate with the Father,

And

it

it is

used in the latter

speaks of that High-priestly intercessio, the

notion and nature of which

is

explained in

Rom.

viii.

26; Heb.

v. 15, vii. 25.

Christ receives the predicate

and Calovius explain) because

He

just, not (as Grotius
" merciful and gentle," for

o7/ca.to?,
is

JOHN

1

that
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0.

but neither does

;

because (as the majority of expositors assume)

it

part

Alkcllos stands here in an analogously

perfectly sinless.

is

wide meaning

Rom.

passage,

as in ch.
iii.

As

26.

and has

9,

i.

also its explanation in the

there to the Father, so here to the

incarnate Son, that highest righteousness

not only

He receive
He on His

makes

is

attributed which

Because Christ
and because, secondly, He shares that
righteousness of the Father which, while not standing in opposition to righteous retribution, yet rises also high above it, and
which will in a righteous manner justify the unrighteous
is

righteous, but also

is, first,

Himself

sinless

because

He

the Son,

righteous.

;

—

— therefore

also,
is

He

Trpbs top Trarepa

;

in this

is

comprehensive sense

hi/caio?

and prepared to be a TrapaKkrjTos
far Bede is right when he finds in the

suitable

and

so

hiKaios the guarantee that Christ, as a Justus advocatus, will not

undertake any res injusta.

For, the justification of the believ-

ing sinner through His intercession
injusta causa,

but one that

is

is

righteousness of God, and indeed has

supreme

Succuoo-vvr)

Ver.

2.

Qeov of Rom.

The nature

in very fact not

harmony with

in

i.

17,

its

origination in that

iii.

26.

of this intercession of Christ has

For, though St

reason assigned in ver. 2.

an

the highest

John

its

does not

by yap, yet the fact itself shows that
ground of what is said in ver. 1, and by
no means, as many say, presents a mere progressive addition
that Christ is not only our Advocate, but also Himself the
attach ver. 2 to ver. 1

ver. 2 does give the

—

For, in truth, the intercession of Christ has lying at

i\ao-fiG<;.
its
is

is the i\aa/j.6<;, and this latter
something extraordinary and
Thus, when St John passes from

foundation the fact that Christ

by no means appended,

specific, to

the intercession.

the one declaration, that

as

we have an Advocate in
own

other declaration, that Fie Himself in His
propitiation,
is

passing in

propitiatory act.

ing; of

person

on the ground of which the intercession
Fie
reality from the result to the cause.

Christ's intercession has

own

Christ, to the

basis,

its

The

teal,

the

is

rests,
saj's

he

that

not in another's, but in His

therefore, has the logical

mean-

" and that."

The

idea iXao-pLos (comp.

liar difficulty.

The

iv.

10) does not present any pecu-

iXeas ehcu of

God

is

the pure antithesis of
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the

The

bpyr).

Rom.

far beyond

hucaioavvri of

God

LIGHT.

to the opyr/,

though

it

goes

Even

the x&pis, as such, is one and reconcileable
for, while God, in virtue of the %apt9, had

it.

with the opyyj

;

human

determined the redemption of the fallen

an element essentially

race,

He

mani-

unredeemed His opyr) yea,
consistent with His grace, that He

towards the

fests nevertheless
it is

IS

forms, as Ave have seen from

no exclusive antithesis

17,

i.

GOD

:

still

;

should not leave the sinner as such to himself, but should utter

His own yea and amen of

On

sinner's conscience.

cluded from the

found

007?;,

and then

first

enters in

The

propitiated Father.

its

condemning voice of the

fact to the

the other hand, the iXetos elvai

when

TXeco? elvai

that

is

stration of the

Divine %apt?, in which

by man

unconcealed character as %apv$ and

is

in

its

it

offers itself to

the positive evidence of the graciousness of

This relation of

by

God

Christ, through

men

towards us

His having

man

ex-

God

demon-

be tasted

evSo/cia

:

it

(clementia).

has been rendered possible

as a sacrifice offered satisfaction

to the judicial retributive righteousness of

having turned away from

is

the soul has

the

opyi'i,

God, and thereby

the expression of that

and thus having manifested that higher
(Rom. iii. 26). Thus did He effect the act of iXdcrKeo-dai, Heb. ii. 17, Luke xviii. 3 (clementem reddere), that is,
the iXacr/jLos. But the Apostle does not say merely that Pie

judicial righteousness,
Sucaioarvvr]

accomplished the iXaapbo^, but that
(Grotius),

is

He

Himself

is

the i\ao-p6$,

To

give to this word the meaning of iXao-Tijp
inadmissible ; and the signification " sin-offering"

or propitiation.

De Wette)

" Christ
is unjustified and unnecessary.
Himself exhibited as the propitiation, because that exists
actually in His own proper person" (Diisterclieck).
Because
that propitiation was not generally a mere individual act, which
might be considered as separate from Him, but He Avas Avith
His Avhole being and life no other than the personal present

(Bengel,

is

propitiation

;

and because,

self is still a reality, for

\ay>},

accomplished in
its effect

in

i. 30
John xiv. 5 ; Heb. x. 20).
the propitiation (not the atonement, which

son (comp. 1 Cor.

He

finally, this act

ever continuing

is

;

and modifies the idea)

irepl

tmv apuapTLwv

yp,cov.

is

/caraX-

This says

nothing but Avhat Avas previously contained in the idea of
/tto?

itself

;

for

it is

not in view of

Him-

His per-

i\acr-

already self-evident, that Ave need the /Aaoyxo?,

(Trepl)

our excellence, but in view of our

sins.

1
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6.

the Apostle expressly adds these words, because they form a

But

preparation for the appended clause
/aovov,

aXka kol

irepi

:

ov irepl tq>v rjfieripojv he

oXov rov Koa^ov.

(This breviloquence, the

words being instead of rrepl row okov rov ko<t/j,ov, needs no explanation
compare John v. 36). What the Apostle would say
by this is much more plain than why he makes the addition.
As it regards the former question, the antithesis between " us"
and " the whole world" cannot be referred, keeping the Ephesian readers in view, to the contrast between the Jewish and
the Gentile Christians (Cyril, CEcumenius). Nor can it be that
:

between believers and unbelievers as such as if the Apostle
(according to the exposition of Arminian and Lutheran commentators) purposed to announce the dogma, that Christ made
satisfaction not merely for the elect, but also sufficienter as well
as finaliter for the reprobate also
a sentiment which the con;

—

from the Apostle's thoughts at this
moment. The antithesis must rather be that between the (as
yet) little company of those who were already at that time
Christians and the whole human race to which, and as far as
This is essentially
to it, the Gospel was yet to be preached.
but
the explanation of Calvin and the Reformed expositors
text shows to have been far

;

they also are in error

who were
lievers in

But the

when they

restrict the antithesis to those

already believers and those

who

should become be-

the future, with express exclusion of the reprobate.

question

upon which St John would pronounce

here, is

not whether Christ merely sufficienter or also finaliter suffered
for all.
It is not his aim to define to whom alone the power of
the atoning work of Clirist extends, but to declare, that for no
in the whole world is there any other way of being recon-

man

ciled

world

than that of the propitiation of Christ. For the whole
is appointed this way of coming to the Father and attain-

ing peace.

And

This

— no

question, to wit, for

We

more and no

less

—

in

lies

thus the second question finds already

its

what purpose St John adds

the words.

answer

:

the

this reflection.

cannot find in the immediate context anything which would
for in ver. 3 St John leaves

supply an answer to this question

;

and returns back to the main subject,
which had been pursued from ch. i. 5 onwards. On the other

this subordinate thought,

hand, we shall see hereafter

how

this

apparently fortuitous

reference to the universal design of the redeeming

work

of

—

'
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a<y<ye\la

:

GOD

IS

LIGHT.

Christ forms a point of departure for that which St

John has

to say in a later section concerning the relation of Christians to

the world.
<

Vee.
first

3 continues the train of thought begun in ver.

A

1.

mediation between the seemingly contradictory propositions

of ch. i. vers. 6, 7, and vers. 8-10, had been given in ch. ii. 1,
where these two propositions are changed, and exhibited in their
immediate unison and perfect harmony
as the requirement of
the Christian conscience, on the one hand, and, on the other,
as a consolatory message to the conscience.
In the Christian,
the conscience of the new man, enlightened, and at the same
time freed from guilt, stands above the will it demands that
the man shall not sin, and thereby and therefore judges and
condemns the sin which is still present, while it knows the
Advocate who is our l\aa-/ji6<i. A second mediation between
these two propositions follows now in ver. 3
an intermediate
consideration, which is not in substance different from the

—

;

;

former, but

fundamentally only

is

deduction from

From

it.

its

counterpart, or a direct

the presence of this energy of the

demanding and condemning, and from that
the presence of the new man, and the
reality of a state of grace.
But that energy is described by
its visible fruits : " If we keep His commandments."
This expression is not at once and of itself to be regarded as of similar
signification with that of ch. i. 7, " If we walk in the light."
This latter is deeper, broader, more comprehensive the " keeping of the commandments" is more limited, but is on that
account more appropriate as a distinguishing marl:
Even the
conscience, at once

alone, can

we conclude

;

believing Christian, earnestly occupied with his sanctification

although the

soul

of his endeavour

sphere of that which

and therefore

light

—

is

and aim moves

in

the

conformable with the nature of God,

will yet find

much, not only

in his actions,

but especially in his thoughts and motives, which belongs not to
that sphere of light
and he might, therefore, in hours of internal conflict, easily fall into doubt whether he actually stood
in a state of grace, and whether the conscience were really per;

forming its office within him. Therefore the Apostle points
where the question is of the marks of a state of grace, to
a sign which may be known with greater security and confi-

here,

JOHN

1

dence.

It will
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6.

be in every Christian the sure and certain fruit

of that double activity, described in ver.

both awakened and pacified in Christ

1,

of the conscience

— that

is,

conscientiousness and the confidence of sonship

of rigorous

— that

such a

Christian will, by that twofold necessity, keep the commandments.

In the commandments of

God he

and walk

has an objective and certain

and an objective and certain
state.
If he should ask
only about the quality, and character, and tone of his internal
disposition and feeling, he might easily mistake and be deceived.
But if he asks whether he is keeping the commandments of God
in his outward life, and at once discerns and condemns as sin,
according to God's laws, every sin into which he may have
fallen, and also finds in himself a vehement striving to live for
the future after God's corresponding commandments (for all
this lies in the Tnpetv, which is by no means equivalent to the
ifXrjpovv
comp. Deut. iv. 2, xxxiii. 9 Ps. cv. 45, exix. 34
Prov. vi. 20, xxviii. 4; Job xxiii. 12; Mai. ii. 7)
then this
testing of himself by the objective norm of the commandments is a certain confirmation that he " hath known God."
standard for his

spirit

;

therefore, of his real religious

test,

;

;

;

—

Ev

rot/rep yivaxTKOfiev

of itself that the

little

on

iyvwfcap,€v avrov, k.t.\.

clause with idv, here as in

It

is

John

obvious
35,

xiii.

serves for the development of the tovtw (as elsewhere on, ch.
13, or orav, ch. v. 2).

But

simply equivalent to on.
"

leading proposition

given to us His Spirit, that

hand, be used,
sion
this

is

iv.

not

on be used, then yivcocr/cofiev is the
know by this (fact) that He hath

If

We

:

this idv, or the related orav,

<yivooo-/co/JLev

—

He
is

is

If idv, on the other

in us."

a kind of

conditioned

conclu-

we keep His commandments, we know thereby (by
keeping of the commandments) that we have known Him."
:

" If

In the former,

it is

a simple inference from the actual present

—

in the latter, it is a test
something
it
from the presence or absence of which one may perceive the
result to the cause of

;

presence or absence of another thing.
tion,

whether the object avrov with

More

difficult is the

i<yvco/cafiev

ques-

refers to Christ or

The older expositors were misled to adopt the
former view by the vicinity of ver. 2 (Augustin, Zwingli,
Luther, Bullinger, Grotius, Bengel). But the position of the
whole context obliges us to refer the avrov to God (Calvin,
Beza, Liicke, De Wette, Diisterdieck). We have already seen,

to the irarrip.
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in

cli. i. 9,

God.

how

And

so

St

John

it is

here.

:

GOD

referred baek

Ver. 2

IS

LIGHT.

by the pronoun avrov to
and

a subordinate thought;

is

ver. 3 does not connect itself with ver. 2 as a consequence, but

and with similar independence.
toutw ahi'}0€ia ovk ecrrcv, are analogous to the words ch. i. 6 and 8, and point most assuredly to
the relation to the Father.
So the idea of " commandments"
points to commandments of the Father, not of the Son
for it is
here the work of the Son, not to give commandments, but to
stands parallel with ver.

The words

1,

in ver. 4, koL iv

;

commandments. But, finally,
6, when he speaks of
Christ, leaves the hitherto-used avros, and defines Christ by the
pronoun e'/cet^o?, so that Christ is distinguished from the subject
indicated by airo?.
By our keeping of the commandments of God, therefore,
we know that we have known God. Eyva>Ka/u,ev cannot possibly
propitiate for transgression of the

and

this is

most

decisive,

St John in ver.

'

—

—

immediate connection with yivcoo-fcofiev
bear
the foreign and unusual signification of " love" which Carpzov
and others have endeavoured to force upon it, with inexact
as used, too, in

appeal to the meaning of the
is

Hebrew

JTP.

For jn

1

',

while

it

used in a sexual signification, never expresses the feeling of

love as such.

by the

It

eyvooKajxev

is
;

an actual knowing which

is

indicated here

only not a merely theoretical apprehension

of a divine doctrine

(Socinus, Episcopius), nor a theoretical

knowledge of the nature of God, which should have as its necessary accompaniment the feeling of love towards God (Calvin,
Liicke).
Zwingli's was a more correct judgment on the point:
" That which he had above expressed by having fellowship, he
here expresses by the word know."
For it is not the knowledge
of certain doctrinal statements concerning God which is here
in question, but the knowledge of God Himself.
But what is
the signification generally of knowing ?
When the thinking
spirit knows a truth, or doctrinal proposition, it is penetrated
by that truth, and so takes it up into its own thinking, that
that proposition becomes as it were an integral portion of its

own

thinking substance.

knows a personal
itself.

to the

The

Analogously, when a personal being

being, the former

phraseological use of

same notion.

must receive the
1

J?"!" ,

latter into

rightly apprehended, leads

In the highest energy of the mutual inbecome one ; the inmost

fluence of the powers of the soul, both

—
1

life is disclosed to

JOHN

each other.
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G.

in that spiritual knowledge,

John here and elsewhere speaks, the person discloses
To know God, means to
to the person its substantial nature.
enter into the fellowship of life with God ; to have known God,
means to stand in the fellowship of life with God. It is to
of which St

God, and to be penetrated
and shone through by the (/>w? judging and quickening,
and thus to know hy experiencing in ourselves this influence of
Hence this knowing God is a being known, that
the Light.
is, being shone through, by God, and presupposes the elvcu etc
&eov (1 John iv. 5, 6; 1 Cor. viii. 3, xiii. 12; comp. John x. 14)
it is essentially connected and one with love (1 John iv. 7 seq.;
and identical also with eternal life (John xvii. 3).
1 Cor. viii. 3)
disclose the inmost internal being to

—

;

;

In vers. 4-6 the Apostle returns to the same sentiment,
and with it closes the section, which had formed in ch. i. 6, 7
the starting-point of the subject

who

says he has

known God

viz.,

;

(that

the thought that he

stands in fellowship with

is,

God), but keeps not God's commandments, is a liar. Now, after
and 3 have given the internal reconciliation between
this thought and the evangelical consolatory message concerning
vers. 1

the

f?v,a<T/Lto?,

St John can return to

it,

and

state

it

once more,

thus defined, thus established, and thus explained, in a most

emphatic and impressive form.

We

gather, indeed, from the

fact that he so expressly closes the section with this thought,

that the practical scope of the whole section tends to this conclusion.
If St John had set before himself a merely didactic aim,

the two mediating thoughts, vers. 1 and
selves

formed the natural

close.

But

shows plainly that the Apostle writes
indeed a polemical, aim. It

is

3,

would have them-

that this
zuith

is

not the case,

a practical, and

the Gnostics against whose deadly

poison he warns his Christian people

;

those Gnostics,

who

boasted of the deepest iyvco/cevai top &eov, while they daringly
revolted against, or set themselves above, " His commandments."

His readers must learn, before all things, from the Gospel sent
to them, and from its central point, "that God is light "(eh', i. 5),
that he who places himself above the commandments of God is
also devoid of the true yvaxris rod &eov.

The fourth
of the

first

verse runs so closely parallel with the sixth verse

chapter, that no further specific explanation of

it is

—
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here necessary.
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Instead of the Koivavlav e^etv, we find substi-

— with designed

more to the "Gnostics"
and which also involves the
(The ore is wanting before eyvwtca in some less imicoivcovia.
it was
portant MSS.j but it stands in A.B. and the Fathers
scarcely borrowed from ch. iv. 20, but is most probably genuine
tuted

allusion once

the eyv(d/ca introduced

by

ver. 3,

;

Instead of the nrepirrarelv

in this passage as well as in that).

we have

iv a/corca,

/jltj

rrjpelv ra<?

ivroXas avrov, which was

and is much more significant as a test.
more substantial and stronger than ^rev-

prepared for by ver.

3,

Wev<TTr]<; iariv is still

condemns not merely the conduct as such, but the
in his whole spirit and nature.
'Ev rovrco ?) akrjOeiu
ov/c ecrriv has already been explained, upon ch. i. 8.
As we found in ch. i. 7 the negative side followed and
supplemented by the positive, so it is here, and in a very similar
Serai

whole

it

:

man

manner, in our fifth

verse.

To

the Apostle opposes the true

But we

of Christians.
ch.

i.,

are

with mere tautological

applications he brings

In the place of the
rnpelv rbv
antithesis

\6yov

new

sides of the object before the view.

rrjpelv ra<?

avrov.

the lying nature of the Gnostics

and truth-honouring deportment
not met here, any more than in
repetitions.
With new turns and

ivroXas avrov comes now the
from the

It is certain, as appears

introduced by Be between the

means

verses, that 6 \6<yos

and we should certainly be

and the fourth
same as at ivro\al;
we were to refer \6yo<; to
fifth

essentially the

in error if

the evangelical message, or the requirement of faith, instead of

the

commandments

themselves.

A0709 avrov

Nevertheless,

is

not perfectly synonymous with al ivroXal, but denotes the revelation

of

the

Divine will as one whole; that

is,

primarily, the

His Divine will as establishing the distinction
between good and evil, but this revelation of His commandments in its mated reference to His will of grace. It is the
revelation

of

commandments

of

God

spoken

to the

world

as they are exhibited to the

Christian,

one word which the Father hath in Christ

as comprised in that
;

the commandments, not as individual and

hard injunctions, but as expressing the holy will of Him who
so loved the world that he gave His only-begotten Son, and
who bestows upon His people the power and the desire to fulfil

them
word

all.

Hence, St John now says of him who keepeth this
him is verily the love of God per-

of the Father, that "in

1
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6.

Setting aside the feeble interpretation of Episcopius,
according to which the " love of God" is the love which God
commands and requires, there are three explanations of this ex-

fected"

which deserve

pression

of God

to

Grotius,

us

;

De

The

notice.

the second, maintained

Wette, Liicke, our

love

first

understands the

love

by Luther, Calvin, Beza,
to God; the third, repre-

sented by Zwingli, Bullinger, Bengel, Olshausen, interprets

mutua amicitia

as the

tian

— that love of

power.

The

first

et

God

conjunctlo between

which

to us

God and

in us also has

it

Chris-

the

become a

explanation has the aknOays against

it

the

;

never in St John a mere
"
has
the meaning of a quatruly,"
but
formula of affirmation,

'AXrjOm

second, the TerekelcoTai.

litative

adverb, which not merely expresses the actual existence

of a thing, but

manner most absolutely cor(Compare the Gosp., ch. xvii. 8 in the

existence in a

its

responding to aXrjBeia.
passage, ch.

;

;

vi. 55, aX'nOw'q is

our passage, to wit,
k.t.\.

is

forms the antithesis

it

but here, as in ch.

6, it is

i.

In

certainly a spurious reading.)
to -v^eucm?? earl

/cai,

not only said that the reality

does not correspond to the profession of having

known God,

but that those transgressors of the commandments also have
To both these aXrjOw?
not the substantial aXrjOeia in them.

forms a contrast

;

therefore to be regarded as not only a

is

it

formal affirmative assurance, but as defining the quality and
nature of the thing assured

But such an a\i]6w^ can be

of.

ex-

pressed only of an act which might possibly have been accomplished in a

manner

this account, it

was
can

a\r)6(o<;

we

not corresponding to d\i]0€ta.

cannot be said of the love of

perfected

assert the

:

that

is

God

self-understood.

— But

TeTeXetWat of our love to God.

not help us, to take refuge in the assertion that St

from "an

ideal standing-point;"

words, iv tovtw,

whereby
and who does

sign

it

etc.,

show

for he

is

Now, on

to us, that

it

neither

For it will
John speaks

(as the following

plainly) giving a thoroughly real

be known who stands in a state of grace,
Now, it cannot possibly be said of a Chrisword of God, that in him love to God has

may

not.

who keeps the
already " been perfected."

tian,

For TereKeLcorat denotes, not an attribute (which reXela iariv would have expressed), but an accomplished act.

Thus, then, the sense of the passage cannot be

this

:

He that keepeth God's commandments stands truly in a state
of perfected love to God," or, " The fulfilling of the command"

I

1
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ments bears witness
of

all

GOD

:

to a perfected love of

these difficulties

when we keep
and

parallelism between ver. 5

in

IS

LIGHT.

—

We get rid
God."
view the antithetical

What

ver. 4.

did the Gnostics

commandments of
God? That they had known God. This St John denies to
them in the words, ^evarrj^, k.t.\. What, then, will he attribute to those who keep the word of God? Manifestly this,
that in them that act of the having-hiown-God, which is at the
assert,

while they nevertheless kept not the

same time a having-been-hwion-of-God

— has been brought
of those who understood the
establishment
cum Deo —
God

—

that actual union with

Thus the

into effect.

interpretation

©eov of this conjunctio
of a mutual relation of love

arjamr) rod

of this

God and

between

is

This interpretation gives

viii. 3.)

propriate force to the

The former

(Olshausen refers very ap-

the Christian.

propriately to 1 Cor.

then suitable, because love

as a feeling or action of God, but as that

communio and
which,

societas

man having

and

spoken

;

since

of,

it is

So

also Terekelcorai

not our feeling of love towards

we behold

in the conduct of a

ing the commandments of God,

draw the inference, that

in

him

it is

tion of the rekeiovv
is,

man

is

;

Him

that he

if

the

meaning from that which

it

is

is

us.

keep-

And
his

God

thus that transla-

view incorrectly, gives
may be

—

word reXetovv had here a

different

elsewhere bears, but because the

no other than the full establishment
that mutual relation of love, or

perfecting of a relation

is

or confirmation of

And

it.

and

that relation of love with

which Beza, on

not as

no

God which

mettre en execution, establish, give effect to

rightly applied

is

perfectly

quite appropriate for us to

has been brought to a consummation.
that

now regarded

not

mutual condition of

but the mutual relation of love between

For, where

—

is

distinctive part, the akTjdws

longer a superfluous remark.
suitable

ap-

conjunctio, in the establishment of

own

his

its

as well as to the rerekelcoTai.

a\.rj66i<i,

fellowship of love, ivas, in fact, at the

moment

of the believing

surrender of the soul to Christ, closed and perfected; while, on
the other hand, the sentiment of love in us

is

never perfect,

but always admits of growth.

And

thus the further thought

strictly and contovtw ytvojaicofjiev, otl
iv avTu> io-/j,ev (already the third form in which the thought
that forms the practical aim of the whole section is expressed).
is

nectedly, to the conclusion of ver. 5

appended,
:

iv

1
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—

since
'Ev tovtw does not refer to the words " truly perfected,"
these words, as we have seen, do not contain allusion to the
sentiment of love in us, consequently do not contain any dis-

tinguishing mark,

— but to

o<? 8'

av

TTjpfj

avrov rbv \oyov.

By

we keep His commandments (and consequently experience the relation of love to God as one that is perfected in us),
we know (the further and greater truth) that we are in Him.
The being known of God, and the having known God, St John
lias more profoundly defined as a being loved of God and loving
Him and this is now again more profoundly defined as a being
in God, as the actual fulfilment of that word which our Lord
spoke, John xiv. 20, where He also, ver. 21, added the keeping
of the commandments as a mark or token. But, how the being
known and being loved of God involves an actual being in God,
is not difficult to understand, when we compare the passages
John xiv. 20 seq., xv. 4, xvii. 10 and 21 and 23. The Father
that

this,

;

is

and Christ

in Christ,

in

His people

are again in Christ (ch. xv. 4),

(ch. xvii. 23)

and with

Him

in

;

His people
God. Not

only does that light of the eternal aXr}0eia shine, judging, enlightening, and quickening, into them (on which the " being-

known " and
Son

of

"knowing" rest),
God, who is in them, God

them (John

the

but, through the incarnate

xiv.

and, consequently, they have on their

23)

;

also dwells substantially in

part their being in God, since they are received,

by His indwell-

ing, into the sphere of His specific saving presence (which

is

to

be distinguished from His creating omnipresence).

But St John

repeats in the sixth verse,

by a fourth and

turn given to the thought, his practical hortatory main

final

topic.

That

iv avrcp fjuivecv of

which our Lord had spoken in

the farewell discourses (John xiv. 23, in fiovnv iroielv according
to the sense

;

4 and 7 in the same words), and which is
1
elvai, cannot be con-

in ch. xv.

not essentially different from the iv avru>
ceived of without the
1

This

John

is

known and

consciously-accepted obligation

plain from a comparison of those passages.

in ver. G passes over

preservation of

it,

It is

not that St

from the entrance into a state of grace to the

as another object

;

as

if

the keeping of the

commandments

but the veptvetrth
This iriptKetruv is most certainly
xecdug fc.r.A^ the means of retaining it.
exhibited, not as the means for the maintenance of a state of grace, but as
an obligation (pQeitei) necessarily resulting from that state.

was

set forth as a sign of the entrance into that state,
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walking even as Christ also walked. He
Him, is bound to walk as Christ walked.
This is the point to which converges the hortatory warning
And with this the thought
against the Gnostic- Antinomian lie.
(o^ei'Xet,

debet) of

that saith he dwelleth in

formally returns, as to ver. 4, so to ch.

appears to be perfectly rounded

i.

6

;

and the

section

off.

To walk as Christ walked in this concrete view is conand most clearly exhibited what is meant by walking
in light (ch. i. 7)
and by keeping the commandments, ch. ii. 3.
For, in Christ the eternal Light itself has become flesh, and
the eternal Will of God has become a person. Christ is Himself
and walked in the light, not as in
the Light (John i. 5 and 9)
Christ is
a sphere out of Himself, but as in His own nature.
the incarnate accomplished Law of the Father in Plis person
and in His walk we see perfectly exhibited what the will of God
is.
He, then, who makes pretension to being and dwelling in
God, assumes the obligation so 1 to walk as Christ walked: mark
well, the obligation.
When St John is speaking of the marks
of a state of grace, he does not mention the walking as Christ
walked. For no Christian could say that of himself (comp. ch.
But
i. 8, 9), that his walk was like that of Christ —-sinless
the obligation to copy the example of Christ every true Christian
must for ever place before his eyes, in unweariable fidelity and
unweariable conflict with the old man. He who does not that,
has no right to call himself a Christian.
:

clusively

;

;

;

!

1

The

spurious.

same.

ovrco;

before

(Comp.

ch.

x.xi etvrog,
ii.

27,

iii.

in ver. 6,
3, iv. 17.)

is

wanting in A. and B., and is
But the sense is obviously the

PART THE SECOND.

THE RELATION OF THE READERS TO THE LIGHT, AS HAVING
ALREADY APPEARED AND NOW SHINING.
Ch.

The

verses which

ii.

7-29.

now immediately

follow, ch.

ii.

7-11, are

generally regarded by expositors as a kind of appendage to vers.
1-6.
The requirement that we should walk even as Christ

walked,

is

strictly denned by the comwhich St John lays down in vers.

regarded as being more

mandment

of brotherly love,

9-11, after he had previously shown, vers.

7, 8,

how

far this

commandment was an old one and yet new.
But the expositors who hold this view diverge so widely in
the particulars, and are in many points so utterly at a loss, that
this of itself should make us pause before we accept their interpretation.
If we look more narrowly into the text, keeping
primarily only vers. 7-11 in view, we encounter most formidable
obstacles to

its

reception.

For, in the

first

place,

it

must appear

strange, on the supposition that the Apostle speaks already in
vers. 7, 8 of the commandment of brotherly love, that he should

assume

his readers to

have understood his subtle meaning in

those verses, and to have interpreted

them of brotherly

without a word being said about that precept

till

ver. 9.

love

If his

readers read the Epistle from beginning to end, and not from

the end backwards to the beginning, they could not possibly, in
vers. 7, 8,

thoughts

;

have guessed that St John had brotherly love in his
and the words, " which thing is true," etc., in ver. 8,

could certainly give them no definite idea related to that subject.
But granted that St John might have purposed in this mysterious

way

to stimulate their attention to greater intensity, yet

there rises another difficulty that must

make

us pause.

The
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words of ver. 8, art i) a/corta, k.t.X., are generally supposed to be
a kind of subordinate observation, by which the words o iarcv
aXwOh, k.t.X., are to be explained or established while these
latter words themselves are again only an explanatory byethought
intended either to show how far the ivroXi] of brotherly
love might be called a " new " one, or to say that brotherly love,
Ver.
as well in Christ as in believers, finds its true realization.
9 is then regarded as the main proposition, around which all has
;

—

hitherto in reality revolved

:

this

it is

that sheds light

upon the

readers' perception of what evroXr) was referred to in

But now

declarations of the two preceding verses.

it

all

were

the
to be

expected that this evroXr) ivould occur in an independent form.
this, it presents itself in such a form as to be internally
dependent upon the (imaginary) bye-thought, on
cncorla,
" He that saith he is in the light, and hateth his brother,
k.t.X.

Instead of

-f]

is

in darkness until

now"

— thus means, that for him the

Trapdyerai, " the darkness

of ver. 9

is

ver. 8, on,

that ver. 8

is

past," avails not.

rj

a/cor ia

The sentiment

thereby placed in such dependence upon the words,
r)

is

o-Korla,

k.t.X., as to

make

it

at

once unimaginable

a subordinate, and ver. 9 the leading, thought.

If now, in the third place,

we examine more

carefully the

words of

relations of the thoughts in vers. 7, 8, the concluding

the eighth verse will be seen to be most decidedly the proper

meaning of the Apostle. He begins the
by declaring to his readers that he wrote no new commandment, but the old commandment which they had possessed
from the beginning. He then explains fully what the old commandment is it is (so he says) 6 A070? ov r/KovaaTe the word
which ye have heard. In these words he gives the substance of
centre of the whole

section

—

;

the TraXaia evroXr), not restricting
hibiting

it

as being generally the

it

to brotherly love,

but ex-

word which he had announced

to his readers concerning Christ.

Parallel with this introduc-

now

the declaration, ver. 8, that he
again writes to them a new evToXrj, " that which is true in Christ

tory explanation stands

and

in

you

shineth."

:

that the darkness

According

words, o aXnOes iariv,

is

past,

and the true light already
two verses, the

to the parallelism of the
k.t.X., oti, k.t.X.,

ought to contain an an-

nouncement of the substance or matter of the " new commandment." And, so regarded, how admirably all is harmonized
The old commandment was the A0709 announced to them from
!

;

1

the beginning

:

JOHN
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7-29.

the collective subject of this

A,(/yo<?

a/covcrdek St

John had comprehended in the word, " that God is light, etc.,"
in ch. i. 5 (where that word is defined also as " the message
thus in sense
which we heard from Him and declare unto you"
as " the word which ye have heard").
The new evroXrj is this

—

:

"that the darkness

is

and the true light now shineth."
describe the two ivroXal as identical

past,

St John utters no word to

but he says of the ivroXtf dealt with in ch. i. 5—11- 6, that it is
not a new one, but .one that had been declared to the readers

from the becnnnincr and then he announces that he is about
them another, a new ivroXtj. New it is, 1. as one
distinguished from the former
for the definite modification
now enters, that the eternal light was one already shining iv
avroj, inasmuch as in Christ the light had objectively risen on
the world and overcome the darkness
and iv v/jliv, inasmuch
as the light had also subjectively risen on the readers, and they
had subjectively passed from darkness to light. But not only
so, it is new, 2. in relation to the readers, because the consequences which are unfolded from it in vers. 9-25 are now for
the first time impressed in all their rigour, and in this manner,
upon the Ephesians.
;

to declare to

:

—

;

This simple, clear, and harmonious relation of the thought
would not have escaped so many expositors if they had not exposed themselves to error by a false notion of the word ivro\y.
They have mostly supposed that nothing but a requirement expressed formally as a commandment could be signified by that
word.
But when the Apostle himself specifies the " word
which ye have heard" as the matter and substance of the " old
commandment," he plainly enough shows in what sense he
would have the ivroXtf understood. For, to restrict this " word
which ye have heard" to the injunction of ver. 3 and ver. 6, is
no better than purely arbitrary. " The word which ye have

no other than what had been referred to, with the
same generality of expression, in ch. i. 5 as " the message which
ye have heard." It is the announcement that God is light;
and that announcement St John can term an ivro\rj, inasmuch
as it is not a mere doctrinal statement, but assumes the form and
aspect of a specific and direct moral-religious requirement (ch.
i. 6-10).
Similarly, the new announcement, that the darkness
is past, and the light already (as in the world, so also " in you")
heard"

is
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sJdneth, is not a

mere

theoretical doctrinal position, but assumes

the form and aspect of a direct evrdXrj to the readers, and there-

termed a " commandment."
The
is past, etc.," consequently run
parallel with the words of ch. i. 5, " that God is light," and contain the centre and leading thought of the new section
vers. 9
seq. being the same development of the individual practical inferences as takes place in vers. 6-10 of the first chapter, after
the fundamental position that God is light, ch. i. 5.
Even in
their very form vers. 9-11 of ch. ii. are perfectly parallel with
vers. 6, 7 of ch. i.
Thus, in vers. 9-11 it is shown how far
the proposition, "that the darkness is past, etc.," might be defore

is also,

and

in the

same

sense,

words, " that the darkness

:

fined as a "

And

commandment."

why it

no other than brotherly
inference from the
new ivroXrj, ver. 8. From the fact that God is in His eternal
nature light (ch. i. 5), it was evident that he who would abide
in fellowship with God must be, like Him, light, and not walk
it is

plain at the outset

is

love that is exhibited as the first practical

in darkness.

From

the fact that in Christ light

is

risen objec-

on the world, and, in consequence of that, a church is
formed of those in whom the light has also subjectively risen,
tively

it is

evident, that these last

must of necessity love one another

as brethren.

Hitherto,

we have

limited our observation to the passage,

we have concluded from a considermost abundantly confirmed when we
enlarge our circle of view, and include within its sweep the
whole section down to ver. 25. How difficult, nay impossible,
ch.

ii.

7-11.

But,

all

ation of these verses

do those expositors

commandment

that

is

who make

the Kaivr/ evroXr) of ver. 9 the

and brotherly love the subject
any kind
of internal connection, or orderly transition, between vers. 7-11
and vers. 12-25
The scarcely-begun section concerning
brotherly love abruptly comes to a stop in ver. 11.
St John
of brotherly love,

of the whole section, find

it

to discern or point out

!

passes with emphasis, in vers. 7, 8, to brotherly love as a "

commandment," but only
to quite different topics

to fly off

— not

from

it

new

again immediately

returning back to a proper ex-

commandment

till ch. iii. 11 seq.
Between
and 12 no connection is even sought a broad line of
demarcation is drawn in thought between the two verses, and

position of that
vers. 11

!

;

;

1

refuge

is
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the contrary, as soon as
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new

taken in the notion that a

without any point of connection

On

II.

sub-section

— here begins.

we

— though

discern the correct relation

and perceive that the clause, "because the
darkness is past, etc.," ver. 8, contains the theme of the new section, we become sensible of an exquisite harmony in the whole
train and sequence of thought.
Throughout, down to ver.
25, this is and must be acknowledged to be the predominant
fundamental thought that for the world objectively, and for the
readers subjectively) the light hath appeared, and the darkness
of ch.

ii.

8 to ch.

i.

5,

:

hath passed away.

A twofold practical consequence
this

of

it

fundamental position

whom

him, have

is

seen at once to flow from

one part of

it

positive,

and one part

First, the positive conclusion in vers. 9-11, that

negative.

he in

;

the light has arisen must love the others who,

already passed

from the darkness

the

to

like

light.

Secondly, a negative conclusion in vers. 12-25, which, however,
is

two requirements.

distributed again into

That

is,

the

main

thought, that the readers have already passed into the light,

They
at first in vers. 12-14 unfolded in a twofold direction
have known the Father and, They have overcome the wicked
one.
Therefore, because this is the case, St John can write to
them his Epistle therefore, because this is the case, he has been
is

:

;

;

able to write to

them

his Gospel.

It follows thence,

first,

that

they should not let their affection rest on the world (vers. 15-17)
and, secondly, that they should abide faithful to the doctrine

and avoid the (Cerinthian) gnosis as apostasy and antiHence, in vers. 9-11 is regulated
their positive deportment towards the church of light, and in vers.
15-25 their deportment towards that which is a/corta. Vers. 28,
29 form, as we shall see, the transition to the following section.
Thus the whole section regards the light as having historically
entered into the world.
The subject is no longer the light, as
received,

Christianity (vers. 18-27).

being the eternal nature of God, but the light in this relation, that
a community has been founded upon earth, through Christ, of those
icho are delivered

from

the darkness 7

ship with God, the eternal Light.
1

And

this

paves the

and have entered

into fellow-

1

way immediately

for the third section (ch.

iii.),

where the subject is the enmity of the darkness against these children
light, and the position of these in opposition to that enmity.

of
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After these general preliminary remarks,

let

us

now

pass to

the explanation of the individual clauses.

Ver.
is

7 seq.

With

the address dyaTrrjrot, Beloved (for this

the reading, according to the best testimonies, and not the

Text. Rec. aSe\<fiol), St

manner

to begin

new

John begins

the

new

section.

It

is

his

by addresses of

sections, or sub-sections,

which stimulate the minds of the readers to new
attention.
(With eh. ii. 1 compare cli. iii. 2 and 7, and 18 and
21, iv. 1 and 7 and 11.)
this kind,

Ouk

£vto\i)v Kaivrjv <ypafyio vfuv.

Here

rises a difficulty,

which has very much divided the interpretations of expositors.
Augustin, Bede, most of the Greek Fathers, Luther, Calvin,
Grotius, Bengel, De Wette, Neander, and others, refer the
idea of the ivroXij forwards to that which St John has it in
intention to say, ver. 9
"It is not a new commandment, but
the old which ye had from the beginning yet again, in a certain sense, a new one (what I now write to you) : He who saith
that he is in the light, and hateth his brother, is in darkness
even until now." Bat this view requires, after what has been
said above, scarcely any refutation.
Others, such as Zwingli,
:

;

Bullinger, Beza, Socinus, Piscator, Episcopius, Calovius, Liicke,

and Fritzsche, felt the unnaturalness of referring evrdXrj forwards to ver. 9, and therefore referred it backwards to ver. 6.
Accordingly, the Apostle is obviating the objection that he
introduces a new doctrine, when he exhorts to the walking
after the pattern of Christ. " When I exhort you to innocency
of life, and propose to you the holy example of the Son of
God, I set before you nothing new, but only that which ye have
had from the beginning of religion. That word, that is, that
preaching which ye have heard from the beginning through the
law and the prophets, is the same as that very precept which
we now set before you" (Bullinger). But, on this view also,
the limitation to ver. G results in a very great indistinctness of

No Jew

would ever have objected to the Apostles, that
life was a new one
and no Christian would have ever objected that the walking after Christ's
pattern was a new exhortation to obviate the first objection
was absolutely unnecessary to obviate the latter was at least
idea.

the exhortation to purity of

;

:

;

quite needless to Christian readers.

The

entire assumption of

1

JOHN

II.

an apologetical tendency in these words

is

therefore wide of the

what might appear
but simply indicate the

Kaivr] and iraXaid do not refer to

mark.
to
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Jews

or to Christians as

new

or old

;

announced from
and that which was

opposition between that which had been already

the beginning to the readers (ch.

i.

now

The

be

to

announced

himself explains by
stands

by the

r)v

as

new.

5 seq.),

idea of iraXaid St

Now

efyere air ap^i]?.

evroXf) the

commandment

John

he who under-

of brotherly love, and,

as the result of this, explains the old evrokrj as identical

with

the new, falls here into inextricable confusion and difficulties.
Calvin, Liicke,

De

Wette, Diisterdieck, and Huther refer air

apxfj? to the beginning of the Christian life in the readers
" From the time that ye have been Christians the command:

ment

of brotherly love has been announced to you, and so far
an old commandment. But it is also a new commandment;
that it is so, is proved to be true in Christ (inasmuch as He first
by word and example exhibited it), and in you (inasmuch as ye
first received it with the faith)."
But whence arises, according
to this explanation, the idea of the contrast between the nraXaui
and the /caivrj ? The commandment then would be old, in as
far as Christians had had it since their conversion,
new, in as
it is

—

far as they

had not had

it

their conversion}

till

But

this is

mere playing with the thought the terminus a quo would be
the same for the old as for the new
it would be as if one were
" You are already old, because you are already forty
to say
years old but you are still young, because you are only forty
:

;

:

;

1
Compare Diisterdieck, S. 206 " The whole pith of the Johannsean
oxymoron rests only upon this, that the reference, according to which the
If
same si/roX'/j is seen from the sciine standing-point a,nv olpffls, changes.
:

from

time of the readers, the
the readers had heard it
seems one which had been long known,
from the beginning as the essential commandment. On the other hand,
if from that position I look at the times before that beginning to the
this position I look out into the Christian

—

ivroKvt

same commandment necessarily appears as a new and essenbeginning as to the readers with that new commencement."
So Diisterdieck. But it is obvious that if the Apostle's reflection
had been directed backwards simply to the time beyond the conversion of
the readers
to the time when they were still heathens, he would not
have been able to define the period of their conversion by the absolute
readers, the

tially Christian law,

—

—

expression ««' dpxvsHe can use that expression only as he altogether
keeps out ofvieiv the pre-Christian time of their life.
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Nor would

years old."
Christ had

first

it

word and act" (Huther).
Ex.

A

glance at the Pentateuch

5) teaches the contrary.

xxiii. 4,

the ivToXr} of the
apyr)<$

be even objectively correct that
of brotherly love " by

commandment

given the

must refer

commandment

—i/'we

(e.g.,

must understand

of brotherly love, then

am

to the time before Christ.

But now arises the new difficulty, that the readers were
mainly heathen Christians, of whom it could not be said that
they already before their conversion, as heathens, had possessed
the commandments of the Pentateuch which refer to brotherly
love.
Those expositors who, like Liicke, refer ivTdXtf to ver. 6,
or generally to the requirement of innocentia vita?., understand
apxfjs of the times before Christ,

inasmuch

as already in the

Old Testament God had required the walking in His commandments, and in the Prophets even the walking according to the
type of the Messiah. But here the difficulty arises anew, that
St John wrote to heathen-Christian readers.
All becomes smooth when we admit that the old and new
commandments are not one and the same not the commandment of brotherly love ; when we accept the old ivroXi] as that
which St John in ver. 7 expressly terms the substance of the

—

7ra\aca evroXr), and, as

we have

which

already seen, no other than the

its kernel and comprehensive
5),
summary, the statement "that God is light;" and when we
understand by the new evroXr) that which St John in ver. 8
intends to connect with it as a new addition.
How far, then, can he call that the iraXaid, and this the

dyyeXla (ch.

i.

is

both in

" Not a new commandment write I
commandment which ye had from the
beginning.
The old commandment is the word which ye have
heard." 1 By the A0709 ov rj/covaare we must explain the ei^ere
am apvfjs. But the " word which ye have heard " is " that message (ch. i. 5) which we have heard from Him, and declare unto
you;" it is the communication which is summed up in the word
fcatvij,

commandment

?

unto you, but an old

is light, and drawn out into its consequences, ch. i. 6and which had been made known to Christians from the
beginning. These all were truths which the readers had known

that

ii.

God

6,

am

«/>%?}?,
1

that

The words

v)x,ovoa.Tt,

is,

from

the time

of their conversion

are decidedly, and

by general acknowledgment,

Chris-

to

di? dp%ys, standing in the Eec. Vers, after the

words

spurious.

Sv

;

1
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—

tianity.
But, while St John impresses upon them the old truth,
he finds occasion to impress upon them further a new evroX-q,

home

not yet brought

them (a new truth, immediately involving

to

The

in itself practical requirements).

same with the former, though
out of

It

it.

is

it is

the truth, that the

and the
and grows
darkness is past, and the light
latter is not one

identical with

it,

now shineth. Viewed as a dry doctrinal proposition, this truth
was not to the readers a novelty but St John understands by
;

the " cVto\?7,"
that truth so

on

7]

far as

cncorta, k.t.X., not a doctrinal proposition,
it

and

but

resolves itself into practical requirements

—

which spring out of it.
And, thus regarded, this truth is assuredly one that is new for
the readers.
It involves the new exhortations and warnings,
which for St John's time were specifically necessary, and which,
as something new, must now be unfolded
the warning, not U,
that truth with

in the requirements

:

forsake their

love

;

the exhortation, to hate the works of the

(Compare Ephesus, Rev.

Gnostics.

u

first

Ver. 8. The irdXiv
new commandment"

is,

by

all

as one

ii.

4

seq.)

the expositors

and

the

who regard

same with the "

the

old,"

and ungrammatically referred to the Kaivrjv, instead
" Again a new," and not, " Again I write."
According to the view of those expositors, St John meant to
" That one and the same commandment which I write as
say
an old one, I write also as again a neio one ;" but this is not what
he says, and even De Wette is frank enough to confess, " It
does not expressly say, Again I call it a new commandment
but the silent assumption makes this commandment the same
which had been spoken of before." Indeed the silent presupposition of De Wette, but not that of the Apostle
St John
rather distinguishes in the plainest manner between the two
evroXal, as it respects their substance. Concerning the nrakaui,
he had said in ver. 7, that it was o X0709 ov^Kovaare. On the
other hand, he gives the substance of the Kaivrj in these words,
" That which is true in Him and in you, 1 that the darkness is
passing, and the true light now shineth."
The words 6 iariv aknOes, k.t.X., furnish endless difficulties
incorrectly

of to the verb <ypa^>co

:

:

-

!

1

Cod.

A

reads

jj/b?*

;

B.C., CEcum.,

reading

is

other

quite irrelevant to the sense.

is

therefore better authenticated,

The
and others, vpTiv.
and must be held genuine.

latter

The
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to those expositors

them

who

two ivroXal, and understand
They, and not they alone, take the
k.t.X., as an appendage, which gives the
identify the

of brotherly love.

on

clause

o)

a/corta,

reason of the words 6 iarcv akrjdes, and accordingly translate
Then they
otl, not by " that," but by " for" or " because."
are under the necessity of finding in the words, " that which
true, etc.," such a
sition

with

thought as might find

Erasmus and

6 eaTiv

—

much

id

est,

at once, as

:

others,

etiam in vobis verum

unworthy of

better

The

strange and

who

hold the words
for a parenthesis, and translate " quod in

kolI ev v/xtv

verum

is

reason in the propo-

" because the darkness, etc."

otl,

arbitrary notion of

illo

its

And

refutation.

" quisquis verus

est,

that

is,

est,"

we may dismiss
Lange is not

that of

every true Christian,

Him

and with you." According to Socinus,
Flacius, Morus, De Wette, Lucke, and Neander, o is an appo" This evrokr) is also a new
sition latent in the preceding words
If, indeed, the preceding words have been falsely interone."
preted, " This same commandment I write unto you as one that
is again new" then certainly the judgment does lie in them,
" This commandment is a new one," and to this supposed latent
judgment in the preceding words the o is now made to refer
is

to be united with

:

"

as in apposition.

The

proposition, that the

(whether the commandment, ver.
is

new commandment,

a

is

commandment

or brotherly love, ver. 9)
a true proposition, and approves
6,

true in Christ and in you ;" that is, in Christ, inasmuch
as that commandment " did not already exist before Him, but

itself

He

first laid it

believers,

received

down by word and example," and

inasmuch
it

first

in

as

also " in

ye did not previously possess

and with your

faith" (Huther).

it,

you
but

For the

establishment of this interpretation, Huther appeals mainly to
the fact that akwOiys in St John denotes " constantly" the correctness of a " declaration." 1
That the direct contrary is the
is always in St John the actual realization of
a thing, or requirement, or idea, we have seen above upon ver. 5,

truth, that aXrjdr}^

where

forms the contrast to the words -^evar^ earlv,
ov/c eemv.
And so also it is an assertion
more bold than true, that the precept of brotherly love (or,
according to some, the rrjpelv to? eVroXa? rod ©eov !) " did not
teal

ah/qOSi^

ev tovtq)

1

rj

aX^Oeia

Huther incorrectly quotes Calvin

as holding this view.

1
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Somewhat more

exist before Christ."
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plausible

the second

is

by CEcumenius, Luther, Zwingli, and
many moderns, according to which o is not an appositional addition, but a relative clause, which refers to the subject of the
explanation, defended

The

fcaivr) evTo\i].

commandment

true matter of the

is

realized

and fulfilled in Christ and in the readers. But the objection
which Liicke urges against this, that it should in that case have
been r/ aXnOrjs icrnv, is not set aside by saying that it is not the
evroXr) as such, but the subject of it, which is a reality in Christ
and in Christians. For, " that which the ivroXtf enjoins," is no
other than the very ivToXrj

when

ized in Christ,

its

The

itself.

subject-matter

injunction itself

is

realized in

is

real-

Him. Plow

this o would be, is best seen in the forced paraphrase
which Diisterdieck has recourse in order to make it clear
" In writing to you this commandment, I demand of you a ivalk
in love, which is true in Him and in you,
true on that

unnatural
to

:

—

you

account, because already (even in

also) the darkness

passing away, and the true light already shineth."

The

is

best

must simply be supplied here. Nor can we perceive why
the more definite clause, " The life of love has become already a
of this

reality in Christ

more

and

in believers,"

indefinite clause,

"

was

to

The darkness

be established by the
is

and the true

past,

light already shineth."

As

soon as

we have thoroughly

the whole train of thought,

all

seized the true relations of

these difficulties vanish of them-

;"
because," but " that
"
and it introduces the matter of the
new commandment."
Even as the " old commandment" was no other than u the word

selves.

"On

is

not to be translated

which ye had heard," that
that
rj

God

is light,

so the "

and

light

the

now

the truth

on

6 &eb<; <£w9

new commandment"

a/corta Trapdyerat,, koX to

past,

is,

li

<£ct>9 ifirj (fialvei,

shineth."

The

is

eanv,

the clause

on

that the darkness is

little

relative sentence

with 6 does not depend upon the ivroXrj, but upon the following

which it bears the relation of a prefixed
" Again I write unto you a new ivroXr], that,

clause, on, k.t.X., to

apposition.

namely, which hath
ness

is

its

in act of 2?assing,

truth in

and

Him

and in you

:

that the dark-

the true light already shineth."

The

reference to the light as the eternal nature of God, was the

TrdXaia evro\?i

;

the reference to the relation of a victorious tt<rr~
light against darkness, vjhich had appeared in

fare commenced, of
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and upon

time

new commandment (which

earth, is the

in

the readers)

now

to

The darkness passeth away,

On

ing away.
1 Cor.

31

vii.

:

passing,

is

to

in the act of vanish-

is

the Midd. irapd'yeaOai compare ver.

17 and

which

latter St

7rapd<yea6ai, like irapd^ew (hut

John uses only concerning physical passing-by
ix. 1
comp. Matt. ix. 9 and 27), constitutes in
;

with the idea of eternal continuance

thesis

its

had not yet been exhibited
be written by St John.

practical hortatory significance

it

;

;

John

viii.

59,

the anti-

itself

thus marks

(as,

e.g.,

in ver. 17) the idea of transitoriness as a quality of nature.

But

in our passage

it

through the parallel

receives,

an emphatic Present meaning.

It

was something

that the darkness

is

rjhr/

intended to be

cpacvei,

said,

not

in its nature transitory, but

it was in the present time already in the act of yielding
and vanishing away. Parallel with this is the declaration that
the light already shines. God is in Himself eternal Light bxit
upon earth it was not yet light, because the darkness received
and admitted not the light of God into itself (compare John
i. 5).
But now it has become changed the light, and indeed
" the true light," the essential and real light, has already begun
To what extent ? That becomes plain in
to shine upon earth.
the member of the proposition which was placed first, o iarcv

that

;

:

The

okr/des, k.t.X.

proposition, that the light already shines,

has a twofold sphere, in which

is

it

a true one (that

is,

not a

and one which
Christ
for to Him, who was
the ev avraj must in its mean-

theoretical truth, but an actually realized truth,

approves

akrjOeia).

its

First in

in ver. 7 introduced with

ing be referred
nate Son, in
earth

1

— thus

;

since

whom

i.

it is

not

first in

Christ,

was

the Father, but the incar-

inasmuch

But, secondly,

as

He

which shone
it is

readers themselves (and also in
all

God

objectively that

78), the brightness of

of this world.

—

the light began historically to appear upon

festation in the flesh

(Luke

eicelvos,

all

also ev

it is whose manidvaroX^ eg v^ovs

in

upon the darkness

vfjulv,

in the

Ephesian

Christians then living, as in

who should ever read the Epistle)
who had apprehended Christ in penitent

true and living Christians,

since in every one
faith, the

night

is

subjectively past, the darkness

the true light already a shining reality.
1

;

Thus

Even under the erroneous assumption that the

refers to brotherly love,

most expositors explain

h

is

receding, and

the light which

clause S

\u-.iv*

ccvru of Christ.

x.t.a.,

1
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this world, also

makes those who

believe, themselves the children of light.

Tims

which St John

this is the new, to

now

will

turn the

thoughts of his readers, that at that point of time a crisis between
the light and the darkness had already begun upon earth, the

beginning and issuing-point of which was Christ's manifestation
in the flesh, but in which they, every one in his degree, must

have their own part. As a theoretical dogma, indeed, this, as
has been already remarked, was not absolutely a new thing to his
readers but, as an ivro\i], as a living truth which shaped itself
into practical injunctions and requirements, it was assuredly
new: as those requirements show, which are here unfolded,
For this exhortation to brotherly
vers. 9-25, from this eVroA,?;.
love, constructed as it is here, is one that does not belong to St
Paul's, or St Peter's, or St James' circle of doctrine, but is
;

—

quite specifically St
to that disciple

who

Johns
is

;

it

belongs, in this form, properly

represented by trustworthy tradition as

summed up in his veteran age his whole testament in
the words, " Little children, love one another."
And, in fact,

having

the warnings against the antichristian spirit of the Gnostics

would not have been possible

in

an

as a /caivr) ivro\i]

:

not that

they had never heard before
declared anything similar

;

it
;

was

Therefore

earlier period.

St John describes the proposition of ver.

8,

with

its

to the readers

consequences,

something that

not that St John had never orally

but because

it

bore in

itself

the speci-

Johanncean message which was certainly, in comparison
with that which the churches of Asia Minor had heard from St

fically

Paul in earlier decades {air apyr\<$), a new commandment. It
was the new precept which St John particularly was called to
append to the old message, and to develop from it its conseand which he now
although he may previously,
quences
when opportunity served, have developed them by word of mouth
first exhibited in its written scriptural concentration, and in

—

;

—

its full

testamentary force, for the whole of Christendom.

After

this positive exhibition of the

thought of ver.

8, it is

not necessary to enter polemically into the chaos of the various
interpretations of
1

its

several words.

1

Grotius, Hunnius, Calovius, Semler,

the Kapciyttou as a Perfect, and refer

it

and

others, incorrectly explain

indeed to the abolition of the law

K
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Vers. 9-11. Just

same way

in the

as in ch.

i.

ver. 6

was

here connected with ver. 8.
God was
There the proposition preceded, that " God is light"

connected with ver.

5,

ver. 9

is

the subjective, and light the predicative, idea,

—
— and the imme-

enjoyment of
must be confirmed by the
evidence of a participation in this predicate and essence. Here
in our passage the proposition comes first, that " the light already
shineth "
and it therefore
here to cfrm is the subject-idea,
diate consequence resulted, that to profess the

fellowship with God, the subject

—

—

who

follows that he

that

appropriates to himself this subject-matter,

he who saith that he

is,

by love

profession

to those

is

who

in the light,
are, equally

must confirm

his

with himself, in the

light.

In the proposition, to <£w?

rjhr]

fyaivei,

that already, liistorically upon earth, there

it is

tacitly declared

a sphere existing

is

within which the light has demonstrated

itself as an enliffhtenand life-bringing, and transforming power and therefore a
church of those in whom the fact 6Vt to 0<x>9 i]6r] (paivet has
become an a\.7]9es. Now he who says that he belongs to this
sphere and to this church, that lie in the historical present
stands, not on the side of the a/corta r) irapd'yerai,, but ev rat
(jxorl, must
and this follows as a most absolute necessity
approve his assertion to be true by doing actually that which he
speaks of; that is, by consummating his fellowship with the
members of this fellowship and this is no other than love.

ing,

;

—

;

With
him whom I hate, I do not stand in fellowship on the same side.
The members of this community of light are termed
For, the opposite of love

is

the opposite of fellowship.

" brethren," because they are collectively and individually be;
because they are " children of light," as

gotten of the light

Luther

The being begotten

says.

of the light

is,

however,

essentially nothing but the being begotten of the " incorruptible

seed" (1 Pet. i. 23) of the word and Spirit of God, in consequence of which we have God for our Father (Rom. i. 7 ; 1
Pet.

i.

17

;

1

John

v. 1),

and are His children

(1

John

iii.

1).

with its shadows
De Wette and others point to Eom. xiii. 12, where,
however, the nearness of the coming of Christ is the subject. Calvin, who
also makes the Present a Perfect in its meaning, one-sidedly understands
by the <rx.oricc the obscuration of saving knowledge but St John uses
axort'cc as a much broader and deeper idea than that, as is clear from ch. i. 6.
!

;

;
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He now that saith he is in the light, iv too (pari, that he is
on the side of that community which was founded by Christ,
and yet hateth those who, being also members of this community,
must be loved he that hateth these his brethren (thus denyino-

—

fellowship with
in the light

;

them

in fact),

rather he

—

him

of

not true that he

it is

is

apri, until note, in the darkness

is eit»?

;

he belongs, even to the present moment, to the opposite sphere.
The words e&>9 apri point undeniably back to ver. 8 it is here
;

manifest

how

the historical relation in time between the

kingdom
and the kingdom of darkness which
concurrently continues, forms the basis, from ver. 8 onwards, of
the whole of the individual thoughts which follow. It is the
question whether for him, who in ver. 9 is introduced as speaking, the 77 crKOTta 7rapd>yeTcu, k.t.\., has already become an akyOh.
of light

begun with

Christ,

tenth verse

is

The
chapter

:

analogous to the sixth verse of the

first

he adds the positive aspect of the thought to the

negative.
He that loveth his brother, abideth, or divelleth, in
the " light."
Here, as always in such cases, St John does not

content himself with laying
that which he

had previously

down the bare logical opposite of
laid down as a negative member

but he surpasses in his positive declaration the thought of the
preceding negation.

(As in

ch.

i.

7.)

He

brother, doth not as yet belong to the light at

that hateth his
all

;

he that lov-

eth his brother, not only demonstrates thereby that in

darkness

but

is

— what

and that he
still more
he

past,
is

—

is

him the

already actually in the light,

also abideth in the light.

The

means of strengthening
and confirming the new life from the communion of brotherly
love the new man derives plentiful invigoration and quickening
the fibres by which his religion roots itself more
for his faith
and more firmly in the fellowship of his brethren, nourish also
the growth of the new man in God. Thus, this verse is in
exquisite harmony with ch. i. 7 as its counterpart.
There it
was said, that if we walk in the light, fellowship with the
children of God would result here it is said, that the exhibition
exercise of brotherly love

is

of itself a

;

;

:

of this fellowship of love with the brethren retains us in the

fellowship of light, that

is,

of

God.

But, as the Apostle had in that passage added this further,
that the blood of Christ cleanseth

from

all

sin (not

from the

him who walketh

guilt of sin

;

in light

see above on ch.

i.

7),

—
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so here also

lie

appends the analogous

ev avra>

ecrriv

ov/c

—

reflection, koi <r/cdv8a\ov

no occasion of stumbling in him.
Liicke, Neander, De Wette, Olshau-

there is

Recent interpreters (to wit,
sen, Diisterdieck, Huther) follow Calvin, Luther, and Bengel,
in giving these words the meaning, u there is in him nothing
present which might lead him to fall ;" but this interpretation
not only misses a delicacy in the construction of the thought,

but
is

also does violence to the

true that aicavhaXov

E^£

;

which

is

but in every case
this

others, or

word

stands,

one in which a

grammatical use of the word.

the translation of the Heb.

It

and

it depends upon the connection in
whether it signify a snare laid for

man

falls himself.

in Ps. cxix. 165, concerning the righteous,
/ecu ov/c ecrriv

?iD'3E>

When

Pitibl?

Sv7

it

fitt

meaning naturally

avroiq crKavSaXov), the

is

said

(LXX.
is,

that

no snare, which should entrap them.
But in our passage we do not read avTols, but ev avrols, " there
is in them or about them no snare or offence."
To explain this
ev by allusion to Judith v. 1 (eOrjicav ev rols ireDiois crKcivSaXa)
is no more appropriate than to say at once with Grotius
ev
abundat.
No more can ev avrols stand, as Liicke suggests,
instead of ev rols 6(f>6a\/A0i<> avrwv
and all the less, because
the thought, that "in the eyes" of these Christians there would
be no stumbling-block, would after all say nothing more
to
wit, nothing more than this, that they subjectively should count
nothing as a snare.
And the ev cannot have the meaning
which Neander demands for it -with them, at their feet. Diisfor the righteous there

is

:

;

—

terdieck finds himself constrained to admit, that u in the expression ev avrqj, the thing itself has fallen into the customary

Biblical figurative language elsewhere

:

nothing should be in

the soul of those avrot which might become a snare to them."

But, even
cial

if

we

could understand and accept this

artifi-

explanation of the words, would even then the resulting

thought be a true one ?

Can

loves his brother, that there

is

this be said of one who simply
nothing any longer in him which

might bring him into a snare ? But Diisterdieck is obliged to
weaken away the explanation which has been so laboriously obtained, by the remark, that "the occasion of falling and stumblinois even in believers always existing ;" and on that account he
reduces the proposition, that in his soul there is no longer any
occasion of falling, to the proposition that he "

is

certainly

JOHN
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assured of the sanctifying blood of Christ, which ever more

and more removes whatever might be a aicavhakov.

And

thus Dusterdieck at

reach a goal, which

by leaving

to the

is

many

after

last,

much more

shifts,

seems to

simply and naturally reached

words (especially the

unforced signification.

n

XicavZaXov

is

iv) their

now and

obvious and

then used for the

BPjTIB and such other words, but it means generally
Testament offence, in a spiritual and moral sense

translation of

New

in the
!

(Matt. v. 29,
1

;

Luke

vi. 7)

so that

;

42, xxiv. 10, xxvi. 31

xviii. 6, 7, ix.

xvii. 1

;

it

Rom.

xiv. 13, xvi.

one gives offence

;

1 Cor.

i.

;

John
23

;

xvi.

2 Cor.

commonly denote the

does not

the same time the thing

17

itself,

that

is,

When

to another.

figure, but at
conduct through which
it is said that " there is

no offence in them," it means simply that there is nothing in
them by which they would give, offence to their brethren, or at
which their brethren might take offence. (So Bullinger interprets
Vita sua nemini est offendiculo.) St John intends to ex:

press the twofold sentiment,

first,

that he

who

loveth his brethren

confirms himself in the faith, and then that he gives no offence to
the brethren which might be a stumblingblock to their a abiding
in the light."
ch.

i.

Thus the

He who

7.

idea

is

perfectly parallel with that of

abideth in light, has

was said there)

(it

fel-

lowship with the brethren, and experiences the sanctifying power

Here

of the blood of Christ.

it

he who perfects the

says, that

fellowship of love with the brethren, abideth in light (this

the counterpart of the
others no offence (this
of ch.

i.

7

:

first
is

member

of ch.

i.

7),

and gives

the counterpart of the second

the sanctifying power of Christ

that he becomes a blessing

and a helper

is

to

is

to

member

shown in him,
others, and not a
so

stumblingblock to them).

In ver. 11 the thought of ver. 9 is repeated in a stronger
(just as in ch. i., ver. 10 repeated in a stronger manner
the thought of ch. i. 8).
He that hateth his brother is, first,
still in darkness
this is a repetition of what was said in ver. 9
he belongs still, in his inner nature, to the sphere and circle of
those who have yet no part in the light which through Christ

manner

—

has risen upon the world

:

;

he stands

tion of the children of light.

darkness; and here there

is

still

without the congrega-

But, secondly, he walks also in
reference made to the category

:
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introduced in ch.

6.

i.

1

brethren

It is said that hatred against the

bears the characteristic stamp of belonging to that course, and

tendency, and end of action which

is

pursued in the sphere of

away from God.

the sinful nature turned

Both

are true

first,

:

he that hateth the brother belongs not in his person to the kingdom and the community of light in the second place, his walk
pertains to that species of ireptirareiv which is in its characteristic quality opposed to the nature of God.
But a third, and a
fourth, thing follow. The third is, that he ovk olSev itov v7rdj€c.
This forms the antithesis to the /xevet iv r<*> (£&)Tt, but in an
intensified degree.
Nothing can be said in his case about
abiding in the light, since he is not yet in the light but not
even is there any reference to the question whether he might
not in the future attain to the light. " He knoweth not whither
he goeth."
(For the signification " whither" itov with {nrdyeiv
;

;

has here, as in John

33, xvi. 5,

xiii.

and elsewhere, often

e.g..

hence Luther, Bullinger, and others have rightly
translated quo.)
But we must not (with Luther) assign to it
the meaning that they know not that they are going to hell
this gives a definiteness to the words which they do not really
Matt.

iii.

possess.

20

;

The sentiment

is

the more general one, that they

still

are groping in the darkness, and, in spite of their proud " say-

ing that they are in the light," they have not even as yet known
the way by which they might attain to the light.
They do not
as yet see even so

and lovelessness

much

as to

A practical criterion,
to

who has
"For"

true

—

is

blinded their eyes."

the

that their hatred

sinful.

of the utmost possible importance, as

and genuine

this

make them know

ungodly and

is

faith

fourth

!

thing

— "the

We must not think

"figure" here (they walk in the darkness

darkness hath

(with Liicke) of any

blind)
but rj
Johannsean sense
that primitive archetypal darkness, of which physical darkness is only a faint symbol.
The power of darkness, opposed
to the nature of God (and which is self and death, as light is
(T/coTia is

—

1

the darkness in the

It is quite

wrong when Liicke

"figurative" expression, but thai
figurative" expression.

We

like the

;

full, substantial,

interprets Kipivot,tHv
iv

tj5

have, in ch.

i.

h

rfi

okotIx. as

a

aaoria as a "proper and un5,

seen that $&>;

is

in St

something more than what one is accustomed to call a "figure."
in both cases properly used, and so are thai and ntpi-xajuv.

John
<bas

is

1

love

and

life),
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hath made their eyes blind, so that they cannot

discern their sin to be sin.

For

this is the first influence of

and upon us (compare above on ch. i. 5 and 8, and
ii.
21), to make us discern and know the darkness existing
in us as darkness; the sin, selfishness, and lovelessness
the
"hatred" of God and the brethren
which ruleth in us, as
sin, and blackness, and darkness.
On the other hand, it is the
light in us

—

—

nature of that spiritual darkness so to oppress the eye with
blindness and fantasy, that that which
shall

who

is

a/corta, or darkness,

Thus, he
appear to be light.
(Comp. John ix. 41.)
with whatimagines that he may still hate his brother

ever subtle disguises his hatred
that this

may

be softened
be reconciled with the " being in

may

thereby only that the darkness

still

him ignorant and confused about

—
— and

thinks

shows
and makes

light,"

rules his soul,

the condition of his soul (ttov

about the character of his deeds.

virdyet), as also

Vers. 12-14. The thought which follows in the twelfth
your sins are forgiven you for His name's sake,"
bears precisely the same internal relation to the preceding
thoughts of vers. 9—11 which the second thought of ch. ii. 1
By the
bears to the first, or which ch. i. 9 bears to ch. i. 6, 7.
side of the requirement that we should not sin and walk in darkness (which requirement is contained in vers. 9-11, though
under a specific modification of form), we have here again the
announcement that we receive forgiveness for the sins which
we have committed (Neander). Thus, it will appear at once
from the matter of it, that ver. 12 begins a new group of ideas,
verse, " because

new

It assumes that character, also, in the
which is perfectly analogous with the address of
ver. 1, and of the same signification. That is to say, it is obvious
that the readers, if they read the Epistle from the beginning,
and not backwards from the end, could not have understood the

a

address

sub-section.
Te/cvla,

reKvla otherwise than in ver.

1, to wit, as

a

common

address to

the whole body, and not as a special address to those
in age or in religion

Thus a new
section,

which

in ver. 7

we

strictly

;

but

it is

a sub-

subordinate to the second section begun

to the theme laid down in ver. 8.
announcement of the forgiveness of

is,

find that the

who were

ones, or young.

sub-section begins with ver. 12

is

— that

little

And

so

sins ap-
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pears in this passage under a modification of form which perfectly corresponds with the

theme

laid

down

in ver. 8

— the

temporal relation of the readers to the temporally and historically
established

kingdom of the

light.

in the clause ore atyewvrai, k.t.X.,
First, the Perfect.

The Apostle

That is, there are two points
which strike our attention.
does not say, as in ver.

1,

any man should have offended against brotherly love,
this sin will be forgiven him;" or, "He has an Advocate,
through whom it may be forgiven him;" but he says, "Your
sins are forgiven you :" he refers to the already-effected entrance
" But

if

of the readers into the state of grace, to the fact that " the dark-

—

is past, and the true light now shineth
in you."
And
on that very account, secondly, he places the forgiveness of sins
in a different relation to the requirement, vers. 9-11, from that
which it bore above in ver. 1 to the requirement of ch. i. 6 seq.
There it was said, " We should not sin but if any man sin, we
have an Advocate." Here it is said, "Ye should love the
brethren this I write unto you, because your sins are forgiven

ness

;

;

you." l

That, namely, the otl does not supply the matter of the

is added as giving the reason of the act of writing,
and consequently is to be translated " because," and not "that,"
is undeniably evident from the analogy of the two following
verses.
(Compare Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Liicke, De Wette,
against Socinus, Bengel, Paulus, Neander, who translate on by
"that," and against Luther and Bullinger, who translate it in
ver. 12 by "that," and in vers. 13, 14, by "because."
See on
this last point below.)
Tpafyw has, accordingly, no expressed
object after it.
The subject-matter of the ypdcfxo is defined by
what precedes; here primarily by vers. 8-11. The proposition
that it " in you as in Christ is a truth, that the light already
shines," with the inferences and obligations deduced from it
in vers. 9-11
and especially the latter the Apostle can and
may write on the ground of the fact that the readers have
already received the forgiveness of sins, and are already found
in a state of grace.
It is, indeed, the forgiveness of sins which

jpac^ecv, but

—

—

disposes the heart to forgive the sins of others.

much

is

xviii. 33).
1

John

As
i.

it

12.

forgiven, loveth

But, although

He

to

whom

much (comp. Luke vii. 47 Matt,
we may regard the writing as having
;

respects the words lix to ouo u.x
t

cci/rov,

compare Olshausen on

;
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primary reference to what immediately precedes, we must not
it to that
St John writes, not as in ver. 1, ravra
but absolutely and generally, ypdcf)(o and we shall see

limit

:

;

vers.

13

seq. also the jpdcpa)

The

to all that he writes.

of

what

directly preceded,

and

ypdcfjco,

how

in

ejpayjra refer quite generally

readers must primarily have thought

and

forms as

this

were the transi-

it

tional link; but the thought contained in the <ypd(f>co assumes at

once a generalized character.

But to understand this aright, we must first of
view of the entire construction of vers. 12-14. As

all
it

take a
respects

the text, at the outset, the variations of reading are only inconsiderable,

and

in the third

critically of

member

The

no moment.

Text. Bee. reads

of the proposition, ver 13, ypdcjxo instead

is not supported by any other critical authority
A. B.C. read with one consent e<ypatya, and this alone is suit-

of eypaifra, but
for

able to the whole paragraph, since a triple eypatya corresponds

with the triple ypd^co.
teenth century the
the Vulgate the

first

first

In a single modern codex of the fourmember of ver. 13 is wanting, and in

member

14

of ver.

;

but these are to be

accounted for by the negligence of individual copyists or trans-

So the variation of Cod. B. in ver. 13 to air dpxfjs
instead of rov air dpyf)^ may be regarded as a mere error in
transcription ; especially as Cod. B. in ver. 14 reads rov arr
lators.

dpxfjs.

:

The

And now

text

is

critically certain, as

the address reicvia

the irarepes, then by one to the
the words ypdcfxa vp2v

on

iraihla

;

Tischendorf presents

;

it.

followed by an address to

veavio-/coi

are used.

correspond three other clauses

we have

is

To

;

and

all

three times

these three

members

where, instead of the

re/cvia,

followed again by irarepes and veavia/coi

;

We

have
already seen that the re/cvia, ver. 12, could not be understood
by any reader otherwise than in ver. 1 so the analogy of the
passages, ch. iii. 7, v. 21, shows that reKvla is a general address
but, instead of the triple <ypd<fxo, a triple eypatya.

;

to the collective body of the readers (the Greek Fathers, Calvin,
Luther, Beza, Calovius, Wolf, Lange, Morus, Bengel, Neander,

and does not denote a special class in
age (bodily or spiritual) by the side of the irarepes and veavio-koc.
But now, further, the third member of the second triad,
" I have written unto you, young men, because
and ye have
Diisterdieck, Huther),

—

overcome the wicked one,"

is

so entirely parallel,

and

in matter
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member

so similar, to the third

of the

first triad,

u I write unto
;"

you, young men, because ye have overcome the wicked one
and, especially, the second member of the second triad, " I

have written unto you, fathers, because ye have known Him
that is from the beginning," is so parallel and similar to the
second member of the first triad, " I write unto you, fathers,
that
because ye have known Him that is from the beginning,"

—

we must needs assume

members

two triads,
" I write unto you, reKvla" and " I have written unto you,
TraiZia" must also correspond with each other.
And so they
actually do as to their subject-matter for the having received
forgiveness cf sins, and the " having known the Father" are,
essentially, not very widely distinguished.
Nevertheless it is
premature and rash to regard (with De Wette, Olshausen, 1
that the

first

of the

;

Diisterdieck) iraihia also as a

age

collectively.

in ver. 18

:

see below),

ternal reason

why

common

address to

all classes

of

TJauhia never occurs in this sense (not even

and

the Apostle

must have had an

He

he thus changed the expressioii.

in-

repeats

and he would certainly have
he had wished the address to have
been again understood in its universality. But he has in ver.
13 passed over from the address to all his "children" to an address to particular classes of age.
He does not abandon that
idea any more, in order to return to the general address
but,
after he had made the transition from the universa //(/-applied
the irarepes and the veaviaicoi

repeated the reKvla too,

;

if

;

reicvia to the special classes of the fathers

and young men, he
and hence

continues in the discrimination of the classes of age
in the second triad
rcKvla,

he

sets

the address iratSla, which turns

special class of age.

And

;

over against the universal address,
this is

its

application to a

confirmed by the appended

clause, " because

ye have known the Father." For, although
having received forgiveness of sins is identical
in meaning with the having known God as the Father, yet St
John must have had a reason on account of which he does not
essentially the

1

Olshausen,

when he mentions

the opposite view, appends the marginal

"Eight in the main, but not to be carried out." And again he says
that sypot\p» was not used touching the 7rxi6i», but only ypx<p&>, because
" these had just begun their course, and St John had not written to them
before."
Thus, then, Olshausen must have understood by the Truilix the
note

little

:

ones in age.

;

I

II.
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and third member, repeat the same words,
some enlargement, but substitutes another

here, as in the second
either exactly or with

turn of thought.

JOHN

But

precisely for the age of childhood (whether

the physical or the spiritual) the state of grace does assume the
specific characteristic of a " having known the Father."
While
the forgiveness of sins in general characterizes Christians as
such, the Christianity of the child (as to bodily or spiritual

known

age) takes the specific form of a having

the Father

young man bears the character of
with the wicked one, and that of the old

as the Christianity of the

a victorious conflict

man
air

bears the character of having

The

dpyf]^.

this, that

man

known God

as

Him who

is

Christianity of the iraihtov reduces itself to

God

the child has

as a reconciled

Father

;

the old

knows God as One who was from the beginning
and from eternity, and Who has approved Himself in history as
in Christ

own

a whole, as also in his
the

young man stands

arrr a/3%%
and has as a Christian
as a settled matter already behind

specific experience, as 6

;

in the contest,

youth the victorious conflict
him.
Thus we must, with the great majority of expositors, take
iraihla, in contradistinction to refcvia, as an address to a specific
class of age.
Only we must not connect together the members,
ypdcpco vfilp Trarepes, k.t.X.,
rypdcfxi) iifilv veavicTKOi,, k.t.X.,

eypa-^ra vfiiv iraihla, k.t.X.,
as a triad,

1

to

which

triad, in fact, there

a dualism to correspond

form together a

triad,

Thus

this

the order

is

:

;

which corresponds

—

ypdcjxD.

=

all

to

the

first

triad.

Second Triad.

First Triad.

1. reicvia

would then be only

but the three members with eypa^jra

e<ypatya.

readers.

1.

Children (in age).

2.

Fathers.

2.

Fathers.

3.

Young men.

3.

Young men.

1
Many expositors who do so (Augustin, Calvin, Luther, Beza, Calovius,
Bengel, Neander, and others) were misled by this into preferring the reading ypxtpu vpiv Trtailiix. But we have already seen that that reading is

critically worthless.

this of

Probably

grouping the members.

it

owed

its

origin to such a false system as

!

;
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That St John

in the second triad does not advance

the children through the young

men

from

to the fathers, but springs

from the children to the fathers, and then returns back to the
young men, has its ground in the very construction of the first
triad.
But the beautiful contrast between the " ye have known
the Father" of the children, and the " ye have known Him
that

is

from the beginning" of the

the

triad leads over

first

triad, in

fathers,

And

into very suggestive prominence.

to the first

brought thereby

is

member

so the third

member

of

of the second

a very unforced and interesting manner.

But now there is another question to be answered, whether
St John had in view the stages of physical or of spiritual age. 1
The latter was the view of Clemens Alexandrinus, Grotius, and
a Lapide

;

the former

The view which

tors.

is

in the passages, 1 Cor.

14

;

but in

all

that of the great majority of exposi-

refers

it

age seeks

to spiritual

11, 12

xiii.

;

Heb.

13

v.

these places, not iraihlov, but

;

its

support

Eph.

vy^irto^, is

iv.

13,

used to

who had made only small advance in
and it is not probable that St John would have addressed newly converted adults by the endearing term irathia.
This expression, as also the tender " ye have known the Father"
designate the neophytes

the faith

;

suggests at once the idea of Christian children in physical age

and, analogously, the

veavLcricoi

fathers in physical age.

and

7rarepe<; of

young men and

Moreover, physical age involved (at

normal development, and as the rule) the corresponding
but not conversely.
Another question now rises, how the ore is to be interpreted.
The Greek Fathers, Socinus, Schott, Paulus, Neander, and
others, translate it by " that."
And Sander defends this trans-

least in

spiritual age

lation

—

by the

assertion, that

it

" certainly

is

not superfluous to

remind those who have obtained forgiveness that they possess
that forgiveness"

" because."

— referring

But such

to Liicke's reason for preferring

assertions

have no exegetical force.

That St John could have once more written

to the Christians

the well-known message concerning the forgiveness of sins,
indubitable from vers.
1

1, 2.

But with equal

Augustin's view, that the Apostle meant by

descriptions all Christians in
in that case called

quia fortes sunt

;

them

common,

is

all

and each

of the three

St John
young men,

manifestly a perversion.

children, quia haptismo renati sunt

fathers, quia Christum

is

certainty he might

patrem agnoscunt

;

;
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have given a reason for the exhortations of

vers.

stract possibilities lead to

no

definite conclusion

9-11 bv

All such ab-

referring to their received forgiveness of sins.
;

nor does the

assurance of Calvin and Diisterdieck, that the translation " because" yields " a better meaning." For neither of these exegetes has

shown how far the resulting meaning would then be a
All these were led rather by an indefinite feeling,

better one.

than by a clear insight.
But, decisive for the translation "because" is what follows.
If we translate " that," the clauses with on furnish the subIn this case, the members, " I
ject-matter of the <ypd$eiv.
write unto you, fathers, that ye have

known Him

that

is

from

the beginning," and " I have written unto you, fathers, that ye

have known Him that is from the beginning," are perfectly of
while the members, " I write unto you,
the same meaning
young men, etc.," and " I have written unto you, young men,
etc.," are, essentially at least, of the same meaning ; and consequentlv, the change from jpdcpco to eypatya sinks down to a mere
But if, on the other hand, we translate otc by
2?lay of loords.
;

" because," the clauses with ore only give the reason
Apostle writes

;

but the subject of the

<ypd<fieiv

is

why

the

another

and then remains the 2^>ossibilitg of assuming a reed disand eypayjra.
And this distinction must be accepted. That St John should
have so tamely repeated one and the same thought, with only a

matter,

tinction between ypd<fia>

change (not thoroughly harmonious with the thought itself) in
is an unreasonable assumption, which so troubled Calvin,
that he took refuge from it in the conjecture that the fourteenth
That was bold, but honourable it
verse might be spurious
was cutting the knot, but acknowledging at the same time that
it was therefore better than Lachmann's
a knot was there
supposition, that this meaningless change slipped from the
time,

!

;

;

Apostle as an unpractised author

Beza,

satisfies

himself that

and the same thing, that

<ypd<j>a)

is,

but, " while the Present

is

when they read

Diisterdieck,

following

eypa\jra refer both to one

to the writing of the Epistle as such

spoken from the standing-point of

the act of writing, the Aorist
readers

!

and

is

used as from the position of the

the previously written Epistle."

Ac-

cording to this, the subtle meaning of our passage would be as
follows : " I am at present engaged, young men, in writing to
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you an
but,

Epistle,

because ye have overcome the wicked one;

when ye read

these lines, I shall have already written this

ye have overcome the wicked one." But, we
cannot help asking, was there any rational reason why St John
should have first placed himself in the position of his present
writing, and then suddenly have transposed himself into the
time when the Epistle should be read ? Would the thoughts
which he wished to express to the readers gain anything in
Epistle, because

clearness

by

his placing himself in these

two different positions

Better than this would be the view of Neander,

—

who

?

thinks that

St John would express by the eypatya this
that it must remain, and be so, as I have written. But this requires the ore
to be translated " that ;" and, moreover, even then this strong
affirmation

but by b

would have been expressed, not by a simple Aorist,

yerypacfia, ttoKlv <ypdcpo)

pression of such a confirmation

vplv (comp. Gal.
is

i.

9)

;

the ex-

always effected by opposing

the Present to the Perfect, not the Aorist to the Present.

By far the majority of expositors have been wise enough to
admit a material distinction between the rypd(f>co and the e<ypa^a.
But they have not been so unanimous in seeking it where it is
According to Grotius, Calovius, De Wette,
be found.
Huther, and others, the eypatya should be referred to the pre-

to

vious part of the Epistle (or to ch. 1), while ypdcpco must be
referred to that which follows (or also to the whole Epistle).

But, between the preceding and the succeeding portion, or between the first part and the whole, there is absolutely no such
distinction and contrast of matter
and vers. 13, 14 do not
form any such boundary line between two materially different
parts of the Epistle, as to prevent the opposition between <ypd(jxo
and eypa-yfra from being, even on this supposition, a mere repeti;

What in the world could induce the
Apostle to say, " I have already written the preceding, because

tion or play of words.

ye have overcome the wicked one, etc. and I now go on to
ye have overcome the wicked one ?" Or, "I
write to you this Epistle, because ye have overcome the wicked
one ; I have already written to you the two previous pages,
because ye have overcome the wicked one
Still more forced
is the hypothesis of Kickli and Liicke.
It is, that the threefold
<ypdcfxo looks forward to the three exhortations, vers. 15-17,
;

1

write, because

V—

vers.

18-27, vers. 28-ch.

hi.

22

;

and that the threefold eypa-fa,

1
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on the contrary, looks backward to ch. i. 5-7, ch. i. 8-cli. ii. 2,
ch. ii. 3-11.
-But we have seen that in ch. ii. 3 there is not the
beginning even of a sub-section ; that in ch. i. 8 no section commences ; that, on the other hand, the starting-point of a main
part of the Epistle falls within ch.

ii.

The

3—11.

threefold

€jpatya cannot then possibly refer to three sections, which, in
fact, do not yet exist.
When we mention that Liicke makes
the Trinity the basis of his twice-three sections (ch.

urging love to
the Son

;

ch.

understand
rpd<fxo

ii.

why

God
28

the Father

;

ch.

seq., sanctification

this

and eypatya

to another previous

18

seq.,

by the

ii. 15 seq.
remaining in

Spirit

!),

we can

view has never found supporters.

—I

write,

point to two different acts of writing
refers to the letter in

ii.

hand

;

and I wrote
:

— must

needs

the present act of writing

the past act of writing must refer

document.

But

this does

not require us to

assume the existence of earlier and lost Epistles. What the
writer meant, was that Scripture to which he had most undeniably alluded in the introductory verses of this Epistle,
Gospel, which, at the time he wrote, lay before

him

as

viz., the

an already-

and as it were past, production.
Of this, and of no
would the readers themselves also think.
And now the whole passage receives a clear and living
meaning. The darkness is already in the act of passing the
light has through Christ already entered into the course of
human affairs as an historical power this thought (ver. 8)
forms the starting-point and the basis for this whole part of the
Epistle.
The first requirement, in which this idea took the form
of an evroXrj, was this (vers. 9-11), that he who professes himself subjectively to belong already to the community of the
light, must exhibit and approve this by love towards his companions in this kingdom of light. By the side of this requirement
finished,

other,

;

:

there

now

enters (according to the analogy of ver. 1) another

element, an element derived from the reassuring mercy of

God's message. The Apostle can lay down this injunction only
on the ground of this, that the readers have already been made
partakers of the forgiveness of sins.
But, coming to this, he
generalizes the idea.
Not only does he impose that requirement
on the ground that the readers already stood in a state of grace,
but he tells them generally all that the Epistle contains, only on
the ground of his assurance that in them it was a realized truth

—
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had passed, and the true

that the darkness

light shone

other words, that they already stood before

grace and forgiveness of
ypdcpco,

sins.

God

—

or, in

in a state of

Therefore he does not say ravra

but generally and unrestrictedly, <ypa$a> (by which, how-

ever, the specific

and primary reference

cluded, but contrariwise included

which governs

essential idea

all

to vers.

more

the

in ver. 12,

is

9-11

not ex-

is

The

obviously).

the

rj&Tj

hath

cfralvei,

The

already appeared, the Perfect a^ecovrac, are forgiven.
Apostle's business

is

the individual position of his readers in

relation to the historically-manifested salvation

;

— the

question

whether his readers are now actually already in the light. Only
as well
on the assumption that they are, can he write to them,
His
the requirement of vers. 9-11, as all else that he writes.
as adEpistle is not intended for the children of the world
dressed to people who still belong to the cncorla, it has no point
This thought then he dwells upon, and resolves it into
or aim.

—
;

a few special applications to special classes of age.
fathers of the community, to those

who were mature

To

the

in physical

in spiritual age, he writes, and to them he can write,
" because they have known Him that is from the beginning"

and

Jesus Christ,

who

the world. 1

ap%%

air

Father, light of light,

and

(ch.

i.

1

and 2) was with the

in the fulness of time appeared in

must be demanded of the aged,
and familiar with that eternity
But to the young men
in which He is whose nature is eternal.
he writes, and can write to them, because they " have overcome
comp. Matt. xiii. 19 and 38
the wicked one," that is, Satan
Eph. vi. 16
who, by means
seq.
1 John iii. 12, v. 18 seq.
of suggestions within, and powers of enticement from without,
labours to keep men fast bound in the slavery of sin and darkness, or to bring them again under it, if they have escaped.
For, it springs from the very nature of youth, that it has still
to contend, and to endure its own specifically hot temptations,
whether of the flesh and its lusts, or of the lie and its sophistries
for youth must ever be in conflicts, theoretical and practical.
To such young men as had endured this conflict, and conquered
in it, and who had thus fought their way to assured certainty
of faith and to a joyful consecration of heart to Christ
to

For

this it is that

that they be mature in knowledge,

—

;

;

—

:

—

1

In contradiction to ch.

the Father.

i.

1,

Grotius understood by

o

«5r

7

ctpxys,

God

1
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—

he writes his Epistle.
But not the
The Epistle was only a companion-document to
Therefore
the Gospel, as we have already seen on ch. i. 1 seq.
he extends and generalizes his position still further. "I have
such,

and only

to such,

Epistle alone.

written to you," he says, in easily-intelligible allusion to the

But now he

already-finished Gospel which lay under his eye.

turns to the

little

reason that he

may

ones, the iraihla, not only for the external
set three other

against the three preceding

corresponding members over

members

—

for the specific iraihia

does not precisely correspond to the general

when he

is

self that

this

re/cvict

— but because,

alluding to his Gospel-document, he bethinks himis

a precious and seasonable food even for the

youngest (while the Epistle was manifestly to be understood
only by the adults)
propriates

and, therefore, in his tender love, he ap-

;

what he had written

and primarily
the Father."

to the

little

— the Gospel,

to wit

children, because they "

But then he turns from the

little

dren, to the fathers (by natural transition

;

—

specially

have known

ones, the chil-

for obviously the

and
was applicable because, and only because, they had known Him that was
And so likewise to the young men he
from the beginning.
declares that his Gospel, like his Epistle, was written to them
only on the ground of this, that they " were strong (comp. Heb.
xi. 34
Matt. xii. 29), and the word of God remained or dwelt
He
in them, and they had overcome the wicked one, Satan."

fathers are the most direct

antithesis to the children),

declares that his Gospel, not less than his Epistle,

;

adds here to the victory already

won

in conversion, the habitual

— that invigoration and

conflicts,

renewed
which is

the absolute condition under which alone the living

word of

Christian la-yvporr}^ also,

strengthening °f the
salvation can abide in

new man

in daily

new

daily

man.

Vers. 15-17. To this condition, which St John has here
is appended immediately a further exhortation or
requirement.
In this requirement we have really only a resolution of the substance of the la-^ypo<i elvat into its component
parts.
At the same time, this exhortation assumes the form of
an independent train of reflection and of a separate sub-section,
just as every organic germ of a plant takes the form of an
mentioned,

independent branch.

And

thus this exhortation, although

it
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primarily grows out of that which was said to the
holds good not for

young men alone

(as

Bengel

young men,

says),

but for

every Christian.

As, in vers. 9-11, from the historical manifestation of the
upon earth, the positive requirement of love towards all

light

fellow-partakers in the light followed as an immediate conse-

quence, so here, from the mention of the internal conflict and
victory the requirement follows, that the Christian should

further show himself strong and victorious, that

renouncing that which

is

crKorla, the

/cocryu-09

is,

and

in

still

manfully

its i7u6vfiia<i.

and preemiwas already present in the
world (especially the heathen world), not yet under the full inThis side of the

crtcoTia is

nently prominent
fluence of Christ

it is

:

;

—

the (tkotlu as

common,

the

the Koa/ios as such,

here (vers. 15-17)

first

it

fleshly,

vain pursuits of this

life,

for /C007/09 denotes simply the sinful world,

not yet redeemed, as it is. Thereupon follows, in a particular
paragraph which is appended (vers. 18-25), the reference to the
a/coTia, as, in its opposition to the already manifested light, it
already assumes the form, and will again and yet more assume
it,

of anti-Christianity.

In ver. 15, therefore, the subject in question is, first of all,
But he that has laid hold on Christ has rethe k6(t[ios.
nounced this "world," and its sinful, God-forgetting courses.
He who will abide in Christ must, however, continually guard
himself, and take heed that love to the world do not anew find
For the world is not merely without us a
place in his heart.
residue of the worldly nature is, indeed, as the old man, still in
us in that the external world has a representative and deputy
Hence the solemn warning is ever and for all
to do its work.
" Love not the world, nor the things in the world."
needful
:

;

:

'O

the sinful world, the extra-Christian world, as such,

Kocr/xos is

as yet internally

of those

who

racteristic

1

are

untouched by Christ
still

— the mass and multitude

unregenerate, contemplated in their cha-

1
kind and impulses.

But ra rov

This conception of the xoafio; approves

koct/iov are all the

itself at

once,

when we have

rightly understood ver. 8 as the basis of the whole division of the Epistle.
The xoVjWo; stands in opposition to those who are addressed and characterized

12-14 it is thus the mass of those in whom the passing away of
the darkness and the shining of the light has not yet become an d'hrfiig.
Thus xoV/40f is the world ruined by Adam's fall, so far as it is still world,
in vers.

;

1

lusts, inclinations,

teristic quality

JOHN
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and pursuits of men which

in their charac-

As

correspond with that world.

/coa/nos

does not

designate the creature as such, but the ethical idea of the world

by the

of sinners as yet unpenetrated

light of Christ, that

the extra-Christian world, so also by ra ev

meant creaturely objects (such
themselves, or so far as they

rw

/coo-fto)

is,

are not

as gold, honour, etc.), either in

may become

objects of sinful lust,

(e.g., avarice, amLove not the world, nor the impulses

but kinds of sinful pursuit, or aim, or conduct
bition, pleasure, etc.).

"

and pursuits of the world,"
hortation.
itself,

— Ta

not only

is

the sense of the apostolical ex-

found not only

ev tu> koct/jlw are

among

in the /coo-fios

the multitude of those as yet strangers to

may be

found even in the sphere
something of the world
in them.
Ta iv rco Koafxcp include all that which in its nature
corresponds to the nature and pursuits of that koct/jlos, be it
found in whom it may. We should, 1. not love the world itself,
not directly cast our furtive regards at it and its ways ; but,
2. we must not make the individual kinds of worldly lust and
worldly spirit and pursuit, as they are in the world, and are
cultivated in it, the objects of our longing, loving, and pursuit.
How o /cocr/xo? and ra iv to> Kocr/Mp are distinguished, may be
most clearly seen in the example of those individuals and families
which hold in great abhorrence really worldly pleasures, dancing, etc., but within their rigid Christian circle tolerate ambition
and vanity and avarice, which have their genuine and fit place,
not in Christian circles, but ev ra Kocrfxcp, and hence belong to
rots ev ru> Koo-fMp, to the things which make the world's pursuits.
Strangely has the question been raised and replied to, how
this exhortation not to love the world is to be reconciled with
the declaration of St John, eh. iii. 16, that God so loved the
world as to give His only-begotten Son. The unity and perfect
harmony of the two passages is clear enough to every one who
(with such places as Horn. ix. 1-3 in his eye) remembers that we

a state of grace

;

but they

also

of Christians, because these have

and

still

bears Adam's sinful nature in

the kingdom of Christ.

Koapog

is

still

it,

and

not yet

is

transformed into

thus, here, neither the creation (Neander),

nor the major pars hominum (Grotius), nor the things by which the lust of
is excited (Luther), nor omne genus corruptelze (Calvin), nor original
sin (Schmid), nor the world of men as such (Dusterdieck), nor the antichristian world (Storr).
sense

:

1G4
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not only may, but that
iii.

16 speaks with

we

must, love that world of which

that love

which in us

is

For not only the idea

there mentioned.

of the ayairav (as

Dusterdieck thinks), but also that of the #007x09,
ferent in the two passages respectively.

John

analogous to the love

In

is

entirely dif-

that, the

ayawav

is

the merciful, holy love, which wills not the death of the sinner,

and which therefore loves the sinner
in spite of his sin
here, it is the unholy lusting which does not
which
aim to save the sinner's person, but to share his sin,
seeks not to deliver the sinner from his sin, but to place itself
in the slavery of sin, and which therefore loves the sinner on
account of his sin.
There (John iii. 16), 6 Koap,o<i is not (as
Beza says) the number of the elect alone but neither is #007x09
while

abhors the

it

sin,

;

—

;

in our passage the sinful world of
says).

Rather

mankind

is

#007x09 in

men

John

iii.

as such (as Dusterdieck

16 the fallen world of

as such, as being, viz., the object of the

Divine counsel

of redemption, and contemplated as capable of being redeemed
in our passage, on the other hand, #007x09 is (as is perfectly plain

from

from vers. 12-14) the sinful world of men,
forms a contrast to those who have already overcome

ver. 8, as also

so far as

it

and therefore it is the multitude of those who
any assignable moment still belong to the darkness. And
therefore the #007x09 comes under contemplation here in its
moral character and aspect, as opposed to the character of the
children of God.
In the second half of the verse, that which was laid down
in the first part as an exhortation takes the form of one of those
negative and exclusive sentences which we sc often meet with
in St John (ch. i. 6 and 8 and 10, ii. 4 and 9 and 11).
If any
man love the world, the love of God is not in him. Tov ©eov is
the reading of Codd. A.C., of the Coptic and the JEthiopic
Versions, of Cyril and others.
The reading of the Text. Rec,
and that which is commonly adopted, rod irarpo^, is found only
in Cod. B., the Vulgate, and a few of the Fathers.
Diisterthe wicked one

;

at

dieck gives the reading tov 7rarpo<; the preference, " because

it

seems absolutely necessary on account of ver. 16;" but that

how it came to pass that the copyists corrected
©eov into Trarpos. For certainly it is more probable that it
was thought necessary in ver. 15 to read 7rarpo<i, on account of
the harmony with ver. 16, than that a ©eov was inserted from
only explains

1
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the distant ver. 17 instead of the original jrarpos.

ment

The world

itself is clear.

far as

fore

is

(ch.

i.

it is

not

— The

senti-

the sinful world of men, so

not yet penetrated by the light in Christ, and thereitself light,

but rather in

5),

is

not yet analogous to the nature of
its

God

characteristics opposed to that nature.

Consequently, he who loves this world, and its God-opposed
nature, shows that the " love of God" does not dwell in him.
'

H dyaTrr}

rov Qeov denoted, in ver.

5,

neither one-sidedly the

God to
God and man.

love of the saved to God, nor one-sidedly the love of

the saved, but the mutual love-relation between

In our passage we

may

love, yet the contrast

indeed think of this relation of mutual
between the " loving God" and the "loving

the world" would constrain us to interpret

it

here preeminently

one aspect, the human side and therefore it is more
natural, with the majority of commentators, to understand by

of

its

;

1
the " love of God," in this connection, the love of men to God.
Ver. 16 connects itself, by means of an argumentative on,

with ver. 15.

In

16

ver.

it

is

extent the nature of the world

more
is

clearly illustrated to

what

contradictory to the nature of

God.
Ilav to ev tw

most expositors have seen, nothing
but a strengthened repetition of the preceding ra ev tw Koa/nw.
This last expression denoted, as we have seen, not the individual
external objects which exist in the created world, the creature
(as in Acts xvii. 24)
for it is not the creature that is here
described as #007x0?, nor individual objects and things, so far
but to. ev
as they are or may become objects of sinful desire
to) KGcrfMp must be understood of all that which has its place,
that is, in
as it respects its moral characteristics, in the world
mankind as not yet enlightened by the light of Christ, and still
wandering in unchecked sinful pursuits, and which therefore
/cocr/xo) is,

as

—

;

—

—

has not, or should not have, any place

among

Christians.

Thus

the expression denoted, not things, but kinds of deportment,

and thought, and endeavour, and action. And all this is meant
by irav to ev ra> Koafiw only that the Apostle here lays emphasis
upon this, that all things which in this sense find their place ev
are opposite to God.
to) k6(t/j,u>
all things without exception
For he is now about to reckon the individual species into which
;

—

—

1

It is

altogether wrong, with Luther

here to the love of

God

to Christians.

and Calov, to

refer this expression
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the generic idea,

to,

iv tQ>

koct/jLO), is

distributed.

— Thus,

first,

the

which ra iv ra> Koa^ico are the
actual creaturely objects of sinful lust, and irdv to iv tc3 Koo-firo
the internal moral nature of the world (Huther: the second

distinction vanishes, according to

here

is

correct, but the first incorrect).

And,

we

secondly,

are

not under the necessity of assuming (with Diisterdieck) a
" change from the notion of the objects of worldly lust into the
appositional notion of subjective lust itself"

— he referring both

the phrases to the creaturely objects of sinful lust.

Three individual kinds of

named by

sinful worldly

But how

the Apostle.

propension are

these three kinds are related

—

whether one includes the other, or whether the
whether the whole
one is a particular species of the other;
forms a systematic and perfect distribution, or the three are
to each other,

—

only isolated examples individually;

— how,

is

to

these points there

is

endless confusion

One main

reason of this

(especially in the

rally

finally,

each of the

be defined and characterized;

three conceptions

may

be the

domain of

— on

all

among the commentators.
gene-

fact, that expositors

practical-ascetic Bible-ex-

which has never failed to exert its influence upon
have been determined to find in our verse

planation,

scientific exegesis)

a distribution of sin generally, or of original sin ; while the
Apostle here has to do, not with sin as it is a power in the subjective inner

man, but with sin as it exhibits
and common life of

the external deportment

world,

—

in short, with the individual

itself objectively in

the children of the
departments of the world's

(Bullinger studium mundi.
So also Calvin, Grotius,
Wolf, Liicke, De Wette, Neander.) And this at once obviates
and sets aside the views of those who discern in the three members a progression and climax the lust of the flesh indicating
gross actual sins; the lust of the eye indicating and condemn-

pursuit.

:

:

ing the more subtle sin of the desire, the lustful contemplation
of the eye;
sin of the

and the pride of

life

similarly

condemning even the

thoughts of the heart (with which, however, the Gen.

rod /3toy cannot be

made very

well to harmonize).

who

Neander,

So

also

is

De

Wette,
Diisterdieck) take o-dp% in that general sense according to which
it forms the antithesis to to irvevfxa (as in John iii. 6
Rom.
excluded the theory of those

(as

;

viii.

Gal.

4-9), and
iii.

and every sin (even that of self-righteousness,
under the idea of the o-dpi;.

all

3) falls

:

JOHN

1

If

we

set out, as

II.

7-29.
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always the duty of the exegete to do,

it is

with the explanation of the individual words,

we

of the notions involved in the idea of

eTriOvfjiia

are distinguished

by the names

and hridv^ita

fjiwv,

eTridv/jbla Tr/$

aapico<;

member
connected with it. But

while aka'Cpvela enters as the third

having the Gen. rod

ftlov

members

by the uniform

are united

find that

two

tcov 6<pda\-

of the idea,

the three

all

and thus exhibited

real,

as

^Eiridvfiia denotes, etymologically, every longing

co-ordinate.

desire (Luke xxii. 15
Phil. i. 23
1 Thess. ii. 17)
but it is
commonly used in the specific sense of sinful inclinations
;

;

;

sometimes these sinful desires

are, as

described by eiriQv\xlai (thus in

John

it

regards their objects,

viii.

44,

Rom.

vii. 8,

Col.

accomplishing that for which

v. 16, etc.,

the fulfilling the lusts

we

sometimes the hndviJbiai denote the impulses them-

lust)

;

is

iii. 6
Tit. iii. 3 ; Rom. vi. 12
Accordingly, a twofold view of the Genitive

Tim.

selves (2

If

iTTiOvfiia

f)

;

crap/co?

is

18, etc.).

here possible.

denotes the impulse of desire as such, the Geni-

may

tive

Jude

;

be a Genitive of the object
then 97 einOvixla 7779
would be " the desire after the flesh," that is, for fleshly
;

enjoyment, and

would be the desire
So
Huther says " It is not the lust which is excited by looking,
but the lust which seeks its own gratification in looking, and
has its object in the satisfaction of the eye."
But this view
of the matter is in two ways erroneous.
For, first, although
rj

twv

eirtOvfjbla

after the eyes, that

is,

6<f>6a\fjL(bv

for the gratification of the eyes.

:

Ave

may admit

that the Genitive

-n}?

<rapic6s

may

assuredly

be taken as the Genitive of the object (crapf, however, elsewhere commonly denotes, not the fleshly after which man lusts,

but the flesh which
does occur after
yet,

on the other hand,

6(f)0aXfjLot in

and a Genitive of the object never

lusts,

iiriOvfAiai,
it

elsewhere in the
will

Testament),

a double tropical sense as "the satisfaction which

the beholding with the eyes secures."
itself at

New

appear too bold to accept oi
But, secondly,

John would

the outset improbable that St

it

here,

is

in

where

the objective forms and manifestations of the
mention the subjective excitement of the desires.
Hence we shall do better to take eiriBvpuia in the sense which

the subject

worldly

it

is

spirit,

bears in

John

viii.

44, etc.,

where

it

denotes the desire accordlusts, thus " the lusts."

man

ing to

its

Then

the Genitives are not Genitives of the object

matter, that after which

;

for the

;
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object of the lust cannot have the object of the lust as a Genitive after

They

it.

are then either Genitives of the subject,

or Genitives of the kind and relation.

(Genitives of the latter

found in Eph. iv. 22 and 2 Pet. ii. 10 connected with
iTTidv/jLLCu.)
Taking them in the former sense, rj i7u6v/j,ia rf/?
aap/cos would be the kind of lust which has its source in the
flesh, carnal and sensual desires
but 7) e'fnOvp.ia rcov 6<p6a\p.a)v
would be the kind of lust which springs from the eyes, that is,
from beholding. But how could we then keep the two asunder,
sort are

;

since in all sins of the flesh the external eye of the body, as also

the internal eye of the fantasy,

per fleshly impulse

x

itself ?

usually as active as the pro-

are'

In the

latter sense,

rj

e7TL0v/j,ia

rr^

would be that kind of desire or lust which has its existence in the domain of the cdp% but r\ liriQvpuia to>v o^OaXfioiv
that which finds place in the domain of the seeing?
Now adp%
crap/cos

;

may

not here, as has been already shown, be understood in the

broader sense, as the creature, or humanity, or mankind found

God; rather must

in a state of opposition to

the narrower sense in which
21,

iv. 1,

where by adp% and

species of sinful desire

that

is,

which

and vague,

eiudvfiia tt}? aaptcos

here that

is

preeminently directed to sensual,

rwv 6$>6a\pwv mean,

eTnOvfxla

The

tradistinction to this?
distinct

r;

is

it

iii.

(So Augustin, Bullinger, Grotius.)

sexual enjoyments.

But what does the

is

irvev[xa

And thus

spirit is designated.

be here used in
18 and 19 and
the antithesis of body and

occurs 1 Pet.

it

had not a plain stamp upon

if it

in con-

expression in itself would be in-

derived from the Old-Testament use of the phrase.

it

which

Luther,

Socinus, Grotius, Bengel, and others, have not incorrectly referred to such passages as Prov.
8, v.

10

pression

;

Luke xiv. 18, 19 and
to mean avarice, or lust

xxiii. 5, xxvii.

We must

too restricted.

De Wette

Liicke and

;

Eccles. iv.

Only this idea is
mind such other passages

of having.

also bear in

as Ps. xvii. 11, liv. 9, xci. 8, xcii. 12
1

20

therefore understood the ex-

;

;

Prov.

vi. 17, etc.

in fact identify Wi$vy.[<*.

rij?

axpx.6g

The eye
with WiQv-

ruv 6(pt)oi'Af&&>v. The former is the desires of the sensually- excited lust
the latter, " what the eyes see, and that by which the sensual lusts are

y.ict

excited."
2

sions,

Thus Olshausen seems

when he

have taken the meaning of the expres" fleshly, carnal enjoyment," and
on the contrary, of " dissipation through external or in-

explains

677. t. 6(p6ixXfiau,

ternal relations."

to

\ir. r.

aupx.6; of

— —
i

man looks

of the natural

but also sees

joiin

7-20.

ir.

1(39

at others' possessions with

own happiness in
The whole sphere of

complacency,

who

the calamity of one

its

is

an enemy.
the desires of selfishness, of
envy and of covetousness, of hatred and of revenge, is indicated
by €7TL0vfiia t6)v ocpdaXftwv. 1
-i]

And now

remains the akatpveia rov

Our

ftiov.

explanation

above gives us this advantage, that we are able to take the first
two Genitives in the same sense as the third, that is, as Genitives
'

and respect. Akatpveia rov (3iov is aka^oveia in the
(3io$, in the manner of life.
Bios, that is, means, first, the life
itself (= %oji], Septuagint, Job viii. 9, x. 20
Isa. liii. 8
comp.
1 Peter iv. 2)
secondly, the sustenance of life (Luke viii. 43,
of the kind

'

;

;

;

1 John iii. 17)
and, finally, also the conduct of life,
;
the direction, tendency, and manner of life (2 Tim. ii. 2 and 4 ;

xv. 12

Luke

;

viii.

Some expound

14).

of these meanings

ftlos

it

here according to the second

then being about equivalent to

7T/Vo£)to9,

and aka&veia rov fiiov, the magnificence of riches but
/3/o9 means only the provision needful for the sustenance of life,
and this can scarcely become the object or ground of vain
boasting.
Most expositors, however, are agreed in expounding
/3/o? according to the third of these meanings (direction and
manner of life), and that the dXafyveia of the clause is in the
regulation of life
it remains only that we define a little more
precisely the idea of the dXa^oveia itself.
'AXdfav is etymologically iv oky %<ov, a vagabond, or puffing mountebank hence
it is, according to Hesychius and Suidas, equivalent in meaning
riches,

;

:

:

to irXdvos, ^revSijs, iiirepi'^avos.

of

all,

people

who make

simple pride,

own

'A\a^oveia

superiority

;

(v/3pi<i),
;

own

one's

nor presumption of heart,

first

Thus

all

— which

but

it is

not

value and one's

own thoughts over

the selfishness which thinks lightly of

self

;

ground-

all others,

nor scorn

which tramples ruthlessly under foot all the claims of
nor arrogance,
eum qais nimium sibi aut verbis aut

factis assumit (Bengel)

God which

;

nor, finally, that presumption against

trusts in the possession of earthly goods.

that vanity, which in the eyes of others will
1

accordingly,

loud pretensions before others.

— the consciousness of

lessly exalts the personal I in one's

others

is,

the prating and boastful nature, referring to the kind of

make

But

it is

a great display,

Augustin and Neander arbitrarily refer it to the satisfaction of the
But this rather belongs to the d.'ha.'^viia. tov jiiov.

eye in sptctaculis.

—
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and which
even the
play.

is

Thus

upon the judgment of

therefore dependent

vilest

the lust

Wisd.

in

ttXovtos fxera akafyveias denotes

v. 8,

riches connected with the

other hand, in ch. xvii. 7

others,

of shining and making a boasting dis-

it

idle

has

vaunting of luxury (on the
original signification of loud

its

Mace. xv. 6). In Rom. i. 30 and
2 Tim. iii. 2, it is distinguished from virepiq^avla and also from
It is evident, theretfySp?, as something different from both.

boasting

;

and

so also

in 2

fore, that pride, in the sense of loftiness of spirit, does not cor-

respond to the idea of akatpveia

;

but that

denotes worldly luxury, so far as that

it is

a word which

connected with the

is

which is set upon surpassing others in magnificence of
and thinks the better of self in proportion as others are
excelled in dress, food, and expenditure of all kinds. 'AXa&vela
spirit

life,

rov filov does not signify pride of
life,

spirit, so

the desire to shine and outshine others.

much

as pride of

(So also in

classi-

Greek
compare Raphelius Polyb. S. 709). The idea of
luxury most perfectly answers to the expression.
Political
economy, indeed, from its position, understands by " luxury"
something that is allowable and profitable, since it subserves the
making of money and the interests of commerce but that is
cal

:

;

only so far as

that science

has an extra-Christian ground.

Morally viewed, " luxury" is not a vox media, but a word of
disapproval.
There are physical necessities of life, which even
the savage satisfies
cation of which

;

there are necessities of culture, the gratifi-

and permitted

but where the means
and are subservient to
the immoral purposes of vanity, and foolish ostentation, and the
desire to outshine others, luxury begins
and so does prodigality, where there is waste without any purpose at all.
But
the spirit which desires to shine before others in splendour of
dress, habitation, furniture, is a fundamental characteristic of
the unchristian course of this world
and we must not think,
because so many " Christians" of the present day have blunted
consciences in this respect, that St John has no word of condemnation for this unchristian disposition, which in truth is the
is

right

used to that end go beyond

;

this end,

;

;

wretched source of untold public as well as private
1

To provide

classics,

musical books, and the

the gratification of a necessitude of culture.

like, is

evil.

1

not luxury, but

To have them bound, not

merely decently and carefully, but magnificently

— for display on the table

—
1

JOHN

II.
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After we have learned to understand individually the three
kinds of worldly pursuit to which St
lusts of sensuality

;

John

gives a

name

— the

the passions of hatred and vengeance, envy

—

the questhe luxury of the economy of life
whether these are examples fortuitously selected, or
constitute a distribution which sums up all the manifestations
of the spirit of the course of this world in their several aspects,
and in their whole comprehensiveness. The latter is in itself
more probable and we should not be justified, unless indeed

and

selfishness

;

tion arises,

;

there could be found in the nature of things absolutely no

ground for the

in taking St John's words (with

distribution,

Calvin, Liicke, Neander, and others) as giving us a mere exemplification of the spirit of the world.

The

and comround

internal

plete principle of distribution, such as embraces the whole

of the course of this world,
to his

own

and

bodily nature

Man

near at hand.

lies

life

of sense

—

man

in relation

in his personal

and man in his relation to them,
and commerce with them,
these are the three aspects of the
subject, and a fourth added to these can hardly be imagined.
There is, in fact, no form of the manifestation of the extra- and
un-christian course of this world, which may not have its definite place assigned to it under one of these three heads.
Among the other principles of distribution which expositors
have discerned or invented, those necessarily fall to the ground
which rest upon an erroneous explanation of the three ideas
opposition to his fellow-men

—

individually considered

:

for example,

that,

of

Bengel,

who

supposes that the lust of the flesh refers to the sensus fruitivi,
taste

and feeling

(jativi, sight,

but the lust of the eye to the sensus investi-

;

hearing, and smell

ambition and pride of place.

—

is

luxury.

When

and aXa^oveia, finally, being
Equally inapplicable are the views

Lucullus ordered a dish of singing birds,

travagant prodigality.

means

end

Quite distinct from this

to

it

was ex-

All these ideas must take their character from the

relation of
itself.

;

an end

first,

and then from the character
is

of

the

the question as to the relation of

expenditure to the means at our disposal.
That which oversteps our
means, is morally blameworthy, but may not in itself be luxury or pro(For instance, more books may be bought than our income perfusion.
mits, though for an absolutely good end.)
So, on the other hand, our

may be regulated by our income, and yet there may be both
luxury and prodigality.
"So long as there is distress and want still in
the world, no Christian man has a right to live in luxury " (Gerstner).
expenditure

—
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those

and

who

think they find here a distribution of sin gene-

So

as such.

Diisterdieck)

who do

also

is

the

Ar

iew of those (Liicke and

not regard the three ideas as co-ordinated,

but think that the lust of the flesh includes the desire of the
eye as a more subtle form of

extreme climax.

Those,

itself,

finally,

and the pride of

who

think of

life as its

rjSoval, TrkovTos,

and TifjLi], as the main objects of sinful desire, coincide, indeed,
though not very exactly, with the three worldly vices named by
St John, so far as the lust of the flesh is a kind of (pi\vSovia,
and the <f)i\ap<yvpLa a kind of lust of the eyes, and the vanity
of luxury is at least connected with the desire of honour in the
sight of others.
But they are altogether wrong who imagine
that St John had in his vieiv any such combinations, here and
there occurring in profane writers, as liriBvpula
hot~r)<i, rj

rjSovrjs

(Philo ad Decal. Opp.

ii.

rj

rj

St John had no-

irXeove^ta, (ptXoBogia (Pythagoras, Clinias).

thing in his eye but the things themselves, and
to characterize the spirit of the

^prjfidrcov,

205), or of a^CX^oovta,

all

world according

he did was

to its three

fundamental tendencies. But these fundamental tendencies are
everywhere so marked, that even heathen writers could scarcely
1
fail to seize them.
We have now considered the subject of the proposition. All
that is in the world, that is, all those vicious tendencies and
sins which are in vogue in extra- and un-christian humanity
as well the sensual desires, as selfishness in avarice, and hatred,
1
Bede and a Lapide push the matter to the verge of caricature, when
they not only arrogate for St John the Pythagorean tripartite distribution of sin, but refer them to the three Persons in the Trinity (sensuality in
relation to the Father, lust of possession in relation to the Son, ambition in
relation to the Holy Spirit), and, moreover, place them in contrast with the

three vows of the cloister (chastity, poverty, obedience), and in parallel

with the threefold temptation of Christ. This last often reappears in ascetic
literature, but without any propriety.
Christ was not tempted to the
abstract sins of sensuous enjoyment (to which the satisfaction of hunger

does not belong), ambition, and pride of possession

;

but His temptation

coming mediatorial work.
The sin contemplated by Satan in the first temptation was not the satisfaction of hunger, but the application of His power of working miracles to
an end which lay beyond His Messianic vocation that in the second was
not the desire of honour, but the carnal method of collecting around Himself a Messianic body of adherents
that in the third was not the desire to
have possessions, but apostasy from the Father.
referred to the definite individual aspects of His

;

;

1

aiitl
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(luxury)

This

the world.

of

is

II.

"Eariv

pressed concerning that subject.

—

all this is

not of the

the predicate, which

is

is

ex-

denotes, not merely

e'/c

similarity of kind

and

relation of nature, but their origin, as in

21 and John

viii.

44.

ver.
is

not tautological, as

if

it

On
were

that very account the predicate
said,

" That which belongs to

the world, belongs to the world ;" nor

any mere

is it

repetition

of the sentiment of ver. 15, but a genuine establishment of the

ground of
by God
;

The world itself, in its substance, was
human race which is fallen into sin, and

that.

created

this

has not

yet yielded to the light from Christ, was, with

all its

creaturely

powers and capacities, and with all the relations (e.g., of family,
of civil community, and of the state) in which it lives, and with
all the possessions and natural objects in which it finds the
substratum of its life, and action, and enjoyment, created by
God. On the other hand, its pursuit and course, its desire for
sensual, fleshly enjoyment, its self-seeking thirst for self-enrichment and advantage over the neighbour, its perversion of
earthly possessions to purposes of vain ostentation, was not

increated in

Father of

it,

all

and does not come from God the Creator and

things (who on that account

good reason called

ircunqp),

but has

its

is

here, ver. 16,

with

origin in the sinful will

the course and pursuit of the koct/ios, of the
and un-christian world, is a product of the icoo-fios, and
{ hat of the Koafjios as it is opposed to God.
Therefore (ver. 15),
u the love of the world, and the things in the world," and " the
love of God," mutually exclude each other.
Now, as in ver. 16 the second half of ver. 15 has been
established upon its grounds, so in ver. 17 the exhortation in
of the creature

;

extra-

the

first

half of ver.

15 finds

further motive.

its

motive to our not loving the world

lies in this,

world cannot be reconciled with the love of
in this, that the

world with

be observed that

this

the side of the first

the reason of the

Kal
ryeo~6ai,

;

its lust is

second motive
it

God

first

and a second

;

jyassing away.
is

The

that love to the

But,

it

will

not placed externally by

grows internally and organically out of

first.

6 Koa/xo<i Trapayerai

:

this is essentially the

or passing away, which

we had

in ver. 8

;

same irapdbut here

it

appears under another point of view, and therefore with a modi-

fying difference.

That which

is

here said of the #007x09

is,

—
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when looked

at carefully, a

consequence of that which had been

The

there said concerning the aKorla.
is

now,

cr/corta

—

the darkness

away

at the present time, in the act of passing

true light already shineth

ment between

the great

:

;

—

the

therefore, or judg-

crisis,

and darkness has begun upon earth, and
can self-evidently end only with the victory of the light. Hence
it

light

appears manifest, at once, that the sphere of those

who stand

—

on the dark side,
that is, the k6o-/j,os, or world, in the sense of vers. 15-17,
cannot escape the destiny of one day vanishing, passing away,
and ceasing to be. There must come a time when this /cooyzo?
shall be no longer existent upon earth, and shall no longer
oppose and thwart the congregation of the light. And this
will enable us to perceive in what manner the sense of wapdyerao is modified here in ver. 17.
There, in ver. 7, it was said
on the side of the

in this conflict

cr/corta,

of the present time, that already now,

rjhn, in

the a-Korla was in the act of vanishing

cerning the

that

k6(t/jlo$,

it is

must one day pass away.

:

the time of St John,

here

involved in

Here, therefore, the

not express a present procedure as such (as

but a characteristic quality,
nature and necessity.

it is

The

declared con-

very natiwe that

its

irapd'yerat,

Meyer

it

does

maintains),

more

correctly, a distinction of

/coo-fAo? is

invested with the attribute

or,

of being under the necessity of passing, of having no eternal

continuance.
avTGv,

its

And

lusts of the eye,
its

with

it

comes

to

an end

course as described in ver. 15,

and pride of

life

—

all

its

also

?/

liriQvjxia

sensual lusts, and

that in which

it

found

happiness. 1

In opposition to

this, it is

expressed concerning him

who

eh top alwva. The subject,
"he that doeth the will of God," furnishes no difficulty: to
deXv/Jia tov Qeov is the simple opposite of that which was designated by " all that is in the world."
The course of the world
doeth the will of God, that he

is

ixevei

diametrically opposite to the will of

God

;

the perfect opposite

Here then it is plain, that iTridvplct denotes, not the excitement of the
but the desire in its matter. But it is not by any means necessary
to refer S7ri8v[s.ict. to the objects of the desire (money, etc.).
St John does
not say that these things have an end, but that the pursuit of the world has
an end. For, by the x.6opo; itself he understands, not the creation of God
embracing these tilings, but unchristian humanity, which has produced that
pursuit and spirit out of itself cornp. ver. 1G, "All that is in the world
is
1

desire,

:

of the world."

—

l

jonx

of the course of the world,

but

God

that

;

and pride of

—

to

;

that

Avit,

we deny ourselves

life
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we

consequently, that

we

love not the world,

sensuality, all selfish greed,

all

live

purely and chastely,

loving our brethren in self-denial and self-restraint, and

contenting ourselves with that which
bread,

—

is

therefore the will of God.

God, abideth eh rbv

is

humbly

necessary, our daily

He who

But what does

doeth this will of

mean ?

Not,
Father
abideth to all eternity :" it is not said of the love that it, but of
him that shows it, that he, abideth for ever. This \ievetv eh
rbv alcova cannot possibly, however, denote the mere naked
alcova,

as Diisterdieck perverts the sense, that

continuance without end: this, indeed,
attribute of the children of

God

;

this

"the love

is

to the

not a distinguishing

for does the Scripture any-

where teach the annihilation of the unbelieving and ungodly ?
But no more can we understand why De Wette substitutes for
the words, " abideth for ever," the unqualified words, " hath eternal life ;" since the idea of " life" is not in any way expressed,

and our words are used

in direct opposition to irapdyeraL.

continuance, in opposition to a passing away,

is

A

certainly meant,

but the kind of this continuance must needs be more closely
defined
and the words eh rbv alcova cannot possibly serve
;

merely

pend

to repeat the idea of the continuance thereof, or to ap-

to

it

the mere attribute of endlessness.

It

is

generally

a widely-spread but very great error of our exegesis, that the
Biblical alcov is made to refer so unconditionally to the metaphysical idea of " eternity," whether as endless duration, or as

extra-

and super-temporal.

He

concerning Christ, that

When
is

it is

and that

tov<; alcova^ rcov alcovcov (Ps. xc. 2, ciii.

kingdom

said concerning

He
17

;

God, or
eh

abides the same

Rev.

i.

18), or that

eh rovs alcova^ -rcov alcovcov
(Rev. xi. 15, xxii. 5; comp. xx. 10; Heb. xiii. 21), it is assuredly involved in the words that God is one who is above the
change of all times and .ZEons, and that Christ's kingdom is an
eternal and endlessly-continuing kingdom (because bounded by
no future .ZEon). But the simple eh rbv alcova cannot express
simply the same thing since the idea of endless continuance
does not lie in the word alcov as such. Alcov is always a definite
large period of the xvorld's history
thus we have frequently
mention made of alcov ovtos and alcov fxeWcov or ep^o/xe^o?
(Luke xvi. 8, xx. 34 2 Cor. iv. 4 Eph. ii. 2 compared with

the

of Christ will abide

;

:

;

;

;
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30; Eph. ii. 7); and so air alwvoq (Acts iii. 21;
32) means " from the beginning of tlie world ;" therefore, of the present .ZEon of the world, but not " from eternity."

John

It

is

xviii.

ix.

true that there

our passage

but

;

is

it is

not a fjueWovra connected with alwva in
obvious from the

fievei els

rov alwva of

any past .iEon nor the present .iEon is meant,
but the future, and the nearest future
the iEon which will
begin with the visible establishment of Christ's kingdom upon
earth in glory.
Thus apprehended, the words form a really
true and logically-correct antithesis to the words 6 /cooyxo? irapa<yerat.
The world the unchristian world which in opposition
to the Church of Christ in time still continues
must one day
pass, and all the pursuits in which it now finds its happiness,
its carnal lust, its lust of the eye, its luxury, will then have with
In this is involved that the individual members
it an end.
of the tcoo-fjLoi must behold the downfall of their party and all
their glory
but, on the contrary, he who doeth the will of God
will abide to the establishment of the kingdom of Christ, and it
1
will be his to see the victory of that kingdom.
itself,

that neither

;

—

—

—

;

In vers. 18-21 begins a new subdivision, which goes on
down to ver. 25. The exhortation to fly the pursuits of the extrachristian and unchristian " world" had been
closely connected with the address to the veavlcrfcoi.
Now follows a warning against all anticihristian aims, that is, against the
continuously

(TKoria, as

it is

not only a darkness yet untouched by the light,

and conscious antagonism to
opened by the address and appellation, T6Kvla.
This term of address has been thought by some
to furnish proof that iraiSia above in ver. 13 cannot denote a
specific class of age, that is, children
but that it has the same
meaning as reKvla in ver. 12, and is an address to the whole
Church. For, in our ver. 18
so they think
the Avhole community is most manifestly addressed. However, even in that case,
it is not absolutely necessary to explain the former verse by the
but as

it

has placed

the light.

itself in direct

This exhortation

is

;

—

1
Not " He abideth living vpon earth
kingdom of Christ :" this is not involved

—

until the establishment of the

in the ftsvsi.
But only this is
be a witness of this victory, and will stretch
forward his existence into that victorious kingdom. How
we are told in
the passages, 1 Thess. iv. 14-17
Rev. xx. 4, 5.

contained in

it,

that he

•will

—

;
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13 the change of expression may not be without
it would have been an unnatural harshness
not to repeat reicvia also with the irarepes and

latter; in ver.

purpose and aim
in the style

;

St John had intended to address the very same
The change in the expression, occurring in such close

veavLcr/coi, if

T€Kvca.

proximity to the repetition of the others, shows incontrovertibly
that there was also

some change

in the idea intended.

If this

be established, then our ircu&la in ver. 18 may be referred to
the same class of children in age which was denoted by iracBia
in ver. 13.

And

so far

addressed to children,

from

all

vers.

18-25 being unsuitable

that these verses contain yields

as
its

and subtle significance only when regarded as directed
young rising generation of the Church. That is to say,
while the antichristian element had already appeared in its
beginnings, its full unfolding is contemplated by St John as
future, and as to take place in a period when he should no
longer be able as a faithful pastor to defend the Church it is

living

to the

:

then quite natural that his provident foresight should take care
for the babes

and

little

ones especially (Bengel)

;

and hence he

seeks to excite the attention of those in particular, the spiritually

weak and

helpless, to the

precisely in such a
little

ones.

— he

coming danger, and, by a word of
And this he does

arm them against it.
manner as was adapted

fatherly warning, to

(When, further on

to the case of these

— addressing the whole Church

comes to speak again of the Antichrist, he speaks in a
He places himself and the Church as
he brings to their
rj/xeU over against the little ones addressed
mind (what every child might be able to understand) that
the false teachers who had been separated from the Church,
were externally separated only because they had not in their

very different manner.)

;

spirit

and nature belonged

to the Christian

community

;

finally,

he says (what was suitable expressly and only to children) that
he writes this to them as presupposing, not that the truth was
as yet unknown to them, but that they (although irathla) knew
for that the whole truth -was comprised in
the truth already,

—

the simple proposition, that Jesus

is

1
the Christ.

What

the

1 Sander
correctly remarks, that the specific prophecy touching the
Antichrist was not withheld from the children, even as St Paul, during the

few days

of his sojourn in Thessalonica,

communicated

it

to the newly-con-

verted Thessalonians.

*

M
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words of

21 should mean, as addressed to adults, or how

ver.

St John should say to adults, " I have not written to you, because ye have not known the truth," can scarcely be under-

Addressed to adults, this declaration would be altogether
Sander is quite right when he sees in the 7rai8la,

stood.

superfluous.

ver. 21, a

and the ovk e<ypa^a on,

ver. 18,

nection of thought which

member

analogous to the

is

of the con-

members

of vers.

12-14. 1

Tims we regard
and

nraiUa (with Bengel, Sander, Besser,

To them
is

De Wette,

Huther)

Diisterdieck,

as

age in the Church.
eayart] &pa iarlv (where the arti-

to the class of children in literal

an address
cle

this

others, against Llicke,

the Apostle cries

wanting, as

:

&pa

frequently with

is

it

alone,

Mark

e.g.,

and 33 Acts xxiii. 23 comp. Winer Gr. § 18). The
" last hour" must not (with (Ecumenius, Bullinger, Carpzov,
Rosenmiiller, and others) be softened down to the vague idea
xv. 25

;

;

The only

tempora periculosa.

of

whether the expression
logous, with "the last days"

question Avlrich

same import, or

of the

is

(Isa.

ii.

2

;

Mic.

iv. 1;

arises,

is

at least ana-

Acts

ii.

17

;

2 Tim. iii. 1 ;
3), or " varepol Kaipoi'' (1 Tim. iv. 1),
meaning here ; or whether it
dogmatical
takes
a
therefore
and
2 Pet.

must be referred

iii.

to the state of old

Against

death of St John.

age and the impending
view the concluding

this latter

up
was
The expression has therefore a dogma-

part of the verse most decisively speaks
of

many

antichrists,

by which

already the last hour.

it

it

:

should be

was the

known

rising

that

it

but now arises the question, What period is indiIn Isaiah, Micah, and Acts ii. 17, as also in 1 Pet.
i. 20, the Messianic age as such appears, in contradistinction to
the Old-Testament age, as tMOT nnn« ; similarly, in Heb. i. 2,
the subject is concerning the ea^arov rcov ^jjuepwv toutcov, in
tical

meaning

cated by

;

it ?

opposition to the old covenant.

evident that in 2 Pet.
1

But he

is

iii.

wrong when,

ver. 13 ypxtpcd iftlv

3, 1

third

coming

second.

Only

1,

2 Tim.

iii.

it is

1,

quite

the last

thus making ver. 12 a general sentence,

members
vers. 18 and

first

after in

closed in ver. 14.

the other hand,

iv.

in spite of external authorities, he reads in

7?u.ibiei\

ver. 13 containing the first triad,

second triad, the two

On
Tim.

Vers. 15-17

is

a

and ver. 14 with vers. 18 and 21 the
of which are contained in ver. 14, the
The thought begun in ver. 12 is
21.
first

practical deduction, vers. 18-25 a

this is right, that in ver.

21 a thought occurs which

analogous to that of vers. 12-14, and reminding of

it.

is

1
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times of the present temporal dispensation (World-iEon) are

meant,

— the

last

times before the coming of Christ, in opposition

when St Paul and St Peter wrote those predictions.
In our passage St John speaks of the layon) &pa as of one
but we cannot therefore conclude
already present (iarlv)
to the time

;

(with Calvin) that he uses the word, according to that

first

meaning, concerning the New-Testament age for, the token
that the ea^dnj &pa had already come, he derives, not from the
incarnation of Christ, but from the appearance of the " anti;

But, he cannot

christs."

mean

the final interval before the

when he wrote, had
and those commentators are

destruction of Jerusalem (Grotius), which,

undoubtedly already taken place

who

right

;

refer the icr^drT] copa to the final period preceding

of Christ. That St John, like the other Apostles,
expected the coming of Christ as nigh at hand, is a certain
fact ; but not a fact which requires any apology in regard to
the return

Concerning the time of the Lord's coming, nothing spehad been revealed to the Apostles the signature of those
decennia, in which the awful corruption of Gnosticism sud-

him.
cific

;

denly appeared in the heart of Christendom, justified them in
and the
expecting Christ's return in the immediate future
;

word
do

John xxi. 22, imperatively required them to
Lord had come to St John in the visions of the

of the Lord,

so, until

the

This particular coming first rendered it possible
understand the epypiiai of John xxi. 22, not of the objective
coming of Christ to judgment, but of His coming to St John
in vision
and that obliged him and all Christians, guided by

Apocalypse.
to

;

the revelations of the Apocalypse, to assume that between the
then-existing

sixth

Roman

universal empire (Rev. xvii. 10)

and the coming of Christ there must be interposed a seventh
universal empire, and that not till then would arise that eighth
But the Gospel and
one, the empire of the personal Antichrist.
our Epistle were written before the Apocalypse it is therefore
equally in order and propriety that St John should, like the
other Apostles, expect the coming of Christ as immediately
near just as it was quite in keeping that the Old-Testament
prophets contemplated together, and in one glorious future,
It would have
the incarnation of Christ and His final return.
:

;

been, not in

harmony

with, but contrary to, the order of the

Divine economy of revelation,

if

any prophet or any man of
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God had

attempted to anticipate or hasten the progression of

the Divine revelation by any subjective knowledge of his own.
the time in which St John wrote his Epistle, it would have
been possible only to a thoughtless child of the world to expect
the coming of Christ otherwise than as immediately near.
Kal /cadws rfKuvcrare, k.t.X. The words Kal vvv avrl^ptaroc,
the Kal, however,
ic.t.X., form the sequel to which tca6a><i refers

At

;

not being a copula, but meaning " even," and expressing the

agreement of the existing fact with the prophecy which they
(Calvin, Bengel, Liicke, Neander, Diisterdieck,
had heard.
Huther,

hold

etc.,

against Luther, who unnecessarily
" And as ye have heard that

this

assumes an anacoluthon here.)

is to come" {ep^erai, not like Luke xii. 40, where
the Present stands for the Future ekevcrerai, " will come ;" but

the Antichrist

like ch. iv. 3

Matt.

;

xi.

3

;

John xvi. 13

;

Rev.

i.

9,

where

in the

notion of the ep^eaOat itself the idea of futurity is contained,
" is to come,"
will one day appear), " so even now (in fact)

=

many

antichrists are come,

last hour."

prominence

many

By means

by which we know that it
John gives such

of this Kal St

is

the

strong-

between the present fact of the
which had appeared and the prophecy given
Antichrist, that many expositors have been mis-

to the consistency

antichrists

concerning

the

led into the supposition that St

2 Thess.

ii.

3,

John

did not, like St Paul,

expect one definite avQpwrros

that he understood

by

rrj<;

a^aprla^, but

6 avrl^picrTO^ a collective whole.

This

was the interpretation of all those old Protestant exegetes who
understood by " the Antichrist," not an individual, but the institution of the Papacy, and then all and every antichristian kind
generally and it is held also by Bengel, Lange, Besser, Huther,
and others. They appeal, but improperly, to 1 John iv. 3, where,
;

however, St John says only that

it is

to Trvev/xa tov avri^plo-rov

which already is at work in the world and, further, to 2 John
7, where the sentiment is perfectly analogous with 1 John iv. 3
and our present passage.
;

It

is

simply impossible that St John did not hold, or could

have doubted, a doctrine which is so plainly unfolded by the Prophet Daniel, and which was so definitely preached by the Apostle
Paul (2 Thess. ii. 5). St John refers to the doctrine which

was known to his readers (^Kovaare), just as St Paul does there
and the church to which these readers belonged was founded
;

1

by St Paul.

The
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known

doctrine which he assumes to be well

can therefore be no other than that which had
already been preached by St Paul but we cannot, of course,
admit, with John xvi. 13 before us, that St John convicts his
apostolical predecessor of error, and is correcting the views of the
to his readers

;

Ephesians

known

!

Simply because St John could presuppose

as well

the doctrine concerning the personal Antichrist,

it

was

not necessary for him to expatiate at length upon the distinction

between the'already-existing ttoXXoIs dvrt^piaroi<i, and the avriXpicTTos still to come, and expressly to say that those ttoWol
were only TrpoSpo/jbot and forerunners of the One. His object
here is not theoretical, but practical to impress most earnestly
upon the hearts of his readers the analogy and identity of nature
between the already-existing iroXkols and the One still to come
and to excite their attention to this, that it was not simply an
:

;

^«i-cllristian kind which manifested itself in the appearances
which they saw, but no other than the antichristian element
Hence Calvin, Lucke, De Wette, Neander, and others,
itself.
were right in assuming that St John did not intend to be
understood as meaning by ttoXKoIs avTi-xpio-Tois altogether the
same as he meant by 6 avrt^ptaro<;, but that he referred to

preparations and forerunners of the Antichrist (Calvin

loquendo

nondum

antichristus extabat, sed

arcanum

:

Proprie
suae

im-

clam moliebatur), laying the emphasis, however, not
upon this particular element of distinction, but only upon the
likeness of nature.
The element of distinction is in the 7roXkoi,
and the 6 hinted at, or rather taken for granted.
AvTiyjpivro<s is not (as Grotius thought) formed after the

pietatis

'

'

analogy of avri/3acn\ev<;, vice-king, avdviraros, proconsul, as
it

designated one

who

fore a pseudo-Christ.

there

is

if

himself in the place of Christ, thereFor, in the idea of " placed in the stead,"

set

not contained the element of an unjustified substitution
word avTifiaaikevs does not

in the place of another; as the

who unlawfully takes the place of the rightBut avTLXpiaTos is formed, rather, after the analogy
of avTL(pi\6<TO(f)o<;, opponent of philosophy, and avrtdeos, enemy
of God, and signifies an antichrist in the sense of " Christ's
enemy." The word avrlxpiaTos, etymologically considered,
does not involve the idea that this enemy of Christ will demonstrate his enmity by giving himself out to be the true Christ in
suggest a usurper
ful king.
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opposition to Jesus

that aspect of the matter

:

would have found

expression in the definition ^evSo-^pio-To^, as in Matt. xxiv. 24.
In fact, it is never taught in Scripture that that " Antichrist,"
or " Man of Sin," who immediately before the coming of Christ

its

urge his cause and

will

by His coming
xi. 4), will

will

set

up

kingdom, and of

his

make an end

(2 Thess.

8

ii.

whom
;

Jesus

comp.

Isa.

represent himself to be a ^plaTos, an anointed of

God, or the XpicrTos promised in the Old Testament, the Mesand Redeemer. The erroneous view, that the Antichrist
would give himself out to be a " Clirist" l owed its origin to the
confusion of the older Protestant expositors, who confounded
siah

the spotted beast of the

Roman

power, or " Babel," enduring

the half year -week from the ascension of Christ to His coming,

with the blood-red beast of the

week

The

— the

last half of the apocalyptic dayempire of superstition with that of open unbelief.

Revelation of St John, as also the passage, 2 Thess.

seq., teaches

enemy

The

us precisely the contrary.

ii.

1

Antichrist, the

of Christ, will place himself in the stead of God, will

have himself, though man, honoured as God, and tyrannically
put an end to all worship of God but especially he will accomplish God's judgments upon Babylonish pseudo-Christendom
(Rev. xvii. 16, xviii. 2), and make an end of it. His own kingdom, however, will bear upon it, not the semblance of a kingdom of Messiah, but the signature of the open and absolute
apostasy, of open and daring rebellion against God and His
;

Son (Rev.

And
in his

xix. 19).

of this tendency

own time

and

direction of thought St

the beginnings.

tendencies of the

lie,

The two

John saw

great fundamental

which afterwards exhibited themselves

formally in the course of Church-history, had already in the
apostolical time their pre-formations.

A

legal

Judaism had

been withstood by St Paul, and had received its death-wound
in the destruction of Jerusalem. Analogous to that is papistical
Judaism, that power of Babylon, which will receive its deathwound in the destruction of Babylon the great (Rev. xviii.).
But now, in the time of St John, the daring and essentially
So Grotius, who then understands by the ttoXXo?? Jewish pseudoSander includes in the dvrixpmTo; both ideas at once, that of
enmity to Christ, and that of pseudo- Christianity but this is out of the
1

Messiahs

!

;

question.

1
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heathenish Gnosticism had appeared within the Christian sphere,
and consequently as an apostasy. It has its antitype in that
power of infidelity and rebellion against all Divine and human
order which appeared just at the end of the eighteenth century
as a great power in human affairs, which in modern Pantheism
(well termed by J. P. Lange "homunculo-theism") created a
theory of religion for the educated, and in Materialism one for
the mass which will repeat its assaults upon all Divine and
ungodly historical rule, accomplish God's judgments upon Babylon, but be ineffectual to hurt the Church of Christ (Rev. vii.,
and xix. 7 seq.) which will establish the Christ-opposed tyrannical empire, and then be hurled into the abyss by the Lord's
;

;

final

coming.

Not
in

John discerned

erroneously, therefore, but rightly, St

the Gnostics of that time the beginnings of this

Christ-

development would be
checked and restrained for well-nigh two thousand years, was
opposed characteristic.

That

its

full

not as yet revealed to him, but was revealed afterwards in the
visions of the Apocalypse.

Hence he could

perceive, as

we

saw above, with perfect prophetical propriety, by the signs of
that it was the
the times then present, ore eayaTi) wpa eariv

—

last time.

In ver. 19 St John

utters expressly the reflection, perfectly

clear in itself, that those Gnostic false-teachers

who had

fallen

from the churches (who, according to ver. 22, denied that Jesus
was the Christ:
compare what was said in the Introduction con-

—

1
cerning the gnosis of Cerinthus), gave proof by their apostasy

company

that they had never truly belonged to "us," to the

For,

Christians.

if

they had been

e'f -r^Syv,

of

they would have

1

remained iied" rj/xcov. The Aorist i^rfkOav (for this unusual
form is the genuine reading, attested by A.B.C., and the variation e^r)\dov, on the other hand, is a mere correction) is a
second Aorist with the termination of the

first

Aorist (as in the

Septuagint, 1 Sam. x. 14 ecSafiev, 2 Sam. x. 14 e<pvyav, and

compare Matt. xxv. 36 Luke vii. 24 see Winer,
Concerning the Praeter-pluperfect without the augment,
and see Mark xv. 7, xvi. 9
fi6(jLevr)Kei<Tav, compare Winer, § 12

other places
§

;

:

;

13).

;

;

1

For, the ov ptpiv'/iKuexii shows that

exierunt.

i^deev

is,

not prodierunt, but
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Luke

vi.

The

48.

Xva depends

upon an

e^rjkOav or ov

fie/ievtj-

The aXkd

does not mean
" but/' in the sense of laying down the contrast, " they went
out, that," in opposition to the proposition, " they were not of
us :" it must be strictly connected with " they would have rekcl(tl

to

be supplied after the aXXa.

"

mained."
with us

;

Had

they been of us, they would have remained

but (they have not remained) that,"

here again, as in ch.

i.

not in

9,

its strict

not their design in going out which

is

etc.

telic

"Iva stands

sense

;

for

it is

mentioned, but only a

design which should be accomplished according to God's counijysis invitis, by their i^ep^eaOat.
In the proposition with
two ideas are mingled together 1. That they might become
manifest, that they were not of us ; and 2. that it might be
evident that not all (who were with us, /jueO' rj/ncov) were of us
(but only those who remained with us).
This little incorrectness of expression, or involution of meaning (which, indeed,
often occurs in and out of the New Testament), induced some
translators (the Syriac) and Fathers to omit iravres.
But the
very fact that it is there, tends to assure us of its genuineness.

sel,

Xva,

Ov

:

7rdvT6<i

we

are not justified in translating

nus did (" that none of them were of us").
required

On

on

Trdvres ov/c elaiv e£

this verse,

among

by

nulli, as

Soci-

This would have

r/fxayv.

and the other

others, Calvin, Beza,

predestinarian divines, found their argument, that true faith
inamissibilis, indefectible,

and that the man who

could not have had a true faith at

But they have no ground

for this.

all,

falls

but only

We

its

from

is

faith

semblance.

are not justified in

regarding this proposition, uttered by St John here with reference to definite individuals, as a universal law. St John does
not say

—

00-7-49 av
; or that whosoever shall fall from faith, can
never have had true faith at all. But he speaks of those who,

by the seduction and

sophistry of Gnosticism, had suffered them-

selves to be brought to apostasy.

decided and palpable

lie,

The being seduced

to this

could be possible only in the case of

those who, in their true character, had been previously averse

from Christianity, and strangers

to its influence.
Thus, we
who in our times have suffered
away by Ronge and Dowiat from the

might, for example, say of those

themselves to be led

Christian Church into strange and heretical sects, that they had
not been previously of us, otherwise they would have remained

1
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with us (and not have allowed themselves to be entangled by such
spirits of error).
But this certainly does not exclude the possibility that others,

ways "

make

who

stand

now in

a true faith, might in other

shipwreck of faith" (for instance, through letting

the good seed be choked by the foul growth of
lusts)

;

compare Heb.

4

vi.

seq.

1

;

Tim.

i.

bosom

sins

In vers. 20, 21, the Apostle, by means of

^et?, places

ical

who

the addressed iraihla in opposition to the avri-^picrroL^,

" were not of us," and therefore " went out from us
that those have the %piafia of the

and

19.

;"

and says

Holy One, and therefore
by wicked seducers.

suffer not themselves to be thus deceived

He

would not have been able to write to them, the Trcuhiots,
even his Gospel (in order to the faith that Jesus is the Christ,

John xx.

31),

if

they also had not already

known

irdvra (ver. 20),

21) ttjv akrjOeiav, that truth which is comprehended
in the one simple proposition (ver. 22), that Jesus is the Christ.
Thus, in these verses there is only a recurrence of the old statethat

is

ment

(ver.

of ver. 8, that

it

had become

the light already shines.

tensification

1

But

an akyOh,

that

recurs with a remarkable in-

even the iraihia already know irdvra,

to wit, that

;

in the readers

it

and that they, these little ones,
armed by this " anointing" against the most concentrated power of the lie, the antichristian power. This noble
elevation of the meaning is lost, with all its delicacy, if we take
because they have the

%pi<rfia,

are already

iraihla as, like re/cvca, a general address to all the readers in

common.
Kal vyu-et?,

says the Apostle,

and uses the

teal just in

the

sense of a simple copulative particle (Huther), but for the ap-

pendage of an

antithetical thought, as in ch.

i.

4,

ii.

evroXds, k.t.\.) and 9 (and also in the Gospel).

(icai tcls
is

cer-

Hebrew

style of thought and phrase, and so far
an (unintentional) Hebraism. But, we must not go so far as

tainly in the
is

4

This

to say, with Beza,

Wolf, and

translated " but," or that

it

De

Wette, that

this

Kal

stands here instead of

is

Be.

to be

The

Apostle places the antitheses one by the side of the other, withThe view of Calvin, Semler, and others, that St John as it were
had so anxiously warned them in ver. 18
seq. against the false teachers
he did it not under the supposition that
they were to be regarded as rudes ignarique.
1

apologizes in ver. 20 seq. that he
:

—

:
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out giving prominence to their antithetical relation
the Hebraism of the conception, but not in

this,

;

there

lies

that he pur-

make prominent that antithetical relation, and to that
end used the /cat instead of the customary 8e. " And ye have
anointing from the Holy One," says St John. Xpio-p.a, although
without the article, must not be translated " an anointing," since
posed to

neither several kinds nor several consecutive acts of anointing
are here presupposed as possible ; bat neither is it " the anoint-

and nowhere

ing," since ^pia/ma never can,

does, denote the act

Xpiafxa means (as in the Septuagint, Ex. xxix. 7,
and everywhere) anointing-oil ; it does not express the act of

of anointing.

anointing, but the material with which the anointing

is

effected,

and on that account the article is omitted from the expression.
" Ye have anointing from the Holy One." ""Aito does not depend upon yjpiapba (Carpzov says, Unguentmn a Christo comjyositum), but from e^ere, which therefore is equivalent in
meaning to accepistis (that is, unctione accepistis oleum
oleo
uncti estis).
The ay cos can be only Christ, and not the Holy
Ghost (who is the ^plafia itself, for which Olshausen rightly
appeals to Ps. xlv. 8 Heb. i. 9 Matt. xxv. 3 seq.) or the Father
this is evident from the antithetical relation between ^plcrfxa
and avTL%pi<TTO<;. It is undeniable that ^pt<r/j,a does form the

=

;

;

He who

opposite of avTi^pLaro^ (Bengel).

unction from the Holy One,

essentially related in nature to the

John

has received the

himself an anointed person, and

is

Anointed

tear

i^o^jv, the

34) ; such an one cannot
possibly be seduced to go over into the camp of those who are
XpicrTos (Acts x. 38

;

i.

33,

iii.

Anointed were, as we all know,
and prophets but it is not appropriate to assume
a special reference to any one of these offices (say the prophetic,
on account of the " knowing all things"). St John has not
enemies of the Anointed.

kings, priests,

;

here. to do with the individual offices of Christ, but with the

who are anointed from Christ and like
and those who are the enemies of the Anointed. The

contrast between those
Christ,

Traihta are

men

of

whom

the Apostle can say, "

things," not as the result of a special prophetic

Ye know

all

endowment, but

Holy
The deep and glorious meaning of this irdvra is weakened away by those who (like Bullinger, Luther, and others)
as the result of their general Christian anointing with the

Ghost.

restrict

it

to

omnia ad salutem

necessaria, or (like Calvin, Beza,

1
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Grotius, and others) " that which is necessary for distinguishing
between truth and the antichristian lie," or (with Wolf, Bengel,
and Neander) to both of these together.
Still worse is the
Syriac translation, " Ye know all these false teachers," and the
explanation of Schmid, " Ye have already heard from my lips
all that concerns these heretical teachers."
It is no other than
an oxymoron, when St John says of the little ones, the children
in the Church, that they " know alV
How he means this,
ver. 21 shows.
He who knows this one thing, that Jesus is the
Christ,

knows already

in that one thing all

distant height or depth of truth,

which

is

:

there

is

no most

not contained or in-

volved in that simple proposition for children's minds.

Vee. 21. "I have not written unto you, because ye have not
known the truth," that is, on the presumption that ye know it
not,
"but on the presumption that (= because) ye know it."
The clause may be grammatically resolved into two members
1. ovk ejpayjra v/xlv, on ovk otBare t?]V dXrjOeiav, 2. a\\ (eypaifra
vpuv) ore oihare avrrjv.
But the ovk before eypatya obviously is

—

—

:

not to be connected with the

which was

itself

because," etc.)

and

it is

;

but

this clause

written unto you"

latter, as if it

was the writing

be denied (" I have omitted writing to you,

to

it

belongs to the

which

—

that

is

is

little

clause on, k.t.X.,

the matter of negation.

sure

" I have

— "but not for the reason that

ye knew not the truth (even the Attics would have used the
In this, then, lies
Indicative here), but because ye know it."

—

implicitly the thought, that

known

if

they did not

know

or

had not

the " truth," he would not have been able to write unto

them, only because and as
This thought is, as has been
already remarked, quite analogous to the group of thoughts in
vers. 10-14. Nor does anything in this hinder us from regarding the Gospel-document as the object of the eypatya here again

them

;

or, that

far as they

he had written

knew

to

the "truth."

That Gospel was, indeed, written with
ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ"
(John xx. 31) St John had already in ver. 13 expressed the
and the warnfact, that he wrote it even for the Traihia also
the Christ
was
Jesus
ing against the liars who denied that
(as in

ver.

13

seq.).

this design, " that
;

;

must necessarily have brought to his thoughts afresh that writing and its design, giving him occasion to repeat what was said

—
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—

only in a modified manner, as now more strictly
The children already have received
by the context.
an anointing from Christ, and in that the pith and essence of
It was on
all truth, enabling them to know the lie to be a lie.
that very account, because they possessed this knowledge of the
truth, that St John could include them in the design for which

in ver. 13

defined

he wrote the Gospel.
St John terms that

rj

aXrjOeia

— but

aspect.

by the word irdvra
In ver. 20 he had

ling in

itself,

scribed

already

knew

which he had previously denow viewed under another

it is

down

laid

a simple statement, start-

had received the anointing,
21 he mentions " the truth" in

that they, because they
all things

;

in ver.

definite contrast to the " lie" of the false teachers.

This conmost plainly in the concluding words, koX on trav
This on is not strictly
yjr6v$o<; i/c t?) ? aXiqOela^ ov/c ian.
parallel (Neander's construction so represents it) with the on
twice before used, as if it depended also on the eypatya for, how
could the fact, that all lie is not of the truth, have been made a
motive for writing ?
Still less does our on form an antecedent
trast appears

1

;

to the question following in ver. 22.

But

the proposition

on

irav yjrevSos forms, together with the aAr/deiav, a second object

of the verb otSare.

every
first,

lie is

" Because ye

not of the truth."

know the truth, and know that
The iraihia already know both
:

the centre and kernel in which the truth

truth in
ligible to

it,

is

contained

;

every child, that

itself,

and

all

secondly, the proposition, self-intelall

that which

origin in the truth, cannot be derived

is lie

from the

cannot have

its

truth.

In vers. 22, 23, St John opposes to each other materially
lie and the truth, each of them in its simplest, and therefore
most complete and comprehensive formula. He writes here in

the

the perfect catechetical style, for children

;

but in the style of

which gives matter for pondering to the oldest
and most mature. There is no passage in all the Scriptures in
which, to the same extent as in this, the well-known adage finds
its application
A stream in which the infant may wade,
and the elephant may swim.
The centre and kernel of all truth lies in the clause, otc

perfect catechism,

—

:

'Itjo-ovs icrrLv 6

X/9K7T09

that Jesxis is the Christ.

To

lead his

readers to a clear perception of this truth, and so to confirm

1

their faith in

written

it,
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had been the design of the Gospel which he had

with the statement of this great truth, that Jesus

:

is the

fundamental theme hovers
before his thoughts still, while he is engaged in writing the
Epistle.
It hovers before him as the concentrated bulwark of
antithesis to the Gnostic lie
it necessarily hovered before him
already in vers. 13, 14, where he spoke of the fundamental presupposition on the ground of which he could write, as this Epistle,
so also his Gospel,
but that passage, vers. 13 seq., was not the
place for the more developed utterance of that great proposition.
But to that now tends the entire and full expansion of his
thought from the warning against the unchristian world and
Christ,

he closed that Gospel

this

;

;

—

:

nature (vers. 15-17) St John passes over to the Christ-op-

its

posed nature of Gnosticism

and now he can lay down the

;

central point of his Gospel, " that Jesus

is

the Christ," in

its

sharp and rigorous antithesis to the central point of Gnosticism,
" that Jesus is not the Christ."
(So Olshausen also.) In this
dogmatic antithesis to Gnosticism the second part of the Epistle
(ch.
it

ii.

7-29) finds

its

climax and goal

as the

;

in the ethical antithesis to Gnosticism (ch.

by the immorality of

their principle,

and

their

i.

first

10,

part found

ii.

For,

6).

fundamental pro-

positions, the Gnostics offended against the eternal nature of

God, who

is light (which was the theme of the first part, ch. i.
by their dogmatic denial of the identity between
Jesus and Christ, they blasphemed against the fact of the
manifestation of the light upon earth (which is the theme of

5)

but,

;

the second part, ch.

John here

8).

ii.

—

It

unspeakably glorious that St

is

gives the refutation, or rather the triumphant demoli-

tion, of this

dogmatical

lie,

not in the form of a dialectical ex-

form of a catechism adwas so frenzied and perverted,
frenzy and perversion might be made intelligible in few

position addressed to adults, but in the

That

dressed to children.
that

its

words to every
TY<?

ianv 6

lie

iraihlov.

^revarrj^, el

jxrj,

k.t.\., is

Who

with which St John begins.

"

denieth that Jesus

f

is

the Christ

the catechetical question
is

The

the

liar,

but he who

article before tyevarris

has misled some into the opinion that St John here introduces
the liar tear

e^o^t]v,

— that

is,

spoken in ver. 18 (rjKovaaTe ore

the Antichrist, of

whom

— ep^erat), — and from

he had

this

they

would infer that St John did not mean by " the Antichrist"

—

—
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any individual being, but a

But

:

tins is a total

in vers.

collective manifestation or nature.

misapprehension of the whole chain of thought

The

18-25.

design of the Apostle

is

not in these

what they must apprehend
by the Antichrist who should come but warningly to testify
to them that the 7roX\ot who were appearing in the present time,
who denied the identity of Jesus and Christ, were in their
character like the nature of the avTvyjaaro^ ep^ofievos, and
bore in themselves, in fact, the same nature. It had been said,
verses to instruct the readers as to

;

in ver. 21, that the children could already distinguish the truth

from the lie.
6eta and the

Resting on
i/reuSo?,

between the

this opposition

St John directs

now

aki]-

his question to the

This question cannot possibly
;
have the meaning, " What or who is understood by the Antichrist, who is to come ? " but this meaning alone: "On what side is then the lie?"
On whose side
is the lie, and on whose side the truth ?
Is not he the liar
(that is, he that standeth on the side of the lie), who denieth
that Jesus is the Christ ?
That is equivalent to saying, Is not
the denial of this identity the lie, the acknowledgment of it
the truth t
El /jlij here has not the signification which singles
out from a multiplicity of imaginable cases, or existing persons,
one individual (as if, for example, one should say,
tovtcov
children, ti? icrrtv 6 -^revaTr}^

in this connection

t<,'<?

no multiplicity in
the context but there are two dogmatical tendencies opposed
to each other, and the qttestion is, Which of the two belongs to
the lie?
el fir\ having simply and literally the sense of nisi,
which (of the two) is the liar? which, if
"but," or "if not,"
not he who denies the identity of Jesus and Christ ?
(Bengel
o vim habet ad abstractum, v. 21,
i. e., quis est illius mendacii
iarlv 6 fiaaikevs,

el

fir),

k.t.X.), for there is

;

—

reus ?)
For, as in the simple proposition, that Jesus
is

contained implicitly

all truth,

relations, so in the converse proposition, that

Christ,

1

is

implicitly contained all

to Christianity).

lie

Jesus

not the

to time exhibited themselves, held either

which word already contains in itself by
on (comp. Luke
an elegant Greek fcrm of speech. (Comp. "Winer, § G7.)

The pleonasm
is

in all its
is

(of every kind contrary

in dpvovpevoc:,

anticipation the negation which lies in the clause with
xx. 27),

the Christ,

All the lying tendencies of unbelief which

have even from time
1

is

and the whole truth

1

a Jesus who

is
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mere man, a model of

not the Christ (a

virtue, a

prophet, teacher, or pattern, and so forth), or a Christ who
not Jesus (a Christ-idea, to which the individual Jesus
fortuitously related,

and which

finds

true development, not

its

humanity).

in this individual Jesus, but in collective

mer

is

was only

The

for-

includes the Rationalist tendencies, which represent sin, in

the true Pelagian style, as a

infirmity on the outside of

little

may

be aided, by suitable instruction and
by the influence of good example, to shake off. The latter inthe man, which he

cludes the Pantheistic tendencies, which hold sin to be some-

thing which indeed penetrates the inmost nature of man, but

which was

bound up with that nature as a necessary
and therefore regard redemption as a

essentially

transition to the

good

;

necessary process of development, so that in
idea of redemption

that

is,

of development

man

—

as such the

realized

is

combine the two

as involving guilt before

sides of the

lie.

God was common

to

The
both

and

knew how

Cerinthus, master of heresy,

exhibited in fact.
skilfully to

—

denial of sin
sides.

Thus

on the one hand, there is an
Ebionite Jesus, who is a mere man
and, on the other, a supermundane .zEon Christ, who descended temporally into Jesus,
and wrought in Him, but in like manner may exert his energy
in every other man.
they play over into each other

:

;

St John adds

:

ovtos eariv 6 avTi^piaro<;,

6

apvov/xevos,

he thus says, concerning him who denieth that Jesus is
the Christ, that he is the antichrist, but manifestly not in order
k.t.X.

:

to teach
tity

who

is

the antichrist, but what the denial of that iden-

Certainly, the predicative idea

is.

1

has the article here,

and stands in the singular; but this form has its sanction,
and is pointed out, in the preceding 6 ^reva-rrjq. As it had
been the question, which of the two was the " liar" and which
1

'

The " predicative idea' we say cautiously
1

1

;

not forgetting that, accord-

ing to the grammatical construction of such a sentence as olrog

iartv 6

the Greeks always treated ovro$ as the grammatical predicate, even

,

when

is not said, concerning the o
who he is, and that it is this one,
but of the " this one" what he is. So in ch. iv. 5 it is not declared concerning the vixuv rov x.i<s[Mv that he is " this one" (this or that individual)
but, concerning him who believes, that he is an overcomer of
the world that is, that it is he to whom the predicate 6 i/txuv, *.t.a., belongs, therefore the predicate utxav is referred to him, declaring what

it

,

;

;

he

is.
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the " true," so here the question is again, which of the two is
And therethe " enemy of Christ," and which the Christian.
fore

we may simply

say, that 6 avTi^picrTo^ stands here in its

Quite analogous

purely appellative signification.
verse of the fourth chapter,

where

6 vlkcov

is

is

the fifth

not a dogmatically-

fixed term, but rather a purely appellative idea, like 6 avrlyjpi<jTo<$

in our text.

The words

6 apvovfievo^ rbv irarepa kclI rbv vlov are

attributive definition of the ovros

;

not an

but ovtos refers back to the

The words in ques6 apvovfievos on 'J^croO?, k.t.X.
on the contrary, an appositional appendage to 6 avrlXpio-ros and an appendage by means of which the thought is
The
carried further, a new declaration being introduced by it.
sense is precisely as if it was said, " And truly he denieth the
Father equally with the Son."
This new thought, that ivith the Son the Father also is denied,
preceding

tion are,

;

is

now

Tlov St John

developed in ver. 23.

calls

Christ here,

at the close of ver. 22, not because he would ascend from
the " representation " of His Messiahship to that of His eternal

and

Godhead, but simply because he would show how the denial of
Christ is also a denial of God the Father, and because he therefore must mention Christ by the term which specifies His relaBy the denial
tion to the Father, that is, by the term " Son."
of the Son, therefore, nothing assuredly is meant but the denial
" that Jesus is the Christ ;" that which in ver. 22 had been
treated of and unfolded, is in the brief word 6 apvovp.evo^ rbv
vlov shortly recapitulated, that Cerinthian gnosis being again

intended by the

latter.

1

had
In ver. 22 he heightens

Concerning

said, at the close of ver. 21, that

this

this apvovfievos, St

judgment

into the declaration that

that apvovfievos has not the Father.

heightening in ch.

i.

6,

and

ch.

in each instance there enters,

jective

lie,

the

judgment

i.

(Compare the

8 and 10, and ch.

by the

John

he denies also the Father.

ii.

4,

similar

where

side of the charge of sub-

of an objective non-possession.)

foolish explanations of Grotius, Socinus,

and

The

others, that irarepa

ovk e^eiv means veram opinionem or cognitionem de Deo non
1

This admission naturally involves no acceptance of the Socinian exegesis,

ground of the trifling assertion that the idea
synonymous with that of the Messiah, and goes no

which makes

this passage the

of the vio;

in itself

is

further than that.

1

habere,
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best commentators, Zwingli,

Calvin, Luther, Calovius, Bengel, and others, rightly perceive
that the

here signifies the most proper possession of the

e-)(etv

Nor

Father.

does

simply say that he

it

who

Son

denies the

has not the Father as a Father ; but there is no limitation
" he hath not the Father ;" he is not a partaker of God, and His
:

nature, and His fellowship.

The

internal ratio of both utterances

He who

denies that Jesus

is

coming-man. of the Son of God,

man

a mere

it is

the Christ, he

not hard to find.

who

denies the be-

— and on the one

side retains

Jesus, on the other, a mere docetic JEaO\\ or a

mere Christ-idea

— stands altogether without the

Christian life of faith,

and

sphere of the

upon the Christ-opposed

essentially

side.
Thence follows, first, that he theoretically denies also the
Father; that is, that his view and teaching concerning the
Father is nothing worth, but fundamentally false (as was most
strikingly seen in Cerinthus himself, in his doctrine that God
was not the Creator of the world, and had not given Himself to

be known by the world which the Deminrgus created, and therefore

was Himself

to

blame for the blindness and

sin of

men

and, as always did and always must inevitably result from
Gnostic, and from

analogous antichristian, systems),

all

;

all

— that

God in whom he believes is not the true God, but
an imaginary God and from this springs, secondly, that, as he

therefore the

;

know

means be
His nature. For, in order to be a
partaker of the nature of God, which is light, the first step of
all is to admit the penetration of the light which shows God to
be the Holy One, and a man's self to be the sinner. (Comp.
does not even

ch.

i.

with

of

But the second

5 seq.).

ciliation

the true God, he can by no

Him and

partaker of

God

step

is

to lay hold of the recon-

effected in Christ.

How

then can he

who

has not yet Christ, but rather denies Christ and the true nature

become a partaker of the Father ?
In opposition to this, the Apostle now says, "

of Christ, ever

fesseth the Son, hath also the Father."
clearly understood in the light of

the Apostle

is,

its

obviously, not that a

He

that con-

This utterance will be

The meaning of
mere external lip-acknow-

contrast.

ledgment of the Son, and of the doctrine connected with Him
(that Jesus is the Christ), is sufficient for the possessing the
Father nor must we, on the other hand, press into the 6fio\o;

N
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Bede) the ideas of the confessio cordis,
forms here the simple antithesis to

yelv (with

'OfjLoXoyeiv

oris, et operis.

apvelcrOat,

and

denotes the (internal as well as external) condition generally
of those who, in opposition to the fallen Gnostics, remain faithful

and

;

describes that contrast

it

those deny the

Him.
The

little

Son

by

this particular sign, that

(in the sense of ver. 22),

clause 6 6/jlo\ojwv, k.t.\.,

is

but these confess

altogether wanting

Rec, but its genuineness is sufficiently guaranThat rov vlov depends upon o/xoXoycov,
teed by A. B. and C.
and not (as in 2 John 9), together with koX tov 7rarepa, upon
is obe^et (in which case 6/no\o<ya)v would stand absolutely),
preceding
words,
to
which
these
form
the
antifrom
the
vious

in the Text.

—

thesis.

In vers. 24-27 the Apostle builds upon what had been
which had been heard
This
exhortation,
also,
beginning.
he addresses still to
the
from
the iraihta, spoken to since ver. 18, for he continues in the same
it is the rising generation which specially needs
tj/ueis as before
In
the exhortation to remain faithful to the doctrine received.
ver. 28 he first applies himself again, with the general address
briefly repeating for all the
TeKvia, to the whole Church
members of the community the exhortation which had been
said, the exhortation to abide in the doctrine

:

—

given to the

iraihiois.

he places emphatically first, as a vocative. That v/iels
having been separated from it by
does not belong to ^Kovaare
is clear, since the tjkovtrajection (Beza, Bengel, De Wette)
aare needed not such an emphatic lyzet ?. For, the distinction
'Tfxels

—

—

1

—

between those addressed and the false teachers
a distinction
emphasized by means of the v/xei?
did not consist in their
having heard, but in their remaining true to what they had
AVhile those have fallen away
St John would urge
heard.
or, if others still should fall away, ye must remain faithful.
'Tfjuels, therefore, in its meaning, belongs strictly to the injuncIt is not necessary to assume, as some do,
tion, cv vpZv pbeiverw.
an anacoluthon or a change in the construction, as if St John

—

—

—

had

originally

(pvXdrrere

stand

in.

;

meant

but

u/iet<?

to say,
is

vfiel<;

o rjKovaare air

ap^rfi, rovro

simply a vocative address, which

may

connection, not only with an actual imperative of the

;

1
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second person, but equally well with a third person
imperative,

if this

in

its

of the

meaning involves an exhortation directed

to those addressed.

" Let that which ye have heard air
to

—
is,

apx?!?

"

(in opposition

might say in the future)
that which
"
Christ"
is
the
" abide in you :" that
that
Jesus
truth
the
not with you (jrap vfilv). as Luther and Theophylact interpret;
false teachers

had

said, or

—

but St John would say that the doctrine received should abide
in them, as a

power of

life.

If this doctrine abideth in you, ye also abide in the
in the

Father

:

of this utterance
doctrine

is

The

thus continues the Apostle.
is,

in itself

Son and

internal ratio

in itself, also not difficult to discover.

This

had been before
him who maintains and preserves

no dead theory, but,

as

re-

it
marked, a power of life in
that man's faith is no mere adherence to a doctrinal proposition.
" In faith, man receives not a mere revelation concerning the life
which hath appeared in Christ, but that life itself as his own

personal possession

:

the believer enters into personal relations

and intercourse with the Son and the Father the Father giveth
Himself to him in the Son, John xvii. 23 " (Diisterdieck).
Ver. 25. As in ver. 17 St John had appended to the warn;

ing against worklliness, as a

first

motive, the ungodliness of the

course of the world, and, as a second motive, the transitoriness of
the world and

all its

pursuits

;

so,

analogously, he appends here

to the exhortation to hold faithfully the doctrine received, as a
first

motive, the proposition, ver. 24, that this doctrine leads to

fellowship with God, and as a second motive, ver. 25, the glory

which

is

promised to

all

who

abide faithful.

Hence, we need

not supply any thought between ver. 24 and ver. 25, to make
up the connection ; the connection already exists, though it is,

an internal connection, involved in the thing itself,
and not stamped upon the external arrangement of the chain
(Even Diisterdieck supplies an artificial connecof thought.
tion, when he says that the possession of life in God is something
This reflecalready present, and yet again an object of hope.
which, from the analogy
tion is true, but it is alien to the text

as in ver. 17,

;

of the order and relation of thought traced

wrong

by us

in ver. 17,

avrn (with
OEcumenius, Sander, and others) as pointing backwards in its

needs no such link.)

meaning ("

And

this,

It

that

is

quite

we should

to take

abide in the

Son and

in
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the promise which He hath given us ")
for in
words rr/v £&)?/f alcavtov would stand disconnected
and lost and, even if they are regarded as an apposition to the
subject-idea supposed to be found in the avrr), that is, to the
idea to fieveiv iv to via), k.t.\., the attraction and the accusative
would still be intolerable. Avrrj points rather (as all the best
" And this is the promise which
expositors have felt) forwards
He Himself (avTos) hath given us eternal life." The accusa-

the Father,

is

;

this case the
;

:

—

tive T7]v ^wrjv

conceived

"

:

is

And

hath promised us

John

now

The

easily explained.

this

(what follows)

— He hath promised us

proposition

is

thus

He

the promise, which

is

eternal life."

Compare

40 and 54.
26 St John formally closes the exhortation given to
the Trcuhlois in the words, ravra eypatya vpTtv irepl roiv ttXclvcovtwv v/xas. By these obviously are meant the " many antichrists"
of ver. 18, against whom they would have in the future to be on
their guard
and by the ifkavav is self-evidently not expressed
16, v. 24, vi.

iii.

In

ver.

;

the actual result or success of their seduction, but only the
design which they have in the attempt,

—

for the

vfxa<i

follows

directly as the object.

But the Apostle cannot close this exhortation without once
more repeating in condensed recapitulation, ver. 27, the substance of vers. 20 to 25.
Such, a style of recapitulation is nowhere else found in St John it is to us a new demonstration
:

that he addressed this whole section to actual children, before

whom, like a gracious, faithful, and loving
one by one the individual main points of

may understand

they

vjxel^ is his

ver.

24

;

Kal

personal vocative address to them here again, as in

and even

abideth in you

this style of

"

:"

The

address

is

appropriate to a

anointing, which ye received,

here he recapitulates the thought of ver. 20

(the reading ^dpia/jia in Cod. B. has
it

his instruction, that

everything and forget nothing.

colloquy with children.

make

teacher, he recounts

worthy of

notice),

up and include with

it

no external support

to

but in such a manner as to gather

the quintessence of what had been said,

vers. 24, 25.

The

Indicative

[levee is

that the unction received

not an "admission" (Diisterdieck)

may have remained

presses his certain assurance.

in them, but ex-

Indeed, this Indicative bears a

sort of imperative, or at least insinuating, power, as if St

John

1
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because ye
In the same way
must be explained the following words, " and have no need that
any one teach you ;" in which the thought of ver. 20, " and ye
know all things," and of ver. 21, is recapitulated. "And thus it
is not needful to you that any man should teach you,
is it
not true, that ye are not dependent upon any other man's dilishould say

:

it

not

so,

then

this is the ease,

%

faithfully preserve the anointing received!"

—

gently teaching you on what side the truth lies?"

'AX\?

co?

to

clvto,

Here

k.t.X.

the concluding clause begins.

where

arises the question,

Luther, Bullinger, Calvin, and

words kol akrjOes eariv, k.t.X., as the conGEcumenius, Theophylact, Liicke, and others, take
those words as a parenthesis, and /cal Ka6to<; e8l8a%ev u/xa? as a
resumption of the antecedent. But this view is opposed, on the
one hand, by the fact, that the resumption of the earlier part
of a sentence after a parenthesis must, even in the most lively
style, involve a strict repetition of the former words (in which
others, regard the

clusion

case

;

we should have had

<b<;

ehihao-icev vfias);

and,

still

more

emphatically on the other, by the consideration that the antecedent, " aXTC co? to auro, k.t.A,.," contains a point in the words
wept iravrayv to which the supposed resumption of the clause
stands in no relation.

The former

advisable to take the words

icai

it

more

ovk

ian

reason would render
dXrjdis ecrriv

icaX

i/reOSo? as the

consequent (" And as that anointing teaches you

concerning

things, so

here also

all

is it

true and no lie")

;

which yet

arises, that irepl irdvTwv,

but the scruple
is

manifestly a

recapitulation of the important kol oihare irdvTa, ver. 20,

must

be reduced to a negative element (" As the anointing teaches
you concerning every object, so is it true"), or stand in no relation

With

whatever to the consequent.

this is

connected

beginning of the supposed
consequent clause does not explain itself for, to take it in conanother

difficulty, that the icai at the

;

junction with the following koX ovk

an

et

—

et is

ean

-^et)So? in

the sense of

not practicable, since only distinct and antithetical,

—

and not identical, utterances may be connected by koX icai.
(To say, " This is as true as it is no lie," is intolerable.)
Hence I am of opinion that our a>^ does not form an antecedent premiss, but that it still depends upon the eypa-^ra of ver.
If we hold fast that the Apostle is here recapitulating, and
2G.
that before children in a style adapted to them, this lax and

;
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lighter style of phraseology presents nothing startling.

who

I have written unto yon concerning those

ye

— the

" This

seduce you

anointing which ye have received from

Him

;

and

abideth

and ye have no need that any man teach you but
same anointing teacheth you concerning all things
(sc. I have told you); and it is true, and no lie
and as it hath
taught you, abide in Him." In the words
ft>9 to avro,
/c.t.X., St John recapitulates the words of ver. 20, oiSare 7rdvra,
and of ver. 21, olSare ttjv aXijdeiav. In the following words,
ical tikrjOes iariv, ical ov i/^eOScx?, he recapitulates the thought of
in

you

now

;

:

the

;

aW

ver. 21, koX
is

on

ttclv i|rei)So9

e«

the subject of a\7)6e<; iari

8i8dcnceiv) is true,

and

lie

"

And

lie ;"

no

it

ovk

icrriv.

Xpiafia

(the anointing with

ai/TQ) is

lie,

and that the

its

he reminds them that truth
lie

Finally, in the words,

truth.

fievere ev avra>,

'Ev

is

tt}? akif]9eia<i

exclude each other, that the Divine teaching of the

Spirit cannot be a

and the

and

:

cannot spring from
teal

Holy

God

KaGtos ehlha^ev v/ias

he recapitulates the exhortation of

vers. 24, 25.

not a resumption of the idea lying in KaOaxy (" abide

in that which, as

it

not agree with this

= what
;

it

hath taught you").

Ver. 28 does

As the

anointing hath

the avros

God.

is

"

taught you, so (conformably) abide in Him."

In vees. 28, 29, the Apostle turns again

—

after

having

thus, in perfect childlike tone, formally closed with the 7rai8ioi<;

—

to the whole Church, and ends the second part of his Epistle.
This he does by addressing the three short words of exhortation
given to the children, fievere ev avra), to the whole Church

but, as addressed to the whole Church, such motives are an-

nexed as show conclusively that he here speaks to adults, even
as the tone of vers. 18-27 reveals almost in every word that
he is speaking to the children. For it is not only that the
style rises now to a rounded construction of periods, but the
thoughts also of vers. 28, 29 are of a more solemn kind. He
directs his regards to the coming of Christ (concerning the then
justifiable expectation of the near approach of which, compare
the observations upon ver. 18)
those who are addressed in
:

28 are to take heed that they be not then put to shame.
Such an exhortation, however, is more suitable to adults than

ver.

to little children, the TraiSla.
live in the present, or, if its

It is the

glance

is

nature of the child to
directed to the future,
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and conclusive goal. Thus
St John, in vers. 18-27, had warned the children against false
and, when he pointed them (ver. 25) to
teachers upon earth
the future, he set before their eyes at once and most simply the
Had he also referred them to
ultimate end of all, eternal life.
that could have
the coming of Christ
to them, the children
As
to them appeared only an object of joy and cheerful hope.
that glance

is

directed to the final

;

—

—

an object of solemn anxiety

it

could appear only to the adult,

occupied in the earnest contest with sin

;

only in his mind could

the pressing question arise, Shall I be able to stand,

Lord

shall

come

hiKatoavvqv,

rrjv

adults.

— These

And

?

one

is

that the vers.

strictly

are delicate

not to be overlooked

when

the

so the injunction, ver. 20, to practise

adapted to the position of the
traits
but they ought

and subtle

;

they serve fully to confirm us in believing

:

18-27 were actually addressed

to the class of the

iraihla in literal age.

Kal vvv

now

is

not to be taken with reference to time (" even

already," as Paulus

had been

said previously

and Sender translate) for nothing
which would make the exhortation to
;

But

fidelity refer to the future.

neither does Kal vvv serve to

deduce the exhortation ftevere as an inference from the present
relations
and it must not therefore be translated by igitur. But
;

new reflection, to introduce a new
John xvii. 5, where Jesus passes by
vvv from that which He had done to that which He prays
(" And now pray I Thee").
So in Acts x. 5, where from

object

its

is

to lead over to a

turn of thought.
Kal
for

So

an explanation there

must

in each case

sition in

is

a transition to a

What

ch. vii. 34, hi. 17.
is,

in

command

:

be determined by the context.

our passage

is

similarly,

the strict meaning of the expression

not the exhortation

exhortation had immediately preceded

:

the

The

fievere,

tran-

for that

new element can

be only in the re/evca, which is stamped as such by the turn
Kal vvv.
By means of the address reKvia, which the Apostle
was accustomed to use in relation to the whole Church, and

which therefore would be in that sense understood by them all,
he turns away from the specific class of the iraihla in age,
and again addresses himself to the whole circle of his readers.

To mark

this

turn

is

the proper service of the Kal vvv.

As we

must complete John xvii. 3 by " And now pray I Thee," and
Acts x. 5 by " And now I command," and Acts xxii. 16, " And
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now

I ask thee,"

"

or,

And now

The

—

And now I

so here, "

you

I exhort

exhortation

itself, fievere

this exhortation is

is of the same kind
" Abide in Christ."
The

iv avrm,

with that which had just preceded

motive for

turn to you, children,"

children."

all, little

:

given in the words

:

iva idv (pave-

The Rec. reads orav instead of
guaranteed by A.B.C, and orav is mani-

po)8j) eycofjuev Trap pi] a lav, k.t.\.

idv, but this last

is

no other than a supposed improvement. (By idv, " if"
it might be supposed that the coming of Christ was exhibited
as only possible, and consequently as dubious whereas idv does
not express any pure conditionally at all, but a condition with
festly

;

the expectation of a speedy decision of the question in the

mative

;

and

it is

often used interchangeably with

2
event

iii.

;

John
itself,

tionable,

xiii.

affir-

therefore so closely related to orav as to be

20, xiv. 3.

In

but only the time of

and viewed

it

all

e.g.,

:

Rom.

xiv. 8

these passages,

1

;

is

occurrence, which

its

as undetermined.)

(Codd. A.C.), Cod. B. reads ayw/xev

it

John

not the
is

ques-

Instead of e^wpuev

— a manifest

error of the

which the similarity of the letters will explain. As it
respects the meaning of the words, the idea of Trapptjalav e^eiv
(compare ch. iv. 17) presents no difficulty: He who cometh to
set up His kingdom, but to judge His enemies, is regarded with
joyful confidence as coming, only by hirn who belongs to the
children of His kingdom, and has not been a companion of the
copyist,

" antichrists."

Kal

alaj(yv6 oypcev drr

jxrj

avrov intimates the

same in a negative form diro is not equivalent to viro (" put
to shame by Him," Meyer), nor is it equivalent to coram
;

(Luther), but
aerat,

face."

it

stands here as in Ecclus. xxi. 22 [ala^vvOi'-j" Be put to shame, away from His

diro irpocnaiTov)

:

Thus ala^vveaOai has

a

shame, and, as a consequence, to

pregnant sense
flee

:

to

be put to

away from Him

in terror

and disgrace. The idea of the rrapovaia is involved as well
known.
But the exhortation "Abide in Him" is changed, ver. 29,
into the more general exhortation to iroielv rrjv Sifcaioavvriv. 1
1

it is

This is the simple and natural relation between vers. 28 and 29.
But
not the mention of the future judgment which leads St John by as-

sociation of ideas to the idea of righteousness.

which was mentioned in
up of His kingdom.

ver. 28,

It was not the judgment
but the coming of Christ for the setting

JOHN
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u If ye know," idv two cases are supposed possible, that of
knowing, and that of not knowing. " If ye know that He is
righteous, know ye also" (<y wooer /cere in the Imperative, with
Zwingli, Bollinger, Luther, Calvin, Grotius, Liicke, against
Beza and Bengel, because it stands between the Imperatives
:

/xevere

and

tSere) " that

The

born of Him."
ch.

ii.

(which

and

in A.C., Syr., "Vulg.,

By

righteousness

wanting only in B.,

is

is

is

found

the right reading) serves, as in

is

make prominent

19, to

who doeth

every one

icai

the congruity of the inference

He

only can be meant concerning
had been said, on hitcaios ecrrt, else the entire vis conclusionis would escape.
Hence it is untenable to refer hi/ccuo?
Either both must
to Christ, while ef avrov is referred to God.

with the premiss.

whom

avrov

it

;

be interpreted of Christ (Bengel), or both of

Xptarov never

occurs,

and

God

in ch.

i.

9 the SUaios elvat

tributed to the Father, the latter interpretation
ferred.

— And even

refer iv

avrm

in vers.

27 and 28

specifically to Christ

it

:

it

is

is

— Through the Son

to

was

etc

at-

be pre-

not necessary to

corresponds with what

is

the idea

is

said in ver. 24, iv ru> vla> kcu ev ru> irarpl fieveiv
this

(Zwingli,

Since the expression yevvaaOai

Bullinger, Luther, Calvin).

:

to abide in the Father.

is analogous with the rr\v aKr\Qetav
means, to accomplish that which is and that

Tijv BcKacoavvrjv ttoluv
Troielv, ch.

i.

It

6.

which corresponds
is

here, in virtue of the ort

God

;

certainly not the

8lkcii6<;

For the

God.

to the nature of

hucatoavvr)

iari, not righteousness before

complex of works through which

effects a righteousness before

God

;

but

it

is

man

righteousness as

the inner, eternal nature of God, and that in the sense explained upon ch.
also to

freedom

i.

9, as holiness

from, guilt

and

which will bring the creature
That St John adduces

holiness.

the accomplishment of this righteousness, not as the cause of
the being born of God, but as the effect and

been born of God,

mark

of the having

from the simple Perfect yejivv^rat.
If we know that God in His nature is hUaios, we must admit
that he only can say that he is born of God who accomplishes
that SiKacocrvvT] which is God's nature
that is, himself toalks
in holiness, and seeks to lead sinners to salvation (comp. above
on ch. i. 9).
St John has thus struck out a new theme these words form
the transition to the Third Part of his Epistle, where he views
is

plain

—

:

202
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the position

to the enmity of the unnot well to regard this verse, which

of Christians as opposed

believing world.

But

it is

contains only the transition to the Third Part, as being already

the beginning of that Part, and to introduce a section between

28 and 29 (De Wette). Ver. 29 is the conclusion of the
Second Part but it is in such a manner the conclusion, that it
contains the organic germ out of which the following Part is

vers.

;

developed.

—

PART THE THIRD.

THE CHILDREN OF GOD IN THEIR RELATION TO THE ENMITY
OF THE WORLD.
Oh.

The
The

1-24.

iii.

plan and construction of the Third Part
idea of righteousness,

— which

as follows

is

:

a definition of the nature

is

God (ore hlicaios iart), but as such must have its perfect
contains in itself imaccomplishment in us and through us,
plicite (comparing ch. i. 9) all those essential important points
of

—

which are now

to

clusion that St

John terms God

righteous in Himself

;

26, ei? to elvai avrov hiicaiov

'Ivo-ov.)

i.

9, to

righteous, 1.

and, 2. as

He

helps the sinner in Christ

harmony with Rom.

(In

to the attainment of righteousness.
iii.

For we have
come to the conas being holy and

be unfolded in the Third Part.

seen reason, in our exposition of ch.

SiKmovvra rov Ik

teal

Accordingly, and consistently with

this,

Trio-Tews

the righteous-

we must

perfect includes in itself these two elements,
two aspects 1. We must be holy in cur walk
this beino; our distinction and difference from the children of
the world and, 2. we must not hate and repel those who yet

ness which

and

exhibits these

:

—

;

know

not salvation, but, so far as in us

them

to the

knowledge of Christ

mission to the world.

And,

as a

this

lies,

should strive to lead

Saviour

being

so,

—

this

being our

we might

say at

once, with Huther, that the last verse of the second chapter

contains the theme of the section which
its

proper superscription would be,

children of

God

Not only

the

now

"The

in their relation to the

follows,

and that

righteousness of the

enmity of the world."

of these two points developed in vers. 2-12,
to wit, our distinction from the world
but, if we adopt the right
is

first

;

204 CHILDREN OF GOD AND THE ENMITY OF THE WORLD,

meaning

of ver. 1G, the second also, to wit, our vocation

and

mission to the world.

Meanwhile, these two critical points are only implicitly, and,
indeed, very implicitly, involved in the idea of that " righteousSt John attaches the development of ver. 2, etc., not to
the idea of " righteousness," but to that of " the being born of
ness."

God;"

for he places the idea of the reicvov ©eov, ch.

and makes that the starting-point

for

what

iii.

follows.

1, first,

To

the

idea of the Sikcuogvvt) he returns only briefly and fleetingly in

—

the course of the

first sub-section
that is, in ver. 7.
But,
having expressed at the outset the notion of the " children of
God," he lays down in ver. 1 a formal theme of a twofold cha-

merely implicitly, but explicitly, contains the
two elements which in fact make up the subject of the Third

racter, which, not

Part; to wit, (1) that we are the children of God; and that (2)
on that account the world knoweth us not, because it knoweth
not God.
As we have then in ch. iii. 1 an expressed and independent
theme of the Third Part, we cannot assign that position to ch.
ii .

r

29

;

that verse can be regarded as only the internal transi-

tion to the theme, that
ch.

iii.

1, is

not with ch.

•

unfolded.

is,

as the

For, as

germ o ut of which the theme,

-

we fiavealready

observed,

it is

29 that the subsequent process of thought connects itself, but with ch. iii. 1.
We are the children of God:
that was the first element in the theme, ver. 1
and in ver 2
ii.

;

up the word literally (yvv re/cva Qeov ecrfiev)
and develops from it the whole process, vers. 2-12,
how we
must, as distinguished from the world (comp. vers. 8 and 10),
purify ourselves in hope of future glory, and be holy.
The
world knoweth us not: that was the second element of the theme
in ver. 2, and to this element the Apostle passes over in ver. 13;
the Apostle takes

—

he shows that the hatred of the world should not be cause of
astonishment, since hatred is grounded in the nature of the
world, even as brotherly love

is

rooted in the nature of God's

children.

In

new

ver. 1, therefore, the Apostle expresses the theme of this

section.

He

begins with there

;

this

time without any ad-

dress (such as reKvla dycnrTjTol) being previously inserted, for

he had already
such an address.

(ch.

ii.

28) begun the introduction to

it

with

''ISere, iroraTr^v aryanrnv 8£Sa>/cev ?]{itv 6 iraryp,

—
JOHN
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Instead of SeSco/cev (B.C.)
iva re/cva ©eov KkniOoifxev koX eafxev.
Codex A. reads eSco/cev but the former reading, as it is the
better authenticated, so it is the more internally appropriate. The
present relation of the matter, that we are called and are children of God, rests upon the fact, also accomplished and real in
the present time, that God hath bestowed upon us such love.
An historical tense would not suit here. The words /ecu eafxev^
are wanting in no authentic sources of the text it was Erasmus
;

:

who

declared

first

had translated

to

it

be a spurious addition, after the Vulgate

wrongly

it

He was

simns.

et

followed by

Luther, Bullinger, Calvin, Beza, and the Textus Receptus.

Laclnnann and Teschendorf have, however, restored
dubitably correct reading to

its

this in-

right place.

The theme is first expressed in the form of an injunction :
" Behold, what manner of love the Father hath given us."
is the later correlative form of the old irohaTros, which
have sprung from irov
diro, after the analogy of d\\oBa7ro<i from aWov
arro, and therefore to mean, "from whence
born."
The bye-form irorairo^, however, occurs always only

TLorairo^

seems

to

—

—

in the sense of quails, of ivhat kind.
correct to translate

De

copius, Liicke,

meaning, quam

it,

or to explain

It
it

is

therefore quite in-

(with Socinus, Epis-

Wette, Sander), as bearing the additional

magnum amorem,

"

how

great love."

St John

exhorts his readers to ponder, not the greatness, but the kind

and nature of the love which God hath bestowed on

us.

But

we must

not at once infuse into the expression Trorairrjv (with
Calvin) the correlative idea of " how undeserved a love."
For,

it

not the kind and characteristic of the love to which the

is

Apostle gives expression

made

;

he only demands that that love be

the object of contemplation and pondering.

more closely the quality of
beyond the province of mere

define
lies

Scripture),

its

critical

If

we must

that love (which, however,
exposition

of

]

being unde-

characteristic, as that of

wisdom, mercy, or greatno other than that love in
which the whole nature of God has been exhibited to the soul
of man.
The depth of the thought is greatly qualified, if we

served, that of holiness, or that of
ness,

must be excluded

;

for

it

its

is

—

explain

cvyanrr)

,

the text of

(with Beza, Socinus, Episcopius, Grotius, Spener,

Neander, and others) by " evidence of love." God hath given
to us not only a proof of love, but His love itself
but in what
:

:
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and by what means

?

If

we

are to listen to the philological

pedantry of those who insist upon giving the Johannsean Xva
everywhere, and here, the final signification which the classical
Xva bears, the question will remain, and force itself upon us,

God hath bestowed upon us His
no answer. The translation
receives
which
a question
love,
"
Behold,
what kind of love God
form
this
takes
in that case
with the design that
towards
us,
demonstrated
or
approved
hath
we should be called His sons ;" and that love is then arbitrarily
by what means and wherein

—

:

explained, either of the sending of Jesus Christ, or of the out-

pouring of the Holy

we

On

Spirit, or of both.

what

are at a loss to determine

element of the thought.

Is

it

is

this view,

however,

after all the essential

St John's purpose to give his

when he

challenges them to consider
was which God bestowed upon
But
us, in the design that we should be called His children ?
this, in fact, is the goal at which finally all the love of God aims,
and the clause with Xva would then be altogether superfluous
the Apostle would have then said only, " Behold, what kind of

readers an enigma to solve,

what

love,

species of love that love

the Father hath demonstrated towards us."

Or,

is

the

upon the final clause? Is it St
lay the stress upon this, that God bestowed

chief emphasis to be placed

John's design to

His love upon us
ren

?

But,

why

to the end that He might make us His childthen does he clothe what should then have

been laid down in a simple thesis, in the guise of a question,
It
or of a requirement which involves a question {irorair^v) ?
is
altogether
of
construction
unis manifest that such a kind
tenable.

*

The requirement

problem, and this
I

1

}

involves a

there rroram'iv, K.r.X.,

must have

its

solution in the text.

Hence

the great majority of ancient and modern expositors assume,
correctly, that the clause with Xva serves to specify wherein
this SeScoKevat dya.7n)v consists.

It

is

true that the Xva then

"stands in a weakened sense (eo ut, thereby that)
a " should" does indeed remain (compare on ch.
properly in the Xva, rather in the KXydw/iev.
ch.

i.

9,

John

iv.

34, vi. 29

involved in the clause

;

and 40,

As

the idea of

;

i.

9),

but not

in the passages,

so also here, there

is

a design

but not a design through which the

thing asserted in the main proposition {ayair'nv SehoKev) should
be called into act, but a design by which the clause with Xva is
conditioned.

We

must here again,

as in ch.

i.

9,

complete the

1

sentence thus: Troraw^v
Xva re/cva

Qeov

JOHN
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cvydirriv SeSco/cev rj/xtv

And

/cXrjdco/jbev.

ev rep ftovXecrOai

so far Diisterclieck

right,

is

by no means absolutely
equivalent to ore /ca\ov/j,eda.
We must resolutely acknowledge,
on other and independent grounds, that, in the circles and at
the time in which St John wrote, the signification of Xva had
been weakened, and its use generalized and this was probably
owing to the influence of the Latin tongue, then already extended over the whole world since Xva had come to express, as

that the

Xva /cXrjdcopev

is,

certainly,

:

;

well the eo ut as the eo consilio ut (though not the ita ut).

In the

Greek the use of Xva was still more extended in modern
Greek the va expresses every kind of " that."
The Greek
later

;

Fathers (GEcumenius, Theophylact) did not think of apprehending this Xva differently both explain, eSco/cev rjpZv re/cva
avrov jeveaOai. Thus, the meaning results " Behold, what a
(kind of) love the Father hath bestowed upon us, by this, that
we should be called the children of God," to wit, in this, that
it is the Father's will that we should be called the children of
God.
Thus viewed, the main point of the thought is essentially
that we are called God's so?is ; and the injunction " Bethis
:

:

—

—

hold" only prepares the way for this main point, by giving

prominence to the
in the will of

of

God.

reflection,

Te/cva

Qeov

before said 6 irarrip.
sisted in this, that

in this

what kind of love was manifested

we should be called the children
John says designedly, after having

the Father, that

St

For, the greatness and the marvel conshould be called " sons of God :"

w e, men,
T

expression there must be expressed the opposition or

who are men, and the relation to God into
which we have entered.
The words must needs be re/cva
Qeov: 7rarpo<i would have been only a tautological repetition
contrast between us,

of the idea already independently involved in the re/cva.

the other hand, in that

God

is

this,

that

On

of the clause, rrorainqv, K.rX.,

He demonstrated Himself
He made us His children.

called 6 irarijp, because

be our Father by

The

member

idea of the re/cvov Qeov

the preceding verse, to which

it is

is

to

explained by the words of

attached, that

is,

by the words

e£ avrov <yeyevv7]rai, born of Him.
The question, whether the
re/cvov Qeov involves rather the idea of the being reconciled
(that

we have God no

longer as a Judge, but as a Father), and
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what God

therefore of

now

is

in relation to ns

involves the idea of the regeneration (that

and of the

of Divine seed, ver. 9,

we

are

— or

now

rather

begotten

John

Spirit, ch. iv. 13,

iii.

3-7, and are partakers of the Divine nature), and therefore of

what we have become
necessary question.
relation of children

glory consists as

in relation to

God

—

is

in reality

an un-

For, the two cannot be separated
is

necessarily a reciprocal relation

much

;

:

the

and

its

in the victory granted to us over sin, as

freedom from guilt and punishment vouchsafed. The
which, however,
e'/c
©eov, that is, reg enera tion
must not be confounded with gradual sanctification, but must
be conceived as the translation from an unbelieving man into a
believer, as the apprehending of Christ and the being apprehended of Christ, comprising in itself the once-for-all completed
in the

—

yeyevvPjadai,

the initial point of the gradual

reconciliation, together with

sanctification

—

fo rms the foundation or caus e of the adoption

the ado ption the reicvov ©eov
,

a reality in regeneration

K\r)6r}vai,

forms the

state,

:

become

and accordingly embraces, 1. the
and 2. the being

;

finished reconciliation through the atonement;

endowed with the powers of a new life.
But the Apostle appends further the words

ical ecr^iev.

The

Vulgate translates et sinms, regarding the ecrpev as still dependent upon iva. Certainly, there is in reality a difference
between " being called" and " being ;" so that between kXt)6o)That God calls us
fiev and eaybkv there is a real progression.
His children (for we must in thought connect with the word
vito ©eov, and not virb tov Koo-fiov), is supposed to be one point,
and that we in our nature are God's children the other point,!

which St John intended

to express

;

the

ickiiOwfjuev

intimating)

element of reconciliation, and the
ea/nev our relation to God, or the element of our change and
renewal of nature. But the question arises, whether the Indi-

God's relation to

us, or the

cative eafiev can be dependent

assume

it

upon the

as a settled point that

it

iva.

cannot

;

Many

expositors

they are right on

grammatical principles, but wrong on St John's gramhave already shown, upon ch. i. 9, that
matical principles.
the Apostle, in Rev. xxii. 14, and, according to the true reading,
strictest

We

and further, in John xv. 16, lets the
Indicative. But, particularly striking
Future
iva be followed by a

ch. ix. 5,

is

xiii.

the passage,

12, xiv. 13,

John

vi.

40,

'iva

—

eyrj

koi avaar^aco,

— a passage

—

;
:

1

which

is

JOHN
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in this analogous to our present verse, that the Xva does

not specify the design, but (strictly as here, ch.

iii.

1) the matter

what is said in the leading proposition (" In this consists the
will of God, that every one should have eternal life, and that I
should raise him up"). Certainly, St John in all these passages
but that he could
uses the Future (related to the Subjunctive)
of

;

not have used iaofieOa in our present passage,
the relation of sonship was to be and

Whether, therefore, we say that

already existing.

pends directly upon

iva,

or that, as in

cally-begun clause limps in

breaking

off,

clear, since

is

exhibited as something

is

this

much

is

its

John

correctness,

vi.
its

io-fiev

de-

40, the syntacti-

member

second

certain, that, according to the logical

teal ia/xev is to be conceived as included in the dependent and connected clause, and that it is by no means an
independent member, uttering the triumphant exclamation
For, this explanation would
And truly ice are such children
make the KkrjO&fjbev, in opposition to the consequent " actual
which we cannot here admit. But,
being," a mere being called

meaning,,

!

—

we conceive the

as internally dependent still upon
what precedes, that is, as belonging to the definition of that
wherein the love shown by God consists, then K\r)6cofiev and
ea/xev express the beautiful antithesis which we have exhibited
above 1. We are called, and are acknowledged as, children by
the Father
and 2. we are in our own proper nature born of
God, and filled with the Divine nature.
if

real ecr/juev

:

;

the

And

thus

now

following Third Part.

is

down

laid

the one positive side of the theine of

But out

of this positive side

developed at once the negative or antithetical side

:

Because

knoweth us not for the
knoweth not God, and
who are of God. Aia tovto refers

are the sons of God, therefore the world

nature of the world consists in
consequently cannot

know

us,

is

ice

this,

that

;

it

what had been before said "Therefore, because we are the sorts
of God" (De Wette, Bengel, Huther, Liicke, and others, in oppoto

:

sition to those

who

by which, however,
is lost).

refer tovto forwards to otl ovk eyvco avTov
all

'O Koafios ov

the children of

God

connection with the
<yLva>o-Ket rjfxcis,

first

;

half of the verse

The world knoweth

us not

are a mystery to the children of the world

—

that is,
whole nature, as children of God, is to the kgq-[j,o^
sealed and incompreworld of still unredeemed sinners
hensible
hence, it appears to them not only perverse and ridi-

their

—

to the

:

o
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and hurtful

culous, but also in the highest degree offensive

disturbs
spiritual

them in their
power has in

false peace, as every
itself

;

it

uncoraprehended

something most disturbing

;

and

hence follows then the hatred of the world (ver. 13) against the
That ov yivcoatceL v/xas does not mean non
children of God.
agnoscit nos pro suis (Grotius), is self-evident but no more does
;

mean non diligit nos (Carpzov), or non approbat (Socinus).
The yLvcoa/ceiv must be left in its deep and proper significance.
The little clause, on ovk eyvoo avrov, scil. top Oeov, serves

it

for the explanation of the inferential connection between the Bia

tovto and the ov <yLva>aKet

?///.a9

:

it is

intended to illustrate

how

far and Wherefore from tovto, that we are the children of God,
the manifest fact, that the world knoweth us not, follows. Thus
the clause with on contains an explanatory minor between the
proposition of the first half of the verse, and that of the latter
half. Because the world knew not God, it follows from our being
To him
children of God, that the world knoweth us not also.

who hath not known the Father, the Father's children, who
The
bear His nature in themselves, must also be a mystery.
Aorist eyvco stands, as in 2 Tim. ii. 19, in the sense of a Per-

—

fect, after

We

must translate,
the analogy of the Latin novi.
known," or " knoweth." The essential idea of the

either " has

knowledge

is

obviously the same in ejpco as in

yivojo-Kei.

In ver. 2 begins the unfolding or development of the theme,
which is externally also marked off as such by the new address
"Beloved;" compare ch. ii. 7. The Apostle opens up, vers.
the proposition
2-12, the first, positive thought of the theme
and what that means, what it inthat we are God's children,
volves for ourselves (apart from the enmity of the world), and
what the obligation is which it imposes. He contemplates the
children of God, first, vers. 2-6, in their thetical relation to
the Father and to Christ; but this is a relation of hope, a relation
which has not yet received its highest seal and full perfection,

—

but which

is

a future goal

laid
;

down

first

and from

as a

—

beginning that tends towards

this follows directly the obligation of

an absolute and unceasing progress, of an ever more complete
accomplishment of all that is involved in the relation. But,
while this requirement assumes the definite form of an injunction to live after the objective norm of the Divine law, that

;

JOHN
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enjoined becomes defined, in vers. 7-12, as a charac-

between the children of God and the world
and the contemplation of this leads to the second main thought
of the theme, the enmity of the world to the children of God.
" Now are we the sons of God and it doth not, etc."
The
and it doth not serves here also (as in ch. i. 6, ii. 9, ii.
Kai
teristic distinction

;

;

—

—

21, etc.) the purpose of setting opposite thoughts over against

are we — forms

— now

For

each other (Beza, Grotius, Spener, and others).

vvv-

the most manifest antithesis to the ovirw

—

it

doth not yet; and therefore must not be interpreted as merely
/ecu iafiev of the first verse (Lange), nor as
having the meaning of an inferential ovv (De Wette), but in
" Now already are we the
the genuine temporal sense of now.
children of God, and (still) it hath not yet been revealed what
<&avepa>6rivai may in itself have these two meanAve shall be."

confirming the

ings

:

first,

that of the being actually

made

manifest, exhibited

the being revealed
In the former case, the sense would be this
Until now, the state which we shall hereafter attain to hath not
that is, hath not yet appeared, or become a
been manifested,
and this has been the interpretation of most
manifest reality
in itself as a reality (ch.

to

ii.

19)

or, secondly,

;

knowledge.

:

—

:

it

—

was that of Olshausen, and of Diisterdieck

also

among others,

although he had just before cautioned the reader against the
" coming into actuality."
In the second case, this is the sense
:

hath not been revealed to us by God, no intelligence
hath been communicated, as to what our future condition will
Apart from the fact that the
be, and in what it will consist.
Until now,

it

—

"our
former of these two interpretations borders on tautology
it is not grammatically
future condition is still in the future"

—

tenable.

It

is

not said

oviroi

etyavepooOri

o

eVo/xe^a,

but rl

be
the future has not
— That which we
hath not yet been revealed quid
but —
yet become manifest
iaofxeOa.

Not

It

;

futuri sumus, what
cpavepoo)

in

shall

we

shall

be.

As governing a

can have only the meaning of

revelare, of

in the sense of a theoretical revelation.

The

question,

manifesting

antithesis

which

whereas now we are already
the children of God, a still higher something that we shall be
hath not yet been manifested in fact but this, that, while we
are already God's children, we are nevertheless yet in the dark
St John lays down

is

not

this, that,

;

as to the nature of

our future condition.

(For what

will

be the
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nature, and

what the enjoyment, of future

we have

blessedness,

no adequate notion in the present time.) The question is then,
in what manner the following words connect themselves with

To answer that question, it is first necessary that we
examine them carefully one by one. (The Eec. reads after
olhafxev a Se, which is wanting in A.E.C. and other old sources
and versions, and is nothing but the interpreting correction of

these.

a copyist.)

OtBapiev, on, iav (pavepcodfj, ojxoloi avrcp icrofieOa

:

edv certainly has the same meaning here which it has in ver. 28
<&avepova8ai might indeed be taken
of the preceding chapter.
in the

same sense

as in ver. 28, that

is,

as referring to a visible

manifestation, and in that case Xpi<n6s
(Calvin, Bullinger, Beza)

;

must be

but then also our

its

subject

(pavepcodfj

must

be separated, in a manner scarcely tolerable, from the immediately-preceding

oiiTTco ityavepooOr).

It is manifestly better, there-

De

fore (with Augustin, Socinus, Grotius, B.-Crusius, Paulus,

Wette, Liicke, Olshausen, Sander, Diisterdieck, Huther),
supply the

little

clause rl eao/xeda, "

neuter subject of the

been revealed (that

cpaveptoOf]

is,

—

what we

what w e shall be,"
" We know, that, when

shall be),

we

shall

to

as the

T

it

hath

be like Him."

The relation of these words to those which precede, may now
be conceived of under a twofold aspect. Nearly all expositors
assume between ovirw ecpavepcaOn and olBafiev an antithesis (so
Diisterdieck, who in S. 58 understood i(pavepo)67] of an actual
revelation of glory, but in contradiction therewith assumes in
S. 61 an " adversative relation " between ovirw i^avepcaOr] and
The idea would be this At present it hath not been
oihapbev).
:

what we then shall be (= at present it is unknown to us) but thus much at least we know, that, when it
Thus it would
shall be revealed to us, ice shall he Wee Him.
be silently presupposed that the question, " what we shall be,"
should not otherwise be solved, and answered, and made plain,
than by the actual coining of that which we shall be. Against this
led to us

;

view of the relation of the thoughts speaks the absence of the Be
the Be being, as we have seen, decidedly spurious.
after otBap,ev

—

John's way is to express the adversative relaHebrew manner by zeal 1 (of this we have had

It is true that St

tion after the

many
1

examples), but then he never leaves
Of course he often employs

os itself

(ch.

i.

it

7,

entirely out.

ii.

5

;

John

x. 2).

And

;

1

even that

JOHN
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pure antitheses, which

in

in themselves

not in those which, as here, would introduce

;

member as a mere restriction or limitation ("but so
much we know already"). In this case the Si would be indispensably needful. The Se, however, being wanting, the logical
the second

words in question

relation of the

necessarily be another

— not

planatory, and giving the reason.
to us, that

made known

is,

to those

which precede must

adversative, but confirmatory, ex-

hath not yet been revealed

It

We

to us, quid futuri simxis.

know

(we know, indeed), that ivhen it shall be revealed to us, or made
known, we shall be (then already) like Him. The emphasis lies
upon the juxtaposition and simultaneousness of the theoretical
" made known " and the actual "we shall be like"
as that
simultaneousness is established by the idv and its clause. It is
on the whole as good as if St John had written We know that

—

:

then Jirst will

it

be made

known

to us,

when we

(already in fact;

shall be like Him.
St John, however, has good reason for not
giving the thought that turn, but for placing the " we shall be

like" prominently in the after-clause

:

from that "being

like

"

he has further consequences of practical importance to draw.
Thus he writes We know that, when once this shall be known
This view,
to us, we then (already in fact) shall be like Him.
:

—

moreover,

is

supported by the additional advantage, that the

apprehended strictly in the same sense which the
€<f)avep(i)9i] (on account of its relation to the " what we shall
be") has and must have that is, in the sense of a theoretical
announcement. But especially we may say that the concluding
words of the verse, " because we shall see Him as He is," come
(pavepwBfj

is

;

thus into their clearest light.

Expositors diverge in

Some

of

" because

them

we

the interpretation of

Huther) find

(as Calvin, Kickli,

these words.
in the

shall see," not the real cause of the "

we

clause

be
but the logical reason the " seeing Christ " is a consequence of the " being like Him," and therefore the seeing Him

like,"

:

will necessarily
it

shall

imply that we have become like Him already
much for the " being like," as for

gives the reason, not so

the "

ice hioic

already, that

then see

that

we

Him

we

shall

as

He

be

shall

be like
is

without a certain being

;

" Thus much we know
we know this, for we shall

like."

Him

:

but that would not be conceivable
" If our nature had not
Him."

like
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been made spiritual, and clothed with immortality, it could not
draw nigh to God" (Calvin). Compare Matt. v. 8. It must,
meanwhile, be confessed that there is something artificial in this
explanation a series of mediating thoughts must be interposed
Others (such as Speiier,
between the expressions of the text.
Beausobre, B.-Crusius, De Wette, Neander, Diisterdieck) take
:

—

on

the
the

otyo/xeda, "

ofjioioi iao/jieOa,

because
"

we

we

shall

be

shall see," as the real cause of
like," referring to 2

Cor.

iii.

18;

and this beyond all question is more profound, and certainly
more in harmony with St John's style of thought. We need
not adopt Beausobre's tame rendering of the process by which
" The full knowledge of God will make
we become like God
us love Him supremely and this love will effect, as its consequence, a perfect conformity with Him."
Better is it to remember^stU^that St John has said in ch. i. concerning the
l

:

;

Of that we shall be really partaitfr,?, in
consequence of our being shone through and enlightened by it.

light-nature of^God.

We

cannot be partakers of

by the
self who

is

light

otherwise than by beholding

eye that light enters into us.

;

it

He

receives the light into himself

;

becomes light himand this takes place

through the beholding of the light. In our perfection we shall
be irradiated and interpenetrated by all the fulness of God, the
Light (that is the seeing Him as He is); and, as the consequence

we shall be o/xoioi to Him. And this of itself explains
how we are to interpret the ofioios. The question, whether
of that,

ofioios signifies

The

"

like, i.e.

equal," or " similar,"

is

of no

moment.

notion of " similarity," in the ordinary sense of the term,

has no place save between

finite natures.

2

Here the

oftoios

—

remembering the standard for the interpretation given in ch. i.
can be no other than like in nature. But it is equally plain
from ch. i. that that nature of God which we are to be like, is
3
to be regarded as His light-nature in the sense of His qualita-

—

1

Augustin, Aretius, and others, are quite wrong in referring the opoioi
Tticuot, Qeoi) has preceded.

cfjTa to Christ;

2
When, e.g., the Homoiousiasts attributed to the Son a ouoio; ru Trarpi
uvou in the sense of similarity, this was at the very outset unmeaning and

vapid.
3

Schmidt and Diisterdieck arbitrarily introduce the idea of God's rightRighteousness is not received by beholding, but light is. They
were misled by their false notion that ch. ii. 29 contains the theme of the
eousness.

Third Part.
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tive moral nature; not as His absoluteness, His independence,
His omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence, and so forth in
short, we must not think of that by which God in our conception is distinguished as God from the creature, but of that moral
character which it is His will to communicate to His own.
Hence, and on that account, St John uses o/j,oios, which expresses likeness of quality, and not laos, which would express
:

likeness of being.

"

We know that when

(tI ia6/jie9a),

Him,

like

we then

because

member gives

we

it

be (theoretically) revealed to us
shall be essentially

shall

and already)

(in fact

Him

shall see

the whole clause

He

as

is."

This

its finish.

make prominent (not merely silently taking
assume of necessity who supply, at least

will

as they

adversative particle after otSa/xev),

prominent, that there

ivill

When

our future glory.

—

this,

no merely

be

it is

is

Thus the last
what St John

it

for granted,

in thought,

I say, St

an

John makes

theoretical revelation of

made known

to us

what we in

our perfection shall be, then that perfection, the being essentially like

unto

God

thus

it

is

be already present; for that being like
will indeed be effected by the beholding of God. And

God,

will

the opav top Qebv KaOocx; earc on which

all

at last

no object of ciwiosity, no object
on which our speculative thought may spend its vain energy ;
in the degree in which we are now pervaded and penetrated by
depends.

Our

future glory

is

God

the Light, we obtain some presentiment and anticipation
what we shall be hereafter. Therefore it is not yet revealed
to us what we shall be, because we in our moral character are
not yet through and through light, we do not as yet see God as
He is. Future glory and blessedness is assuredly not something
external, which might be added or imparted to a man as it were
from without it is no other than the perfected consummation
of

:

God

of the " being sons of
is

perfectly born into us, then

that

is,

then

first shall

;"

when

the light-nature of

first shall

we know

we know what glory and blessedness

tained in the retcva ©eov elvav, the being God's children,

From what

God

rl icrofieda,
is

—

con-

itself.

further be self-evident that
Augustin, Aretius, J. Lange) refer
This is not
the o/xolol ecrofjueOa to the glorification of the body.
spoken of here, since avra> does not refer to Christ, but to God

has been

they are in error

as such.

who

said, it will

(as

—
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In ver. 3 an ethical obligation is deduced from what has
been said in ver. 2 but this ethical duty (like all obligations
of an analogous kind in St John) occurs here not in the form
;

of a legal injunction, but in the

of nature.

It

is,

as

Huther

of the Christian hope

:"

form of an internal necessity

rightly says, " the moral influence

nevertheless, not operating with the

invariable necessity of nature, but after a moral necessity

operation therefore that should be
internal requirement.

Tim 6

to the o/xoloi &ea> elvat.

God

felt,

— consequently,

;

eyjov r^v i\7rlSa ravrrjv looks

This, that

in the sense of ver. 2, that

an object of

we

is,

shall

that

we

as

an

an
back

it is

be essentially like
shall

be

sinless, is

hope (and not of fear,
therefore), and consequently of longing and pursuit.
But as
eXiTcs is here connected with eyeiv, it does not indicate the
subjective disposition or bias of the soul, but the objectivelj expected matter of the hope.
Compare Acts xxiv. 15, where
eXirlBa eyeiv alone occurs, and certainly is not equivalent to
eXTTi^eiv.
The Apostle does not mean to say there, " As I hope
that God will raise the dead;" but, "As I possess this hope
toAvards God, and expect itself (its fulfilment) that there shall
be a resurrection."
So also here e\7u<? is that which a man is
to the Christian

of

eA.7ri'?,

-

objectively justified in hojnngfor.

the Acts,
67rl,

et9

top ©eov

with the Dative,

is

And as there, in the passage of

connected with

it is

it,

so here

civtm:
is

by

founded

10; Rom. xv. 12.) He
hope (it is almost
the same as "promise"), is given by God
he who possesses
this eA/7U9, based upon God, that he shall be one day in nature
like God
he purifieth himself, aryvl^ei iavrov he cannot, he
may not, do otherwise. Since the being sinless is set before him
as the goal of his blessed hope, he must set all his powers towards
the attainment of this object his constant position must be that
of one wdio is in the act of repelling and patting away his sin.
The opposite of this, the loving and holding fast sin, or willing to
do so, would be no other than a casting away of the cAtti? given
to us by God, a rejection of the object of hope given us by Him.
" I will not have that
It would be no other than to say to God
jewel which Thou hast set before mine eyes in all its preciousness,
and hast promised one day to give me to me, the being delivered
for ever from sin is no priceless jewel."
'Ajvt^eiv is distin-

in

God.

to

whom

(Comp.

1

Tim.

vi.

17, iv.

this (objective) hope, this object of

—

—

;

;

:

;

,

errf

defined to be a hope which

;
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In classical
is from ayios.
no difference between ayvos and ayios
the tragic poets use ayvos where Herodotus and others used
Both words serve to define priestly holiness, and thereayios.
guished from ayidteiv, as ayvo<s

Greek, indeed, there

is

;

But

fore also virgin purity.

LXX. a distinction

in the

is

firmly

used only for the translation of *nnu (Ps. xix. 10;
Prov. xv. 26) and nnt (Prov. xx. 9), never for the rendering of
vhlp; similarly, ayvl^co is used for the translation of "into (2
fixed

:

ayvos

is

Chron. xxix. 16 and 18), and only then of mp (Ex. xix. 10;
xi. 18
1 Chron.
Josh. iii. 5, vii. 13
1 Sam. xxi. 9
xvi. 12
2 Chron. xxix. 5, xxx. 3
Isa. Ixvi. 17) when EHp

Num.

;

;

;

;

;

"Ayios, accordingly,

refers to the restoration of Levitical purity.

permanently withdrawn from profane use and
the profane sphere, and consecrated to God (and therefore
itself may lay claim to reverence in the use of it)
but ayvos is
is

that which

is

;

that which

is

accidentally in a Levitically pure condition, that

of which the impurity

The

done away.

is

opposite to ayios

is

profane ; the opposite to ayvos is impure. The same phraseology, with the same distinction, is found in the Apocrypha
(2

Mace.

xii.

38), although in 2

the sense of ETJp.
in

harmony with

which

The usage

Mace.

xiii.

New

of the

8 ayvo<? occurs in

Testament

that of the Septuagint

1x7*09 is

:

is

perfectly

he or that

withdrawn from the profane world, and has entered
kingdom and service of the Lord. Hence all Christians
such are called ayioi (Rom. i. 7
comp. 1 Pet.
1 Cor. i. 2
and
that
of
a believing
the
act
of
no
other
than
is
ayidfycv
9),
is

into the

as
ii.

;

;

consecration to Christ
1 Cor.

i.

2

;

Eph.

v.

:

26

rjytaajjbevoi
;

are

we through faith (comp.

On

1 Cor. vii. 14).

the other hand,

ayvos describes a condition purified from sin,— that of holiness
or parity, 1 Pet.

and
vi.

6

iii.

2

;

Jas.

specifically chastity, 1
;

iii.

Tim.

17
v.

;

Phil. iv. 8

22

;

Tit.

ii.

;

2 Cor.
5

viii.

2 Cor.

;

11

xi. 2,

and, in conformity with this, ayvi^iv defines the act of

from sin, 1 Tim. iv. 12 1 Pet. i. 22 Jas. iv. 8.
(So ayvos and ayvt^co occur in the Old-Testament meaning of
the Levitical purification and cleansing, Acts xxi. 24, xxiv. 18
purification

;

;

;

John xi. 55.)
Thus he who
the ethical

—

the hope
possesses this hope founded on God
comes under
day perfectly and for ever sinless
obligation of continually aspiring to that object now,

—

of being one

and ever cleansing himself from

all sin,

/caOax;

ixelvos ayvos

.
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earn.

'.E/ce«;o<?

is

here, as in ch.

avrco refers to

67T

@eo<?,

and

" as that

to

ai/rc<?;

Christ (Diisterclieck and

and Calvin, who refer both to
In the clause,
to God).

others, against Aretius, Estius,

Christ,

from

6, different

ii.

to

eicelvos

Lyra, who refers both

One

(Christ)

is

pure," a

new

relation

is

introduced

Hitherto only the promised

into the general strain of thought.

God as such was mentioned
now comes in also our relation to

future essential likeness in nature to
as the motive to the ayvi^eiv

the Incarnate, to Christ.
is

questionable

:

;

But

in

what manner this takes place
is pure" present a difficulty,

He

the words " as

and are accordingly capable of being variously accepted, as the
embarrassment of expositors bears witness. The difficulty lies
in this, that the ayvo? eari which is asserted concerning Christ,
is by the /ca6a><; placed on a parallel with the ayvi^eiv enjoined
upon us. " To be pure from sin," and "to purify oneself from
sin," are very different things
and it is not easy to see how it
can be said that we should pwrify ourselves from sin, even as
Christ is pure from sin. Among our recent expositors, Huther
;

does not allude to this difficulty

Diisterdieck despatches

;

it

with

few words, without seeming to be conscious that two very different methods of explaining the matter offer themselves.
The
first method is, to hold fast the comparative significance of
Ka9oo<;

then, however, the action of the ayvli^eiv cannot be

;

placed on a level with the ayvbs elvai of Christ, but only the
result of that action, the

being pure.

And

in that case the

be resolved in thought into ayvbv 7rotet, the sense
being this
Quisquis banc spem habet se ipsum tarn purum
reddit, quam purus ille est. The clause " as He is pure" serves
ayvl^ecv

is

to
:

then to denote the hind or the degree of holiness which St John
has in his mind when he uses ayviCpi or, secondly, KaOas may
be taken in the sense of expressing a motive, " even as also"
;

(quandoquidem, comp. Winer,
in ver. 23)

§

57,

and then the perfect

;

and the use of

below
adduced

Ka6(o<s

being pure of Christ

is

we must become pure. The
we regard as the right one. For John
cannot possibly here, when he so plainly distinguishes the
future perfect o/molos t<5 Qew from the present gradual dyvt^eiv,
as

a (second) motive wherefore

latter of these

lay

it

down,

views

as the object of this latter gradual purification,

we should be now already as pure and
Christ was.
Thus the clause "as He is pure"

that

as

sinless

as

serves not for
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the definition of the dyvi^et, but only as a further motive in

trying

it.

Nevertheless, this further motive

guished from the

not placed side by side with
it.

The

it,

but

is

is

it

is

developed internally from

future likeness in nature to

promised to us men,

not to be simply distin-

is

motive, "the having this hope;"

first

God

the Light, which

is

not simply and only future, but one that

has already become visible and historically

real.

In the In-

carnate One, in Christ, there has already appeared a
exhibited in Himself, in

its

Man who

absolute perfect realization, that

consummate goal which it must be our ceaseless object to aspire
And, as all our relations
to, and which thus Ave must attain.
to God lead through Him, and are defined in Him, so also this
relation of hope, o/jloios @eu> elvai.
In Christ, the Sinless One,
who is throughout and only Light, we possess the hope and the

we

assurance that

also shall

be partakers of the light-nature of

and pervaded with light, and without any darkness
at all.
Thus, all our endeavours after purification from sin, as
they flow from that hope of "being like God," so also they flow
from our beholding of Christ, in whom the "being like God"
was from the beginning a perfect reality.

God,

filled

In vers. 4-6

same internal moral necessity of the
both by our relation to God and

this

a<yvL%eiv kavrov, as it is defined

our relation
lias

6

to Christ, is

further developed.

iroLOiv ttjv afxaprlav,

ctfjiapTta icrTlv

i)

dvo/bbia, is

Kal rrjv dvofitav

iroiel,

Kai

ij

the reading of A.C. and other Codd.,

But this omission
make the sentence
Greek the predicate can

while B. omits the article before aftapria.
obviously sprang from an endeavour to

grammatically exact, since in

classical

have no article. But the transcriber's anxiety was useless, as
The relation
it was a mistake to make dfiaprla the predicate.
of thought between ver. 4 and ver. 3, as well as the precise
meaning of the terms dfiaprla and dvopbla, have given the expositors infinite trouble.
refer him who would understand
the chequer-work of interpenetrating views to which they have

—

We

given

rise, to

we hold

the cause of

everywhere, to
too

much

For ourselves,
here and
confusion,
and
the obscurity

the commentary of Dusterdieck.

lie

all

in this, that expositors

about the

text,

and

have too

have busied themselves
thrown themselves

little
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into

it

;

that they have brought to the subject too

many questjoi

and have not been anxious enough to observe
and subtle process of the connection of the

ings of their own,

calmly the

still

thought in the text

itself.

motives have been already

—

It

" purifying ourselves" by an

quite undeniable that two

is

named

in ver. 3,

which impel

internal ethical necessity

to the
:

one

being the hope of being o/aoioi unto God; and the other, the view
of Christ, who is already pure from sin.
The words tt&s 6
dfiaprlav are so strictly parallel in their form with

7roio)v Ti}v

the words

7ra<?

6 e%a>v rrjv ekrrriha Tavrrjv, as to constrain

the outset to assume that St

manner,

John

one at

designs, after his ordinary

to set over against the positive clause of ver. 3 its

negative counterpart in ver. 4.

But

it is

also at the

plain that the turn of the expression in ver. 4

that in ver. 3.

In ver. 3 he said

"

:

being like God, purifieth himself."

He

In

is

same time

the opposite of

that hath the hope of

4 he does not introduce the bare tautological antithesis (and this again is his

manner)
but he

"He

:

sets

ver.

that hath not this hope, purifieth himself not;"

out with the opposite of that thought which in ver. 3

formed the predicative idea, and makes it the subjective idea.
In ver. 3 he says, concerning him who " hath this hope," that
he purifieth himself; in ver. 4 he says something also concerning him

who

purifieth not himself, but " doeth iniquity."

But

him ?

Manifestly, something
that shall be in some sense internally opposed to the " having

what

is it

that he says concerning

If every man that hath the hope of being sinless
and enlightened through and through, purifieth himself, then
concerning him who purifieth not himself, but committetli sin,
the inference must be valid, that in him the impulse and desire
to be like God is not present.
And it is this which the predicative idea, ttjv avopiav irotei, alleges, and nothing else.
For
avofjuia, in such a distinction from ajiaprla, and yet in such
this hope."

comprehensive identification with

it,

— thus with

such variation

and such identity in the compass
can only indicate and define sin as that which
of the idea,
runs counter to the uttered laic of God's will; while, on the
other hand, " committing sin" marks the simple opposite to
" purifying himself."
" Committing sin," therefore, defines sin
in its immediate qualitative existence or character, and that in
contrast with the " purifying" (hence, we must refer it, not to

in the substance of the idea,

—

1

JOHN

original sinfulness, but, as the "

deliberate

and voluntary
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committing" of

itself

shows, to

to sin as loved and cherished)

sin,

;

on the other hand, defines sin
will of God.
uttered
in its relation of opposition to the
an internal opposite
really
forms
iroiel
Thus the rrjv dvofilav
hope it is to be one
those
whose
heart
in
to the disposition of

avofila, transgression of the law,

day

like

still
is

God, and perfectly free from

remains,

why

once exhibited as opposition

at

But, the question

sin.

God

that antagonist relation to the will of

The answer

the laic.

to

to

this question lies in the relation of the fourth verse to the fifth.

the first motive urged in ver. 3, the " having this hope," was
appended the second, most internally allied with it, " as He is

To

;" that

pure

to Christ.

the reference to

is,

And,

as in ver.

God w as
r

4 the

likewise in ver. 5 the second motive
in ver.

4 as what runs counter

as what runs counter

is

the

to

is

developed, so

developed.

Sin appears

Law
In

the Gospel.

to

followed by a reference

motive

first

;

in ver. 5

ver.

4

it is

the eternal injunction of God's will as expressed in law
5

it is

appears

it

contrary to
;

in ver.

contrary to the nature of the revealed redeeming will of

Thus the two critical points
and clearly developed in ver. 4 and ver.
and there is no need that we should (with B.-Crusius) hold
5
ver. 3, etc., for an " intermediate thought," nor (with Luther,
Calvin, Grotius, Spener, Liicke, De Wette, Neander, and
others) regard ver. 4 as the main idea, and ver. 5, etc., as
" arguments connected," nor (with GEcumenius, S. Schmidt,
and, approximately, Diisterdieck) assume that vers. 4-6 look

God

as exhibited in act in Christ.

of ver. 3 are resolved
;

back upon the (imaginary) main idea of ch. ii. 29. Piscator
comes nearest to the true view, when he says that vers. 4 and 5
ver.
contain two grounds on which St John warns against sin
ver. 5, because it is opposed to the end
4, because it is avo/jbia
clear exhibition, however, of
of the incarnation of Christ.
:

;

A

the

manner

in

which the two

solved and laid bare in vers. 4 and

After

this

as a whole,

attention,

eavTov,
It

is

it

is

though

and

5,

we

seek vainly in Piscator.

general investigation of the relation of the thought

forms, as

iroielv

points of ver. 3 are re-

critical

is

to

not said 6

necessary that

we should

briefly, to the individual

we have

said, the

give some further

words.

Ttjv afiapriav

opposite of the a^vl^eiv

be understood in the light of this contrast.
he that
e-^cov
he that hath, but 6 irotwv

—

—
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committeth

is

it

;

afxaprlav —

the

apapriav, but o irotoiv rrjv
former
difference distinguishes it
The

not 6

sin.

ttoicov

from the " having sin" of ch. i. 8 it does not, like this latter,
indicate a state in which man
though the whole character of
his life is regulated by the Spirit of Christ according to the
will of God and the laws of the Gospel, and he no longer walks
:

—

— yet has

in sin

sin still in himself as the

remains of unsanctified

and the carnal mind, and as working in a mind not
yet fully illuminated, and in the still impure impulses of his
this state, according to ch. i. 8, would
will (see on ch. i. 8)
not in itself form a contrast to the " purifying of himself," inasaffections

:

much as

co-exists with this purifying;

it

— committing
Christian

new

is

sin

— marks

absolutely

and

but

apaprtav
which the

irotelv ri)v

a conduct in regard to

in every sense responsible, since the

bestowed upon him has given him sufficient strength
walk otherwise, that is, to " purify himself."
But then,

to

life

secondly,
is

—

not

it is

iroteiv afiaprtav,

not fortuitous (as Diisterdieck

and

vers. 6

9)

:

— the

but rr/v a/xaprlav

;

and

this

w ould wrongly deduce from
T

former expression Avould not (although

generally synonymous with the apudprriTe of ch. ii. 1) give us
a sharp and defining antithesis to the " purifying himself."
For, even he who " purifieth himself" will, in consequence of
the condition of being which

is

designated as

e-^etv a/xapriav,

have moments in which he fails, and doeth that which
is sinful (comp. ch. i. 10); and, although such moments will be
then interruptions and transitory negations of the ayvi^eiv, yet
are they viewed as only possible transitory and partial negations
ch.

i.

8,

on the other hand, the perfect opposite of the
committing of sin generally, that is, the doing what is sin.
Here, the
idea of the apuaprla is by the article bound essentially and not
fortuitousfy with the iroielv
it does not mean, to perforin such
of the ayveia

:

ayvl^eiv kavrov appears as the 7roieiv rijv a/naprlav, the

:

actions as have,

them

;

sin.

Thus,

science

by a

but

;

among

other notes, that of sin connected with

means, to commit that which

it
it

is

in

its

and therefore conduct which can be explained only

love of sin, conduct which shows that the

abandon and renounce

sin.

This conduct, as

sharp contrast to the " purifying himself," so
Christian

very nature

denotes a sinning in spite of knowledge and con-

is

unconditionally responsible for.

man
it

will not

forms the

is such as the
In the new life

it

1

which

John

JOHN

implanted in him,

is
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and disuse of

application,

power to which St
and the neglect, misis, which has for its

possesses the

lie

points in the words wyvl^et eavrov
this

power

;

it

result the Troielv ti]v dpuapriav.

He, then, who

manner committeth

in this

that

which

is sin,

committeth therefore that which thwarts the uttered will of
God's law. (For all expositors agree that avoyuia does not here,
like avofios in 1 Cor. ix. 21, indicate a mere ignorance, and unacquaintance with the law.)
rj

dfxaprla ecrrlv

that which

rj

dvopbia

:

1
St John adds explanatorily,

that which

is

sin, is

opposed to the will of God's law.

is

so perfectly cover each other, that

he who would give a defini-

tion of the idea of sin could not otherwise define

"that which thwarts the
that avofjbia

is

will of

teal

no other than
The two ideas

God."

Thus,

it is

it

than as

self-evident

not an intensification of the idea of dpiaprta (as

that by
Romish sense is to be
understood (as Estius and other Komish expositors discover !).
But it is also plain from the above exhibition of the connection
and sequence of thought, that in the word dvofxia as such there

B.-Crusius asserts)

is

;

say nothing of the notion

to

the peccatum mortale in the

d/jbaprla

not contained any polemical reference to antinomian Gnostics;

although the pervading emphasis thrown upon sanctification
throughout the whole Epistle (compare above on ch. i. 10) is
to

be explained by the Apostle's polemical pastoral relations, as
Gnostic false

confronting and withstanding the antinomian
teachers and seducers.

Ver.

5.

After St John has shown that the " committing;
" purifying himself," runs counter to

sin," this opposite of the

Law, he goes on

the

Gospel

show that

to

the nature of the Father,

:

it

also

runs counter to the

and the nature of the incar-

nate Son, alike conduce to the internal moral necessity of holiness, according to ver. 3
rd<i

ing

dfiapTias aprjj
rjfxcov

wanting
against
1

may

:

/cal

otSare ore e/cetvo? i<pavepa)07}, iva

dpbaprca ev avrco ovk eanv.

before apy, from Cod.

in

it.

/cal

C,

is

(The read-

decidedly spurious

A.B. and Vulg., and internal argument

is

:

it

is

strongly

For, the end of the incarnation of Christ could be

We cannot say that x*i is used here in the sense of " for ;" but we
say that St John here, as often elsewhere, connects by the lax *«/ a

clause

which assumes an explanatory relation to what precedes.
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down

laid

as only the taking

away of

sin absolutely, the overcom-

arid the restriction to the result in us, contained in

ing of sin

;

the

would be most inappropriate

rjjuwVy

here.)

as in ver. 3, for the designation of Christ

here (according to the analogy of ch.

from

ch.

flesh,

as

28,

'E/ceivo<i stands,

icpavepcod?} indicates

and

as distinguished

2) the actual becoming-manifest of Christ in the

iii.

is

ii.

;

In the

self-evident.

St John refers to

first clause,

the end of the incarnation of Christ, which was no other than
In the second clause, he repeats
the " taldng away of sin."
essentially the thought of ver. 3, " as He is pure," while he
refers to the nature of Christ as that of the Sinless

never had

One, who

sin.

The former clause has indeed been differently understood.
Relying upon John i. 29, Bengel, Hunnius, Piscator, Liicke,
and De Wette took alpeiv in the meaning of a vicarious bearing, propitiating, and atoning. Many others (as Estius, Luther,
Bullinger, Calovius, Beausobre, Neander, Sander) thought that
both significations, that of " atoningly-bearing" and " taking
away,"' the ferre and the abolere, might be combined. But this is
no better than an exegetical monstrum, since one and the same
word cannot be used at once in two different significations.

And

the

first

explanation appeals in vain to

true that in that passage,
figure used in

it,

the subject

redeeming, work of the
there

alpeiv

according to

signified

Lamb

is

of

John

i.

29.

It

is

context and the

its

not the sanctifying, but the

God

;

not, however, because

" taking away,"

anything other than

but because afiapria was used there tropically in the sense of
i'iy,

that

is,

for the designation of the guilt of sin

in St

John the

xvii. 15, xix.
it

means

which was

to

Alpeiv has everywhere and without exception

be taken away.

away (John xi. 48, xv. 2,
and the Sept. translates KtW, where
by <f>epeiv, but, where it means to take away,

signification of taking

31 and 38)

to bear,

;

In our present passage^ however, the context will
not allow a/xapTia to mean the guilt of sin, but only that of sin

by

alpeiv.

itself

away

;

consequently, what

is

here intended

of sin" (Calvin, Diisterdieck, Huther),

rious bearing of

Assuredly,

it is

guilt.""'

Neither would

true that the

is

the " taking

and not the

vica-

this last suit the context.

remembrance

of the necessity that

Christ should suffer under the guilt of our sin would present of
itself

a very urgent motive to our warfare against sin

;

but, if

i

joiin in. 1-24.
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to make that prominent, St John must have
upon the point of the suffering, and made that
the chief verb
he must have written, " And we know that He

he had intended
laid the stress

:

eiraOev

—

that

He suffered — to

take

away

sins ;"

not, " that

He

— was manifested." Moreover, we interpret
of
— that of the
of the taking away of the
rtas
propitiatory bearing of
— the following words, "and there

d/xap-

if

icjiavepcodr)

guilt

aprj

sin,

is,

sin,

no sin in Him," receive a meaning which, in this connection,
would be altogether inappropriate. For, as appended to the
thought of vicarious atonement, these words would only contain

is

although in

Him-

in this connection,

mani-

the subordinate reflection, that Christ bore
self there teas no sin

— a thought which,

sin,

would have no place. 1
Therefore we must resolutely hold fast the explanation,
u that He might take away sins."
St John reminds us of this,
that it was the final and most comprehensive design of the
collective redeeming work of Christ, to make an end of the
whole God-opposing power of sin, to abolish it altogether out of
In the closest conthe world, and to overcome the darkness.
returning back to the final
nection with this, he reminds us
thought of ver. 3
of the truth, that in Christ there was no kind
that
is,
no darkness at all. He appeared upon earth
of dfiapria,
as man, that He might be the Enemy of sin in this twofold
sense He is the enemy of sin, inasmuch as in His nature He is
altogether in conflict with it, as He is all and throughout light,
ail and throughout holy, and of Him the "having sin in himself," of ch. i. 8, can by no means, and in no sense, be predicated
and He is the enemy of sin, inasmuch as in His whole
work, and its results, He approves Himself the victorious foe of
all iniquity, who hath come to make an absolute end of it, and
festly

—

—

:

;

to cast

down the

rebellion of the creature against the Creator,

of the darkness against the

light.

which St John deduces in ver. 6

Has

o ev

avrm

pevcov,

ecopa/cev aurbv, ovBe

From

both there follows that

:

ov% dpLapravet'

eyvwKev avrov.

7ra? o dfiapTavcov

ov%

Thus St John returns back

from the second motive, developed in ver. 5, to the ethical laic
down in ver. 3, and which finds its foundation in the mo-

laid
1

That

kv a.vTu

Christ," that

*

is,

refers to Christ,

to all believers in

and not (with Calvin) to the " body
Him, needs no demonstration.
T>

of

:
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lives

in

expanded in

He

vers. 4, 5.

our sixth verse, naturally, in

repeats this ethical law here

same formula which

the

had

it

reference to the second motive (ver. 5), in its
But in doing this, he (after the analogy
reference to Christ.
received in

of ver. 3

its

and

ver. 4) lays

it

down,

first

and then

in a positive,

in a negative, form.

who abideth in Him" (on this \xkvwv comp.
"
sinneth not." Diisterdieck, as we before re24),
marked, deduces from the afxaprdvei, standing thus simply, that
" Every man,

above, ch.

ii.

the article before ajxaprlav above, in ver. 4,

without significance, and that

irotelv tijv

and
means no-

fortuitous,

is

dfiaprlav

thing more than iroielv afxaprlav or d/xaprdveiv. An instructive
and warning example, into what a man may fall when he moves
in varepois irporepotq, explaining what goes before by what
Our simple, and thus incomes after, instead of the reverse
definite ov% dp,aprdvei, St John could use here, only because
the preceding iroieZv ttjv dfxapriav, ver. 4, and its antithesis
with dyvlQiv eavrov, had already defined clearly to the readers
what kind of dfiapTaveiv was intended a otherwise he would
never have thus unconditionally, and without explanation, writBut he has
ten, " He that abideth in Christ, sinneth not."
himself shown, in ch. i. 8—10, how and in what sense even he
!

;

that abideth in Christ

may

still sin.

He

has, in ch.

ii.

1, 2, set

over against the requirement, " that ye sin not," the actual state,
" and if any man sin." St John writes here, " sinneth not," only

because ver. 4 has

made

evident that he has in his

it

mind

that

dpbapTiav which forms the opposite of dyvlQiv eavrov.

Troielv ttjv

He who

abideth in Christ, sinneth not in

may

this

sense,

2

—

in

he cannot wilfully, and
against his better knowledge and conscience, do that which is
3
sin
he cannot love, and cherish, and entertain sin.
Wherefore
he cannot and

this sense

not sin

;

;

1

In a similar manner he

'writes,

because in ver. 2 the more explicit

ch. iv. 3,

o

y.vi

ofio'Aoys'i

rou 'Iwovy,

had
But who would think of explaining the more definite expression
in ver. 2 by the less definite expression of ver. 3, instead of the reverse ?
1 Olshausen remarks on
ch. v. 18, quite in harmony with our view
" The child of God .sinneth not at all, that is, in a certain sense. He has
o

ofiohoyti

X.

'I.

\v tr&pxl sA>j?vf &>V«

preceded.

indeed

sin,

ch.

i.

8

;

but he committeth not

sin,

ch.

iii.

willingly overcome, he suffers not himself to be overcome,
3

Huther

violates the context

who

are

still

members

by

He

is

not

sin."

by explaining a uaprd.vtiv of the condition
having entered into
i

of those

4-8.

of the xoapog, not yet

JOHN

1

—
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Because he who doeth this, abideth not in
of neglected purification, sufferconsequence
Christ
good seed in him is choked
faith,
and
the
of
eth shipwreck
easy to see.

it is

but, as the

;

anions thorns.

And

thus, then, the negative side also stands fast

hath not seen

(in this sense) sinneth,

{Avtov goes back here,
that

manner

of ch.

i.

:

He

that

nor known Him.

as in ver. 5, naturally to the

e/eetz^o?,

St John advances his expression (after the

to Christ.)

is,

Him

10) to this point, that such a Christian, who,

instead of purifying himself, committeth willingly that which
sin,

is

cannot be a truly regenerate man, cannot have attained to

and genuine conversion of heart. True conversion!
full, perfect, and earnest repentance, that is, self-E
and he who, thus self-despairing, has?
despairing hatred of sin
embraced Christ as his Saviour, has at the same time, when hej
came to behold and know Christ, cast away and renounced sin
He who has not done this, he who secretly
with abhorrence.
true, full,

presupposes

;

entertains sin in his soul, has
frightfully true

:

O

that

all

—

it

is

frightfully solemn, but

preachers of the Gospel preached

more distinctly and impressively than, alas,
"not yet beheld, and not yet known
Christ :" he has not yet beheld Him who is throughout and
altogether light, and the encmv of darkness and sin: he has not
yet beheld Him with the inner eye of the spirit, and not yet
this sacred truth

they commonly do!

known Him

in the

superficies of the

—

inmost centre of his being

;

only with the

powers of his soul has he adhered to Christ,

knowing only the fragmentary beginnings of the character of his
He who has discerned in
Saviour, and not yet Christ Himself.
also
embraced, and loved,
has
not
Christ only a consolation, and
of
all crKoria, has, acJudge
heart
the
holy
and shut up in his
"
John,
not
yet
seen and known
of
testimony
St
cording to the

Him "aright.
As

Diisterdieck softened

rlav, ver. 4,

by an

down

the idea of

iroieiv ttjv d/xap-

unjustifiable reference to ver. 6, into the

idea of sinning generally

:

so

now

in ver. 6,

where he consistently

understands dfiaprdvecv in the same vague and general way, he
introduces an exegesis which robs the Johannsean expression of

But ver. 4 speaks of those who are Chrisof God's children.
but wanting in holiness. Not till the close of ver. 6 is it said, that
and how far such Christians are not yet truly regenerated.

the

number

tians',

\
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and solemnity.
of St John," that whoever "

its

He

precision

regards

it

as the " ideal view

any sense whatever, has
According to this unjustifiable
generalization of the iclea of the a/iaprdveiv (which should rather
be interpreted by ver. 4), St John's declaration certainly seems
to be made more rigorous and emphatic than according to our
In fact, it Avould be a frightexegetically-precise interpretation.
ful and most depressing utterance, that whosoever sins in any
But this severity is
sense whatever, has no part in Christ.
not yet rightly

known

sins," in

Christ.

abated by the expositor's notion that

it is

" St John's ideal

way

of viewing the matter, which leaves out of consideration the
remaining sinfulness of believers ;" and which, moreover, " in

whom the beginning of eternal life has not
been followed by continuance, leaves out of consideration that
beginning."
That is no good divinity in which yea is nay and
nay is yea. According to this notion, the sense would be
" Ideally viewed, that is, apart from the always-continuing sinfulness of believers, it may be said that whosoever sinneth, hath
not yet known Christ. But, viewed in reality, that is, with due

the case of those in

:

may still sin, we must
may nevertheless have known Christ."

consideration of the fact that believers

say that one

who

sinneth,

What,

then,

To

this interpretation the fullest justice,

is

John

there left in this whole utterance of St

?

no more can be extracted from it than this seemingly ingenious but really empty
declaration, that a Christian, if he commits a sin, approves himthat is, so far as he commits this sin
self in this
not as one
who lias known Christ. But St John's words mean something
very different from this, something fearfully solemn but equally
true
a truth which must not be thus toned down and accommodated to the licentious Christianity of our days.
"EyvcoKev, as compared with ecoparcev, is not, as some think,
do

—

—

—

an elevation of the idea
as others think.

;

still less is it,

But opav

is

however, an anticlimax,

the beholding of Christ as of the

yivoocrtceiv is the loving knowledge (comp. on ch. ii. 3)
which contains the reception of the nature of Christ into our

light

own

;

selves.

Vers. 7-10. The
those

who

contrast, established in ver. 6,

abide in Christ, and those

Christ, leads of itself

who have not

and immediately

to a

between

yet

known

comparing contrast

1

JOHN
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of the re/cva ©eov and the re/cva tov Bta/36\ov. By the hortatory appeal, " Little children, let no one deceive you," this

new

train of thought

is

separated from what precedes, while

meaning and substance is still
developed from it. In vers. 7,

strictly
8,

connected with

the thought

is

it

its

and

essentially a

modified recapitulation of that which was expanded in vers.

The

3-6.

reflection of ver.

4

is

repeated in ver. 7 in a positive

form, and yet so that, not the " purifying of self," but the
" doing righteousness," is opposed to the " sin ;" for the Apostle

from

here,

ver. 7 onwards,

no longer speaks of Christians who

intermit the care of their sanctification, but designs to oppose

and

to the true

living Christians the not-C/wistians as such, the

re/cva tov Staj36\ov.

plete,

Thus, the

and diametrically opposed kinds of

enters in the

new

is

And

thus there

— as preparation for the conclusion

— introduced and, conformably with
of the idea of
a modification of the
— Thus, on the one hand,
8 are

of the strain, ver. 10
there

life.

and the
com-

absolute,

modification, that presently in ver. 8 the idea

of the gk tov BiafioXov elvai

this,

irotetv rrjv hucaLoavvrjv

afiapriav stand in antithesis, as two

iroielv ttjv

is

;

ver. 5,

repetition

vers. 7,

i(pavepa>d7] Iva, k.t.X.

attached to what precedes, while, on the other, they lead beyond
to the

main proposition of the new

in vers. 9, 10,

of

God and
Ver.

7.

—

train of thought, expressed

to a contrasting juxtaposition of the children

the children of the devil.
TeKvia, firjSeh irXavdrco vfias

:

this is the

reading

Lachmann, and Tischendorf, give this reading the preference. Codd.
A. and B. (Copt., Syr., and Arm.) read iravhla, which TischenBut it is on internal grounds more probable that
dorf prefers.
there
the Traihla was a correction introduced from ch. ii. 18
the section, vers. 18-26, began with the address iraiZia, and
ended with the words, " These things have I written to you concerning tCov TrXavwvTOiv u/xa?." Now, because a warning is
found in this passage also against a if\avacr6ai, it might have
been supposed that the passages were homogeneous, and that
iraihla must be here also the true reading.
The warning, "Let no man deceive you," finds its explana-

of Cod. B.

and the Rec.

;

Mill, Wetstein, Griesbach,

:

tion in this, that the Gnostic false teachers of that time actually

maintained the assertion, that nothing could defile the avOpwirov
TTvevjxaTtKov, or, that the law did not proceed from the Supreme
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God, and so forth, according to the various forms of their antinomian doctrine. These were the deceivers, whose seductions
the readers were to withstand.
'O 7roicov rr)v ScKaioavvnv forms, as we have said, the contrast to 6 7rot(bv TTjv afiaprlav.
The latter was in ver. 4 placed
in opposition to the ayv^etv aeavTov

for there, according to the

;

To

context, ver. 3, Christians were spoken of.

those Christians

who

the conduct of

continually purify themselves from sin, a

was presented by the conduct of those Christians who
" commit that which is sin," that is, do evil against their better
contrast

knowledge and conscience, and

wilfully.

The Apostle

has

now

uttered in ver. 6 the declaration that such Christians are not

and this leads him now, from ver. 7
onwards, to drop entirely the contrast between Christians and
really Christians at all

;

down

Christians (the genuine and the spurious), and to lay
instead the stronger antithesis between the children of

He

the children of the devil.
of the reicvov Qeov as he
it

is

God and

has in vers. 2-Q viewed the idea

in himself

the opposition between what

is

;

and has developed from
and what is not

consistent

consistent with that dignity. Now, on the other hand, he places
the idea of the t£kvov Qeov in comparing contrast with the

tgkvov rov StaftoXov.
iroeiv T7]v afxaprlav

Conformably with

this,

the opposite of

Two

assumes another form.

complete and

finished states of heart are opposed to each other,

exhibited in their actual and visible results.

gradual ayv(£eLv eavrov has no longer place
child of the world

and the

by

a gradual process of
that he simply " doeth that which
ized, not

;

devil, the child of

and that as

Here then the

as opposed to the

God

is

character-

becoming pure, but by
is

this,

righteous," while the child

"doeth that which is sin." For, iroieiv rrjv 8i/caiocan mean, in such a contrast, no other than " the doing

of the devil
o-vvrjv

that which

is

right."

A i/caLoavvr)

denotes that which

is,

in its

quality, Sitccuov, right.

Concerning him, then, avIio doeth that which is right, St
declares, hUcuos iart
he is righteous.
A glance at the

—

John

connection teaches that Slkcuos does not occur here in the sense
of the Pauline doctrine of justification, and does not describe a

—

justified state,
that of one who is able to stand before the
judgment-seat of God, and is acknowledged to be free from
guilt.

For the

question,

Who may

thus stand before God. and

—
1

JOHN
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by what means he may thus stand ? does not in the most
manner enter into the subject here. Least of all is the

distant
Si/cato-;

elvai exhibited as the consequence or result of the nroietv rrjv

And

hucawavvnv.

with this

the ground the exegesis of

falls to

who have

the JRomish expositors,

perverted this passage into a

But we
meaning that he who doeth

refutation of the Protestant doctrine of justification.

should not interpret
that

which

is

it

at once as

demonstrates thereby that he has already

right,

by

attained to justification (in the Pauline sense)

thing

is

said here about justification.

directly said concerning regeneration.
first,

But

must

not, of course,

eicelvos

No-

faith.
is

anything

Aiicatos iari stands,

in opposition to Ik tov 8ia(36\ov iart

the appendage icadcbs

neither

and, secondly, has

;

hUaios iart.

This final clause

be regarded as a mere repetition of that in
In ver. 3 the clause /caOoos,
the motive for the requirement, " purify-

ver. 3, tcaOcos iicelvoq ayvos icrTi.
k.t.X., serves to assign

ing self
is

;"

in

our seventh verse, on the other hand, the

ment,

6 ttolcov t?]v ScKaioavfvv,

but with the predicate which

attributed to the doer of righteousness.
as

fca6d><i

not connected with the subject-idea, involving the reqiure-

He

(Christ)

He

(sicut).

as Christ

is

avIio

Here the

hUcuos.

is

meaning of a motive

is

is

hUaios,

cannot have the

/caOoos

(siquidem), but only that of comparison

doeth that which

righteous

Such a man

;

he

who

is

right,

is

righteous, even

doeth that which

is sin, is

of the

shows most plainly that
the predicate-idea has no other aim than to attribute to him
who doeth that which is right a relation of nature, or likeness of
nature, with Christ. Not that such a man will be acknowledged,
devil

:

this antithetical juxtaposition

like Christ, to

that such a

be guiltless before the judgment-seat of God, but

man

bears in himself the nature of Christ, is what
And so far our Si/cato^ ean has cer-

the Apostle would say.
tainly
that,

some

affinity

with the e£ avrov yeyivvrjTai of ch.

however, must be interpreted, not by ch.

contrast contained in ver. 7.

Nor

does St

29, but

ii.

John

ii.

29

;

by the

lay emphasis

here upon the being born of Christ, but upon the consequence
of that, the likeness of nature.

Alkulo^ therefore denotes here,

not a man's position before God's judgment, but simply the

-^character of his nature

:

the

nature of Christ

is

one which

corresponds to the will of the Father so the nature of him who
" doeth righteousness" is one which corresponds to the will of the
;

;
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Father.

And

so far Calovius

is

right, that this idea of the Justus

not under that of justijicatio, but under that of scmctificatio.

falls

He who

doeth that which

is

right,

showeth thereby that the

nature of Christ, conformed to the will of the Father, has be-

come

his nature

he who doeth that which

:

thereby that he Zktov $ia/36\ov
!

that he

icrrc

sin,

is

(comp. John

viii.

showeth
44)

;

that

and that his nature and cha1
racter has been derived from him. For it is for ever the nature
and character of the devil, to sin. This explanatory middle
clause follows in the words, " For the devil sinneth from the
beginning," which words plainly point to John viii. 14, and are
by them to be understood. 'Air apyfis is not to be referred,
is,

is

a child of the devil,

with B.-Crusius, to the beginning of the existence of the devil,
as

if

he had never done anything but sin from the beginning

of his existence

The former

nor, with Bengel, to the period of his fall.

;

and
an arbitrary and impossible interpretation of the
words.
But air a/3%'}? is the beginning of human history
(Calvin, Lange, Semler)
in comparison with the sin of men,
the devil appears to be one who sinned air apx*]?'
Els tovto icpavepobOi], k.t.X., is, in its substance, a repetition
of the thought of ver. 5.
In its form, this thought is here
modified in two ways first, Christ is not here, as there, designated by eiceZvos, but, in marked contrast to the 8uif3o\os, as
the vlbs tov ©eov
and, secondly, in conformity with the prethe latter

contradicts the other teaching of Scripture

;

is

-

;

:

;

vious train of thought, vers.

here described as a \vecv

to,

7, 8,

the

alpe.iv ra<;

epya tov 8iaj36\ov.

of the devil" are simply the d/napTiai

that he sins himself

;

for,

a/xaprias

is

These " works

this is his

work,

and infuses sin into his TeKvoii consequently, the ajxapTiai, which are committed by these children of
his, are epya fov ScafioXov, works after the devil's kind, works
which the devil works in them
thus in every view (in kind
and origin) devil's works. Some expositors erroneously include
death and all evil among the ep<ya tov Sia/36\ov here mentioned
but this is against the context. Aveiv bears the meaning of
cast down, destroy, abolish, as in John ii. 19, v. 18, vii. 23,
x. 35
Eph. ii. 14.
;

—

;

1

It is self-evident

that

we do

not use these words in the sense of the

scholastic "substantia," but designate
ter of the will.

by them the inherent moral charac-
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In VEB. 9 follows now the thought which Dusterdieck erroThe Apostle
Sitcaios ian, ver. 7.
has said, that he who doeth that which is (before God) righteous,
shows thereby that he is partaker of the nature of Christ but
that he who doeth that which is sin, shows thereby that he is
neously found in the words

^

;

He

partaker of the nature of the devil.
the

that

declaration,

Christ

the incarnation of

make an end

directed to this end, to

is

has further repeated

the whole scope of

of the afiapTia.

Accordingly, he has shown that a child of God, a Christian,

may

not sin

;

more

or,

strictly,

who would

that he

be, not a

may

child of the devil, but a partaker of the nature of Christ,

He

not sin.

adds

now

more inward

the

is

a contradiction to

shown

Christ, has been

that the being born of

in vers. 7, 8

God

he who

is

That the iroieiv rrjv
the whole nature and work of

a child of God, born of God, cannot
afiaprlav

truth, that

has for

sin.

;

it is

its

now added

necessary and indispensable consequence the
The subject-idea, " born of God," finds

in ver. 9,

and internally

essential

dfxapruveiv.

[xrj

explanation in

its

what was remarked upon ch. ii. 29. In the predicate a/xaprlav
ov TToiel, St John could now omit the article, for the same reason which led him, in ver. 6, to substitute the bare apLaprlav
for the nrocelv ri]v afiapriav.
after

what has gone before.

The

The

be

may

repeated, in order that the reader
e^etv afjiapriav

idea

iroielv,

sufficiently plain

is
it

now

persists in

is

here

afterwards he uses (as connected with hvvarat)

;

the mere ap,aprav£iv (as above, ver. 6), since
possible

observed,

not think of a mere

doing

so.

He

was no longer

it

misunderstand his meaning.

to

(Dusterdieck

understands the apbapraveiv of

all

and every kind of sin, and explains the idea thus resulting,
which is utterly opposed to ch. i. 8-10, as St John's " ideal
view.")

He who is born

of

God, doeth not

sin

;

that

ledge and will opposed to the will of God.
iv

avTw

Some

p,ev€t

:

anreppia

avrov

(Bengel, and others) take aireppa in the sense of " child
God " the progeny of God

abideth in or with God,"

same

not with know-

these words have been explained in two ways.

or progeny," and refer the avra> to

away.

is,

"On

Nearly

all

— abideth

:

faithful to

Him,

falleth not

other expositors understand airepixa of that

seed, in the spiritual sense,

which the regenerate have

received from God, and through which they have become

new
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men,

— that

is,

of the seed or

TIIE

germ

ENMITY OF THE WORLD.
of the

new

life

;

and, accord-

men. " The seed of God abideth
The latter view is obviously
in them, in the regenerate men."
to be preferred, because the words in question, on that view, conwhereas, on the other view, they would
tain a real argument
be a tautological and weakened repetition of what had been said
Moreover, the designation of ri/cvov
in afiapTiav ov Troiet.
Qeov by the word aTrep/xa would be here most inappropriate,
and altogether out of keeping with the figure of the /xeveiv iv
ingly, they refer the avroi to

;

T(Z ©£OJ.

There has been much controversy as to what this aireppa
whether the word of God (Augustin, Luther, BulIt is
linger, Bengel), or the Holy Ghost (Calvin, Beza).
(Episcopius, GBcumenius, Estius, Liicke) the germ of the new
life implanted in us by the Holy Spirit, the germ of the new
man in us, that is, the Christ implanted in us. In him into
whom this <nrepfia has been planted, it abides, fievet. This
fievet is used, however, without any reference to the question
whether a regenerate person might ever fall from faith but
with reference to the question, whether it be possible to him
knowingly and wilfully to act contrary to the will of God. But,

refers to

—

—

;

I

I

the latter is with him an impossibility, certainly so much the
more must the former be if a iroielv rrjv afxaprlav justifies us in
coming to the conclusion that ov% ecopaice rov Xpiarov, how much
more must a shipwreck of faith lead to the same conclusion ?
And so far Calvin and the Synod of Dort were right in saying,
that he who falls away manifests that his faith had not been
the true and genuine faith as to its quality ; or that the vera fides
has among its marks that of perseverantia. 1 But, to regard this
if

:

this, my remarks upon Heb. vi. 4, in the eighth
must undergo some modification. Not that I can
agree with Calvin, when he makes the ysvoctpsvoi there refer merely to those
who had just begun to taste the blessedness of a state of grace. I must
1

In accordance with

volume

of this work,

my affirmation, that it is not the scope of the passage to say that
one had tasted of the enjoyments of grace the more easily he would

hold fast
the less

the more one had already enjoyed of the
more irrecoverably would he be lost, if he should turn
his back upon these blessings, and fall away from the confession of Christ.
Only this must be added
that in
from our present passage, 1 John iii. 9

be

lost

;

but the contrary, that

gifts of grace, the

—

—

the

man who,

in the sense of Heb. vi. 4, falls

ginnings of the

new

life,

away again from

great be-

a true and thorough regeneration cannot have

1
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.

it were external and added gift,
go clean contrary to our present text.
But there is no essential connection between this whole doctrine and that of absolute predestination ; for, the question
whether the cause of a man's not reaching true regeneration
lies in the will of man himself, or in a decree of God, is not at
that
all touched by the teaching of our present passage

perseverance as a specific, as

donum,

to

is

—

genuine regeneration cannot be

But there

lost.

another point of view in which this verse

is

is

Nothing can be more absolute than
its contradiction of the Romanist delusion, that regeneration is
in some magical way effected in the baptism of children.
He
who is born of God, committeth no sin. He who committeth
dogmatically important.

our context), that is, who willingly doeth,
an unconverted man, that which is sin, is not yet born of
God, though he may have been twenty times baptized. The
word of God cannot lie. Little children, let no man deceive you.
The Divine seed of the new life abideth in the regenerate
man and therefore it follows ical ov hvvarau afiaprdvetv, where
djxaprdveiv stands, as we have shown, in the meaning which
sin (in the sense of

as

;

alone the context marks out.

thing impossible

— by

To

—

sin,

and love

to Christ, are the

within him.

mony by

He

his

hath sin in him

;

and even

may still
may be that

lie

very essence of the new

life

testi-

John.

;

affections

in his

be a/corta, or perversion scarcely detected.

it

the <rap% leads

him

Thus

into greater or lesser lapses

contrary to the bent of his

is

which

his constii. 8-10)
need constant grace and purimaxims, and tendencies, and pursuits

(according to ch.

still

and

there

but this

at the

to the truth of this utterance of St

tutional dispositions
fication

sin,

derived from God,

Every true and genuine Christian gives

walk

of

For, sorrow on

and abhorrent abandonment of
life

a

is

it

sin in that

commandments

will.

foundation of his conversion; light and

is

commit

to

to the

knowingly, and with deliberate

account of

man

the regenerate

very nature

and run counter

sense, to withstand

God

his

will,

and

;

his soul is

affected with the deepest sorrow on account of the slightest
fault.

The

taken place

:

sins

which he commits bear

in themselves

most

the subsequent apostasy leads to the inference, that the preThe
all resj)ects sound.

ceding conversion had not been absolutely and in

inmost centre of the heart had not been pierced, and entirely changed.
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decidedly the character of sins of infirmity, and are for the

most part peccata per accidens. His anger, holy and justified
as to its object and character, may, as a result of the tempera-

ment not yet

fully sanctified, rise to sinful violence

;

the heat of

may hurry him away to words and measures,
purity of which he may not at the moment per-

conflict for truth

the imperfect

and even the impulse of the flesh may, in a subtle manand involve him in hot conflict with
himself;
yet, on the other hand, to the truly regenerate man
it is altogether impossible willingly and wilfully to do that which
he knows to be forbidden of God. He walks not as the world
walks, iv ra> a/corei (ch. i. 6)
his endeavours and volitions
move not in the sphere of that which is evil and to perform
deeds which as such are sinful, is to him in fact not possible
it is in the same sense impossible as it is, for example, impossible to a moral man, only partially conscientious, to do away
with his enemy by poison or murder. As to a mere partially
moral man the offer, " Give me so much, and I will poison your
enemy," brings no temptation with it, because he is not capable of such a crime
so, analogously (though on other and
ceive

;

ner, assault his fidelity,

—

;

;

:

;

higher grounds), the truly regenerate

man

is

not capable of

committing deeds which he knows to be contrary to the will
and commandment of God, such, for example, as the yielding
to forbidden lusts, lying, depriving a neighbour of his goods,
and whatever else may belong to the domain of the peccata
His walk is a holy and pure walk; and exhibits
manifesto,.
to every one who beholds as holy and pure.
Let not thy high

—

and most

real boundary-line be obscured

by any "

ideal views."

In ver. 10 St John deduces from what had been said in vers.
and ver. 9 (that a child of God cannot commit, and is not
in his nature capable of committing, that which is sin), the final
and conclusive reflection that thus in this iroieiv or /xij iroielv
7, 8,

:

children of
of the devil. ""Ev tovtco does not point
backwards to what had been said, vers. 7-9, but forwards and
that to the words, " whosoever doeth not righteousness is not of
hiKaioavv)-\v is exhibited the difference between the

God and

the children

;

—

God,"
which words are in reality the quintessence and concise
formula of all that had been previously said. First, the additional
words, " and he that loveth not,

etc.,"

contain a progression in

1

JOHN

the thought, a transition to another train
ducted,

we

shall see.

right

is

:"

in

:

what manner consuch

<f>avepa iart, are manifest, are as

quite comprehensible. 'O

that which
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/jltj

ttoiwv StKaLoo-vvrjp,

"who

doeth not

the article might here be omitted,

1

for the

same reason as in ver. 9, before a/jbaprtav. 'Ek tov Qeov elvcu
is synonymous with rexvov Qeov elvcu, just as re/cvov 8ia/3oA,ov
elvai is

with

Kal

6

etc

rod Sia(3o\ov

elvai, ver. 8.

ayaTTwv top a8e\<fibv avrov, St John now emphatiand by this thought, which is continued in vers. 11,

fir)

cally adds

;

he forms the transition to the second sub-section, which
begins in ver. 13. Indeed, he who cannot be brought to see that
the idea of renvov Qeov is the predominant idea of this whole Part
of the Epistle,
he who persists in regarding ch. ii. 29, instead
12,

—

—

fundamental theme,
will not be
between ver. 10
and ver. 13. Thus many think (Diisterdieck) that throughout
vers. 1-10 the subject has been the re/cva, Qeov, simply as

of ch.

iii.

1, as

expressing

its

likely to discern the true relation of thought

explanatory of the idea of the SiKacocrvvr)
the fact

is

;

while, conversely,

and 10 (which,
had preceded as no other

that the irotelv ZiKaioo-vvi)v, vers. 7

moreover, the dyvl^eiv eavrov, ver.

3,

\than a co-ordinated idea), serves simply for the purpose of ex1

plaining the idea of the twvov Qeov.

These expositors suppose

that in ver. 10 the Apostle passes over from the idea of the
Bi/caiocrvv7) to

begins a

and that ver. 10 therefore
which has brotherly-love for

that of brotherly-love,

new subordinate

section

subject; but they forget that in ch.

its

iv.

11 there

is

the

beginning of another section concerning brotherlv-love, and
that thus there would be two distinct and independent sections

having the same subject and matter. But if, instead of this,
Ave mark that the idea of rerevov Qeov is the predominant idea of
this Third Part, and that the theme of this Part is contained in
ver. 1, we cannot doubt for a moment that, not ver. 10, but
ver. 13, is the beginning of the new sub-section, and that it
treats, not of brotherly-love as such, but
in harmony with the
words of ver. 1, " Therefore the world knoweth us not
of the
hatred of the world in contrast with the mutual brotherly-love
After the Apostle has, in ver. 10, laid down
of Christians.
the distinction between those who are born of God and those

—

1

A. and C. read, moreover, ryu.

But

tliis

—

variation seems to

origin to an endeavour to conform the verse Avith ver. 7.

owe

its
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who

God, he passes over, in ver. 13, to the oppoand enmity manifested by the latter towards the former.
The transition to this second sub-section is formed by the words
from the conclusion of the tenth verse to the end of the thirteenth.
That is, as St John has it in view to turn to the
enmity of the world against the children of God, he singles out
from the general fir) nroLelv SiKaioavvr/v the particular feature 1 of
fjLrj ayairav top a8e\<f)bv avrov, and makes it the object of special
are not born of

sition

remark.

But here

arises the question,

with a&eXcpos.

Diisterdieck

is

fident assurance that aBeXcjiol

who

what idea the Apostle connects

everywhere ready with the conalways means in St John those

God, and that brotherly-love always means the
And therefore he at
are also born of God.
away the notion of Estius, Grotius, and others, who

are born of

love of those

once casts

who

refer the a8e\<f)6<; to the relation of

men

to

men

generally.

But the matter is not to be despatched in so peremptory a
manner. The Apostle is speaking of him who " is not of God,"
and says that his not being of God is manifested by this among
other things, that he " loveth not his brother."

Is then the

un-

regenerate the brother of the regenerate in the sense assumed by
Diisterdieck, that is, because both " are born of God?"
Cer-

Then, if the " loving his brother" be made to refer
to the mutual love of the regenerate, founded upon their regeneration, it could hardly be alleged as a reproach against the
unregenerate that he had no share in that love. Indeed, the
words, " he who loveth not his brother, is not of God," would
then, in consistency, be interpreted in some such absurd paratainly not.

logism as this
still

:

"

unregenerate,

He
is

that loveth not those

not of God."

ayaTrwv rovs dSeA,</>ou?,

fir)

matter

:

it

who like himself are
John had written 6

would have been a different

then we might have taken the ol a8ek<pol as an objec-

and absolutely stated idea, as
and highest sense
generate and the meaning would
who has no part in this love of the
tive

are in the true
;

1

If St

the definition of those
brethren, that

then have been
brethren

is,

this,

among

who

of the re-

that he

themselves,

Huther thinks that the dyxvii is not one part or specific trait of the
but "the substance and nature" of it. That may be true of

oixxtoauv/),

dyccvii as such (including love to God), but could not be said of love to the

brethren.

—

;

1

must needs be

John does not

JOHN
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an unregenerate man himself. But St
he makes it plain that the aSeXcpos,

still

so write

;

connected with the Gen. avrov,

is

the brother of him

not love, though he ought to love ; that
The requirement " to love our brother"

who

does

is,

as a relative idea.

is

presupposed to be

When it is asked, who doth fulfil
one of universal application
this ? he who is proved to his own conscience not to fulfil it
may be sure that he is not of God. Accordingly, aSeX^o? is
:

here taken in the widest sense, in the sense of
36, etc., denoting the relation of

passage, ch.

ii.

9,

men

to

men

7rA,?;cuo?,

generally.

Luke

x.

In the

the combination of thoughts was quite dif-

the question was of
Church who desired to be thought
and when it was said of them, " and hateth his
Christians
brother," the idea of " his brother" is defined by the context
to be that of a fellow-member of this (visible) community
but by no means that of a fellow-regenerate, which would have
been as little suitable there as here. The meaning was this
" He that saith he is in the light, and yet hateth him who {as
the result of this declaration) must then be his brother in Christ,
ferent

:

there, according to the context,

members

of the Christian
;

:

In our present passage, on the other
hand, the question is not of seeming and nominal Christians
but the subject has been, from
at least not specially of such
penetrating
contrast between all who
absolute
and
ver. 7, the
"
(and
them appertain preemidevil"
to
of
the
children
are

is
\

I

still

in darkness."

—

—

nently the children
Christ),

and

all

who

the

of

world,

without the

are the children of God.

Church of
Indeed, the

Apostle has already purposed to concentrate the former in the
expression o /coeryu,o<? (ver. 13), and to contemplate them in

enmity to the Church of Christ
and the element of the " not loving his brother" must serve to
give him the point of transition to the characteristic, "the
world hateth us." Thus here, in the words, " he that loveth not

their open, visible relation of

\

his brother,"

i

who pretend

I

we cannot

possibly think of the conduct of those

to be " brothers in Christ," but only of the general

conduct of those who are unregenerate towards their neighbours.
Thus a comparison with ch. ii. 9 adds confirmation to our view,
that

aSeA.</>o<?,

man

to

man.

pretation of

in the present passage, denotes

But

this

is

what follows

of great

in ver.

13

moment

the relation of

to the right inter-

seq., especially of ver. 16.
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Vers.

11, 12.

"On

reading of Codex C.

avrrj icrrlv

but

;

it is

r\

dyyeXia {eira'yyekia

is

the

neither externally authenticated,

" For this is the message which ye
have heard from the beginning, that we ought to lore one
another."
Tap stands here to show that what is said in ver. 11
is intended to explain why he who loveth not his brother is no
child of God.
To us, the children of God, this message was
given from the beginning, that we should love one another.

nor internally suitable).

'Iva

is

with

used here again as in ch.

'Iva

ii.

27, hi.

1, etc.

The

clause

does not specify the design in respect to which that

which the main proposition contains took place but the matter
is itself exhibited as something that was
;

of the clause with iva

contemplated.

" This is the message which ye have heard from the beginning:" avTr) points, like ev tovtw, ver. 10, forwards, that
is, to the clause with iva.
The substance of the message is
the commandment that we should love one another.
Thence
follows, that our " message which ye have heard from the beginning" is not identical with the " old commandment," ch. ii.
7.

heard,"
to

we saw that St John specifies as the substance
commandment, etc.," " the word which ye have

For, there

of the " old

— that

is,

the whole word concerning Christ, announced

St John seems to have designedly avoided

the readers.

using the same word

Therefore,

ivroky'].

we must

not explain

the air dp^?]^ also of our verse by the air «p%^9 of ch. ii. 7.
In that passage the air apyf\<i formed the antithesis to the new
thing which St John had to say concerning the light " as already
shining."
isting.

In our passage there

Hence

air a/>%'/}?

but in an absolute sense
(in opposition. to

;

is

no such

antithesis as that ex-

here to be taken, not in a relative,

is

not in the sense of " hitherto already"

what was now

to

first

be announced

The message,

but in the objective historical sense.

to

that

one another, we have heard from the beginning, that

them),

we
is,

love

from

the beginning of history, as one that had been given from every

beginning onwards.

This

St John reminds them

is

favoured also by ver. 11, where

how and

in

—

what manner

this acyyeXia

but this word St John has
(though not in the form of eWoA.?;
carefully avoided
yet in the one, actual Divine message) had

—

already been sent to the past generations of men.

Ou

fca6co<;

Kaiv

e/c

rod Trov'qpov

rjv,

xai} k.t.X.

The gram-

JOHN
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somewhat lax

here.

establish a logical relation in the sentences,

And

we would

if

we must

certainly

(though Diisterdieck denies it) supply something between them.
The thought as a whole would run thus iva d<ya7T(Ofj.ev dWrjXovs,
:

teal /£?) irouofjuev

Kadcbs Kdiv, o?

etc

rov 7rovrjpov

rjv,

k.t.X.

All

other methods of supplementing the sentence are seen at the
first

glance to be forced. 1

The thought itself

is

plain.

Cain showed himself (according

be e« rov irovnpov (=&Lafi6\ov) by this, that he killed
his brother (crfyd^eiv was originally used of the slaughtering of
to ver. 8) to

sacrifices,

but in the Septuagint and in the

New

Testament,

specially in the Apocalypse, of " killing" generally)

but that

;

was both a doing of what was not Bi/ccuoavvr), and the uttermost opposite of the dr/aTrrj. Indeed, this very example shows
how the " not loving his brother" and the " not doing righteousness" are inwardly related, the one leading to the other.
In
the judgment which God's word pronounced upon Cain's act,
lies the " message which ye have heard from the beginning."
But the Apostle does not merely in a general manner refer
he also adds the words, "And whereto this example of Cain
fore slew he him ?
Because his own works were evil, and his
brother's works were righteous."
We catch the design of this
additional clause only when we rightly view the relation of
this verse to ver. 13.
The hatred of the world to the children of
God it is, to which St John would now lead on our thoughts.
Therefore he has singled out from the " not doing righteousness/' the " not loving his brother" for especial prominence
therefore he now makes it emphatic, that in Cain the envy of
him who " was of that wicked one" and "whose works were evil"
had shown itself against the " just." 2 Thus he passes over from

—

:

;

the general " not loving" to the specific demonstration of this

^

1
a/L&ev ix. row Toy/ipov, Ku.da$ k.t.'K.
Grotius and Liicke supply kxI
but this forms, after all, no proper antithesis to xyx7reopctv. Others hava
resorted to other methods.
2 It is asked, how it can be known that Cain had previously done evil,
and therefore hated his brother. This is not answered by saying that 'ipy«
vovviptx, signify the whole disposition and condition of soul in general,
which was exhibited afterwards in the act of murder for the Apostle is
speaking, not of a disposition, but of works, and not of such works as
followed, but of such as preceded, the hatred.
Better is it to say that St
:

;

;

John deduced from

this,

that Cain's offering was unacceptable,

Q

what and
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it ever manifests itself on the part of those who are
" of the wicked one" against the " children of God." The

hatred, as

righteousness of the latter

former

to the

;

is

in

and of

itself

an object of hatred

the nature which rules (compare above on ver.

—

their holy, righteous nature, con1) in the children of Godis to the children of the wicked
formed to the character of God
one something displeasing and alien, hateful to them as God
Himself is hateful. In their " wicked deeds" these are at peace
and apparently happy, only so long as their consciences are undisturbed. The mere aspect, the mere existence of the children
of God, who do ra hUaia, disturbs them from their repose
they feel, though they may not confess it, that a power is reignand therefore they hate the
ing here which condemns them

—

:

;

re/cva Oeov.

Thus has St John now

fully

paved the way of transition

to

the second sub-section.

Vers.

13, 14.

children of God,

now

The antagonist
is,

relation of the

therefore, the subject of

world

to

the

which St John

That which he has to say on this matter resolves
two things first (ver. 13), that the Christian must
not marvel at the hatred of the world (this is established in
and, secondly, that the Christian must not return
ver. 14)
speaks.

itself into

:

;

that hatred (vers. 15, 16).

The words of ver. 13 are in themselves perfectly plain.
Concerning 6 /cocrfios, compare the remarks on ch. ii. 15 here
again it is applied to the world as not yet penetrated by the light
of Christ, still in bondage to the o-Koria, and therefore fearing
and hating the <£<w<?. El is not used instead of on, nor for
El
etiamsi, but in its own peculiar and genuine signification.
with the Indicative does not put the case as hypothetical, but
represents what is said in the conditional clause as something
which actually occurs and asserts, that whenever or as often as
such a case occurs, what is said in the conclusion will or should
:

;

occur
as

it

also.

For example,

thunders,

it

el

fipovra

kcl\

aarpdinei, " as often

lightens also," simply declares that the latter

is

conditional on the occurrence of the former, but without any

how

evil his

murder.

former works had been.

It is

not a single step that leads to
life and walk,

All points to this, that as Cain's spirit, so also his

had been altogether estranged from God.

—
JOHN

1
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further reference to the former being only possible or uncertain.

So here

:

Whensoever

takes place that the world shows

it

hatred to you (and this assumes
often takes place),

we must

conditional clause with

not wonder that

exhibited as

davfiaCpre

fir)

were on, the fiiael
the object which was not

for example,

If

it

John

7, iv.

iii.

27

its

that that

does occur.

it

The

to

be binding on

to

is

6 /coo-fio?

vfia<i

be wondered

where the

;

known

that state of things, or the

el specifies

case in which the injunction

Christians.

to be well

it

el

would be
(As,

at.

would have no

place, for the simple reason that in both these passages a fact,

once for

the past, and not often recurring, forms the

all in

In our passage,

object of the 6avfid£eiv.)

duce the thought in
fiiael, k.t.X.,

if

we were

full logical completeness,

its

would have

to be supplied.

wonder not

that the world hate you,

to repro-

another

on

" If the case occurs

(scil. at this,

that the case

occurs that the world hate you)."
It points to the declarations of
xvii.

14; Matt.

The Apostle
them

x. 22, xxiv.

9;

our Lord, John xv. 18, 19,
xiii. 13; Luke xxi. 17.

Mark

addresses his readers as dSeX^ol,

when he

directs

word involved the idea
of their being regenerate (compare, on the contrary, what was
said upon ver. 10), but because he would at this moment bring
to

this exhortation

not as

;

if

the

minds that that Divine requirement of brotherly-love
men, which was never fulfilled in the world, was actually
fulfilled between himself and his readers.
Thus, in the idea
d8e\,(f)6<; as such there lies no specifically Christian element
(compare ver. 12, " He slew his brother," which is quite parallel
to their

to all

with " not loving his brother," ver 10)

;

but, our dSeX^os, ver.

13, serves for the address of the children of

the

thesis to

human

in itself,

and the
It

ic6<Tfio<;,

is

is

in them, through the power of grace
an actual reality.

in ver. 14 explained

why

the children of God
"
know that

should not marvel at the hatred of the world.

we have

in their anti-

become

Spirit of Christ,

now

God

because the idea of brotherly-relation,

passed from death to

life,

We

because we love the brethren

:

he that loveth not, abideth in death." St John places r)fi6i<i
emphatically first.
We it is his purpose to say ice have the
power to love our brethren all cannot do that. But is that
what he actually says ? If it were his manner to demonstrate

—

;

a proposition laid

down only according

to the rules of a

mecha-
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and if he had by " marvel not " intended nothing
beyond the external and negative " deem it not incomprehensible/' he would most assuredly have continued in another style.
He would have been obliged to write, " We love the brethren,
but he that
because we have passed from death unto life
abideth in death, loveth not :" he would have been obliged to
specify love as the result of receiving life, and hatred as the
But, in the apostrophe, " Marvel
result of abiding in death.
not," he has more in his mind than that negative " think it not
more than the mere deeming it not an incomprea wonder,"
hensible thing.
When he appeals to them, " Marvel not," he
arms them not only against a wondering of the understanding,
but especially against a wondering and recoil of their spirit and
temper, against such an internal abandonment and fear as might
and therefore the negative /jltj
lead them astray from God
Oavfxd^ere includes in it the positive "but be strong and of good
nical logic,

;

—

;

courage."

Accordingly, ver. 14

purpose of making

it

not constructed with the

is

intelligible to their

understanding

should be that the world hateth the children of

God

how

it

but with

;

the purpose to impress upon their hearts the motives for courage

and consolation.

And

therefore in ver. 14 he exhibits love, not

as the consequence, but as the sign,
life

:

he does not say, "

We

1

of their having received

love the brethren, because

passed from a state of death to that of
that

life ;"

but,

"

we have
know

We

we have passed from death to life, by this, that w e love the
The particle on does not depend upon fieraj3e^?jT

brethren."
/cafiev,

but upon

olhafxev.

In the clause fiera^e^Kafxev, k.t.X., the category of "light
and darkness " is exchanged for the different, though related,
category of OdvaTos and £&>?/, death and life. The " having
passed from death unto life " must not be at once, and unconditionally, made identical with the " being born of God."
The
antithesis of £&>?/ and Odvaros is indeed correlative with that
of <9eo9 and 8ia/3o\o<?
but not more so than that of <£eo<? and
Each of these categories must be understood and apVKorla.
prehended according to the peculiar force which it contains in
;

1

is no propriety in the interpretation of the Romish and Socinian
which regards the love, not as the sign, but as the cause, of the
" By this, that we love, we know that we
passing from death unto life.
have passed from death to life."

There

expositors,

;;

1
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In his Gospel, St John inverts the order he mentions,
" In the Logos," he says,
4, first the fat], then the <£to<?.
" was life ;" not " the life," but " life."
He takes a view of

itself.

ch.

;

i.

the whole multitude of things which had been

made

(ver. 3),

which he may find life but he finds life, true life, only
in that eternal Word which was eternally essential to the nature
of God
in that hypostatic, self-uttering act of God, who was
from eternity, and apart from all creation of existing things,
the speaking of God to God (7rpb<$ rov Oeov), and by whom also
the Father created all things that were created.
In Him was
life.
For, as the Father (ch. v. 26) hath life in Himself, so
hath He also given to the Son to have life in Himself ; while,
on the other hand, the creature hath its life, not as inherent in
itself, but as dependent upon the will of God, which might withdraw the gift and leave the creature to become nothing again.
Therefore St John can at once (ch. i. 4) call the Logos r) %corj
and he adds to the new truth, "And the Life was the Light of
men." How then are light and life related to each other % If
we proceed from the principles of a mere empirical experience,
all life might seem to be the elevation of a multiplicity of lower
existences into a higher, simple, and indivisible existence, the
factor of which lies not in that lower multiplicity, but in some-

and

in

;

—

thing without

The

it.

elements, for example, of the living

corporeal organism are chemical materials which, left to themselves,

laws

can do no other than decompose, according to chemical

— " verwesen" —

corpse forsaken of
principle of

life,

or

lose their nature, as

life.

by the

Informed by

we have

soul,

seen in the

quickened by the

living central-monad, they enter into

combinations which could not be established in a chemical

manner,

— that

according to the chemical laws which obtain in

is,

the macrocosm, in the inorganic world,
into existence only

by the

— but which are brought
The

living organism, the microcosm.

and conChemistry may
strains it to enter into organic combinations.
resolve these combinations in a chemical manner, and study

living organism assimilates .the macrocosmical matter,

their nature, but

is

powerless of

itself

to

re-establish them.

Chemistry is unable, by its own resources, to produce the smallest
living vegetable cell, or living muscular fibre, not to say the
living homunculus.
Life is gendered only by the living all
;

the organic presupposes a living principle existing before

it

;
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and thus the proposition of Jacobi
because so misunderstood), that

all

abhorrent to Goethe,

(so

the living lives only through

something independent of itself, maintains its perfect truth.
the central-monad is in the individual organism, that
the \6yos rov Qeov is in the universe, in the life of the macrocosm. But in stating this, we must not overlook the fact that
the great organism of the universe does not consist merely of
material elements, that is, chemical matter, like the microcosms
of vegetable, animal, and human bodies
but that it is a living
whole which bears in itself the powers of spiritual and moral
life, as well as those of natural life, as its elements, through
which therefore history is bound up with the course of nature}

Now, what

;

And

on that account the Logos is, as the life, so at the same
light, of the world (concerning which, compare the

time the

observations upon ch.

i.

As

5).

the

life

elevates a multiplicity

of elements into a higher unity of being, so the light (even the

physical light) elevates a multiplicity of actual existences to the

And

higher unity of being seen.
action of the life itself

become

;

thus the light

by which

that action

is

the intensest

living existences

existent for one another, reciprocally revealing their life.

The Logos, who

is

the source of

all

creaturely

life, is

also the

same time the eye and the
fellowship with the Logos, as the Life and the

original light of the world, at the

How

sun.

Light,

is

not merely theoretical, but an essential religious fel-

lowship, has been already

the being sealed up in

the

lie is

shown upon

self,

ch.

i.

Selfishness

5.

is

the opposite of light and shining

the opposite of the being penetrated

by

or admitting

the light.

As

the creature closes

Him who
itself

is

the

light,

asunder from

has and can have

itself

in selfishness

and therefore

Him who

life.

Hence

is

its life,

it is

and

lie

also the love, so also

and

in

whom

against
it

rends

alone

it

with the world sundered by

from God, as it is with the corpse forsaken of the spirit the
harmonic union of the physical and spiritual elements which
constitute the macrocosm ceases to exist, and there enters in a
sin

:

bellum

omnium

1

contra omnes, a disjunction or decomposition of

In the misapprehension of this palpable fact lies the error of those
mere " universal son}," after the analogy of what may be
regarded as the animal or vegetable soul, for the eternal, personal, and con-

who

substitute a

scious Logos.

1
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The unsaved tcocrfios it is which in its fi-q dyairdv exhibits
image of derangement, and proclaims itself thus " to be iv
raj Oavdrw, in death;" while, on the other hand, the children
of God are, through the incarnate Logos being inborn into
them, regenerated unto dydTrrj, and declare by that self-renouncing love which gives itself to death, and which endures
all.

this

the hatred of the world in order to the saving of the world, that

they are redeemed from that condition of death, and translated
into the

&V>

It will

the

life.

appear as the obvious result of

this, that,

with the

children of God, as with Christ Himself, the being delivered

out of death takes effect only through the loving surrender to

As

death.

Christ overcame death

gously that love of the children of

•

"having passed

into life"

of the world.

That

is

this

—

is

by enduring

God which

it,

so analo-

declares their

such as patiently bears the hatred
involved also in the " because

we love the brethren" brethren, d8e\(f>0L, being used in the
most comprehensive meaning
is evident from what has been
already observed on vers. 10 and 13.
They exhaust St John's
thought of its most profound and precious meaning, who would
limit brotherly-love to the

The

themselves.

—

mutual love of the regenerate among

strongest counter-argument against this per-

—

which opposes the utterances of Christ, Matt,
and all the doctrine of the Apostles, e.g., 1 Cor. iv. 12
be found in ver. 16.

verted view
v. 44, etc.,

—

is

to

The concluding words
Tw Oavdrw,

of our verse, o

yu?)

are explained by the antithesis.

cvyaircov fievei iv

But St John does

not here, any more than elsewhere, specify the dry logical
antithesis ("

He

that loveth not, shows thereby that he

is still

in

but he extends the thought to include the warning declaration that the not-loving, as it is a mark of the being still in
death, so also it is a cause of the further abiding in death. For,
death")

;

as every sin, so especially this sin

and

— that of

seals the heart against the influences

grace.

not loving

— shuts

and operations of

All conversion begins with an opening of the heart to

the judging light of God, and therefore with a feeling which

abominates

Ver.
end of

sin,

15.

ver.

and, of

all sins, selfishness

above

all.

The new turn of the thought which enters at the
that he who loveth not his brother is not only

14

—

—

:
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in death, but

still

15

ver.

its

on that account abideth in death, finds here in
"

further expansion and illustration.

He that hateth

and ye know that no murderer hath
eternal life abiding in him."
But we must take notice of the
progression of the thought in ver. 14 a, ver. 14 b, and ver. 15
He that loveth not his brother (but hateth him) is, a, not yet
passed from death to life; b, he abideth further in death; and, c,
even supposing that he had had for a season the ^corj alu>vio<i in

his brother

is

a murderer

;

himself (which, however, according to ver.
the fullest sense), yet

it

the result of this juaeiv,

proved not

to

not possible in

9, is

could not remain in him
fall

:

again out of the

have been the true and real

he would, as
forf,

thereby

life.

Turning to the individual members of the paragraph by
which the above proposition, stated in its third and most intense
form, is established and proved, we note that the first clause,
" Every one that hateth his brother is a murderer," is illustrated

by

its plain allusion backwards to the history of Cain, introduced in ver. 12. That was not merely an insulated example,
but a history of a typical nature and character. In the conduct of Cain, that came out into distinct manifestation which is

the very nature of

all

hatred generally.

of the mildest form of hatred

would be

The

mildest definition

"

The being unable

this,

any one;" and what does this pregnant description of
enmity mean, but that to
the existence of B is too much that
he cannot reconcile himself to it and that, if it depended upon
to bear

A

;

;

him, that existence would be done away with?
negation of another's existence is the nature of

The
all

selfish

hatred:

whether the person hated be put out of life, or only injured in
matters not, as this may depend upon external circum-

life,

stances; hatred as such
existence

—

it

is

is

"murder

of itself a negation of another's
in

(Augustin),

the heart"

odimus vellemus periisse (Calvin).

Where

quern

hatred dwells in the

it is no merit of the hater that the appropriate fruit of
murder does not ripen upon the tree of hate it is all the same

heart,

:

the specific and regular fruit of that tree.

write ira<; o
1

fitacov, k.t.X.,

av6pwiroKTovo<i earl. 1

Manifestly opposed to the spirit of the context

and

others, that St

own

soul.

first,

John

calls

Thus, St John can

is

As

to the

words

the notion of Lyra

the hater a murderer because he hurts his

This idea follows in the second clause as an inference from the

and cannot therefore give a reason

for the

first.

1

JOHN
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rbv a&e\(f)bv avrov, " his brother," the remarks hold good which
The universal 7ra<? of itself shows
ver. 10.

were made upon
that St

John does not speak merely

Church

The second member

of

members

of the Christian

who

hate their fellow-men.
of the statement runs, " And ye know

alone, but generally of

all

that no murderer hath eternal life abiding in him."

dieck
e^et

altogether

is

£co7/y alcovtov

wrong when he

Diister-

explains the declaration, ovk

ev avrco fievovcrav, as " in its essential

meaning

perfectly corresponding with the fxevet iv ra> davdrcp" as he was
also wrong in making this last equivalent to " he is still as yet

In this way we may make everything mean everyand impose almost anything upon the meaning of St
John. The Apostle rather intensifies, as we have already seen,
the declaration, " He abideth in death," into the much more
in death."

thing,

penetrating, "

He

hath not eternal

In
In appearance, the utmost

himself as abiding."

life in

appearance, this says less; in reality,

has eternal

have

it

in

it

says

much

more.

the denial that an dvQpcoiroKrbvo'i

abiding in him, while

life

him

is

it is

admitted that he

(in a certain sense) temporarily.

1

In

may

reality,

it

most strongly and emphatically that a murderer, even
admitting him to have ^corjv alcovtov in himself, yet will and must
St John designedly
fall again from this "Cpr) into the 6dvaro<;.
writes farjv alcovtov without the article, because he (in harmony
with ver. 9) cannot attribute " the eternal life," even temporarily,
to one who is not, in the sense of ver. 9, an actual child of God.
But such a man might have "eternal life"— that is, the powers
within him.
of the world to come (compare Heb. vi. 4)

is

said

—

—

By

otSare ort St

second

member

John

exhibits that

which was said in the

of the verse as a truth well

known

to all his

been asked, how it had become so well known
to them.
Grotius and Liicke thought that they received it
from the Mosaic law, which affixed the punishment of death
" For if the law of Moses could not tolerate such a
to murder
readers.

It has

:

That ncocg ccvdpavoxTovo; has
Obviously only may have, not have.
life temporarily in him, St John could not reasonably say, and he
does not say it. Logic teaches us that the negation of one thing does not
If, for example, I say that no
involve any positive assertion of another.
murderer can have a happy future, I do not thereby assert that every
1

eternal

murderer has had a happy past and present.
valent to

oi/ltt's.

But t£j

ov is logically equi-
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man

in terrestrial society,

him

in the

heavenly city

Luke

xxi. 31,

how much

!"

v. 31, this

less

" for

if

would Christ

tolerate

But, according to Matt,

(Grotius.)

— how much

less" appears to

and the question as to whom the Lord tolerates, and whom not, in His heavenly societas, is regulated not
according to the Law, but by an altogether different principle.
Still more inappropriate, if possible, is Liicke's reference to
certain ordinances of ecclesiastical discipline that must have
which, in
excluded murderers from the Christian community,
argument.
and
the face of Luke xxiii. 43, is a bold assertion
The Apostle does not appeal to any individual isolated teachings
or ordinances, but to that which the conscience and Christian
be unjustifiable

;

—

consciousness affirms to every living Christian as a self-evident
If death as such

truth.
is

evident of

itself

is

the absolute opposite of the

far/, it

that the disposition which would diffuse death

—

around
the mind of the /a?/ ayaTrav, which, according to John
44 and the twelfth verse of this chapter, is that of the
cannot be reconciled in thought with the
7rov>]p6<; or 8id{3o\os
Either that temper of mind must end in a
iv rfj %oof) elvat.
true and thorough conversion, or the rudiments of a £&>?; which
might have been present come to their end. Life and death, life
and murder, cannot abidingly be reconciled in the same heart.

viii.

—

After this exposition, it is scarcely necessary to obviate the
misunderstanding that whosoever has actually committed murder

can never more be converted and attain to eternal life (against
which Luke xxiii. 43 also speaks). It is plainly evident, from
the

first

half of the verse, that

it is

not the external act of murder

which St John describes by the word av6pccnroKr6vo<;, but the
spirit and temper of not-loving, the condition of heart which

He who

hates.

he abideth

and

falls

life

(that

fosters this disposition

also (obviously as

is

not yet in the tpr)

long as he nourishes

again from the possible beginnings of a
is,

then,

when he

it)

;

in death,

new heavenly

does not put an end to this disposi-

by earnest repentance, before it is too late). The notion
man who had ever nourished this spirit of not-loving in
his heart could ever be converted, most certainly St John does
not mean to inculcate. For that would be to assert that no
tion

that no

natural

man

could ever be converted

;

since

all

natural

men

as

such are the children of the world, and bear in themselves that

mind

as their natural inborn a/cor la.

1
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The turn of the thought introduced at the end of
from the exhortation, that we bear the hatred of
the world confidently and joyfully, to the exhortation that we
should repay it, not with hatred, but with love. ^Ev tovtco
Ver.

16.

ver. 15 leads

eyvro/cajjiev rrjv ayairrjv, otl e/ceivos virep rjfioyv

rnv

^rv^v avrov

eOrjKev.

Trjv -^rv^v TiOevac occurs again only in

and

17,

xiii.

In John

37, xv. 13.

tion to the ttuXiv \afi{3dveiv,

than the actual giving up of

xi. 17,

18

John
it

x.

11 and 15

stands in opposi-

and hence must indicate no other

—

death itself. In the remaining passages the signification " venture life" would be suitable.
life

Now, although this phraseology does in its meaning go beyond
the Hebrew 1232 1B>M D1B>, yet it seems rather to have been derived from that Hebrew phrase, or at least from some reference
than to be illustrated by the Latin, where ponere

is used for
ad Fam. 9, 24) occurs.
Even the Ti6r]cn ra [fiarta, John xiii. 4, offers no analogy, since
by the riOevai there is simply expressed the "laying down," not
the (essentially identical in meaning) " putting off."
We assume that riOevai tijv ^rv)(fiv had originally the meaning of D" ^
1222 C>23, " to pledge or offer the soul," and was then afterwards
used in the intenser sense of " sacrificing the life."
As it
respects the construction, an ovaav must be supplied to the ev
tovt(o.
This last cannot possibly depend upon iyvcofca/nev
" By this we have known or perceived love, that Pie"
for what
would be the meaning of such a thought
Some explain it
thus We have known the love of Christ by this, that He gave
His life for us that is, by this, that He gave His life for us,

to

it,

deponere,

and where vitam ponere

(Cic.

1

—

—

'?

:

;

we have known

that

John, with the other

He

loveth us.

But

it is

disciples, perceived first

not true that St

by His dying that

them (compare, on the contrary, John xiii. 1)
we cannot see what purpose would be served in
this context by answering the question in what the disciples of
Jesus had perceived love.
Others (Luther, Bengel, etc.) exChrist loved

;

and, moreover,

"

By

He

gave His life for us, we have first
in its inmost nature, or what true
love is."
This is more tolerable and appropriate, but in such a
form too modern. " What love in itself essentially is," could
hardly be expressed by ri]v ayaTnjv. In the words tijv aycnrr}v
plain

come

:

to

this,

that

know what

iyvoofcafiev

love

is

the object does not appear as a problem, but as some-
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thing known.

known

it is

JKIsMITY

most natural

OF THE WORLD.

to construe

love as that which consists in this, that

He

We have
gave up His
:

"

for us." 'Ev tovtco forms the predicative idea to rip djaTrvv,
and on depends upon iv tovtco. It is true that classical Greek
would have required this to be ev tovtco ovaav but similarly
classical Greek Avould have required in John iii. 25, fiera 'Iovlife

;

Salov tivos.

It

is

entirely in conformity with St John's style

that he writes iv tovtco, as

he thinks of

if it

belonged to

as the predicate to dydir^v.

it

i<yvcoicafxev,

while

— Thus viewed, the

now assumes its clear antithesis to ver. 15. It is not
wherein we (subjectively) have perceived love, but in what
thought

(objectively) the nature of love consists, that St

The

to say.

iyvco/cafxev, therefore, is just as

subordinate as the otSa/xev in ver. 15.
essence

inmost essence

is

— Hatred

or a negation of another's

killing,

is

John purposed

introductory and

the voluntary sacrifice of one's

inmost

in its

life

;

own

love in
life.

its

And,

merely in abstracto as an ideal requirement or object of contemplation, but it exists in concrete

in fact, this love exists not

He who

reality.

is

that nature of love

light and life is love
in the death of Christ
became a concrete act. As hatred became
;

a concrete act in Cain,

who

took his brother's

life

;

so love be-

came a concrete act in Christ, who laid down His life for us.
But from the knowledge and perception that love consists
ev tovtco, that Christ gave up His life for us, the ethical demand
follows at once, that

we

— we who, according

to ver. 11, etc.,

are under an internal obligation to exercise the ayairi]

bound,

Here
is

like

it is

Him,

to lay

down our

as clear as the light of

— "are

lives also for the brethren."

day that the idea of aSeXcpos

not to be restricted to the idea of our brethren in salvation,

our brethren in regeneration.

The requirement, that we

should

be ready to lay down our life for our brethren in Christ, would
point to but a wretched counterpart of the self-sacrificing love

which Christ has shown to us.
Christ died for us when we
were yet enemies (Rom. v. 10), and only through His death
have we become the sons of God. The Apostle Paul represented
himself as having entirely to fill up tol vaTep^aTa tcov 6\tyecov
tov Xpto-Tov for the salvation of the sinful world yet to be

And

saved.

can we suppose the Apostle John to

restrict the

obligation of loving surrender of life to the relation of the re-

generate

among themselves?

No,

a8e\<£o<? is

used in the same

1

JOHN
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broad sense as in vers. 10, 13, 14, 15, and designates the relation
of man to man.
ought to behold in every fellow-sinner a

We

As

brother to be saved.

far as the propitiatory virtue of the

death of Christ extends, extends the obligation of this brotherlylove

:

limit is not the fellow-regenerate,

its

deemed, among

men

that

;

is, it

but the fellow-re-

stretches to the

whole human

For the world, for the world under the slavery of the
a/coTia and hating Himself, Christ laid down His life
and we
therefore are bound, after Christ's example, and in His spirit,
to love, with a love which would sacrifice life for those who hate
lis, the world which hateth both Him and ourselves (ver. 13).
This, and nothing less than this, is the vast meaning of our
verse.
Every other view destroys the parallel between what
Christ has done and what we must do.
family.

;

And thus we have ample confirmation that it is not the general
and vague notion of brotherly-love which St John treats of in
but the relation of the " sons of

this section,

are not "sons of God."

They have

God"

to those

who

the enmity of the world to

endure they must bear that enmity with confident joy, and
recompense it by love which shrinks not from the sacrifice of
;

life.

how important ver. 16 was in those times of
and in all similar times. The death of confessors
is not only an act of faith and persevering profession, but
equally an act of love.
The martyr sacrifices his life willingly
and cheerfully, knowing that from the seedtime of blood the
It

is

manifest

persecution,

harvest of the world's salvation grows.

Ver.

17.

Thus

in the surrender of

His own

life

salvation of the world consists the essence of wyanrrj

who

;

for the
but,

he

should be deluded, in the contemplation of this highest and

sublimest exhibition of love, into the imagination that love can

show

itself

only in great actions and great sacrifices, and not in

the most trifling matters of

would altogether mistake the
would demonstrate itself
only in great and heroical deeds, would be a proud love, and
therefore no love at all.
And it is in times of persecution and
martyrdom that this dangerous error is imminent. Hence, St
John appends to what had just been said in the previous verse,
a warning, and in doing so uses the he. What had been said

nature of true love.

life,

Such a

love as

—
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now

appears

have relatively the force of a

to

fiev

God

dwelleth the love of
lesser

duty of love

The

lesser

true, that

in

;

f

matter which love must by no means omit, con-

the communication of earthly bread and the necessities

sists in

The

greater matter consisted in this, that the children

of

life.

of

God, having (according

to vers. 14, 15) eternal life dwelling

in them, seek to lead those

who

session of the life

communicate

life,"

:

but, how
him who thinks he may omit the

the nature of love consists in this great sacrifice

and

— seek

to

are

still

in death to the posto

them the "eternal
by the

that (ver. 16), according to Christ's example,

own

sacrifice of their

(earthly-bodily)

heavenly-eternal possession of the
as the /3to? tov Kocrfiov.

Zcot]

is

£&>?)

the

The opposite to this
now represented

life.

alcovios is

life as

an internal principle,

power or energy £<w?/ designates that dominant
central-monad which rules, assimilates, reproduces the material
as the sovereign

elements

:

thus

;

it is life

viewed in

as

sovereign ascendency

its

and supremacy over macrocosmical matter, life as an internal
Hence this definition 97
principle and developed from itself.
£w?7, in its highest and fullest sense, applies only to the \0709
tov Oeov as the source of all life (John i. 3, 4, compare John
v. 26), and only in a derived and relative sense to those who
partake of life from Christ. Bios, on the other hand, is the
organic bodily life in its conditionally, the life of the body as
hence the continuance of life as
a finite and transitory state
Then, in its derived meaning, it is what
limitedly conceived.
belongs to the prolonging of that life as dependent on external
(Sept. Prov. xxxi. 3, 14
Cant. viii.
things, on nourishment.
Mark xii. 44; Luke viii. 43, xv. 12, 30, xxi. 4; compare
7
above on ch. ii. 16.) The %airj in that higher sense, the £&>?)
alcovio'i, the Christian has in common with Christ, and from
Christ the /3tb<? he has in common with the /eooy/.o9, and from
;

;

;

:

the

k6o-/j,o<>

hence St John

;

de ce monde.

Beza).

calls it /3to9

Accordingly,

Genitive tov Koo-fxov defines the
secular,

and, in

earthly,

worthless.

And

seeth

which the eye

looking

at.

It

is

is

he

self-evident that the

not as sinful, but only as

comparision with the

his

here, as everywhere, not the
in

/3i'o?,

tov koo-/mov (Les biens

it is

brother in need.

mere involuntary

£iy?)

alwvios,

Qewpelv

signifies

seeing, conspicere,

merely passive, but the active beholding, or

who can

see before

him

his brother (aBe\(p6v)

;

1
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one who suffers

distress, needy (%pe/a, as in Eph. iv. 28;
and elsewhere), and yet close his heart against
him. KXeicrr) rd crrr\dyyya avrov drf avrov arfXay^va, in the
Old-Testament meaning (D^om), is equivalent to spirit or heart
and hence here is the object of the fcXeteiv, which figure would
not suit the figure of oTfkdyyya. But we must not conceive
the aiikdy^ya as bearing its original meaning it is not used
figuratively, but as a metonymy, while ickeieiv is used figura-

as

Mark

ii.

25,

:

:

"

tively.

To

shut the heart"

prevent the impression,

to

is

which the beholding of an object of
penetrating to the heart.

he

as a

distress produces,
is

pregnant in

its

from

sense

:

away from him that is, so that he himself,
consequence, turns away.
(Compare air avrov, ch. ii. 28.)

closes his heart

— How

;

God

r

H

him f
dydrrri rov Geov
connection from that of ch. ii. 5 it

dwelleth the love of

stands here in a different
is

'Air avrov

in

:

not connected with rere\eiwrai

in the present context the

;

spoken of as a conduct required of us. By this, therefore, as also by the passage ch. iv. 20, we might be misled into
one-sidedly understanding this dydrvr) rov &eov of our love to
God. This, however, would be incorrect. For the words, " how
dydrrr)

is

abideth the love of God in him," are strictly parallel with
" abideth in death," ver. 14, and " hath not eternal life abiding

And, even in ver. 16 the subject was not
in him," ver. 15.
merely love as a deportment which we on our part are bound
to exhibit, but love according to its substantial being, as sub-

stantively displayed in Christ

and

therefore our present words can

substance of Divine love (having

main

in

things.
(as

its

source in

—

the love of

is

mingled with

God

God) cannot reand earthly

lesser

subtle pride

his love

out of himself.

And

other than that this

him who does not practise love in
Such a man drives that is, by the

remarked above)

spirit of

Christ's act of love.

mean no

which

— the nature and

— The passage

ch. iv.

20 does not furnish an argument against this explanation
since we have not to explain ch. iii. 17 by ch. iv., but simply to
ask wdiat is meant by the words themselves in ch. iii.
;

Conclusion of this Part of the Epistle, vers. 18-24.

As

St John closed the Second Part of the Epistle by directing,

after the recapitulation addressed to the Trachea (ch.
his final

words

to all his readers (vers. 28, 29), so

ii.

26, 27),

now he ends
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our Third Part with a concluding address, which begins (after
ii. 28) with reicvia.
18 he exhibits most prominently the exhortation
the very essence of what has preceded (just as in ch.

the analogy of ch.

In
which
ii.

ver.
is

28 the analogous exhortation, " Abide in

Him ").

In

ver.

19

he then recapitulates the general motive, which had been iirged
from ver. 7 onwards, that we possess in our conduct, as pleasing

God, the mark that we are of the truth. And it is obvious that
what had been said from ver.. 11
to ver. 17, describe the conduct which pleases God as dyairav,
these words, as connected with

the manifestation of love.

— From

the close of the nineteenth

verse to the twenty-second, this motive
in

its

negative and in

positive side;

its

and reason is developed
and then in the close of

22 the djairdv is extended (with a recapitulating return
thought of ver. 4 seq., and ver. 7 seq.) to the rrjpelv t<z<?
Finally, in vers. 23, 24 these previous considerations
ivroXds.
are in such a manner summed up in one as to present (after
the analogy of ch. ii. 29) the germ-thought of the subsequent
ver.

to the

Fourth Part.
•

Ver.

18.

rf) yXdocrar),

The

a\V

exhortation runs

iv

epya

reading, as attested by

teal

all

:

aXrjdela.

/jltj

dya7T(o/j,ev \o<y(p firjhe

The

ably firm against the Rec, which omits the

The

correctness of this

the old codices, stands unquestionrf)

before jXcoaa-r},

from the mere Dative \6yq>
with
the
Dative
is thought by Liicke and
ryXcoaaj]
to
iv
rfj
others to be appropriate, inasmuch as the Datives describe the
instruments by which the love produces its effect, while iv, on
the other hand, introduces the elements in which the love moves.
But this is contradicted by the fact that the two clauses are

and
and

iv before epycp.

transition

opposed to each other antithetically. Can we suppose St John
have meant to say, " Let us not approve the energy of our
love with the instruments of word and tongue, but let our love
to

move

in the elements of deed

marvellous antithesis

the iv with the Dative

and truth?"

This would be a

De Wette pei'ceived more

!

is

correctly that

here equivalent to the simple Dative by

It is well known that St John often uses the iv in the
Hebraizing sense of 3 instrumentale (most strikingly in Rev.
xiii. 10)
and thus we have here nothing more than the Apostle's
not unusual sinking down from the pure Greek into a Hebraizitself.

;

w

JOHN

— ^0705 forms the

ing phraseology.

A man

intensification.

antithesis to epyov, and, ac-

TXwcraa enters

mere word.

cordingly, signifies the

may
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in as

yet in such wise that the words are true and sincere

worse

is it,

and when,

To

when

;

much

the mere tongue chatters without the heart,

therefore, the very

this aXiqQeia

an

love with words (without deeds),

forms the

words are not sincerely meant.

antithesis.

Ver. 19. The first member of the verse, "Hereby we know
we are of the truth," is easily understood. It is essentially
the same thought which we have seen in ver. 14, viz., that love
is the distinguishing mark of a state of grace.
But here the
that

state of grace, that

is,

the

Geov

e/c

elvac

(comp. ver.

9), is

not

viewed, as in ver. 14, according to the category of life and
death, but according to that of ak^Oeia and ^revSo<i, truth and
lie

(comp. ch.

had

ii.

21)

;

partly, because in ver.

18 the aktfOeia

mere ^Xwaaa, and partly because
the Apostle has it already in his mind to return back, in the
following Part, to the category of the a\i]0eia, and the opposition between it and the Gnostic lie.
Tvcoaofieda is the reading
of A.B.C. against the Rec. ryLvaxTfcofiev (which seems to have
sprung from the notion of conforming the passage with ver. 24,
ch. ii. 3 and 5, iv. 2 and 13, v. 5).
The Future was not occasioned (as Huther thinks) by " the cohortative form of thought,"
as if we must supply, " If we observe this injunction, we shall
just been opposed to the

thereby be able to

know

;"

simply serves to exhibit the

it

declaration as a universally applicable rule.

If 'ytvocxTKOfxev

stood in the text, the a^airav would then appear to be taken for

" Hereby

— by the

love which we
would be an inference drawn from the abiding continuance of something in the

granted as actually present
are

life.

lay

now enabled
But,

it

to exercise

:

—

r

e

know ;"

it

seems the Apostle's purpose not to do

down a general

rule applicable to all cases.

ra> ajycnrav, yvcocro/jueOa,

by our

life

we

shall

'Ev

that,

but to

tovtco, scil.

be able to know

the presence or the absence of the love will be ever and in
cases the distinguishing

we be

mark

;

all

or test to ourselves, whether or

That the words

tovtm in this passage
and is now pretty
generally admitted
that they cannot refer forward to ver. 20
(as if one of the two on, or both of them, depended upon the

not

of the truth.

look backwards,

is

plain at the

first

iv

glance,

;

R

—
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iv Tovrcp), will be very plain

from a

closer consideration of

what

follows.

Vers.

may be

regarded as a difficult passage, inashave always been widely at variance, both
in their views of the whole and in their interpretation of the
individual words, both as to the general meaning and the con-

much

19, 20,

as expositors

The

struction of the sentences.
(1)

Whether

teal

points in question are these

ep,nrpoa6ev avrov begins a

:

new and indepen-

dent clause, so that the Future Treiaoixev is co-ordinated with the
Future <yv(oa6[Jbe6a, or whether ireiaofxev, like icrfiev, still depends
upon ore and, in the former case, whether iv rovrcp is to be
referred merely to <yva)o-6/j,e6a, or also to Treiao/uev. (2) Whether
or,
TrelOetv means to convince, and has an object following
whether it means to persuade, "to persuade. into pacification,"
and stands absolutely. (3) Whether on is generally a particle,
and then also edv a conditional particle, the second on being a
resumption (epanalepsis) of the first or whether idv stands for
civ, and o,n must be read, in the sense of quodcunque.
(4)
Whether God is called /met^cov because He is more merciful than
our heart, or because He is more rigorous in His judgment upon
us. (5) Whether, in ver. 21, by means of the words edv 1) /capSia,
;

;

;

/t.T.X,.,

a second supposition

is

introduced in opposition to that

contained in ver. 20 ; or whether, rather, this edv stands in the
sense of " if then now," and introduces a deduction from what
is

said in ver. 20.

Before these questions can be thoroughly examined and
receive their answer,

At

it is

of great importance to settle the right

we must read the singular rrjv
A. and B. (and Lachmann), against C, Vulg.,
and Rec. since the authority of A. and B. is here perfectly
1
Manifestly, the plural was introduced here as a cordecisive.
rection, the singular by the side of rjpeov not seeming correct.
In ver. 20 on is omitted before pbeit,(ov in Cod. A. but it is
vouched for by B. and C. The omission is easily accounted for
the recurrence of on after so short an intervening clause might
reading.

the close of ver. 19

KapSlav, with
;

;

:

appear to be superfluous.
ver.

22 edv

is

tion to the ay of
1

We have

further to remark, that in

sufficiently authenticated

by B. and C,

A.

In Cod. A. a later hand has inserted the plural.

in opposi-

;

JOHN

1

And now we may
way

out of the

acknowledged

be wrong.

to

by removing
which are generally

simplify the investigation

certain interpretations

does not, like

7T€tao/j,ev
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io-fiev,

It

is

clear, at the outset, that

depend upon on, but that

independent and co-ordinate with the yvcoao/xeda.

it

is

The only

whether the iv tovtco still throws its
or whether teal efnrpoaOev begins
a perfectly independent reflection. Secondly, it may be regarded
as settled that on before idv cannot mean "for;" 1, because in
question that remains

influence

upon the

is,

irelcrofiev,

that case the following on would be without an explanation,
since only " that," and not " for," can be epanalectically re-

peated; and

because in that case there would be lacking

2,

some apodosis

to idv.

1

Thirdly,

we have no

point that

it

may be

considered as a settled

right arbitrarily to correct the last

on

(with Stephanus) into en, or the 6Vt idv (with Andrea) into ore

dv or orav

as also, that the latter

;

on must not

be taken (Beza)

in the sense of hrfkovoTi, or (Calvin) in that of certe.

We
that

begin then our investigation by a glance at ver. 21
its answer to the fifth of the questions men-

by giving

is,

tioned above

it

:

dependent, and

will be seen that this question

may

is

in reality in-

be decided with confidence, furnishing at

the same time a firm basis for the explanation of ver. 20.

many

other expositors, discerns in ver. 20 the
however much our heart may accuse us, we
may pacify our heart on the ground that God is greater to
wit, greater in forgiveness and in grace
than our heart. For

Huther,

like

reflection that, if or

—

—

the present,

we

leave out of the question the correctness of the

interpretation which, in view of ver. 20, leads to this result.

point which concerns us now is only this, that
Huther regards ver. 21 as a deduction from the premises laid
down in ver. 20. It is not that to the one supposition, " that
our heart condemn us," the other, " that it do not condemn

The main

us,"

is

opposed

;

but the sense in his view

consequence of that

ireiOeiv,

is this

:

" If then, in

that purification obtained,

our

condemn us, then (what follows is a necessary
consequence, etc.)."
But this explanation is verbally and

heart no longer

1

Unless

we

translating x.»i

agree with

by "

also :"

greater than our heart,

commend

itself

by

its

He

De

"\Yette to find it in xetl

" For,

our heart accuse

knoweth all things."
to any one.

also

clearness

if

us,

yivuax.it tt«j<t#,

because

But

God

is

this will not
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grammatically untenable.

Not only should we then expect

/a7]K6ti KarayLvaxTKr), but, further, the particle edv could not

possibly serve to introduce an inference

presupposed as existing and

from a premiss actually

This would have required

real.

with the Indicative.

el

'Edv expresses the exact contrary it
introduces a condition, of which the future must decide whether
it be or be not the case.
'Edv does not mean, " If then, therefore ;" but, " putting the case." And therefore we must regard it
as absolutely indubitable, that the words of ver. 21, edv r) fcapSia
fir) /caTayivaxr/cr) ^a?, are set over against the case assumed in
ver. 20, eav fcaraycvdocr/cr), as the opposite case.
In ver. 20 is
expressed what would take place on the supposition that our
heart condemns us; in ver. 21 is expressed what would take
place on the contrary supposition, if our heart condemned us not.

And

;

this leads us

immediately to the decision of the third

KaraywwaKr), ver. 21, the one supposidown, eav KarayivwaKr] in ver. 20 must lay down the
opposite
that is, edv must be a conditional particle.
Hoogeveen and Huther would read 6,tl edv in the sense of 6,tl av
(" of whatever our heart may at any time accuse us")
and
question.

tion

is

If in eav

fir)

laid
;

;

Huther appeals to the fact, that many New-Testament codices
have here and there the unclassical reading edv instead of civ,
and that even the union of oara with such an edv is not without example for Lachmann and Tischendorf read oaris edv in
Gal. v. 10, and the latter 977-t? edv in Acts iii. 23, and in Col. hi.
;

17 the preponderance of testimony
sets aside Diisterdieck's

is

This

in favour of o,tl edv.

appeal to the dictum of

Hermann

(ad

Vigerum, p. 835), which applies only to classical Greek and,
in fact, no one who is thoroughly acquainted with New-Testament Greek will deny the possibility of the combination octtis
edv (and KaraycvaxrKeLV may certainly have the double Accusative of the person and the thing, though this construction never
occurs in the New Testament, and but seldom in profane
;

writers).
to otl dv,

ver.

22

But
is

in this passage the reading o,rc edv, as equivalent

not only very improbable (since immediately in

o edv follows),

but

it

is

rendered

flatly impossible

by

the antithetical relation of the two conditional propositions,
ver.

20 and

ver. 21.

Consequently,
ver.

it

is

decisively settled that the latter otl in

20 can be only an epanalepsis of the preceding.

1

Now, when St John

JOHN
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places in such sharp antithesis to each

other the two opposite cases,

that of our hearts accusing us,

1.

our hearts not accusing us, we naturally and at
once assume, after the analogy of many such examples of the

and

2. that of

Apostle's habit of antithesis (ch.

i.

6

and

7,

8 and

9,

ii.

4 and

5,

10 and 11, ch. iii. 3 and 4, 7 and 8), that here also he is opposing the ungodly deportment of those who are not at all, or are
not truly, of God, to the godly and Christian deportment of
those
rjpbas

who

That the 1
are the genuine re/cva Qeov.
need not embarrass us, is plain from a glance

pers. pi.
at ch.

i.

6-10.
But, in

spite

of

this,

Morus, Spener,

Luther, Bengel,

Olshausen, Diisterdieck, and others, have

themselves under

felt

the necessity of regarding both sides of the matter as referring
to

one and the same class of true Christians, both of them find-

ing their place within the limits of the same sincere Divine
life.

(The testing of

cerning the

first,

this

view will bring us to a decision con-

second, and fourth of the five questions above-

named.)

Those expositors (as also Huther, who admits generally no
between ver. 20 and ver. 21) assume at the outset
that iv tovto) must be referred to Trelcrofiev,
in opposition to
Fritzsche and others, who regard koX e^iirpoaOev, /c.t.X., as a
perfectly independent and new thought.
That reference has
antithesis

—

nothing grammatically against

it,

but nothing positively in

"

By

shall

"

By

its

In themselves, both interpretations are conceivable
this we shall know that we are of the truth, and (by this
we) persuade or still our hearts :" and also the other,
this shall we know, etc., and we shall persuade our heart,

favour.

etc."

Even

:

Diisterdieck admits that

thought which renders

it is

the following train of

necessary to refer iv tovtq) also to

it

We regard this as still an open question, the deciwhich must be given by what immediately follows.
But now we must further ask what the meaning of ireideiv
is.
Of course the word must be acknowledged to bear the two
significations of convince and persuade.
third interpretation,
that of stilling, pacifying, or placare, has been vindicated by
Diisterdieck, following Luther
but it may be proved that it
7T€ccrofj,ev.

sion of

A

;

never bears this meaning

:

in Matt, xxviii. 14, for instance,

it

means simply no more than u persuade," the context showing
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Jews would persuade the Governor. So also with
where the Septuagint lias translated the doubtwhich properly means verbis lacerare, increpare, by

to wliat the
1

Sam.

xxiv. 8,

ful J?D£ ,
;

eireiare

—

not,

indeed, to express the idea of pacification, but

simply to show the result, that David had so persuaded his
lowers as that they should do his

meaning

the

is

fol-

conceded also that
not different in Joseph., Arch. vi. 5, 6. But
will.

It

is

Huther, admitting that in our passage ireiOeiv means of itself
only to persuade, contends that the context requires the additional meaning of persuading or stilling to repose. For, iveiQeiv
stands here in an antithetical relation to /cararyivcoGtceiv.

the question whether this be so or not, must be, after

cided on other grounds.

Considered in

But,

all,

de-

one cannot see

itself,

why

ireiOeiv should form a contrast with KaTaytvcco-fcetv
the
grammatical construction does not lead that way for, ireiOeiv
is the finite verb of the governing proposition, and the words
:

;

fxeifav icrrl

— koX

yivcocncet

iravra rather would form a kind of

antithesis to the KarayivcocrKeiv of the conditional

Thus

the dependent proposition.

it

must

that the Treiao/xev, in the ruling proposition,

the oti

fiei^cov, k.t.\.

first
is

member

of

be demonstrated

in sense related to

But, far from being demonstrated, this

is opposed by the whole construction.
That 7reio-o/xev
was asserted absolutely and without any object, in a meaning
which the reader only after reading the twentieth verse would

relation

discover,

the

word

is

not very probable.

in itself

ireio-ojjbev,

certainly have been

disposed

object stated, and since
definite idea at

it

;

" because" but by

—

since

untenable

ireio-o^ev

has

it, must
no other
down, no

the clause with oti as the object

and, accordingly, to translate oti, not by
" that,'" taking ireLQeiv in the meaning of

Huther, however, declares

convince.

read or heard

expresses, as absolutely laid

all— to regard

of the irelcro^ev

He who

together with the oti which follows

this

" for, the consciousness that

explanation to be

God

is greater than
our heart, cannot be regarded as the result of this, that we know
ourselves by our love to be such as are of the truth." But who
;

does not see that this supposed objection holds good only on the
supposition that the iv tovtw

is still

referred to the

7rei<xo//,ei>,

or

two propositions, yvcoaofieOa and ireiaofiev, a
of ground and consequence must be assumed ? The

that between the
relation

former, however,

is

not true

;

for

we hold

it.

established that iv

1

JOHN
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must be referred only to yva)o-6/j,eda and of the latter
no trace in the text. Thus Huther has refuted only
those who translate ireiOeiv on by " convince that," and then at
the same time would refer iv tovtw also to Treicrofiev. The other
acceptation, that iv tovtw belongs only to <yvcocr6fie$a, and that
then TreiOecv on means " convince that," he leaves entirely unrefuted.
And un refuted it will remain.
;"
For, not only has irelo-ofiev no such meaning as " pacify
"
not only does the interpretation
persuade," thus without an
object, give no sense
not only does it require on, k.t.X., as its
object, and necessarily therefore bear the meaning of "convince ;"
but the other acceptation is also wrecked on the words
tovto)

we

;

find

;

—

on fiei&v,

k.t.X.

If,

with Liicke,

we

take Tretao/xev in the sense

and then refer fxei^wv to the greater severity of
God, the following ideas rise " By our love we know that we
are of the truth, and by this we can pacify our heart, because,
if our heart should accuse us (that is, of the want of love), then
God is a still greater Judge than our heart, that is, an omniscient Judge (and therefore would still more condemn us)."
But in what logical relation would this " because" stand to that
which it is supposed to establish ? From the fact, that if our
own heart condemn us, the Omniscient would all the more
of pacifying,

:

condemn

us,

it

cannot in fact follow that the consciousness of

practising love

it

is

which serves to pacify our heart. The
on would stand to the iv tovtco irelo-o-

matter of the clause with
fjiev,

at furthest, in the relation of

an explanatory confirmation,

and ought, therefore,

to be connected at least with jap, but not with the paratactic on, " for,"
certainly not with the syntactic on, " because."

not in that of a causal nexus

Hence
and take

other expositors,

;

who connect

Treiaofxev

with Iv tovtg>,

in the sense of " pacify,"

have consistently sought
to establish for the words on fiel&v, k.t.X., also another and
perfectly opposite meaning.
God is called /xel^cov, inasmuch as
His forgiving grace is exalted above the fear of our self-conit

demning heart, and inasmuch
of absolving us, even

solving ourselves.

when

as with

Him there is the possibility

to us there is

no

possibility of ab-

Nosselt has very ingeniously placed this in

connection with the ajcnrav tov aSe\(f)6v.

By
truth

;

this,

we practise love, we know that we are of the
we can pacify ourselves, and that on this ground,

that

by this
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because

if

our heart (loving our neighbour, and consequently

forgiving his trespasses) should accuse ourselves of any fault,

God

is still

greater than our heart,

— that

is,

we could ever

certainly forgive our sin than

will

much more

forgive our neigh-

But however ingenious this may sound, the words
made conformable to such an interpretation.
The strength of such an interpretation is in what
must be supplied. The element of the forgiveness of our neighbour's sin.

of our passage cannot be

bour, which of course

is,

in the nature of the case, contained in

had not been expressed in any form in the context
the idea of forgiveness must be forced upon the text, and
that twice, first with regard to ourselves, and then afterwards
with regard to God. If St John had had this idea in his mind,
he would have written thus ore, el rj/xel^; ra> aSeXcfxp a^iefxev
ra TrapaiTTcofiara avrov, Troacp f^aXXov 6 @eo<? acprfaei rjfxlv ra
TrapairrdofxaTa rjficov. But the main objection to this and every
similar interpretation lies in the words teal ytvcoaKei iravra.
It
is hard to see what the omniscience of God would have to do
with the vTrepirepiacreveiv of His grace. It must then be assumed that God, as knowing all things, might discover some
excellencies in us which were concealed from our own modesty,
and on account of those latent virtues would forgive our sin
Or, that He were better acquainted with our weakness than
ourselves are, and therefore would not so severely reckon with
our guilt (as if we were not of ourselves only too much inclined
to excuse ourselves on these and other grounds !).
We need
brotherly-love,
:

:

!

not stay to demonstrate that both these acceptations are flatly

opposed

to scriptural

sin because of

weakness.

why He

The omniscience

;

that

God

does not forgive our

of

God

it because of our
can therefore be no reason

should be supposed to judge us more gently than

judge ourselves.

down

teaching

our excellencies, or excuse

But

since the

in strictest connection

"knowing

all

things"

is

we

laid

with "is greater," the latter cannot

intend the greater mildness of God. 1

But
is

neither can

it

signify this, viewed in

the heart which accuses us
1

is

itself.

When God

called "greater," in comparison with our self-accusing heart,

Huther substitutes

called " less."

for " mildness" the

only disguising the matter.

"forgiving love."

is

This notion of

vague idea of " glory ;" but this
For this also really refers " is greater" to

;;

JOHN

1

littleness

that case

III.

2G5

1-24.

cannot here be meant in any laudatory sense, since in
some kind of disparagement would fall upon God's

being greater.

But

manifest that our heart can be opposed

it is

God

to the " greater "

only in the sense either of positive blame,

But, according to this explanation,

or at least of deficiency.

our heart can be the

less,

quite incomprehensible

only as far as

how

it

accuses us.

But

demnation could be represented as a defect, where there
guilt.

it is

the self-accusation and self-conis

no

If indeed the thing intended were, that our heart in

apprehend aright the consolation of
In
that sense, it might be said that God is greater than our heart
that is, that the superabundance of His grace covers the deficiency of our faith.
But it is an exegetical violence to sublittleness of faith failed to

the forgiveness of sins, the matter would be quite different.

stitute this idea for the plain words, /caTaytvajcncr) rjfid^.

We

20 and 21 the antithesis between
timorous littleness of faith and its joyful confidence, as if in
both cases the heart were conscious of guilt,
in the one, however, appropriating forgiveness, and in the other not venturing
to do so
but we have in ver. 20 the supposition that our heart
condemns us, and in ver. 21 the supposition that our heart does
not condemn us.
This self-accusation of the heart can in no
case be put to the account of its being little or less ; any more
than the forgiving fulness of God's grace can have its ground
in the fact of His " knowing all things."
Thus we think we have shown that this entire view is at all
points untenable
and shall now go on to set over against it
that interpretation which alone we regard as correct and capable
have not in the text of

vers.

—

;

;

of perfect vindication.

After what has been already

said, it

the particle idv, in the words otl idv,

is

must be assumed that
a conditional particle

that the two clauses, ver. 20, idv Karayivcoo-fcn, k.t.\., and,
ver. 31, idv

/xr;

/caTayivdocrfcn,

serve the purpose of setting over

against each other two opposite suppositions

means " to convince ;" and that

;

that

irelcrofxev

ore introduces, with the signi-

fication " that," the objective proposition

belonging to irelaofjiev.
means, therefore, can we lower the reference of iv
tovtw down to the 7reicrofiev first, because this could be done

— By no

;

only by means of a zeugma, for the assumption of which there
is

no occasion here

;

and, secondly, because, as

we have

already
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seen, a very inapposite thought

would

out of

arise

We

it.

new and

regard, therefore, ko\ epurpoaOev as the beginning of a
perfectly independent clause.

said, in the preceding words, that we
always discern by our " loving" or " not loving" whether

St John has already

may
we

He now passes over to another
Him — VJS?, before God's

are or are not of the truth.

and new
face

—

"And

reflection.

before

we convince our

shall

God

already condemns us,

is

hearts of this, that

if

greater and knoweth

what sense God

our heart

all

things."

words "and
knoweth all things" declare. He penetrates by His knowledge
all things.
Now, if our heart, so inclined to self-deception and
self-vindication (and therefore "little"), accuses us (that is, of
I low far

and

in

is

greater, the

not exercising love), God, the Omniscient,
heart

and we can therefore

;

the less have the Trappier ia.

greater than our

is

Him,

the less stand before

all

If

we

all

take /xelfav in this sense

(with Bullinger, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, a Lapide, Liicke,
Neander, and many others), then the words " is greater," etc.,
form the purest, sharpest antithesis to the words " have con-

and all the
becomes perfectly

fidence towards God," ver. 21,

Then

fectly clear.

John

it

writes epbTrpoaOev

avrov

details

"And

Trelaofiev.

become per-

intelligible

why

St

before God's

we convince ourselves," he says, in order by anticiparemind us that we have not to do with ourselves and our

face shall
tion to

own

hearts alone, but that

God

eye of

;

whether we
sition

we stand before the

and, therefore, that

it is

will or will not believe

And

with on.

not

what

left to
is

certainly the epurpoaOev avrov

f)/j,o)v is

John intends

the question

is

He

to lay the

emphasis upon

spirit,

we can

less

own

escape

God

than

by

we can
it

ourselves.

a rule holding

supposed cases, but in order simply to express his

what is said. We cannot, in
what form other than the Future he could have used
An Imperative would have been too absolute; an in-

expectation of the truth of

fact, see

here.

all

that

and conscience must be convinced of

uses the Future here, not to express

good for

this,

not of a mere conviction of the understanding,

but that our heart,
the truth that

must not

— "when we

in

rr}V /capSiav

St

option

one
judgment, we shall," etc. Ueido/iev
not a simple paraphrase for 7relao/nev r;/ia?

Him

avrovq

:

own

stated in the propo-

be referred forward to the distant judgment

day stand before

all-searching

our

1

JOHN

2G7
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sinuating Conjunctive, as a mere friendly injunction or chal-

lenge ("Let us, however, be convinced"), would have been

He

would neither command nor entreat he would
something which he decidedly expects, and which
so necessarily and inevitably follows from the nature of the
insipid.

exhibit

case

it

:

as

itself,

that,"

etc.

may

that he

definite " before

expect

it

;

therefore this precise and

God's presence will we convince our hearts,

The words

eav KarwyivwaKr),

/c.t.A.,

derive their

from the context. The question, whether we
practise an active love or not, had preceded
in regard to this
fixed definiteness

:

God

matter, our hearts can either accuse or acquit us.

is

called

"greater," as has been said, because He cannot be deceived;
on the contrary, our hearts are " less," because we may suppose

them

liable to self-deception.

The whole

thought, consequently,

the proposition laid

down

in the

is

closely

bound up with

beginning of ver. 19.

In the

words ev tovtw yvcoao/neOa there was contained implicitly a
challenge to self-examination.
And the two opposite supposi-

which are evolved by such a self-examination are more
and described in vers. 20, 21. Of this we
must be convinced in our heart and conscience, before God's
presence, that, if the former of these suppositions be the true
one with regard to us
if our own hearts condemn us in selftions

expressly referred to

examination

—
— assuredly we can stand before God with

confidence than before our

own

hearts.

That

subjectively be able to attain to no irap'p^ala,
shall not

be acknowledged by

Him

is,

we

still less

shall

then

and objectively

as re/cva, or as Ik t?}9 akrj-

For how could He, who knoweth all things, acknowledge us " to be of Him," when our own hearts convict us
0eia? ovres.

of a

lie ?

The second supposed case is unfolded in vers. 21,
St John had to say touching the former part of

What

22.

the

had introduced by the solemn appeal, "Before
God's face shall we convince our heart, that;" but now he
introduces what he has to say touching the second case by the
graciously-confident address, " Beloved" (as in ch. ii. 7, iii. 2).
He now takes for granted the existence of such a condition of
things in regard to his readers ; therefore he names them " his
beloved,"
as they would present themselves to his mind, on
alternative he

—

;
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the latter part of the alternative,

— upon whom

may

his glance

rest for a time with joyful love.

The

conditional clause eav,

explanation.

1

When

has already received

/c.t.A-.,

its

the case occurs, that our heart sustains

the application of the test prescribed in ver. 19, and does not

accuse us,

we

discern that

we "are

God," and " children of God."
a twofold consequence.

are

now

itself into

©eov

First, irappi-jalav e^pfiev 7rpo? tov

(Cod. B. reads e^ei instead of e^ofiev, which
critical significance).

and "of

of the truth,"

This again resolves

Those who translate

is

7relcrofiev

at great pains to establish a distinction

without any

by "pacify"

between

•neiGoy.ev

and irapp^alav €%op,ev. To us the nrapprjo-iav e^opuev seems
form the pure and simple antithesis to the idea contained

on

fxeifav, k.t.X.

We

b eav alrSifieVi XapLfBdvopuev irap

God

is

Jesus."

is

answer

John

is

koI

to prayer,

xv. 7, etc.)

may

— that

is, "in the name of
he asks in the spirit of
the pattern of our Lord's Prayer, in which

this includes

everything

:

one petition for daily bread, and

heavenly blessings,

point

however, that here the child of

supposed to pray as such

And

— the

(according to

It is obvious,

Jesus, according to
there

God

avrov

which

in our hearts

The second

the children feel towards their father.

be fully assured.

in

discern ourselves to be God's children

and therefore have that joy and confidence

of which the child of

to

— none

things too high for us

;

all

the rest supplicate

being put up for earthly honour, or
moreover, he asks in humility like that

of which Jesus gave us an example in Gethsemane, in supplication far

removed from the carnal presumption which would

intrude into the secrets of the Divine government, and dictate

what only the providence of the Almighty and All-wise can
determine for the world's good and the good of each. But
within these limits there is boundless room for the exercise of
confidence in prayer; within these limits, even particular requests are permissible, and special petitions are granted, as the

experience of every devout Christian can confirm by

many

examples.

The

to,

dpeara,

As it regards the reading, the first qpav is wanting in A., the second
wanting in C, and in B. both are wanting. Probably both are genuine
the one or the other having been omitted simply for the sake of the
1

is

clause ort ra<; ivroXas aurov rypovfiev, koX

—

sound.

JOIIN
ivooTTiov

avTov

TToiov/jbev,

does not give the reason

hear our prayers, for then

apeara
Kai

b

alrovfiev)

eap, k.t.X., as if

it

must have been

it

nor does

;

269
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it

why God can

said, otl

ra avraj

belong only to the second clause,

specified the reason

why God may

grant our petitions (on account of our obedience)

;

but

it

be-

We

must not translate the ort
longs to the whole sentence.
have confidence, and
by " because," but rather by " for."

We

find hearing for our prayers

;

we keep His commandments,
be His children. That this

for

and thereby approve ourselves to
mediating thought must be supplied, and that our prayers must
not be interpreted as causa meritoria, has been observed by most
This is rendered indubitable by the previous chain
expositors.
of thought (comp. vers. 9, 14, 19)
and the words in question
are nothing but a recapitulation of that which had been more
1
freely expanded above.
In fact, what had been expressed by
;

"if our heart condemn us not"
elements by the clause with
to refer the

on

;

is

rr]v avofilav, ver. 4,

in the

resolved into positive

way

as

thought not to brotherly-love alone, but to the more

general scope of the seventh verse.

sists

now

and, indeed, in such a

and the

The

irocelv rrjv

antithesis of the iroielv

ZtKaioavvqv, ver. 7, con-

keeping of the commandments of God, and consewhat is in accordance with the Divine will

quently in the doing

and well-pleasing

to the

Divine Being.

Vees. 23, 24. But from this most general statement and
back
view St John once more returns
again recapitulating
But he inserts here an
to the specific mention of the wydirr}.
intermediate thought which had not occurred in the Third Part.
" And this is His commandment, that we believe in the name

—

—

His Son Jesus Christ, and love one another." First and
foremost, St John sums up the multitude of the ivro\at in the
unity of the one evro\rj.
Of the legalist character stamped upon
Even the
the Romish theology and Church he knows nothing.
" believing in Christ" and " loving one another" are not to him
two commandments, but only one
because, where there is
genuine and living faith there must be also love, as certainly as
with the sun there must be light. God does not give us a
of

;

1

It is obviously

dptoTa, votth

erroneous to separate, as the Romish expositors do, the
rnpitu roe.; hrohx;, understanding the former of the

from the

consilia evanrjelica.

—
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but this one thing is His will, that
and consequently love one another. It is
by express design that St John here comprehends all piety in
faith
that no man may pervert or misunderstand what he had
said in ch. iii.
But, at the same time, this mention of ttlcttls
gives expression to a thought which paves the way for the next
division of the Epistle.
For he has it in view to return back
once more to the contrast between the faith in Christ and the
Gnostic false doctrine. Here he writes Triarevetv to ovojxclti
multitude of injunctions

we

;

believe in Christ,

;

;

elsewhere (ch.

v.

13

;

John

i.

Diisterdieck thinks that the

12,

ii.

23,

iii.

18)

specifies the

et?

elf

name

rb ovo/xa.
of Jesus

simply as the object of the

faith,

while the Dative case specifies

the Person Himself with

whom

faith brings us into relation.

But

the converse

nearer the truth.

is

to repose confidence in

anything

;

Uiareveiv eU

7nareveiv

rt

means

repose faith

rivl, to

in an assurance. Hence, the construction with the Dative gives
prominence rather to the theoretical aspect, the construction

with

els

rather to the experimental aspect, of faith.

The 24th

verse

is

no further explanation.

so entirely a recapitulation, that

Once more St John

lays

down

it

needs

the pro-

he that keepeth His commandments, dwelleth in God
and God in him (com p. ch. ii. 24, John xv. 4, etc.) once more
he adds the more definite intimation, that the keeping of the
commandments is not the efficient cause, but the mark of the
Only the concluding words, e'/c tov
fieveiv of God in us.
Trveu/xaro'i ov rj/xlv eBioKev, are new.
As it respects their grammatical arrangement and position, they form a free apposition
to that which is contained in ev tovtw, so that we have to
position

:

;

supply in thought jivooo-KO/Mev again but ev tovtu> refers back.
" By this (the keeping of the commandments) we know that
;

He

(we know it) whom 1 He hath
given us."
(To refer ev tovtco forward to e/e tov irvevfiaTos is
incompatible with the distinction between ev and e'/c.)
The
Spirit given us by God is not specified as a second mark, simply
distinguished from the keeping of the commandments (that
would have required teal e/c tov 7rvevfxaT0<i) but it is that one
and the selfsame mark, which is here viewed and exhibited
Moreover, it is self-evident, since a
under another aspect.
abideth in us

:

by the

Spirit

;

1

Ov stands here by

attraction,

and

is

not the genitivus partitions.

1

JOHN

III.
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mark is the matter in question, that the Trvevfxa here is not the
power within which works obedience, but that it is regarded
as a spirit manifesting

holy

life.

This

is

its

made

perfectly plain

men

in

an external

by reference

to ch. iv. 1.

influence before

St John shows throughout the whole of the next section how
the true and genuine 7rvev/jia, opposed to the false irvevfia of
gnosis, is internally one with obedience and love (and, therefore, how dogmatic lie and moral error are closely connected).
He prepares the way for this course of thought, when he
places the possession of the true irvevjia in such direct apposi-

keeping of the ivroXal.

tion with the

concluding words the character, as

it

—And

this gives these

were, of an announcement

new theme. The mention of ttigtls in ver. 23 had paved
way for the chain of thought now commenced and here,
the concluding words of ver. 4, St John makes a formal

of a

the
in

;

transition to

it.

And

thus this verse contains (by means of the

and the rrjpelv ra<>
germ of the subjects unfolded in Part the Fourth
ii. 29 had contained the germ of that of the Third.

appositional juxtaposition of the irvevfxa
evro\d<i) the

just as ch.

;

PAET THE FOURTH.

THE SPIRIT FROM GOD

IS

A

SPIRIT OF

TRUTH AND OF LOVE.

Cli. iv. 1-ch. v. 3.

When

we glance

over the fourth chapter as a whole,

we

are

involuntarily reminded of the two concluding verses of the

The Apostle has mentioned two kinds of God's
commandment, by the fulfilment of which we may attain to
know whether we dwell in God, and God in us 1, that we
believe in the name of Jesus ; and, 2, that we love one another.
Both these he then sums up, ver. 24, under the idea of the

third chapter.

:

Spirit of God.

With
chapter

;

this

" Spirit from

that

is,

distinguish the Spirit of

the

first

nature

;

mark which he
it

is

God" he begins

with the injunction to

God from

at

once the fourth

test the spirits,

the spirit of ifkavri.

sets forth (vers.

2-6)

is

and

to

Now

of a dogmatic

come in the flesh.
were without any mediating

the confession that Jesus

But

is

then, in ver. 7, he springs as it
thought to the exhortation, " Let us love one another," as being
the second sign that we are of God.
These are manifestly the
ch. iii. 23, and which here are
unfolded in vers. 7-12. And

two marks which were mentioned in
further developed.

The second

then, in ver. 13, there

that

we

dwell in

is

is

a recapitulation

Him, and

He

:

"

in us, that

Hereby we know
is, by the Spirit

which He hath given to us." Thus here also both sides are
viewed together, and embraced under the one uniting idea of
the Spirit of God.
But these are not to be externally distributed simply under

one common head. St John will show the unity of the nature of
the " Spirit from God," and demonstrate how those two aspects

JOHN

1

of

it

— sound

that one

faith

common

and

IV. 1-V.

living love

nature,

and
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— are organically united

in

one with each other.

in this sense

This has been already prepared for by the manner in which he
vers. 2-6 and vers. 7-1 2, of both elements
and

had spoken,

now

;

14-16 the subject finds its full and express stateIn vers. 2-6, the coming of Jesus Christ into the flesh

in vers.

ment.

was exhibited as the object of true faith, in opposition to the
TrXavrj of the Gnostics.
In vers. 7-12 (specially vers. 9, 10),
the same coming of Jesus Christ into the flesh, as the act of
Divine love which precedes our love, was exhibited as the
ground and root of all our love. And therefore St John can
now, vers. 14-16, define the one and undivided nature of the
" Spirit from God" as faith in that love of God which was manifested in the sending of His only-begotten Son, and from which
it follows of itself that we, in order to abide in God, must abide
in love.

These three explanatory groups of thoughts are now followed

by a further and more hortatory expansion. It is now shown
that, and in what manner, the presence of the Spirit of God
may be known by these fundamental marks. Love is not
simply an external mark of sonship but it is itself made per;

fect in confidence toioards

God

to

nature.

us (vers. 17-19)

To

this is

:

God, since

— thus

it

has

The same

God.

love

essence, a confidence in the previous love of

the subject, vers. 2-6

And

that Jesus

is

;

is

who

its

which was,

God

own

hateth
in

its

to us, assumes,

form of love

to the brethren.

parallel with the

dogmatic view of

internal necessity, the

Consequently, vers. 17-19
7-12.

Trap previa in

attached the reflection, that he

his brother, loveth not

by an

root in the love of

its

it is itself

but vers. 20, 21, with the ethical, vers.
iv. 20-v. 2, the two sides
the faith

thus in ch.

—
— are ex-

the Christ, and the love to the brethren

and connection
two elements, faith and love, are shown to be, not
only each in itself an evidence of the Spirit of God, but also
mutually each as a mark of the other (ch. iv. 20, and v. 2). In
ch. v. 3 a reflection is appended to this, which forms the transition to the final main section (concerning the world-overcoming
power of faith).
This analysis of the scope of the section so entirely justifies
itself (as seen by its reference to ch. iii. 23, and by the re-

hibited in their mutual inseparable dependence
so that these

;

—
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curring collocation of the two leading topics in ch.

and
which

ch. v. 1),

it

is

so clear that the idea of

iv.

13 and

the irvevfia ex

iii. 24 formed the transition, which has its
and recurs in ver. 13 as the uniting foundation of the two elements) is the predominant idea of this section,
that it seems needless to refute the view of those who refer
ch. iv. 1-6 to the preceding section, or of those who find here
no organization at all, and refer back ch. iv. 1 to ch. ii. 29.

Qeov

(to

climax in ch.

ch.

iv. 1,

fundamental position of the section is laid
form of an injunction " Try the various spirits,
The exhibition of the marks by
whether they be of God"
the dogmatic
which the " Spirit from God" may be known
confession of the coming of Jesus into the flesh, and brotherlylove
forms the subject of the whole section.
On the address ar/arr'qroi, which serves to mark either a
main or a subordinate section (here the former), compare above
Mr] rravrl rrvev[xan Trio-revere.
on ch. ii. 7, iii. 2 and 21.
Here there is presupposed a multiplicity of spirits not merely
a duality (the Spirit of God and the spirit of the lie), but many
This is abundantly
various spirits under each of the two heads.
" Try the spirits, whether they
clear from the following words
be of God;" which assumes that they may be demonstrated by
the test to be spirits in their plurality coming from God.
And
;"
so it is exhibited in ver. 2, " Every spirit that confesseth, etc.
where again a plurality of spirits is referred to, each of which
Hence, many expositors (Lyra, Calvin, Beza,
confesses Jesus.
Piscator, and others) have agreed that we must understand by
Trvevfia simply, and without qualification, the spirits of individual persons, that is, their personalities the sense would then
be
Prove the individual persons, the several teachers, who
bring with them or represent any particular spirit. But we do

In ver.

down

1 the

in the

:

—

—

:

:

:

—

not find in Holy Scripture rrvevfiara used for the designation
of men qua spiritual natures
would make " spirits" stand
tives, or

;

nor could such a metonomy as
for the " bearers, or representa-

instruments of a definite

spirit,"

be

justified.

Others,

on the contrary (a Lapide, Zwingli, Carpzov, Episcopius), take
TTvevfiara conversely, in its purely objective meaning, for docwhich, however, is an equally indefensible intrinal, dogmata

—

i

john

iv. i-v.

Diisterdieck, however,

terpretation of the phraseology.

when he reduces

right
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is

not

the Biblical idea of the irvev^a to the

superhuman principle which possesses
if he had spoken of a superhuman
power or inspiration, instead of a superhuman principle. For
this would be, among the children of the truth, no other than
the power of God, that is, the Holy Spirit Himself
but this
would be inconsistent with the representation of a multiplicity
of the Trvev/jLara.
Therefore, we must agree with Huther, so
far as he does not understand by the 7rvevfia here any spirit
higher than and distinguished from the human spirit. But he,
on the other hand, is wrong when he takes the Trvevfia to mean
philosophical idea of "the

the

man

;"

x

not right, even

;

human

the

spirit itself

qua the organ of a higher

linger discerned the true

meaning

spirit.

(essentially, at least,

Bulthough

he wavers in the exhibition of it) when, appealing to 1 Cor.
he explained irvevfj,a as the mens and the sensus which
came into existence or took effect through the influence and
2
It
operation of a higher (Divine or ungodly) power in men.

xiv. 32,

is

as

not the function of the
it

spirit,

or the subjective spirit of

man,

stands in the relation of a receptive organ to higher influ-

but the objective stamp or
which obtains in man, the objective
spirit which rules in him and assumes the character towards
other men of a power of doctrine : spoken of, however, in such
ences,

which

characteristic

is

of

here spoken of

;

spirit

way that every such spirit in the objective sense appears as
produced and inspired by a higher Spirit; which, indeed, is plain
from the very expression, -^revSoTrpo^rai, as also from ver. 2.
(To make this clear by examples The spirits to be tested by
a

:

us would not be the

the individual Gaius, or that of

spirit of

the individual Titus, and so forth

;

but the

spirits of

Gnoson

ticism, the spirit of Cerinthianism, of Valentinianism, and,

the other hand, the spirit of Paulinism, that of Petrinism, or,
in later ages, the spirit of

Augustinianism and Pelagianism, of

Protestantism and Popery, of Pietism and Rationalism, and so
forth.)

" Here it is a pretended higher spirit which is
the representative of which gives himself out as a prophet."
2
" Spiritnm vocat prophetiam. ProSo, essentially, also Grotius
phetia ejus, qui in ipsa prophetia Jesum non pro Christo agnoscit, non est
1

Similarly Olshausen

spoken

:

of,

:

#;05J-J/EM7T&V-"
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"Believe not every

spirit :" that

is,

Believe not every formal

exhibition of a higher spiritual influence

and working,

as soon

appears before you in a compact and authoritative form,
holding men by its power " but prove the spirits, whether they
as

it

;

Wherein the SoKifidQcv consists (comp. 1 Thess. v.
21), how and by what tests, and in what respects, they are to be
tried, will be unfolded in the following verses.
But the reason

be of God."

whi/ a hoKijxdKeiv

is

necessary, lies in the fact that "

many

false

prophets have gone out into the world."

^E^ip^eaOao eh rov
Koafiov does not mean that they go forth from a place without
1
or beyond the world, and enter into the world for, it is not
;

which are spoken of here, but human individuals,
We must simply connect with
the false prophets themselves.
the going forth the additional phrase, " from their abodes/'
They went out in the absolute sense they set forth to go up
and down, in "publicum prodierunt ; and thus they went eh rov
which is not used here in opposition to heaven or hell,
tcccrfjLov,
nor indeed in opposition to the kingdom of God, but simply
denotes the world inhabited by men, the mass of mankind (not
excluding the children of God, since they must be on their
guard against the seduction of the false prophets).
evil spirits

:

—

When

the Apostle thus urges his injunction to So/a/id^eiv

upon all the " beloved," he takes away the very ground from
under the Romish assumption, that the Papal See alone can
finally decide what is true and what is heretical doctrine.
The
very Trvevpa itself of that See must be solemnly tried by every
Christian.

Vers.

St John indicates

how

(first) sign by which
'Ev tovtw points forward, as is self-evident, to what is coming. TcvwaKere is the
best-authenticated reading that of ryivwcnceTai (Minusc, Syr.,
Vulg.) has arisen from inadvertence.
To irvev^xa rov Qeov
stands in the singular and with the definite article
it is not,
therefore, one and the same with irav irvev^a o o/xoXoyel
it
does not mark out the spirit of any one particular tendency or
doctrine (well-pleasing to God), existing in some men, and

2, 3.

God may

the Spirit from

the

be known.

;

:

;

through them exerting
1

lies."

So Olshausen

:

its

influence

upon others

;

— but

that

" They go forth as sent apostles from the father cf

—
;

1

personal Spirit of

God who

collective irvexifxaai

meaning

is

this

:

JOHN

a

" Hereby ye
1,
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approves Himself present in

6/xokoyel, k.t.X.

mentioned in ver.

fiacri,

IV. 1-V.

know

— the Holy

all

the

The

Spirit.

which among the irvevGod works that is,
(spirits from the Spirit of

in

the Spirit of

;

which among these spirits are spirits
God) from God." Every spirit that confesseth Jesus Christ as
having come in the flesh, is from God. 'Ev aapKi cannot (as
Piscator affirms) be simply and of itself equivalent to et<? aaptca.
The Hebrew 3 and ? are rigorously distinguished and therefore
the author was not led, by involuntarily thinking in Hebrew, to
;

the substitution of iv for eh.

The assumption

of a prolepsis

the resulting elvac iv being already conceived in connection with

the ep^eadat eh

had been
It

is

said,

— the sense of which would be the same

eh adp/ca

iXijXvOora,

is

not at

true that verbs of rest occur with

eh

all

more

as if

it

tolerable.

for example,

(as,

Mark ii. 1, Acts
40, John i. 18, where the verb of rest,
" be," involves the idea of movement effected, " having gone")
and, conversely, verbs which express movement are connected
viii.

with

iv, in as

far as the verb of motion involves the result of

the motion (as in Matt. x. 16

But we cannot assume

;

John

hi. 35, v.

this in the case of

4

;

Rom.

v. 5).

such dogmatically-

important distinctions of idea as that between ep^eaOai eh

more

John

crapica

and ep-^eaOau

where

(for example, ch. v. 6) connects with the ep^eaOat

iv vapid,

altogether specific notion

be allowable only

if

;

especially as St

else-

an

and, generally, such a solution would

the literal

afforded no appropriate sense.

interpretation of the words

But the

literal interpretation

much more appropriate sense than the other. (So
Olshausen.)
The Cerinthic gnosis did not deny absolutely
and simply that the iEon Christ had come " into the flesh ;"
he was thought to have entered into the man Jesus at his bap-

here gives a

have remained with him until the commencement
but Cerinthus denied that Jesus Christ
came in the flesh. When we take iv aapKi literally, it does not
denote the terminus ad quern of the coming, but the quality and

tism,

and

to

of his sufferings

;

—

He came into the world the
an absolute idea, and bears the meaning,
" having come into the world, and unto men."
(The Perfect
of itself shows that we cannot, with Socinus, interpret the
epyecrBai in the sense of coming forward as a teacher, as in

condition of the state of Jesus as
e\7]\vda><i stands as

;

—
THE
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Thus St John

rigorously opposes to

— that Jesus was a mere man, dwelling
upon earth that Christ had entered
man, but not
having come
the
the earth — the truth that the Perthe Cerinthian doctrine

into this

;

in

son, Jesus Christ (one

the flesh

14, sinful

i.

and undivided), had come, and that

2 dpi;

naturally does not signify here, as in

human nature

God, but

in its opposition to

used in that more primitive sense according to which

is

in

being found and being manifested in the

ev aap/ci,

condition of aap%.

John

as

flesh to

lfe>2

from

D11 "ibl denotes material, visible nature, in its distinction

God, and especially human nature

(Gen.

as such

vii.

it

or

15

seq.,

Tim. iii. 16 comp. Ps.
lxv. 3, cxlv. 21
Isa. lxvi. 24
Joel ii. 28
Luke iii. 6 also
Matt. xvi. 17
Gal. i. 16).
The words therefore contain a
viii.

17

Ps.

;

lvi.

5

Jer. xvii. 5

;

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

twofold antithesis to the Cerinthian gnosis

:

first,

that Jesus

and the same person and secondly,
that He is acknowledged to have come " in the flesh," that is,
in the form of existence of humanity upon earth.
But, as it
respects the construction, the words ofioXo'yei 'Irjaovv Xpiarov ev
Christ

is

exhibited as one

;

vapid eXrjXvObra have not a force equivalent to 6fMo\ojel, 'Irjaovv

Xpiarov
cate,

ev aapici e\7fkv6evai

who

in error

;

nevertheless, those expositors are

say that eXrjXvdora

but simply attributive in

its

is

not of the nature of a predi" To confess Christ

character.

manifested in the flesh," would require in Greek, ofioXoyeiv
Itjaovv Xpiarov rbv iv crap/cl eXrfXvdbra
as the words stand,
they signify, " to confess Jesus Christ as one who was mani;

fested in the flesh

mere

attributive,

:"

eXT)Xv66ra without the article

but an apposition

;

and

is

not a

this apposition, re-

ferred to 6/jLoXoyei, involves the predicative idea.

(So in 1 Cor.
Hence, again, those are right who make
''Iyaovv Xpiarov one and inseparable as the objective idea, not
suffering Xpiarov to be an attribute, or in apposition. We must
l.

23

;

2 Cor.

iv. 5).

not translate, "
the flesh

;"

He that confesseth Jesus, the Christ, come in
He that confesseth Jesus Christ as One come

but, "

There is an antithesis to the Cerinthian rending
asunder of Jesus and Christ in the whole clause but the simple

in the flesh."

;

John

point of

it is,

'Irjaovv

Xpiarov one name.

fin

that St

so strictly

and unconditionally makes

In ver. 3 follows the negative member. Kal rrav irvevfia o
opoXoyel rbv 'Irjaovv, e/c rov Qeov ovk iativ thus read A.
:

";

1

and B.

;

JOHN

Codex H. adds

ekrfkvOoTa;

to

IV. 1-Y.
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the 'Irjaovv the words iv

o-ap/cl

add Xpicnov, but

later authorities further

clear (Griesbach, Lticke) that these variations

owe

it

is

their origin

an anxiety to conform ver. 3 to ver. 2. In ch. iii. 6 and 14,
and ch. ii. 23, St John had, in an analogous way, repeated the
and had taken for
idea to be repeated in a compressed form
granted, just as here, that the readers would be able to explain
the abbreviated form by the previous more expanded form.
Never, on the contrary, does an instance occur in which St John,
in the construction of these parallel members, had set literally
to

;

over against the positive.

or "symmetrically" the negative

(Compare, on the contrary, ch. i. 6 and 7, 7 and 8, ii. 4 and 5
also below, ch. iv. 7, 8.)
Another reading, nrav irvev^a b \vei
tov

'Irjcrovv airo

©eov ovk

authentication (since

it

iarcv, has certainly neither external

occurs only in the Vulgate, and the

Fathers of the fourth century but is not found in a single
manuscript) nor internal, being evidently only an interpreter's
;

scholium.

The meaning
marked upon ver.

of the words
It follows

2.

is

explained by what was re-

now

avTL^pio-Tov, b a/crjKocLTe oti ep%6Tat,

:

teal

teal

tovto iari to tov

vvv iv tg3

koo-jxco

eaTiv

This tovto naturally points backwards to the irav irvevyba b fir), k.t.X. yet in such a way that

rjSij.

Tovto,

scil.

to 7rvev/xa.

;

St John mentions, instead of this plurality of
exert their influence
strates his
spirit

among men,

power and energy

(working in these

this tovto (to TTvev/j-a)

is

that one spirit

in those

spirits) is

spirits

many

spirits.

"

And this

that of Antichrist."

parallel with the

which

who demon-

7rvev/j,a

Thus

tov ©eov,

and forms the antithesis to it. As the direct antithesis,
however, one might indeed have expected irvev^a tov 8ia/3o\ov
and certainly no other is meant by the " spirit of Antichrist
than the spirit of the prince of darkness. But, St John describes
him in the specific form which he assumes in opposition to the
kingdom of Christ as the spirit of opposition to Christ, Antiver. 2,

;

—

christ.

But,

the spirit, not the person, of Antichrist that
Concerning the spirit of Antichrist, which, inde-

it is

spoken of.
pendently of the person of Antichrist to be expected in the
future, and before his manifestation, urges his work and career,
is

St John says that his readers have heard from himself, that he
into the world in the future, but was also already in

would come
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the world. 1

This is made very plain by a comparison of all the
New-Testament prophecies concerning Antichrist. One
day, in the future, that spirit was to come in concentrated form,

other

exhibited emphatically in the person of Antichrist; but now
already it is present, and manifests itself in the antichristian
nature, demonstrating his energy in a multiplicity of Trvevfiara.

Thus our passage serves perfectly to confirm what was said
upon ch. ii. 18.
Let us now once more glance over the general meaning of
vers. 2 and 3.
St John has primarily to do with the false
in opposition to them, he lays down the
teachers of his time
:

criterion of ver. 2, in the

form of

this specific

Hence they do wrong who, on

fession.

formula of con-

the one hand with a

all dogmatic errors to be unimportant
which do not absolutely deny that Jesus Christ came in the
flesh
as they do also, on the other, who take great pains to

latitudinarian bias, declare

;

reduce

of another kind into the denial of the

all possible errors

great point contained in ver. 2.

True

it is

of the Christian faith are one organic whole

demonstrated that

all

;

that the doctrines
it

may, indeed, be

those things, which in other passages of

Scripture are stamped as errors in doctrine, do directly or indirectly offend against one or other of the points contained in

the words 'Itjctovv Xpiarbv iv (rapid iXrjXvdora; yea,

it

may

be admitted that St John here lays down the central-point or
the foundation of

all

Christian faith, and so expresses

" the testimony he bears, or the confession he requires,

enough

to

embrace

all

those

who have

in truth

it

is

that

broad

apprehended

Christ by faith, and at the same time narrow enough to ex-

clude

all

who make any

those

their life "

admit that

this

enough, and

is

other than Christ the source of

we must, on the other hand,
mark, in the formula expressed in ver. 2, is not

(Dusterdieck).

But,

not intended for the testing of

all

torically-manifested doctrine and false doctrine.

be simply to open the door for

all

possible his-

For,

it

would

the most fearful abuses,

if all

imaginable controversies were to be brought to the decision of
this
is

Hence the Romish theologian Estius
when he deems this present passage insufficient

passage of Scripture.

quite right
1

Grammatically, x.a\ vvu iari'v does not depend upon dx-nKoan art, but
" Of whom ye have heard that he is in the future and who
o.
already in the world."

only upon
is

;

;

1

for the decision of

all

JOHN

IV. 1-Y.
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the various points of dogmatic controversy

(though wrong in substituting the Pope, and the dogma of the
Mass; instead of the word of God). God has given us not
only the passage 1 John iv. 2, 3, but also His entire word of

and by it and in it, the entire word of God, we
must learn and test what is dogmatic truth, and what is error
revelation

;

of doctrine.

When, on

the other hand, the question

is

not

that of the definitive settlement of controversial points, but of

the distinguishing between the Spirit of
Antichrist, our passage

is

God and

the spirit of

for all ages the right criterion

;

and,

more plainly the Spirit of antichristianity and the antichristian kingdom unfolds itself in the world, the more manifestly
does it exhibit itself as a spirit which denies the incarnation of
the Son of God.
For our own time, the passage teaches us
the

that the spirits of those systems Avhich exhibit as a redeemer,
either a

mere man Jesus who

is

not Christ and the Son of God,

or a Christ-idea without any historical Christ, bear on themselves the essential signature of an ^'-Christianity, of

open apos-

tasy and unbelief.

Vers. 4-6. After St John had laid down a first criterion
by which the spirits which are of God are to be distinguished
from the antichristian spirits, he declares concerning his readers

— not only

his "affectionate supposition" (Diisterdieck)

— but

his full assurance of the fact, that they possessed the spirit

which

was of God.

After he had specified by what and in what re-

he adds that his readers are
and to discern and overcome
For, only he who bears in himself the
the spirit of Antichrist.
7rvev/j.a ©eov, and therefore " is of God " (born of God), is
able to test the two kinds of spirits, and know them, and disThe absolute " freedom from prepossession,"
tinguish them.
or " impartiality," which should take its stand apart from and
independent of the spirits both good and evil, and so be in a
spects the spirits should be tried,

in a condition to sustain this test,

condition to test both,

—

is

utterly

unknown

to the Apostle.

There is no such position of neutrality and absolute indifference
no third position between the Christian and the not-Christian
" Ye are of God," e/c ©eov, is in itself a very
state of mind.
comprehensive expression, which includes in itself the " having
fellowship with God" (ch. i. 3 and 6), as well as the "having
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the love of

"a

God

child of

but here

it

him" (ch. ii. 15), and preeminently the being
God," or "being born of God" (ch. iii. 1 and 9)
points back primarily to ver. 2, and is to be explained
in

;

by the " having the

Spirit

which

is

— On

—

which however,
with the " being born of

of God,"

in its essence, is obviously coincident

children, compare what was said ch. ii.
:"
and ch. iii. 18.
" And have overcome them
As it regards
these words have been understood in two ways.

God."

re/cvict, little

—

1, 12, 14, 18, 28,

—

that it does not refer to the person of Anti(Erasmus), but only to those contemporary men in whom
the " spirit of Antichrist " already manifested itself in pseudoprophetic " spirits," therefore to the " false prophets " of ver. 1

the avTovs, indeed
christ

—

not open to

is

upon

light

much

On

it.

question, since ver. 5 sheds so clear a

the other hand, the Perfect

According

always divided the commentators.
Calvin, St John's purpose
conflict

by pointing

really gained,

is

to invigorate his readers to the

nevertheless ideally certain.

is

which

will

is

In harmony with

used propter futuri-

Neander, that "the victory of Christian

tionis certitudinem ;"

truth,

has

and

to the fact that the victory, although not

Episcopius says that " the Perfect

this,

veviKV)K,arre

to Bullinger

be seen in

its

actual process in time,

taken for granted as already accomplished

:

is

already

Faith hastens on to

the end of the great course of events ;" Diisterdieck, that "in

the midst of the hot conflict, the children of
victory

many

is

already won."

So

God know that

others, appealing to the Lord's declaration,

— Others, on the contrary,

the

Lange, Rosenmuller, and

also

John

xvi. 33.

as Zwingli, Grotius, Beausobre,

and

Huther, take the Perfect in an absolute and real sense " St
John might say ' Ye have overcome to his readers, not only as
:

'

power was mighty in them who had said, Be of good
courage, I have overcome the world,' but also inasmuch as their
opponents, with all their seductive arts, had already been put to
shame by the Christians' fidelity, and had been obliged to yield"
far as His

'

(Huther).

This

For, in ch.

ii.

latter

13,

14

view we regard as most decisively correct.
had been declared as a simple fact,

this

concerning the young men, that they had overcome the wicked

one

;

while in ver. 18 seq. the

little

children (of a coming

generation) are armed for a future conflict. But it is there said
also, in ver. 19, that " they went out from us ;" by which we

mark

that a

first

stage of the conflict

was alreadv closed and

"

1

constitute

IV. 1-V.
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the church as a whole had withstood the
had found themselves obliged to depart and
themselves a particular sect. In ch. iv. 2, 3, the Apostle

completed in the past
Gnostics,

JOHN

and

:

these

exhorts his people for the future also to prove the spirits (this

generally parallel with the exhortation of ch.

ii.

18 seq.)

is

but

;

very exhortation he grounds upon what had been already

this

accomplished (vers. 4-6).

His readers have

ability for the appli-

cation of that test, in the fact that they " are of God,"

and

as

such have maintained their place above the " false prophets
in a victory already achieved.

Wherein the power
all

for this already-achieved victory, as of

other analogous victories,
o iv vpitv

fiei^cov icrrl

rj

lies, is

declared by the words ore

O

o iv t&> koct/jlm.

iv vpfiv

rod ©eov iare, and in vers.

proceeds.

;

©eos

o

:

tov ©eov and to tov dvTi^piaTov).
prince of this world

is

and Grotius explain comp. eVc
2 and 3 the contrasted to irvevfxa

(not 6 Xpurros, as Augustin

he from

whom

Thus, as St John in ch.

'O iv

t&> Koa/xo) is

the

the 7rvevp.a tov dvTi^plaTov
ii.

had gone forwards from

the notion of the not-Christian and unchristian world (ch.

18

(ver.

ii.

to the notion of the specifically awii-Christian nature

15-17)
specific

seq.), so here, conversely,

Trvevfia

tov dvTi)(pi<TTov

he goes backwards from the
(iv.

3) to the

more general

the same funda-

tcocrpLos.
In both cases there
mental fact at bottom, that the nature of the tm-Christian
" world " advances into ancj-Christianity
and, consequently,
that the worldly mind and opposition to Christianity are most
internally related to each other.
Only he who overcomes the

notion of the

is

;

worldly mind can withstand the antichristian
seq.)

;

only he

who inwardly

of being blended

essentially

is

ii.

15

in clanger

and taken captive by the pseudo-prophecy of

antichristianity (ch. iv. 5); he
is

spirit (ch.

belongs to the world

above

it

who has God dwelling

in himself

(ch. iv. 4, " because," etc.).

its explanation in what has just been
Those pseudo-prophets are e/c tov tc6crp.ov, that is, children
of the world, born of the world, and filled with its irvevp-a
what they bear in themselves is derived from the sinful, unre-

Ver. 5 has received

said.

;

generate world, unaffected by Christ.

They

are unregenerated

although they give themselves out to
be Christians, yea, that they are the Christians who have first
penetrated into the true yvooo-ts, still they are in truth, only " of
in their inmost nature

:

—
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(So in the present day the false prophets, Avho rend
asunder the historical Jesus and the Christ, lay claim to the

the world."

name

Christian

;

but in the present day also holds good the

apostolical verdict,

speak ex rod

tov Koarfiov etVtV.)

e/c

k6<t/j,ov,

And

therefore they

they speak from out of the worldly nature;

they speak not the word concerning repentance which judges

and condemns, and brings
is conversely framed so as
being from the will, but

sin to the light,

but their doctrine

to cloke sin, and. to excuse

it

as not

an unavoidable consequence of
matter, or as a necessary element in the development of the
absolute spirit, or whatever other form these subtle evasions may

The

assume.

as

essence of their teaching

penitence, carelessness

;

love, eTrLOvjjLia rcov ocpOakfitov

world, aka^oveia tov {3lov

their teaching

is,

;

always, instead of

its

Christian masks, so entirely
the xoorld lieareth

the world swallows these theories of wisdom as sweet

:"

morsels,

while

instead of

therefore, because the essence of

in spite of all

and throughout " of the world," therefore "
them

;

instead of renunciation of the

;

instead of the crucifixion of the flesh,

And

crap/cos.

t?}?

eTTiOufJiLa

is

instead of humility, pride

and

it is

rejoices in being able to retain its worldly nature

secure at the same time of the double honour,

first

name, and then of the highest Christian 71^0-4?
over and above. But, indeed, it is only the world which can
be deceived by such fanatics.
Ver. 6. " We are of God he that knoweth God heareth
us he that is not of God heareth not us." The meaning of the
words is perfectly plain, after what has gone before. St John
writes, //yttet? e'/c tov Qeov eo-jxev, unconcerned about the probability that the tyev&oTrpocfyriTca, with their dependents, may charge
him on account of it with spiritual pride, as arrogating to himself alone the entire of true Christianity.
There is a genuine
spirit of opposition, in which the Christian not only has the
right, but is under an obligation, to cry with the utmost decision, " We are of God, and ye are not of God."
'H^eh does

of the Christian

:

;

not indicate, like the

ty^eZ?

of ver. 4, the churches (Liicke),

but the Apostle and teachers

likeminded with himself (a

Lapide, Calvin, etc.) for in the words a/cove i r)/j,cov the "we"
of the " speakers" is presupposed.
But we must not connect
;

this at

once with an exclusive order of teachers, which did not

yet exist

;

but

all

are

meant who individually were

called

by

joiin iv. l-v.

i

position

and opportunity

Speiier).
is

— " He

that

is

to bear witness of their faith (Calvin,

of God, heareth our doctrine

not of God, heareth not us

vers.

2-5
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:"

here

;

was

that

all

he that
said

concentrated into a practical available sign.

is

in

In

the place of the dogmatic definition of ver. 2, we have now
"our doctrine" the apostolical or Johannsean words, in op-

—

position to the doctrine or words of Cerinthus.
it

and receives

Pie

approves himself thereby as

it,

e'/c

who

hears

rov ©eov

cov

according to the weakening interpretation of Liicke
and Neander, " as being endowed with an internal bias, drawing
(not, that

is,

the heart to

God;"

but, as a child of

partaker of God's Spirit)
as

fxr) etc

By

this,

rov ©eov

:

And

cov.

we know

iv rovrco,

God, as born of God,

he who rejects
thus St

it,

John

approves himself

closes the section

:

the spirit of truth and the spirit

'Ev rovrco refers back to the preceding words of
our sixth verse (a Lapide, Calvin), and not to ver. 2 (Bengel,

of error."

Liicke), which would rob the chain of thought of

For

its

appropriate

mark by
which we may know (<yivcoaKOjxev is to be referred generally to
St John and his readers) who is of God and who is of the
climax and point.

world,

is

that point lies in this, that the

exhibited as being the receiving of the doctrine laid

down by St John and his disciples and his adherents.
The predestinarian question which Calvin and Diisterdieck
force upon our text has really nothing to do with it.
The
distinction
is

between "being of

God" and "not

being of

Who

not a distinction of cause, but of result.

man becomes one etc rov ©eov cov,
man remains one firj etc rov ©eov cov,

the end that a
fault that a

—

most distant way the subject

;

it

God"

co-operates to
or

who

is

not in the

only and merely lays

is

down

in

the

acceptance or rejection of the apostolical doctrine concerning
the incarnation of Jesus as a

whether a

man

is

generate child of

But with

—

in the

God

this the

mark by which

it

may

be known

then disposition of his heart

—a

re-

or a child of the world.

Apostle has passed over from the testing

of the Trvevfxara, mentioned in ver. 1, to another and

more ge-

neral testing, to wit, the proving of the state of heart of every
individual.
Both tests are internally one, since for both the

same

In ver. 1 the question is that of
which come forward in doctrinal systems,
and thus knowing whether they be of God in ver. fi the quescriterion

proving the

is

applied.

spirits

:
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tion

is

that of testing persons, whether they be children of

But

or children of the world.
of each other

is

shown

God

that the two are not independent

Only he who

in vers. 4, 5.

internally,

in the posture of his heart, belongs to the world, can suffer

himself to be taken captive by the spirits of antichristianity

who

is

regenerate, rises superior to the temptation.

quently, the Spirit of

another and
Spirit of

new

God

appears, from ver. 6 onwards, under

aspect of His self-demonstration.

God might

he

;

— ConseHow

the

be known, as ruling in doctrinal systems

and tendencies, was shown, vers. 2, 3 ver. 6 speaks of the way
in which He may be known as ruling in the individuals.
But here that first mark the acceptance of the true doctrine,
which evidences the irvevfia Trjs aknOelas
is followed by a
;

—

second mark.

And

—

of this the Apostle treats in the subsequent

verses.

Vers. 7-12.
out any
in so

medium

He

places this second

of transition,

by the

mark

at once,

side of the

unconnected a manner, that he seems as

to pass at once, with a

new

it

first,

and with-

— indeed,

were abruptly

address, " Beloved," to the require-

ment, " Let us love one another ;" after that appending, in the
words " for love is of God, and every one that loveth is born of

God," the
tov Oeov.

reflection that this love also is a

But even

in this

is

mark

of the elvai

e'/e

seen the internal unity of thought

which pervades the two groups, vers. 1-6 and vers. 7-12. The
idea of the marks by which the Trvevfxa Oeov may be known lies
at the foundation of both; and in vers. 13-16 both marks are
expressly combined in one, and exhibited in their internal connection and interchangeable character.
To say, therefore (as
De Wette and Neander do), that St John returns in ver. 7
" back to his. earlier theme"
as if he had lost himself in a
digression, from ver. 1 to ver. 6
is altogether to misunderstand

—
—

as well the external construction as the internal organic con-

De Wette finishes this unskilful
by declaring vers. 13, 14 afterwards to be " a short
Bengel and Diisterdieck see, at
digression from the subject."
least approximately, the true organic connection
though the
latter will have ver. 7 seq. to refer again to his imaginary " main
nection of this entire section.

exposition

;

It is not the general notion of the
proposition" of ch. ii. 29.
" being born of God" which rules our present section (ch. iv.);

i

but the
(to
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marks by which the Trvev/ma Geov
13 the love is as certainly referred as the true
in ver. 2 seq.) is to be distinguished from the spirit of

specific notion of the

which

faith

joiin iv. l-v.

is

in ver.

darkness.

In the injunction, " Let us love one another"

it

that only the love of Christians towards each other

we

is

obvious

is first

of

all

by the general reason given, in the
great truth that God is love (ver. 8), and sent His Son et<?
tov koct/jlov (ver. 9), that the universal love of all mankind
is no more to be excluded here than it was excluded in ch. iii.
meant

yet

;

13

seq.

to

God

Love

is i/c

mean well-pleasing
Deo infusa (Lyra) for
be answered, whence the power to

tov Qeov, and that does not

(Grotius, Eosenmiiller), nor a

the question

may

love

see at once

is

not here to

be gained by

man

but

:

this

;

"of God"

is strictly

ana-

logous, on the one hand, with "of God," ver. 2, and, on the
Love as certainly springs
other, with " of the world," ver. 5.

from the nature of God,

as the spirit

which confesseth Jesus

Christ to have appeared in the flesh springs from the nature of
God; and as, on the other hand, the denial of the incarnation,
as also hatred, and, according to ch.

12, the lust of the flesh

ii.

and the pride of life, spring from the nature of the Kocrfxo<?.
That God's nature is ayanrr\, and therefore that love also in us
is a qualitative conduct derived from the nature of God,
this
is the subject with which these words deal.

—

And

on that very account the presence of love in a man is
is born of God,
thus that he is born again.

—

a token that he

obvious that by aydin} here

meant true, self-consecrating,
and not that natural pseudolove which has its roots in the flesh, in self-seeking and subtle
self-satisfaction, and which either puffs itself up with sentiIt

is

is

self-devoting, self-sacrificing love,

mentality, or strives to earn

God

:

6?}vai

how
e/c

uvtov),

its

the yivcoa/ceiv tov Qeov

tov Qeov,

may be

And

approbation.
is

knoweth

connected with the

seen in ch.

i.

5,

ii.

3

yevvrj-

(eyvutfca/jbev

and the remarks upon those passages. (Diisterdieck
ii. 19 also, where an altogether different

refers incorrectly to ch.

yivooo-Ketv is introduced.)

In

ver. 8 follows the negative side

;

but here, as always, in

a formal inversion (comp. the remark above on ver. 3). Instead
of the Pres. ov yovwaKei stands the Aor. ov/c eyvco (after the
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analogy of

cli. iii.

that such a

man hath

because the Apostle will stamp the fact

1),

not yet

known God, and

still

stands with-

out the circle of the regenerate (not merely that he
position to

is not in a
instead of the reason, " for love

And

know God).

of God," there follows here the more deeply penetrating,
"for God is love." 1 Love is, as we have seen, therefore of
God, because God's nature itself is love and this last fundaGod is love. But
mental reason is now expressly uttered

is

;

—

mean

that does not

Rosenmuller)
love, "sicut

;

nor

He

that
is

hominem

benevolent (Socinus, Grotius,

is

said merely kclt

it

av^rjcriv that

prostitutae impudentise

God

is

appellamus im-

pudentiam" (Bullinger) but (as Calvin rightly explains) it is
Dei natura to love. This action of the loving self-communication of His nature is as essential to Him as that outbeaming of
Himself in virtue of which He is called, ch. i. 5, (/>w<?; and in
that passage we have seen how with the (£co? as well the a>J]deia
as the dya7rr] is internally connected.
We must not, therefore,
;

think merely of the love of

God

to the creature,

but also of the

inner-Divine Trinitarian love in God. 2

In

vers.

9, 10,

the Apostle unfolds a thought which does

not merely serve the purpose of exhortation to love, and quicken-

ing us in

its

exercise,

but which at the same time

set in a clear light the internal

mark, named in vers.

7, 8,

is

designed to

connection between the second

of the irvevaa tov 0eov, that of love,

1

That or; here again introduces a reason, and must not merely be transby " that," and made dependent upon ey»«, is evident from the parallebsm with ver. 7, and from the repetition of the words 6 Geo;.
2 From the circumstance
that Luther says, " Deus nihil est quam mera
caritas," while Calvin says, " Dei natura est homines diligere," Diisterdieck
takes occasion to make the remark that "the Reformed expositors, in
contradistinction to the Lutheran," acknowledged no nature of love, but
only proofs of love, in God, and consequently stood in the middle between
the Lutherans and the Socinians. But every unbiassed reader aviII see that
the restricted object homines is in Calvin accidental, and that all the emphasis lies upon the "natura," by which the act of loving is exhibiting as
lated

constituting the nature of God.
Calvin is there defending the truth only
against a false " philosophia," which pantheistically inferred from this passage that God's nature went forth in an obsure influence of love pervading

the world, as

if

words the

Divina was defined on all sides,
and knowledge might be denied of
Calvin's words were directed, and by this his expressions

in these

essentia

so that the attribute of self-conscious will

God.

Against

this

must be understood.

1

and the

10

;
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mark, named in vers.

first

come

of Christ's having
tion to love

JOHN

ver. 11

of the confession

2, 3, that

Certainly, a

in the flesh.

deduced in

is
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from what

new

exhorta-

said in vers. 9,

is

but for that alone the statement of ver. 9 would have been

The

sufficient.

tenth verse goes beyond the design of giving a

reason for ver. 11, and lays stress upon a point which was

—

in such a manner, too, as plainly
9,
show that the Apostle already here purposes to prepare the
way for the subsequent internal union and combination of the
two marks in vers. 13-16.
'Ev Tovr(p €(j)av€poo9r) r) ar/airr) tov Qeov iv rj/mlv the first

already contained in ver.

to

:

question here

whether

is,

ayaTTT}.

The

Socinus,

Episcopins,

belongs to i^avepooOrj or to

rjfilv

i)

view of Luther, Beza, Spener,
Grotius, Piscator, Beausobre, Bengel,

latter

the

is

Huther;

liosenmiiller,

iv

however,

this,

is

not only (in spite of

the assurance of Huther) most certainly incorrect in grammar,
since the article
is

must have been repeated before

refuted by the simple fact that the words

iv

rjfilv

of themselves yield

no clear

r)

It

idea.

iv r/fuv,

but

it

a<ya7rrj

tov Qeov

now

generally

is

cannot stand for e/9 ^a?. Bengel explains the expression by a prcegnantia, " amor Dei, qui nunc in
admitted that iv

rj/juv

nobis est:" but contradicting the context, which speaks, not of
love as working in us, but of love as objectively revealed in
Christ.

Huther gives

accordingly,

r)

festing itself in us

u

:

to

eV

rjfxlv

tov Qeov iv

aya-Trrj

it is

not,"

the signification "to us;"

rj/xlv

he

would be the love mani-

says, " the direction

the end, but the tarrying in the end, which
as in ver. 16."

But

in ver. 16

it is

not

but also the
to,

which

but

in.

in itself

which

is

alone spoken

God in us and therefore
" Love of God to any one" is an

fieveiv of

;

cannot be used.

AViner and others) the iv

r)ficv

towards

made prominent,

not the love of God, objec-

tively manifested in the sending of Christ,
of,

is

— Hence we

iv

is

there

expression

must refer (with

to the verb icfravepoidr}.

But, thus

—

must be translated to its
a translation
which now becomes possible ; for, though we cannot speak substantively of the " love of God to any one," we may speak of
God's manifesting His love to any one. Nor can we see any
connected, the iv

rjfilv

force in the objection of Huther, that the following clause with
oTi introduces a difficulty.

into the world, that

we might

In

that God hath sent His Son
His love hath been manifested
T

this,

live,

—
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But

to us.
is

necessary

ject here

for the signification in

is

to is possible, so also it

not suitable, as the sub-

not the manifestation of the love of

is

inward nature.
'jEz/ tovtw points forward

The Apostle

k.t.X.

by

as this translation of iv
;

Him

Only (compare John

in

our

words otl tov vlov avrov,

to the

describes

God

as the

Only-begotten, that

14 and 18, iii. 18), in order to
make emphatic the greatness and the depth of the love of God,
which gave up not only His own Son, but, over and above that,
His only Son (only in number and in essence), in order to save
us from death.
On " sending into the world," compare John
iii. 17 and 36, and xvii. 4 and 5
the expression of itself involves
is,

the

i.

:

the doctrine of Christ's pre-existence and divinity.

might

live

through

Him

:"

—

"C^v is

" That

we

the comprehensive opposite of

which mankind had fallen through sin com14 above, and our remarks. The first person points
certainly to Christians, to believers
but the opposition to unbelievers is not emphasized; and the predestinarian doctrine, that
Christ came into the world finallter only for the elect, has no
that ddvaros into

pare ch.

:

iii.

;

support in this passage.

The

stress rests

only upon the " might

live."

10 St John lays the emphasis upon the truth that
not that we have loved God, but that He
loved us. First, we have to inquire, what the words mean, and
how they are to be construed then, what force they bear in
this place.
d^dirn is spoken of here in the widest generality
and it is quite wrong and illogical to explain it here by " the
love of God to us" (with Zwingli, Bullinger, Calvin, Grotius,
Liicke, De Wette, and others). For the expression, " The love
of God to us, consists not in our love to God, but in His love
to us," would have been no better than an unmeaning truism.
To what end could the Apostle have so formally stated what
was so plainly self-understood ? No, he speaks quite generally
of the nature of love universally ; and expresses a thought of
much importance in itself, and of much moment for what follows, viz., that all loving (by which, according to the context,
we are to understand, as was shown upon ver. 7, only the true
and perfectly unselfish loving) consists
that is, has its root

In

ver.

love consists in this

—

;

f

H

;

—

in this, not that

loved us.

we have

loved God, but in

Love, according

to its essence,

has

this,
its

that

He

hath

source in God's

;;

JOHN

1

love to us, not in

our love

to

IV. 1-V.

God

:

that

3.
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is

the Apostle's thought.

upward towards God which
proceeds from man, but a flame which proceeds from God, and

It

is,

in its nature, not a striving

men

thereby enkindles

;

in

nature, therefore,

its

it

divine,

is

and flows from the essence of God. " Our love is nothing but
the production and copy of the perfect love of God" (Diisterdieck)
and, indeed, of that love which He hath manifested in
The words ev tovtw eo-riv are therethe sending of His Son.
;

fore already explained in this

" love has

means, that

source and root of

its

its

"

:

Love

therein, that, etc.,"

is

being) in

the passage of

ore,

sense and meaning, as

its

we have

shows of

itself

not loved

Ov% on

this, that, etc."

not stand instead of ore ov% (Grotius, Lange)
in this, that

(and also the

essential existence

if

And

God.

that

;

love should consist

the antithesis,

upon ov%. It is a still greater perMeyer and others) ov% ore tov ©eov
by itself, which depends upon the aXX on,

—

version to take (with v.
clause

little

being placed

we

first

only for the sake of emphasis ; in which case
u Herein is love, on
on ov-%

should have to construe

r)/uL€L<;

7]ja7n]aafiev tov

because, while

we

But what then

ahX

that ov% cannot belong to r/ya^aafiev, but

that the former ore depends

as a

does

would rob

is

—

:

©eov — civtos

loved not God,

rjydTrnaev

He

rjfias

(that

is,

nevertheless loved us)."

the meaning of the

aXXd

?

The

sentence

may, however, be construed without the least difficulty by supplying after ov^ an iv tovtw, on which the

first

on may depend
on may

and, after dXkd, a second ev tovtm, on which the second

After the Apostle had begun to declare in what love

depend.

positively consists,

does not consist.

God, but

he breaks off, and says previously in what it
" Herein is love
not (in this) that we loved

(in this) that

—

He

propitiation for our sins."

loved us, and gave His Son to be the
'iXacr/Aos is not " atonement," but

" propitiation

:" atonement, reconoiliatio, is KaraWayrj
while
that by means of which
on the other hand, expiatio
it is rendered possible that God, who must manifest His opytf
against unexpiated sin, should put an end to this 0/37*7, and
Compare the excursus
exhibit Himself as iXeco? towards men.
above on ch. i. 9, and the remarks on ch. ii. 2.

iXao-fios

St

is,

;

—

And now it is easy to discern with what object and purpose
John has expanded and emphasized this thought in ver. 10
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to wit, that love, according to

its

essential being, lias

its

root,

not

our love to God, but in God's love to us. This serves to lay
the foundation, and prepare the way, for the demonstration to
in

6, how the two distinguishing marks of
0eov the acknowledgment of the incarnation of
are internally and organically conJesus Christ, and love
Love is not something simply different from that connected.
fession, and which may be separated from it love is, in its very
nature, not something which has its root in the act, and connot something merely ethical
duct, and will of man in himself,
which may be sundered from the religious element it is rather
in its nature an act of God, an outflowing of the essence of
God, who in His nature is love (ver. 8) all (true) love has its
root in the love of God to us ; and this love of God to us, again,
is not anything bodiless and vague, but has become incorporate, and concentrated, and manifested, in the sending of His

be given in vers. 13-]
the

—

irvevjia

—

;

—

:

;

He who has not yet
known and experienced this central-act of the love of God to
us, has not yet known and experienced the love of God to us, and
And he who is not enkindled by the
is not yet enkindled by it.
only-begotten Son to be our propitiation.

flame of this love of

nature of love

to us, has, generally,

God

from

for, to desire to love

— a love which

spurious love,
act of the

;

God

of love,

has not

not love at

is

its

self

this can

have no share in dydirn

:

in the

a false and

Thus has St John

all.

that

is

source in the love and

here already shown that true ar^aivav cannot at
faith in the incarnation of Jesus Christ,

no share

all exist

without

and that he who denies
is,

in other words, that

both those distinguishing marks do really inost organically coincide;
the

and

former

that the latter of them, love, cannot possibly exist

But, that the

first also

— cannot

Jesus Christ11, 12

;

when

wanting.

is

—

exist

faith in the love of

God,

as sending

without the second, he shows in vers.

only that he here (conformably with the nature of the

case) utters the theoretical demonstration of that in the

form

an obligation (similarly as, in ver. 7, the introduction of the
second mark had begun in the form of an exhortation). Hence
also the affectionate address, d^airnroL, is repeated; which accordof

ingly serves not for the introduction of a
is

new

section (for ver. 11

logically connected with ver. 9), but only of a

the train of thought.

new member

of

;

i

jonN

iv. i-v.

203

3.

Ver. 11 has the form of a logical inference. "If God hath
we are bound to love one another." The

loved us so much,

middle-term between the premiss and the conclusion is omitted
not, however, that the reader may arbitrarily supply it, but be-

John purposes

cause St

to introduce

it

afterwards in ver. 12.

According to
and
which
re6e(in
reOearai
Huther, the words Gebv ovSeU TrooiroTe
arai cannot mean the spiritual seeing or knowing, contrary to

But

this verse

has been variously viewed.

the opinion of Zwingli, Bullinger, a Lapide, Diisterdieck,

ver. 7,

but only the bodily

;

so that only the invisibility of

God

is here expressed, and not that God cannot be known) occupy
" It is
the place, and have the force, of a concessive clause.

true that

God

invisible

is

not the less on

would

considered in

than for an

we

but, if

that account in us."

concession, however,
easier,

;

itself,

yield a

love one another,

is

good meaning only

if it

were

for a visible nature to dwell in us

Hence, we must decidedly give the pre-

invisible.

St John

ference to another view (that of Calvin and Liicke).
will illustrate

He

This logical relation of

how, and

to

what

extent, the love of

leads to our obligation of brotherly-love.

God

to us

God Himself in His
we might in act make

own person is not visible to us, so that
known and demonstrate our love and gratitude to Him immediately
on that account, we have no other opportunity of de:

Him than by exhibiting that love to
whom God invisibly dwells but in those He invisibly
This
in whom His nature (and that is love) dwelleth.

monstrating our love to
those in
dwells,

then

is

;

the sentiment of our verse

because)

God is

invisible,

:

His abiding

Because (not although, but
in us can be demonstrated

only (not by a visible manifestation of God in us, but) by
His nature (that nature which He manifested to us in the
sacrifice of

acts

and

His Only-begotten) being exhibited in us, and our
that is, by our showing forth this same

dispositions

—

And

self-sacrificing love.

from the love of God
love one another

:

thus

is

explained

why

(in ver. 10),

to us, the obligation follows that

we can approve our

we should

return of love towards the

only by our manifesting (in the visible relation in
which we stand, thus in relation to men) the reflection of that
nature of God, or rather our being penetrated and pervaded by
Invisible,

that nature.

Kal

r)

cvycnrt}

avrov iv

r\^lv rereXeicofievr]

the reading of Cod. A., Vulg., and others

;

ianv

is

on the other hand,
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Cod. B. places the words iv rjfuv before icrrtv. The sense remains the same. The expression is to be explained as in ch.
ii. 5.
a^drrr] avrov is not, 1, the love of God to us, onesidedly
viewed. For, that love cannot in itself be perfected by this
means, that we love one another nor is it perfected under the
condition that ive love one another for, according to ver. 10, the
(

H

;

;

God

perfected love of
imperfect, and

precedes

all

our love, for ever in

at the foundation of

lies

Nor

it.

itself

can, 2, the

wyarrn avrov be our love to God, again onesidedly viewed.
in this case, the iv

would be superfluous,

tj/jliv

former case unsuitable.
ii.

5,

tionis
:

3,

rj

aryaivq

For,

Avas in the

avrov here, as in ch.

God and

us.

Est itaque certissimum amiciticB foederis et conjuncDei signum dilectio et caritas Christiana mutua. BullinProinde spiritus ille caritatis utrumque conjunxit, homini

Deum

et

signum

:

Deo hominem

;

caritas itaque Christiana certissimum

And now

est gratia? divina?., amicitice et conjunctionis.}

the iv r]fuv has
love between

the outset

;

its

tis

but

one another.

it

own most important

place.

This relation of

and God is on the part of God perfected at
will be and is perfected also in us, if we love

(Quite analogous with the sentiment of ch.

In vers. 13-16 the two marks

— the

Christ appearing in the flesh, vers.

2, 3,

seq.

it

defines the mutual relation of love between

(Zwingli

ger

But,

as

ii.

5.)

confession of Jesus

and the

love, ver. 7

— are embraced together
organic unity. 'Ev
does not point back —
the construction of the clauses
what was
which
shows —
in
love
in their

ver. 13,

rovrco,

as

said

to

itself

case ver. 13
of ver. 12)
Trvev/jiaros

would
;

but

avrov

be,
it

vers. 11, 12, to

points forward to the clause, ort

Se&oo/cev Jjfiiv.

By

this, that

us of His Spirit, we know that we abide in

Here we perceive
one another,"
K.r.\.

;

and

is

it is

that the

substituted

etc

rod

hath given

Him and He

to

in us.

mark just mentioned, " if we love
by another, on iic rov 7rvev/xaro<;,
is

a result, and consequently

again a mark, of the rrvevfxa Qeov.

Seov as

God

thus indicated that the standing in love, or the

exercise of reciprocal love,

guishing mark,

(in

moreover, a mere tautological repetition

love, is

declared

to be

And
as

much a mark of

paragraph, vers. 1-6,

itself

thus the second distinthe Trvevfxa

of the inOnly, as St John has thus
placed the irvevixa Qeov in connection with both marks
now
in the first

carnation had been declared

to

the confession

be.

—

1

JOHN

IV. 1-V.

with the second, as before with the
in ver. 14, to exhibit the two

marks

first
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3.

— he

passes over at once,

in their relation to each other,

and in their combined organic groivth. For this important point
he had already, in vers. 9, 10, preparatorily laid the foundation.
In vers. 14, 15, he testifies that he had seen that the Father
sent the Son as a Redeemer into the world
and repeats the
statement of vers. 2, 3, that the confession that Jesus is the Son
;

of

God

is

to ver. 13,

mark

the
is

Geov).

7rvev/j,a

or sign of abiding in

identical with the

mark

But immediately,

God

(which, according

of the possession of the

in vers. 16, 17,

he places

this

In this dwelling of God in those
who acknowledge Christ, we have known and believed the love
of God working in us
we have known that God is love, and
thence it follows immediately that the abiding in love is a mark
in internal relation to love.

;

of abiding in God.

"

And

signifies, as

the subject to " have seen

and bear witness," the Apostle and

his fellow-witnesses of the

we," ver. 14,

manifestation of Jesus Christ in the flesh.

QeaaOai denotes,

as in ver. 12, physical seeing; without, however, involving a

On

designed reference back to ver. 12.
the observations upon ch.

ii.

1.

The

fiapTvpov/juev

clause with

on

compare
is

clear

:

a condensed repetition of the thought of ver. 9. Movoyevi}
not reproduced here ; and the clause, " that we might live

it is

is

through Him," is summed up and included in the apposition,
" the Saviour of the world." The /cooyxo? is mentioned as the
object of the aco^ecv (as in ver. 9), because the humanity which
is to be saved, to be redeemed, is simply the not-yet-redeemed mankind, which

still lies

under the ban of

fore that which in the

John,

is

denoted by

New

6 fcoo-fios.

sin

and death; and there-

Testament, and specifically in St

When

the subject treated of

is

the general scope and design of the incarnation of Christ, and
therefore redemption generally, the object to be redeemed

be simply exhibited as only the unsaved world.

we cannot
of the

must

In other words,

is the " Redeemer
now redeemed stood in

say with any propriety that Christ

redeemed

;" for,

those

who

are

need of a Redeemer as they were previously unredeemed, and
The question, whether Christ came with

therefore the koct/xo^.

the design to save

all

the individuals of this unredeemed world,

or only a portion of them, does not in the most distant

enter into the text.

way
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In ver. 15 the confession of

TRUTH AND LOVE.

vers. 2, 3

is

recapitulated in a

more compendious and concise form: art 'I^crou? eanv 6 v /o? rod
Qeov.
However, in this concise form the contrast and opposition to the Cerinthian gnosis comes out into more rigid expression.
According to Cerinthus, neither was the man Jesus
identical with the JEon Christ, nor was the iEon Christ acknowledged as the Son of God. Moreover, this briefer formula
of the 6fAo\o<yLa

have in

it

is

of great importance for our

own

We

time.

an authentic interpretation of the method of formula

in vers. 2, 3

it

:

goes, in the expression u/o? rod

Qeov (which was

prepared for by vers. 9 and 14), beyond the statement of vers.
2, 3; and we therefore see that those are deeply in error who,
instead of interpreting vers, 2, 3 in the sense of ver. 15,

reduce the declaration of vers.

2,

3 to their

first

own un-Johannsean

meaning, and then deduce from those words the inference that
it is by no means necessary to confess the Divinity of Jesus
but that whosoever only confesses that Jesus Christ

Christ,

appeared as

man

knowledged

to be

verily not so

!

Ver. 16

wrong
r)/j,ei<i

is

for the salvation of the world,

most

therefore, with

strictly

must be acto St

connected with ver. 15.

Huther and

John,
It

is

others, to assert that the koX

perfectly parallel with the

is

According

a true Christian.

teal

therefore includes only the Apostles.

rjfieis

of ver. 14,

and

St John in ver. 14 by

no means intended to set up any wall of partition between eyewitnesses and those who were not eyewitnesses of the life of
Jesus but all the emphasis lay upon the predicative idea, " we
;

have seen and, hear witness."

The

certainty of the truths of

what he makes prominent (" we have seen and
and
not any distinction between the teachers and the
testify"),
taught (we have seen and bear witness ye have not seen it
yourselves, but must receive it on our testimony").
It appears
as it were only involuntarily in ver. 14, from the (solely emphasized) predicative idea, that the subject " we" must be undersalvation

is

:

stood, as the nature of the case required, of the witnesses of

Now, if St John introduced in ver. 4 no
between the teachers and the hearers, we cannot
assume any such distinction down to ver. 16 else the i)/u,et<; of
ver. 17 also must be understood of the eyewitnesses alone
Rather does our teal rjjxeh derive its precision and meaning
the

life

of Jesus.

distinction

;

!

1

JOHN

IV. 1-V.

(

2 .»7

3.

from the reference to 09 av, ver. 15. It is quite analogous to
vfM6i<i, ver. 4, which follows the irav Trvev/xa 6, ver. 2 and
ver. 3.
After the Apostle had in ver. 15 laid down the general
proposition, that if any man confess Jesus, God abideth in him,
so now he makes the declaration that with " us," that is, him
and his readers, this was the case.
Thus this twofold truth, that " we acknowledge Jesus Christ
as the Son of God, and that accordingly God dwelleth in us,"
has its reality in the "^et?."
But the Apostle expresses this
twofold fact, ver. 16, in an altered form
that is, in the words,
" We have known and believed the love which God hath iv
It is here most weighty and significant, that that conillMv."
fession of the Divinity of Christ which involves or includes in
itself the indwelling of God, now appears as the having known
the love which God hath in us.
Thus these two marks, the 6/xo?voy/a, vers. 2, 3, and the a<ydir7], ver. 7 seq., appear in their
perfect identity and organic penetration.
That confession of
Jesus the Son of God is, according to vers. 1-6, and according
to vers. 14, 15, not any theoretical dogmatizing, but altogether
the result and the manifestation of the being and ruling of
God in us. That confession, namely, presupposes, according
to vers. 9, 10, and vers. 14, 15, our having vitally known the
love of God manifested in the sending of Christ; but it is a
living and real knowledge, that is, the being seized, and possessed, and kindled by that love.
(Thus it is explained how,
and how far, in ver. 15 that confession may be identified with
the

;

the abiding of
sion (that

is,

God

the being enkindled

penetrated by

tially

the " having

He

Thus, the standing

in us.)

therefore, the having

known

by

God

it,

known

in that confes-

the love of God, and

and conseqiiently the being essenis no other than (ver. 16)
of God ;" not merely the love which

abiding in us)

the love

objectively manifested, as a love to us, in the sending of

Christ, but at the

same time that love with which

He

hath

He

hath kindled in us, and by
means of which, as being His own nature, He worketh in us.
Therefore St John writes, " The love which God hath iv rjjuv"
To interpret iv by to is, as we have seen, impracticable. In
e nkindled

ver. 9

lated

;

sense.

ourselves, which

and might be so transbut here it depends upon e%eiv, and cannot bear that
'Ev vpXv cannot, furthermore, have the meaning which

it

was dependent upon

icpavepoiOr],
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God

the object of the love of

rj/jueis

(Luther,

St John had a good

Calvin, Beza, Calovius, Grotius, etc.).

reason for choosing specifically this expression, and writing iv
rj/uilv.

It

is

not his

manner

to arrange the individual links of

his chain of thought in dialectic continuity,

meaning on the contrary, he
profoundly, and uses them with such

to unfold his

sions so
in

;

and thus

logically

selects his expres-

plastic power, that

one single expression a whole

series of

preceding intuitions

were summed up and

reflected.

Thus, as we have

are as

it

shown above

at length, the entire series of the intuitions de-

veloped, vers. 2, 3, vers.

summed up
aya7r7)v

t)v

9, 10, vers. 14, 15,

are concentred

and

our expression, iyvcoKa/xev koX 7reiri(TT€VKa/u,ev rrjv
ey« 6 @eo? iv rjfjuv. In our knowing and having
in

Son of God, we have known
and believed the love of God but, since this knowing and
believing is no subjective theoretical action of ours, but an
essential manifestation of God's nature in us
His working,
ruling, and being in us,
we have known not merely, as it were,
the love which God hath to us, but His loving which He displays in us. 'H arjcuTrr) fjv e^ei 6 @eo? iv rjjuv is no other than
an exposition of the idea of the relation of love between God
and us, with which we were met in ch. ii. 5, and again in
ch. iv. 12.
That is, this love-relation between God and us does
not consist (as it would in the case of two men) in this, that
God loveth man, and man again loveth God, both being reciprocally loving, and standing as it were independently but in
this (comp. ver. 10, and below, ver. 19), that God hath in fact
and act manifested in us His nature, which is love, and thereby
enkindled love in us so that, if we love (Him and our brethren),
it is in reality not we who love, but God who loveth in us, and
in us Trjv ayd7T7jv avrov e^ei.
The <yLva>crfceLV and irLcrreveiv
believed in Christ, the incarnate
;

—

—

;

:

—

belong inseparably to each other:
theoretical, theological

the

lyivaxriceiv

position holds good, fides pra'cedit intellectum
specific

is

not that

knowledge, concerning which the pro-

Johannsean sense

(as in ch.

ii.

;

but

3 and 13,

it is,

in the

iv. 7),

that

being penetrated, enlightened, and enkindled by the nature of
God which simply coincides with the iria-reveiv, and is as much
the root as the result of the irians.

been content
icafiev

to write only iyvcoKafxev

in order to

make

it

The Apostle might have

but he adds TreTrtarevprominent that the iriareveiv, the
;

—
1
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receptive self-surrender to God,

is

not merely the primitive

instrument, but on our side the abiding
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God and

immanent foundation,
us.

and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God,
him."
These words at the conclusion make the
idea of the aya,7rt], i)v €%ei 6 @eo<? iv tj/jllv, and the organic conlove

;

To

nection of the confession with the love, perfectly clear.

know

the love which

things

:

1. to

know

the mission of His

God

hath towards and in

us, includes

two

and 15) the act of Divine love in
and, 2. ourselves to stand and abide

(vers. 9

Son

;

in this nature of God, which is love. It is obvious that in these
words not brotherly-love alone, but love absolutely, is spoken
of.
"To abide in love" does not mean merely to abide in the
exercise of love, or to persevere in the disposition of love, but
to abide in the nature of love

that
love,

we

abide in the love of

and that we abide

brethren.

—

It

is

only

;

and

God

it

includes both in itself

to us, in the faith in

in the spirit of love to

when we apprehend

God's

God and

the

the words in this

them

generality of meaning, that Ave can attach to

ver.

17 with-

out violence.

In vers. 17-19 begins the practical hortatory expansion of
and then, without
this goes on down to ch. v. 2

the subject

:

;

any direct interruption of the train, the Apostle passes on, by
means of the transitional ideas of ver. 3, to the last section of
this Part.
St John now more fully unfolds, that, and in what
precise manner, the presence of God's Spirit may be discerned
in this double sign (the confession of Jesus the Son of God,
and love). In vers. 17-19 the former and more dogmatic sign
is considered
though no longer in its purely dogmatic form, as
above, vers. 2, 3, but now in the relation to the ar/dnrT} ©eov
which it has assumed in vers. 13-16. From ver. 20 to ch. v. 2
the Apostle dwells upon the second sign, love to the brethren.
Ver. 17. 'Ev rovro) TeTeXeiwrcu rj ar/dirri /xed tjjxwv, k.t.X.
The first question here is, whether iie& ^/xo)v is to be connected
with the verb, and the sense, " love is perfected with us ;" or
which here,
whether /xed' rjficov belong to the noun rj d^dirr]
because
tenable,
though not in ver. 7, would be grammatically
between
sense,
in
them
there is nothing intervening, to separate
arjanrr] and fierd.
(Compare 2 Cor. vii. 7 Col. i. 4 and 8
;

—

;

;

—
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Winer, Gram.

;

ing

inter,

The former

§ 19.)

construction

is

For, the preposition fierd has the mean-

altogether untenable.

among ; and, consequently,

specifies a multiplicity of

and among whom something takes
place ; a signification which absolutely forbids its being connected with the verb Terekeiwrai. It yields no meaning to say,
objects or persons between

"

Love

is

perfected

had intended
that

on our part

is,

among

— love

is

made

connect

among

fieO*

is

this does

us, or with
it

us"

would have

This signification of

iv.

would be more appropriate, when we
with the noun
the love which we have

inter,

fjfiwv

us, that

among

perfect, then

been necessary that he should write
the fxeTa, that

If the Apostle

our midst."

us, in

to express the idea that "

:

our reciprocal love,

is,

not suit the context

is

made

perfect, etc.

But

for reciprocal brotherly-love

;

cannot be made perfect in confidence against the day of judg-

ment.

The true explanation is given by Benson and Rickli, when
they interpret, " the love (of God) with us," that is, the love
which

between

subsists

God and

of love of which the Apostle

us

;

thus, that simple relation

had spoken

in ver. 12,

and

just

We

now

again in ver. 16.
are perfectly justified in appealing
to 2 Cor. xiii. 13, " The love of God be /jteff b^vV
And the
objection, that " St John never combines together God and men
since we inGod with us" and the rjfuv, therefore,
The question, then, whether the love here

in rjueLi" does not affect our position in the least
terpret, " the love

men.

refers only to

;

of

meaning of the love of God towards us, or
harmony with the context) the onesided meanto God, or God and the brethren,
falls at once

bears the onesided

(which

is

not in

ing of our love

—

before a sound exposition.

The

\ove-relation of

God

with us,

expressly as a mutual relation.

viewed as having

cially

since

it is

not

now

its

basis

— thus St John

defines

it

That relation, however, is espeand finding its origin in God

iv that the Apostle uses,

;

but

//.era in

the sense

13 thus this relation of love, viewed especially
God, is perfected iv rovT(p, Xva irapprjalav e-yw^ev
iv rfi rjfj^epq, Tfjs Kplaecoq.
Bengel and others have referred iv
TovTfp, " in this," backwards to the closing words of ver. 16, koi
of 2 Cor.

on the

xiii.

:

side of

6 puevwv, k.t.X.

But

claration that love

is

this is not right ; for the theoretical deperfected by the " abiding in love," does

—
1
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not furnish any consolatory meaning
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nor would the

;

clause

telle

with this theoretical instruction.

Beza, Socinus, and others referred the ev toutm to the words

on

Kadoos k.t.\.

;

but that would be to assume a hyperbaton

quite alien to the style of St John.

necessary

for St

;

John

in

John

All these artifices are un-

xv. 8 lets a Iva follow an iv

All that need be said concerning this Johanna?an

tovto).

has already been said above on ch.

iii.

not to explain Iva by wore (Bengel), or orav

;

the analogy of the former passages, translate

:

God) with us

love (of

perfected, that

we should have
internally made known

the will of God, that

judgment,
proves

is

itself in

love between

we must

we

That means

day of judgment."

in the

not interpret

:

iva,

have

but must, after
" In this

is

the

should have confidence
to say:

In this

— that

confidence in the day of
to us,

and (already) ap-

us as a power (of confidence)

God and

We

11 and 23,

— the

relation of

us is demonstrated to be perfected. But
" Therein, that we should have (= shall

have) confidence in the day of judgment, will one day the relation of love

The

compare

us be perfected ;" for the Perfect

Concerning the

against this.

rereXeiwrai pleads
fcplo-ews,

God and

between

r

q[xepa tPjs

ch. h. 28.

relation of love

between

we know,

perfect in this, that

are already assured, that

we

God and

us has beeji

made

and by inward experience
stand before the judgment-

feel,

shall

seat of Christ, not with trembling, but with joyful confidence.

Love
but

is

thus not merely an external mark of Divine adoption

also itself perfected in confidence

is

towards

;

God — in whom

no longer contemplates a Judge, but a reconciled Father
and towards Christ, in whom it beholds, not the Judge, but the

it

crwTrjp.

To

this is

attached the elucidation or reason

b:elvos ecrriv, koX

rjfieis

ia/xev ev

refers (after the analogy of ch.

rw
ii.

koct/xw.

6) not to

Calovius, Beza, Castalio), but to Christ.

here to vers. 14, 15, as ch.
these words present
It does not

ii.

many and

6 does to ch.

:

oti,

'-E/ceifo?

God

"'Eiceivos
ii.

/caOcbi

certainlv

(Augustin,
points back

For the

1.

rest,

great difficulties to the expositor.

seem perfectly plain how they serve either for the

establishment or for the illustration of what precedes.
point to be settled

Christ and us

is,

lies in

The

first

whether the point of comparison between
the words, " in this world "
that is, if we

—

—

—
THE
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interpret, " for as lie

equivalent

world."

"for as

to,

What makes

He

SPIRIT OF

we

so

is,

is

TRUTH AND LOYE.

are also, in the world;"

the world, so

in

against this explanation

the verbal arrangement of the clause.

We

we

are in the

is, first

that supposition, either that the words iv ra> /coafup tovtw

be found before iarlv, in the

first

member

of

all,

should expect, on

would

of the clause

or,

;

secondly, that iarlv would be entirely omitted, and the sentence

run

on, Kadcb^

:

iicelvos,

kol

rjfjbels

iv ru> Koafiw rovrco iajjuev.

Yet

would disappear if only we consider iarlv to be
unemphatic, and the words iv ra> Koayw rovrcp to be placed with
emphasis at the end of the sentence. A second obstacle to that
interpretation is the inappropriateness of the thought which
results.
To take iarlv as used instead of rjv would meet the
but we have no right to do that. In that case
difficulty
or
the very appropriate sentiment would
if the reading were tjv
be " As Christ once was in the midst of an evil world, so we
and therefore we look forward to the r/yepa
also are now in it
icplaew<i, as the day of our deliverance, not with anxiety but with
joyful confidence.
The Judge, who will come, will come, not
as our enemy, but as the world's enemy and our deliverer."
this difficulty

—

;

—

:

;

—

But
"

the Present iarc appears to us to forbid this interpretation.

As He

is,"

says the Apostle

;

but Christ, since His ascension,

has been no longer in this visible world (Col. iii. 1, 2) ; the
" being in the world," therefore, cannot possibly be adduced as
the tertium comparationis between Christ and us.

Grammatimust appear strange that St John does not
follow the plain /ca6cb<z by a oura><; (ovtws koX rjfiel<;, K.r.X.)
but,
in fact, even a /ca#ax>
ovreos would not be sufficient to express
that thought
St John would have needed to write, ore olos
(The addition kv rut
i/celvos iarc, roiovrot kcu ia/nev ?5yu-et?.
KoafjLO) tovtu) appears, on this view, almost superfluous and inharmonious.) And even then the passage would remain obscure
and enigmatical enough. We should have exj^ected that St
John would make the quality, in which the tertium comparationis between Christ and us was to consist, specially emphatic
by mentioning it (as he, e.g., has done in ch. ii. G, "As He walked,
for in the context there is nothing specified
so we must walk)
by which we might discover what meaning St John attached
cally considered,

it

;

;

;

to his words.

that in fact

And

not only so

we cannot

:

there

is

a second difficulty

conceive of any qualitative likeness

;

1
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between Christ and us which might serve
the reason for the proposition that love
fidence against the judgment.

need only glance
plains

As

:

— but the

to establish or give

perfected in our con-

estimate this difficulty,

is

in the world as a sufferer, so

we

Luther ex-

at the shifts of all the expositors.

Christ

icrrlv

To

is

we

also suffer

Tirinus and

does not suit that interpretation.

Neander As Christ is the Son of God, so we are the adopted
sons of God.
Sander As Christ is (that is, ivas) in the world,
:

:

without being of the world, so are we also. Diisterdieck, recurring to his notion of the main theme being righteousness
(ch.

As Christ is righteous, so we also are righteous
29)
how different a sense !). Rickli As Christ is temptable
so we also are liable to temptation.
Huther As Christ

ii.

:

(but in
(is ?),

:

:

love, so love dwelleth in us also.

Others, despairing of any

definite view, find in the /cadcbs k.t.X.

merely the general notion

is

and

of a relation of nature between Christ

must have expressed
adverbial /cadax;

;

this last otherwise

and, as

it

respects this

views, our confidence in prospect of the

grounded upon our likeness
God's love manifested in Christ.

sibly be

After

all

that has been said,

to

But St John

us.

than by the unusual

and some of the other
judgment cannot posChrist, but only upon

we contemplate

question without any clear conception of their

the words in

meaning

:

how-

may be despatched by other expositors, thev
greatly embarrass me.
One might be almost tempted to take
refuge in the boldness of conjecture, and to read OTTflX inever easily they

stead of

every

EXTIN

difficulty.

!

That, indeed, would remove at a stroke

Then would

the fatal Pres. iarlv be set aside,

and the sense would supply an tjv to the eiceivos
would not indeed bear the meaning, " We are, not
:

in the world," but the meaning, "
as

He

was, in the world."

sentiment, that, because

world

we

We

are, in the

Kada)<;
less

ovrws

than Pie,

same manner

This would yield the appropriate
find ourselves, as Christ did once,

—

wicked world)
even as He, that is, as not
belonging to the world
we may look forward, not with terror,
but with confidence, to His coming into judgment.
But, as
such a conjecture will hardly be allowed by a criticism which
scrupulously watches in the domain of Biblical exegesis, nothing
remains but that we adopt one of two courses. We may either,
1. take iarlv in the sense of an historical Present, and regard
in this

(this

—

—

THE
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as having in his mind the humiliated state of Christ
upon the earth, but without consciously taking note of
the difference between the Past and the Present (as in John
v. 2), and laying all the stress upon the e'/ceiw?,
the iarl being
an emphasized and indifferent addition or, 2. we may take
early as an actual Present, and refer the kclOoos i/celvos ecrriv

John

St

living
'

—

;

to this, that Christ

is

still

in a certain sense

—

—

that

in the

is,

in this wicked world.
Church, which is His body
On the
former supposition, the sense appears " We look forward with
For, as Christ stands before lis
confidence to the judgment.
:

we

suffering, persecuted (before our eyes), so

and hence

evil

world

On

the latter

;

7

also are in this

hope of our deliverance."
" We look
supposition, the sense would be this
rejoice in the

:

forward with confidence to the judgment for, as He
Church, and in the persons of His people) is persecuted
;

the wicked world,
wolves)."

This

we

last

also are in this

(in

His

by

still

world (as sheep among

explanation seems to be opposed by the

circumstance that we, y^eis, are nothing distinguished from the

Church of Christ, and which might be compared with
that

we
r

are

members and

integral portions of that

St John's conception, lying at the basis of
to be

:

That which we have now

all this, is

supposed

persecution directed properly against Christ Himself;

;

we

suffer with

Him

but

itself.

to suffer in the world, is a

not otherwise in this wicked world than our
us

it,

Church

and for His sake

;

we

Lord Himself

are
is

in

and, consequently,

we

all have reason to look forward with joyful confidence to
His return in judgment upon this Koapbos.
In ver. 18 St John continues the leading thought which
had been begun in ver. 17, that love is perfected in the Trappier (a.
Fear is not in love
iariv as verbum substantivum
fear has in
love, and the domain of love, no place.
^A'yaiTT] is said with its
perfect generality of meaning : we must not limit it (with Calvin,
Calovius, Spener) to the love of God to us, which in itself
would be an inappropriate sense nor to our love to God nor
to our love to the brethren.
The Apostle utters the altogether
Where love is, there is no fear just as if
universal judgment
He had said Where men love one another, men fear not one
another where a relation is established through love, fear has
no place. The two passions generally, according to their idea
and essence, exclude each other this is St John's declaration,

—

—

;

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

1
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and he lays it down as the ground of the special judgment
which had been pronounced in ver. 17, that the relation of love
subsisting between us and God is perfected in our wapp-nala in
relation to

God's judgment.

here the proposition above

grade of love

is

" Perfect love casts out fear :"
so far limited, that

an imperfect

conceived as compatible with fear

is

the other hand, a perfect and perfected love drives
of the soul.

This proposition also

general judgment

is

to

;

while,

all

on

fear out

be apprehended as a

both these members of the general declara-

;

form the foundation of what had been said in ver. 17.
Because fear is not in love
that is, not in perfect love
therefore the reTekeiovaOai of the love which subsists between us
and God shows itself in the absence and the positive contrary
of fear
TeXeia a^anrr) does not denote a
in the Trapp^cria.
tion

—

—

—

—

itself, as if it meant a " perand perfectly holy love;" but love is here again
contemplated as a relation, and a r€keia ayaTrr] may be regarded
as existing between two persons, between whom there exists
nothing but love
love undisturbed by the presence of wrath,
or fear, or anything else that might qualify and abate its per-

sentiment, or a perfection of love

fectly pure

—

fectness as a relation.

The general statement, "perfected love driveth out fear,"
now on its own part established (ore) by the little clause, o
<£o/3o? KoXaatv e%ei.
The particle 8i shows that the following

is

clause, o Be (po(3ovp,€vo<;, k.t.X.,

— that

is

not part of the reason assigned

The more sparing St
more certain is it that, when he
uses them, he connects a definite meaning with them.
If the
second clause, 6 (pofiov/j-epos
which is essentially identical with
the judgment to be established, "perfect love casteth out fear"
were still dependent upon the on, it must have been introduced by ovv, ergo. But since this is not the case, it is only
the first clause which depends upon the ore.
The second, on
John

is,

is

does not also depend upon oti.

of such particles, the

—

—

the contrary, forms the independent antithesis to the words,
" perfect love, etc."

Kokaats certainly bears the meaning of chastisement or
(Compare Matt. xxv.
46 Septuagint, Ezek. xliii. 11, xviii. 30 and Wisd. xi. 14
2 Mace. iv. 38.)
But we may not translate KoXacrcv e'^et by
"fear receives (at the judgment) punishment, or is punished;"
correction, not of torment or suffering.
;

*

;

u
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nor by " deserves punishment" (De Wette). They simply signify, according to their literal etymological sense, "fear hath
chastisement;" but this cannot again be understood as "fear
bears

chastisement already in

its

itself," or,

"

it

carries with

(Calovius, Neander)

the consciousness of punishment"

it

for

;

such a sentence could never serve for the proof or establishsuch
of the proposition, that perfect love casts out fear

ment

:

a thought must have been connected with the preceding by Be
may rather say that in Kokaacv e%et that
instead of ore.

We

attribute of fear

is

expressed, in virtue of which

is

it

incom-

Hence, although KoXacns means
" chastisement," we must necessarily assume that we have causa
pro effectu (Augustin, Luther, Bengel), and that koKcktis really
This
signifies (as in Matt. xxv. 26) pain, torment, and anxiety.
sentiment or feeling, however, is altogether out of keeping and
patible with perfected love.

irreconcilable with the affection of love.

The

final sentence, 6 he fofiov/xevos, k.t.X., is easily

tithesis of

the clause,

97

explained

It appears obviously to be the an-

by what has gone before.

same time

he reXeia, k.t.\., but at the

involves the simple and self-evident conclusion which follows

from all that had been said.
In ver. 19 is repeated essentially the same thought
of ver. 10.

God

hath

"We
first

loved us."

our love.

God

love (as well

The

This clause

love of

of

by

external dialectic conjunction, but

sity.

God

to us

is

the source

connected with the former, not

all

is

as that

as our brethren), because

by internal organic neces-

To the exhibition and establishment of general

propositions

16 and ver. 4) a
declaration concerning the actual relation in which the rj/xels

in ver. 18, there follows once

more

(as in ver.

(St John and his readers) stand to these general propositions.
Fear is not in love, perfect love casteth out fear because

—

fear ever hath torment in

y

;

it

(anxious dread of punishment),

which is irreconcilable with love. Nov) we have no fear we
1
and that because God hath first loved
live and move in love;
consequently, we need not
us (in the sending of a Redeemer)
Thus St John once more shows
fear any future punishment.
how all our loving has its root in that love of God to us and
:

J

;

;

1
This connection, obvious as it is, is misapprehended by Luther, Grotius,/
and many others, who take this dyavu^su as a Conjunctive of exhortation.'
Compare, on the contrary, Calvin, Bengel.

/
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— a love without fear — only because

love to us
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capable of being a love perfected in us

is

it

ayaTTT)
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God

it is

is, in our having known and believed this love
So wonderfully are these truths interwoven,
do the lights of Divine truth and Divine love

so gloriously

sparkle and counterchange in this precious jewel,

simply invert the deduction without robbing

it

Love

has

is

and

;

so

it is itself,

18)

God

to us (ver.

And

we may
its

founded upon God's love

17 in relation to

:

and

again, because all loving

our loving (ver. 19)

in its nature confidence,

is

that

of any of

in its inmost nature, irapptjcrla,

incompatible with fear (ver. 18).
(ver.

—

it

perfected in confidence towards God, because

root in the love of

its

ver. 18)

reXeia

that

;

to us.

truth.

—a

rooted in God's

i

is

to us.

It is impossible that the conjunction

of faith in the incarnation of the

Son

of

and reciprocal action
God, and love, should

be more internally and organically exhibited.
In ch.
tical

IV.

20-cn.

v. 2 follows a second portion of the prac-

hortatory development.

love essentially has
(ver. 19),

and

is

its

It

was shown,

vers.

17-19,

how

root in our irappiqcria of faith in Christ

again in that same Trappr/ala

made

perfect.

Hitherto the idea of the confidence has been kept in view, and

with

it

God

the love of

displayed in Christ as

its

foundation

;

been made matter
of observation.
Now the Apostle directs his view to the second
mark, that of brotherly-love, ver. 7; and it is shown how and
in what way it also practically approves itself to be a note of

and the

first

of the

two marks

(vers. 2, 3) has

the Tcvevpa Qeov.

Ver. 20. St John has laid
toe live in

it

down

as a fact, ver. 19, that

a state of love (and not in fear).

although the words of ver. 18 treat of

In

vers.

17-19,

love generally as such,

idea and nature of loving, our relation of love

to

the

God, had be-

come the subject, as it had been already in vers. 12 and 16. St
John had already demonstrated, on the practical ethical side,
that, and in what manner, love to God was organically connected
But now it is his
with the believing confession of Jesus Christ.
purpose to show further,
brethren

He

is

organically

and

that,

passes over to this in the

understanding.

A

and

way

what manner, love to the
bound up with love to God.

in

internally

of obviating a possible mis-

man might have

plainly perceived,

from
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must be bound up with a believ-

said, that love

ing confession; but he might, at the same time, have fallen

God was

into the delusion that love to

enough, and accordingly

have suffered himself to continue in hatred to his brother. The
Apostle now shows that he who does not love the brethren is
"If
not included in the declaration rj/j,ei<i aya7rwfiev, ver. 19.
a man say, I love God, and hate his brother, he is a liar." The
Apostle does not write lav Ti? ayairfj rbv Seov, k.t.\., any more
e^jj.
One
As he who has

than St James (ch. ii. 14) writes lav irivrLv
passage serves for the elucidation of the other.

Tt<?

not works actually has not faith, but only says he has

he

who

Him 4

says that he loves

a

it,

so

hates his brother cannot actually love God, but only

very assurance of his makes him

this

liar.

That is to say
any one xolio

John),

(so continues St

it

he proceeds, "he that loveth not his brother,

how can he

God, whom

love

menti does not

quite impossible

is

"For,"

hateth his brother should love God.

that

The

he hath not seen ?"

in this (Huther), that

lie

whom he hath
vis

seen,

argu-

easier to love a

it is

than to love an invisible being, and that he who has

visible

failed of the

former

not true in

this is

who

before me, and

much more

will

itself

may be

it

fail of

to love a person

:

has injured me,

whom

easier than to love a person

For

the latter.

who

stands visibly

is

by no means

I have never seen, but of

In this argunot of " easier" and

whose character I have heard nothing but good.
mentation of the Apostle the question
" more

we

Still less are

difficult."

is

to assume, with some, that

the Apostle presupposes no love generally to be possible without
that, that we
But the vis argumenti lies
in what is said in ver. 12. Because we (such was the idea there)
cannot behold God with our eyes, we have no other opportunity
of demonstrating to Him our love in act than by showing our

the object being seen

cannot love

;

for

God (compare

love to those in

whom He

He

by

dwells in us

that

we

who

And

And

it is

His nature,

demonstrated that

love, dwells in us,

and does not honour, the image of God

brother, despises thereby the antitype,

so Calvin

and

Him

self-renouncing (consequently, also,
Sander rightly observes on this verse : " He

will not discern,

his

would follow from

dwells.

this, that

exercise like

forgiving) love.

in

it

ver. 12).

:

"

The Apostle

God

here assumes that

Himself."

God

offers

JOHN

1

IV. 1-V.
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Himself to us in the persons of men, who bear His image engraven upon them. St John means no more than that he
makes a vain boast, who professes to love God while he neglects
Thus we have not here a conGod's image before his eyes."

ad majus

clusio a minori

brother, can

still less

— "He

who cannot

the one and the invisibility of the other

make prominent

in order to

God and

love his visible

The visibility of
do not come into view

love the invisible God."

the brethren

;

the difference or distance between

but, inversely, the " hath seen"

" hath not seen" refer back to ver. 12, and serve to

and

make em-

God and
whom He presents to us the objects on which our love must be spent.
And
" He who loveth not his brother, whom he
the sense is this
because
seeth, cannot be assumed to love God the Invisible
he who should love God must necessarily love also God's nature
phatic the relation and connection between the invisible

the visible images or representatives of God, in

:

;

when

it is

By

visibly presented before him."

a delicate distinction, St

John

of the verse /Maf), but in the latter

fir;

writes in the former half
a^airoov.

In the former

he would describe the actual position of one who says that

case,

he loves God, and nevertheless so far errs as to suffer himself to
It was then needful to

bear hatred to his brother in his heart.

make

the contrast sharp and express, and therefore to show the

uttermost point to which an erring conscience

The

be misled.
fact, that a

man

— But

in this respect

Apostle speaks in presence of the experienced

sometimes does utter his assurance that he loves

God, while he nourishes
bour.

may

in his heart hatred against his neigh-

where the Apostle is laying down
mere not-hating is insufficient ; it is ne-

in the latter case,

a doctrinal position, the

cessary that he should enforce the positive requirement that the
Christian should love his brother.
Hence he writes " He that
:

loveth not his brother, etc."
'^4SeA,<£o<?

here than

it

must, considered in

of the Apostle

certainly not that

is

fellow- Christians, while

How

generate.
his

Lord

in

itself,

expressed above in eh.

express nothing

14, etc.

more

The meaning

we ought to love only our
who are still unre-

hate those

could the Apostle have forgotten the word of

Luke

he writes before

we may

iii.

x.

30-37

?

But, having the church to which

his eyes, the relation of Christians to Christians

hovers specifically before his thoughts, since in this case a

/xtcrelv

—
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would be doubly to be reprobated. And tins helps to explain
the reason which follows in ch. v. 1.
In ver. 21 he emphatically points to the fact that we have
an express commandment of the Lord, to the effect that he who
loveth God, love his brother also.
(Compare John xiii. 34,
and especially Luke x. 27.)
In ch.

And

it is

v. 1 follows

a further establishment of this point.

not to be explained simply on the presupposition that

St John from ver. 20 onwards had in his view the relation

The

generally between Christians and Christians.
tation

is

to

latent limi-

be accounted for by the kind of demonstration which

the Apostle here adduces.

It

is

his business

now

to exhibit the

requirement of brotherly-love (like that of love to God, above,
vers.

17—19) in its organic connection
Son of God.

with, faith in the incarna-

tion of the

Has

on

6 TTtcnevwv,

,

Irjaov<;

iarlv 6 Xpicrrbs

:

this

as

is,

compared with ch. iv. 2 seq., and 15, the third and shortest formula of the confession it expresses, as opposed to the Cerinthian
.disjunction of the man Jesus from the Christ, simply and only
the identity of Jesus and the Christ •} it was needless to repeat
the further particulars, after the preceding passages had de;

veloped the individual
incarnation

— that

became man,
ver. 2.

critical points

He

vers. 9

Now he that

and

involved in the idea of the

the only-begotten

is

15,

hath

and that

iv.

16,

evident of

29 and ch.
is

iii.

itself

rbv Qeov, of

whom

;

iv o-ap/ci,

is

born of

God

(this

ch. iv. 16 with ch.

ii.

koX iras 6 arjanrwv rbv <yevvrjaravra (that

he

not rov XpLaTop), ar^aira
1

—

from a comparison of

1 seq.)

God, who

and therefore not the mere

theoretical acceptance of the proposition
is

of

irtareveiv being obviously

this faith

taken in the sense of ch.

Son

He had come

is

/cat

born, as

had

just

been

said

rbv ryeyevvvp.evov ef avrov.

;

but

That

Huther erroneously maintains that Xpiaro; stands here for vtog toD
It may rather be said that St John uses the expressions, " Jesus is
the Son of God," and "Jesus is the Christ," promiscuously, because he
would have both (the latter not excepted) understood in opposition to the
Cerinthian gnosis that is, because he does not, by the words " Jesus is the
Christ," answer the general question which among the historical persons
was the promised Messiah (whether Jesus, or John the Baptist, or Theudas,
etc.), but designs to establish the identity of the man Jesus and the XpicTo;
come from heaven, against the Cerinthian sundering of the man Jesus from
the JEon Christ.
QeoZ>.

;

;:

1

JOHN
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the true believer loves God, had been laid

and 17-19

;

and we have shown, upon

down

ch. iv.

in ch. iv. 7-16,

20

seq., that it is

taken for granted that the obligation of love to God is acknowledged and admitted even by him who may not love his brother

hence St John can, without any further mediate clause, as e
concessis, connect with the major proposition, 7ra? 6 iricrTevwv,
the minor proposition, which

k.t.X.,

contained in the words

is

The concluding clause then demonstrates
He who believeth, is born of God; he then

7ra? 6 a^airoiv, k.t.X.

own

its

necessity.

who, as a iriarevcov, loveth God, must also love all believers*
because these also are born of God, consequently bear in them
the nature of God, and that the same nature which he himself
bears as one who is born of God.
Ver. 2 offers now
when we have rightly perceived the

—

turn in the process of thought introduced by ver. 1

— not the

St John has placed brotherly-love in

slightest difficulty.

strict

connection with faith in Christ; he has shown that that love
has

its

root in this faith.

therefore

upon

this faith

down

the position

love the children

he had
of

God

laid

The

natural and direct consequence

of the brethren which does not rest
not true love ; and therefore St John lays

that a love

is this,

is
:

ev tovtoj, k.t.\.

By

:

this

of God, because we love God.

down

we know

we
seq.

the proposition that a true faith and the love

never exist without brotherly-love, and that therefore
is the sign (of faith and) of love to God
here,
he utters the declaration that true brotherly-love

brotherly-love
in ver.

that

In ver. 20

2,

:

1

Hutker entirely misapprehends the logical connection of these thoughts,
there should be interposed between the first words, not;
iKiGTivav, x.t.a., and those which follow, nr&s 6 dy&7rZy, a.r.'h., the mediating clause, nag 6 yzysvvYipevos ix. roZ Oiov clyxTra. tod Qsod. The major proposition, that every believer is born of God, does not serve merely for the

when he suggests that

establishment of the subject-idea in the concluding clause, but rather for

The chain

of thought is not this
born of God, loveth God
he that loveth God, loveth also the children of God ;" for then the third
proposition woidd not follow from the first two, but stand co-ordinate
" He
with them as a new and undemonstrated proposition. But it is this
that believeth is born of God.
(That the viorsiav loveth God, and must
He then -who (as a
love Him, is assumed as established and necessary.)

the establishment of

"

He

that believeth

its predicate-idea,.

is

born of God

;

he that

:

is

;

—

:

Tziarsvuv) loveth

God, the God of

whom

he

is

begotten, must consequently

love also the other Kiarivovrcis, because these like himself are born of
therefore partakers of the same nature, doeX(poi in the highest sense."

God
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cannot exist without the foundation of faith and the love

God, and that therefore

and love

God

(which

is

here presently defined as obedience to the ivrdkal of God)

is

of

faith

to

the sign of the genuineness of brotherly-love.

As

previously,

—

and ver. 7, each of the two elements
the
confession of faith, and brotherly-love
had been exhibited as
of itself a mark of the irvevfxa Oeov, so it is now shown that
these two elements are reciprocally the sign one of the other.
Where there is no brotherly-love, there can be no true faith
and no true love of God and, where the true faith and the
true love of God (approving itself such by obedience to His
commandments) are not, there can be no true brotherly-love.
in ch. iv. 2 seq.,

—

;

Faith without brotherly-love

is

dead

faith,

a vain and lying babbling about faith

;

nothing better than

and a brotherly-love

without faith, and without faithful fulfilment of the command-

ments of God,

is

but carnal in

its

its

—

no better than hypocritical, it is not spiritual,
inmost nature,
it is a love which seeks only

—

own subtle spiritual satisfaction, or its own honour.
Thus we do not find here Huther's " difficulty which needs

solution

;"

GEcuand take

to say nothing of the outrageous trajection of

menius and Grotius, who would refer on

to iv toStw,

the clause with orav as the object of the <yivo)aKo/xev.

In

ver. 3 the Apostle himself declares that

he had men-

tioned the rrjpelv of the ivroXau as no other than the
stration of love to

forms of
Epistle.

itself

God.

But the thought

the transition to a

new and

into

which

demon-

this flows

final division of the

PART THE FIFTH.

FAITH OVEKCOMETH THE WORLD.
Ch.

The

Apostle

for love to

led

is

God

v.

3-21.

by the nature of the case

the keeping of His

itself to substitute

commandments

:

that

is,

by

the consideration that true brotherly-love has no surer sign than
its

of

God

mention of the ivrdXat serves him now, ver.

3, as

true and faithful fulfilment of

all

the

commandments

in relation to the brethren.

But

this

the unforced transition to a

new

Part.

This Part of the Epistle certainly is not divided from the
former by any such external demarcation as that which sepa-

from the third, the third from the second,
from the first there is no formal commencement of
a new subject
ver. 3, rather, forms, by the thought, " His
commandments are not grievous," the bridge to the new theme
" That which is born of God overwhich enters in ver. 4
cometh the world and this is the victory which overcometh
But there can be no hesitation in
the world, even our faith."
saying that this does form a new theme, and that consequently
For, as from ch. iv. 1 onthe matter of it begins a new Part.
rates the fourth

and

this

;

;

—

;

all had revolved around the confession of Jesus Christ
and brotherly-love, which two elements had been each first exhibited as in itself a mark of the Spirit of God and life in God,
and then in their relation to each other and their organic interpenetration, and finally each as the mark or testing sign of the
other so now, from ch. v. 4 onwards to the close of the Epistle,
all revolves round the idea of faith as the victory over the world.
This faith is viewed, vers. 6-8, in its substance and objective
nature vers. 9-12, in its subjective assurance and power and
in the final section, vers. 13-21, in its result and effects.

wards,

;

;

;

FAITH OVERCOMETII THE WORLD.
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Ver.

3. The first words, which belong still to the former
have been already explained. The new thought, "And
His commandments are not heavy," forms the unforced transition to ver. 4.
They are not grievously hard (to be fulfilled),
because he who is born of God has in his faith the power to overcome the world
first of all, the world in himself (the power
of sin in his own flesh)
but also all the temptations which come
upon him from the world objectively considered, the world
still untouched and unrenewed by Christ (ch. iv. 4).
Hence,

section,

:

—

;

makes

elcrl

does not

commandments (Bengel),
New-Testament commandments were declared to be

as if the

this connection

obvious that ftapelai ovk

it

refer to the substance of the

comparison of the yoke of the ceremonial law

which

is

quite foreign to the context

poioer which dwells in those

who

;

but that

are born of

light in

— a comparison
refers to the

it

God

in order to

their fulfilment (Luther,. Calvin, Grotius, Liicke, etc.).

Ver.

What

4.

said here in the first half of the verse,

is

is

connected by the otl (establishing the reason) with what was

But

said in ver. 3.

new main

this does not exclude the introduction of a

In the same manner St John had
which then in
ch. iv. 1 is introduced as the theme.
It is a graceful form of
transition, of which abundant examples are found in the literatlieme in ver. 4.

passed over, ch.

iii.

24, to the idea of the 7rvevfia,

ture of eloquence and homiletics, both of ancient and

modern

times.
,

After the Apostle has laid down the proposition as support-

ing his argument, otl

same sense

as

ttclv,

John iii.

k.t.\.

6, vi.

(where the neuter

37, xvii. 2

;

is

used in the

the matter of the pro-

by ch. ii. 13 seq., 27, iv.
same thought independently, as

position itself being fully explained

4),

he proceeds

Ids

to-

assert the

formal theme, and with such a modification as that position
demanded. Kal avrrj karlv 7) vlktj 7) vi/ci]crao~a tov Kocrfiov, t)
Tricm?
world.

Our faith

rj[xoiv.

is

the victory, which hath overcome the

Thus formularized,

this proposition contains all

tticttls rjfxcov

the

H

which are to be developed in what follows.
must not be understood of faith in the subjective

critical points

sense alone, of the acting or spirit of our faith
faith as including

its

well that which, or

Him

in

;

but

it

is

our

and object, Jesus Christ. It is as
whom, we believe (our faith, in op-

substance

—
1
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position to Cerinthian superstition), as our believing mind, the
spirit in

which

we

And

believe.

thus the predicate £ctt\v

t)

vikij

by no means a metonomy nor is it a breviloquenee (Liicke)
the faith certainly being not
or concise form of expression,

is

;

—

the victory, but only the cause of the victory (the sense
then being, " Faith, through which we become children of
itself

But

God, hath given us the victory over the world").
faith, inclusive of its object

—

our iriareveiv

our embracing of Christ in faith

— that

els ^rjcrovp

itself

is

it

is

Xptarov,

the action

which conquers the world, and has already conquered it. This
act of the acceptance of Jesus Christ, and His Divine light
which overcometh the darkness, of His Divine life which over-

cometh death,

in us (not

merely in our hearts, but thereby in

us as a part of humanity),
the

As

Kocr/jbos.

humanity, and

fragment of
istence

;

it

so, as

is

already the decisive victory over

power of heaven streams into
at first by a very small
consequence Christ's church has an ex-

this victorious

received by

is

— and

in

it

— though

the result, the deadly

wound

is

already inflicted

upon the /cocyzo? the Koafxos as such is doomed, vanquished,
The
and lost, however much it may seem still to thrive.
head of the serpent is bruised, and all the energetic contortions of its body are but symptoms of its mortal agony.
:

Vers. 5-§.

How

correct

this

objective

exhibition of

the

For here St John says
in plain words, ver. 5, that he who believeth that Christ is the Son
of God (as in ch. iv. 15), overcometh the world and then he
shows that it is Christ Himself who, as received in faith and as
becoming an internal power in believers, overcometh the world.
What the power is in which Christ hath come, and what
the consequent power is which He causes to work in us, and in
7ricrT£? is,

the following verses will show.

;

the working of which true 'jno-reveiv consists,
in ver. 6.

It is self-evident,

when we

consider

this is
it

unfolded

well, that ver.

6 serves as the confirmation of the main proposition of ver.

5,

•m iarcv 6 vacoiv, k.t.X., and not to the support of the lesser clause,
on 6 'Irjcrovs iariv 6 uto? tov Qeov. It is not necessary now
that St John should establish the general proposition, that
Jesus is the Son of God for he has already in ch. iv. amply
;

and comprehensively set forth the consistency and accord of this
And
proposition with the principles of all knowledge of God.
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that in fact the words of ver. 6 cannot serve for the establish-

ment of the proposition, that Jesus is the Son of God, will
be shown when we have examined carefully the meaning of
Ovto<; eartv 6 i\6a>v

ver. 6.

XptcTTO?* ouk ev

ra vhaTL

St'

fiovov,

vSaros

zeal

aifiaros, 'Irjaovs o

aXX? ev ra> vSart, koX tco alfiari.

These, on the whole, easily intelligible words have been explained

most various and strangest ways by different expositors.
That we may not be embarrassed and delayed by needless exain the

mination of vapid interpretations, 1

we

lay

down

at the outset

the simple and true one, and leave such other renderings as deserve refutation to follow afterwards.

As

it

respects,

the ep^eaOai Bid,

first,

parallel ev that Scd

is

it is

evident from the

not to be taken as local (of the penetration

by anything), but as instrumental. He came through water
and blood, by means of water and blood, so far as water and
blood were the instruments or means by which He wrought. So
also ev is equivalent to 2.
He came 2 (as the Conqueror over
the world), not by means of water alone, but by means of water
and blood. The thought of the passage is this As the following section, ver. 9 seq., points plainly by means of its predomi:

nant idea of the ixaprvpla to John

i.

7, 8, 15,

19-34, so our

present passage also points to that passage, especially
__

John

i.

29

and 33 (compared with Matt. hi. 11). John the Baptist had
come icith water ; he had summoned the Israelites, by means of
the symbol of a water-baptism, to exhibit repentance, and to
confess their desert of death (for the immersion into water was
the type, not of cleansing, but of the being plunged into death
comp. Rom. vi. 3, 4 1 Pet. iii. 20, 21). Thus John also
brought the law, and led them to a knowledge of sin. But
further than that he could not bring them.
Christ, on the
other hand,'3 came not with water alone
He did, indeed, in;

;

:

stitute a
1

baptism of water, but

He

According to Grotius, the water

(the blood His death)

baptism of Jesus

;

;

Wahl makes

baptized not merely with water

signifies the

pure holiness of Christ

the water the Divine voice at the

Stroth makes the blood the testimony of the Gentile
Ziegler, the resurrection and ascension
Clemens

centurion at the cross

;

;

Alexandrinus expounded the water as regeneration, but the blood as knowledge.
And so on without end.
2
Olshausen
"He appeared in the world."
3
That Christ is set over against another Person, is evident from the
words, ovrog iariv 6 i~K{SLv, " this is He who came."
:

joitn v. 3-21.

i

(John
(John

i.
i.

33

;

Matt.

11)

iii.
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He came as the Lamb of God
He suffered Himself to be

;

29), and declared, when

symbolically baptized in the water by John, His readiness to
sink into death for the sin of the world He in due time suffered
;

that death,

and came

Aor.) not merely with the

(k\6a>v, Partic.

water, the sign, but in the very reality of His atoning blood}

And

hence

it

He

was that

(Matt.

baptize with the Spirit (comp.

John

iii.

11

xvi. 7,

;

John i. 33) could
" If I go not away,

the Comforter will not come unto you").
These are the profound views which St John connects together in these simple
words, in a manner which every observant reader of his Gospel
must be able to appreciate. The fundamental thought is there-

and grace of the

fore this, that in the love
to

death lay the power through which

and, consequently, that in us also

(comp. Heb.

By
;

vScop

by

is

alfxa,

;

and that

Jesus

overcame the world 2
faith must approve itself
;

a like readiness to sacrifice

x. xi.) as

and life itself
the visible (Heb. xi. 1,
suffering and patience.
this world,

tism

self-sacrifice of

He

all

the glory of

which renounces
2) obtains the victory through

xii.

this faith

here primarily meant the water of John's bapthe atoning blood of Christ.

in this antithesis vStop

is

at the

same time

But

it is

plain that

also exhibited as the

symbol of the preaching of the law and repentance connected
with John's baptism and, further, as the symbol of mere doctrine generally in opposition to deed, and also of the sign in
;

opposition to the thing

;

consequently, of Christian water-bapFor, it is not said, " John
a sign.

tisrn as such, so far as it is

came with water, Christ with blood;" but, "Christ came not
merely (like John) with water, but with water and blood."
Thus the u coining with water " is an element which holds good
1

Olshausen seems (so

far, indeed, as his brief,

and here almost

trine and baptism

— death of Jesus

y"

illegible,

" Docand again, " Baptism and the blood

notes permit us to judge) to have held the same view.

He

writes

:

of the cross."
2
Huther erroneously presupposes that the coming by water and blood
adduced as evidence for the MessiahsHp of Jesus. Were that evidence
the subject treated of, the construction must be adopted which makes oi
a construction
vouro;, *.r.A., dependent, not upon i'hSuu but upon horiu
which Huther himself has rejected (" This is, by the water and blood,
He who was to come"). But the Apostle rather shows, hj what Christ

is

—

—

overcame the world.

<

X.x

;
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both of the Baptist and of Christ
in

common,

— that

sign, together

is,

l

therefore

it is

what both

the institution of water-baptism as a visible

with the preaching of repentance connected with

(Mark i. 15), and teaching generally. But Christ went beyond that which He had in common with the Baptist He died
also the death of atonement, and thus came, not with water
it

;

only, but with water

and blood.

is most nearly approached by the
view of Wolf, Carpzov, and others, who interpret the water by

This correct explanation

(Christian) baptism,
is

and the blood by the Lord's Supper.

It

true that the vScop embraced, with John's baptism, Christian

baptism also

;

but only as far as the latter was a visible sign,

distinguishable from the thing, forgiveness
through the blood of Christ. Thus vSayp signifies not the whole
sacrament of baptism (consisting of sign and thing), but only

distinguished or

the sign in the sacrament.

blood of Christ
per, but

it is

is

only one.

Lord's Supper in
conjoined the
blood

is

It

true, further, that the atoning

is

one of the two
its

crcofia

Had

res coelestes in the

Holy Sup-

St John intended to describe the

antithesis to baptism,

with the

al/.ia.

he must

And

then

at least
this

have

atoning

not anything peculiar to the Lord's Supper, but

it

is

equally the foundation of the forgiveness of sins imparted with

That explanation, therefore, is untenable, even apart
from the consideration that there does not seem any reason in
baptism.

the context for the assertion that Christ instituted, not only

Holy Supper also. For, such a remark could
end be designed only to remind of the death of Christ,
which lies at the foundation of the Supper but equally also at
baptism, but the

in the

—

the foundation of baptism.
1

This important point has been overlooked by those

either to Christian baptism alone
alone.

Huther supports the

latter

(Diisterdieck),

who

refer this

or to John's baptism

view by the assertion that

\~Kduv

§/'

v^xto; must signify a passive passing through water, an undergoing of
baptism thus the baptism of John received by Christ. Is then ihduu fa'
;

a passing through blood?

—

It is manifest that iiZup and uTftat
by which Christ works, that is, overcometh
His coming into the
the world not as the things which He condemned.
world (according to the context, His victorious coming to conquer the
world) was not merely by water, like that of John, but by water and blood
the institution (not the undergoing) of baptism and the shedding of blood,
the sign and the tiling, doctrine and deed.
eiif&etTos also

are exhibited only as the means
;

;

1
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more untenable is the explanation of Augustin, Vataand others, that St John by vSwp /cat al/^a referred
to the water and blood which flowed from the side of Jesus
after the piercing with the spear
Apart from the consideraStill

blus, Bain,

!

tion that al/ia stands first in that narrative,

—

apart, further,

from the fact that this circumstance was mentioned by St John
as an eyewitness, only for the establishment of the actual death
of Christ, which resulted from it, and without any allegorical
significance being connected with the water and blood,
it is in

—

itself entirely

incomprehensible

why

John should so emphatiJesus came not " with water
St

upon this, that
Did any one ever assert that from His body only water
flowed ?
And what would be the meaning and force of this
antithesis ?
And who would say, " He came through or with
water and blood," in order to express that out of His body water
and blood had flowed ?
cally lay the stress

alone."

We therefore

hold to the simple explanation, that Christ

is

Overcomer of the world, because He brought with
not only (like John the Baptist) the water (the sign in

therefore the

Him

order to knowledge), but also the blood (the thing

itself,

the deed

of His love in self-consecration to death).

The Apostle now

continues

povv, oti to Trvevjjid icTTtv

i)

:

to

ical

d\i]6eia.

iart to fiapTu-

irvev/jbd

The

exegetical question

presented by these words is not whether otl is to be rendered
" that" or " because :" the most essential matter for the right
is

to

mark

the preceding words stand to ver.

5.

We

apprehension of their meaning
above, that the sixth verse

is

the relation in which
have already assumed

intended to serve as a foundation

or statement of the reason of the main thought of the fifth verse,

" that which overcometh the world,

is faith in Jesus the Son of
God," and not merely of the words, " Jesus is the Son of God."
This we must now more thoroughly establish. And, at the outset, it should be remembered that the proposition, that Jesus is
the Son of God, has already received its proof and development
in the previous section, ch. iv. 1-6, and 9, 10
an additional
confirmation or demonstration of it, therefore, would be superBut, further, we must bear in mind that the idea of
fluous.
vikclv tov kogjaov is predominant from ch. v. 4 onwards.
St
:

John's purpose

God, but that

is

to demonstrate, not that

this

Jesus

is

the

Son

our faith in the Divine Son ship of Jesus

of
is

—

!
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And thus ver. 6 does
the power that overcometh the world.
of
the
Son
God, but rather to
is
Jesus
that
not serve to show
show, that in the act of the self-renouncing, self-sacrificing love
lay the worldivho poured out His blood
of this Son of God

—

overcoming power, as well of Himself,

But

there

cisive.

is,

as of

our faith in Him.

moreover, a third reason, which is perfectly deit assumed and granted that the sixth verse

Supposing

was intended

to establish

ea-Tiv o Xpio-Tos,

and support the words on

the question arises

— Can

'Iyo-ovs

this verse serve the

" This is He who
purpose of establishing that proposition?
cometh with water and blood, not (as John the Baptist) with

—

might indeed bear
water alone, but with water and blood"
meaning winch Dusterdieck and Huther find in them
" This, this Jesus of Nazareth, is the true Messiah, and no other

the

:

He, that is, not John the Baptist
came not with the water of baptism, the

is

for Jesus of Nazareth

;

sign, alone,

but added

redeeming act of the shedding of His blood." And
that indeed would establish the proposition, " that Jesus is the
Son of God." But, was this the proposition which went before
Did the words of that verse bear the meaning that
in ver. 5 ?
Jesus, and no other, had a right to be called the Son of God ?
Are they an answer to the question, Who (what subject) is to

to that the

be acknowledged as the Son of
There existed no doubt among the

God ?

Most

disciples, or

certainly not

even among the

opponents of St John, that Jesus, and not for example Theudas
Judas (Acts v. 36, 37), and not John the Baptist, was the

or

Messiah and the Son of
all

the Gnostics, held

it

even Cerinthus, in common with
an assured fact, that Jesus of Naza-

God
as

;

reth was the historical personage with
1

The words

whom

the

JEon

Christ

have manifestly
no other meaning than the same words have in ch. iv. 15 (comp.
they are not an answer to the question,
ch. iv. 2 seq., v. 1)
united Himself.

otl 'hjaovs, k.t.X.,

:

1

That St John in

this passage directs his polemic against John's dis-

and not against the Gnostics, is an altogether untenable supposition.
Forty years earlier there were disciples of John in Ephesus (Acts xix. 1
they, however, did not hold John as the Messeq., comp. ch. xviii. 25)
and when they knew, were at
siah, but only knew not concerning Jesus
once baptized unto Him. Nor can it be imagined how there should be,
a.d. 96, a party extant which knew only the Baptist, and regarded him
ciples,

:

;

(in despite of his testimony) as the Messiah.

a

1
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Son of God, but to the question, what Jesus is the
not upon the subject, but upon the predicate
St John lays it down as the essence of world-overcoming faith,
not that Jesus and no other is to be acknowledged as the Messiah
and the Son of God, but that Jesus is the Son of God Himself
Now, if all the emphasis lies upon the
(and no mere man).
icho

is

the

emphasis

;

falls,

;

predicative idea, ovtos ecrn, ver.

6,

cannot serve the purpose of

repeating a definition of the subjective idea, which had not been

found

The

in ver. 5.

words, that this Jesus had come not with

water alone, like the Baptist, might indeed have served as the
foundation of the proposition, that Jesus, and not the Baptist,
the Son of God, but not of the proposition, that Jesus is the
Son of God; and not therefore of the words on 'Irjaovs earlv
6 XpLaros containing this latter thought.

is

Thus

it

is

demonstrated, that ver. 6 rather serves as the

foundation or establishment of the leading thought in ver. 5. It
is not that the " Messiahship of Jesus" is exhibited (Huther) ;

but

it is

God
is

shown

in

what sense the

Jesus

faith, that

is

the

manifested in the flesh (for the predicate e<rnv

here again, as in ch.

iv.

15, v. 1, only a concise

what had more copiously been
power by which alone (ti<? ianv
This Jesus

is

He

(St

John

—

el firf)

the world

who brought

Son of

Xpio-ros

summary

said in ch. iv. 2 seep),

says)

—

6

is

with

of

that

is

overcome.

Him

not

merely the baptism of water
the symbol and symbolical requirement of regeneration, but the power also of regeneration,
in the

atoning offering of His blood.

Thus here

also,

alto-

—

gether as in ch. iv. 9, compared with vers. 2 and 15, the faith
the faith " that Jesus is the Christ," appears the same as the
faith " that

God

sent his only-begotten

Son

into the world, that

through Him" (comp. ch. iv. 14 with ch. iv. 15).
This being so, it is self-evident that the following words,
" and it is the Spirit that beareth witness," etc., do not add
a third demonstration to the water and the blood, " that this
Jesus is the Christ ;" and, consequently, that the inquiry which
springs out of that false assumption, to wit, whether on means
" that" or " because," is a perfectly needless one. Dusterdieck

we might

live

assumes (with Zwingli, Calvin, Bengel, and others) that /xaprvpovv stands absolutely, without an object, and that on mvist be
translated by " because."
He makes the imaginary object of
/xaprvpovv the proposition " that this Jesus

is

the Christ"

—

;
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proposition which, as

we have

seen, does not occur in all the

context.

Without pausing to examine all the various individual forms
which this perverted interpretation has assumed in the hands of
individual expositors,

we

shall proceed to give that exposition

which appears, after what has been said, to be the only correct
and the only possible one. The phrase ovtos icrrcv 6 i\6cov,
with the emphasized ovtos, referred back to the question Tt<?
No man can overcome the world but he who
icrriv 6 vi/ccov.
believeth that Jesus

— the

14, 15)

Son

manifest in the

of

flesh.

is

the S071

of

God

God who came

(in the sense of ch. iv.

into the world,

This Jesus the Son of

God

and was

it is avIio

hath

brought, through the gracious act of the offering of His blood,
the fulfilment of what was demanded, the thing in addition to
the sign, the power as well as the requirement
it is

who

St John does not write

.

/cal

;

and

the Spirit

to irvevp,a [xaprvpel

to fiapTvpovv, which in

;

form is strictly
parallel with ovtos ecrTi 6 e\0oov, and, like this, must refer back
But to 7rvevpLa can be no other than the
to Ti9 ecrTi 6 vlkoiv.
nature
had
been unfolded in the previous section
Spirit, whose
under its two aspects (ch. iv.) not the soul, which Jesus in
death commended to the Father (Augustin) not the human
but to

7rvev/u,d ecrTi

its

:

;

nature of Jesus (Wetstein) ; not the doctrine of Jesus (Carpzov)

as

He

is

—

man (Ziegler) ; but the Spirit of God, so far
a power effectual in believers and their 7rvevp,aai

not the spiritual

(comp. above, ch. iv. 1-3), working in them, 1, faith in the love
which brought the Son into the flesh, and offered an atoning
and, 2, love, which in imitation of Christ, and as the
sacrifice
shedding forth of His nature, similarly sacrifices itself. This
makes the whole course of thought plain. It is to be shown
how the believing in Christ the Son of God has the power to
overcome the world. St John first declares that, and by what
means, He in whom ice believe, and who is the object and substance of our faith, Christ, possessed in Himself the world-overcoming power and, secondly, he shows how, and in what way,
our faith in Him is, in consequence of His power, and as receiving its virtue, itself a power that overcometh the world. He
does not say, however, " and our faith it is that beareth witness,"
but, " the Spirit it is that, etc. :" first, because he would impress
;

;

it

upon

his readers that

our believing

is

not our subjective act,

1
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but a power and energy of God working in us and, secondly,
because the 7rvev/na (as he has shown in ch. iv.) embraces, with
faith, that aya,7rr) also which reproduces in all points the world;

overcoming act of Christ's love (compare Col.

by

24), which,

i.

partaking of this self-sacrificing, patient, victorious mind of

power through the

Christ, possesses

overcome the

cross also to

world.

Thus,

finally,

the predicative idea to fiaprvpovv

made

is

must mark an act which in effect is identical with
the act of the overcoming of the world. (And this is confirmed
by what is said further in vers. 7-12 concerning the ftaprvpia :
see below.)
That testimony is meant, through which the hearts
of all those who are susceptible are won to the Gospel, and
consequently wrested from the world, and incorporated into the
body of Christ. And it is simply this sacred proselytism (sit
venia verbo !) by means of which the Church increases and the
clear.

It

\

/

world decreases, the latter being therefore gradually overcome.

But
its

it is,

further, plain that paprvpovv cannot stand without

Absolutely asserted,

object.

will not do, as

we have shown,

it

gives us no definite idea.

to supply " that

Jesus

is

It

the

Maprvpovv, ver. 6, must have an object
5.
and all the more, because in ver. 7 it stands without one,
which would be tolerable in the latter case if the object had
Christ" from ver.

here

;

been specified
7)

in ver. 6.

We therefore take

ore to 7rvevfid icrrip

The Spirit (of God,
faith and love) lays down

aXijOeia as an objective proposition.

who

is

effectual in us as the Spirit of

His testimony (before the world) to this, that the spirit (this
spirit of Christian faith and of Christian love) is the truth. The
Spirit demonstrates Himself by His power and operation.
If
ore is taken as an explicative proposition, there arises the bald

—

declaration, "

The

Spirit beareth witness (of

What would

Spirit

is

meant

to be deduced,

truth."

truth, that

testimony?

He

this

(it is

not pbaprvpel nor

idea,

to 7rvevfid iart to

what

He

testifies is

testifies,

for the
Is

it

God

is

but must bear

e'errt

f^aprvpovv), but
jjuapTvpovv.

the thought to be this, that because the Spirit

fore

;

Spirit of

silence,

upon the subjective

the Spirit

?)

mean?

emphasis, however, does not rest here upon

the predicative idea

is

what

reality

from the fact that the

cannot possibly keep

The

in

stedfast

and sure

has not yet been said.

?

is

Or

truth, there-

But

that tohich

Consequently,

it

is

\

'
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manifest that
tion,

and the

Vers.
to vScopj

7, 8.

zeal

must be taken

oti, k.t.X.,

on must

particle

"On

as an objective proposibe translated by " that."

rpet? elcnv ol fxapTvpovvTes' to nrvevfia, ical

to alfia'

/ecu ol

But the Textus

rpels etV to ev elcnv.

Receptus has here the celebrated interpolation

:

ev toj ovpavoi'

O TTCLTrjp, 6 A.6709, Kal TO ajLOV 7TV€VfJLa' KOI OVTOL ol T/36t? €V elct.

Kal

Tpels elcn ol /napTvpovvTes ev

by the words of the
Kal ol

to

:

ttj

<yf}'

irvevjJia,

The

to ev elcnv.

et?

Tpe2<i

text

— which

is

then followed

Kal to vBwp, Kal to a\\xa

question of the genuineness

or spuriousness of the words in question has been fiercely contested

;

but the view of most of the moderns (Griesbach, Liicke,

Lachmann, Teschendorf,

Huther) has been de-

Diisterdieck,

clared, not without a certain exaggerated emphasis, against their

There are some, however, such as Sander, Besser,
and Mayer, who venture to defend it. If we go to the original
sources, we are met by the fact, first, that as it respects the
manuscript codices, not one Greek text with which we are
acquainted, down to the sixteenth century, reads the words in
question.
Only four Greek codices of the sixteenth century a
contain the clause.
But of these four, one (Cod. Bavianus) rv

genuineness.

is

a copy of the Coinplutensian Polyglot

;

another (34, or Cod.

Britannicus) seems to have taken the words from the Vulgate,

and that

bad translation (jraT^p, X0709, Kal Trvevfia, without
Of Codd. 162 and 173 we may assume that they
Secondly, as
received the interpolation from the Vulgate.
in a

the article).
also
it

respects the old versions (Peschito, Arabic, Coptic, .ZEthiopic,

and Latin, down

to a.d. 600),

than the ancient codices.
of the whole

Cyprian

;

*

body of the

and, what

is

of

they do not contain

it,

any more

among the Fathers, none
ante-Nicene know the clause, save
Thirdly,

more moment, those very Fathers

Tertullian is no exception.
When he says (de Pudie. 21) that in the
Church dwells trinitas unius divinitatis, Pater, Films, et Spiritus, no thoughtful person would regard this as a reference to the interpolation in question.
And when (adv. Praxeam, 25) he remarks upon John xvi. 15 Ita con1

:

nexus Patris in Filio

et Filii in

unum

sint,

30)

it

Paracleto tres

efficit

cohmrentes alterum ex

non units, quomodo dictum est, Ego et Pater unum
must appear evident to every one, from the wdiole
tenor of the words, that he had not before his eyes our present passage.
No. more does he refer to it in the Introduction of his book against Praxeas,
where he copiously, and with almost scholastic exactness, develops his
altero, qui tres

sumus (John

x.

—

theory of the Trinity.

i
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who

in the Nicene controversy contended for the Nicene Creed,
never appeal to these words, which would, however, have been
instead of that, they
their firmest and most welcome support
take pains to demonstrate the homoousia of the Son by other
;

passages (for example, by the eighth verse of this very chapter).

Cyprian is the only exception. In the Ep. ad Jubajanum,
where he is speaking of the invalidity of the baptism of heretics,
he asks what kind of a temple of God he would make who was
baptized by a heretic.
He could not be a templum Creatoris,
who did not believe in a Creator he could not be a temple of
Christ, who denied Christ's divinity ; nor could he be a temple
;

of the

Holy Ghost,

placatus esse

for "

ei potest,

cum

tres

unum

sint,

quomodo

Spiritus

qui aut Patris aut Filii inimicus est?"

Meanwhile, here we have no other than the same dogmatical
had already made, and without the
aid of 1 John v. 7, 8.
More important, on the other hand, is

declaration which Tertullian

another saying of Cyprian.

Dominus, Ego

et

Pater

He

says (de Unit. Eccles.)

unum sumus (John

x. 30), et

:

Dicit

iterum

(thus in another passage) de Patre et Filio et Spiritu Sancto

scriptum

est,

tatem (that

et tres
is,

unum

quisquam

sunt, et

hanc uni-

credit,

of the Church) de divina firmitate venientem,

sacramentis coelestibus cohaerentem, scindi in

Facundus, indeed (pro Defens. iii. 1,
had here in view only the words to

3),

ecclesia posse.

supposed that Cyprian

irvevfjua

kcu to vBcop kcu

having understood by the
irvev/jba the energy of the Holy Spirit in the Church, by the
vScop the energy of the Father, and by the alfia that of the Son.
But, although it might be possible that Cyprian so understood
the words (and though, further, the Vulgate had translated eh
to ev elac by unum sunt), yet between possibility and probability
there is a difference, and Cyprian's words may be explained by
the fact that in manuscripts which he had (of an old Latin
version) the interpolation was already to be found.
Thus was
Cyprian's sentence viewed by Fulgentius Euspensis (Eesponsio
ad Arianos) 1 and, what is of more importance, Fulgentius himto al/xa, kcu oi Tpels eh to ev elac

;

j

1

"

Quod etiam beatus martyr Cyprianus

Cliristi et

confitetur, dicens

concordiarn rurnpit, adversus Christum facit

ecclesiam colligit, Christi ecclesiam spargit.

;

qui

:

qui pacem

alibi praeter

Atque ut unam ecclesiam

unius Dei esse moustraret, hsec confestim testimonia de scriptmis inseruit.
I cannot
Dicit Dominus" (then follow the words of Cyprian in question).

:
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self

quotes the critically-questionable words as St John's, and

must have read them

therefore

the

of

century,

fifth

in his

Vigilius

Johannes evangelista ad Parthos

monium

New

Testament.

(Ful-

But, before his time, towards the end

gentius died a.d. 533.)

(adv.
tres

:

Varim. Arian.) says
sunt, in quit, qui testi-

perhibent in terra, aqua, sanguis et caro, et tres in

nobis sunt, et tres sunt, qui testimonium perhibent in coelo,
Pater,

Verbum

et Spiritus, et hi tres

unum

sunt.

We see

that

he had before him the passage in his New Testament in its
corrupt form (aqua, sanguis et caro, et tres in nohis sunt)
but
also, that the gloss was already in the text, and not merely in a
single copy, but that it was so widely diffused and acknowledged
in the West as to be appealed to by him bond Jide in his con1
test with his Arian opponents.
So also we find the citation in
Cassiodorus, Etherius, and others
and Diisterdieck, therefore,
goes too far when he says that we may " track the introduction
;

:

of this interpolation into the text"
gentius, Cassiodorus,

mony to

and others

:

by following

Vigilius, Ful-

these Fathers rather bear testi-

the fact, that the questionable clause had already, about

a.d. 500, the character of a widely-extended various reading.

Hence

may

be explained, how in

later times the words came
margin of individual Greek manuscripts.
If we clearly take into view this whole position of the
matter, it will seem nothing less than inconceivable that Cyprian
actually read the words in his text.
The thought which he
expresses there was by no means a strange one in the third
century it is to be found perfectly developed, for example, by
Tertullian (from John x. 30, xvi. 15).
If we only bear in
it

to be written in the

;

understand

how

Diisterdieck can doubt whether Fulgentius thought that

v. 7 were in Cyprian's mind.
He says himself, " He
(Cyprian) quotes this testimony from the Scripture, and so says Fulgentius,
immediately after he himself had referred to the questionable words of the

the words of

1

John

seventh verse as St John's."

He must have

Testament, and have regarded them as genuine.
that Cyprian also had these words in his

read the words in his New
How could he then doubt

mind ?

What weight such patristic notices have, even as opposed to
codd., we see strikingly evidenced by the passage, Matt. viii. 28, where
1

the

the
majority of the codd. have either inserted TxlupYi<juv as a correction from
Mark and Luke, or read Tepyeor,vai>, but where we find from Origen, in
John (torn. vi. 24), that the old codd. of his time read Tspcttyvuv,
the
reading Tspyiaviuuv owing its origin to a conjectural correction of Origen

—

himself.

—
1

JOHN
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mind how vague was the form

of the oldest Latin versions, and
how, in the fragments which we have of them, the text is sometimes freely handled, and sometimes corruptly given, it will

appear by no means an impossibility that so early as the third
century such a gloss as this could have slipped into the

Such a

gloss

we

For,

say.

if

we

lay

passage of Cyprian than some do,

it

more

is

stress

text.

upon

this

not for the purpose

of maintaining the genuineness of the clause, but rather that

we may contend

Granted, that
against it on safer grounds.
Cyprian read the words in his text what follows from that ?
That it was a very old reading, or possibly the original reading?
By no means. This would be to confound all the first principles of a sound criticism of the text.
Granted it not to be
impossible that Greek codices may be yet discovered which
shall contain the clause, we must direct our critical judgment
by the evidence of the documents which we have, and not of
those which we have not, and of the existence of which we as
;

And, accordingly, we are bound to say
was not acquainted with
the words in question, and in the Greek Church of the East
the reading was known by none otherwise, it would be found
in some at least of the old codices, and it would have been
employed in the controversy with the Arians. Assuming now,
for argument's sake, that the words are genuine, in what but
Arian interests could they have been thrown out of the text ?

know

yet

nothing.

that the whole Greek-speaking East

;

And

could this have been done without mention, or reproba-

tion, or

punishment?

Would

the orthodox

Church have

suf-

fered such a theft to be committed without even observing the
thief %

Let him believe

this

who can

!

But how could

this

spolium have taken place at so late a date, since even the Peschito omits the words,

and

in all the

East none

is

found who

knew them ?

On

the internal arguments against the authenticity

not lay any great

stress.

passages in the Gospel, ch.

That St John
i.

1, etc., x.

— who

30, xvi. 15

we do

wrote those
could not

have given expression to the thought that the Father, Son, and
Spirit ev elai, is no more than the untenable assertion of a subjective hypercriticism.
That he, who elsewhere opposes @eo<?
to X0709, and vlos to iraT^p, should here insert between irarrjp
and irvevfxa the \0709, involves no direct impossibility, though

;
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it

is

somewhat strange

as also

;

is

the attribute ajiov in con-

nection with Trvevfia, since from ch.

used the mere

process of thought, there
directly conflicts with

which

is

TT)

ryfj'

ev elcn.

1

downwards he has

As

it

regards the

nothing in the interpolation that

especially

if

we adopt

the arrangement

confirmed by the oldest citations in Vigilius, Ful-

gentius, Cassius,
iv

it,

is

iv.

tov Qeov.

irvevfia, or nrvevfia

and Etherius

TO TTVevpa,

Kal

KCLl

:

Kal Tpefc eUn ol papTvpovvTes

TO vBcop, KCU TO

CUfJLa'

Kal ol Tpefc

€49

Tpeis elai ol papTvpovvTes iv tg3 ovpavuf o iraTrjp,

TO

teal

According to the
which refers it, not to

6 X0709, Kal to 7rvevfia' Kal ol Tpeis ev elacv.

correct interpretation of the fiapTvpta,

the demonstration that Jesus and no other

is

the promised

Messiah, but to the testimony through whose might

God

over-

cometh the world, St John would first mention the three factors
through which God works upon earth:
the Spirit of faith
and love operating upon believers, and through them upon the
world then the baptism of water, instituted by Christ (as representative of the means and signs of grace)
and then the
blood, that is, that patient suffering unto death in which Christians have their Lord for a pattern and a forerunner.
After
these, he would introduce the Three-one God in heaven, who
from heaven sustains the testimony of His Church, yea, Himself works from heaven in this testimony of Plis own upon
earth,
as Father, who sent His Son; as Word, which came
forth from the Father, and shineth as light in the darkness
and as Spirit, who worketh upon believers below, in order in
them and through them to exert His power upon the world.
And, as the former triple energy of testimony on earth proceeds et? to ev
that is, to one and the same end,
so also the
Three Witnesses in heaven are ev, One Nature (compare John
x. 30), and thus the witness tending to one end springs from
one origin.
The internal arguments, therefore, would never be sufficient
of themselves to determine any one in favour of or against the

—

;

;

—

1

(

—

—

1

answer to Diisterdieck's question, as to how the testimony
heaven is to be distinguished from His testimony upon
earth.
Huther asserts that the trinity of the heavenly testimony would
" enter without any preparation for it " but we must remind him that in
ver. 6 " Jesus Christ" and the " Spirit" had been for the first time menThis, as the

of the Spirit in

;

tioned together.

1
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genuineness of the words in question.

If,

indeed, some old,

unlooked-for Greek codex should be discovered, containing the
passage, the critical question would take another aspect.

we do

How-

make an appeal to codices which are not in
our hands, but to those which we have and are acquainted with,
nothing remains but to make the unambiguous confession that,
ever, as

not

according to

all

in dispute

spurious.

is

So much

the sources at present in our hands, the clause

understood.

the

for

exegesis, vers. 7

1

and 8

How

critical

question.

no

difficulty,

offer

those expositors

As
when

respects the

it

ver. 6

who understand

is

rightly

the fiaprv-

must labour
and the blood into a demonstration for that Messiahship, needs no remark of ours.
Huther,
in particular, who refers the vScop to the baptism of John, exclusive of the Christian baptism, and remarks upon ver. 7, "All
these three expressions have here obviously the same meaning
as before," must be embarrassed by the consideration that the
Present Tense cannot well refer to John's baptism, as if it were
pelv of a testimony for the Messiahship of Jesus,
to torture the Spirit, the water,

still

bearing witness.

MapTvpeiv

is

to us, in ver. 7 as in ver. 6, that activity of

testimony by which the world

overcome.

is

It

is

the faith that

Son of God which (according to ver. 5) overcometh
the world and in what way, has been already said in ver. 6.
He who constitutes the Object and Matter of that faith, Christ,
came (as Conqueror) by means of this, that He did not, like
the Baptist, bring a mere symbolical requirement of regeneration, but, through the sacrifice of His blood, the very power of
Christ

is

the
;

And

regeneration.

the Spirit

who now worketh

in us faith in

1

The Complutensian received the clause from the Vulgate, and so also
Erasmus (first and second editions), Aldina
(1518), (apito 1521-34) omitted it but Erasmus restored it through fear
of man (third edition, 1522). Beza, Stephanus, and the Text. Rec. retained
it thenceforward.
Luther and Bugenhagen declared it to be spurious
Zwingli omitted it in his annotations Calvin was inclined to regard it as
genuine, on the ground of the Prologus galeatus, which he held as coming
from Jerome, and in which the omission of the clause is attributed to inThe Zurich translation of the New Testament,
fidelibus translatoribus.
1529, contains it but the succeeding editions are said to have inclosed it
in brackets, though the copy in my possession (1561) has it without
It was first received into Luther's translation in 1500.
brackets.
the ante-Lutheran translations.

;

:

;

;
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and

this Christ,

at the

same time that love which

is

derived from

the nature of Christ, Himself testifies before the world that
(this Spirit of Christian faith

John continues

"Otl, St

and Christian

Hebrew)

— "that

is

to say,"

He names

He

the truth.

»3 so often, and St John
we might translate, "there

are three that bear witness, the Spirit,
blood."

is

introducing, however, no reason, but

;

only an explanation (like the Heb.
thinks in

love)

the Spirit

first,

and the water, and the

not because the Spirit

is

" the only independent witness, not dependent on the water and
the blood" (Diisterdieck)

—

for,

without the act of the offering

of the blood of Christ, the Spirit would not put forth His

—

energy upon earth
but because the Apostle, after he had
spoken in the beginning of ver. 6 of that with which Christ had

now purposes to speak of the witness by which
overcome in the present. As such, he has already,
at the end of ver. 6, mentioned the 7rvevp,a, which to /xaprvpovv
But, this very
€<tti; and with this he now connects his words.
testimony of the Spirit ruling in believers, works in such
manner that those two instruments of victory with which Christ
in the past appeared upon earth, are not laid aside, but continue
their instrumentality, and are as it were continually reproduced
anew. First, the ivater, which (according to ver. 6) was common
to Him and to the Baptist
that is, water-baptism instituted by
Christ, in its characteristic as an external institution, as a sign
and symbol, and consequently as the representative of all the
means of grace administered by men, especially in its connection
with the preaching of the word, which is inseparable from
baptism, and, according to the apostolical ordinance, preceded
it.
But then, also, the blood, the blood of Christ that is, His
atoning death, which ever continues its subduing power on the
hearts of men.
Not, however, the blood of Christ alone,
for
come

in the past,

the world

is

;

—

St John writes generally that blood

is

a fiaprvpovv,

—
— but there

must be added the power of the witnessing blood, which, for
the testimony of Jesus, and in the spirit of Christ, in the spirit
of self-sacrificing, suffering love,

is still

poured out continually

by His people. And, as in ch. iv. the Spirit of God had been
viewed under two aspects, as the Spirit of confession and as the

we may say that in the water of baptism the
embodied which overcomes the lie of the world,
the blood of testimony that love which overcomes the

Spirit of love, so

confession

but in

is
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1

world's carnal power by suffering, even as Christ overcame

death by dying.

In the concluding words, koX

ol rpels

eh rb

ev elac, St

John

expresses the inseparable co-operation unto one end which

is

correlative with the unity of their origin in the one Spirit, who,
as the Spirit of confession

and the

Spirit of suffering love, ap-

Eh

to ev does not mean "together"
"
co-operating to one end ;" not, how(Luther, beisammen), but
"
leading clause, that Jesus is the
ever, with respect to the

proves His Divine power.

Christ " (Diisterdieck), but to the overcoming of the world.

Vees. 9-12. How "our faith" (ver. 4), by means of its
object and substance (Christ, who came with water and blood),
as also in virtue of its nature (of the Spirit, ver. 6,
still,

who, ver.

7,

and self-renouncing suffering

in connection with baptism

His testimony to Himself), has the
has been shown in
overcome the world
vers. 5-8.
Now, vers. 9-12, the other and subjective side of
it is shown, how
the matter is brought under consideration

and in

love,

power

these, bears

—

in itself to

;

this victory over the /cocyAo? takes effect in the individual

man.

The Apostle exhibits this to his readers, while he reminds them
how they themselves had been brought to the assurance of faith
by the " witness "

dilated

upon

vers. 6-8.

This, indeed, did not

take place through external arguments directed to the understanding, but through the power of a new life which Christ and
Christ's Spirit

had manifested

in

Thus St John comes
and power of faith, and

them.

to speak, vers. 9-12, of the assurance

thus demonstrates and illustrates its world-conquering character.
Ver. 9. " If we receive the testimony of men :" this premiss
(el with the Indicative) lays down an admitted presupposition,
from which an inference may and will be deduced. It is a

known

fact, that

we

(in

human

tribunal) accept the testimony
it its

The

measured value.

the idea of the

(Not— we

German

Christians). Granted, then, that

the testimony of God,

it

and

is

person plural serves to express
We, men, are wont to do so.

first

" man."

receive the testimony of men,

value,

example, before a \y
given by men, and give

affairs, for

which

dignity,

and

we

are accustomed to

how much more must we

receive

this being obviously /xel&v, greater in
St John, however, expresses
certainty
!

so concisely as to omit the iroaco fiaXkov Xafioijxev.

He

says
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only, " God's testimony

is greater ;" the complementary clause,
" consequently, the rather to be received," was self-understood.

"Oti

avTT) iarlv

rj

fxaprvpta,

second oti the E,ec. reads

But on

is

oti,

(So

rp>.

perfectly authenticated

k.t.X.

Instead of the

De Wette and

Sander.)

by Codd. A.B., Copt., Sahid.,

Armen., Vulg., and the Fathers (f/v originated manifestly in
The
the endeavour to conform ver. 9 to the following verse).
first on may be taken either as a causal particle, or as an explanatory " for, that is." Liicke adopts the former, and supplies
what is omitted before oti thus " But if we receive the testimony of God, we must believe that Jesus is the Christ for
this is in truth the substance of His testimony."
But such a
completion of the thought is exegetically untenable it exhibits
the same perversion which, from ver. 6 onwards, will think of

—

:

;

;

nothing but " demonstration of the Messiahship of Jesus."
Iluther correctly sees that the clause with oti serves to explain

and define the previous

idea,

r)

/xapTvpia tov &eov, that

say what testimony must be here understood.

is,

to

But, even then,

there are various views which may be taken.
Either the second
oti may be translated by " for ;" in which case the avTTj must
necessarily refer back to ver. 8 (" that

—

blood,

and

fied

concerning His Son").

it

Spirit

is

the testimony of

But

;

for

He

— water,

has

testi-

not present any

we cannot see what the words oti
mean to say in this case they would
meaning only if an clvtos came before the [xeorder to emphasize that it was God Himself who

clear process in the thought

fiapTvprj/cev, in

to say, this

this does

;

/.lefiapTvprj/cev, k.t.\. } really

bear a definite

is

God

;

gave this testimony. Or, the second oti may be translated
"that;" in which 'case the clause oti fie/iapTvprjfcev must be
regarded as the explanation and substance of the avTt] " This,
namely, is the testimony of God, that He has testified concerning His Son."
The emphasis then falls upon the words irepl
:

In any case, the Apostle does not mean thereby
Bengel and Liicke assume) that testimony which, according
to vers. 7, 8, still continuously goes on through the Spirit, the
water, and the blood
certainly not the purely internal testimony which is treated of in ver. 11 but he opposes to the continuous testimony which goes on through mans instrumentality,
the immediately-X^me, once-given testimony (fie/jLapTvprj/cev)
and this must be conceived of as no other than that of John i. 33
tov vlov avTov.
(as

;

:

;

'

1

(compare Matt.

John

28).

xii.

iii.

As

17,

JOHN

and the
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parallel passages,

the Apostle above, in ch.

iv.

21,

Mark

ix.

7

;

made it prothe Lord for

minent that we have an express commandment of
the dyaTTT], so similarly he points here, ch. v. 9, to the fact that
we have an express testimony of God Himself on which our
faith is founded.
And the words irepl tov vtov aurov plainly
remind us of the words of Matt. iii. 17 Mark ix. 7.
;

Ver. 10. This testimony, however, as given in the past,

He who

does not altogether end the matter.

Son

of

God

believeth on this

has the witness of God, not only externally to him-

self in the evangelical narrative,

and

as

something belonging to

the past, but internally and as an active and influential power.

The

like and selfsame testimony which was once uttered by
God, " This is My beloved Son," approves itself as true in us,

in believers, while
(as

is

it

mightily demonstrates

afterwards shown, ver.

1

power within us

its

1).

He, on the other hand, who does not believe (and

in

whose

inner soul, consequently, that testimony cannot demonstrate

power),

is

its

not excused (through this deficiency of a present

mighty demonstration within him) but he remains under this
he believeth not that historical and sure testimony
which God bore to His Son, and thereby " hath made God a
;

guilt, that

liar,"

that

is,

has treated

They who do

Him

from the Present

rvpv/cev,

as a liar

(compare ch.

not distinguish the Perfect in ver.

i.

10).

9, fxejxap-

in vers. 7, 8, are not in a position to

view rightly the thought of ver. 10.
Vers. 11, 12 serve the purpose of explaining and unfolding
the words " hath the witness in himself," ver. 10.
Kal avrv
cannot refer back to the " testimony which God hath testified,"
since in vers. 9, 10 the past historical testimony has
10
been already clearly distinguished from the testimony which
ver.

we

;

bear in ourselves at the present,

commencing clause of ver.
12
where it is said that the

to the
ver.

;

consequently hath not received

this

liather must avrt] go back
10.
pur]

This

is

confirmed by

7riarevcov hath not life,

testimony, ver. 11, which

simply consists in the possession of the ^a>rj consequently, it
cannot be demanded of him that he should believe this internal
testimony, nor can it be said of him that he maketh God a liar,
:

because he believeth not this testimony which hath not yet been
borne within him.

It is therefore perfectly plain, that

by the
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" witness which God hath given, ixejAaprvpriKev" and by the
not receiving of which the uj Jbeliever maketh " God a liar,"

something other must be meant than the internal experience of
This latter follows only upon

the life-giving power of faith.

The

faith itself.

fiaprvpia

fjv

p,e/xaprvpr]Kev must,

could already have perceived or rejected.

be the

testimony,

objective, historical

ledged Jesus as His Son.

on the other

man might and

hand, be something which the not-yet-believing

Consequently,

it

must

by which God acknow-

And, consequently, further, our
k.t.X., must refer, not to the

words, ver. 11, koX avrt] ecrnV,
second, but to the

"

difficulty.

God
of

And

God

The

of ver. 10.

the words themselves furnishes no particular
this is the

hath given to us

His Son."

member

first,

The meaning of

(fj/J-iv)

we

testimony (which
eternal

life.

And

have), that

this life is in

power
power which has awakened him from

believer has, as such, experienced the

in himself, the

spiritual death, and given him the victory over the / of self, the
power of a heavenly life. And in truth this heavenly life is
and subsists in the Person of the Son of God. It is the deathovercoming power of Christ, the Son of God, which the believer
has experienced, and experiences anew every day, upon and
within his soul. With him, therefore, doubt upon that point
he can no more doubt of the Divinity
is no longer possible
and Divine power of Christ than a recovered blind man can
doubt of the existence of the sun and of light. The Son of
God, with His power overcoming the kog/jlos, is to him a fact,
a most proper and essential experience. This is the blessing
which rests upon the belief of that objective historical /xaprvpia
of God concerning His Son, that a man attains thereby to this
internal experimental naprvpia of the living power of the Son
of God overcoming the world and death.
;

"

He

hath not

member

that hath the Son, hath life
life :"

;

he that hath not the Son,

these words develop and distribute the second

of ver. 11.

That "this

who hath

life is in

His Son," approves

—

Son hath life, and con" He who
(Grotius weakens the thought by saying
versely.
hath the Son hath a right to future eternal life." St John says
much more than this.)
itself in

the fact that he

the

:

Vers. 13-17.

It has

been maintained by

De Wette and

—
1

JOHN

others, against Spener, Bengel,
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and Liicke, that there

is

here

no formal beginning of a final section, but that the chain of
thought goes on continuously?. This, however, does not follow
from the mere fact that in vdr. 13 the idea of the " eternal life"
is resumed
for this idea is so profound, full, and comprehensive, as to justify us in thinking that St John, in the section
ch. v. 4-12, had been gradually introducing it in all its fulness,
in order to declare in his final section that this was the end of
all his writing, to show them that we have eternal life through
This is the very end which he lays
faith in the Son of God.
down, ch. xx. 31, as the final and consummate goal of his Gospel.
What speaks more strongly against the assumption that in
;

—

ch. v. 13 there

is

the formal

in the ordinary sense,

is

idea of the Fifth Part
still

continues to stamp

commencement

of a final section

the circumstance that the fundamental
the
its

—

world-overcoming power of faith
impress upon the whole strain of

Nevertheless, there is a sense in which vers. 13-21
form a concluding section. Not that the organic development of the thought comes to an end in ver. 12, a purely
hortatory and final appendage now following but the organic
development of thought has now attained its all-comprehending
crown or climax, so that the last strain of the last Part forms
at the same time a conclusion of the whole matter, a conclusion
which bears all the evident characteristics of being such.
That is to say, the words ravra eypaijra vficv, ver. 13, by no
means point back merely to vers. 10-12. How trivial would
it be to say, " This (that he who hath the Son hath eternal life)
have I written to you, that ye may know that he who believeth
" These things have
on the Son of God hath eternal life"
(Bengel)
to the ravra <ypd(f)o/jLev of
I written" rather refer back
That which St John tliere announced at the outset,
ch. i. 4.
he has now fully accomplished. He has written this whole
Epistle in order to bring his readers to this goal and topstone
of knowledge, that they, if they believe on the name of the Son
To this same faith it was his design
of God, have eternal life.
to lead them by his Gospel (John xx. 31) a new demonstration
1
of the internal and external connection of the two documents.
the thought.
actually

;

—

!

:

1

Olshausen says on this passage " The connection of the Epistle with
In John xx. 31 St John lays down the very
is here evident.
:

the Gospel

same end

for his Gospel."
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now

This concluding point he has
unfold in

still

ingly the

he

will

world-overcoming power, and exhibit accord-

its

7TLCTTi<i

But

therefore reached.

this last blessed result of faith, the " life eternal,"

even

also as in its consequences

overcoming the world.

But both these are exhibited in the hearing and granting of
prayer.
The believer is here represented as a man who, as it
place himself in command of the powers of God
In the confidence of faith he may pray, and God
heareth him. In the development of this thought it will be
seen (vers. 16, 17) that St John has especially in view intercession for the spiritual good of other men, and for their conversion
(and consequently, in this sense also, the proper overcoming of

were,

may

Himself.

the world).

In ver. 14 we must read, with the Bee. and B., and in
conformity with St John's

Lachmann, o,ri av).
have in Him, that,"

— and

not with the idea of the
the

The

TTLo-reveiv.

on, idv ri (against A. and

style,

"And

this

is

irapprjala

is

connected,

(Diisterdieck), but with that of

^corj

clause with otl does not serve to explain

God

the avrtj, for our TrappTjcrla cannot consist in that which

"Otl depends simply upon

doeth.
its

"

matter or substance.

heareth us,"

—

this

is

we

the confidence which

The

so on.

We

irappi^cria,

and only

sets forth

He

have the confidence that

the kernel of the thought

;

but, to

make

prominent how great and glorious a thing it is to be able to
possess such confidence, St John uses, instead of the simple
irappr^alav e^o/xev, the emphatic ica\ avrij icrrlv t) irapprjcrla rjv
Liicke

e%oju,ev.

is

right therefore in saying that the logical

completion of the clause would be thus
confidence which

we have

:

:

"

And

the

this is

(we have the confidence) that he

heareth us."

He
that,

(God) heareth

Here

will."

is

in the doctrine

petitioner

is

us,

"

if

we ask anything

according

confirmed what was observed upon ch.

to

His

iii.

22,

concerning the granting of prayer, the

always assumed to

the possession of a regenerate

live in the

life

;

Holy Ghost and

in

that, consequently, his sup-

from a will which is in accordance with the
and which frames its desires according to the norm
of God's Spirit and will
that, therefore, he never urges presumptuous requests, but prays only for that which Christ has

plication proceeds

Divine

will,

;

taught us to ask

for.

JOHN

1

V. 3-21.
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Ver. 15. If we know that God heareth our prayer (a/covet),
we have already the thing prayed for (even though the fulfilment may not be plain to our own eyes at once). So rightly
explain Episcopius, Liicke, and others (against Kickli, who finds
in ver. 15 the simple declaration, that

He

But the

if

God

hear our prayer,

nvbs itself involves the
granting compare ver. 14). In the knowing that God heareth
us, lies already the j)ossession of what is asked, even though the
will also grant

it.

aKove.iv

;

fulfilment of our request

This

eyes.

may

not be at once obvious to our

the highest glory of the confidence of prayer,

is

that the petitioner

may at

once, without doubt

as

he at

only asked

first

Indicative, a pure

God

for

it.

and with absolute

own

possession, even

— Instead

of edv with the

assurance, regard the thing asked for as his

Greek writer would have used

Indicative (as in ch.

el

with the

iv. 11).

17 St John speaks of a limit which is placed
world-overcoming power of prayer.
If any petition
might be supposed to be " according to the will of God," it

In

vers. 16,

to the

would certainly be the

petition for the conversion

and

salvation

of our neighbour. This is indeed prayer, not for myself, but
for him, and therefore springing from love
it is a prayer, not
;

and therefore
and coming of the kingdom of God. Hence,

for earthly good, but for the salvation of a soul,
for the extension

one might be misled into the theoretical notion that every
prayer for the conversion of a fellow-man must be heard and
The Apostle here obviates that erroneous inference.
granted.

Conversion proceeds in a sphere of its own, which touches at
points the domain of human voluntary determination
and

all

;

domain there is a point at which the human will may
have so hardened itself against the converting influences of the
grace of God, as that God cannot and will not any more save.
When this point has been reached, intercession has no assurance
in this

of being heard.
It is plain, and indeed uncontested, that this is the general
meaning of these words. The Apostle sets out with the pre-

supposition that one sees his d$e\(po<; s'm the d/xapriav

Odvarov.
el

with the Optative.
1

fir]

Trpos

Instead of the edv, another author would have used

Olshausen

tion of prayer

:

How wide the idea

"St John makes

— Prayer

specially

of aSeA,0o?

is,

we have

prominent the noblest applica-

for others."

Y

—
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SIN

and what St John

;

in ver. 8 says concerning the

witnessing, world-overcoming power of the alfia, that

is,

of the

which sacrifices its own life, shows ns that he did not limit
meaning, any more than his Lord (Luke x. 30 seq.), to mere

love
his

obligations towards our fellow-regenerate, exclusive of the obli-

who

gations of love towards those
First of

we must think

all,

community, but not

To

Christians.

of the

to the

be converted.

to

still

of the Christian

exclusion of those

who

are not

restrict the idea of a8ek(f)6<; to the regenerate is

altogether untenable, especially

the sin of apostasy, which, ch.

— He
—

not commit.
sense) sin

are

members

then

who

the dfiaprla rrpos Odvarov be

if

ii.

19, the truly regenerate can-

seeth his a$e\<p6<; (in the widest

his sin not being yet the sin unto death

—

should

him; and God 1
or he, the petitioner, 2 by his
prayer
will give him life.
This Scoaei ^co?]v of itself shows that
it is not so much the commission of an individual sinful action
which is meant by the d/xaprdveiv (in that case we should have
(not

may) pray

for

—

expected as the answer of the prayer, "

And God

will

for-

which is to be removed by
the impartation of a higher heavenly power of life.
And this
therefore must define and limit the idea of the " sinning unto
give

him"), as a

to

it

By

death."

state of sin

this also

action, deserving the

cannot be meant an individual external

punishment of death

and the papal expositors suppose, with a

Num.
of

xviii.

fyorj,

But

22)

;

(as

Moras, Lange,

false application of

for Odvarov can be here only the antithesis

and must not therefore be understood of bodily death.

7rpo9

Odvarov he

sins

who has brought

himself into such a

posture and state of soul as renders impossible the conversion to

rriara and

^(orj

(Calvin,

De

Wette, Liicke).

The one and only point of difficulty in the whole passage
is, whether and. how it can be surely known, as to a third person,
that the

That

d8e\<f)6<;

it is

much by

has committed that sin of internal reprobation.

supposed to be possible to be known,

is

shown not

so

the idv Tt? thy (which refers primarily to the general

dfiaprdvovra), as by this, that the repeated restriction, dfiaprdveiv
fir)

7rpo?

Odvarov and rol^ dfiaprdvovat

fir]

irphs ddvarov, impli-

the readers, when they see their brother sinning,
whether the sin be or be not the " sin unto death." The

citly requires

to test

J

2

So Beza, Socinus, Grotius, Spener, Bengel, Liicke.
So Erasmus, Calvin, De "Wette.

.

JOHN

1

how

question then arises,
reconciled with

death ;"

found

what

is

this
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mark

of cognisableness

may

be

said besides concerning the " sin unto

may be
be known

other words, what definite species of sin

or, in

which the mark that

in the case of

it

may

coincides with the other marks.

down

Diisterdieck lays

the following norms for the exposi-

1. That it may
That it can be committed only by a member of
the Christian community
3. That for him who has committed
it " there may not be prayer;" 4. That in and for itself it is
not distinguished from every other sin, since every sin is in fact
a sin unto death. Accordingly, he comes to the decision that

tion of the idea of the afiaprla 7rpb<; Odvarov

be known

;

:

2.

;

the "sin unto death" cannot be the "sin against the

Ghost, Matt.

xii.

31" (since

this

Holy

was committed by unbelievers);

nor impenitence continued even unto (bodily) death (since it
known whether any man would continue his im-

could never be

penitence unto death)

;

— but no other than shipwreck of

faith,

or apostasy.

However

generally correct this

unsolved by

qiiite

dieck was at

it

first

notion of Grotius,

Church

— how

may

far this sin

be, the question
is

is left

Diister-

cognisable.

disposed to regard with some favour the

who regarded excommunication from

the

commission of the sin unto death
as if that sin were to be known by what a man suffered, and
not by what he did and as if the Church might not be mis-

—

as the sure sign of the

;

taken in the infliction of excommunication
He afterwards says,
with Huther, that " a sin must be meant by which the internal
!

abandonment of life in Christ is consummated and
But thus every grosser sin, murder, denial of Christ,

may

be such a

sin

unto death."

however, whether the

We

may

man who commits an

declared.
adultery,

reasonably doubt,

act of adultery,

must

be therefore at once supposed to have finally and fully broken
connection with Christ. Diisterdieck finally takes refuge
the assumption, that " the whole representation of the sin

off all

in

unto death must have been far

less difficult to

the

first

readers

and that apostasy to Gnosticism must necessarily
miserable conclusion
meaning to their minds.

of the Epistle,"

have been
this,

its

A

after eighteen pages of investigation

Cerinthian Gnostics the only

be offered?

men

for

whom

!

Were

then the

prayer was not to
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these regulative principles for the exposition of the idea

a whole, partly incorrect, and partly

are, as

inefficient.

It

is

not

correct to say that the sin here treated of could be committed

only by the regenerate.

we

Gnosticism, then

committed
an error

this sin

to

make

If the sin unto death

are taught

we have

ch.

ii.

was apostasy

who

And

it is

ch. v. 1 prove that the idea of aSeA,<£o<?
:

in our observations

seen that, not the idea

to

19, that those

had never been truly regenerate.

limited to the fellow-regenerate
passage,

by

is

upon that

aSe\(£o<?,

but the con-

him

to the deriva-

textual process of the Apostle's thought, led

from the common fatherhood of God
viewed in itself, embraces the whole relation of man to man.
Accordingly, the

tion of the cvyaTTT] there

and on

ch.

;

15, that the idea aSeAt^o?,

iii.

first restriction falls

ther conversion

A

to the ground.

every sin be through which

incapable of any fur" sin against the Holy

therefore, both the

;

" sin unto death" will

man becomes

Ghost," spoken of in Matt.

xii.

31

seq.,

that

is,

unbelievers'

decided hardening of themselves against the drawing of grace,
and the sin of apostasy (comp. Heb. vi. 4) committed by members of the Christian

community (though, according

to ch.

not internally and in the fullest sense regenerate),
under the idea of the " sin unto death" alike.
19,

Secondly,

it is

ii.

fall

a perversion for him to maintain (misunder-

standing a saying of Calvin, that every, the smallest
deserve death) that every sin in itself
therefore, that the

is

sin,

a sin unto death

would
and,

;

question does not concern the objective

quality of the sin, but only the subjective condition of heart in

him who commits the

sin.

That would take away every vestige
and knowing the sin. But the

of the possibility of discerning

Apostle says in ver. 18 just the reverse, that not every sin
" sin unto death" in the sense of ver. 17.
Thirdly,

down
sin

it

is

as a third

unto death "

is

a

a very incautious way of speaking, to lay
mark, that for him who has committed the

we

are not to pray."

St John speaks more

he does not forbid the praying, 1 but he says, ov
irepl eiceivns \eyco Xva epwryaj).
Now, whether the irepl be
connected with epoorrjar) (as the majority of expositors think)
or with Xey<i> (which better suits the meaning of irepl)
in
cautiously

;

—

1

Olshausen writes here erroneously, " Love forbids

now

to pray."

—
JOHN

1

neither case

is

there
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any prohibition of prayer

in the

words

;

St John only takes this sin away from under the previous com-

mandment
pray

;"

to pray.

(It is

not

— " For

it

I say that he

may

not

the negation ou belongs decisively to the \eyco, not to

very important. For with it falls all
by him concerning the cognisableness of
this " sin unto death."
If St John forbids a Christian to pray
for the sinner unto death, he must presuppose that the having

But

epwrtjcrrj).

this is

that has been said

committed such a

sin

is

in

every case indubitably certain

;

but,

taking the words of ver. 17 in their simple meaning, the only

thing laid

down and presupposed
may

7ryjo<?

Odvarov, not unto death,

thus

all

is

this,

that a sin which is

fir]

known as such. And
That any particular sin
the general state in which

be surely

the difficulties are solved.

which another may commit, as also
he may be found, is not irpbs ddvarov
that he may still repent
and be converted
this may be easily and with the utmost
confidence known.
And where this is known with certainty,
where there is no necessity for thinking another to be hardened
Where, on
and past salvation,
there must be prayer offered.
the other hand, this certainty ceases, where there is reason to
assume or suppose that another has committed the " sin unto
death,"
there this prayer ceases (Grotius, Lange, Huther,
Besser).
Thus, in this latter case
that is, where there is
room for much doubt (absolute assurance is never possible to
any human eye). the intercession is not commanded ; neither

—

—

—

—

—

is it

forbidden r but

left to

the heart of the individual

:

only, that

in such cases such assurance of the hearing of prayer as

spoken of in ver. 14

seq.

cannot have place. 1

The

had been

Christian

is

defended against the dangerous supposition, that unconditionally,

and

in every instance, prayer for the conversion of a third

person must be granted. 2
1

The connection

There are

of thought, therefore,

is

cases, says St

not this

sion remains unheard, because the intercession itself

a,

:

in

Such an intercesforbidden one, and

God (Calvin, Bengel) but, conversely, Such an internot commanded, because the assurance of hearing is not given.
" Poterat autem aliBullinger's words on this point are very good

against the will of
cession
2

is

John,

;

is

:

quis pro impio aliquo contemtore Dei orare,

arguere mendacii.
trabis quidem,

Deumque ipsum, non

Istud at declinaret apostolus, notanter addidit

si ille

Deum

convertentem non contemserit.

Pro

auditus,
:

Impe-

eo, inquit,

qui ad mortem peccat, rogari nolo, i.e. nolo quis exspectet se quidquam
consecuturum, si oret pro perfidio et impio contemtore numinis."
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which man has destroyed his own capacity of conversion (Matt,
31 seq. Heb. vi. 4 seq.) and, where it may be assumed

xii.

;

;

that such a case

may

is

before us, intercession

is

not

commanded

:

it

not reckon upon that acceptance and answer, simply be-

cause,

whenever such a case occurs, the man has already

fallen

into spiritual Odvaros, into reprobation.

In
aSiKta
eari

ver. 17 follows the simple explanation that in fact every
is sin,

but that there

is

the substantive verb,

is

is

(Luther was much

the words.

That
from the arrangement of

a dyuapria ov 7rpo9 ddvarov.
plain

in error

when he took

dfiapria

as the subject, in the sense of d/xaprla rt?, eariv as the copula,

—

and ov rrphs ddvarov as the predicate.)
The first words have
an external resemblance to ch. iii. 4, but the likeness is only external.
There, the matter of the idea d/naprla was defined by
dvofita

;

by

fined

here, the comprehensiveness of the idea dfiapria
dZacia.

There, the point was, that sin

a transgression of the
is

commandments of God

is

is

de-

in its nature

here, the thought

;

that not merely the dfiapria 7rpbs Odvarov, but every dBi/cia,

falls

under the idea of dpiapria, while there

of the idea a sinning which

is

is within this range
" not unto death."
AhiKia is
'

therefore an idea altogether different from dvo/xia.

'Avofita

serves for the qualitative definition of the idea dfiapria

;

serves for

its

the specific

qualitative limitation.

commandments

sin (all sin) offends against

that

is

of

*

AvofiLa

God and in
;

is

that

ch.

iii.

dhucla

which offends
4

it is

said that

God's commandments. 'ASi/cia

is all

opposed to the inmost, deepest idea of StKaioavvn (ch.

i.

9

and ii. 29) and it is said in our passage that every deviation
from the nature of Him who is righteous and maketh righteous,
;

is

of itself sin, but that not every sin

is

a sin unto death.

Vers. 18-20 form a proper conclusion.
With a triple
John recapitulates three truths which he has dilated
upon in the course of the Epistle. The first, that every man who
is born of God sinneth not, but taketh heed and guardeth himself, and that Satan cannot touch him, had been unfolded, as to
olhafxev St

its

general substance, in the

and, as to

its

and the requirement of the
seq.)

;

first

section (ch.

foundation in sonship to

and, as

it

i.

God and

6,

ii.

3 seq.)

;

regeneration,

rnpeiv, in the third section (ch.

iii.

3

respects the security against the 7rovvp6<;, in

the second section (ch.

ii.

13 and 20

seq.,

and 27), and

also in

—
JOHN

1

The

the third.

world

and then formed the foundation of the second section

section,
ii.

(ch.

iii.

we are of God, while the
had been prepared for in the first

second truth, that

lieth in the evil one,

(ch.
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8 and 15

13

seq.), as also the

The

seq.).

second part of the third section

third, that Christ is

come, and hath given

us an understanding of the truth, had been copiously unfolded

but had been before that touched
Thus we see that St
20 and 22).
John does not here recapitulate the five main divisions, but three
main aspects and points of his teaching which had pervaded more
or less the various sections of his Epistle our obligation and prerogative of holiness
our opposition to the world our relation
to the Person of Christ.
in the fourth

upon

and

fifth sections,

in the second (ch.

—

ii.

:

;

;

The

first

of these three thoughts connects itself immediately

Not to obviate a perversion of his
a sin " not unto death " (Bengel)
for no

with the preceding verse.
doctrine that there

is

occasion had been given for such a perversion

—
— but

as the

simple appendage to his words, irao-a ahacia afiapria
as a

and
remembrancer of what had been taught throughout the
St John proceeds

Epistle,

hcrri'v,

Olha/xev (with reference to his

we know that every one who is born of
God sinneth not. These words have their full interpretation,
as it respects the subject, in our remarks upon ch. ii. 9, and, as
it respects the predicate, in our remarks upon ch. ii. 1 and 3,
having said

iii.

it

before),

3, 4, 9.

But St John appends

main thought two subordinate
sets against the negative ov%
afiaprdveu the positive a)OC 6 'yevvrjOels e/c rov ©eov rrjpel eavtov (where the Part. Aor. Pass, is employed to lay stress upon
the contrast between the past and completed yewnOrjvai and the
explanatory suggestions.

to the

First,

he

idea of rvpeiv, or of continuous preservation of grace)

;

but he

down the requirement of what
do on his own part, in order to realize

thus at the same time lays

the

Christian has to

the

" not sinning."

Tijpetv eavrov, elsewhere with a predicate, as

Tim. v. 22 James i. 27, "keeping oneself pure :" here
we must either supplement the predicate, " keeps himself as
one born of God," that is, preserves the new life and the state
in 1

;

of grace

Middle
sin).

;

or, rrjpecv

Trjpeladac, "

The

avrov is used in the sense of the
be on guard, taking heed " (that

latter explanation

is

the

more

natural.

(classical)
is,

against

St John had

:
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occasion here to mention, not the result (that he remains a
yevvrjOeU

etc

tov ©eov), but the means, that

and

his

is,

guarding

Moreover, he would have expressed in a clearer

against sin.

way the thought that "he who
who has a new life."

less abstract

is

born of

God

keeps himself as one

But as he, in the words aX\! 6, k.t.X., has mentioned the
means which we on our part must use, so in the concluding
words of the verse, /ecu 6 irovripos ov% airrerai, avrov, he gives
the ground of the confidence which we may have in the contest
with sin.
God on His part suffers it not that Satan should
touch us Satan may not touch us (cnnecrOai, as in the Sept.,
Ps. cv. 15, comp. Wisd. iii. 1) compare Luke xxii. 31, 32
Eph. vi. 11 seq. 1 Cor. x. 13. " It is not meant, that temptation itself may be avoided" (on the contrary, comp. Eph. vi. 12;
1 John ii. 13), "but that the tempting attack shall be made
hurtlessly, and be victoriously repelled" (Diisterdieck). A touching is signified which would wound us (our new man), and do
:

;

;

us injury.

In

ver. 19 the second

In

are of God.

ment

— He that

ver. 18
is

main truth follows We know that we
was laid down as a universal judg:

it

born of

the specific judgment

God sinneth not
know that we

in ver. 19 follows

;

— We

are of

But

God.

with this is presently contrasted the koct/xo^, the antithesis of
the " we."
Kal o koct/j,o<; o\,os ev tu> irovripip neural. The predicate ev to5 7rov7]poj Kevrai does not merely constitute the negative of en tov

we

©eov

elvat, as if

are of God, but the world

ev T&) Trovnpu) KelaOat

is

the sense were, "
is

not of

;"

God

much weakened,

if

We know that
and the idea of

we regard

(as is

generally done) the " lying in the evil " as merely the " being

and wrong

in a miserable

state generally."

Deuter, but, as the antithesis of
t&>

irovqpw

is,

etc

'Ev

generally, parallel with the elvat

the Apostle must have had some reason

tov TTovnpov eaTiv (as in ch.

iii.

Trovrjpep is

©eov, masculine.

why he

e/c

not

Kelcrdai ev
tov ©eov, but

did not write

10-12 and John

viii. 4,

e/c

comp.

1 John ii. 16)
and this reason is to be sought in his habit of
making the second member of an antithesis overpass the first 1
;

1

So fixed

is this

habit of St John, that even in ch. v. 12, where the

member does not in fact overpass the first, he introduces in the
second member at least & formal change and advancement, that of tov ®toi>
second

added to

tov viov.

—
1

JOHN

:
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(compare above, ch. i. 6 and 7, and elsewhere). Concerning
the world he says, not merely that it is " of the irovrjpos" or has
him for a father, and bears his nature, but also that it " lies in
not, indeed, like an unborn
him," that is, lies in his bosom,

—

child in the mother's

womb

(Spener, Steinhofer, after Isa. xlvi.

which would be only another form of being " of the evil
and moreover would be an altogether inappropriate figure,
but like an infant on the bosom of a mother or a father,
which is absolutely given up to its parents' power (Calvin,
3),

one,"

—

Consequently, St John speaks not only of

Bengel, Liicke).

the origin and nature of the world, but also of the destiny which
last words include at the same
which are e/c rov 0eov.
Ver. 20. The clause, on e/e rov Qeov ia/xev, leads naturally
to the third great truth, to the person of Him through whose
mediation we have become children of God. We know that
the Son of God r\icei, " has come " (compare ch. iv. 9 and 14),

it

has to expect

and thus these

;

time a consolation for the

rj/xeis

and hath given us 1 hidvoiav ha ycvdxT/ccofiev rov dXrjOcvov.
Aidvoia is not " knowledge" (Liicke), but the power of capacity
2 Pet. iii.
of knowing (Luther, Bengel), compare Eph. iv. 18
1
and, especially, the facultas cognoscendi, as it rests" upon an
Eph. ii. 3
Matt. xxii. 37
ethical-religious basis (1 Pet. i. 13
Heb. viii. \o, x. 16; Luke i. 51 Col. i. 21). It may there;

;

;

;

;

" sense " or " discernment."

fore be appropriately translated

As

Christ has

come

(in the sense of ch. iv. 9),

and through this
communi-

act of love has kindled love in us (ch. iv. 10), thus

cating His nature to us, he has furnished us with the under-

standing which

For God

is,

is

necessary in order that

according to ch.

i.

6,

iv. 8,

we may know God.

<£w9

and

wydirt]',

and

who is penetrated by His light, and kindled by His love,
can know Him.
But God is here termed the akr)6i,v6s, not
as He who is the d\r]6eLa, and not as He who possesses the
only he

—

attribute of truth

;

d\r)divo<;

forms here, as at the conclusion of

and John xvii. 3, the antithesis to fictitious, or false
(Calvin, Huther, and most others).
The true God stands in
opposition to the imagined and vain gods, which are not </>«?
and are not tvydirrj.
icai ea^ev iv
In the concluding words which now follow

this verse

1

That Ula»e» has the same subject as sj*s/ is clear, and has been adall expositors with the exception of Bengel.

mitted by
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rep a\r)6cva>, iv ra> vla>
6tvb<i

0eo? Kal

£&)r)

avrov 'Iwcrov Xpicrrov' ovto? icrrw o oXtj-

aloovtos

— St John reaches

in his recapitula-

comprehending the crown
and quintessence of all his teaching, which he had reached at
the close of the development of the Fifth Section, ver. 12, and
from which the final Section, ver. 13, had set out. " We are
in Him that is true" (God), not merely e/c rov Geov, begotten
of Him, born again of Him, but in virtue of that being in Him
(compare John xvii. 23, and above, 1 John ii. 6 and 24). But
in Christ we are in God
that is, because we are, and as long as
we are, in Jesus Christ, we are in the Father. The words ia/xev
iv ra> aXn6iV(p constitute together one verbal idea, to which the
words iv ru> v!a> avrov 'lncrov Xpicrrov are added as an explanatory definition.
Our "being in the True" is the being
found in Christ. Similarly, it was said in John xvii. 33, " I in
them, and Thou in Me" (consequently, through My mediation,
"Thou in them"). That iv ra via>, k.t.X., are not in apposition to iv ra> akT)divQ> (Yulg., Erasmus) is self-evident
for the

tion the

same fundamental

result,

;

;

Genitive avrov refers to the

a\r)0iva>,

and, consequently, the

from "His Son."
by any means follow from this distinction
between the akrjOwos and "His Son" that outo? must in the
closing words refer back to aXrjOivos (as Grotius and many
others assume), and cannot point to vios.
It is quite possible
in itself, and very much in harmony with the style of St John's
favom'ite turns of thought and expression, that he should, after
having distinguished the oXtjOivos from His vios, simply say
concerning the same Son, that He was Himself the aknOivos
aXrjOivo<i is distinguished

But

0eo?.

does not

it

(So Bullinger, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Bengel, Olshausen,

Stier, and, generally, all

And

Episcopius.)

orthodox expositors

this interpretation

comparison with the former.
Father,

it

would be a

twice called 6

For,

is

if

flat repetition, after

a\rjOivo<i, to

say

now

;

the
it

even the Arminian

more probable,
is

in

referred to the

the Father had been

again, " This

is

the oXtjOlvos

And, as it respects the second predicate, koX £<wr/ aloovcos,
the Son had been in ver. 12 seq. with such precision exhibited
as He in whom we have the £,wr),
this had been in ver. 12 so
@eo?."

—

down

as the final climax of the

whole development,
and in ver. 13 as the goal and consummate issue of the whole
Epistle,— that we here, at the close of the conclusion, might
plainly laid

1
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almost have naturally expected some such thought as that the
is eternal life.
Moreover, in the previous member of the

Son

verse, the proper predicate-idea lay in the

we

these words declared, not that

words iv

are in

God

tQ> vla>, k.t.X.

:

generally, but

God" has its basis in Christ His Son ; and
more natural that outo? should be referred to

that our " being in
this also

makes

it

The only thing which seems

to oppose this

view

is

the article

When

St John, in the Gospel, ch. i. 1,
etc., teaches the divinity of the Logos, he writes kclL @eo? r/v 6
Xoyo?.
This is correct. But it may be questioned whether it
was the Apostle's design in this passage to attribute to the Son
before aXrjBivo^ @eo?.

—

the predicate of divinity
that is, to say concerning Him that
He was of a Divine nature. What would be the force of such

a declaration here

It

?

is

St John's purpose to say, not what

Son of God is, but who He is. Not that He was more than
mere man, and partaker of the Godhead, but that this Son, distinguished from the true God as His Son, was yet also the true
God Himself to say that, was strictly in keeping. For, thus
writing, St John teaches us two things
that this vios is, on the
the

—

:

one hand, identical with the akrjOivos 6>eo? Himself; and, on
the other, that

He

is

for us the source of eternal

life.

— Now,

what any one is, the predicate must have no article
in declaring who any one is, the predicate must have the article.
Accordingly, Diisterdieck is wrong when he says that he must
in declaring

;

" maintain, with Liicke, that the Apostle could not have written

more confusedly than

Son of God, immediately
from the true God, as being
this true God Himself."
There would have been confusion
here, only if any reader had been in danger of misunderstandto exhibit the

after having distinguished

ing the Apostle's ovtos,
to the Trarrjp as

Him

k.t.X., as

placing the vios in opposition

the aX^Oivo^ ©eo<?, and as declaring the irary^p

be a false God. But there was no need to fear such a misunderstanding as that, more especially as St John had imme-

to

diately before

On

named

the other hand,

it

the Father unconditionally the aXrjOivos.

would have been

like confusion, if the Apostle,

who

to

our mind something

so plainly teaches in his

Gospel the eternal divinity of the Xoyos, should have done
nothing more in the Epistle than distinguish the Son from the
Father, and from the Father as

from

the aXriOivos,

without

;
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adding a single word as

to their real identity of nature.

dieck, indeed, seems to fear heterodoxy here

Diister-

" the distinction

:

between the Son and the Father would be obscured" by this
exposition.
That would be the case if St John had said of the
Son, ovros eariv 6 Trarrjp but not when he says of the Son,
oyr6<; ia-Tiv 6 a\7]6ivb<{ @eo<?.
For 6 aXrjdtvbs 0eo9 is simply no
other than a definition of the Divine collective personality in
opposition to the creature (and here in opposition to false gods)
and One is called 6 aXr}6ivos @eo<?, in such case as His internal
trinitarian relation is out of view.
That this Son, on whom
;

;

our " being in the true God"

We

St John here says.
doxy, that the Son

and the
had not

is

may

rests, is

this true

God

Himself,

say, in strictest scholastic ortho-

ojxoovaLo^ ra> Trarpl, and, with the Father

Spirit together,

is

the Three-One God.

But St John

speak the language of the schools, but the language

to

of revelation.
Christ, as

—

Him
A.B.
tj

;

He

also

is

the true

is

£<yr)

God Himself

amvios (the

and St John never writes

ald>vi,o<i

"Cfdrj,

— that

article before
97

fav

or without the article

aloovio<s,

£&>;/

is,

^cdt) is

One

with

wanting in

but always either

alwvtos:).

He is eternal

he who hath Him hath life (ver. 12). It is worthy
of notice that it is never said of God the Father that He is life,
but only that He hath life (John v. 2Q, comp. ch. i. 4, xi. 25,
xiv. 5).
The Father as such is not life but God Himself is
life

;

that

is,

;

the Eternal Living

and

this

One

Son Himself

the creature " hath

Ver. 21

is

as

from

eternity begetting the

" the Life" for the creature, in

Son

whom

life."

many

think) an "abrupt" final exhortaby the idea of the akrjdivos @eo<?.
If the Father, who hath revealed Himself in Christ, is the true
God, if the Son, in whom we have the Father, is the true God,
it follows that we must guard ourselves against all idols, that
1
is, against all false gods.
This idea is a general, and very comprehensive one it embraces all things and everything which
may be opposed to the God revealed in Christ, and to His worship in TTvev/xa and in aX^Oeia.
Preeminently, therefore, it
embraces the delusive and vain idols of the Cerinthian Gnostition,

—

but

is

is

not (as

clearly mediated

—

:

1

Olshausen

:

" ii'oaMv

is

the antithesis of the true God."

—
1

cism,

and

infidelity,

also the idols

and
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whether ancient or modern

;

but

false mediators of superstition, to

it

includes

whom

the

due only to God in Christ
be their name Madonna, or saints, or Pope, or priesthood, or
pictures, or good works, or office, or church, or sacraments.
The One Being in whom we have tt)z> %corjv is Christ, who " is
come not with water alone, but with water and blood;" and
therefore our trust should never be reposed in the water alone
but for ever in His atoning death,
in the signs and institutions
And this
signs
are
designed
to remind us.
these
of which
Christ we possess through the Spirit of God, whose marks and
tokens are not priestly vestments, but faith and love. In this
confidence

is

transferred which

is

—

meaning the Apostle's cry sounds forth through all the ages in
the ears of all Christians Little children, keep yourselves from idols
:

!
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That which was from the beginning, which we have heard,
which we have seen with our eyes, which we have beheld and
our hands have handled
concerning the Word of life (and
the Life was manifested ; and we have seen, and bear witness,
and declare unto you the Eternal Life, which was with the
Father, and was manifested unto us), That which we have
seen and heard declare we unto you, that ye also may have
fellowship with us, and that our fellowship (may be) with the
Father, and His Son Jesus Christ. And this we write unto

—

—

you, that our joy

may

be

full.

we have heard

Him, and
no darkness
at all.
If we say that we have fellowship with Him, and walk
in darkness, we lie, and do not the truth
but if we walk in
the light, as He is in the light, we have fellowship one with
another, and the blood of Jesus His Son cleanseth us from all
sin.
If we say that we have not sin, we deceive ourselves, and
This then

is

the message which

declare unto you, that

God

light,

is

and

in

Him

of

is

;

the truth

and

is

not in us

;

but

if

just to forgive our sins,

eousness.
liar,

If.

we say

and His word

is

that

we

and

confess our sins,
to cleanse us

we have

not in us.

not sinned,

— My

little

He

from

is

all

faithful

unright-

we make Him a

children, this I write

unto you, that ye may not sin. And if any man sin, we have
an Advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ, who is righteous.
And He is the propitiation for our sins ; and not for ours alone,

—

but for all the world.
And hereby we know that we have
known Him, if we keep His commandments. He that saith, I
have known Him, and keepeth not His commandments, is a
liar, and the truth is not in him.
But whoso keepeth His

word

in

him the

love of

God

is

in truth perfected.

Hereby

—
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know we that we are in Him. He that saith he abideth in
Him, is bound, as He walked, so also himself to walk.
Beloved, I write no new commandment unto you, but an
old commandment, which ye had from the beginning.
The
old commandment is the word which ye have heard.
Again, a
new commandment I write unto you, that which is true in Him
and
light

in

you

:

that the darkness

He

already shineth.

is

in act

of passing, and

that saith, he

is

the true

the light, and

in

now. He that loveth
and there is no offence in Him.
But he that hateth his brother is in darkness, and walketh in
darkness, and knoweth not whither he goeth, because the darkhateth his brother,

is

in darkness until

his brother abideth in the light,

ness hath blinded his eyes.

—

I write unto you, little children,
because your sins are forgiven you through His name. I write

unto you, fathers, because ye have known
beginning.

I write unto you,

come the wicked

one.

because ye have

known

Him

that

is

from the

young men, because ye have over-

I have written unto you,

little

children,

I have written unto you,

the Father.

Him that is from the beginning.
young men, because ye are strong, and
the word of God abideth in you, and ye have overcome the
wicked one. Love not the world, neither the things that are in
the world.
If any man love the world, the love of God is not
in Him.
For all that is in the world, the lust of the flesh, and
the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life, is not of the Father,
but is of the world. And the world passeth away, and the lust
fathers, because

ye have known

I have written unto you,

thereof

;

but he that doeth the will of

Little children,

it is

the last hour

now

Antichrist shall come, even

:

God

and

as

abideth for ever.

ye have heard that

there are

many

antichrists,

whereby we know that it is the last hour. They went out from
us, but they were not of us
for if they had been of us, they
would have continued with us but that they might become
manifest, that they were not all of us.
And ye have unction
from the Holy One, and know all. I have not written unto
you, because ye know not the truth, but because ye know it,
and (know) that all that is lie is not of the truth. Who is the
;

;

but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ ? This is the
who denieth the Father and the Son. Whosoever
denieth the Son, hath not the Father he that acknowledged

liar,

Antichrist,

:

the Son, hath the Father also.

Let that abide

in

you which ye
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have heard from the

If that which ye have heard
bes;innin<j.
from the beginning shall remain in you, ye also shall remain in
the Son and in the Father.
And this is the promise that He
hath promised us, eternal life. This have I written unto you

—

And

concerning them that seduce you.

ye, " the anointing

which ye have received from .Him abideth in you," and u ye
need not that any man teach you ;" but as " the same anointing
teacheth you concerning all things ;" and " it is true and no
lie," and " as it hath taught you, abide in it."
And now, little

—

children, abide in

Him

that,

;

when He

shall appear,

we may

have confidence, and not be ashamed before Him at His coming.
If ye know that He is righteous, know that every one that doeth
righteousness is born of Him.
Behold, what love hath the Father given unto us, in this,
that ice should he called

world knoweth us

we

and are children of God!

children of God, and

shall be.
like

Him,

knew Him

it

hath not yet been revealed what we

We know that,
for

we

Therefore the

— Beloved, now

it

not, for

shall see

when

Him

it

as

not.

shall

He

are

be revealed, we shall be

is.

And

every

man

hath this hope towards Him, purifieth himself, even as

that

He

is

Whosoever committeth sin committeth also transgression
of the law, and sin is transgression of the law
and ye know
that He was manifested that He might take away sins, and in
Him is no sin. Whosoever abideth in Him, sinneth not. Whosoever sinneth, hath not seen Him, nor known Him.
Little
children, let no man deceive you. He that doeth what is right,
is righteous, even as He is righteous
he that doeth what is sin,
is of the devil
for the devil sinneth from the beginning.
For
this purpose the Son of God was manifested, that He might
destroy the works of the devil.
Whosoever is born of God
committeth not sin for His seed remaineth in him and he
pure.

;

—

:

;

;

cannot

God

sin,

because he

;

is

born of God.

In

this the children

of

and the children of the devil. Whosoever
doeth not righteousness is not of God, neither he that loveth
not his brother. For this is the message that ye heard from the
beginning, that we should love one another not as Cain was
of that wicked one, and slew his brother.
And wherefore slew
he him ? Because his own works were evil, and his brother's
righteous.
Marvel not, brethren, if the world hates you. We
know that we have passed from death unto life, because we love
are manifest,

;

—

;
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he that loveth not, abideth in death. Whosoever
and ye know that no muris a murderer
In this we have perderer hath eternal life abiding in him.
ceived love, that He laid down His life for us. And we are bound
But whoso hath this
to lay down our lives for the brethren.
world's sustenance, and seeth his brother have need, and shutteth
the brethren

:

hatetli his brother

up

;

bowels from him,

his

— Little children,

how

Hereby

but in deed and in truth.

be of the truth.
that

if

dwelleth in

And

before

Him

our heart condemn us,
Beloved,

things.

if

him the

God?

love of

us not love in mere word, nor in tongue,

let

God

we know whether we
we convince our hearts,

shall

shall
is

greater,

and knoweth all
we have con-

our heart condemn us not,

we may ask, we receive of
we keep His commandments, and do that which is

fidence towards God, and, whatever

Him

for

;

And

His commandment,
His Son Jesus Christ, and
love one another, as He gave us commandment.
And he that
keepeth His commandments dwelleth in Him, and He in him ;
and thereby know we that He abideth in us, by the Spirit which
He hath given us.
Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits, whether
they he of God; for many false prophets are gone out into the
Hereby know ye the Spirit of God Every spirit that
world.
confesseth Jesus Christ as having come in the flesh, is of God
well-pleasing in His sight.

That we should

believe the

name

this is

of

:

and every

spirit that

confesseth not Jesus,

this is that of Antichrist,

is

not of

God

whereof ye have heard that

it

and

;

should

now already is it in the world. Ye are of God,
and have overcome them ; because greater is He
that is in you, than he that is in the world.
They are of the
world therefore speak they of the world, and the world heareth
We are of God he that knoweth God, heareth us he
them.
that is not of God, heareth not us. Hereby know we the Spirit
of truth, and the spirit of seduction.
Beloved, let us love one
another for love is of God, and every one that loveth is born
of God, and knoweth God. He that loveth not, hath not known
God for God is love. In this was manifested the love of God
towards us, that God sent His Son, His Only-begotten, into the
world, that we might live through Him.
In this is love not
that we have loved God, but that He loved us, and sent His
Son to be the propitiation for our sins. Beloved, if God so
come, and even

little

children,

;

:

;

—

;

;

:

z
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loved us,

we

God

seen

at

are bound
any time
:

also to love
if

we

No man hath
God abideth in
Hereby we know that we

one another.

love one another,

and His love is perfected in us.
Him, and He in us, because He hath given us of His
Spirit.
And we have seen, and do testify, that the Father sent
Whosoever shall conthe Son to be the Saviour of the world.
fess that Jesus is the Son of God, God dwelleth in him, and he
And we have known and believed the love which God
in God.
hath in us God is love and he that abideth in love, abideth
Herein is love with us made perin God, and God in him.
for as
fect, that we have confidence in the day of judgment
He is, so are we also, in this world. There is no fear in love

us,

abide in

:

;

—

;

;

but perfect love casteth out fear (for fear hath torment)

he that feareth

is

but

not perfected in love.
We love, because He
a man say, " I love God," and hateth his

— If

loved us.

first

:

is a liar
for he that loveth not his brother, whom
he hath seen, how can he love God, whom he hath not seen?
And this commandment have we from Him, That he who loveth

brother, he

God

;

Whosoever believeth that Jesus is
and every one that loveth Him that

love his brother also.

the Christ,

is

born of

begat, loveth

know

that

we

him

God

;

Him. By this we
when we love God and

also that is begotten of

love the children of God,

keep His commandments. For this is the love of God, that
we keep His commandments and His commandments are not
;

grievous

And

for whatsoever

:

this is the victory

Who

is

born of

God

overcometh the world.

which hath overcome the world

:

our

he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth that Jesus is the Son of God ?
This is He that came
by water and blood, Jesus the Christ not with water only, but
with water and blood.
And it is the Spirit that beareth wit-

faith.

is

;

For there are three that bear
and the water, and the blood and these
three tend to one.
If we receive the witness of men, the witness of God is greater this is the witness of God, that He hath
given testimony to His Son. He that believeth on the Son of

ness, that the Spirit is truth.

witness, the Spirit,

;

—

:

God

hath the witness in himself

hath made
that

God

Him

in

liar,

:

he that believeth not

His Son

:

God

God

because he hath not believed the witness

hath borne concerning His Son.

testimony, that
is

a

hath given to us eternal

he that hath the Son hath

And

this is the

life

;

and

life

;

he that hath

this life
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you, that ye
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have I written unto
life, ye that believe

eternal

name of the Son of God. And this is the confidence
we have towards Him, that, if we ask anything according
to His will, He heareth us. And if we know that He heareth us,
whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the petitions that we
desired of Him.
If any man see his brother sin a sin not unto
death, he shall ask, and give him life,
to them that sin not
in the

that

—

unto death.
say that
is

There

we should

is

a sin unto death

not concerning

:

All unrighteousness

pray.

is

sin

;

it

do I

but there

a sin not unto death.

We know
he that

is

:

that whosoever

God

born of

is

born of

God

sinneth not

;

but

guardeth himself, and the wicked one

toucheth him not.

We know
in the

:

that

we

are of God,

But we know

:

that the

us an understanding, that

we

and the whole world

lieth

wicked one.

are in

Him

that

is

true God, and eternal

Son

of

God

is

come, and hath given

we may know Him

true, in

that

life.

Little children, keep yourselves

from

idols

!

true.

is

His Son Jesus Christ

:

And

this is the

THE
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two documents which bear the name

in our

Canon

^||gj& of the Second and the Third Epistles of St John, are
distinguished in a very marked manner, and in several
while, on the other hand, they may
be regarded in a certain sense as very similar to it. They are
distinguished from it, in the first place, by their brevity ; in the

ways, from the First Epistle

;

second place, by their object and character,

—neither

of

them

being addressed to a church, but the former to a Christian

woman named Kyria
Gaius (3 John
third place,

1),

(2

John

1),

and the

— both therefore

by the

latter to a

somewhat
and 3 John, ver. 1)

fact that the author calls himself,

mysteriously, 6 Trpea-fivrepo*;, the Elder (2
in the fourth place,

man named

to private persons; in the

and

finally,

;

by the circumstance that neither

the canonical character of these Epistles, nor the view held concerning their author,

was firmly established

in patristic antiquity.

On

the other hand, the Second Epistle bears some resemblance to

the First in respect to
its

doctrinal form,

which

is

different.

its

which

doctrinal matter,
is

similar,

which

is

the same, and

but not in respect to

its style,

(In regard to the second point, that of form,

John 5-7, and ver. 9, is so obviously a literal exfrom the First Epistle, or direct allusion to it, that on that
very account the Second Epistle may be as naturally attributed
In the Third
to another author as to the Apostle himself.)
In ver. 11
Epistle we find no resemblance in style to the First.
occurs a turn of thought which may be explained (after the

the passage, 2
tract

1

analogy of 2 John 5-7) as a close reminiscence of or allusion
and this may be explained as the work of
to the First Epistle
;

1

But, besides this passage,

Johannaean ideas;

e. #.,

2

John

we
12.

are encountered

by many

specifically

—
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another author than the Apostle, just as in Polycarp

And

sions to the Apostolical Epistles.

have no

less

we

find allu-

in this very ver. 11

we

then four un-Johannaean expressions (to kukov, to

The

dya6ov, aya0o7Toieiv, KCLKOTroielv).

address

cuyairriTe, ver. 4,

any case irrelevant; for St John's employment of the
address dycnrrjToi, in addressing the Church in the First Epistle,
does not exclude the possibility that another Christian might
have addressed his friend and fellow-labourer as dyairrjTe.
The word fiaprvpeiv is in 3 John 3 and 12 used in a sense
quite different from that of 1 John 1, 2, etc.
But vers. 5-10
deviate so strikingly from all that we recognise as St John's
1
style,
that any one who has any sense of stylistic distinctions
and differences must feel himself decided. The construction
is

in

of clauses, the turn of thought, the phraseology,

are dif-

all

Instead of the perfectly transparent and Hebraistic dic-

ferent.

tion of the AjDostle,

we

find a decidedly

Greek

not on that account pretending to beauty of

diction
style,

;

though

but rather

somewhat obscure, because closely condensed^ The Apostle
could write better Greek (less Hebraistic) than he was wont to
do, when he took pains to do so
but here we seem to have to
;

do with a writer who, when he takes his

own

free course,

thinks and writes in Greek.

But now we are met by another striking fact. The Second
and Third Epistles show so decisive a resemblance to each other,
that there can be no doubt
there never has been any doubt
as to their coming from the same hand.
Compare 2 John 1 with
3 John 1 (wyairw iv aXrjdela) 2 John 4 with 3 John 3 (i^dpyv
Xiav)
2 John 12 with 3 John 13, 14 (Sid yu-eXavo? kclL /caXdpiov
ypcupeiv, and aro/jLa Trpos aropa XdXeiv).

—

;

;

Now,

if

an author, who,

like the

author of the Third Epistle,

writes in a style altogether different
theless, in ver.
1

from the Apostle, never-

11, so plainly reproduces the language of St

The expressions

iiyiaiuuv, ilohovadcci^ 7rpo 7ri u.-7ritv difyug rov Qsov, x.otvu,

t

vtiv, otOccx'''" Qtpttv, irepiKccTsiv

axrai ro

x.ocx.6v,

—expressions, instead

St John never uses
And, though no one

to dyxt)6v, are simply such as

which he constantly uses others.
would of itself have much weight,
yet their concurrence to such an extent within the compass of so few verses,
and verses, too, which have nothing in their matter specifically Johannsean,
tells very heavily on the case.
We may add also the large proportionate

number

of composite verbs, such as

ivtihovadxi.

of

of these expressions

^Ao^anww,

<x.yos.9owoifiv, x,u.x.o%otuv,
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John's First Epistle, ought not the appearances which meet us
in the Second Epistle, vers. 5-7 and ver. 9, of resemblance in
matter and phrase to that Epistle, to be explained in the same
manner, that is, as allusions to it and intentional reminiscences ?
Even the remarkable reproduction of St John's style in 2 John 2
might be very well resolved into a reminiscence of the (written
and oral) diction of the Apostle, and consequently into an involuntary imitation, without our being justified in saying, with
De Wette, that " the author must have slavishly copied the

is

For

and writing."

style of the Apostle's thinking

the only passage in which there

is

2

John 2

a simple imitation of

(though even here not without some reference in the
matter to Johannajan dicta; comp. 1 John ii. 24 and 27) all
other resemblances in style are found only in such passages
style

:

as designedly

make

allusion to

definite sayings

Epistle (such as 3 John 11 to 1 John
1

John

7; and 2 John 12

ii.

to 1

6;

iii.

John

John v.
passages (2 John

of these

1

2, iv. 1, 3,

10),

we

are

ii.

23)

John

5 to

4), or where such

i.

sayings are almost expressly quoted (such as 2

compared with

of the First

2

;

John

6, 7,

and

9,

and, even in one

met by the

striking fact

that the writer substitutes et tis for the usual edv rt? of St

John.
(3

It

has been observed before, that in another passage

John 11) he reproduces St John's turn

of expression which

Thus,

if

is

of thought in a

form

not St John's.

we had no

other information concerning these two

Epistles than that which they themselves furnish, their

own

peculiar character would lead us to the conclusion that they

were written, not by the Apostle, but by a man who belonged
Johannsean labours as a scholar and cooperator, who had read St John's writings, and who used and

to the circle of the

quoted these writings, especially the First Epistle, just in the
same way as we find the Apostolical Epistles used and quoted

by Polycarp and Clemens Komanus. 2 John particularly must
have been written under the influence of the teaching of St
John's First Epistle.

And if we turn to external testimonies, this view is not
weakened, but on the contrary confirmed. We attach no importance to the fact that the two Epistles were entirely wanting
Terfor a considerable time in the canon of many churches.
tullian

and Cyprian do not mention them.

But

that the Syrian
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Church did not

receive

the sixth century,

may

them

into

its

ecclesiastic version until

be sufficiently explained by three circum-

first, that the two Epistles were merely private letters
(though of a pastoral character) secondly, that one of them

stances

:

;

was even addressed to a woman and, thirdly, that with the
exception of what they have in common with (or rather what
;

they derived from) the First Epistle of St John, they contain
little

that

Church.

was

specifically appropriate to the edification of the

— But

that the

Fragment

of Muratori

knew

of the

second only, and not the third, is no more true than that it
" denied both Epistles to the Apostle" (Dusterdieek).
have

We

proved in the Introduction to the Apocalypse that the words of
the Fragment, " Epistola sane Judae et superscript Joannis

(= Sva<;) in Catholica habentur," must refer, not to the
and second of John, but only to the second and third of
John. The design of the Fragment was, in a purely practical
interest, to instruct the reader what writings he must avoid as
heretical, and what he might read as orthodox.
The First
duas
first

Epistle of St

had been

John

did not

come

into question at

distinctly referred to in the

The only purpose which

Fragment

all

;

for

it

as apostolical.

the words above-quoted served, was to

prevent the Epistle of St Jude and the second and third of

John (which were received only by a

part of the

Church

into

the canon of Scriptures to be publicly read, and consequently

were avriXeyofieva) from being regarded as heretical.
And,
when the Fragmentist immediately goes on to mention the
" Sapientia, ab amicis Salomonis in honorem ipsius scripta,"
this collocation does not lead to the inference that he " intended
to deny the Second and Third Epistle to St John," any more
than his collocation of the Johannsean Apocalypse with the
Petrine (an Antilegomenon) and the Pastor of Hennas (which
was written mqierrime temporibits nostris) leads to the inference
that he regarded the Apocalypse as spurious (which indeed he
had already mentioned as genuine and apostolical).
In fact,
the Fragment of Muratori tells us nothing at all decisive concerning the apostolical or non-apostolical origin of our two Epistles;
we hear only that they were esteemed orthodox, and in no sense
heretical, in the circle in which the author moved.
For this
and nothing else is concerned, as the connection shows, in the
words in Catholica habentur.

—

;
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But, that the two Epistles were wanting, not only in the
canon of the Syrian Church, but in that of other churches
also, is proved generally by the fact of their having been reckoned by Eusebius (iii. 25) x among the Antilegomena ; for he
does this by no means because it was doubtful whether they
2
But to
sprang from the Apostle or from another " John."
him those writings were Antilegomena and Antilegomena, too,
of the first class, in contradistinction to the subsequent " vodois"
which he afterwards also reckons with the Antilegomena (ravra

—

twv avTiXeyo/jbivcov av etrj) because it is his design
oppose to both (to the Antilegomena in the stricter sense, as

fMev ttclvtcl

to

well as to the vbOois) the heretical writings

Antilegomena, we repeat, which are "
irapa ifkelaTot^ twv

— those writings were

avTt\ey6fj,ev(u,

i/cfckTjcriacrTiiccov <yiva)<TKO{ieva"

Be

o/xo)<;

which there-

fore were admitted, not everywhere, but yet in the majority of

churches, into the canon of

Holy Scripture read

Thus, we learn from

publicly in

canon of Eusebius,
primarily, only
what the Peschito has already taught us, and
that these
what the canon of Muratori has led us to suppose
two Epistles were not everywhere admitted into the canon of
Divine service.

—

—

the Scriptures publicly read
to

this

be accounted

for,

3
;

a fact which

is

so manifestly

even on the supposition of their apos-

by the character of these Epistles as private
affords no ground of certain argument
or in favour of, their having been written by an

tolical authorship,

documents, that
either against,

it

Apostle.

But more important than this is a series of patristic passages,
from which we gather that, in the very first centuries, and as
soon as these Epistles were mentioned at all, it was regarded as
an open question whether the Apostle or the Presbyter John was
their author.
That there was such a Presbyter John living at
Ephesus, and a disciple of the Apostle, cannot, in the face of the
1

TcJu

§'

oLvrfhiyopivuv, yt/apipav

'letKufiov (peptTcct xxl

ZevTipai x.ou rpiTYi

2

'
'

Vj

'lovloc.'

V

ovv opus to?? ttoAAo??,

%ts Hirpov IsvTtpx iVUSTO'h'h,

x.ot.1 'h

vj

7\iyo utuy
(

6lH>fAX%6f*£»V

Icotzwov, UTS Tov ivocyyihiaTOv TvyxavovcFcu fhs y.xi sripov

This addition,

sirs

the elucidation of the

rov tvccyyihiarov, x.t.Tu, serves evidently rather for

word

6vof*x£oftfari.

Thus these Epistles were actually rejected by Theodor. Mopsu., and
in the Homily on Matt. xxi. 23 attributed to Chrysostom, as uncanonical
and Theodoret does not mention them.
3
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but a hyper- or pseudo-criticism.
The learned Origen, thoroughly acquainted with the earliest Christian literature, says

evidence of Papias, in Euseb.

(Euseb.
<ycov

(petal

25)

6,

GTiywv

^lojdvvrjs

:

— /careXeXonre —

eiriaToX-tp irdvv oXi-

ecnai he kcli hevrepav /cal rpirrjv eircl ov irdvre^

These words do indeed express

yvrjcriow; elvai ravras.

a definite doubt as to the apostolical authorship (which indeed
not contained in their being merely numbered

So

legomena).

also Eusebius, in the

among

is

the Anti-

passage quoted above

the fact that he reckons these Epistles in respect

(3, 2.5), besides

to their canonicity

among

the Antilegomena, expresses a doubt

inasmuch as he speaks of an 6vo~
and leaves it undecided
whether they had been composed by the Apostle or by another
of the same name.
So also Dionysius Alexandrinus (in Euseb.
in reference to their author,

pba^opuevT] hevrepa koX rplrr) 'Icodvvov,

7,

25) speaks of the hevrepa ^epo/xevr] 'Icodvvov

/cal

Tpirr)

Ccompare the Appendix on the Catholic Epistles). Jerome, so
thoroughly learned in all critical questions, writes (Catal. Script.
Eccl., cap. 18,

nominum
ponitur,

(in

et

enumerate

s.

v.

Papias)

:

Ex

quo apparet ex ipso catalogo

Papias) alium esse Joannem, qui inter apostolos

alium seniorem Joannem,

(Jerome refers here

quem

post Aristionem

to the passage of Papias, pre-

served by Eusebius, 3, 39, in his Xoylcov icvpiaicwv

Hereupon Jerome proceeds
riorem opinionem,

quam a

Hoc autem

:

plerisque retulimus traditam, duas

posteriores epistolas Joannis

And

e%r)yr](rei<i.)

diximus propter supe-

non

apostoli esse sed presbyteri.

he had already written lieliquee autem duse
" Senior electee dominse et
(epistoloe) quarum principium est
" Senior Cajo carissimo, quem ego
natis ejus," et sequentis
in cap. ix.

:

:

:

Joannis presbyteri asseruntur, cujus et hodie
alterum sepulchrum apud Ephesum ostenditur
et nonnulli
putant duas memorias ejusdem Joannis evangelista3 esse, super
diligo in veritate,"

;

qua re quum per ordinem ad Papiam auditorem ejus ventum
Now, whether Jerome himself shared the
view that the Second and Third Epistles sprang from the Presbyter, must appear very doubtful.
In Ep. 2 ad Paulinum, he
writes
Jacobus, Petrus, Joannes, Judas apostoli septem epistolas ediderunt
and in the Ep. ad Evagrium Clangat tuba
evangelica, filius tonitrui, quem Jesus amavit plurimum, qui
fuerit, disserimus.

:

;

:

de pectore Salvatoris doctrinarum fluenta potavit

:

u Presbyter
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Domini," et in alia epistola " Presbyter Caio." Indeed,
Origen also says in his eighth homily on Joshua (where, addressing the Church, critical investigations would have been
Addit et Joannes tuba canere per epistolas suas
out of place)
electae

:

:

— so

that the similar sayings of

Jerome

and

in his (practical

may probably

be explained in the same way.
In no case did the matter so stand that any one might have
hortatory) Epistles

ventured confidently to maintain

its

composition by the Pres-

byter as an historically certain matter

;

the two Epistles were

manifestly not dispersed (as their matter might imply) until a
later period

;

the author does not mention his name, and

that

all

from the time their first multiplication by copyists began, was, that they were " eTnarokal 'Icodvvov ;" and thus all w ere at first obliged to decide, from internal
reasons, whether the Apostle or the Presbyter was the author.
This presupposition explains all the facts which have reference
to external testimony. Even the two passages in which Irenams
cites the Second Epistle lead to no other result.
That is, these
two passages would have the weight of positive historical, tradiconsistent tradition held,

r

tional witnesses for the apostolical composition, only

if

Irenasus

expressly testified this apostolical composition, as in relation to

John he does. But instead of this, we
met by the fact that, after he had previously (3, 16, 5)
cited some passages from the First Epistle of St John (1 John
quos et Dominus
ii.
18 seq.), he then continues (3, 16, 8)
nobis cavere prsedixit, et discipulus ejus Joannes in prcedicta
the other writings of St
are

:

epistola f ugere eos prsecepit dicens

:

Multi seductores exierunt

hunc mundum, qui non conntentur Jesum Christum in came
Hie est seductor et antichristus. Videte eos, ne pervenisse.
Et rursus in Epistola
datis quod operati estis (2 John 7, 8).
Here it is quite plain
ait (and then follows 1 John iv. 1-3).
that Irenseus quoted from a memory faithful to the words, and
that under the erroneous supposition of their belonging to the
That he ascribes them to the discipulus Domini
First Epistle.
has thus no weight in favour of the apostolical authorship of
in

2 John.
this
Se,

— And even his second citation

circumstance
6

tov /cvpiov

yaipeiv avroi?
auTOt9,

(firjai,

its

significance.

He

/ia#7?Tr/9, eirereLve rrjv

u</>'

(1, 16, 3) loses

writes there

:

through
'Ioodvvrjs

KaraSiKrjv avrwv,

v/awv Xeyeadat, 8ov\r]0ei<;.

/xrjSe

'O jap Xeycov

yaipeiv, /cowoovel rot? epyois avrcov rots Trovijpols

—
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is cited from memory, and the
and avrov changed into the plural. But the
question must be asked, whether the expression 'Icodvvr]? 6 rov
Kvplov fiaOrjTrjs obliges us to think of the Apostle ? According
to Papias, in Euseb. 3, 39, the Presbyter John was also a fxa~

(2

John

This passage also

11).

singulars avra>

6r)T7i<i

rov

Nevertheless, as Irenseus elsewhere steadily

icvpiov.

gives the Apostle that predicate

{e.g.,

ii.

22,

iii.

1

and

3),

and

never mentions a Presbyter John, it is not to be doubted that
here also he had the Apostle in his thought. On the other
it may be questioned, after looking at that other citation,
whether Irenseus was clearly aware to which of the two Epistles,
the first or the second, the passage belonged ; but, granted that

hand,

he was clearly aware that the quotation was from 2 John, the
manner of making it proves no more than this, that Irenseus
was one of those who whether with reason, or involuntarily
regarded these lesser " Epistles of John" (that he was ac-

—

quainted with the third, however,

is

by any sentence

as Epistles written

in his writings)

not expressly established

by the

But, on the other hand, he gives us no authority

Apostle.

whatever for believing that any traditional report of the apostolical

John had come down to Irenseus through
had come to him concerning the Gospel, the

authorship of 2

Polycarp (as

it

Apocalypse, and First Epistle).

And

thus the other supposition

no more than Origen and
Eusebius, had received nothing certain and positive from tradition concerning the person of this John, whose name tradition

is

at least conceivable, that Irenseus,

gave to both the Epistles

;

but that he shared (whether through

conviction or unconsciously) the opinion of those

themselves bound

And how

to ascribe

easily

who thought

them both to the Apostle.

might the obvious

similarity

between 2 John

5-7, 9, 12, and. passages of the First Epistle give rise to this
It was not till a closer comparison was instituted between the Second and the Third Epistles, that it became clear
that these passages did not proceed from the writer's own mind,
but were reminiscences and citations. Certainly, the case does

opinion

!

not stand, as some represent

it,

as if tradition spoke decidedly

and internal grounds alone induced some
Conversely, it might be maintained
think of the Presbyter.

for the Apostle John,
to

that only the (supposed) internal reason of the striking echoes
of 1

John

led to the precipitate opinion that 2

John

also

(and
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way connected with

proceeded from the Apostle,

2

John by

— while

referred the two Epistles generally to the Presbyter.

simi-

tradition

In

fact,

remarkable that Jerome alludes to the latter view as the
older and traditional opinion (in the words " quam a plerisque
retulimus traditam" and " Joannis presbyteri asseruntur"
see

it

is

—

own

above), while in his

predominantly held
self,

;

time the apostolical origin was already

so that

he either shared in that belief him-

or in his hortatory letters at least did not venture to con-

tradict

it.

Accordingly, one might be inclined to regard the

as the view traditionally handed down,
and the view of the apostolical authorship as one that arose
later, and out of internal reasons.
Meanwhile, we would not venture to maintain this. As
early as the time of Origen opinion suspiciously wavered
and
Irenseus had no thought of the difference of the authors of the
Accordingly, we can
First, and Second, and Third Epistles.
regard as confirmed only what has been laid down above. The
two small private Epistles had been preserved in the families of
Kyria and Gaius. Later, probably not till after the death of
the receivers, attention was directed towards them. Copies were
made and gradually the Epistles became more widely known.
Now, if there had been a definite report that the Apostle John
had written the Epistles, it cannot be conceived how the opinion
that the Presbyter John was their author could have arisen and
found acceptance the similarity of 2 John 5-9 to 1 John would
have opposed such a conjecture and the superscription o irpea/3ure/oo<? would not have been sufficient to give rise to such a
notion, for St Peter also (1 Pet. v. 1) had appropriated to

presbyter-authorship

;

;

:

;

himself the

name

6 avfnrpecrfivTepos.

If

we suppose

only thus

have been known, that u a John " had written these
Epistles, it becomes perfectly plain, on the one hand, how
some might have been misled by the Johannsean reproductions
in 2 John to the assumption that St John must have been their
author, and, on the other, how others
whether through a more

much

to

—

judgment upon the superscription 6 Trpeo-fivrepos, or
were led to perthrough the un-Johannaean style of 3 John
ceive that those echoes in 2 John 5 seq. were only allusions to
1 John, and that the Presbyter John wrote the Epistle.
Thus, external arguments do not avail at least to force us

correct

—
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from the above

results

;

they afford no certain reasons for the

hypothesis of an apostolical authorship.

But some critics think that this very description of himself
by the author, as 6 Trpecrfivrepos, is a clear demonstration of the
They cannot indeed draw
apostolical origin of these Epistles.
from the fact that the Apostle in his two writings (the Gospel
and 1 John) does not mention himself by name (but in the
Apocalypse he does), the strange conclusion that every letter
whose author does not mention himself, must have been written
by the Apostle John. But the other reason is therefore in their
eyes

all

the stronger, that 6 Trpeaftvrepos, without the addition

of a proper name,

A

dignity.

must have indicated a

specific

and very high

common sense, who
member of a presbytery, and

presbyter, in the

Presbyter John) was a

(like the

thus one

among many, would scarcely (they tell us) have ventured to
Granted that this were
mention himself as " the Presbyter."
so, we reasonably ask, whether an Apostle would have been
And what meaning would this appellalikely to do the same.
have ? But at this point the critics widely
Lange, Olshausen, and others would take o
" the old man,"
whether
/rpea/3vT6po<; in an adjectival sense
this
predicate
because he was really
St John appropriated
advanced in years, or whether he would thereby intimate that

tion in that case

Piscator,

diverge.
r

—

:

" he had outlived

all

the other Apostles."

But these assumpby the fact that

tions are, besides being very strange, refuted
7rpea/3vrepoe;, unless

stantive (as in

it

Luke

occurs as an adjective joined to a sub-

xv. 25), never throughout the

ment bears the meaning
man," but

is

New

Testa-

of " the elder," not to say " the old

the current and fixed term for the idea of the

)p?

(Elder of the Church). Therefore, other critics (Lyra, a Lapide,
Liicke, etc.) think it necessary that 7rpecr/3vTepo<; should be taken
Some, however, think that " the
as an official designation.

Elder "

/car

e^o^v

signifies

no

than a " primus totius

less

Asice," or Episcopus primarius, Archiepiscopus (Lyra)

;

others

was a title of honour, like Monsignore (a Lapide)
others again (as Beza) understand the word in the sense of an
Old-Testament Head of a tribe, or Arabian Sheik (which then
would have to be taken in a figurative sense, Ave may suppose).
Diisterdieck is less fanciful, for he refers to 1 Pet. v. 1, where St
think that

it

Peter names himself

;

6 o-vixirpeu^vrepo';

;

he forgets, however, that

——
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is not there used as a title, but as a declaration.
St Peter
has previously addressed the irpeo-fivrepovs of the churches and

this

;

now

asserts of himself that

the pastoral namely,

he was a partaker of their

— that of

office

Liicke

KvfiepvrjcrLs, hrLo-KOTTT).

is

not more happy in his appeal to the fragment of Papias in

Euseb.

3, 39,

where Papias says that he would report oaa

Trapa twv TrpearfivTepcov /caAxo? e/xaOov

teal /caXcos

for he took no pleasure in the babblers, nor in those

and dogmas, but

livered strange traditions

the precepts which the

were rooted in

in those

Lord handed down

El

truth.

Be irov

— he

•7Tapr}K6\ov9rfK(jo<i tl<; rols Trpeafivrepoi*;

Avhpea<$

tl

^t\t7T7ro9

'Ja/«o/3o<?

i)

tl Gcofias

rj

i)

who

;

de-

delivered

and which

then continues

koX

twv Trpea/3vUeTpo? elirev rj rl

e\0oi, rovs
tl

tj

tl 'Icodvvi]^

T£9 6T6pO<i TO)V TOV fCVpLOV [XaO^TCOV^

CL

[3vTepo<? 'IcodvvTjs ol tov

pbaOriTOL

/cvplov

who

for faith,

,

repa>v aveicpivov \6yous'

irore

efivrj/xovevcra

?'}

T€ ApLCTTLCOV
'

M-OtOcllo^
KCLL 6

r\

TTpeCT-

Liicke

XejovaL.

thinks he can gather from this passage that Apostles are mentioned in it " by the title of TrpeaftvTepoL."
But a single glance
at the passage teaches us that Papias used the

word

irpea/3vTepoL

simply in the adjectival sense of " the elder (men)," that
those

who

lived before himself.

is,

Por, he includes in the term

as well the Apostles Andrew, Peter, John, etc., as the two who
were not Apostles, Aristion and the " Presbyter John." And
when he distinguishes this last from the Apostle John by means
of the title 6 7rp€cr/3vTepo<;, he shows plainly enough that 7rpecr1
(3vT€po<i could not have been a title of the Apostle.
Thus this
attempt at explanation fails; and, after all, we cannot understand
how the Apostle could possibly have described himself as " the
Presbyter," while there was a college of presbyters in the
Church, and he himself was not in the proper sense a presbyter
at

It

all.

is

as if the rector of a

self in his letters

" the Professor."

gymnasium should sign himFar from being an act of

humility, this act would rather have been a grievous and some-

what

would thereby either repreand in his idea
sufficient presbyter, or as uniting in himself all the vocations, and
functions, and powers of the rest.
In any case, his exhibition
of himself as the exclusive Presbyter, would have made all
offensive one

;

as that Apostle

sent himself as the only, the proper, the true,

1

So

Trer.£eus (in

Euseb.

5,

20) plainly sets the

vrpicfivTspoi

2

over against

A

;
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others disappear and lose their distinctive prerogatives.
so far admits the force of this, as to say that the

tion

is

by no means

indubitable.)

(Liicke

above explana-

But, as this description of

himself would have been on the part of St

John ungraceful,

so

would have been on the part of the readers unintelligible
for, how could Kyria and Gaius divine who the man was who
introduced himself to them by the bare name of " the Presbyit

ter?"
if

They

could, indeed, understand

— the man who

in his intercourse

so

it

wrote was one who,

very well

among

if

— but only

themselves and

with them, was customarily designated by this

short appellative.

But

if

the

application

of

word

the

7rpea/3vrepo<;

Apostle constrains us to such an assumption, there

why

is

to the

no reason

the same assumption should not be pressed into the service

who understand by the irpeaj3vrepo<i the actual Presbyter
John. Indeed, if this Presbyter John had written to any strange
church, and to it had called himself " the Presbyter," it would
of those

have been a designation somewhat presumptuous and confusing.
But how different it is, if we regard him as writing to two of
his private and intimate friends, who not only heard from those
who brought the Epistle who its writer was, and understood it
from the contents of the Epistle, but who were also accustomed
in their common life to mention this man briefly as " the PresAnd how easily -would such a designation have been
byter !"
brought into use for him as such
Not so, indeed, for the
Apostle for, as such a designation would have been on his
part ungracious, so it would have been, on the part of the mem!

;

bers of the Church, wanting in respect

moreover, it would have
been in a double sense confusing, inasmuch as another John
was living at Ephesus, who was generally distinguished from
the Apostle as the Presbyter.

;

But how obvious was

it in conPresbyter John," in contradistinction to the Apostle, " the Presbyter" simply, omitting his

fidential intercourse to call this "

proper name
The meaning of this designation, then, was not
" he who is the only Presbyter in the Church" but, " he who of
the two Johns is the Presbyter."
(Just as " the Telamonian "
!

would be enough to distinguish Ajax.)
appellation once became current, we can
the Presbyter

use

it

John would,

If this very natural
easily

understand how

in his confidential, private Epistles,

as such for his purpose.

We

need not seek further ex-
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by assuming (what, however, we may

as-

sume, and must assume), that the individual little churches of
the district, which were then being formed
of which one had

—

been formed around Kyria (2 John

1

and

4),

another around

—

Gaius, as well as in the residence of Diotrephes (3 John 9)
were assigned to individual members of the presbytery estab-

mother-church of Ephesus for inspection and superand that among those daughter-churches, these (that of
Kyria, and that of Gaius and Diotrephes) had been assigned
to the Presbyter John, so that he occasionally visited them
(3 John 10, iav e\6co), and in the intervals addressed his
Epistles to the Church through its prominent members
thus
lished in the
x

vision

;

—

being actually, in respect to these churches, " the Presbyter,"

even in his official character. (To the Apostle, on the other
hand, it was impossible that any single isolated churches should

have been thus assigned.)

And

with this superscription of the two Epistles, pointing

John, we may associate finally the passage,
where the writer complains of the contradiction

to the Presbyter

3 John
of

9, 10,

Diotrephes.

From

the beginning, the defenders of

Presbyter's authorship have rightly asserted

it

to

the

be unimagin-

able that such an opposition should have been offered to an

Apostle,

and

especially to this the last of the Apostles,

whose

age and whose entire character commanded reverence and awe.
" The conDiisterdieck passes over this argument very lightly
:

tradiction of that

man

to the Apostle

John

is

certainly not

more

improbable than the same kind of opposition which St Paul
met with in Corinth and in other places." But he forgets, 1.
that the opposition of the Jewish Christians to St Paul rested

on the basis of a 'more profound internal antithesis between
them
and, 2. that those Jewish Christians strove, though
wrongly, to oppose the authority of Apostles to that of St Paul
the Apostle (Gal. ii. 4; 2 Cor. xi. 5), as if the latter, being no
;

eyewitness of the

Jesus, had not in their eyes the

life of

same

authority with the rest.

But, in the case of Diotrephes, none

of these things existed.

In the place of the contest between

1
This must at least have been the natural process of the evolution
compare the relation of the later Chorepiscopi, Euseb. 7, 30 (xcx-1 ol
:

Konrol TTccuTig

Synod

ol ai/v

7iftt.1v

7rxpotx,ovi/rs; rots

of Neocaesarea, ch. 13

;

tyyvg

Aneura, ch. 13

;

iroha',

x.oc.1

sd'jri

iTrloKGr.oi).

Antioch, ch. 8-10.

;
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the Christianity of the Jews and that of the Gentiles, which
significance with the destruction of Jerusalem, there

lost its

—

that between the Church and
But Diotrephes could not have been a Gnostic
for the Gnostics had been constrained by the energy of St John
(1 John ii. 19) to go out from the Christian churches, while
Diotrephes (3 John 9) is seen to be a prominent member of the
He is not charged with any error of
Christian Church itself.
1
He would be
doctrine; his only error was his (^Ckoirpcorevetv.

had entered

in another contest

Gnosticism.

and that as opposed to the writer of
showed itself in this, that he
ovk iirLhe^erat him. Now, whether this means merely that he
rejected his letters and commandments, or that he " despised and
thought nothing of" his person generally, or, finally, that the
"not receiving us" ver. 9, finds its explanation in the "not
in which case it would involve
receiving the brethren" ver. 10,
an interdiction of ecclesiastical communion, in any and every
case, it must be perfectly unintelligible how any member of
a newly-established Church should have in any such manner
For such a rebellion
rebelled against the Apostle St John.
would indeed have absolutely deserved the name of mad and
Moreover, we are told that Diotrephes " prateth
infatuated
against us with malicious words" (ver. 10), that he slandered
the author of 3 John with wicked babbling, denied hospitable
brotherly reception to those who were sent to him, and thus cut
But even the worst
the bond of all Christian fellowship.
Judaizers
Corinthian
never
ventured to treat St
Galatian and
Paul thus.
How entirely different is the matter, and how intelligible all
becomes, if we regard the Presbyter John as the author of this
Epistle
Let tis endeavour to make present to our mind the
whole position of the case and its relations. In certain places
around Ephesus, nearer or more distant, Christian communities
were in process of being formed. They were as yet too small,
the

in his

first

3 John

;

ifc/cXrjcria,

for his (JyiXoTrpcoreveiv

—

—

!

!

1
Olshausen " Probably Diotrephes belonged to the great party which
John withstands in his Epistles." But there is not the slightest trace
on the contrary, everyof anything which might lead to such a conclusion
If Diotrephes had been a Gnostic, our author would
thing is against it.
:

Sfc

;

certainly not have complained merely that he prated against himself, but
his charge

would have mainly been that he denied

Christ.

:
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and internally and externally too weak, to be organized each
an independent Church, overlooked by its own separate
presbytery.
In one of them was an (elderly) woman, who stood
at the head of the little circle of newly-converted (2 John 1
and 4). Another of these rising Churches seems to have been
into

distributed through several neighbouring places
9,

10 indicates that Gaius

Diotrephes

Church"

:

—

did not live in the

that

;

is,

3 John

same place with

the author, ver. 9, speaks of " the
1
manifestly that to which Gaius belonged, while the
nevertheless

following verses show that Diotrephes was a prominent

member

Probably Diotrephes lived in the same place which was
the chief seat of this Church, but Gaius lived in a ^wpcov, or a

of

it.

—

Now, both these Churches were
neighbourhood.
committed to the Presbyter John for eTna/coini and oversight
under
it was his duty now and then personally to visit them
his guidance and direction stood all those persons, such as Kyria,
Diotrephes, and Gaius, who in his absence had the interim
management of affairs, and conduct of the worship of the
church,
they being the most prominent members in it. The
Presbyter John was then really the 7T/3coto? in each of these
churches.
But Diotrephes, an ambitious man, would no longer
endure this subjection to an Ephesian presbyter he would himvillage in the

;

—

:

he would make his little
church independent, and reduce it under his own sway. Consequently, he withstands the directions of the Presbyter John
oppresses those Christians living round him who were faithful
self

be the Trpwros {^CkoirpasTevei)

;

;

to the Presbyter

;

vindicates his

own conduct by

saying

all

man-

ner of evil concerning him, seeking to degrade and vilify him
and, when the Presbyter sent to
in the eyes of the Church
;

members of the Church with an Epistle (ver. 9),
Diotrephes refused them (induced perhaps by fear, lest his
slanders should be revealed and refuted) the reception of brotherly hospitality, and would not allow other members of the
Church to receive them. However reprobate this conduct was,

him

certain

be accounted for, as a similar rebellion
against the Apostle John would have been unimaginable and

it is

as imaginable

and

to

Else the Apostle would hardly have been able to say, "

I have written
something to the Church," but must have said, " I have written to the
Church in such a place," in order to distinguish it from the Church of
1

Gaius.
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unaccountable.

Indeed,

we should

prefer to assume that

all

this took place after the Apostle's death.

What

is it,

had written an
that

then, that the Presbyter
Epistle, but Diotrephes

John does?

(according to ver. 10), the a§e\c£oi

is

Epistle (and consequently the Epistle

member

First,

he

had not received " ^a?;"
itself).

who

carried his

Now

he turns to

same Church, who, however, lived not in its
capital city, but in another place, and who therefore was not
under the influence of the despotism which Diotrephes, according to ver. 10, already exercised over the members of the Church
where he lived. He communicates to him what had passed,
and adds the exhortation that Gaius should not imitate this
kcuiov.
Against this danger the previous conduct of Gaius had
given him every warrant. For Gaius had already (ver. 3) received and treated hospitably those ahektyoi who had been cast
out by Diotrephes, and who (ver. 7) were unwilling to take
a

of the

The

anything of the Gentiles.
is,

on the one hand,

to

John

design of the Presbyter

thank him for

this (vers. 3-8), but,

on

him (ver. 11) that he should continue
to refuse to be led away into compliance with the views of
Diotrephes. At the same time, he gives him notice that he
would find in Demetrius (who probably also lived in another
place than Diotrephes) a man like-minded, and a great help
the other hand, to exhort

(ver. 12).

to take

— The Presbyter John, therefore, primarily aims only

measures against the further spread of the schism

beginning.

own

To

suppress

it

altogether would be the

work

now

of his

to the place where Diotrephes lived (ver. 10, iav
he would annihilate him in the eyes of the Church,
and deprive him of his false consideration, by showing him the
groundlessness and wickedness of his slanderous reproaches,
and the unchristian character of his acts (y7rofivt]aco)}
visit

e\0a>)

:

Thus the whole posture

of matters becomes perfectly plain,

Strange that Diisterdieck should say, " The authority cf which the
is conscious, in his conduct towards Diotrephes, is scarcely comprehensible, unless the Apostle is regarded as the writer."
But of what authority is he conscious ?
No other than what perfect right on his side gives
him. All that he would do was to expose to Diotrephes his slanders, and
1

writer

represent to

him and

ness of their doings.

all

the Christians of his party the unchristian wicked-

Surely

it

needed not an Apostle to do this

otherwise would Titus have acted

among

the Corinthians

?

!

How

-
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when we regard

the matter treated of here as the endeavour of
an ambitious man to sever a daughter-church from her relation
of dependence upon the mother-church, and to set herself up
as an independent society.
On the other hand, the entire
Epistle would be a riddle, if we regarded it as dealing with the
rebellion of an individual against the Apostle John.
The earlier defenders of the view which we hold appealed

John 10 seq., as being opposed to the
which reigned in St John but in this they were
decidedly wrong.
Such a prohibition might very well have
come from that Apostle who left the bath when he saw that
further to the passage, 2

spirit of love

:

Cerinthus was there (see Introduction to 1 John). The "love"
John was not a soft universal sentiment towards

of the Apostle
all

all

;

to him, indeed, the idea of brotherly-love

men

(see

above on 1 John

iii.

15, v. 1

embraces love to

and

6),

but a love

1
hence
which took no pleasure in souls but for their salvation
it met sin, not with servile or gentle connivance, but with firm
maintenance of truth, and rigorous discipline of correction. It
was said by the Spirit of God that, with men who decisively
oppose the truth, and deny Jesus the Christ, we must break off
because the forms
all conventional intercourse and friendship
;

;

and ceremonies which that requires become a

lie,

when

fundamental conditions of a

and

profitable

specifically friendly

the

Hence we must hold fast, in relathe Presbyter John wrote these
words under the inspiration of the Spirit of His Lord Jesus
Christ, and in harmony with the teaching of his master, the
relationship are wanting.
tion to 2

John 10

seq., that

Apostle.

This passage, therefore, cannot be pressed into the service of
But the demonstrations

the authorship of the Presbyter John.

given above constrain us with the utmost decision to adhere to
that opinion which was in the earliest centuries held by one-half

and which since the Eeformation has
been maintained by Erasmus, Grotius, Dodwell, Harenberg,
of the Christian Church,

1
We must not forget that the sentiment of love to our fellow-saved
forms with St John (as generally in Christendom) the basis on which
Byuniversal love (to those to be saved) rests, or out of which it grows.
no means is a vague love of all the world the basis, as if love to our fellow
Christians were only a species and special direction of that vague humani-

tarian love (comp. 2 Pet.

i.

7).
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Beck (and waveringly by Liicke and Reuss)

;

to wit, that the

Presbyter John teas the author of these hvo Epistles.
But we must strongly protest against the way in which some
critics exhibit this question as one concerning the " genuineness

We

or spuriousness " of these two Epistles.

hold them to be

the genuine Epistles of the Presbyter John, as certainly as they

Luke to have been the genuine producLuke, notwithstanding he was not an Apostle. But

hold the Gospel of St
tion of St

how can

the question of " genuineness or spuriousness " be in-

telligently introduced here

?

This question can arise only in

the case of a document, the author of which either mentions
himself, or,

he conceals his name

if

(as St

John

in his

Gospel

and Epistle), is testified to have been the author by the unanimous witness of ancient tradition, and by its own internal intimations (e.g., that he had been an eyewitness of the life of Christ,

John xix. 35 1 John i. 1). Neither of these is the case here.
The question here is the same as in relation to the Epistle to
the Hebrews, the author of which does not name himself and
;

;

with respect to whose apostolical authorship, or otherwise, the
declarations of antiquity are divided
style

and other considerations are

authorship.

who

Now,

as

it

;

and

Hebrews

declare the Epistle to be " spurious," so

who

St Luke, the helper
and myself), that they

to

of the Apostle (as, for example, Delitzsch

to

which certainly the

cannot be reasonably objected to those

ascribe the Epistle to the

objected against those

in

decisive against an apostolical

it

cannot be reasonably

hold the Second and Third Epistles

have been written by the Presbyter John, that they deny

the "genuineness" of these Epistles.
Still less is

The

furnishes here a perfect analogy.

the authors of which are not
lished clearly

by this
Hebrews

the canonicity of these Epistles invaded

general view and conviction.

by

Epistle to

the

In the case of those writings,

named by

themselves, or estab-

patristic tradition, their canonicity does not

depend upon the question of this or that authorship.
These
two Epistles approve themselves divinely-inspired to every one
who is born of the Spirit, by the spirit which reigns in their
words. And, that they were more slowly dispersed through the
churches, and in some of them were long unknown, may be
sufficiently explained by their nature as private Epistles, and by
their more occasional design.
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question as to the Readers, the Design, and the Period

of composition, has been already considered above, in

its

relation

Third Epistle. As to the Second Epistle, it may be said
that Kvpia cannot be held equivalent to Curia (as if this again
were equivalent to ecclesia /)
nor can
as Hammond thought
it be a symbolical description of a church, or the Church, as the
" bride of the Kvpios." For, while the Church is, as related to
to the

—

—

—

the Bridegroom, the bride,
as related to the " Lord," she is
not the " lady," but an obedient handmaid.
Further, Kvpia
cannot have (as Michaelis divined) the signification of " the

Church

be assembled at the day of the Lord in behalf of the
God."
Nor is it very probable that the author would
have addressed any beloved woman as a " chosen lady " and
to

service of

sister

(Luther, Beza,

Grotius,

who

etc.),

or as "

Lady

Eclecta " (Wetstein,

take 'EkXckt^ as a proper name).

We

may

also

dismiss the quaint investigation (a Lapide) whether this "chosen

lady " was

named

Drusia, or whether she was Martha the sister

of Lazarus, or even
case

Mary

Kvpia must be most

this last view, the

the mother of our

fittingly translated

Lord

(in

which

Madonna).

As

to

author (whether St John or the Presbyter)

would have needed rather to call himself 6 vecorepos, when addressing a woman who must have lived
about the. year 94 or
96 a3r. Dion. 1
at least a hundred and thirty years.
Leaving all these subtle points of investigation to themselves,
we hold Kvpia following in the wake of Benson, Bengel,
Olshausen, and many others
to be the proper name of a
woman who, with her children, had been converted to Christianity.
As ver. 4 speaks of these children as walking in the
truth, we must suppose these not to have been little children,
but adult sons and daughters. Thus they indicate a little collection of Christian households which, with the aged mother at
the head, formed one of those small daughter- churches that
have been mentioned above. The sister's children of this Kyria

—
—

lived,

—

—

according to ver. 13, in Ephesus.

When,

therefore,

the Presbyter writes in ver. 4 of his

rejoicing that some of her children walk in the truth, and then
follows it with an exhortation (ver. 5) to love, and (ver. 7) to a

firm maintenance of the confession of Jesus Christ, and then
1
As 2 John plainly refers to 1 John,
been written before the years 94— 96.

it is

clear that it could not

have
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proceeds to say, " Take heed that ye lose not what ye have
wrought," and then (ver. 10) adds the specific injunction to
break off all personal intercourse with the Gnostic false teachers,

—

and particularly not to receive them into the house
we see the
whole occasion and scope of the Epistle lying before our eyes.
There were manifestly others of the children of Kyria, who in
their houses

had

failed of that decided opposition to the seduc-

the bond of love between them and the
former had already been relaxed and the danger of apostasy
was at hand. Against that, this Epistle was a warning from
that it would restrain them, until the Presbyter should find time
tion of the Gnostics

;

;

;

pay them a personal visit. But he addresses his exhortations
form as designedly to remind them of the important
Epistle which the Apostle had written, and which he presupposes Kyria and her children to be acquainted with
and thus
he supports his own requests and exhortations by the authority
to

in such a

;

of the highly esteemed (then probably deceased) Apostle.

Thus, these two Epistles preserve to us a beautiful, instrucand profitable picture of the personality and faithful work

tive,

of a helper

same time

and

disciple of the Apostles

;

and give us

at the

a living insight into the relations of the pastoral

and the work of the individual
Thus a man,
the person of the Presbyter John, takes his rank among the

influence in the early Churches,

members
in

of a presbytery of the apostolical time.

writers of the

few

New

Testament,

who

approves himself, in the

which he has left behind him, one full of faith and of
the Holy Ghost
an illustrious type and example of a Christian
lines

—

presbyter.

;

THE SECOND EPISTLE OF

|^ERS.

1-3. Address

and

Greeting.

—

ST JOHN.

It is necessary at the

outset to establish the true reading as the readings here
/ci3

r

waver much. In ver. 1, Cod. B. reads Kai ovk £<yco povos
Cod. A., on the contrary, ovk iyai Be fiovos and in Cod. G. we
have the combination, kol ovk iycb Be /j,6vo<;. This last form,
manifestly a mere combination, has least to be said in its favour.
According to Huther, etc., Kai was the genuine reading, and Be
the correction of a copyist, who aimed to strengthen the contrast.
But, as Cod. A. throughout the whole of the First Epistle of
;

;

St John has never corrected the oft-recurring Hebraistic adversative Kai into Be, it is not very probable that it has done it here

but

is

it

more obvious

to suppose that the copyist of

has corrected an original Be into Kai, in order to

of

ver. 2,

Kovaav, and with

we

Cod. B.

the Second

— an endeavour which
more examples. — In
Cod. A. reads

Epistle conform to the First
find several

make

Ave shall
tijv evoi-

some later manuscripts ttjv
Cod. B., on the other hand, has ttjv /xevovaav, also reproduced in the Vulgate, which, it is well known, was largely
ovaav

by Cod. B.

vindicated by

How

find also in

;

influenced

this

it

its

Dusterdieck thinks that ^evovcrav
but it

being the Johannsean expression

very echo of St John's style whicli makes

it

;

more probable
fievovaav

—

incomprehensible

that an original ivoiKovo-av

;

is

suspicious.

any transcriber could have corrected a [levovaav

Kovcrav, is altogether, in fact,

is

it

into ivoiis

much

was corrected into

partly, in order to establish a conformity with 1

John

and partly because the meaning of
the following words, " and shall be with you," was to be interpreted into it. But the very tautology which would result from
the [xevovaav by the side of earac et<? rov alcova, speaks deSome later Codd. have,
cisively against the reading \xkvovo-av.
ii.

14 and 24,

hi. 9, iv. 16,
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instead of

fieO" rjptcov,

the reading

manifestly derived from ver.

vptwv

/xe#'

;

but the vpuwv was

through neglect, or from
When, on the other hand,

3, either

a false zeal to produce conformity.

Cod. A. omits in ver. 3 the words earat \xt& vjxwv (so also the
Syr.), this evidently took place through an application of the
Alexandrian

false principles of

criticism.

It

was thought that

there was a want of beauty in the sudden recurrence of the

phrase elvcu

and therefore

puerd,

it

was

left

out the second time

But, the very fact of the inversion of the order

as superfluous.

pe& rjptcov carat ver. 3, earat p,e& vpwv)
shows that the words were not repeated merely through inadAnd in this inversion
vertence, but are genuine and original.
of the words (ver. 2,

of the order there

is

;

The word

of ver. 2.

The author

a delicate turn.

attaches his benediction in ver. 3 to

what was

designedly

said in the close

is wanting in A.B.,
and is decidedly spurious.
'O 7rpea/3vrepo<; eKKeKrfj Kvpta Kal rots

Kvpiov before Jesus

Syr., Erp., ^Eth., Vulg.,

We

read therefore

Te/cvoL<; avTrj?)

:

o&? eyco ayairoy ev d\r)0eta, ovk eyco he ptovos,

Kal rrdvres ol eyvooKores r^v dX^Oetav, hid
fcovcrav ev

rjpttv,

vfiwv ^apts,

Kal pte& rjptwv karat

e'Xeo?,

el?

dWa

ri]v dXi'jOetav rr\v evoi-

rov alcova' earat

pte6'

irapd ©eov irarpbs, Kal rrapct ^I^aov

elprjvrj

Xptarov rov vlov rov rrarpos, iv dXrjdela Kal dydrrrf.
Concerning 6 7rpea/3vrepo<;, as well as concerning Kvpla and
her children,

10

;

all

that

is

needful has been said in the Introduc-

'EKkeKrrj the latter

tion.

1 Pet.

i.

1,

Every Christian

ii.

is

9, etc.

an

;

is

called, in the sense of 2

that

e/cA-e/cro?,

is,

Tim.

ii.

in the sense of aytos, holy.

because he

is

chosen out of the

profane world into the sanctified company of the Church of God.
a

The relative clause, ou? i<y<o, K.r.\., must be construed in such
way as to supply an dyarrwat to the second subject, dX\d Kal

iravres, K.r.X.-*— thus

pend upon these verbs
out

its

specific force,

making the words htd K.r.X., ver. 2, dedyaTro) and dyairwatv. 'Eyw is not withbeing used on account of the following

dXXa, K.r.X. The Elder says, first,
Kyria and her children and then, that they were
Thus Kyria
likewise loved by all who have known the truth.
antithesis,

ovk eyd> he

ptovos,

that he loved

was, in the estimation of

;

all

who knew

be esteemed, a very eminent Christian.

her, a

woman

The words

highly to

ovs dyarrSi

have the clause iv dXrjOetct added. This appendage cannot
have been intended merely to mark the sincerity of the love
;

—
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for

it

manifestly refers to what

the uk^Oeta.

But we

interpreting,
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subsequently said concerning

is

are not warranted, on the other hand, in

Whom

I love on the basis of the objective

Christian truth" (Bengel, Liicke, Olshausen)

have required

iv

In the

akr^deia.

rf}

for, that

;

would

interpretation, this

first

much is correct, that it is not the objective foundation, but the
kind and manner of the " loving," which was to be indicated
but it is wrong in regarding " truth" here as merely in the
;

human

When

sense opposed to falsehood.

that he " loved her in truth" he does not

the Presbyter says

mean

that he loved
her " truly and sincerely," but that he loved her with that love

which was a

love in truth (so that the idea of the " truth" as

moral, substantial idea,

a

co-ordinated with the moral idea of

is

love, as in the converse order aXrjdevetv iv arjaizyj)

His love

.

was such as approved itself in perfect truth and truthfulness of
conduct thus it was not blind to the faults and sins of the
:

object beloved
of propriety

that

is,

;

it

;

but

did not spare from a false delicacy and sense

had

it

existence in the sphere of truth,

its

Thus

of the oXtjO^ elvac, the being true.

in truth" forms

an antithesis

the " loving

to that perverted friendship with

the deniers of Christ, against which vers. 7-11 give warning.

'AX^Oeca accordingly designates here, not truth in the objective
sense (revealed truth), but truth as the subjective Christian-

moral characteristic of the
viewed, aX^deia
is

is

and temper, and being.

spirit,

afterwards mentioned as

?;

though

aki^deia,

stand in close actual relation with

it.

For, he

the objective truth of the revelation of
/cores rr]v aki']6eiav),

ture of

God

it

does indeed

who has known
in Christ (eyvco-

has dwelling in him the truth qua the na-

God (compare

of this truth,

Thus

not the same in signification with that which

above on 1 John

which dwells

in

him

ii.

4)

;

and, for the sake

as well as in those

to be loved (Bta, rrjv aXtfOeiav ttjv ivotfcovaav iv

love these also iv aX^dela, that
jective spirit of love

which

is

is,

r/fjuv),

who

are

he will

within the sphere of this sub-

regulated by this objective in-

dwelling truth.

AVhy the author here describes the being converted to
Christianity as " the having known the truth," is clear from
what has been

just said

ductory words
equivalent to u in

of ver. 2.

me

;

so also

'Hfilv

as in

them

is
is

the

meaning

of the intro-

naturally used in

(the Te/a^ot?)."

common

;

—The question
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whether the author meant by iravre^ all Christians of all lands
(Beda, Lyra, Diisterdieck, Huther), or all those Christians who
came into any sort of contact with Kyria (Grotius, Carpzov, De
Wette, Liicke), must manifestly be decided in favour of the
latter interpretation.
In the word iravres there is indeed no
limitation, but there

in the situation.

is

In the words koX

y

ij/awv

fie$

earai eh rbv alatva

we

are not

to find a continuation of the attribute rrjv evoiKovaav ev rjfuv

—

were simply " through the truth, which dwelleth in you,
and shall be with you for ever." But, in these words the Presas

if it

byter passes over to a substantially new leading thought.
He
" And may this truth (which dwelleth in usj
:

utters his wish

That our

be with us for ever."

not to be taken as an

ecrrat is

affirmation (Bengel), but as a wish,

manifest from

is

the following invocation adheres strictly to the

" (Yea)

may

grace, mercy, peace, be with you."

this,

that

same form
In fact, the
:

occasion and the whole object of the letter was the fact that

some of the children of Kyria were

On

the truth.

in

danger of falling from

that account the Presbyter places so emphati-

—

the wish and
hope that the truth, which dwelleth in us, may abide with us.
In the words earai ixe& vfitov %«/W, k.t.X., this general wish,
which at first included all, is prominently referred to Kyria and
cally the invocation of blessing at the outset,

children.

Iter

The

benediction or greeting of ver. 3 needs scarcely any

explanation.

vation and

Grace

new

to our specific sins

we have thus

God

is

the most universal source of

all our salmercy in relation
and unfaithfulness, and the misery in which

life

is

;

but

it

approves

involved ourselves

;

itself as

and the peace of heart with

the fruit of this merciful demonstration of grace in us.

Grace comes from God the Father

;

and

it

conies through the

mediation of Jesus Christ, the Son of the Father (as Pie

is

here

already termed, not without reason, in opposition to the seducers

and
this

false teachers to

mercy,

be mentioned

this peace, is to

be

in

ver. 10).

fied^ vjjuwv ev tiXvOela

This grace,
koi ayamrf

:

and thus it is shown by what fruits God's grace, operating in
As the author himself, and every
us, must declare its presence.
true Christian, " loveth in truth" (cvyaira ev akr)6eiq), and "in
love is true" (akwOevet ev a<ya7rr)), so must it also be in those

who

are here

addressed.

But the Presbyter

has, further, a

2

specific reason for giving

JOHN
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prominence

to these

two

points.

For,

these are the two exhortations which he will urge in what follows,

— that they should be

stedfast in arydnn), as well as in that

subjective dXijOeia which manifests itself in the holding fast of

The words

the objective truth.
contain, at the

same

ev aXr]9ela /ecu clya-Try thus

time, a reference to the contents of the

whole Epistle.

Now,

that the Presbyter could not obviate the danger of his

hearers being deceived by Gnostic false teachers, without involuntarily thinking of the Epistle of his teacher the Apostle,

and showing that he thought of it, is naturally to be supposed.
could he do this without in some way referring those readers
The very combination of the two main eleto that Epistle.
ments, truth and love, plainly enough reminds them of the two
main points of the Fourth Section (and chapter) of the apostolical Epistle of St John.
But all the more significant on that
account is the perfectly independent manner in which the Presbyter here, vers. 1-3, introduces these two main elements, setting out from the subjective statement, tvyairo) ev a\,7]6eia.

Nor

Vers. 4-6. First

—

Ver. 4 begins the
" I have greatly rejoiced" (we
must reproduce the Aorist by our Perfect) " that I found among
exhortation, to love.

proper substance of the Epistle

:

who walk in truth, as we have received a
commandment from the Father." The partitive etc (with -nm?

thy children those
to

be supplied)

Aristoph.

is

not a Hebraism, but genuine Greek (comp.

Nub. 1089).

The

qualitative idea does not lie in the

would be merely an adverbial appendage (" who truly walk as we have received commandment") but it is ev aKrjdela which contains the qualitative
" To walk in truth" is to be inthe kind of walking.
idea
terpreted after the analogy of " loving in truth," ver. 1, and is
closely connected with the closing words of the third verse. The
article perhaps would have been used by ourselves, since " in
But the author
truth" has the adverbial meaning of revera.
did not employ the article, because he did not mean to be un-

clause with

ica6a>s, so

that ev d\rj6eia

;

—

derstood as referring to objective dogmatic truth, but to that
is imparted by God
" To walk in the truth" is the general expression
man.
which includes all sides of the Christianly-called and Chris-

subjective nature of the akrjOri^ elvai which
to

—
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tianly-sanctified life
it,

akr)9eiq

in

and must not be referred, as some refer
That Christian walks in

;

simply to brotherly-love alone.

who

whom

is

a Christian not merely in

the nature of

become a

Him who
The

living reality.

is

name but

in nature,

the substantial aKrjdeta has

clause with /cado)? cannot be a

by the addition of which a particular
species of walking in truth is made prominent
"who so walk
for that would
in truth as we have received commandment"
require us to assume a kind of walking in truth which is opqualitative limitation,

—
—

commandment

The clause with
on the one hand, oppositional
(explicative), so that the idea of "walking in truth" would be
explained by the idea of " walking as we have received commandment" (" who walk in truth, that is, so as we have received
commandment") but that would assume /caOcbs evroXrjv i\dposed to the
Ka6u><?

might be regarded

of the Father.

as,

;

evroXyv rjv i\d{3o/Aev.
Or, on
be regarded as argumentative
and this is the
(/caOois being "as we then," " as we indeed")
simpler view, being in accordance with the use of /cadco? in
ver. G.
The thought would then be as follows " I have found
f3ofxev to

be vised instead of

the other hand, that clause

icar

may

;

:

among thy
fact)

who walk in truth
commandment from the Father

children those

have a

walk

in the truth)"

It

wrong

is

following in ver.

He who

;

that

is,

as this indeed

to refer the ivToXrj to the
5.

Ver. 4

is

is

as

;

we

also (in

we should
the will of God.
(that

commandment

of love

not to be explained by ver.

5.

reads ver. 4 simply, could certainly refer the evroXrj

commandment to walk in the truth (Matt. xxi. 28
John xiv. 15, etc.).
The Presbyter found among the children of Kyria such as
walked in truth. While he expresses his joy on that account,
only to the
seq.;

he tenderly intimates that he could not assign that praise to all
her children. But it does not by any means follow from this,
that the remaining children were still heathens it does follow,
however, that the Presbyter had not found them altogether walking in the truth. And it is this fact which explains the succeeding
It is strange that Diisterdieck and
exhortations and warnings.
others should violate this most obvious connection between
ver. 4 and the following verses, substituting the supposition
that the author spoke of some children of Kyria only because
" he had not yet become acquainted" with the remainder.
Ac:

2
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cording to the opinion of these expositors, the occasion and
design of his writing was not to point the attention of Kyria to
the spiritual danger which threatened one part of her family,

and thus to influence the children's minds through their mother;
but " the Apostle had become acquainted with some of the

who were earnest Christians," and wrote to
on that account. All the other exhortations and
warnings were added fortuitously, without any special occasion!
But thus the Epistle is robbed of all its pith and sinews. The
children of Kyria

testify his joy

must have written rovs TrepLTrarovvTas
he had intended to express that he " had found among her
children some walking in the truth," is based upon a pure delusion.
The article might indeed have been prefixed but the
assertion that the author

if

;

sentence, without that article, can mean, grammatically, no other
than this " I have found among thy children those walking in
:

Hardly would any one derive from the absence of
come to know only
the children who walked in the truth, and did not know the
others.
On the contrary, the failure of the article gives more
distinctness and prominence to the idea of " some."
It is through the tenderness of his manner, that the Presbyter conceals the blame which he has to express under the form
the truth."

the article the meaning that the writer had

of limitation of his praise.

And it has

its

reason in

this,

does not address his letter to the children themselves

that he

who were

danger of error, but to the aged and venerable matron. He
would not at once begin with a word which might cause her
" I have rejoiced to find among thy children those who
grief
walk in truth. And now I beseech thee, Kyria that we love
one another," and so on. This was speaking plainly enough
for such an one as Kyria was.
The cmestion whether the writer made the discovery accidentally, or after a special examination, that some of the children of Kyria walked in the truth, will appear to be a needless
one, when we look at the position of the whole matter.
Some
of her children he had found walking in the truth, and others
not that is, he had heard concerning the latter, that they had
entered into some kind of fellowship with false teachers, and
that their love to the Church and to the children of God had
grown cold while he had with joy heard concerning the former,
that they remained stedf ast and true in faith <md love.
2 B
in

:

—

:

;
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In ver. 5 he attaches, by Kal vvv, his request to the observation
communicated in ver. 4. That vvv is not to be taken in the
sense of time (in opposition to the Aorist lyapiqv), but belongs
to Kal, has been established by Diisterdieck, against Liicke, De

Wette, and others. Kal vvv is a logical connecting word not
connecting, however, with the thought, that by a Divine commandment the walk of Christians is regulated, but with the
;

main fact stated in ver. 4, that of the children of Kyria, some
1
were walking in the truth. This being so, he prays her that
mutual love may be maintained. That he does not command
or exhort, but request, is another trait of that delicacy and
humility which was perfectly appropriate in relation to this
aged matron. 2 (Of any " official" prerogative, before which all

pure

human

relation

ment knows nothing
aya7rco/jLev a\\7]\ov<i,

must sink into the dust, the New TestaBut when a person is prayed "va
there must be some lack in that person's

at all.)

aWv\ov<;.
" Not as though I wrote a

circle of this cuyairav

new commandment unto

thee,

but that which we had from the beginning,"
parenthesis and it merely suggests a remembrancer, that the
commandment to love one another was one long and well
is

interposed as a

;

Kyria that he therefore required of her nothing new,
and as it were unfamiliar, but only that he was obliged aneiv
to ask a request, the ground and justification of which she
would, without any question, acknowledge. This is the mean-

known

to

;

ing, as the context shows.

It

is

words remind us of the passage,
not accidental.

The Presbyter

1

only in their form that these

John

ii.

he gives

his

;

and

this

indeed

is

document and, thereown independent thought & form which is similar

refer to the matter also of that apostolical
fore,

7

really intends, in ver. 6 seq., to
;

somewhat
have seen that the
evroXi] which the Apostle lays down as not a new one, but given

to that passage of the Epistle, which in itself contained a
different (although analogous) idea.

We

1
The distinction which Diisterdieck seeks to establish, in 1 John v. 16
and 2 John 5, between epurxu and airslu, is altogether groundless. He
makes Ipajolv the request among equals, and otirtiu the request of a supeHence Jesus always calls His asking an hpurciv. But in 1 John v. 16,
rior.
our praying to God is mentioned as an spurxv. The truth is, that spurciv
originally meant intcrrogare, then rogare ; but ttlrsiv originally, to "demand" (hence «/t/«, suit, causa), and then generally petere, " seek."
2
On the age of Kyria, see the remarks in the Introduction.

2
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from the beginning, was no other than
(and we therefore must walk in light)
against this evToXr) 7ra\aid the
light already shineth."
ver. 7,

but not to ver.

8.

Our
As

new
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this,
;"

that "

God

and that he

is

sets

light

over

ivToXrj of ver. 8, " that the

passage bears a similarity only to
there the Apostle John had said

was not a new commandment, but that which was given
from the beginning, that God is light, and we should walk in
light
so similarly, and with allusion to that passage (but also
it

;

John xiii. 34), the Presbyter John here says that it is not a
new commandment, but one given from the beginning (by
Christ Himself, John xiii. 34), that we should love one another.
The end for which he says this is one altogether different here
as already observed, he strengthens and confirms his request by
to

:

reminding Kyria that he asks not anything new, but only asks
anew for something, the necessity of which she had long known

and acknowledged. We saw, when upon 1 John ii. 7, how
it was to explain that passage (the whole context of
which says nothing about a^arrriq) by the present one but not
less improper is it to explain this passage by that.
Each of the
two places has its own independent meaning, approved by the
context it is only the form of this matter which the Presbyter
here, remembering and alluding to St John's passage, has shaped

wrong

;

;

with reference to

commandment

its

model.

He

says,

concerning the specific

which the Apostle had said
concerning the general commandment of walking in the light.
In ver. 6 the Presbyter now appends two thoughts, which
combined together with this brevity and want of connection
would be very mysterious and perplexing were they not
of

mutual

love, that

—
—

specific allusions to

well-known
"

He

And

first

to

the Epistle of the Apostle, presupposed to be

Kyria.

this is love, that

we walk

declares that love itself

is

after

His commandments."

nothing isolated, but that

keeping of the commandments.

consists generally in the

it

And

how he can transfer, in ver. 5,
had said concerning the universal walk
in light to the demand and requirement of mutual love.
But,
at the same time, he declares thereby what he understands by
the dyaircofxev aWyjXovs that is, not an effeminate, self-seeking,
self-complacent love to our neighbour, but a love which mani-

this

makes

it

perfectly intelligible

that which the Apostle

;

fests

itself in

the steady discharge of every obligation.

'H

:
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employed generally, and not limited to the love of our
neighbour alone but, if it holds good of love generally, that it
consists in a irepiTrareiv Kara ra<i ivTdkds, it must also hold
good of the love of our neighbour, that it consists in the fulfilment of the Divine commandments which regulate our relations

aydnrt]

is

;

But

our neighbour.

to

the Presbyter

is

led to lay

down

the

by the circumstance
but reproduces
own
name,
here
in
his
speaking
not
that he is
passage
is
the
1 John v. 3
Apostle.
It
the
of
utterance
an
" This is the love of God, that we keep His commandments."
thought in this generality of expression,

He

naturally omits the words tov ©eov, since he has just been

speaking of the aycnrav aXkrjXov?

:

thus he generalizes the

thought, but cites (only with the unessential change of Tnpelv
into

which

7repi7rarecv,

brotherly-love) the
utterance,
€<ttcv

rj

and that

of the

suited the

reference

to

apostolical

so literally, as to retain the entire form, avrr)

But the Apostle
;

better

components of that

dydirr] iva.

the two thoughts
love

also

essential

:

in that passage

— that love

to

had placed

God shows

in juxtaposition

itself in

brotherly-

and, again, that brotherly-love shows itself in the keeping

commandments

the latter, he

is

God.

of

After the Presbyter has quoted

naturally led to add something that shall be

analogous to the former also. But, as he has not now to do
but
the love of God and brotherly-love
with the two ideas
with brotherly-love and the keeping of God's commandments,

—

—

his second

thought takes the following form

:

avrr]

i)

ivTokij

icrriv,

KaOcbs TjKovcrare air dp^rj^, Xva iv avrfj irepnrarrJTe.

words

KaOcos, k.t.X., are parenthetically inserted,

and

it

The

cannot

be denied that /caOoos here means " as indeed, truly." But the
words iv avrfj do not refer back to ivroXr), but to d<yd7rr).
" This is (as ye have heard from the beginning) the commandThe form suggests 1 John
ment, that ye should walk in love."
iv. 21
the matter, 1 John iv. 7 and 11. But the whole sharplydefined and entirely unmediated antithesis of the two thoughts
rests upon the section 1 John iv. 1-v. 3 (the concluding verse of
which is literally cited) and we see as plainly as can be that
the writer is thus brief, simply because he can take it for granted

—

;

;

that the whole section

is

perfectly familiar to Kyria.

As

a

superfluous intimation, Ka6(b<i k.t.X. declares that he here refers
to

what was well known.

2

JOHN

Vers. 7—11. Second exhortation:

The mention

Gnosticism.

world

is

closely connected
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viz., the

warning against

many irXdvoi had come to
by on with what precedes and

the

that

;

this

shows that the writer regarded the existence of these nfkavoL as
made the preceding exhortation to love so
necessary.
The declension of their love had its cause in the rethe reason which had

lation

of these re/cva

to

tenable, with Liicke, to

the

irXdvois.

(It

is

needless and un-

make on grammatically dependent upon

ipcorS) ere.)

Our

—

no other than a citation
a full
go
of the passage 1 John
The
v. 1-3, with a reminiscence of 1 John v. 6, and ii. 22.
Apostle writes, otl TroWoltyevSoTrpo^rjTai e^eXriXvOacnv et?
tov Koa-fjbov and the Presbyter writes, taking up also the idea
of the irkdvn in 1 John v. 6, on 7roWol ir\dvoi elcrrjXOov et?
tov fcocr/jbov. (The reading i%r)\6ov, or e^rfkOav, Cod. A., may be
regarded as a conjectural emendation after 1 John ii. 19, iv. 1.
How Cod. B. reads is uncertain. 'E^fjXOov is the reading of
Codd. G. and I., Theoph., QEcum., and others.) The substance
and matter of the irXdvT] itself the Presbyter sums up literally
according to 1 John v. 2 (" he that confesseth that Jesus Christ
citation,

seventh verse, again,

is

—

as far as unessentials

;

is

come

in the flesh"), in the words,

Jesus Christ

come

is

in the flesh."

manifest reminiscence of 1 John
the words, "This

is

ii.

"who

He

22 ("

confess not that

then

closes,

with a

this is Antichrist"),

by

the deceiver and the Antichrist;" but, re-

ferring back to the introductory words of our verse, he takes

up and includes the "

The meaning

of

all

deceiver."

these words has been already elucidated

upon 1 John iv. 1 seq. Their scope is clear
and
in
ver. 8 it is more fully developed.
The
here,
Presbyter reminds Kyria briefly but plainly of that which
the Apostle had written concerning these false teachers, and
especially of what he had said as to their arcfa'-Christian character.
Bearing this well in mind, she would never think it a
thing indifferent that such poison might possibly be insinuated
in the observations

enough

into her family.

In
(3r)re.

ver. 8,

On

Cod. B. reads diroXianre

— elpyao-afxeOa — cnro\a-

the other hand, Cod. A. reads thrice the 2d person

plural (the Text. Rec. has thrice the 1st person plural, following
lesser authorities).

Lachmann and Tischendorf

follow rightly
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Codex B.

How

easily

WARNING AGAINST GNOSTICISM.

:

might the copyists have yielded

to

the suggestion that elpyaadpueda must be corrected into elpyd-

who are in danger of losing must be the same
And
work out what they are in danger of losing
the reading of the Text. Rec. would arise with equal facility, as
soon as aTroXeavre and diroXd^re were corrected to harmonize
aaaOe, since they

who were

to

!

with elpyaadfieOa.

— Reading,

then, elpyaad^eOa, all those ex-

"working" to that which
through the labour of repentance and the fight of
faith, have "wrought out" for themselves
that is, have won
by effort whether as reward (pulaOov ifkriprj), or as the fellowship and grace of God, or as good works, and the like.
This

planations vanish which refer this
believers,

—

—

epyd^eaOat rather signifies the work and labour of the ministers

which those who were addressed had
and furthered in their Christian
course to the present time and by a elpyaadpbeOa, " the things
which we have wrought," we are to understand that stage of
salvation to which, through those labours, Kyria and her children had attained. She, with all hers (the exhortation /3XeVeTe
is addressed to all, though especially to those of her " children"
of whom the " walking in truth," ver. 4, did not hold good),
were to take good heed that that (life in Christ) should not be
subverted which had been wrought in them by the ministry of
the Presbyter John, and their other pastors and teachers, but
of the Gospel, through

been brought

to conversion
;

that they should rather bear
eavrovs, as in

Mark

xiii. 9, is

away

the full reward.

B\e7rere

to look well at themselves

— that

heed to their own heart and conduct. By "full
reward" cannot be understood the fruits of apostolical labour
is,

to give

already obtained below
the teachers for their

;

for

work

it

is

that

not the reward obtained by
is

spoken

of,

but that which

Kyria with her children were to receive (cnroXapLfidveiv,
Matt. x. 41
Luke xvi. 25 Gal. iv. 5 Col. iii. 24).
;

;

as in

;

Mut66<; rather signifies here, as in

Luke

23, 1 Cor.

vi.

iii.

and elsewhere, everlasting happiness as the prize of victory
(as a "reward reckoned of grace," assigned by grace, comp.
Rom. iv. 4). But the question arises as to what we must under14,

stand to be the opposite of the fiiaObs TrXrjprjs

ward.

One would

away the

suppose that he

epya^o/xevov

reward, but none at

would

all.

who

— the full

should lose and

receive, not simply

Moved by

re-

trifle

an imperfect

this consideration, Aretius

2

and Grotius explained

it
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rightly, that eternal life

is

described

full reward, in contradistinction to the manifold reward of
grace which believers receive in the present life. (We must not,
as

a,

however, with Grotius, think of
of blessedness
religious joy.)

Luke

x. 7,

glory;" but when the thing concerned
perfecting of the state of grace,

glory which

but of the foretaste

and peace of conscience, and the experience of
Bengel refers it to the " different degrees of

we must

think

of,

it is

is

the preserving or the

not the various degrees of

but the question whether we
reward already re-

shall or shall not receive, in addition to the

ceived, the full

In

reward of eternal salvation.

ver. 9 the

Presbyter quotes yet another saying of the

and a saying which forms the logical link of
connection between the required abiding in a state of grace,
ver. 8, and the required maintaining the confession of Jesus
Christ as come in the flesh, ver. 7.
It is the declaration, namely,
hiha^rj
hath
the Father and the Son."
"He that abideth in this
ii.
This declaration occurs in 1 John
23 and it is quoted here
preface, or reason, or deany
in a manner so simple
without
velopment
that we cannot but plainly mark the writer's intention to utter no new reflection of his own, but rather to
remind them of an already well-known doctrinal saying of the
Apostle, and to make his appeal to that.
The citation is made in the same free manner as that in
which ver. 6 quotes the passage 1 John v. 3. I7a? 6 irpoaywv
he
Kal fxrj fievcop ev rfj SiSa^y rov Xpccrrov, ©ebv ovk e%ei
apostolical Epistle,

;

—

—

writes

—

—

6 fxevcov ev rfj SiSa^r}, ovtos ko\ tov viov Kal

rov nrarepa

So read A.B., Copt., Sah. The Text. Eec. has, instead
word irapafiaivcov (after G. and I.), which is
As
manifestly an accommodating conjectural interpretation.
it respects, first of all, its relation to 1 John ii. 23, the Presbyter
he reproduces the meaning of
begins, as there, with iras o
and then, as
ovSe rov irarepa e^ei by the words ©ebv ovk e^et
But the
there, opposes to the negative a positive member.
they all reduce
deviations are not accidental and arbitrary
exec.

of irpodycov, the

;

;

;

in conformity with his context, the
writer has not to do here with the two ideas of " confession of
the Son" and " having of the Father," but with the related
though somewhat differently modified pair of ideas, " the con-

themselves to

this,

fession of Christ"

that,

and the " having of the Father and the Son."

—
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Therefore he does not place the u denial of the Son" and the
" having of the Father" in opposition to each other, as "subject
and predicate ; but he lays down the " not abiding in the doctrine of Christ" as the subject-idea, and the " having God" as
the predicate-idea.

As, therefore, his chief emphasis rests upon

the "having," and the antithesis between "Father" and

"Son"

was altogether more appropriate to use the more
general expression " God."
The positive counter-member of
the clause must naturally then be constructed after the analogy
retires,

it

of the preceding negative

member

:

here also the " abiding in

must form the subject-idea, and the " having
the
" the predicate-idea.
But yet the influence of the passage, 1 John ii. 23, is so plainly upon him, that he takes up
into his predicate the double-idea which had been prominent in
the foreground there
iranqp and vlos, and also the thought of
1 John ii. 23, " he that confesseth the Son hath the Father also,"
and therefore writes, " hath both the Father and the Son."
(This is the reading of B.
Cod. A. places vlov first but,
according to the context, the irarepa must be emphatically first.)
Thus here also the writer uses the quotation with perfect freedom and independence the reference and appeal to the aposthe doctrine"

—

—

;

:

;

tolical expression,

1

John

More was not

23, appears undeniably to every eye.

ii.

necessary

the reminiscence of the train of thought in

:

as to details, the Presbyter, himself a holy

God, inspired by the Holy Ghost, might

man

of

as freely reconstruct

the saying for the purposes of his context as the Apostle him-

might have done. 1
On the thought itself nothing more need be said, as it has
been already explained upon 1 John ii. 23. As it regards the
words, the Genitive rov Xpiarov with the hcha-^rj is not the
Gen. Subjecti, but, as must appear from the relation to 1 John

self

ii.

23, the Gen. Objecti (Bengel, Liicke).

Trpoa<y(ov
1

As

which precedes the " and abideth

Hence

this

freedom of treatment

composition of this Epistle.

On

is

it

not,"

respects that
it

no argument for the

means

in

apostolical

the other hand, these visible references to

1 John are not in themselves arguments against the apostolical composition.
But, having to do simply with citations, the argument which they have

been supposed to furnish as to the similarity of style between the 1 John
and this Epistle is of no account. It is not when the author is speaking
his own words, but only when he is referring to passages in 1 John, that
we find specifically Johannsean expressions and turns of thought.

2
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prcecedere, going forward, progressing

itself

abiding" defines

meaning

its

;

but the " not

in the present case.

He who

in

such a sense goes forward in knowledge as not to abide in the
doctrine of Christ, hath not God.
It is undeniable that reference

is

here

made

to the pretensions

of the Gnostics,

who

always represented their doctrine as a constant progression in

knowledge. There is a progress (the Presbyter would say)
which forsakes the first principles which have been established
and such a progress is apostasy. In all (true) progression of
knowledge there must ever be a firm adherence to the unchange;

able root or foundation of knowledge.

In

vers. 10, 11, the Presbyter

upon what was

hortation
Tt?

is

founds a purely practical ex-

said in vers. 7-9.

Et ra and

not edv

used, because there are not two cases supposed, one of

which will be found to be the fact (whether or not such a ri<?
will come)
but a possible event is assumed, in order to lay
;

down

a rule of conduct for

It does not say,
its occurrence.
u in case one should come," but " if (when, as oft as) one

comes :" edv corresponds with the Norwegian huis, el to the
Norwegian naar. But we must not forget (as Diisterdieck
does) that the Apostle John uses edv even in such cases (compare 1 John v. 15 and 16, and the remarks on the passage)
and therefore our et tl<; is one of the instances in which the
style of 2 and 3 John differs from the style of 1 John.
" If any man cometh unto you, and bringeth not this doc;

Ov

trine."
el.

but, "
it is

is

closely connected with the idea of <pepet, not with

The meaning
if

not

is

not, " unless a

any man bring
[jbrj,

but

ov.

<f>epeiv

man

bring this doctrine,"

deny, this doctrine :" hence
signifies, primarily, only " bear with

not, that

is,

which then indeed passes over into the " presenting," as
its result.
The epyeo-Qai 7rpo<? is explained by the exhortation,
" Receive him not into your house."
The case is supposed that
one of those false teachers mentioned in ver. 7 laid claim to the
one,"

hospitality of their dwelling

;

but this presupposes a relation of
This

personal friendship and intercourse already established.

very exhortation, therefore, seems to intimate, as also the subsequent, " and bid him not God speed," that in the family
circle of

Kyria there had been some tendency

to error in this

direction.

And how

often in the present day

is

there failure on this

—
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and how needful among ourselves

Presbyter

Among

!

and Christian

influence of a secret vanity, think they

mous

and exhibit

part,

this exhortation of the

who actually possess Christian faith
knowledge, how many are there who, under the
those

at

must play a magnani-

once the firmness of their faith and

the largeness of their charity, and therefore do not seek to avoid

personal intercourse with notorious enemies of the Christian
faith

They are

!

so firmly

this without fear of

grounded that they can venture on

being perverted

!

They stand

so spiritually

and their views are so broad and free, that there is no
danger for themselves, but much advantage to those with whom

high,

they hold this fellowship

A

sion.

Christian

man

But

!

this is a soul-imperilling delu-

should have to do with these deniers of

Christ only for the one sole end of their conversion as soon as
he sees that his great object is spurned, he has nothing more to
do with them. Any compromise, which would let them think
in their own way, and nevertheless continue personal intimate
:

fellowship,
will not

is

altogether of evil

;

it is

think themselves so secure, will surely take
faith

;

tively

for,

who
who
own

a denial of the Lord,

And

have His light put under a bushel.

harm

those

to their

while they habituate themselves to assume argumenta-

an impartial and indifferent relation

to the great con-

fession of Christ manifest in the flesh, they
indifferent.

They

lose the

a/c/j,rj

end by becoming

of their 6/j,o\ojia

it

:

is

not

love for sinners' souls, but sheer vanity, which

makes them take

pleasure in the society of these strong spirits

their secret heart

;

already estranged from the Lord; and therefore

it cannot
but that through these breaches the influence of the false
teachers should gradually, surely, and deeply penetrate, making
them more and more internally indifferent to the " doctrine of
is

fail

Christ,"

more and more disposed

to

acknowledge the ingenious-

ness and the plausibility of the opposite doctrine, and to resent

with impatience and warmth the interference of those who
would warn them (the a^airr] growing cold),
until in the end
they glide by imperceptible stages into the camp of the enemies.

—

Therefore in

this

matter the rule

and aimless friendly
off at once.

avru)

fir)

And

Xeyere.

is

principiis obsta.

intercourse with such liars
this

The

is

The

what the words mean

kcu ^alpeiv

significance of this prescription

gether misapprehended by those

who

(like

vain

must be broken
is

alto-

Bengel, Lucke,

etc.)

2
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think that not every kind of greeting

meant, but that the

is

prohibition refers to the use of the specific Christian brotherly

They might
salutation in regard to such teachers of error.
indeed be greeted with the customary formulas of life, but
" grace, mercy, and peace" was not to be invoked upon them.
But

this solution

in the

is,

^alpeiv \eyeiv does

tian greeting of brotherhood
classical- Greek

place, literally untenable, since

first

by no means

indicate the specifically Chris-

and peace

:

no other than the

it is

phrase of the conventional greeting of courtesy,

and was therefore quite
248, xiii. 229 II. 9,
197 Pindar, Pyth. 2, 57 %aipeiv was also the standing saluAnd, in the
tation in the superscription of heathen letters).
second place, this explanation takes all the force and pith from
which had

origin in heathenism,

its

general (compare Odyss. xxiv. 402,

xi.

;

:

;

the exhortation of our verse.
Christian

is

With such a

false teacher the

not even to stand upon the footing of mere ac-

he is not only not to continue any such fellowThis was the Presbyter's
he is not to enter into it.
meaning, and no other and in this he was perfectly right.
He specifies the reason in ver. 11. He who greeteth such
quaintanceship

;

ship,

;

a false teacher, that

is,

he who

is

in the habit of personal inter-

course with him, Koivwvel tols epyots avrov

not

mean

It does

Tot<? 7rovrjpol<;.

that he becomes partaker of the guilt of his evil works,

evil works themselves ; he
by means of that familiar and personal fellowship, be
involved in the same evils and drawn into the same course of
action as the false teacher. How then % That has been already

but that he becomes a sharer in his
will soon,

shown above.

Vers.

The

12, 13.

Conclusion.

construction with the Participle

is

quite

conception, and altogether foreign to St John's

here used as the Partic. Imperfecti.)
write unto you, I would not (write

it)

Greek
style.

" Having had

in its
(It is

much

to

with paper and ink, but

be with you and speak to you face to face." The antiwriting with paper and ink is evidently not " spiritual
to
thesis
writing" (B.-Crusius), but the oral intercourse which he hoped
soon to enjoy. " With paper and ink" is only a more definite

hope

to

designation of the " writing."

The

point

is,

"

Though

I might

—

—
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have much to write to you, I
it unto you when Ave meet."

will not write

^AXka

it all

ekiri^oi is

B.G.I, and others (against

to you,

but say

guaranteed by

e\7r/£&) <ydp of A.)
and it is also
more appropriate. So also is <yeve<r6at, (taken in the
pregnant sense) by A.B., Vulg., and others, against the Bee.
eX6elv, which is evidently a conjectural emendation on account
" to
(" To be to you or with you "
of the preceding Trpos.
have come unto you.") Xrofia Trpos (TTop,a, of speaking, like
;

logically

=

irpocrcoTTov 7rpo<? irpoacoTrov

(1

Cor. xhi. 12) of seeing.

The

found in the Septuagint, Num. xii. 8 ; Jer.
xxxix. (xxxii.) 4.
XdpTr)<; is the Egyptian paper, and probably
of the finer kind
compare Hug's Introduction.
Thus the Presbyter would say orally and in person what he
had further to say. His Epistle was designed only to interpose
a temporary check to the danger which was imminent, while at
the same time it would announce and prepare them for his
coining.
(But ver. 12 is by no means, as Huther thinks, an

former phrase

is

:

apology for the brevity of his Epistle.)

In the words Iva rj yapa, k.t.X., he again plainly alludes to
i. 4.
His visit would have no other end than to reestablish that state of soul between Kyria and her children, to
introduce which had been the end of the Apostle and his work.
That blessed object was to be attained which the Apostle had
aimed to attain by his Epistle. Thus, in these few words, he
most significantly declares that his endeavour and his exhortation rested entirely upon the authority of the Apostle St John.
The greeting of ver. 13 is self-understood. The sister's
children of -Kyria must have been living at Ephesus (the sister
herself must either have lived elsewhere, or have been already
deceased, since no greetings come from her).
For the rest, this
1

John

greeting

is

not without practical significance.

If those sister s

had charged the Presbyter with their greetings to
Kyria, he must have told them that, and indeed why, he was
writing to her.
(It is probable that it was through these sister's
children

children he received intelligence
of Kyria.)

But thus

how matters

stood in the house

there lay in the simple reference to these

near relatives a hortatory element of some force.
tives shared, too, the care,

the Presbyter.

— The

and had

afiip at the close

These

rela-

their parting request, of
is

decidedly spurious.

—

THE THIRD EPISTLE OF

^€fj|EK.
WMJzfl

1.

Greeting.

— The greeting

is

ST JOHN.

the same as 2

John

1,

only that the point contained in the words iv aX^Oeiq,
is not here developed any further, because there was

no occasion for
declares to each

guished from a

it.
:

That he loved in (the) truth, the Presbyter
what that means, and how this love is distincarnal friendship with the unworthy,

false,

was necessary that he should unfold only

to Kyria.

As it respects the person
name in the New Testament

we

of Gaius,

it

find three of that

Gaius of Corinth, Eom. xvi.
23 1 Cor. i. 15 2. Gaius of Derbe, Acts xx. 4 and 3. Gaius
of Macedonia, Acts xix. 29.
There is no reason for assuming
the identity of our Gaius with either of these he was a fourth
man of this name. (Olshausen and most expositors.)
;

:

1.

;

;

;

Vers. 2-4. Each

of the three sections of the Epistle begins

with the affectionate address wyairnre.

Tlepl iravrwv belongs

and irepl is used in the same meaning as Matt,
Mark i. 44 in relation to, concerning. Thus Trepl ttoviv. 6
tcov forms an antithesis to r\ tyvyr).
The Presbyter wishes for
Gaius that he may, in respect of all things, prosper and be
to evoSovaOai,
;

wrong
and to insinuate
a meaning which it has in com-

well, as his soul (already) prospered.

(with Beza) to refer irepl irdvTwv to
into irepi the

meaning

of rrpo

—

It is altogether

ev-^ofzat,

but never when

position, as for instance in 7repL<yt<yvecr$ac,

stands alone as an independent preposition.

And we can

it

scarcely

think that the writer would have uttered the thought that he,
" before all things," wished Gaius bodily wellbeing.

Thus he wishes
and be

for

him

that in all respects he might prosper

in health, as indeed (/caOcos as in 2

soul prospers (and

is

in health).

John 4 and

G) his

This, however, does not justify

—
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the conclusion that Gaius must necessarily have been sick in

The rrepl ttclvtoiv (rightly understood) gives the evoSovadai koX vytalvew an altogether universal reference to every kind

body.

of earthly wellbeing

;

although the addition of vyiaiveiv gives to

health a special prominence.

meant

spiritual

— By health

soundness in the

of soul

soul's condition

is

naturally

and experience.

The third verse serves, as the yap (omitted only in the
Vulgate and some later codd.) shows, to explain wherein Gaius'
health of soul had been demonstrated, how it had been noted by
'E^dprjv \lav as in 2 John 4.
Maprvpeiv
used for bearing testimony to a matter ; ver. 6 and John
the writer.

The Genitive gov depends upon

xviii. 17.
is

meant by

this "truth,"

walkest in the truth."

is

rf)

akr)6eiq.

tcvi is
v. 33,

What

explained by the addition, " as thou

The

/ea&o?,

which

however, does not serve for

begins bore to rrj aXrjdeia the
" They bore testimony to
relation of an explicative apposition
definition, as if the clause

it

:

thy truth, that

is,

But

(they bore testimony)

how thou

walkest in

employed, as in 2 John 4 and 6,
3 John 2, with a confirmative meaning " As thou (in deed)
dost Avalk in the truth."
As to the idea of " walking in truth,"
see above on 2 John 4.
As to who these " brethren " were,
the truth."

kclOcos is

:

see

below on

The

ver. 5 seq.

general idea of ver. 4

— serving

for the explanation,

—

and strengthening of the "rejoiced greatly"
needs no comment. As to the phraseology, it is to be noted that
comparatives like fjue^orepos occur in classic Greek as well as in
the New Testament (Eph. iii. 8)
and then, that tovtcov (well
vouched for, against the softer reading ravrrj^ of some lesser
codd.) is to be taken as the Genitive of the neuter ravra, on
which neuter idea the explanatory clause tva, k.t.X., depends.
" I have no greater joy than this, that I may hear that my
children walk in (the) truth," equivalent to " There is for me
no greater joy, etc." The Tva involves the idea of a wish. (In
confirmation,

;

on ought

—

have been used.)
Tetcva p,ov
my children might be used by the Presbyter
John concerninc; the members of his Church. According to
Papias (Euseb. 3, 39), he had been a personal disciple of Jesus,
strict technical precision, el or

—

—

and therefore must have been advanced

to

in years.

Vers. 5-10. After the generally laudatory acknowledgment,

—

——

;
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the writer approaches the object which gave
write this Epistle.

Uigtov

TroLels

Concerning

eav epiyday

$>

dyaTrrjTe, see

tovs d8e\<f)ov<;

et?

him occasion

above on ver.
tovto

kcli

to

2.

%evov<;.

by B.C. G.I. against the epydfy of A.
and so is tovto, by A.B.C., Vulg., and others, against the Eec.
et<? (G.C.).
Ulo-tov 7roiet9 does not mean, "Thou doest what is
'Epydo-y

established

is

worthy of a ttlo-tos dvr\p " (Beza, Liicke) nor, " Thou doest
what corresponded! with expectation " (Bengel) ; nor is tticttov
;

" faithfully

But

etc.").

phrase

(De Wette

"

itio-tov iroielaOai

fidelity."

mind

Thou

8

ii.

;

dealest

faithfully in

O

idv

=

b

1 Cor. vi. 6

in all that

dv.

:

is

to

be regarded

(see Passow).

" to give a pledge of

Kal tovto

— " Thou

all,

with the classic

(Med.), where inaTov is
and equivalent to 7riaTi<;

usual meaning of the phrase
,v

Eph.

"

ttio-tov irocelv is essentially identical

as a substantial neuter,

The

:

Phil.

as in

i.

28

;

givest a pledge of thy true

thou hast done towards the brethren, and,

moreover, towards strangers."

Toix; aSe\<£ou<? the author writes,

because he had already spoken of them in ver. 3.
Bevoc they
were in relation to Gaius because they were not at home when
in his house and Church, but had come there as travellers. And
thus he had evidenced his fidelity, not only by general kindness,
but by the hospitable reception of these. Hence the heightened
;

KOi TOVTO.

His conduct towards them is more closely described in ver.
02 ifiapTvprjadv aov Trj dydir-rj ivdiirtov eKtckrjo-tas. That
they gave testimony concerning him, had been already stated in
Bat there it was more generally said that they bore
ver. 3.
testimony to his walk in the truth ; here it is more specific, that
they bore testimony to the love which he manifested towards
them. 'Evoottlov eKKkrjala<i depends on e/JLapTvprjaav, not upon
dydiTT].
By the eKKkrjcrla we must naturally understand the
Ephesian Church.
Wherein these proofs of love consisted, the following words
6

:

declare

:

0D9 /caXw? eTroirjcras

The reading wavers. The

it poire fi-^ras

Text. Bee. has

d^icos tov

©eov.

iroLrjo-ei^ irpoTreiJi^a<i

;

Future and the Aor. Part, do not seem
Codex C. reads 7roM/<xa<? TrpoirepL-^reLs some lesser
to accord.
codices, 7rotet<? Trpoirepb-^ra^.
Luther and Grotius conjectured
eirol^ca^, which may illustrate also how the reading in Cod. C.
The reading Troi^o-eLs might easily arise from misoriginated.
in which, however, the

;

—
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understanding the meaning to be, that an exhortation for the
future is here added (" Thou wilt do well, if thou sendest them

on provided for worthily of God").
tors,

So

also the

modern

exposi-

following the Text. Rec, take the words as an exhortation

for the future.

They

had come, and that

take

it

for granted that these "brethren"

from some
Gaius that they had found a
hospitable reception at his hands ; that they had then come to
Ephesus, were now on the point of returning home, and in their
return homewards would call at the house of Gaius again. But
we can hardly imagine anything more strange than that the
members of a strange and distant Church, who were purposing
to convert the Gentiles, should come to Ephesus and its neighbourhood, where there was already a centre of Christianity, and
where their labours would be perfectly superfluous. But, as
below in ver. 10, equally with ver. 5, ol t&ekfyoi with the definite
article are mentioned as already known, it cannot be doubted
that we must understand by them, not converters of the Gentiles
from a distant Church, but those Ephesian members of the
Church whom the Presbyter had sent to Diotrcphes, and who,
rejected by Diotrephes and his Christian companions in that
place, turned to the dwelling-place of Gaius
because they
would not lay claim to the hospitality of the Gentiles (ver. 7)
and from him received a hospitable reception. These had
now returned to Ephesus, and had borne witness that Gaius
unlike Diotrephes
"walked in the truth," and what love he
had shown towards themselves. But, how these same brethren
could have been sent again to Gaius, we cannot discover.
An exhortation to future hospitality cannot, therefore, on
any account, be regarded as contained in the words ou? /caA&W,
k.t.X.
If we do not conjecture, with Luther and Grotius,
eVoi^cra?, then we must of necessity, constrained by the Aor.
Part, connected with it, assume that this Future is used in
the same way as in Luke i. 37, ovk ahvvar^aei irapa tw Qeu>
irav prj^a, "nothing is impossible with God ;" 1 Cor. xv. 29, ri
that is, the
iroi^o-ovcn, k.t.X., " what will they then do," etc. ?
Future would not here express the future of time, but, just as
the German Future, a mere general sense of probability and
" It will indeed be
plausibility, the so-called Attic supposition.
right and praiseworthy, that thou hast sent them forward in a
as converters of the Gentiles,

distant place to the dwelling of

;

—

—

—

—

—
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7roirjo~ei<; would be an urbane form of
However, even thus viewed, the Future

Thus

worthy manner."
7rotei?

JOHN

eVoi'ei?.

would not grammatically accord with the Aorist Participle
How easily might the
therefore it is better to read eVo/^cra?.
reading 7roi^<T€i<; have arisen, through error or misunderstanding, out of an original eVo/^cra?,
the misunderstanding being
naturally caused by ver. 8. 1
IIpo7re/jL7reiv, send on, is the term for the provident dismissal
of a guest, whom we provide with what is needful for his further journey (Tit. iii. 13; Rom. xv. 24; 1 Cor. xvi. 6, 11).
'-4£/co? tov Qeov has its explanation in ver. 7.
'Tirep yap tov dvo/xctTos e^fjXdov, scil. tov 6vop,aro<; rod Qeov
(Bengel)
not tov Xpco-Tov (Grotius, Liicke), which in this
connection, where tov Qeov immediately precedes, seems forced.
The expression whether Qeov or XpiaTov be supplied indi:

—

;

—

—

cates generally this, that they

own

made

their journey, not for their

occasions and earthly interests, but in the interest of the

kingdom

of

Viewed

God.

in themselves, the

words would

permit us to think of a mission to convert the Gentiles, or of a

through persecution

flight

(in

which case we must, with Beza,

Bengel, and Olshausen, force airo twv eOvLKOiv into dependence

upon

but they do not constrain us to any such supand the context of the whole Epistle leads to a different
conclusion. For, it is evident from ver. 10, that " the brethren"
spoken of from ver. 3 onwards had been sent by the author to
Diotrephes with an Epistle, and that they had been refused reception and hospitality.
Thus the words, " receiving nothing
from the Gentiles," obtain a specific meaning. Among the
Christians in the place where Diotrephes dwelt, they found no
e^?j\dov)

;

position,

hospitable reception

;

lay claim to the hospitality of the Gentiles

dwelling there, they would not

then they turned to the (not very
Gaius and thus what Gaius did to
them was done " worthily of God," that is, done in a manner
worthy of God, in whose service they had made the journey, and
in whose honour they had declined all fellowship with the Gentiles.
distant) dwelling-place of

1

If

7ro/5j(TS4f

we suppose
of Cod. C.

yielded no sense,

(Rec),

—

it

the

E

:

;

to have been overlooked,

we have

the reading

But, as the two Participles without a finite verb

would be natural to correct this again into iroiwug
was supposed to contain an exhortation for

especially as ver. 8

the future.

2c

;

DIOTREPHES.
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But now

becomes perfectly

it

must be referred

In
are

that the words

ou<?

For, that which is said in ver. 7
worthy of God," was among the transac-

to the past.

in explanation of "
tions that

clear,

cannot contain any exhortation for the future, but

Ka\o)<;, k.t.X.,

had taken

place.

ver. 8 the author utters the general proposition, "

bound

to receive such,"

who

of Diotrephes,

received

We

order to exhibit the conduct

in

them

not, as

an unrighteous and

self-condemned procedure, directly contrary to this o^etkofiev.
this transitional point between the praise of Gaius,
and the blame of Diotrephes, vers. 9, 10, it has
been thought that ver. 8 contained a silent hint for Gaius ; and
hence, in ver. 6, the iroir}aas, which slipped in, instead of the
original eiroirjaa^, was changed into a Troirjaeis.
We (universally all Christians) are bound to receive such
persons (persons of such a mind as these, according to ver. 7,
had approved themselves by acts to possess), that we may be

Overlooking

vers. 5-7,

:

e

fellow-labourers for the truth.

New

here in the

and

receive

to support.

mer meaning,

T7ro\afi{3dveiv, occurring only

Testament, means in profane Greek both to

The

context here decides for the for-

^wepyol (comp.

1 Thess. hi. 2

;

2 Cor.

viii.

21

11) jlyveadaL rg aXrjdeta might, viewed in itself, be
understood of a co-operation in the service of the conversion of
Col.

iv.

the Gentiles,
it

if

means only

the context were speaking of this matter.

to

become fellow-labourers of the

toiovtol

But
who

were for the aXtfOeia and, according to the context, those
aSe\(pol were in this way active in serving the truth, that they
brought a letter and oral exhortations to Diotrephes, in order to
obviate the threatening schism.
(Compare the Introduction.)
Yer. 9. The writer goes on without any pause or interrup" I wrote something to the Church, but, etc."
tion
It is a
needless assumption, that from ver. 9 onwards another circumstance is suddenly entered upon, different from what is supposed
to occupy the previous part.
;

:

While the context establishes that the " Church" above in
meant the Ephesian Church, here the words imply that
that Church is meant to which Diotrephes belonged.
And, as
ver. 6

that

is

called simply

"the Church," we

the circumstance that those brethren

may infer

whom

were able (on the same day or evening)

—

as also

from

Diotrephes rejected

to repair to Gaius,

who

3
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thus must have dwelt in the neighbourhood of Diotrephes

Gaius

was a member of the same Church.

also

— that

(See the Intro-

duction.)

"Eypatyd

tc

is

the reading of A.B.C.

But the

writer

—

does not intend by this expression to intimate
as Dvisterdieck
strangely thinks that his Epistle was an " insignificant" (!) one,

—

the slender results of which he himself foresaw.

It

is

far bet-

most significant aposiopesis. " I had
written something to the Church,"
something which, if it had
been publicly read, would not have failed of its effect " but
Diotrephes, who will be the first among them" (see the Introduction), " receiveth us not."
What the conduct was which is
ter to regard this ti as a

—

;

meant by

this expression, is explained,

by the

1.

antithesis to

" I wrote," which the " but" establishes (a not-receiving of the
Epistle)

;

and

2.

by

denying hospitality
ceiveth

—

rj/jbas

To

not.

10 (a rejection of the brethren who
In not receiving the Epistle, and in
those who brought it themselves, he re-

ver.

brought the Epistle).
to

— the Presbyter John himself with the messengers

assign to iircSe^eadaL the vague

or hold valid" (Liicke),
to

it

by

is

to

weaken the

meaning of " reckon,

definite sense attached

ver. 10.

Thus

was the purpose of Diotrephes no longer to receive
from that member of the Ephesian Presbytery
to whom his (young, commencing) Church had been hitherto submissive he would govern it himself; and that Church was, under
his direction, to assume the position of an independent Church.
In ver. 9 the writer makes very brief allusion to something
which had been no doubt more explicitly narrated to Gaius by
those brethren who, rejected by Diotrephes, had received his
hospitality.
But he nevertheless touches these circumstances
here, in order to express to Gaius in what light these things
appeared to him (the Presbyter), and to exhibit to him the un-

any

it

instructions

:

warrantable shamelessness of the conduct of Diotrephes.

In the
he unveils his sinful motive in the words
" receiveth us not," he suggests to Gaius, that Diotrephes had
outraged, not only these brethren, but himself, the Presbyter
And both he says, in order that Gaius may all the more
also.
carefully guard against being involved in, or inveigled into, his

word

(pi\o7rpo)Tev€Lv

;

schismatical proceedings.

To

the

same end, he

tells

him

in ver.

10 that he purposes

;
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himself to come, and to detect Diotrephes and expose him.

Hence he

we
is

upon the individual aspects of his wickedness.
must not be translated by puniam, arguam, unless

enters

'Tiro/jLvijcra)

are willing to sacrifice

all

the delicacy of the expression.

It

a great thought, that only to mention that which Diotrephes

had done would be
word of contempt
:

sufficient to annihilate
it

does not

him.

4>Xvapioi

mean " slander,"

is

a

but

Xothopeco,

(according to Eustathius on Iliad 21, 361) to iv ov heovri

Xoyovs

irpoievai, to

speak nought, " babble and prate," plaudern y

Here it stands with the Objective
as Luther well hits it off.
In the addition
Accusative, equivalent to " prate at any one."
lies the wickedness, in the <p\vapcov the wretched
words which Diotrephes spoke against the Pres-

\6yois Trovrjpois
nullity, of the

byter.

The

following words need no explanation

;

as to the fact

see the remarks in the Introduction.

Tovs a&e\<f)ov<; is,
'Ek rrjs
as in ver. 5, " the brethren," those mentioned above.
eKKkT)o-ia<; eK^aXket is to be understood of the excommunication

itself,

which Diotrephes threatened against those who had been ready
to receive with hospitality those " brethren," and by means of
In order to
which they had been restrained from doing so.
avoid the worst evil, a schism within the Church, they had for

—

—

But still the categorical eKfidWei seems to
show that the excommunication actually took effect on some
who did not at once accommodate themselves. Compare also
below on ver. 12.
the time receded.

In vers. 11, 12 follows the main exhortation, which conwhole Epistle. Gaius must not imitate
the kclkov described in vers. 9, 10 (the wickedness of Diotrephes,
and the weakness of those who succumbed to his terrors) he
must not be persuaded to go over to the party of Diotrephes
but he must imitate that which is good. And, as a pattern of
the "good," Demetrius is in ver. 12 set before him,
who,
therefore, was by no means a member of the Ephesian Church,
and a bearer of the letter, but a man of Diotrephes' own Church,
tains the scope of the

;

—

who

firmly withstood

him

in all his pretensions.

Before, however, Gaius

is

referred to the example of this

Demetrius, the writer grounds his exhortation, "Follow not,
etc," on the general proposition,

"He

that doeth good, etc.,"

;

3
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11, 12.

which contains an undeniable allusion to 1 John iii. 6. The
thought is there the same that he who is a child of God sinneth
not, but purifieth himself (consequently, he who doeth good approves himself as "being of God") on the other hand, he who
:

;

sinneth hath not seen

But, in harmony with the context,

Him.

—

to
which had occurred to aya06v
employs here the words arfadoiroielv and
in

treats the passage 1

John

rca/cov,

Thus he
which he had

KaKoiroietv.

6 just in the

iii.

the Presbyter

way

in

treated the individual passages of the apostolical Epistle in his

own Second

Epistle.

Ver. 12. "
(that

is,

of

To Demetrius

all

But what does

itself."

this

is given of all"
"
and
of the truth
10),

(good) testimony

the aSeXfals, vers. 3,

5,

The

mean ?

truth in the objective

sense, the Christian doctrine, cannot be intended.

Huther and

Diisterdieck think that " the good testimony of the iravTes

represented as one not having

its

foundation in their

is

human

judgment, but in the testimony given them by the akrjdeta
dwelling in them."

But avTrj

rj

a\y]0eia, in opposition to the

cannot possibly be the truth which uttered itself in the
testimony of the " all."
B.-Crusius refers it to the truth of
7ravT69,

which had been advanced by the earlier labours of
but his earlier missionary activity could scarcely
bear testimony to his present deportment, apart from the harshLiicke
ness of the metonymy which this explanation requires.
Christianity,,

Demetrius

;

expounds that the truth itself would bear testimony to him, if
were asked (that is, if it could speak). Beausobre, Grotius,
etc., think of the truth which manifested itself as a living power
in the life of Demetrius.
And this is the only correct interpretation
though we must not limit it to the "truth" which

it

;

itself generally in his life, but think of the truth
which, in these days, in his conduct towards Diotrephes, had so

manifested

mightily shown

its

power.

Doubtless for

wrong, and had been content to submit

its

sake he had suffered

to ill-treatment

and per-

secution (probably the excommunication mentioned in ver. 10).

Thus

it

might be said that the truth

(iv

fj

irepnraTet,

comp.

ver. 4) bore testimony in his behalf.

own testimony for him
It is
what
it was founded.
and it was needful to explain en
enough to utter his " avTos e(f>a" and he writes, "And thou
knowest that our testimony is true."
Finally, the Presbyter appends his

CONCLUSION.
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—

Vers. 13-15. Conclusion. The idea of vers. 13, 14 is
John 12, but the expression differs from

perfectly like that of 2
in certain

it

minute points

:

IloWa

el^ov rypa^rai

<roi is

the

reading of A.B.C. and others, in opposition to the Text. Rec.

which

by G.I., and doubtconform it with 2 John 12.
the other hand, we have in Cod. A. a similarly originating

<ypd(f)€(,p,

less

On

owed

its

is

slenderly authenticated

origin to the wish to

various reading, ovk ifiovkrjOwv, instead of the correct Text.

Rec. ov

6e\a>,

which

the close of the verse

Thus the
first,

authenticated by B.C. and others.

is

we must read

<toi >ypd(f)6iv

between this and 2 John 12 lies in this,
employ the participial construction

distinction

that the writer does not

(7roX\a

e-^cov),

but two clauses {el^ov

posed to each other;
(comp. Acts xxv. 22
the Inf. Aor. ^pd-tyai

;

;

At

(B.C.).

— aXX

ov OiXco) are op-

secondly, he

uses

Rom.

and accordingly employs

ix.

3),

el^ov as Imperfect

thirdly, with ov 6eXo) the verb jpdcpetv

and, fourthly, he attaches the clause ekiri^w, k.t.\.,
('AXkd would here have been unsuitable rather ydpf
but no codex inserts that.) Thus Be has the meaning of " on

is

repeated

by

;

Se,

;

the other hand."

The

idea itself has been explained, partly on 2

John

—

12,

and partly in the Introduction.
Huther erroneously thinks an
av wanting to el^ov. El^ov dv would mean, " I should have
had much to write (scil. unless) ;" but the writer would say, "I
had much to write."

The

final salutation, ver. 14,

begins with the specific Chris-

tian wish of peace (instead of the profane eppwao), with

we may compare

Gal.

vi.

16,

Eph.

vi.

23,

which

1 Pet. v.

14,

and others, including 2 John 3. Then the
writer sends Gaius salutations from the friends, and charges
him to greet " the friends by name" which latter commission,
2 Thess.

hi.

16,

—

as well as the expression

(pt\oi

("friends," in opposition to

is to be explained by the existing relations between
Gaius and Diotrej)hes. Gaius was to greet every one from the
Presbyter by name, who had kept aloof from the schism and
wickedness of Diotrephes, and thus confirm them in their

enemies),

fidelity.

TRANSLATION OF THE TWO EPISTLES.

I.

and her children, whom I
have known
the truth for the truth's sake which dwelleth in us and it
will be with us for ever.
Grace, mercy, and peace be with you
from God the Father, and from Jesus Christ the Son of the
Father, in truth and love.
I rejoiced greatly that I found among thy children those
who walk in (the) truth, as we have received a commandment
from the Father. And now I beseech thee, Kyria (not as
though I wrote a new commandment unto thee, but that which
we had from the beginning), that we love one another. And
this is love, that we walk after His commandments
this is His
commandment, as ye have heard from the beginning, that ye
should walk in it.
For " many deceivers are entered into the
world, who confess not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh."
" This is the deceiver and the Antichrist."
Look to yourselves,
that ye lose not what we have wrought, but that ye may receive
a full reward. Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ, hath not God: he that abideth in the
If there come
doctrine, he hath both the Father and the Son.
any unto you, and bringeth not (with him) this doctrine, receive
him not into your house, and greet him not. For he that

The

Presbyter to Kyria, the

love in truth

;

and not I

elect,

only, but also all they that

;

:

:

—

him is partaker
Having many things

greeteth

of his evil deeds.
to write

unto you, I would not (write)

with paper and ink ; but I trust to come unto you, and speak
The children of
face to face, " that your joy might be full."

thy elect

sister greet thee.

TRANSLATION.
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II.

The Presbyter unto

the well-beloved Gaius,

whom

I love in

(the) truth.

Beloved, I wish that in every respect thou mayest prosper

and be

in health,

greatly

when brethren came and

For I rejoiced

even as thy soul doth prosper.
testified

of thy truth, even as

thou walkest in (the) truth. I have no greater joy than to hear
that my children walk in truth.
Beloved, thou givest token of thy fidelity in whatsoever thou
hast done to the brethren, and that to strangers,

Church

who have borne

and in regard to
whom thou hast done well that thou hast sent them forward on
Because for His name's
their journey in a way worthy of God.
sake they went forth, and took nothing from the Gentiles. We
therefore ought to receive such, that we might be fellow-helpers
to the truth.
I wrote something to the Church but Diotrephes,
who will be first among them, receiveth us not. Wherefore,
when I come, I will remind him of the works which he doeth,
prating against us with malicious words and, not content therewith, neither doth he himself receive the brethren, and forbiddeth them that w ould, and casteth them out of the Church.
witness of thy charity before the

;

;

:

r

Beloved, follow not the
good, is of

evil,

God: he that doeth

but the good.

evil,

He

that doeth

hath not seen God. Demetrius

all men, and of the truth itself
but we
and thou knowest that our testimony is true.
I had many things to write but I will not with ink and
pen write unto thee however, I hope I shall shortly see thee,
and we shall speak face to face. Peace be to thee. Our friends
salute thee.
Greet the friends by name.

hath good report of
also

bear record

:

;

;

:

APPENDIX

THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES.

|jHE seven

Epistles in the New-Testament canon which
that is, the Epistle of
were distinctively not Pauline
St James, two of St Peter, three of St John, and that
were in the time of Eusebius (ii. 23) already wont
of St Jude
to be collected together under the name of the " Catholic Epistles."
But it is doubtful what the precise meaning was which
and that meaning can be
this expression was meant to convey
found only by a specific and close investigation. The word,
derived from k<x& o\ov, means of itself generalis, general, universal : used concerning an Epistle, it may be designed to express that the Epistle was ivritten by many authors in common ;

—

—

;

or, that

directed to several

ivas

it

finally, that

it

was

Churches

in

common; or,
Each

universally acknowledged as canonical.

of these three interpretations of the expression /caOoXiical eVt-

(TToXal has

But
priate.

the

had

its

first

of

defenders.

them

at once declares itself to

be inappro-

If the designation, at Kado\i/cal eVicrToXat, were ap-

plied only to the whole

Collection of the seven Epistles,

it

must of course be presumed that that Collection was called
"Catholic" because as a whole it sprang not from one, but
in opposition to the Collection
from a community of authors,
But,
of Pauline Epistles, which sprang from one author alone.
even in that case, the expression would be somewhat strange
and inexact. For it would necessarily point to a common pro-

—

—
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duction of the whole whereas the several authors did not by
any means co-operate to a common authorship of a compilation
of Epistles which aimed at unity as a whole, 1 but every one of
them wrote his own Epistle apart from the rest, with its own
specific aim, and on its own specific occasion, and the whole
were collected together into one only after the death of the
individual writers. And, in fact, we find that it was not merely
the Collection which bore the name " Catholic," but that, as we
shall presently see, each of the individual Epistles was itself
designated a KaOoXucrj einaTokq. At most, we should have to
assume that the name " Catholic," after it had once become
firmly established for the Collection as such, was afterwards
;

also transferred to its individual
\i/cr) iTTLo-ToXr)

component parts (so that Ka6oto " an Epistle belonging to

would be equivalent

But such an
For we find

the Collection of the Catholic Epistles").

sumption contradicts the reality of history.

as-

the

designation " Catholic" applied first to the individual Epistles

by Dionysius Alexandrinus (in Eusebius 7, 25), Origen
Comment, on John, concerning 1 Peter de
Orat. and Comm. on John, concerning 1 John, and elsewhere
concerning the Epistle of Jude)
before it was transferred
by Eusebius (2, 23 6, 13) to the entire Collection. But, geneto wit,

(Select, in. Ps. 3

;

;

—

—

;

rally speaking, the expression " Catholic"

never occurs, through-

out the whole of patristic literature, as the designation of the
conjoint

seems

work of many

several authors.

The only

exception

passage in Clemens Alexandrinus, Strom. 4,
where the Epistle in Acts xv. is mentioned in the words Kara
to be the

ty)V eTriaToXrjv Trjv fca0o\i/cr]V rcov

here an Epistle

is

aTToaroktov cnrdvTcov

2
;

but

referred to which was actually decreed and

accepted by a whole assembly. But how, on the other hand,
the seven Epistles in question could have been termed " Cathotogether,

1

— and

—

as the common production
how each of these Epistles

lic" in this sense

of several authors

could have been

when

several writers combine in a common work, e.g., an
which case we should certainly describe this encyclopaedia
as their "joint work."
2 Even
here the word might bear the elsewhere customary signification

Just as

encyclopaedia

;

in

of encyclical (directed to several Churches)
of

x.oiQo'Aix.qs

;

nevertheless, the juxtaposition

and ruv d7roer6\uv ccTrxuruv makes

the former to the

common

it

more natural

co-operation of the authors.

to refer

;;
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termed " a joint production," we cannot understand. Hence, we
must regard the view of Hug and others, who refer tcadoXt/cos
to the

community

of several authors, as altogether set aside.

not so easy to determine the question, whether the expression " Catholic" was applied to our Epistles by the Fathers
It

is

in the sense of encyclical, or of

acknowledged canonical. 1

The

narrow for them
since, while it suits the Epistle of St James, and the First of St
John, the First and Second of St Peter, and that of St Jude,
it does not suit the Second and Third Epistles of St John.
The latter predicate seems, on the one hand, too broad, since
there were many other Epistles besides these seven which were
certainly held to be canonical
and, on the other, it does not
seem properly suitable, since 2 Peter, 2-3 John, Jude, and even
James, were not found originally in the catalogues (or Kavove<i)
of all Churches, and on that account were termed avTcKejofievai.
Meanwhile, it is only a more exact investigation which will lead
to any certain result.
Dionysius of Alexandria (in Euseb. vii. 25) attempted to
establish that the Apocalypse must have been written by another
John, and not the Apostle, because the Apostle does not mention his name in his writings.
After appealing to the Gospel,
he goes on, o 8e evayye\tarrj<; ovSe t% /cado\i/cri<; IttlgtoA//)? Trpoeypa^rev eavrou to ovofia
and, after having quoted
former predicate seems

at the first glance too

;

;

the beginning of 1 John, he proceeds,
(pepopuevr) ^Icodvvov
6

\eu<?,

^looavvrj^

ical rpcTj],

ovopuao-rl

aXX

ovSe ev

ifj

Sevrepa

kultol j3payetat$ overate eirio-To-

irpoKenat.

It

would seem here

obvious enough that Ka6o\tKo^ must be taken as the antithesis
of (pepo/xevo?. Hug indeed thinks that the particle aWa standing between the two words makes it impossible to regard
Kirchhofer
tcaOoXifcos and (pepopbevos as antithetical ideas.
goes so far as to maintain that Dionysius, " by the word cpepo-

Second and Third Epistles from the
were not addressed to several Churches
but not because he wished to describe them as only by report
assigned to St John, for he held St John as their author."
Dionysius nowhere says that he positively held St John to
be author of 2 and 3 John
he takes care not to write
puevos,

distinguishes the

First, because these

:

1

The

latter is the

view of Nosselt, Hammond, and others

that of Grotius, Wolf, and Wetstein.

;

the former,

;
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aXX ovSe ev rfj Bevrepa <pepop,evy koX Tplrrj irpoe<y payers v
eavrov tov 6vop,a, but discreetly says, aXX ovSe
6 'Iwavovojuuaarl Trpofcelrai; and again, further on, avvaSovcri

vq<i

/xev <yap aXXi'iXots

But, that

Xal).

to evayyeXiov
cpepo/jievos

addressed to several Churches,"

When

refutation.

kclI

rj

eirtcrToXr} (not eincrro-

should bear the meaning of " not
is

an absurdity which needs no

Dionysius applies the predicate

cpepofievr} to

the Second and Third Epistles, he clearly and unambiguously
declares that for his

own

part he was very far from being con-

vinced of their apostolical origin.

But

that did not prevent

two Epistles to the account of his assertion.
Granted, he would say, that these Epistles were apostolical (or,
that the readers held them for apostolical), even then the
proposition, that the Apostle did not mention himself by name,
would be unaffected. Thus we see also (against Hug) that
KaOoXtKr] may be logically used as the antithesis to <pepop,evij.
" The Apostle, even in his acIt was quite logical to write
knowledged genuine document, did not prefix his name, but
began without preliminaries with the mystery of the Divine
revelation, etc.
But also in the supposed Second and Third
Epistles, John is not mentioned by name."
KadoXcicos, therefore, may here form the antithesis of <pep6p,evo<;.
Not that it must, however, form any such antithesis. The
two expressions are divided by too great an interval to allow of
our saying that KaOoXacos must here be viewed as the antithesis
of (pepo/jbevos.
It is quite as conceivable that KadoXucos is used
his turning these

:

here in that meaning of encyclical which, as

common meaning

we

shall presently

more ancient patristic
period.
The First Epistle of St John was an encyclical document addressed to the Church of Ephesus, and to the surrounding Churches of Asia Proconsularis. Dionysius may therefore
see,

was

either

its

have applied to

the epitheton naturale of " Catholic,"

it

as the only Epistle of St

just as

any
1

Origen does

John which he regarded

g.,

as genuine,

where he has no thought of
or he might have had this inten-

in passages

antithesis to /ca0oXiK6<;,

E.

in the

Selecta in Ps 3

:

1

Kos<

—

rx "ktyo^ivx

lv ryi

x.t>i.6okix.ri

l7riaro'hYi Tccpcc

tb JJerpu (then follows 1 Pet. iii. 19). Here, the First Epistle of St Peter
is not called encyclical that it might be opposed to another not encyclical
for the

Second Epistle of St Peter was encyclical.

simply epitheton naturale.

But

x.xdo'Aix.6; is

here
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Second and Third Epistles of St John,

apart from the doubtful question of their apostolical origin,
all cases, and indubitably, not encyclical documents.
was not necessary that he should express more positively
it was underthis antithesis to encyclical {if he had it in view)
Now, when he applies to the Second and
stood of itself.
Third Epistles the predicate (pepofievos, he does not take up
again that antithesis between encyclical and not-encyclical but
he intends to express the new and independent thought, that he

were in

But

it

;

;

did not confidently hold these Epistles to be apostolical.
This
view of the fcadoXifcos is logically tenable.
It was strictly
" Even to his encyclical writlogical for Dionysius to write
ing [on writing the emphasis lies] the Evangelist did not prefix
his name, but without any preliminary began with the mystery
of the Divine revelation.
That which was from the beginning,
he says, that which we have heard, that which we have seen
with our eyes. For, on account of this revelation, the Lord
:

pronounced Peter blessed Blessed art thou, Simon Barjona,
for flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but My Father
in heaven.
But also in the supposed Second and Third Epistles
[on ' Second and Third' lies the emphasis], the name John is
not mentioned."
The full citation of the passage shows that
:

we

are not constrained to regard fca6o\ifco<; as the antithesis of

(j)6p6fl€VO<;.

Thus,

this

much-contested passage of Dionysius establishes

no more than this, that /ca6o\t/c6<i may be taken, as well with the
meaning " acknowledged as apostolical," as with the meaning
" encyclical." Nothing more definite can be derived from this
passage, but must be looked for elsewhere.
And now, at the outset, it is remarkable that in none of the
old canons does the word occur in the sense of KavoviKo<i or
evhid9r]Ko^.
Cassiodorus (de Instit. Div. lect. c. 8) was the first
to describe the Epistles, 1 Pet., 1 and 2 John, 2 Pet., 3 John,
and James, as epistolce canonical ; whence it has been rightly
argued (as Cassiodorus could not have held 2 Pet., 3 John, and
Jude as apocryphal) that he had in his mind the collection of
the seven Epistles, and took the current word KaOoXucos in the
sense of kovoviko^.
Similarly, Theophylact explains Ka6o\t/co<i
as the antithesis of airoicpv^oq.

In the more ancient

patristic period,

on the other hand, we

—

—

;
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never meet with this use of
It

fcoi.

Uerpov fxev ovv irrtcrroXrj
/AoXoyvrai ravrv Be /cat
iv rots

(T(f)(Ji)V

Be 7roXXot9

To ye

ypacpwv.

avrov

rb /car

/nia

'Icrfxev

Here we read

3, 3.

:

avrov irporepa dvco-

Xeyofievrj

ol rraXat TrpeafivrepoL &>? a/Jb(f)iXeKT(p

ivBid6r)Kov

rtbv

firjv

p,ev elvai TrapeiXntyafjLev'

fiera aXXcov iairovBdaOr]

(fraveiaa

yjpr)criiLO<$

imKeKXvpievwv avrov 7rpd^eav,
diroKaXv^iv ovV

7rapaBeBop,eva, ore

p,iqre

/cal

to Be Xeyofievov avrov

covofiacrfievov evayyeXcov,

/ojpv/fia, Kai rr\v KaXovfievvv

/cals

rj

avroyv KaKeKeyjpnvrai avyypdp,p,aac rrjv Be <pepo-

/xevwv avrov Bevrepav ovk
o/ift)?

/cado\uc6<; as equivalent to kclvovi-

not right to appeal to Euseb.

is

bX(o<;

ap^aicov

iv

KadoXi-

pbrjre rcbv tca(?

avyypacpevs rals if; avrcov crvve^prjaaro
customary to supply ypa<pal<; to icaOoXucais
needlessly, however, for eKKXwo-laLs might as well be supplied
but even then, KaOoXucos does not stand simply and as such in
rjfids Tt? eKKkrjo'Lao'TLKo^

It

fxapTvpiais.

—

is

the sense of " canonical."

They

are called " catholic writings,"

was made of them

as the clause with otl shows, because use

the

in

fcadoXifcr) e/cfcXr)o~La.

But

this

usage

if indeed i/cicXrjo-laLs

is

not to be supplied

stands almost isolated, and must simply be explained

Where, on the other hand, a

context.

document

receives the predicate

rj

by the
New-Testament

single

/caOoXiicrj

{e.g.,

imaroXtf),

Fathers decidedly in the sense of
manifestly the fact
for, five of the seven

this predicate stands in the

encyclical.

This

is

;

which were customarily called fcaOoXifcai were no other
than those concerning which the " ovk ivBiaOijKov? avrds rrapeiBut it would have been exceeding
Xiifyajxev'' held good.
strange, if those very writings which, being the majority, were
not yet universally acknowledged as canonical, had been deEpistles

scribed as " universally acknowledged," in opposition to the

remainder.

And

then, Eusebius places the ideas dvriXeyofieva

and KaOoXuca even in strict juxtaposition, when he (6, 14) writes
concerning Clemens Alexandrinus iv Be rals 'TTrorvirooaecn,
:

^vveXovra

elirelv,

TreirOtrjTaL

Birjytfo-eis,

Trao~r\<i

ypaffis ernrei fX7]jxeva<i
avriXeyofievas rrapeXOwv, rrjv

T779 ivBiadtj/cov

p,r)Be

to.?

^lovBa Xeyw Kai ras Xotrra^ KadoXtKas iirLo-ToXas.

Thus, he

comprises the Epistle of St Jude, with the other " Catholic"
Epistles,

among "

the not universally acknowledged"

proof that KadoXiKal iirLo-roXai had not to

" universally-acknowledged Epistles."

So

him

the

also

— a plain

meaning of

he speaks

(3,
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23) of the Epistle of St James as the
fcadoXt/ccov,

To

and adds

Trpcorrj tojv 6vop,a%o/j,iva>v

ccrreov Be <w? vodeverat..

1

these negative arguments (that tca6o\i/<6<; did not

" canonical")
(that

415

it

Euseb.

mean

may

be added the following positive arguments
had the meaning of " encyclical"). Apollonius (in

5,

fxifiov/jbevos

18) relates of the Montanist Themisus

iroXfiijae

:

rbv airocrToXov, KaddXi/crfv riva avvTa^dfievos

eiri-

Themisus
could not have written an Epistle made up of several, nor an
Epistle acknowledged canonical, but only a circular-letter meant
for the several Phrygian Churches. To the same interpretation
we are led by the words of Eusebius himself (4, 23) (AiovvcrToXrjv Karrj-^eiv tol"?

apeivov avrov ireinarevKOTa^.

:

crios)

^prjcn/jbdorarov airaaiv eavrbv Ka0cara<; iv

ah

virervirovro

Ka6o\iical<; Trpbs ras e/e/cA^o-i'a? imcrroXal^.
We see
what was the meaning which w as universally at that time conr

nected with the expression

CEcumenius (Prolegomena

KadokiK-q

Thus

eTnaroXr}.

way

designation of our seven Epistles in the following
\iical Xeyovrai
kdvet evl

i)

TrpocTcpwvel

avrai, olovel

rrj

iy/cvfckior

:

/ca$o-

ov yap a^opiapuevoi^

7ro\ei, &>? 6 Oelos I7at/\o? tois 'Pcopatoi<;

rj

KopivOlois

ravra^ ra? eTuo-roXas o tcjv tolovtcov rod Kvpiov

aXXa

fiadrjTcov 0iaaG<;,

iv

also

in Epist. Jac.) explains the current

hiaairopa,

icaOoXov tois tuo-tols, tjtoi 'JouSa/ot? rots

co? ical 6 IIerpo<;,

?}

/cal

iracn toIs virb ttjv avrrjv

When

Origen (cont. Cels. i. 63)
calls the Epistle of Barnabas a icadoXifcr) eTTiaroXij
so terming
it, obviously, as intending to designate it an encyclical Epistle,
for it could not be his wish to represent it as canonical
we see
plainly in what sense he terms the First Epistles of St Peter
and St John " Catholic Epistles," in the passages above quoted.
Just as they were wont to quote thus, " St Paul says in his
Epistle to the Romans" so, in the case of an Epistle which had
no specific designation, they quoted by the formula, " St John
says in his general (that is, encyclical) writing."
This was the
origin of the term
first, they denominated the First Epistle of
St John, the First and Second of St Peter, those of St James
and St Jude, " Catholic Epistles ;" then this designation was
Trtartv xpHTTiavols reXovaiv.

—

—

:

1

Whoever reads the passage

in its connection,

and without

bias, will

not made with the design to limit the idea
of x.u.&a~htx.!is, or to annul it,
that, in other words, 6voficc£6 un/os is not used
in the pregnant sense of " only so called, but not actually being.'"
see plainly that this

remark

is

—

t

416
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applied to the collection as such, although in the meantime the

two small

Epistles, addressed to private persons,

ceived into the

number

— which,

had been

re-

however, obviously could not

prevent the whole collection from being a potiori designated as
the Encyclical Epistles.

It

was not

until the

Arian and sub-

sequent controversies had brought into more frequent and more

between the

definite use the distinction

KaOoXt/cr) eKKXrjala

and

the atpercKoU, that the old signification of fcadoXifcos, as equivalent to encyclical, vanished entirely from the minds of men.

Then they began (Theodoret, Cassiodorus) erroneously to unwhen found as the predicate of an
Epistle or collection of Epistles, in the sense " of being acknowledged orthodox and canonical by the Catholic Church." This
could not have been possible till a time when the remembrance
derstand the word, even

of the antilegomenon character of five

Epistles"

had passed away.

1
The first who recognised
was Bertholdt (Einleitung, I.

among

the " Catholic

1

this

change in the signification of

xa.So'htxos

But he erroneously refers that
change of signification to a period as early as the end of the third century.
That xix.doKix.6s originally meant " encyclical," and only afterwards obtained the meaning of " canonical," has been assumed, after Bertholdt, by
De Wette and Olshausen, and most of the moderns.
S. 221).
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INDEX.

PRINCIPAL MATTERS.

III.

Abiding in love, 299.
Advent of Christ, expected by the Apostles in the immediate

future, 179,

etc.

Advocate with the Father, our, 118, 120.
Anointing, the, which believers receive, 185, 186, 198.
the spirit of, 279.
Antichrist, and many Antichrists, 180-183, 191, 192
Antithesis, the, between the children of God and the children of the devil,
;

229, 230.

Beginning, that which was from the, 46.
Beginning, from the, 139, 140.
Believing in God's love, 298.
Blinding the eyes, darkness, 150, etc.
Blood of Christ, its cleansing power, 93, 95, 96.
Blood, and water, which Jesus came by, 316-319.
Born of God, 311 he that is, sins not, 232, 235
Bowels, to shut up the, 255.
Brethren, 146.
Brother, hatred of one's, inconsistent with love to God, 308,
;

etc.

Brotherly-love, 237.

Cain, 240, 241.
Calling, the, of John, 14, etc.
Catholic, meaning of the term, 409

;

how

—the question investigated, 409-416

applied to the Epistles so called
origin of the term, 415, 416.

;

Cerinthic Gnosis, the, 277, 288, 296.
Cerinthus, the most ancient, actual Gnostic, 17
the doctrines of, 17, etc.
the God of, 85 the lie of, 191, 277.
Children, 154, 176, 177, 178.
Children of God, and children of the devil, 229, 230, 236.
Children, little, 116.
the rationalistic
Christ, that Jesus is the, the kernel of all truth, 188, 189
and pantheistic, 191; denying that Jesus is the, 191, 193; the confession of, 193, etc.
became incarnate to take away sin, 223-225
without sin, 225 manifested to destroy the works of the devil, 232
the true God, 348.
Coming of Christ, expected by the Apostles as at hand, 179.
Commandment, the old and the new, 134, etc., 138, etc.
Commandments, God's, a standard to regulate the believer's walk and spirit,
125; their nature, 128.
Confession of Christ, 193, etc., 297.
Confession of sin, 96, 101, 102.
Construction and style of John's Gospel and Epistle, 6, etc.
Conversion, true, 227.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Darkness, none in God, 83, etc.
Darkness, walking in, 89, 149, 150
blinding the eyes, 150.
Darkness, passing away, 144.
Death, passing from, unto life, 244.
Death, a sin unto, 337-342.
Demetrius, 404, 405.
Denying the Father and the Son, 192 that Jesus is the Christ, 191, 193.
Diotruphes, 404, 405.
the works of, 232
the children of, 229, 230, 236.
Devil, the, 2:}2
;

;

;

;

;

INDEX.
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Ebionitism, 15, etc.
addressed to specific
is it an Epistle? 1
Epistle, the First, of St John,
why all greeting
is, in essence, not in form, an Epistle, 3
readers, 2
and benediction are absent from it, 5, etc. never doubted to be the
production of John, 6 style and construction the same as of the
dogmatic views of
Gospel, 6 circle of ideas also the same, 7, etc.
both the same, 8, etc. genuineness of, 11, etc. relation of, to the
Gospel, 14, etc. belongs to the same time as the Gospel, 25, etc.
time and place of its composition, 34,
rests upon the Gospel, 26, etc.
etc.
patristic tradition respecting its having been written in Patmos,
37 readers of, 38 Augustine's assertion, that it was written to the
Parthians, and ground of the mistake, 38, 39 diction and tone of, 40

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

literature of, 41, 42.
how distinguished from the First,
Epistle, Second and Third, of John, 359
359 internal evidence in relation to its authorship, 359, 360, 361 ; external evidence, 361, etc. ; investigation of the claims of John the
Presbyter to the authorship of, 363-376 ; canonicity of, 376 ; readers,
;

;

377, 378.
Eternal Life, the, 56, 60.
Evil One, the, toucheth him not, 344
Excursus on Eom. i. 17, 105-109.
Eye, lust of the, 167, etc.

;

the world lying in the, 344.

Faith, the victory of, 311, etc.
Faith inamissibilis, 184.
Faithful and just to forgive sin, God is, 102-105.
Fall, can the regenerate ever? 234.
False teachers, how to act towards them, 393-395.
Father, denying the, 192
to have the, 192, 193
205, etc.
;

Fathers, 160.
Fear, none in love, 304
Fellowship, 72.

;

;

the love of the,

has torment, 305.

Fellowship with God, 88, 92.
Flesh, denying that Jesus is come in the, 277.
Flesh, lust of the, 166, etc.
Forgiveness, 104 upon confession, 155.
;

Gaius, 397.

Genuineness of the First Epistle of John, 11,

etc.

Gnosis, the true, 18, etc.
Gnosis, the Cerinthic, 277, 278, 296.
Gnosticism, 16, etc.
John's opposition to, 18-23, 189, 229.
God is light, 79, etc. in the light, 91, etc. is love, 288 no man hath
seen, at any time, 293
how to demonstrate our love to, 293 His
love to us, 297 the true, 347, 348.
God speed, not to be addressed to false teachers, 393, etc.
Gospel of St John, the style and construction of, the same as those of his
personality of, the
First Epistle, 6
circle of ideas of, the same, 7
same, 7 directly referred to in the First Epistle, 28, 29.
Grace, mercy, and peace, 382.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Handling of the Word of Life, 48.
Hatred, and love, 252.
Hatred of one's brother, 149, 248 inconsistent with the love of God, 308.
Hatred, the world's, of believers, 243, etc.
Heart, our, condemning, 259, etc. God greater than dur, 263, 266.
;

;

;

.
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Hebraizing idiom in the use of hx, 102.
Hope, the purifying influence of Christian, 215.
Hour, the last, 178.

In God, 131.
Incarnation of Christ to take
the Koafto;, 295.

away

sin,

223, etc.

;

its

object in respect to

Intercession of Christ, 121.

—

Jesus is the Christ,
the kernel of all truth, 188, 189 denying that,
191, 193.
John the Apostle, his calling, 14, etc.
John, the First Epistle of is it an Epistle ? 1 addressed to specific readers,
why all greeting
2 in essence, but not in form, an Epistle, 3, etc.
and benediction are wanting in it, 5 the style and construction the
same as those of the Gospel, 6 circle of ideas the same, 7 dogmatic
views the same, 8 genuineness of, 11, etc. its relation to the Gospel,
belongs to the same time as the Gospel, 25, etc. rests upon
14, etc.
the Gospel, 26 time and place of writing, 34, etc.
readers of, 38
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

diction

and

tone, 40

;

;

literature, 41, 42.

—

John, the Second and Third Epistles

internal evidence as to their
of,
external evidence, 361-363
authorship, 359-361
claims of John the
Presbyter to the authorship of, investigated, 363-376.
John the Presbyter, 363.
Joy, full, 74, 75.
;

;

Keep oneself, to, 343.
Knowing God, 126.
Knowing all things, 186, 187.
Knowing and believing in God's
Kyria, to

whom

love, 298.

the Second Epistle of

John was

addressed, 377, 380, 384.

Last hour, the, 178.
Liar,

who

is

the, 188, 190.

Lie, the, 188, 189, 190.
Life, the, was manifested, 55, 62
the eternal, 56, 60
the Son of
called, 64, 65.
Life, passing from death unto, 244, etc.
and light, how related, 345.
Life, to lay down one's, 251
;

;

God

;

Light, God is, 79, 80-83, 85 God is in the, 91.
Light, the, 80-83
walking in the, 87, 90, 91 shineth, 146 dwelling in
the, 147
and life, how related, 245.
Likeness to Christ, 213, 214.
Little children, 116.
Logos, the, 49
with the Father, 62.
Love, God is, 288
source of, 287, 290, 291
no fear in, 304
perfect, 305.
Love of God, the, meaning of the phrase, 128, 130, 165, 294.
Love of the Father, 205, etc.
Love to God, how to prove it, 293, 311, etc. to abide in, 299.
Love of one's brother, 238, etc. bound up in love to God, 307, etc.
Love of the world, 163, etc.
Love and hatred, 252.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Love- relation, the, between God and

Loving

us, 298, 300, etc.

in the truth, 380, 381.
Lusts of the flesh, and of the eye, 166-169.
Luxury, 170, 171.
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Man of Sin, the, 182.
Manifestation of the children of God, 211.
Manifestation of Christ in the flesh, 223.
Manifested, the Life was, 223.
Meritum de congrno, 104.
Message, the, which John received, 77, 78.
Murderer, he who hates his brother is a, 248.
Nazarene element, the, of Christianity, 15.

New commandment,

the, 138, etc.

Old commandment, the, 134, etc., 138,
Only Son, and Only-begotten, 290.

etc.

Pantheistic Christ, the, 191.
Paraclete, 120.
Parthians, Augustine's assertion that the First Epistle of John was addressed to the, 39.
Patmos, the patristic tradition which refers the writing of John's Gospel
to the Isle of, 37
date of John's exile to, 38.
Perfect love, 305.
Perseverance of the saints, 234, 235.
Personality of the Gospel and First Epistle of John, the same, 7.
Plural, the use of the, by John in his First Epistle, 45.
Prayer, the efficacy of, when according to God's will, 336 for one who
has not sinned unto death, 337, etc.
Predestination, and semi J?elagianism, 115, note; absolute, 235.
Presbyter John, the, 363 ; the author of the First and Second Epistles of
;

;

John, 363-384.
Progress, true and false, 393.
Propitiation for the sin of the world, Christ the, 121, 122.
Purification, self-, produced by Christian hope, 216, etc., 218, 220.
nationalistic Christ, the, 191.

Regenerate, the, cannot sin, 235.
Regeneration, 208.
Reward, a full, 390.
Righteous, who is, 230.
Righteous, Jesus Christ the, 120, etc.
Righteousness, to do, 201.
Righteousness of God, the, 105-109.

Seed of God,

the, 233, etc.
Self-deception, 99.
Simon the magician, the first exhibition of the gnostic nature seen in, 17.
Sin, 221
committing, 221, 222, 223 the incarnation of Christ designed
.

;

;

away, 223, 225 none in Christ, 225 the
does not commit, 226 renounced by the converted
Sin, the confession of, 96
to have, 97, 98.
Sin not unto death, 337-342.
to take

;

;

;

man born
soul, 227.

;

Son, the Only-begotten, 290.
Son, denying the Father and the, 192.
Sons of God, 207.
Spirit, the biblical idea of, 275.
Spirit of Antichrist, 279.
Spirit of God, the, marks
Spirit, the,

by which it may be known^ 276, 292,
and the water, and the blood, 330.

of

God

423

INDEX.
Spirits, the injunction to try the, 274, etc.
Stumbling, 148, etc.
Style of John's First Epistle and his Gospel,

6, etc.

Taking away

sin, 225.
Teachers, false, how to act towards them, 393-395.
Testimony of God, the, 331, 334.
Torment, fear has, 305.
Toucheth not him that is born of God, the Evil One, 344.
God, 347.
True, He that is, 346
Truth, the, 187, 188.
Truth, doing and speaking the, 89, etc. ; loving in the, 380, 381
in the, 383.
;

walking

;

Victory, faith the, which overcometh the world, 311.
Vocation, the, of John, 14, etc.

Walking as Ghrist walked, 132.
Walking in darkness, 89.
Walking in the light, 87, 90, 91.
Walking in the truth, 383.
Water and blood, Jesus came by, 316, etc., 319.
Water, the, and the spirit, and the blood, 330, etc.
Will of God, the blessedness of doing the, 174.
Witness of the Spirit, 319, etc., 322.
Witnesses, the three heavenly, 324-329.
Word of God, the, 112, 113.

Word

of Life, the, 28, 52.
of the devil, the, 232.
World, the, 162 things of, 162, 163 love of the, 163, 165 passeth
away, 173, etc., 176 knows not Christ nor His people, 209, etc. its
hatred of the children of God, 243, etc.
as the object of salvation,
295 as Christ is, so are we in the, 302, etc. ; the victory over, 314,
etc.
lieth in the Wicked One, 344.
Wrath of God revealed, 105, etc.

Works

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Young men,

160.
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while the notes appended to the volume throw light on obscure points, at times check inaccuracies of
thought, and reveal a mind accustomed during intervals of so-called relaxation, to hold converse with
the highest intellects of bygone ages. The rare ability of Mr Smith was well understood in the East,
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HANDBOOK
OF

CHURCH HISTORY TO THE REFORMATION.
From the German

of

PROFESSOR KURTZ.

WITH EMENDATIONS AND ADDITIONS,

BY THE REV. ALFRED EDERSHEIM,
AUTHOR OF
"

A work

.

.

which

executed with great diligence and care, exhibiting an accurate collection of

though

succinct,

full,

truly Christian."

" As a manual,

we

facts,

and a

account of the history and progress of the Church, both external and internal

The work is distinguished

.

is

Ph.D.,

HISTORY OF THE JEWISH NATION."

"

moderation and charity of

for the

its

expressions,

and

for a spirit

English Churchman.

Not so artistic and beautiful as Hase, not so dogimbued with a more deeply religious spirit than the
former, and characterised by a broader, milder Christian intelligence than the latter. As a handbook
for the professor, and as a guide to more enlarged knowledge to the student, it stands alone. The
His additions are
translator has executed his whole task with great judgment, skill, and diligence,
truly valuable, especially those which refer to Wycliffe and the CaMnistic Churches." Patriot.
" This volume exactly supplies a want long felt by the students of Church History. It is scientific in
its plan and structure, ample in its information, clear in its classification and arrangement, brief, compact, and very moderate in price.
Like most of Messrs Clark's publications, its value is enhanced by a
copious index and table of contents." Baptist Magazine.
greatly prefer

it

to

any

matic as the more limited work of Guericke

other.
it is

;

In One Volume, demy 8vo (580

pp.), price 10s. 6d.,

COMMENTARY ON THE PENTATEOCH.
Translated from the

German

of

OTTO VON GERLACH.

HENRY DOWNING,

By Rev.

INCUMBENT OF ST MARY'S, KINGSWINFORD.
" This

work

students,

and

is
is

very popular in Germany.'

It is

adapted for general readers as well as theological

published in Messrs Clark's well-known series of translations of foreign theological and

biblical works, 'with

regard to which we observe that the Bishop of London recently expressed himself aa

follows, at a public

meeting held

"

'

He

to receive information as to the religious state of

did not think the public generally were aware

how much our

Germany

:

present literature was based

on what was derived from Germany. "Clark's Foreign Theological Library," for instance, was extensively read in Scotland, and the theology of the Presbyterian clergy of that countiy was greatly
This was also the case in England, and it was likely to increase every
Hence the great importance of knowing whether the intellectual Germans were more reli-

modified by this reading.
year.

giously inclined than in past years.' "

Guardian.

" This work possesses a high character

orthodox and conservative in

among

the Evangelical parties in Germany.

It is

decidedly

and its publication here will confer a great
service on sacred literature, especially as writers on the Old Testament are comparatively rare among
The translation is well executed and, we hope, the work will be extensively patronised by the
us.
its

statements

;

and

its spirit

;

clergy."

"

We

Clerical Journal.

recommend

it

to our readers as

of the Editor are well sustained, the

work

an excellent explanatory Commentary.
is

well edited, and the English reader,

The modest claim*

who would study with

profit to

himself or expound to others, this portion of Scripture, will thank us for directing his attention

to it."

Christian Observer.

"This

is

an able and valuable Commentary."

United Presbyterian Magazine.

—
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One

thick

Volume, Second Edition,

price 12s.,

GRAMMAR

NEW TESTAMENT

DICTION:

INTENDED AS AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CRITICAL STUDY OF THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT

BY DR GEORGE BENEDICT WINER.
Translated from the Sixth Enlarged and Improved Edition of the Original,

BY EDWARD MASSON,
FORMERLY PROFESSOR

IN

M.A.,

THE UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS.

Extract from letter from the late Venerable Archdeacon

Hardwick,

Christian Advocate.

" It is a subject of sincere pleasure to all critics of the sacred text, that this elaborate and e:
haustive treatise is at length in a fair way of becoming familiar to England as it has long been
Germany I shall have great pleasure in commending it to
divinity class."

my

;

The

Publishers have also been favoured with the following opinions of this translation,
from well-known and eminent scholars

!_

:

I. " The translation of 'Winer's Grammar' will, I am convinced, constitute an era in the Biblici
Criticism of this country.
It will dissipate those groundless fears as to the influence of Sacnj
Philology on the Christian laith, which the sad extravagances of our German brethren have tendi
to foster amongst alarmists; and it will serve to show that Learning and Faith are not antagonisi
but can cordially ' kiss each other,' and that in this day, as formerly, the genuine scholar is the
likely to become and continue a sound practical Christian.
The translation appears to be admirabi
executed." II. This is indeed a valuable publication I rejoice at its being made at last accessibH
as I. am in the habit of recommending it annually to my Greek class." III. "I shall have pleasual
in recommending your beautiful and apparently accurate edition of ' Winer.' "
IV. " From th

mJ

;

hasty glance I have taken of it, I should think it was very well done in all ways." V. "The won
appears to be extremely well executed." VI. " This translation of Winer's very valuable Gramma
is extremely well-timed
and, I doubt not, will be used in Cambridge by theological students, wl
are an increasing class in the University." VII. " I have no doubt that I will rind it very useful
my lectures." VlII. I have opened it in a few places, and rind that, judging from them, it appea
to be done with great care.
I have a large theological class, to which I shall h.Avs much pleasn
in strongly recommending it." IX. "Having often had occasion to recommend to students
original work, or the old and very unsatisfactory translation, I shall have much greater confiden
in recommending your publication, so carefully superintended by Professor Masson."
;

ti

" This is the standard classical work on the Grammar of the New Testament, and it is of com
indispensable to every one who would prosecute intelligently the critical study of the most importa
portion of the inspired record it is a great service to render such a work accessible to the Engli
reader." British and Foreign Evangelical Review.
;

"

We

gladly welcome the appearance of Winer's great work in an English translation, and mc
strongly recommend it to all who wish to attain to a sound and accurate knowledge of the language:
the New Testament we need not say it is the Grammar of the New Testament. It is not on
superior to all others, but so superior as to be by common consent the one work of reference on
subject.
No other could be mentioned with it." Literary Churchman.
;

" We congratulate Mr Masson on the completion of his labour, and on having made such a use
and permanent contribution to our translated Biblical literature. There can be no doubt of
reliable character of a translation made by one with the knowledge and experience of Mr Massi
and he has transferred his German original into English that is at once idiomatic, clear, and pi
f

fectly exjiressive."

Erom

S.

Nonconformist.

W. Turner,

D.D., Prof, in the Episcopal General Theol. Seminary.

of this work in its bearing on critical exposition of the New Tes
roent can hardly be overrated. I firmly believe that in proportion as such books are conscientiou;
used to assist in investigating and detennir.ing the true meaning of the Scriptures, will erronei
views of doctrine gradually disappear, and Divine truth prevail in its greatness. Exposition, found
on preconceived systems, human authority, personal feeling, or supposed analogy, must be abandoni
or modified, if found to be at variance with grammatical principles and usage. To assist in deta

"

The value and importance

principles, I know of no book comparable to Winer's Gramm
should be in the library of every clergyman, and in the hands of every theological student."

mining such usage and settling such
It
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JOHN ALBERT BENGEL'S
GNOMON OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
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WITH ORIGINAL NOTES. EXPLANATORY AND ILLUSTRATIVE,
Demy

In Five Large Volumes,

Subscription

The very

demand

large

8vo,

31s. 6d., payable in advance, or free by Post 35s.

for Bengel's

Gnomon

enables the Publishers

still

to supply

it

at the

Subscription Price.

The whole work

is

issued under the Editorship of the Rev.

Andrew

R. Fausset, M.A.,

Rector of St Cuthbert's, York, late University and Queen's Scholar, and Senior Classical and

Gold Medalist, T. C. D.
For the convenience of such as may wish only a portion
separately at 8s. 6d. each (except Vol. II., 10s. 6d.)
Vol. I., Introduction, Matthew,
Corinthians Vol. IV., Galatians
;

Mark
to

Vol.

;

Hebrews

tlic

Commentary, the volumes are sold

Luke, John, Acts Vol. HI., Romans,
James to the End.

II.,
;

of

;

Vol. V.,

" We are heartily glad that this important work, of an English Translation of Bengel's Gnomon,
lias noc only been fairly started, but has been successfully completed.
Bengel's Gnomon' has always
been held in the highest estimation by all competent judges, as presenting a very remarkable, probably unexampled, combination of learning, sagacity, critical tact, evangelical unction, and terseness and condensation of style. Its growing popularity in Germany is, like the popularity of Calvin's Commentary on the New Testament, as edited by Tholuck, one of the very best signs of the
times.
The enterprising Publishers have secured, for this purpose, the services of several
accomplished and thoroughly qualified scholars. Mr Fausset, of Trinity College, Dublin, acts as
general Editor and Superintendent, and undertakes the translation of the Commentary upon the
Gospels of Mark, Luke, John, and Acts of the Apostles. The Bev. James Bandinel of Wadham
College, Oxford, has translated Bengel's General Preface, and his Commentary upon Matthew's
lospel.
The Kev. Dr James Bryce, late of Aberdeen, has translated the portion upon the Epistles
to the Bomans and Corinthians, and has undertaken the rest of Paul's Epistles. The Bev. Dr Fletcher
of Wimborne, has executed the translation of the remainder of the work, on the Catholic Epistles,
and the Apocalypse." British and Foreign Evangelical Review.
'

'

.

.

.

*

It is a thesaurus of terse, pithy, luminous, and sometimes admirable expositions of the words and
phrases in the New Testament. It is in fact a Gnomon,' a Pointer,' an 'Indicator,' as on a sundial, of the meaning of tbe Evangelists and Apostles.
It has been an invaluable aid to the commentators of more recent times; and we are happy to see that all our clergymen may now have access,
in then mother tongue, to the work which has already instructed them through the medium of critics
familial' with the original of this most suggestive index.
The translators have performed their work
with much pains-taking, and have rendered an important service to scholars, who are interested in
critical and theological investigations."
Bibliotheca Sacra.
"•

'

" Every scholar

'

familiar with the character of Bengel's Gnomon.' It is, for conciseness, suggestiveMore than a hundred years have elapsed since its first publication, and
it is still one of the books most frequently quoted or referred to as an authority by modern exegetical
writers.
The names of the translators are a guarantee for the scholarlike execution of the difficult
task."
Princeton Review.

nses and

is

'

felicity, unrivalled.

" This translation is particularly good, characterised by accuracy and strength, and enriched, moreover, with many valuable original notes by the translators.
earnestly recommend it to all our
readers as one of the very best commentaries on the New Testament Scriptures." Church of England

We

Monthly Review.
" In a word, the student may here calculate on finding one of the best helps that the English or anj
other language can afford him." Methodist Magazine.

'

We

hail with sincere pleasure the appearance of this work.
Bengel's Exposition has been long
Biblical students, and as it can hardly be expected that the great mass, even
of well-educated readers, should be able to read Latin with the same facility as their mother-tongue,
a translation of Bengel's work into English will render it accessible to a much larger number than
would otherwise have been able to avail themselves of its help. Bengel's mind was one peculiarly
fitted for the task he undertook; united with acuteness in critical discernment, and a love of patient

known and valued by all

and laborious investigation, there was a spirit of deep, earnest, and
view the great end and aim of Christianity." Record.
" It

may

New

which ever kept

Gnomon' of Bengel is, on the whole, the most valuable
Testament which has ever appeared." Journal of Sacred Literature.
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work on the
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'
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As North British Reviewers, we congratulate our country on having produced this beautiful
reprint of the illustrious Puritan
and from the fact that they have offered it at a price which lias
introduced it to 4000 libraries, we must regard the publishers as benefactors to
theology.
The Editor has consecrated all his learning and all his industry to this labour of love ; and, by all
iccounts, the previous copies needed a reviser as careful and as competent as Dr Goold.
Dr Thomson's Memoir of the author we have read with singular pleasure.
It exhibits much research, and a
tine appreciation of Dr Owen's characteristic excellences ; and its tone is kind and catholic.
Such
reprints, rightly used, will be a new era in our Christian literature.
They can scarcely fail to intenify the devotion and invigorate the faculties of such as read them.
And if these readers be chiefly
professed divines, the people will in the long run reap the benefit." North British Review.
:

modem

—

Never before did the great Puritan appear in such a dress every way in keeping with the character
man and of his productions, and happily adapted to our modern ideas of convenience and taste.
respect to the important matters of accuracy in the text., and of careful editorial revision, we
ire constrained to speak in terms of warmest commendation.
Dr Goold seems to have formed a most
;orrect estimate of the task committed to him
he never shows himself but when there is a propriety
making
his
appearance,
n
and is then nothing more than the interpreter of obscurities, and the usher
>f his principal into the better acquaintance of the reader.
This is a ceremonial by no means superfluous
for, though every one who has so much as set a foot within the domain of theological science
is familiar with Owen's fame, few are conversant with the occasions and the circumstances of his
multifarious authorship, and, consequently, a few words of preface must be to the bulk of readers a
very seasonable and acceptable aid. These introductory notices are really excellent, giving just the
kind and the amount of information which will be generally desiderated, always expressed with
leatness, and often with much felicity.
There is, no doubt, a transition somewhat startling from the
base, and polish, and pleasant flow of the prefatory notes, to the massive and often cumbrous march
if Owen's style of exercitation
but we are not the less reconciled to the effort of wending our way
n the giant's company, that we have been gracefully introduced to his acquaintance." Evanyelica
"

f

the

With

;

;

;

Christendom.

...

In short, with all our reverence for Owen, we are free to say that full justice has here
him at last, and we need not expect ever to see an edition surpassing the present. It is
something for the publishers to have given a sermon by Owen which was never embraced before in
his collected works, or to have exceeded what they promised to the subscribers by nearly two and a
luilf volumes, but it is better far to have presented the noble old Puritan, so abundant in rich thought
iud solid theology, in a form worthy of himself, and of the brotherhood of which he is the best specinen or type. The Life of Owen by Dr Thomson, prefixed to the first volume, and which we noticed
it length when it appeared, the revision and notes of Dr Goold, with the typography and style of the
whole, are all worthy of the work."
Witness.
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